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Preface
Iraq lies at the NE comer of the Arabian Peninsula. It is a land of contrasting geography with an arid
desert in the west and the rugged mountains of the Taurus and Zagros in the NE, separated by the
central fertile depression of Mesopotamia: long known as the cradle of civilization. This
morphology facilitated early human migration and dispersion of knowledge between the East and
West. Sumerian cities as old as 6000 years are a witness not only to a thriving early civilisation but
also to the early industrial use of raw-materials.
In geological terms Iraq lies at the transition between the Arabian Shelf in the west and the intensely
deformed Taurus and Zagros Suture Zones in the N and NE. The evolution of the Arabian Shelf has
been influenced by the mobility of the Precambrian basement and by tectonism along the NeoTethyan margin. The tectonic framework of Iraq has been affected by intracratonic transpressional
and transextensional movements controlled by the interactions of stress along the plate margin with
the Precambrian basement fabric and structural grain.
This book offers a new interpretation of Iraq's Precambrian basement by extrapolating the geology
of the exposed Arabian Shield to the north and beneath the Phanerozoic cover of Iraq. A new
hypothesis for the opening of a narrow Southern Neo- Tethys Ocean in Early Cretaceous time is
proposed (using data from adjacent countries) to explain the geological evolution of the NE margin
of the Arabian Plate. The tectonic framework, fabric and tectonostratigraphy of Iraq are discussed in
the context of the tectonic history of the Arabian Plate.
About half of the book deals with stratigraphy of Iraq. The stratigraphy of Iraq has been dealt with
reference to the tectonostratigraphic development of the Arabian Plate based on the megasequence
classification of Sharland et al. (2001). The megasequences are provisionally subdivided into
sequences. This will provide a stratigraphic foundation for future generations of Iraqi geologists to
build on and improve. The work of Bellen at al. (1959) and Buday (1980) and Buday and Jassim
(1987) were published prior to the completion of the geological surveys of the Iraq. This book
updates the stratigraphy incorporating new data collected by the Geological Survey of Iraq. The
tectono stratigraphy, magmatism and metamorphism of the Zagros Suture are described in detail.
This provides insights into geological problems requiring new research, and collaboration with
geologists from Turkey and Iran, to better understand the geological evolution of the Zagros Suture
Zone.
Quaternary sediments are discussed in detail in the book since the Mesopotamian Plain forms about
25% of the area of Iraq and sustains 60% of its population. Knowledge of the geology of this plain
will help in dealing with the problem of soil salinisation which began to severly affect the area
during the second half of the Twentieth Century.
The hydrogeology of Iraq is covered in great detail because of its importance for the future
development of Iraq and its population. Although Iraq has two major rivers, they only irrigate
narrow belts in Central and N Iraq and the Mesopotamian Plain in the south. The rest of Iraq (about
70% of its surface area) relies on groundwater. Groundwater resources are of ever increasing
importance in Iraq because of climatic changes and the upstream damming of the major rivers. The
hydrogeology chapter was compiled using data from hundreds of water boreholes and thousands of
hand-dug wells. It will be a key reference for hydrogeologists and engineers concerned with water
resources.
Iraq is rich in hydrocarbons and is one of the top five oil producing countries in the Middle East. The
book provides a summary of the oil industry infrastructure in Iraq and provides an introduction to
Iraq's petroleum resources and petroleum systems. A database of oil fields is a useful appendix of
the book.

Chapter 1
Introduction
by
Saad Z. Jassim
Three previous publications in English describe the regional geology of Iraq. The first resulted
from the systematic hydrogeological studies of the Parsons Company (Parson, 1956 and 1957).
The second publication was the Stratigraphic Lexicon of Iraq (Bellen et al., 1959) which remains
a key reference. This was based on data collected during oil exploration activities (geological
fieldwork and drilling) in Northern and Southern Iraq, and during geological traverses along the
routes of oil pipe lines in the Western Desert. The third publication was based on surface
geological mapping and geophysical surveys carried out by the Geological Survey of Iraq from
1972 to 1984 (State Company of Geological Survey and Mining, referred to in this book as
GEOSURV). Important new surface data was acquired during surveys of the Western Desert and
the NE Iraq thrust belt. The work was published in two volumes. Volume 1 on stratigraphy
(Buday, 1980) was published before the completion of the stratigraphic surveys. Volume 2
covered the tectonics and igneous and metamorphic geology (Buday and Jassim, 1987).
Regional publications on the Arabian Plate do not include new data from Iraq (e.g. Beydoun,
1991; Sharland et al., 2001; Al Sharhan and Kendal, 1986 and Ziegler, 2001). This book is an
attempt to update the regional geology of Iraq incorporating new data from Iraq acquired during
the last twenty five years. This book also covers the economic geology of Iraq. It is intended to be
a reference for students, researchers and industrial geologists. It is hoped that the book will
encourage a new generation of Iraqi geologists to tackle the many unsolved problems of Iraqi
geology.
1.1 History of geological investigations in Iraq
The first reconnaissance geological surveys in Iraq were carried out during the First World War
and culminated in the discovery of oil in the 1920's. The contribution of the oil industry in the
early stages of the development of the country after independence in 1921 played an important
role in advancing the geological profession in Iraq. The Iraq Petroleum Company (IPC) and its
sister companies conducted surface geological mapping in N Iraq, and subsurface mapping of S
Iraq. IPC geologists published key stratigraphic information in 1959.
In 1954 the establishment of the Development Council (Maj1is Al I'mar) led to an ambitious
program for metallic mineral, building material and ground water exploration in Iraq carried out
by foreign companies including the Site Investigation Company and Parsons. This program lasted
until 1958. The geology of N and NE Iraq was mapped during this period. Six sheets of 1:
100,000 scale maps were completed for the important border region with Iran and Turkey. In 1954
the Geology Department at Baghdad University was established which immensely influenced the
geological profession in Iraq. Mineral exploration was resumed again from 1961 through contracts
with Soviet state companies who mapped NE Iraq for metallic deposits and W Iraq for phosphate,
glass sand and clay.
Exploration rights of the IPC were restricted in 196) (Law 80). The Iraqi National Oil Company
(INOC) was established in 1964. After the nationa1isation of IPC in 1972, INOC conducted
seismic surveys and exploration drilling. INOC became the sole body responsible for exploration,
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production, refining and marketing in Iraq.
Oil bearing structures were delineated by seismic surveys and drilling, and many new oil fields
were discovered. Geological surveys in Iraq remained restricted until the establishment of the
"Directorate General of Geological Survey and Mineral Investigation" (GEOSURV) in 1969
(presently the State Company for Geological Survey and Mining). Its initial task was to
systematically cover the whole country with regional surveys at a final scale of 1: 100,000 and to
establish the potential mineral wealth of Iraq. A ten year program (1972-1982) was conducted
almost entirely by young Iraqi graduates from Iraqi universities and geological specialists. Some
small areas were mapped through cooperation with the Czech Geological Survey whose experts
also helped to establish many laboratories and advised on the survey policies. The completion of
the regional geological surveys was followed by the compilation of maps. The next stage of the
surveys included detailed geological mapping of high graded areas for mineral exploration or land
use.
Detailed mapping for sulphur, phosphate, industrial clays, bauxite, glass sand, limestone and salt
was conducted first. Areas of high population density were chosen for detailed engineering and
environmental geological mapping. GEOSURV also embarked on the publication of the
Geological Map Series at a scale of 1:1,000,000, starting in 1984. The published maps include:
Geological, Tectonic, Neo-Tectonic, Mineral Resources, Hydrogeological, Geomorphological,
Gravity and Magnetic maps. In 1991 GEOSURV began publication of the 1:250,000 Geological
Map Series.
Following the regional studies of Parsons Company in the 1950's, systematic hydrogeological
mapping was initiated by GEOSURV to evaluate major groundwater basins. Water investigations
were previously the responsibility of a small department within the Ministry of Irrigation who
drilled wells to obtain water for drinking and agricultural use, generally with poor documentation.
GEOSURV took responsibility for sampling and evaluating thousands of hand-dug wells during
the regional survey program. A major shift in hydrogeological investigations began in the late
1970's when contracts were signed with international companies and national bodies (Yugoslav
and Italian, GEOSURV and the Directorate of Ground Water) for hydrogeological evaluation of
the groundwater basins of the Iraqi Desert (Desert Development Project). For the first time deep
water boreholes (up to 1600 m deep) were drilled and fully evaluated based on resistivity surveys
and seismic profiles.
1.2 Morphology
Iraq is near the centre of the so-called "Fertile Crescent" which is characterised by a
topographically-low, generally cultivated area (central depression) which extends from central
Syria to the Arabian Gulf (Fig. 1-1). This NW-SE oriented trough contains the youngest sediments
in Iraq and is flanked by a gently-inclined plateau to the Wand SW, and by a series of ridges and
depressions passing into mountainous area in the NE. The highest elevation in W Iraq is near the
Iraq-Saudi Arabia-Jordan triple border junction (936 m), from which the ground slopes towards
the Euphrates River at a gradient of 10-20 m/km. This western inclined plain is a desert with
rainfall ranging from 50-100 mm/year and can be divided into two sectors. The Western (Widyan)
Desert lies N of latitude 32° and is characterised by numerous wadis of E-W, NW-SW and N-S
orientation. The Southern Desert lies S of latitude 32° and WSW of the Euphrates River. It lacks
the active drainage often seen in the Western Desert.
The central depression (Fertile Crescent) is divided into two regions; the Mesopotamian Plain in
2

the SE andd the Jezira Plain in thee NW. The Mesopotami
M
an Plain exttends from Wadi
W
Tharthhar in
the NW too the Arabiaan Gulf in thhe SE. It is bounded
b
by the Euphrattes River in the west annd the
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Hemrin-Pesh--i-Kuh rangee in the eastt. It containss widespreadd Quaternaryy deposits oof the
Tigris andd Euphrates rivers. The northern paart of the pllain is elevaated and dissected, reveealing
older Pleisstocene riveer fans whichh also charaacterise its eastern
e
and western marrgins. The JJezira
Plain area lies at a surrface elevation of about 250 m; it lies between the Mesopotamian Plainn and
the Euphraates depressiion of E Syriia.
To the E oof the centraal depressionn lies an areaa with lines of hills, sepparated by brroad depresssions,
forming thhe foothills of
o N and NE
E Iraq. These hills are associated
a
wiith long antiiclinal structtures;
the depressions corresspond to broad syncliness (Fig. 1-1). The boundaary between the foothillss and
mia Plain is abrupt and is defined by
b the SW flank
f
of the Makhul-Heemrin-Pesh-ii-Kuh
Mesopotam
anticlinal range.
r
Furth
her to the NE
E, anticlines become more frequent aand their eleevation increeases.
High anticclinal mountains to the E of Kirkuk and N of Mosul
M
form w
well-defined surface feattures.
They are generally
g
of whale backk character, built
b
by Eoccene limestonne in their cores
c
and flaanked
by Miocenne and Pliocene clastics.. Further to the
t N and NE
N the mounntains are built by Cretacceous
limestone cores flankeed by Palaeoogene clasticcs. Further E they are buuilt by Uppeer Cretaceous and
mestones an
nd flanked byy Cretaceouss clastics. Along the NE
E border of Irraq with Irann and
Jurassic lim
Turkey thee mountainoous area is sttructurally more
m
compleex and comprises a series of thrust sheets
which reacch 3000 m inn elevation and
a contain metamorphic
m
c and igneouus rocks.
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1.3 Surface geology
The surface geology of Iraq roughly reflects it morphology. Generally, the youngest sediments
(Quaternary and Neogene) lie within the central depression while the flanks expose older strata of
Palaeogene to Palaeozoic age (Fig. 1-2).
The geology of the desert area to the SW of the Euphrates River is generally characterised by NEdipping strata which are slightly more inclined than the land surface. However, in W Iraq near
Rutba Town the strata dip to the west away from the axis of a major ENE-WSW trending
anticlinorium in which rocks as old as Permian outcrop (Fig. 1-2). The erosion of the crest of the
anticlinorium has created the Ga'ara depression. The geology of the Mesopotamian depression is
produced by a complex system of river channels, levees, flood plain, marshes, sabkha and deltas,
bordered on both sides by alluvial fans. The Jezira area in NW Iraq is dominated by a massive
uplift (Tayarat). Middle Miocene sabkha deposits, exposed in the core of the uplift, are flanked in
the E, N and W by Upper Miocene clastics. To the south erosion by the Euphrates River has
exposed Oligocene and Lower Miocene carbonates along tight anticlinal structures controlled by
E- W faults.
The foothills NE of the Mesopotamian depression comprise narrow (roughly 5-10 km wide)
anticlines; Upper Miocene to Pleistocene molasse sediments or Middle Miocene evaporites are
exposed in their cores. Some higher amplitude anticlines within the zone such as Sinjar and Qara
Chauq have exposures of Palaeogene and locally Upper Cretaceous formations in their cores. The
foothill anticlines are usually asymmetrical towards the SW and are often associated with
decollement thrust faults (controlled by Middle Miocene evaporites) in the area south of the
Lesser Zab River (Fig. 1-2).
The mountainous region to the NE of Kirkuk is characterised by harmonic folds. Cretaceous or
older rocks are exposed in their cores; Palaeogene and Neogene rocks form the adjacent
synclines. The amplitude of the folds increases towards the NE until the anticlines override each
other due to thrusting with elimination of the intervening synclines. In N Iraq along the Turkish
border, Palaeozoic to Cretaceous rocks are exposed in the cores of tight anticlines bounded by
thrust faults.
Along the Iranian border there are thrust sheets of sedimentary and igneous rocks which where
formed in the Neo- Tethyan oceanic domain. The lowest of these comprise radiolarian chert and
volcanics which were thrust over the shelf carbonates of the Arabian Plate during the Late
Cretaceous. These thrust sheets were later peneplaned and covered by onlapping Upper
Maastrichtian to Palaeogene clastics and carbonates. These clastics were often structurally
overridden during Late Neogene deformation by thrust sheets of calc-alkaline volcanics and
associated clastics and carbonates of Palaeogene age. Cretaceous metamorphics and volcanics,
intruded by large basic and ultrabasic plutons, form separate thrust sheets overlying the Tertiary
volcanics. The structurally highest thrust sheets in Iraq are composed of metamorphic and
igneous rocks and represent the extension of the Sanandaj Sirjan Zone of Iran into Iraq.
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1.4 Outline of the book
The book deals with all aspects of the geology of Iraq. Chapter 2 describes the Late Precambrian
Pan African development of the Arabian Plate. Successive periods of subduction and arc
accretion resulted in the formation of basement terranes, which are mainly exposed within the
Arabian Shield of W Saudi Arabia. These terranes played an important role in the subsequent
development of the Phanerozoic basins of the plate. The extension of these terranes below the
sedimentary cover is thus important for understanding the tectonic fabric and evolution of Iraq.
An attempt is made to predict the composition of the Precambrian basement below the
sedimentary cover in Iraq using potential field data.
Chapter 3 describes the Phanerozoic evolution of the Arabian Plate with emphasis on the
evolution of the Tethyan plate margin that strongly influenced intraplate basin development in
Iraq. This chapter describes the Early and Late Palaeozoic "Caledonian" and "Hercynian" arching
events that were controlled by active margin development along the S margins of the PalaeoTethys Ocean. The opening of the Neo- Tethys Ocean in Late Permian time and the formation of
a passive margin along the NE edge of the Arabian Plate is described. Evidence for Mid TriassicJurassic extension in the NE part of the Arabian Plate and the subsequent opening of a narrow
ocean in Late Tithonian-Cenomanian time (Southern Neotethys) with the splitting off from the
Arabian Plate of a narrow microcontinent is presented. The Late Cretaceous obduction of NeoTethyan oceanic crust on to the NE and N margin of the Plate with the formation of a foredeep
basin is described. Finally the closure of the Neotethys and the continental collision of the
Arabian Plate with the Turkish and Iranian Plates (and resultant foreland basin formation) are
discussed.
Chapter 4 deals with the tectonic framework and tectonic development of Iraq, the effects of the
Precambrian basement mobility on the tectonic framework, and the subdivision of Iraq into
tectonic zones and subzones. The chapter also outlines the distribution and origin of major fault
systems and longitudinal and transversal blocks. Chapter 5 describes the tectonic and structural
style of the various zones and subzones of the Stable Shelf. Chapter 6 defines the units of the
Unstable Shelf and the Zagros Suture Zone.
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Chapter 7 is concerned with the seeismicity off Iraq. The hiistory of seissmic researcch of Iraq annd the
ment of the seismic
s
moniitoring statioons in the coountry is discussed. The seismotectoonics,
establishm
historical seismicity annd the seism
mic zonation of Iraq are also
a describeed.
t
Infracaambrian to Early Perrmian
Chapter 8 describess the tectoono stratigrraphy of the
Megasequuences API to AP5 as defined byy Sharland et al. (20011). Data froom neighbouuring
countries was used exxtensively to
t better undderstand thee Palaeozoicc section whhich is only very
p
b wells in Iraq.
by
I
Chapteers 9-14 deaal with Megaasequences A
AP6locally exxposed and penetrated
APll (Laate Permiann-Recent). They
T
have been subbdivided intto sequencees boundedd by
unconform
mities. Theirr componennt formationns are descrribed in dettail using new
n
stratigraaphic
informatioon. The pallaeogeography of the sequences aare discusseed. Correlattion charts were
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prepared using the time scale of Gradstein and Ogg (1996) and the global sea level curves of Haq
et al. (1988) after recalibration. The Maximum Flooding Surfaces (MFS) of Sharland et al. (2001)
are also plotted on these charts. The type localities of formations and important geographical
names used in this book are located on a map (Appendix 1).
The Quaternary sediments of Megasequence APII cover about 30% of the surface area of Iraq.
They are important for agriculture and human activities and are thus given special attention and
discussed separately in Chapter 15.
The tectono stratigraphy, magmatism and metamorphism of the Zagros Suture Zone are discussed
in Chapters 16 and 17. These chapters update the earlier descriptions of this zone by Buday
(1980) and Buday and Jassim (1987) and provide much new information. It is hoped that that
publication of this data will encourage future co-operation with Turkish and Iranian geologists to
tackle the geological structure and geological history of this complex and important area which is
of great importance for the understanding of the evolution of the former Tethyan margin of the
Arabian Plate.
Chapter 18 provides a summary of the hydrocarbon geology of Iraq. General information on the
oil industry infrastructure, oil fields is provided. The petroleum systems of Iraq are briefly
described with emphasis on their source rocks, reservoirs and seals. A database of Iraqi oil fields
is provided as an appendix.
Groundwater resources are of great importance for the future development of Iraq. The
hydrogeology of Iraq is thus described in detail in Chapter 19. Factors controlling groundwater
flow composition and quality in Iraq are discussed. Six major aquifer systems are defined and the
present and future use of their groundwater is discussed.
Chapter 20 deals with the mineral wealth of Iraq and discusses the distribution, evaluation,
chemical composition and origin of metallic and non-metallic minerals and of industrial rock
deposits.
1.5 Data used
The book uses the latest results of the Geological Survey of Iraq which include the final survey
compilations and published maps. Gravity and magnetic maps were used to construct depth to
basement maps, assess basement composition and identify major faults zones. Data from over 120
wells in Iraq (Fig.l-l) and over 300 wells from the surrounding countries were used in subsurface
mapping and tectonostratigraphic evaluation. Data from deep water wells in the Western Desert
region provided important stratigraphic and structural control in the area between the surface
outcrops of the Western Desert and the deep oil exploration wells of Mesopotamia.
The interpretation of the tectonic elements also relied on satellite images downloaded courtesy of
NASA'S public domain (https://zulu.ssc.nasa.gov/mrsid). Inclined scenes are downloaded
courtesy of Google Earth. A large collection of published and unpublished manuscripts of
regional nature, published in Iraqi Geological Journals (Journal of the Geological Society of Iraq
and the Iraqi Journal of Science) and international geological journals were used in the
compilation of this book.
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Chapter 2
Late Precambrian development of the Arabian Plate
by
Saad Z. Jassim
2.1 Tectonostratigraphy of the Late Precambrian
The Precambrian basement of the Arabian plate was amalgamated through oceanic accretion
within the Nubio-Arabian Mozambique ocean and plate collision between E and W Gondwana
(Fig. 2-1) around a stable craton in E Africa through two orogenic cycles, the youngest of which is
the Pan African cycle (900 to 540 Ma). The Arabian shield was initially subdivided into five
terranes (Stoeser and Camp, 1985) and subsequently into ten terranes (Nehlig et al., 2002).
The tectonostratigraphy of the Arabian Shield was defined by Brown and Jackson (1960) and
Schmidt et al. (1973). The Precambrian plate tectonic evolution and the amalgamation of the
Arabian Plate were dealt with by subsequent work (Al-Shanti and Mitchell, 1976; Calvez et al,
1983; Stacey et al., 1984; Stacey and Agar, 1985; Stoeser and Camp, 1985; Pallister et al., 1987;
Stoeser and Stacy, 1988; Agar et al., 1992; Walker et al., 1994; Husseini, 2000; nehlig et al.,
2002).
Brown and Jackson (1960) divided the apparently similar stratified volcanosedimentary rocks of
the basement into groups of different age. They were formed in a time period exceeding 300 Ma.
The outcrops of these groups are shown in Fig. 2-2.
The tectonostratigraphy of the shield is thus defined as follows: The Baish-Bahah Group is the
oldest stratified unit in the Arabian Shield (older than 1000 Ma). It can be divided into two units.
The lower unit comprises metamorphosed spilitic pillow basalt and andesite with interbedded
marine volcano-clastics. The upper unit comprises metasediments (graphitic schist, marble,
calcschist and chert). The recorded thickness of the group of about 2600 m may have been
tectonically increased by imbrication. The Baish-Bahah Group is older than the Mecca granites
which intrude it (9651025 Ma using Lead isotopes and 719-760 Ma from K-Ar dating). The type
and geochemistry of the volcanics, and the associated marine sediments suggest the group formed
in an island arc setting (Nehlig et al., 2002).
The Jiddah Group is exposed on the W side of the Shield and comprises andesite and associated
volcano-clastic sediments metamorphosed into the greenschist facies and dated as 912 Ma. The
strata of the group are intruded by 890-848 Ma gabbros (Brown et al., 1989). The andesite
volcanicity suggests the group was formed in a volcanic arc.
The Ablah and Fatima Groups comprise 2300 m of basal conglomerate, quartz wacke and red
sandstone with beds of stromatolitic limestone. They outcrop in inverted grabens. The age of the
groups is constrained at 816-763 Ma.
The Al Ays Group outcrops in the NW part of the shield (Fig. 2-2). It comprises 1400 m of
metasediments and volcanic rocks with basal conglomerates, basaltic (spilitic) and silicic
volcanics, passing into deep water greywackes containing silicic tuffs. The age of the group is not
well defined but it is underlain by volcanic and plutonic rocks which are older than 800 Ma. Some
tuffs are dated at 725 ±15 Ma (by the U-Pb method). The composition of the volcanics and the
associated sediments indicate the group was formed in an island arc and fore-arc setting.
The Halaban Group forms the central part of the exposed Precambrian shield (Fig. 2-2). It
comprises 6500 m of ultramafic rocks (pyroxenite and harzburgite), diorites, andesites and
8

associated volcano-claastic sedimeents metamoorphosed intoo the greensschist facies (Delfour, 1977).
1
The groupp is the produuct of a volccanic arc (Brown et al, 1989; Nehligg et al., 2002). The volccanics
are dated at 785 to 72
24 Ma. Schist, amphiboolite and meeta-andesite at the base of the grouup are
H
Grooup overlies a granitic basement (> 1400 Ma). Itt is often overlain
dated at 8225 Ma. The Halaban
by molassee of the Murrdama Groupp which mayy have been deposited inn foredeeps formed
f
durinng the
Nabitah-A
Ar Rayan oro
ogeny that beegan around 680 Ma.
The Sham
mmar Group is restrictedd to NW-SE and NE-SW
W trending ggrabens in thhe NE part oof the
shield. It comprises a lower uniit of basal conglomeratte and clasttics with asssociated rhyyolite
r
andd ignimbritees dated at 6221 ± 21 Ma (Delfour, 19977). Radiom
metric
volcanics ooverlain by rhyolites
dating of thhe rhyolites indicates a broad
b
age raange of 633 to
t 555 Ma.

2.2 Precam
mbrian Terrranes
mbrian Shield has been divided intoo several terrranes (Stoeseer and Campp, 1985; Nehhlig et
The Precam
al., 2001), each charracterised byy an accrettionary volccano sedimeentary sequeence, syntecctonic
m (gabbro, diorite, tonnalite and trondhjemite
t
e), a molassse basin annd post tecctonic
magmatism
magmatism
m (usually acidic
a
but soometimes maafic). Frisch and AI-Shaanti (1977), Camp
C
(19844) and
Jackson ett al. (1984) proposed
p
thaat the Arabiaan Shield foormed througgh a processs of arc accrretion.
Geochronoological studdies show thhat magmaticc arc rock asssemblages formed betw
ween 950 M
Ma and
670 Ma (M
Marzouki et al.,
a 1982).
Nehlig et al. (2002) suggested
s
foour stages for
fo the form
mation of thee Arabian shhield: 1) Occeanic
d
(900 to 6880 Ma). 2) Suturing and
a
gneiss dome
accretion, subduction and arc development
o the Najd orthogonal fault system
m (680-610 Ma). 3) Tecctonic
formation with the deevelopment of
fr
isostatic adjustmeent associateed with inttrusive and extrusive alkali
extension resulting from
m (610-545 Ma). 4) Posst tectonic magmatism
m
w
which
lastedd until 345 Ma.
M These events
e
magmatism
occurred over
o
a period
d of 300 Maa producing distinct terrranes. The eexposed Preccambrian terrranes
can be divvided into two
t
groups,, the westerrn terranes sutured
s
befoore 680 Maa and the eaastern
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terranes, w
which were sutured
s
later. The positioon of theses terranes, theeir predicted
d extension bbelow
the sedimeentary cover,, and the loccation of otheer buried terrranes are shown in Fig. 2-3.

2.2.1 Westtern Terranees
The Asir T
Terrane is th
he oldest annd forms thee SW part of
o the Arabiian shield. It
I consists of arcrelated maagmatic unitss dated at 7660 to 800 Maa (Stoeser annd Camp, 19985) and as young as 7116 Ma
(Brown annd Jackson, 1960). Som
me age determ
minations exxceed 1000 Ma. The terrrane is sepaarated
from the H
Hijaz Terranee to the N byy the Bir Um
mq suture whhich containns ophiolites dated at 8388-828
Ma (Nehliig et al., 20002) or 838 ±10
± Ma (Dileek and Ahm
med, 2003). T
The Hijaz Teerrane consiists of
magmatic rocks as old
o as 805 Ma and waas probablyy formed within a volccanic arc syystem
M The terrrane containns the
associated with calc alkaline pluutonic activiity from 680 to 700 Ma.
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stratified volcanosedimentary sequence of the Jiddah Group. The Midyan Terrane includes
volcanics and a volcano sedimentary unit (710 Ma) belonging mostly to the Al Ays Group which,
according to Shanti and Roobal (1979), comprises calc alkaline volcanic and ophiolites. The
Midyan Terrane is separated from the Hejaz terrane by the ophiolites of the Yanbu suture (782-706
Ma) or 770-740 Ma according to Dilek and Ahmed (2003).
2.2.2 Eastern Terranes
The Afif Terrane is the most westerly terrane of the eastern terranes. It is composed of andesites
and volcano sedimentary rocks of the Halaban Group (825 Ma) and is overlain by molasse of the
Ablah, Fatima or Murdama Groups (678-655 Ma) deposited in N-S trending basins. Younger units
of volcanics (Shammar Rhyolites 650-620 Ma) and volcano sedimentary rocks (Jubaylah (J'bala)
Group) 619-558 Ma; Schmidt et al., 1973) formed in extensional basins. Husseini (2000)
considered that the Halaban Group formed in a fore-arc basin setting. The volcano sedimentary
Halaban Group is intruded by syntectonic magmatic bodies: mainly gabbro, tonalite and posttectonic granites. The underlying Halaban crust composed of large granodiorite intrusions and
gneiss, outcrops in N-S major anticlinal systems and may also form the major part of the Hail
Terrane in the N part of the shield defined by Johnson and Stewart (1995). The Afif Terrane
contains some of the oldest rocks of the Arabian Shield; the Khida crust (1800-1600 Ma) outcrops
between two Najd shear zones in the southern part of the shield. The Afif Terrane is separated
from the Western Arabian Terranes by the Halfaya-Ruwah Suture with ophiolites dated as 843-821
Ma (Dilek and Ahmed, 2003).
Johnson and Stewart (1995) referred to the Amar suture zone of Stoeser and Camp (1985) as the
Ad Dawadimi Terrane. This terrane is composed of sericite-chlorite phyllites (Abt Phyllites) with
underlying ultramafic imbricates and large intrusions of diorite and granite. Mitchel (1976) and AI
Shanti and Gass (1983) considered mat the phyllites were originally deposited as fine grained
clastic sediments in a fore-arc basin, although this is disputed by Johnson and Stewart (Op. Cit.)
and Nehlig et al. (2002). The Ad Dawadimi Terrane is separated from the Afif Terrane to the west
by the Halaban Suture with ophiolites dates as 694-680 Ma (Dilek and Ahmed, 2003).
The Ar Rayan Terrane is the easternmost exposed part of the Arabian shield. It consists of volcanosedimentary rocks (Amar Group) that have been dated as older than 670 Ma
(Stoeser and Camp, 1985), formed in an oceanic island arc or at an active continental margin (AI
Shanti and Mitchell, 1976), and intruded by syntectonic mafic rocks and post tectonic granites.
Slates drilled in the Ain Dar and Khab fields to the E of the Arabian shield, which have been dated
at 671 to 604 Ma (McGillivray and Husseini, 1992), may be part of this terrane. The Ar Rayan
Terrane is separated from the Ad Dawadimi Terrane to its west by the AI Amar Suture with
ophiolites dated as 698 Ma (Dilek and Ahmed, 2003).
2.3 The buried Precambrian basement in Iraq
The magnetic and gravity signature of the exposed basement terranes of the Arabian Shield were
studied and integrated with the gravity and magnetic data from the Arabian Plate. Particular
attention was paid to the potential field data of Iraq. Magnetic highs were traced from the Arabian
Shield into Northern and Southern Arabia beneath the Phanerozoic cover (Fig. 2-3).
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The magnnetic anomalies were integrated with the fault system
ms identifieed from grravity
interpretation to predicct the extenssion of the buuried basemeent terranes in Iraq.
c
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The Ar Rayan Terrane outcrops in the easternmost exposure area of the Arabian Shield and is
associated with high gravity and magnetic anomalies. These anomalies can be traced to the north
and south beneath the Phanerozoic cover. The eastern limit of the terrane is associated with a
gravity and magnetic high which could be interpreted as an ophiolitic suture overriding the Ar
Rayan Terrane. The Ar Rayan Terrane can be confidently traced into SW Iraq, passing through the
Southern Desert and then swinging to the NNW into the Jezira area of NW Iraq. It might also
correspond to the magnetic high to the north of the Palmyrides (Fig. 2-3). In Iraq the terrane is
predicted to contain Amar Group volcanosedimentary rocks, intruded by syn-tectonic gabbro and
post-tectonic granites. The strike of the eastern boundary of the terrane changes direction from N-S
to NW-SE in central S Iraq which may be due to deformation during the Najd shearing event.
In eastern Saudi Arabia, the buried basement of low magnetic and gravity character is attributed to
the Eastern Arabian Terrane (Getech and Jassim, 2002). The western boundary of this terrane with
the Ar Rayan Terrane is placed at the western boundary of a magnetic high associated with the
Summan structure. The Eastern Arabian Terrane is predicted to extend along the Arabian Gulf into
S and Central Iraq, as far as Mosul in N Iraq. The overall low magnetic character of the terrane
suggests it has a gneissic basement with large granite plutons. The terrane is characterized by N-S
trending structures in the south and by NW-SE trending structures north of latitude 32° (Fig. 4-3).
Some basic to intermediate post tectonic intrusions may be present in a NE-SW trending zone
along the Diyala (Sirwan) River.
The folded mountains of the Zagros and Taurus ranges are associated with relatively large
magnetic anomalies which might be related to the presence in the underlying basement terrane of
basic volcanics and plutons. The long wavelength of the anomalies may be due to burial depth
rather than compositional uniformity. The terrane might represent a highly imbricated ophiolitic
belt of NW-SE orientation. This structural trend was reactivated during Late Tertiary deformation.
The nature of the Precambrian basement of the adjacent Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone is poorly
understood. No Precambrian igneous rocks have been identified on the western side of the
Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone, but Ghazi et al. (2003) noted that volcano sedimentary rocks of the Kahar
Formation occur to the east of the zone. This suggests that the Sanandaj-Sirjan microplate might
have been an integral part of the Arabian Plate during the Late Precambrian. The Central Iranian
microplate may have been a distinct and separate Precambrian terrane. The Zagros terrane swings
westwards into NW Iraq (Sinjar region) and then into N Syria (Abdul Aziz region).
The boundaries of the Precambrian terranes (Fig. 2-3 and Fig. 2-4) appear to have influenced basin
development (in particular the positions of basin margins) throughout subsequent Phanerozoic
time; these terrane boundaries are thus important for understanding the tectonic framework and
tectonostratigraphy of Iraq.
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2.4 Summary of Precambrian evolution
The Arabian Plate formed during Late "Pan African" orogenic cycle which lasted from 900 to 610
Ma (Stoser and Camp, 1985; Vail, 1991; Johnson and Stewart, 1995; Nehlig et al., 2002; Husseini,
2002). The Arabian Plate formed during oceanic accretion and microplate collisions in three stages
as follows:
2.4.1 Oceanic accretion and subduction
This stage lasted from 900 Ma to 680 Ma in which oceanic lithosphere formation and subduction
led to accretion of the oceanic crust and volcanic arc formation. At least three well dated ophiolite
belts are recognized within the Arabian shield; these include the Bir Umq Ophiolite (830 Ma), .the
Yanbu ophiolites (770 Ma) and the Al Amar ophiolites (680 Ma). The former two are found in
NE-SW trending sutures in the western part of the shield; the latter is found in a N-S trending
suture in the easternmost part of the shield. A fourth ophiolite belt is located at the W margin of
the NS trending Nabitah suture in the central part of the shield. The age of the Nabitah ophiolites
lies between the ages of the Bir Umq and Al Amar ophiolites (Nehlig et al., 2002) and is
established as 843-821 Ma (Dilek and Ahmed, 2003).
2.4.2 Orogenesis
The orogenic stage, according to Nehlig et al. (2002), lasted from 680 to 610 Ma and was
characterised by collisions of accretionary units and the associated microplates along the N-S
trending Nabitah and Al Amar suture zones, probably around 680 Ma. The Nabitah suturing
resulted in the formation of major molasse basins in foredeeps within the orogenic belt. The E- W
compression during this orogeny led to the formation of the NW-SE trending transpressional shear
zones of the Najd system. These shear zones strongly influenced the subsequent tectonic
development of the Arabian Plate.
2.4.3 Extension
The Amar collision was followed by destacking and crustal thinning, which resulted in the
development of transextensional basins parallel with, or perpendicular to, the Najd shear zones.
These extensional basins were the site of intrusive and extrusive post tectonic magmatism
(Shammar magmatism) and were the precursors of the Infracambrian salt basins in S Arabia
(Oman) and E Arabia (Gulf and SW Iran).
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Chapter 3
Phanerozoic development of the Northern Arabian Plate
by
Saad Z. Jassim and Jeremy C. Goff
3.1 Introduction
The Arabian Plate is shown in Fig. 3-1. The western and southern boundaries of the plate are
passive margins located at the spreading ridges of the Red Sea, and the Gulf of Aden. The north
western boundary is located along the Levant transcurrent fault. The south eastern boundary in
Oman is defined by the Masirah fault zone. The _northern and northeastern boundaries are
compressional due to the late tertiary collision of the Arabian Plat with the Turkish and Iranian
continents. The green line on Fig. 3-1 represents a Late- cretaceous suture zone.
The Phanerozoic evolution of the northern margin of the Arabian Plate is a complex and
controversial subject. It has been established that the Arabian Plate formed by accretion of terranes
along active continental margins during Late Precambrian time (Chapter 2). However, the
subsequent evolution of the northern margin of the plate in Palaeozoic Eocene times is still poorly
understood and no consensus has been reached on many geological issues late Cretaceoustertiary—subduction and over thrusting along the NE margin of the Arabian Plate has fragmented,
and frequently destroyed, evidence of Permian-Early Cretaceous extensional tectonic events and
ocean spreading. Earlier Palaeozoic events are even more difficult to decipher. In NE Iraq the NeoTethyan suture (chapter 16) is a narrow tectonic zone which-has· been strongly deformed due to
late Miocene Recent over thrusting.
Geopolitical instability in the critical region of the Turkey/Iraq/Iran geographic triple junction in
the last thirty years has hampered geological mapping and research. This area provides many
opportunities for future co-operative research to solve key outstanding geological problems. This
chapter draws attention to many unsolved problems but also offers some suggestions about how
the plate margin has evolved based on insights provided by correlation of stratigraphic units in NE
Iraq with adjacent areas.
In Turkey there is no consensus on the timing of opening of Neo- Tethyan ocean basins along the
northern margin of the Arabian Plate or of the number of branches of the Neotethys which formed
and subsequently closed. Evidence for the opening of a southern branch of the Neo- Tethys in Late
Tithonian-Cenomanian time extending along the northern margin of the Arabian Plate from the
Eastern Mediterranean to Oman is described. This is a new concept which warrants further
research and critical interrogation.
The origin of the Mid Cretaceous ophiolites which were obducted onto the northern Arabian Plate
in Late Campanian-Early Maastrichtian time remains controversial. Many workers consider that
these ophiolites were formed in a supra subduction zone setting (Pearce et al., 1981; Dilek and
Thy, 1989; Searle and Cox 1999; Glennie 2005); others consider that these ophiolites formed at a
new oceanic ridge (following a ridge jump) near the margin of the Arabian Plate (Ricou 1994).
Even the direction of Cretaceous subduction in the comparatively well studied region of Oman is
disputed (Searle et al., 2003; Gray and Gregory 2003). In Iraq the ophiolites emplaced in the Late
Cretaceous have been buried beneath younger thrust sheets; their presence is confirmed by the
composition of the flysch in the Late Cretaceous foredeep.
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Some tectonic blocks of the Turkish and Iranian plates (now sutured to the Arabian Plate) were
originally part of the Arabian Plate in Early-Mid Palaeozoic time. They later split off the Arabian
Plate and became isolated micro continents during the opening of the Neo- Tethys Ocean. Some of
these terranes may have completely disappeared due to subduction. Other parts of the terranes
subsequently collided with the Arabian Plate during the closure of the Neo- Tethys. It is likely that
they rejoined the Arabian Plate in very different locations to where they originally rifted off
(because of strike slip movements during the opening and closing of the Neo-Tethys). Many of
these terranes have reached their present positions following Late Tertiary compressional and
strike slip movements. The presence of protrusions and embayment’s along the margins of the
colliding plates would have strongly influenced the style of deformation along the suture zones.
An outstanding problem critical to the understanding of the evolution of the northern margin of the
Arabian Plate is the geological interpretation of the Bitlis Massif. This massif contains strongly
deformed metamorphosed Precambrian Turonian rocks (Caglayan et al., 1984; Goncuoglu et al.,
1984). The massif was metamorphosed in Late Cretaceous time and exhumed in Latest Cretaceous
time after an ophiolite had been thrust over it. We offer a new interpretation of the Biltis Massif,
that it represents a microcontinent which split off the northern margin of the Arabian Plate in Late
Tithonian time, was subducted into an intra-oceanic subduction zone and was then ejected from the
subduction zone. We consider that the exotic Avroman and Bisitoun carbonates of NE Iraq and
SW Iran (now preserved as thrust sheets) were originally deposited on a continental root'
equivalent to the Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks of Bitlis : this continental root has now
disappeared due to subduction and overthrusting. We interpret the Neyriz Exotic and possibly
some of the Oman Exotics as also have been originally deposited on fragmented blocks of thinned
continental crust.
The Neyriz Exotics were described by Stoneley (1981). They occur within a melange with a
radiolarian chert matrix as blocks incorporated into the lower part of the peridotite. The exotic
blocks in the melange comprise: Permian fusulinid bearing packs tones, Triassic megalodonbearing limestones, grainstones and packstones, Jurassic platform limestones, Lower Cretaceous
Orbitolina bearing limestones, and Cenomanian grainstones with aveolinids. Stoneley noted that
many of these limestone facies were unknown at outcrop in SW Iran. He considered that they were
derived from an unknown source area that has now disappeared by subduction. The exotic blocks
which occur in the basal part of the Neyriz ultramafic thrust sheet consist predominantly of
marbles and metacherts, but also include low grade pelites and thin metasandstones with well
preserved ripple marks. The Bisitoun Limestone of the Kermanshah area of SW Iran (Braud 1973,
1989, Fontaine et a1. 1989) contains an imbricated succession of Triassic Cenomanian carbonates
(of similar facies to the Neyriz exotics).
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3.2.1 Late Precambriaan-Early Caambrian Rift
fting
In Late Prrecambrian time
t
the colllision of acccreted continnental terrannes ceased at
a around 610 Ma
(Chapter 22). At this tim
me the Arabian Plate waas joined to the
t African and Indian Plates
P
and foormed
part of Goondwana. Ann important period
p
of tecctonic extennsion occurreed in the norrthern Gonddwana
in Late Preecambrian-E
Early Cambriian time. Thhis led to the formation oof NE-SW trrending rift bbasins
in southernn Arabia (Goorin, 1975; Terkin,
T
19999; Husseini, 2002) and N
N-S trendingg grabens andd half
grabens inn western annd eastern Arabia
A
(Hadley, 1974; Andrews
A
et aal., 1991; Geetech and Jaassim,
2002). Theese rift basin
ns were infiilled with thhick clastics and basic aand intermeddiate volcaniics of
Megasequence API (S
Sharland et al., 2001). In southern annd eastern Arrabia, thick marine
m
evaporites
ntral Arabiann N-S
were also deposited inn the rift bassins (Fig. 3--2). Throughhout this perriod, the cen
t Arabian Plate as a mountain
m
rannge, separatiing east andd west
Nabitah orrogenic belt dominated the
Arabia (Chhapter 2). Rifting
R
endedd in late Eaarly Cambriaan time resuulting in thee developmeent of
broad fluvial basins onn the westernn and easternn sides of thee orogenic bbelt.
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Silurian Intrracratonic Subsidence
S
3.2.2 Mid Cambrian-S
The penepplanation of the Idsas orrogenic beltt was complleted in the late Early Cambrian
C
tim
me. A
marine traansgression then
t
coveredd almost thee whole of the
t Arabian Plate. The peneplaned Idsas
belt was suubmerged buut remained structurallyy high. The northern
n
marrgin of the Arabian
A
Platee was
a passive m
margin (Fig. 3-3). Intraccratonic subbsidence in the
t Arabian Plate contin
nued until thhe end
of the Siluurian only intterrupted by the Late Orrdovician glaaciation (Figg. 3-4).
Megasequence AP2 (5520-445 Ma)) was deposiited during passive
p
subsiidence in Miid Cambriann-Late
s
position of thee Arabian Plate in
Ordoviciann time. The Saharan glaaciation was due to the southerly
Late Ordovvician time. The Saharann glaciation (Husseini, 1991,
1
Mahm
moud et al., 1992; McGilllivray
and Husseein, 1992; Joones and Stuump, 1999; Sharland
S
et al.,
a 2001) aff
ffected the western
w
part oof the
Arabian P
Plate which was then at
a its lowestt southerly latitude (Figg. 3-4). Thiis glaciationn was
associated with a dropp in sea levvel that led to deep inccisions (exceeeding 600 m) filled inn with
Gillivray andd Husseini, 1994).
glacial mooraines (McG
Deglaciation at the en
nd of the Ordovician
O
c
caused
a plaate-wide marrine transgreession acrosss the
mity is the base of Meggasequence AP3.
A
Widesspread
Afro-Arabbian Plate; thhe resultingg unconform
depositionn of graptolitte shales occcurred in Eaarly Siluriann time follow
wed by depoosition of shhallow
marine claastics duringg the Late Silurian. Overr 2000 m of Silurian seddiments weree deposited in
i the
western paart of the Arabian Plate including
i
weestern Iraq; about 1000 m of Siluriaan sedimentss were
deposited in
i eastern Arabia.
A
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Early Late Devonian
D
Upplift
3.2.3 Latesst Silurian-E
n-Mid Devonnian time sooutherly subbduction of P
Palaeo-Tethyyan oceanic crust
During Laatest Silurian
(Davoudzaadeh and Weber-Diefen
W
nbach, 1987)) occurred near
n
the norrthern margiin of the Arrabian
Plate (Fig.. 3-5). Defoormation occcurred withinn the Arabian Plate folllowing the formation oof this
active marrgin. The deformation has previouusly been coorrelated witth the "Caleedonian oroogenic
event" of Europe
E
(Belllen et al., 19959). Early-M
Middle Devoonian sedimeents are abseent throughout the
NE part off the Arabiaan Plate and in the Sananndaj-Sirjan Zone
Z
of Irann (Stocklin, 1968). NNE
ESSW
transversall uplifts and sag basins formed.
f
The basinns included the
t Palmyridde Trough inn Syria, the, basin in NW
W Saudi Araabia and Iraaq and
Rub al Khhali in southeern Arabia. The
T intervenning uplifted areas in N S
SE Syria, paarts of SE Tuurkey,
N and NW
W Iraq, N Jo
ordan Omann were erodded. In Syriaa the Siluriaan Sequencee was completely
removed bby erosion at
a the Swab--l well locattion prior too deposition of unconforrmably overrlying
Upper Devvonian-Carbboniferous sediments. This
T
indicatees uplift eroosion occurred after thee Late
Silurian annd prior to th
he late Devonian (Getechh and Jassim
m, 2002).
Central A
Arabian Archh may havee been initiaated at this (Fig. 3-5). Fluvial-maarine clasticss and
occasionall carbonates were deposiited in the saag basins; they form partt of Megaseqquence AP3 .
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-Early Late Carbonifero
C
ous Intracraatonic Subsiddence
3.2. 4 Latee Devonian-E
Early carbonniferous timee as a periood of
Sharland eet al. (20011) interpreteed the late Devonian-E
extension and compression with "Hercynian"
"
back-arc riffting, inversion uplift. This
T interprettation
A
Platte may havee started earrlier than the late
suggests thhat the "Hercynian" event in the Arabian
Carboniferrous identifieed in both N Africa and N Arabia.
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It is believved that the "Hercynian"
"
upheaval inn Arabia and N Africa was synchronous and restrricted
to the Perm
mocarboniferrous (Getechh and Jassim
m, 2000; Guirraud et al 20001).
however, tthe absence of sedimentts of this meegasequencee in (Andrew
ws et al., 19
991) and souuthern
Arabia (L
Levell et 1988) may bee due to Late
L
Carboniiferous upliift and 'on rather than Late
Devonian--Early Carbooniferous as was suggessted by Sharrland et al. ((op. cit.) wh
ho also the C
Chalki
volcanics of N Iraq att the base of
o the Megassequence AP
P4 and conssidered that they formedd in a
back-arc seetting behindd the Palaeoo- Tethyan suubduction zoone. Howeveer these volccanics are unndated
and could belong to th
he underlyingg Megasequeence AP3.
m
of thhe Palaeo-Teethys is suppported by the
t occurrennce of
Subductionn along the southern margin
Devonian--Carboniferoous volcaniccs and mettamorphics found in the Kuh-Seefid area of the
Sanandaj-S
Sirjan Zone (Davoudzaddeh and WeeberDiefenbach, 1987). However th
he central part of
the Arabiaan Plate was probably not significaantly affecteed by this ssubduction. Widespreadd Late
Devonian marine shalles and limestones weree deposited iin a broad inntracratonic basin throughout
t
Arabiann Plate in Iraq, Syriaa and Turkey. Upper Devonian-L
Lower
the centraal part of the
Carboniferrous sedimennts are here assigned to M
Megasequennce AP4 (Chhapter 8).
3.2.5 Late Carboniferrous "Hercyn
nian" Comppression
The Late Carbonifero
ous was a period
p
of great
g
changee in the Arrabian Plate resulting in the
merica with West
formation of a major regional unnconformity. In the westt, the collisiion of N Am
d
nt of the Herccynian collissional belt ex
xtending from the
Africa andd Europe resuulted in the developmen
Mauritaniddes in the south,
s
throuugh the Atlaas Mountainns to centraal Europe in
n the north. This
collision w
was associated with N-S
S compressioon in Moroccco and Alggeria (Haddooum et al., 22001),
and major N-S arching
g in Libya (G
Getech and Jassim,
J
20000) and Egypt (Soliman and
a Fatouh, 1970;
S
rjan Zone (D
Davoudzadehh and
Guiraud annd Bellion, 1995). In thhe east, dataa from the Sanandaj-Sir
Weber-Dieefenbach, 19
986) indicatee a metamorrphic event occurred duuring the Late Carbonifeerous.
This metaamorphism is
i likely to be the resuult of subduuction along the southerrn margin oof the
PalaeoTethhys (Fig. 3-66).
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Sengor (1990) proposed that subduction of oceanic crust occurred the north eastern margin of
Gondwana in Iran in Late Palaeozoic time and that subsequently Permian Triassic rifting occurred
in a back arc setting. Husseini (1991, 1992) also concluded that subduction occurred beneath the
northern margin of Gondwana in the Late Palaeozoic. Concuoglu et al. (2000) concluded that the
Tepekoy Metamorphics and Sogut Metamorphics in, the Pontides of northern Turkey formed in an
accretionary complex and volcanic arc respectively above a southerly dipping subduction zone
along the northern margin of Gondwana in Late Carboniferous time. The Sogut Metamorphics
contain granitic dykes; a granodiorite intrusion is dated at 295 Ma (Latest Carboniferous). The
metamorphics comprise amphibolite, gneiss, schist, marble and quartzite, with lenses of
metaserpentinites, pyroxenite and metagabbros. Late Carboniferous granites have recently been
described from Greece and interpreted as the products of southerly subduction of Palaeotethys
beneath Gondwana (Xypolias et al 2006). Melange containing exotic blocks of Silurian, Devonian
and Carboniferous age occur in Karaburun and on Chios in western Turkey and may have formed
in a southerly dipping Palaeotethyan subduction zone (Robertson and Pickett 2003).
Hercynian folding and metamorphism affected the active margin of the Arabian Plate in Iran along
the Sanandaj-Sirjan (Davoudzadeh and Weber-Diefenbach, 1987). The resulting E-W compression
led to the inversion of the N-S trending Late Precambrian basins. The Burgan and Ghawar
structures and N-S trending buried structures were formed. The "Middle"-Upper Permian Khuff
Formation unconformably overlies eroded Lower Palaeozoic sediments over these structures.
Unconformities within the Upper Carboniferous clastic formations of Central Arabia suggest that
the N-S trending structures were intermittently active.
Levell et al. (1988) who studied the Late Carboniferous glacial deposits of Oman and concluded
that elevation rather than latitude of Oman put that region within the reach of the Gondwanan
glaciation (i.e. Alpine-type glaciation). The elevation is assumed to be the result of a thermal uplift
at the initial stages of the opening of the Neo-Tethys, developed between India and the Tibet
block.
Western Arabia was uplifted (Fig. 3-6) and tilted eastward (Getech and Jassim, 2002). In Jordan,
Upper Permian or Lower Triassic formations overlie progressively younger Lower Palaeozoic
formations towards the east while the western Palmyride was uplifted during this time span too
(Brew et al., 1999). The area between the east and west Arabian uplifts subsided (W Iraq, N-NW
Saudi Arabia and E Syria) forming a basin in which about 1000 m of fluvial Late CarboniferousLower Permian clastic sediments were deposited (Chapter 8). Upper Carboniferous sediments are
here placed in the Modified Arabian Plate Megasequence AP5. The upper and lower boundaries of
Megasequence AP5 have here been modified.
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3.3 Extensiion and passsive subsideence associaated with thee opening of the Neo- Tethys
T
Oceaan
3.3.1 Earlyy-'Mid" Perrmian riftingg
Early-Midd Permian riifting is inteerpreted to have occurrred in c-are setting around the norrthern
margin of the Arabiann plate, and at
a a triple juunction locatted at the SE
E corner of thhe plate fig. 3-7).
t central parts of the A
Arabian incluuding Iraq) were
w relativeely unaffecteed by extension at
However the
this time; m
most of the extension is interpreted to occurred around the margin
m
of thhe plate in Tuurkey
and Loweer Permian continental
c
N trending
g basin in Wand
W
sandstones were depossited in a N-S
Central Iraq (Chapterr 8) inheriteed from Laate Carbonifferous time. Iraq was a gently upplifted
landmass dduring most of Early-Miid Permian tiime.

Early Triassic passive margin
m
devellopment
3.3.2 Latee Permian-E
t Neo- Tetthys Ocean opened.
o
Thee micro conttinent of Meega Lhasa (R
Ricou,
In late Perrmian time the
1994) com
mprising Preccambrian basement and Palaeozoic sedimentary
s
of the Sanaandaj-Sirjan Zone,
Z
Central Iraan and a narrrow continennta1 sliver inn northern Turkey,
T
splitt of the Arab
bian Plate (F
Fig. 38). Detaileed analysis of the biofaacies of Perrmian carbonate sequennces of the Taurides annd the
Platform oof SE Turkeyy (Altiner, 1984;
1
Altineer et al., 2000) strongly suggest thatt these areas were
joined togeether in late Permian tim
me and form
med a single giant carbonnate platform
m on the norrthern
margin of Gondwanalaand.
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However, other authors have suggested that the Taurides split off the Arabian Plate during the
Permian (Stampfli, 2000), and that sea floor spreading occurred in the Eastern Mediterranean at
this time (Garfunkel, 2004).
The Neo-Tethys Ocean progressively widened during Early Triassic time. A break-up
unconformity formed on the northern and eastern margins of the Arabian Plate. Thermal
subsidence led to the formation of a passive margin megasequence along these margins, and the
development of the Mesopotamian Basin (Chapter 9). Upper Permian basal clastics or carbonates
overstep across older Palaeozoic rocks. The Rutba Basin which had subsided in earlier Palaeozoic
time was gently inverted forming the Rutba Uplift. The shoreline of the Late Permian basin was
located along the eastern flank of the Rutba Uplift. A fluvial basin formed in the Palmyrides in
Late Permian time.
3.3.3 Mid Triassic-Norian rifting
During Mid Triassic-Late Triassic time further extension (Fig. 3-9) occurred around the northern
and eastern margins of the Arabian Plate. This is recorded by the occurrence alkali basalts in three
areas: in the Bitlis Massif of Turkey (Perincek, 1980) in the Zagros suture zone associated with the
Triassic Avroman and Bistoun carbonates of NE Iraq/SW Iran, and in the Hawasina Complex of
Oman. Radiolarian chert was deposited in the resulting rift basin along the margin (Bechennec et
al., 1990).
Triassic carbonates are locally preserved as exotic blocks in the Zagros suture zone (Neyriz and
Oman exotics). Many of these carbonate exotics have been interpreted as the covers of volcanic
oceanic sea mounts (Pillevuit et al., 1997).
We propose that the rifting led to the formation of an outer ridge of thinned continental crust on
which megaladon limestones were deposited which separated the rift basin from the deep water
continental slope which formed during the Late Permian-Early Triassic opening of the NeoTethys. This ridge may have been discontinuous comprising a series of isolated blocks. Carbonate
deposition on these blocks continued through Jurassic and Early Cretaceous time.
In Syria, Iraq and Iran differential subsidence occurred in the Palmyride and Mesopotamian Basin
in Mid-Late Triassic time with deposition of evaporites and locally euxinic basinal carbonates in a
highly restricted environment (Chapter 9). Extensional basins developed near and parallel to the
plate margin from the Atlas Mountains in Morocco and Algeria to the Syrian Arc in N Egypt
(Guiraud and Bellion, 1995), the Levant and Syria (Brew et al, 1999).
In addition to the above-mentioned longitudinal basins, minor transversal Triassic sags were
developed in central Jordan (NW-SE, Shinaq, 1997) and SW Iran (E-W, Setudahnia, 1978).
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3.3.4 Noriian-Mid Toaarcian passivve subsidencce
oarcian timee the rate of subsidence on
o the northeern Arabian Plate sloweed and
In Late Noorian-Mid To
relatively uniform maarginal mariine clastics, evaporites and shallow
w water laggoonal carboonates
were depoosited across the Mesopootamian Bassin (Chapter 9). Deposittion of megaaladon limesstones
occurred on
o the Bitlis--Bisitoun riddge on the NE
E margin off the Arabiann Plate (Fig. 3-10).
The Late Permian
P
to Early
E
Jurasssic sequencees are equateed with the Arabian
A
Plaate Megasequuence
AP6.
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3.3.5 Late Toarcian-E
Early Tithon
nian Differen
ntial Subsiddence and Rif
ifting
T
tim
me renewed differential subsidence occurred inn the Mesopotamian Bassin in
In Latest Toarcian
Iraq (Chappter 10) andd SW Iran with
w the onseet of deposiition of euxiinic marine carbonate ssource
rocks. By Oxfordian time
t
the Meesopotamian Basin was a relatively deep restriccted basin frringed
by carbonaate shoals along its rim
ms. In Late Kimmeridgia
K
an-Early Tithhonian time a phase of rapid
subsidencee occurred inn the southerrn Mesopotaamian Basinn in southernn Iraq with deposition off thick
evaporites (including four
f
units off halite). The Mesopotam
mian Basin was clearly isolated from
m the
o the Neo-Tethys Oceean. The norrthern rim of
o the basin
n was formeed by
open mariine waters of
carbonate shoals. In Irraq this carboonate rim waas tectonicallly overriddeen in Late Crretaceous tim
me by
I
the rim
m is represeented by thee carbonatess of the Suurmeh
thrust sheets. However in SW Iran
Formationn.
A phase of rifting in Mid-Late
M
Jurrassic time is
i documented in Oman (Rabu et al., 1990; Prattt and
p
exteended furtheer north alonng the
Smewing, 1990). We consider thaat this phasee of rifting probably
ge of the Arrabian
margin off the Arabiann Plate sepaarating an outer carbonaate ridge aloong the edg
m the restrictted Mesopottamian Basinn (Fig. 3-11). A transtensional NW
W-SE oriented salt
Plate from
basin deveeloped in Yemen (Maycoock et al., 20001).
Schettino and Scotese (2002) have notedd that important riftinng events occurred inn the
Mediterrannean region in Bajociann-Mid Tithonnian time (1175-148 Maa). It is likelyy that this rrifting
phase hadd begun in Latest
L
Toarccian time (182 Ma). Thhere are up to 2500 m of Early Jurrassic
basalts in northern
n
Israel (May, 19991); early Jurassic
J
riftiing created horsts
h
and grrabens with up to
1000 m of
o relief. Scchettino and Scotese suuggested thaat rifting ledd to the forrmation of small
fragments of continenttal lithospheere that riftedd away from
m the northernn margin of Gondwana. They
w related to a tensionnal force rellated to the north
proposed tthat the mecchanism of this rifting was
easterly suubduction of
o old Neo-- Tethyan Ocean
O
crust beneath thhe active margin
m
of Euurasia
extending from the Pontides of norrthern Turkeey to the Sannandaj-Sirjann Zone of Iraan.
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3.3.6 Late Tithonian-Cenomanian opening of the Southern Nee-Tethys
There is an important regional unconformity of Mid Tithonian age (149 Ma) on the Arabian Plate
which marks the boundary between Megasequences AP7 and AP8 (Sharland et al., 2001). This
unconformity may be a "break up unconformity" which formed as a result of a possible phase of
ocean floor spreading around the northern margin of the Arabian Plate with the opening of a
southern Neo- Tethys Ocean (Fig. 3-12). In Late Tithonian time major palaeogeographic changes
occurred in the northern and eastern Arabian Plate which are not explained by previous plate
tectonic models of the region. The continental margin of the Arabian Plate in Oman collapsed and
the shelf edge retreated 250 km to the SW (Rabu et al., 1990). Deposition of widespread
radiolarian chert began in Tithonian time in E Turkey (Karadut Complex) and in NE Iraq (Qulqula
Group) and occurred with renewed vigour in SW Iran and Oman. Radiolarian chert deposition
continued through Early Cretaceous time. Basic volcanism occurred in Tithonian-Cenomanian
time all around the northern margin of the Arabian Plate from the Levant through the suture zone
of SE Turkey, NE Iraq, SW Iran and Oman. In the Mesopotamian Basin (Chapter 11) deposition of
basinal evaporites suddenly ceased consistent with a much - proved connection of the basin to the
open marine Tethyan Ocean.
The supporting regional evidence for the Late Tithonian Cenomanian Ocean spreading is described
below.
In Late Tithonian-Cenomanian time there was widespread basic volcanism around the northern
margin of the Arabian Plate extending from the Eastern Mediterranean to Masirah in Oman. In the
Levant the volcanics were derived from primitive basic magmas from an enriched mantle source
(Laws and Wilson, 1997) with important eruptions dated-at 148 Ma (Late Tithonian), 137-130 Ma
(Valanginian Hauterivian), 122-115 Ma (Barremian- Aptian), 105 Ma (Albian) and 90 Ma
(Turonian).
The lower nappe of the Cilo Ophiolite in SE Turkey (Yilmaz, 1985) near the Iraq border comprises
300 m of basalts, pyroclastics and cherts; the cherts in the upper part of the nappe are dated as
Mid-Late Hauterivian (130-127 Ma). Further west the lower and middle tectonic units of the
equivalent Kocali Complex comprise up to 1000 m of basalt and agglomerate, and up to 1800 m of
pelagic limestone, chert, manganese bearing silicified mudstone, and basalt respectively (Perincek,
1979). The lower part of the Kermanshah Ophiolite of Iran (Braud, 1973) comprises a melange of
radiolarian chert, pillow lavas, basalt and slivers of serpentinite. In the Neyriz area of Iran
(Stoneley, 1981) tectonic blocks with up to 1000 m of basalt and pillow lavas occur in the chert
matrix of a melange beneath the Neyriz Peridotite; blocks of metamorphosed basalts occur
immediately beneath the peridotite. The chert matrix of the melange contains Mid ConiacianSantonian radiolaria, the entrained volcanic blocks are thus probably of Turonian or older age.
In Oman basic volcanism is recorded in the Dibba and Hatta zones (Robertson et al., 1990a,
1990b). In the Dibba Zone the metamorphic sole of the Semail Ophiolite is transitionally underlain
by several hundred metres of highly deformed chert, siliceous mudstones, pelagic limestones,
basalts and dolerite sills; the siliceous mudstones are dated as Late Tithonian-Valanginian. The
metamorphic sole contains metamorphosed equivalents of these rocks with extensive
metamorphosed basalts and pillow lavas. The Haybi Complex in the Dibba Zone comprises thrust
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slices of basalts, radiolarites and pelagic limestones. The volcanics are dated as 92 and 96 Ma (Mid
Cenomanian-Early Turonian); the cherts contain Early Cenomanian-Turonian radiolaria. Dolerite
sills also occur in the Nayid Formation of the Hawasina Complex; cherts in the Nayid Formation
in the Dibba Zone contain Early Cenomanian radiloaria. Robertson et al considered this
Cenomanian volcanism to be due to "variable amounts of crustal stretching of older oceanic crust
near the margin of the Tethyan Ocean". In the Hatta Zone the Haybi Complex comprises a lower
unit of 300 m of highly deformed radiolarites, pelagic limestone, with basalts and dolerite sills; the
radiolarites contain radiolaria of Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous age. This unit is depositionally
overlain by several hundred metres of basalts, pillow lavas, dolerite sills, cherts, pelagic limestones
and calciturbidites. The volcanics are dated as 109-104 Ma (Albian) and 93 Ma (Early Turonian).
The Cretaceous basalts of the Dibba and Hatta Zone have a MORB Tholeiite and Within-Plate
composition.
In our model the opening of the Southern Neo- Tethys led to the drifting away from the Arabian
Plate of a narrow continental block (or a series of isolated blocks) (Section 3.1). This concept had
first been suggested by M.W. Hughes-Clark (Stoneley, 1981, P. 523). Stoneley refers to "an
oceanic trough .... Within the original Arabian shelf margin" forming a "separated continental
block lying between the Arabian Platform and the main Tethys to the NE" which was the "source
of the shelf exotics". Robertson and Searle (1990, their Figure 14) based on review of Oman data
also recognized a Tithonian "? Spreading event" related to "crustal extension and subsidence" and
"inferred oceanic volcanism".
We postulate that Tithonian ocean floor spreading occurred mainly within stretched continental
crust all along the northern margin of the Arabian Plate leading to the spreading away of a narrow
microcontinent (or a series of isolated narrow continental blocks separated by small transform
faults). These microcontinents are inferred to be the substrate on which the Triassic-Cenomanian
platform limestones of the Bisitoun Limestone of Kermanshah (Iran) and the Avroman limestone
of NE Iraq were deposited. It is also inferred to be the source of many of the exotic blocks of
platform carbonates that occur in the radiolarian chert of Neyriz (Iran), in the Hawasina Complex
in Oman, and in the Kocali Complex of SE Turkey .
The above events are here attributed to a new phase of ocean spreading along the outer rim of the
Arabian Plate with the splitting of a narrow micro-continent (or a series of microcontinents) from
the Arabian Plate (Fig. 3-12). The narrow ocean which formed is here referred to as the Southern
NeoTethys. The southern passive margin of this ocean which now formed the northern margin of
the Arabian Plate is represented in Iraq by the Qulqula Group which is equivalent to the Karadut
Complex of SE Turkey, the Radiolarian Chert Series of Kermanshah and Neyriz, and part of the
Hawasina Complex of Oman. Deposition of shallow water carbonates or deep water condensed
sequences occurred on the narrow blocks of continental crust which split off the Arabian Plate.
The onset of the spreading of the Southern Neo- Tethys in Late Tithonian time may have been
caused by the formation of an intraoceanic subduction zone in the southern part of the NeoTethys.
The opening of the Southern Neo- Tethys can be considered to be part of a regionally extensive
event linked to the breakup of Gondwana, including the opening of the Eastern Mediterranean
(Beydoun, 1991) and the separation of Africa and India (Fig. 3-12). May (1991) suggest that an
ocean opened in the Eastern Mediterranean in Early Cretaceous time and had widened to 300-400
km by the Aptian. In excess of 3000 m of Upper Aptian-Cenomanian carbonates, marls and
turbidites were deposited along the continental margin and along the eastern shore of the ocean
along the Levant. On the eastern margin of Oman, the Masirah Ophiolite comprises thick
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Tithonian pillow lavas (Peters and Mercoli, 1997). This records the opening of the northern Indian
Ocean and the separation of eastern Oman from India. This event clearly relates to successful Late
Jurassic rifting within the Gondwanaland continental crust. In Masirah pelagic limestones
associated with thick pillow lavas contain Tithonian radiolarian chert. Gabbro dykes are dated at
150 Ma. Alkaline volcanics are dated at 123-130 Ma (Hauterivian-Barremian).
The ophiolites emplaced onto the Arabian Plate during Late Cretaceous obduction are here
interpreted to comprise a lower unit of ophiolitic melange and an upper unit of massive ophiolite
which is interpreted to have formed in a supra subduction zone setting. These two ophiolite thrust
sheets are locally separated by massive thrust sheets of massive carbonates which were sheared
from their now subducted continental roots. The lower ophiolitic melange is interpreted to be the
remnants of the Southern Neo- Tethys. The Southern Neo- Tethys is interpreted to have been a
narrow deep ocean which spread at a low rate. Its oceanic crust is interpreted to have been
subducted and corresponds to the basic and ultrabasic components of an ophiolitic melange. This
melange is represented by the lower nappes of the Kocali and Cilo Ophiolites in SE Turkey, the
Darband Rayat and Khwakurk Groups of NE Iraq, and the lower ophiolitic nappes of Kermanshah
and Neyriz, and parts of the Haybi Complex of Oman. The upper thrust sheets of massive
unmetamorphosed ophiolites of Cretaceous age have a chemical signature indicating formation in
a supra-subduction zone setting (Section 3.1). These ophiolites extend from Cyprus to Oman. They
are interpreted to have formed above the same subduction zone that is predicted to have formed in
Late Tithonian time near the southern margin of the Neo-Tethys.
Other workers have suggested that ocean spreading in the southern part of the Neo- Tethys during
the Early Cretaceous resulted from a ridge jump in Late Tithonian time to an intra-oceanic position
close to the continental margin of the Arabian Plate. Ricou (1994) and Pillevuit et al., (1997)
suggested that a new ocean ridge formed in Late Jurassic (Tithonian) time as a result of rifting
within the old NeoTethyan oceanic lithosphere close to the margin of the . Arabian Plate adjacent to
Oman. Ricou suggested this ocean ridge formed in Mid Tithonian time and extended to the NW
along the margin of the Arabian Plate from Oman to Iran.
Metamorphosed ophiolites occur in the Mawat Group of NE Iraq comprising the Mawat,
Penjween, Bulfat and Pushtashan phiolites and associated sediments (Chapters 16 and 17).
These ophiolites were metamorphosed in Late Cretaceous time and finally emplaced into the
Zagros suture zone in late Miocene time; they have been thrust onto thrust sheets of Palaeogene
arc volcanics. The Mawat Group ophiolites and associated metasediments require further study.
They may represent fragments of the metamorphosed slab of oceanic crust above which was
overthrust in late Cretaceous time by massive unmetamorphosed ophiolites described above.
Alternatively they may have formed at a spreading ridge in central part of the Neo-Tethys.
Basement lineaments were reactivated beneath the Mesopotamian basin during the formation of
the passive margin along the southern Neo-Tethys. Transversal faults Fig. 4-7) differentiated the
Mesopotamian basin into strongly subsiding areas (Kirkuk and Rub al Khali Embayments) and
relatively elevated blocks (Mosul and Central Arabian Highs).
Traverse tectonic lineaments controlled the location of depressions and blocks, and may also have
controlled location of Early Cretaceous rivers and deltas along the SW margin of the
Mesopotamian Basin. The failed Palmyride rift was associated with volcanicity evident in Lebanon
Renouard, 1955) and the Palmyrides (Litak et al., 1998). The Rutba uplift reached its maximum
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me span and was probabbly joined to the Mosul H
High in N Irraq. Sequencces of
extends duuring this tim
this cycle aare equated with
w Arabiann Plate megaasequence AP7.
A

3.4 Turon
nian-Eocenee foreland baasin formattion closure of the Neo-- Tethys
3.4.1 Turoonian-Early
y Campaniaan Closure Southern
S
Neeo-Tethys
m
continnent that hadd split of thee Arabian Plate in
In late Cennomanian-Early Turoniaan time the micro
Late Tithoonian time approached
a
the trench of
o the intra--oceanic subbduction zone. The onsset of
growth of N-S trendinng structures in S Iraq, Kuwait,
K
and Saudi Arabiia at this tim
me may havee been
t fore-arc region abovve the
caused by the diachroonous collision of these micro-contiinents with the
o the north facing passive margin oof the southern Neo- Tethhys is
trench. The onset of deeformation of
Q
Connglomerates of NE Iraq (Chapter
(
16)).
recorded bby the deposiition of the Qulqula
med around thhe northern margin
m
of thhe Arabian P
Plate in respo
onse to loadiing of
A forelandd basin form
the crust bby thrust shheets generaated as a reesult of com
mpression. In
I Oman thiis foreland basin
subsided inn response to
t pulses of compressionn in Coniaciian-Early Caampanian tim
me (Warburtton et
al., 1990).
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At least tw
wo subductioon zones aree interpretedd to have beeen active in the Neo-Tetthys in TuroonianEarly Cam
mpanian tim
me. The conntinental rooots of the Bitlis, Bisiitoun and associated
a
m
microcontinents, and the oceanic
o
crusst of the Soouthern Neoo- Tethys are
a interpreted to have been
t Arabian Plate
subducted into the souuthern subduuction zone (Fig. 3-13)). The leadinng edge of the
p
high pressure
p
mettamorphism occurred inn the Early Campaniann with
was also ssubducted; peak
formation of blue schists and ecloggites (Warreen et al 2003, Searle et all 2004).
t Neo- Tetthys leading
g to the form
mation
An additioonal subducttion zone maay have beenn active in the
of a colouured melangee with volcaanics now reepresented byy the Yukseekova Complex of easterrn SE
N Iraq andd SW Iran this arc complex has been tectonnically
Turkey. Inn the suturee zones of NE
overriddenn by the Sanaandaj-Sirjann Zone.
Along the SW marginn of the Sanaandaj-Sirjan Zone a new
w subductionn zone formeed which ressulted
mation of the
t Katar R
Rash arc vollcanics of N
NE Iraq (Chhapter 16) and
a extensivve arc
in the form
volcanics of
o the Sanan
ndaj-Sirjan Zone
Z
of SW Iran.
I
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3.4.2 Late Campanian
n-Early Maaastrichtian Ophiolite
O
Obbduction
In Late C
Campanian-E
Early Maastrrichtian time (Fig. 3-144) Neo- Tetthyan ophioolites were tthrust
further ontto the Arabian Plate, eleevated abovee sea level, aand rapidly eroded. Thee erosion prooducts
were depoosited as flyssch (up to 20000 m thickk) in a narrow foredeep basin along the northernn and
eastern maargins of thee Arabian Plaate extendinng from SE Turkey
T
throuugh NE Iraq (Chapter 122) and
SW Iran to Oman. Extensionnal basins subsided sttrongly durring Late Campanian--Early
ben and the E- W
Maastrichttian time. Thhese includee the Euphraates Graben,, the Azraq-Sirhan Grab
trending Anah
A
and Tay
yarat grabenns. These bassins had origginally formeed during riffting in earlyy Late
Cretaceouss time.

3.4.3 Late Maastrichtiian-Danian
In Late M
Maastrichtian
n time ophiiolite obducction ceasedd and the fflysch basinn shallowed.. The
Cretaceouss thrust beelt was onnlapped passsively by Upper Maaastrichtian Loftusia-beearing
limestoness. With the mass
m
extinctiion at the ennd of the Maaastrichtian, carbonate production
p
sllowed
dramaticallly. Danian sediments are
a absent inn NE Iraq and are of phosphatic facies in W Iraq
(Chapter 13).
M
ce AP9 (92-6
63 Ma).
Sequencess of this periood are equatted with Arabbian Plate Megasequenc
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3.4.4 Palaeocene-Eoccene closure of the Neo--Tethys
Evidence oof subductioon and the fiinal closure of the NeoT
Tethys oceann is provided
d by calc-alkkaline
basic and intermediate volcanic rocks
r
(and local
l
igneouus intrusionss) of Palaeo
ocene-Eocenne age
which havve been mappped in Turkeey, NE Iraq and SW Irann. These roccks have received remarrkably
little attenntion by geoologists. Theey formed inn island arccs or in backk arc rifts probably
p
in intraoceanic seetting. Howeever the pollarity of thee subductionn zone and the tectonicc setting of these
volcanics require
r
furthher research.
In the thruust belt of NE
E Iraq the Walash
W
and Naopurdan
N
g
group
are inteerpreted to have
h
been foormed
as a calce alkaline volccanic arc andd in a fore-aarc basin resppectively (figg.3-15) (Chaapters 16 andd 17).
n suggests that
t
they formed abovee a NE dippping subducction zone in
i the
Their muttual position
closing Neo- Tethys Ocean. Theey can be traced
t
to thhe NW into SE Turkeyy where theey are
equivalentt to the Hakkkari Complexx which inclludes a thickk tectonic meelange
(Perincek, 1990) that clearly form
med as an accretionaryy complex aassociated with
w
a subduuction
M
Compplex and thee Helete volccanics whichh have
zone. Furthher west they are equivaalent to the Maden
been interppreted to hav
ve formed inn a back arcc basin and volcanic
v
arcc respectivelyy (Yilmaz, 11993a
and 1993bb). Calc-alkaaline volcannics and asssociated sediiments (veryy similar too the Walashh and
Naopurdann Groups) occcur in the suuture zone of
o SW Iran.
The rocks described above
a
formeed in an acttive margin setting withhin the clossing Neo- Tethys
T
t same tim
me as subducttion was occcurring two pulses
p
of upplift in
adjacent too the Arabiann Plate. At the
Palaeocenee and Eocen
ne time respeectively occuurred along the NE margin of the Arabian
A
Platee. The
old Upper Cretaceous thrust belt was
w uplifted and shed claastics to the S
SW into a neew foreland basin
in NE Iraqq and adjacennt areas of SE Turkey annd SW
Iran (Koloosh and Gerccus formatioons describeed in Chapteer 13). Clastics were alsso shed eastw
wards
into a mollasse basin along
a
the maargin of the plate (Chappter 16). As the NeoTethhys progresssively
closed the molasse bassin merged with
w the accrretionary prism of the Paalaeogene su
ubduction zone.
Plate Megassequence AP
PIO.
Sequencess of this timee span are eqquated with tthe Arabian P
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3.5 Oligoccene-Recentt compressioon and conttinental colllision
figuration off the NE maargin of the Arabian Pllate is a resuult of continnental
The presennt day confi
collision (Fig. 3-16). At
A the end of the Eocene the Neo-- Tethys Ocean closed. The accretionary
N
Tethys remained neear sea leveel at this tim
me. Shallow water
prism in thhe suture zoone of the Neocarbonate deposition occurred
o
on a broad platfform extendiing from thee NE part of the Arabiann Plate
o Iraq (Chaapter 14), and Asmari Foormation of SW Iran), aacross
(Euphratess and Jeribe formations of
the suturee zone into Central Iraan (Qum Foormation). Subsidence
S
rates in Oliigocene to Early
Miocene ttime were reelatively low
w. The Mesoopotamian B
Basin becam
me narrower and shallow
wer as
the westernn part of Araabia was theermally upliffted; by the beginning
b
off the Middle Miocene it was a
very shalloow lagoon inn which the Jeribe
J
Formaation was deeposited.
In Middle Miocene-eaarly Late M
Miocene timee renewed compression
c
occurred allong the Teethyan
ment was upllifted and raapidly
suture zonne. The accrretionary priism formed of relativelyy soft sedim
eroded witth transport of
o fine silt and mud intoo a new forelland basin inn NE Iraq annd SW Iran (Fatha
(
and Injanaa formations,, the former Lower and Upper
U
Fars fformations).
In latest L
Late Miocenee time further strong coompression occurred,
o
whhich propagaated into thee Mid
Miocene foreland
f
basin resulting in the grow
wth of the laarge Zagros anticlines. A rapidly sinnking
foredeep basin
b
formedd in N and NE
N Iraq flankked by a thruust belt. An intermontane
i
e basin deveeloped
within the suture zone in which redd beds were deposited (C
Chapter 16)..
In Pliocenne time furtther compreession led tto the progrradation of huge alluvial fans intto the
Mesopotam
mian forelan
nd basin. Thhe progressiive evolutionn of the Laate Tertiary foreland baasin is
described in Chapter 14.
1 Quaternaary sedimennts were depposited on a major regional unconfoormity
ween the Araabian and Irranian
surface folllowing inteense deformaation along the collisionn zone betw
Plates.
P
Megasequence AP
P 11.
The sequennces of this cycle are equuated with thhe Arabian Plate
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Chapter 4
Tectonic framework
by
Saad Z. Jassim and Tibor Buday
This chapter discusses the tectonic framework of Iraq. Magnetic, gravity and seismic data has been
integrated with well and outcrop data to construct a series of isopach and structural maps covering
the whole of Iraq, and a depth to basement map. Longitudinal and transverse fault systems have
been interpreted from the horizontal derivative of gravity, magnetic and seismic data and satellite
images. In addition faults were identified during geological mapping. Major tectonic zones are
defined which have characteristic tectonic histories and structural styles. The major tectonic
boundaries and zones have exerted a fundamental control on basin subsidence and uplift during
Phanerozoic time. These boundaries have been traced into the neighbouring countries. Many of the
tectonic boundaries correspond to terrane boundaries in the Precambrian basement (Chapter 2).
The regional structure of Iraq was studied using potential field data.
4.1 Bouguer gravity field
Gravity surveys (compiled by GEOSURV into 1: 1 ,000,000 maps) have been re-digitized (Fig. 41). The gravity map shows two major gravity lows (blue and green colours) separated by a major
central gravity high (red and orange colours). The highest Bouguer gravity value is in the central
gravity high in the Jezira area of NW Iraq (-25 MGal) . The Bouguer gravity value gradually
decreases along the same zone to the SE within this gravity high to about 5 MGal to the west of
Razzaza Lake in Central Iraq and to -30 MGal near the Iraq-Saudi border. In the eastern gravity
low the Bouguer gravity value decreases towards the east to -90 MGal near the Iranian border
associated with two rapid decreases along the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers. In the N of Iraq, a sharp
N-S gradient is located along the Wadi Tharthar (west of the Tigris River between Mosul and
Tharthar Lake). These gradient changes are helpful in defining the boundaries of tectonic zones
and subzones. The western gravity low of W Iraq is complex. Firstly two gravity lows (green
colour in Fig. 4-1) exist between longitudes 42° and 44° which may be associated with thick
Infracambrian salt. These gravity lows are separated from a gravity low in the Rutba area of W
Iraq by a series of NNW-SSE trending gravity highs. The Rutba gravity low is associated with
thick Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks up to 8000 m thick.
In most parts of Iraq, apart from the Jezira gravity high of NW Iraq, the Bouguer gravity value is
indicative of basement depth. The anomalous Jezira gravity high may be attributed to thinner
continental crust or high density basement rocks. Various derivations such as the horizontal
gradient of the gravity and residual gravity were used for the study of fault systems and delineation
of structural highs. Comparison of the gravity residuals with seismic data indicates some
correlation between structural highs and positive gravity residuals, except for residuals in S Iraq
and the gravity low between longitudes 42° and 44° of W Iraq.
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4.2 Total magnetic field map
The total magnetic field map, derived from the aeromagnetic map of GEOSURV, is presented in
Fig. 4-2. The magnetic and gravity high of Central Iraq is represented by two flanking highly
magnetic zones probably corresponding to ophiolite-bearing suture zones along the boundaries of
the Ar Rayan Terrane. The two prominent NE-SW trending anomalies of relatively short
wavelength in Central and S Iraq may indicate basic intrusions along transversal faults. Other more
subtle transversal E- W anomalies are present. The apparent differences between the gravity and
magnetic fields can be explained by the pseudo-gravity field calculated from the magnetic field.
The pseudo-gravity map (Fig. 4-3) shows a relatively good correlation with the gravity map apart
from in the Rutba area of W Iraq where low gravity corresponds to high pseudo gravity. This
difference suggests that rocks of high magnetic susceptibility are present in the Precambrian
basement of that region.
4.3 Crustal thickness
The crustal thickness was estimated from gravity data using Bouguer gravity regionalized to 100
km-'. The crustal thickness (Z) was derived from this regional grid using Woolard's equation
Z=32-0.08*Gravity Difference (Alsinawi and Al-Banna, 1990). The calculated crustal thickness
(Fig. 4-4) shows that the thinnest crust lies between the Jezira area of NW Iraq and the Southern
Desert of SW Iraq. The crust is 33 km thick in the Jezira area and 34-35 km thick west of the
Euphrates River. This interpretation is generally consistent with a profile based on combined deep
seismic refraction, gravity and magnetic data (Fig. 4-5), which indicates a central high between
Mesopotamia in the E and Rutba in the W (Alsinawi and Al Banna, 1990). The values of crustal
thickness derived from this transect that runs from the Jordanian border through Baghdad to the
Iranian border are lower than those values obtained from gravity interpretation The transect
estimates of crustal thickness (Fig. 4-5) are 34 km at the Jordanian'
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Border, 277 km near thhe Euphratess River and 34
3 km at thee Iranian borrder compared with estim
mates
from graviity of 35.5, 35 and 37 km
k respectivvely. Additiional inform
mation on cruustal thickneess IS
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also given In Chapter 7.
7

mbrian Basement Deptth
4.4 Precam
The depthh to basemeent map (Fiig. 4-6) is the
t result of complex iteration bettween geoloogical
estimates aand 3D inveersion of graavity. The modeling
m
wass controlled by outcropss and wells (from
Iraq and suurrounding countries)
c
2D modeliing of gravitty profiles (221 profiles inn Arabia, Iraanian borderr, four of whhich were in Iraq).
A model oof basement depth
d
was prrepared from
m geologicall data based on
o thicknessses of
Megasequences (Geteech and Jassim, 2002). This
T
approaach providedd an initial model
m
whichh was
then comppared with thhe 3D gravityy interpretatiion.
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The map ((Fig. 4-6) shhows a centtral basemennt high (at ddepths of 5-7 km) flank
ked by two m
major
structural lows on eithher side. Thhis high wass called the "Salman-Shharaf Dividee" by Budayy and
Jassim (19987); in this book it is referred to ass the Salmann Zone. It iss the northerrly extensionn of a
major Herrcynian ridgee, from centtral Arabia, containing N-S
N trendingg horst and graben strucctures
with variabble thicknessses of preserrved Pre-Perrmian sediments. Directlly bordering the Salman Zone
in the W iss a narrow area of deep basement
b
inn a graben acctive in Infraacambrian annd late Palaeeozoic
time probaably associatted with Infrracambrian salt
s flankingg the eastern side of Nukkhaib Grabenn (AlBassam et al., 1992; Getech
G
and Jaassim, 2002)). The interppretation shoown in Fig. 46
4 is based oon the
P
seection and Innfracambriann salt are preesent.
assumptionn that both a complete Palaeozoic
In the Rutbba area of W Iraq, deep basement (aat 7-11 km) indicates ann inverted Paalaeozoic baasin in
which an aalmost comp
plete Palaeozzoic section (up to 9 km thick) is preesent. This basin
b
was invverted
from the L
Late Permiann and formeed a major N-S
N trendingg high until tthe Tithoniaan when an E
ENEWSW orieented structuure was form
med. N1S, EE Wand NWSE
N
trendiing Upper Cretaceous
C
bbasins
were locatted within thhis inverted Palaeozoic
P
b
basin.
The baasement low
w of Eastern Iraq is assocciated
with the M
Mesopotamiaan Basin in which thickk and continnuous sedim
mentation toook place from
m the
Late Perm
mian until thee present. This
T
basemennt low is seggmented trannsversally innto areas off deep
and shallow
w basement (basement depth
d
-6 Ian to -13 km).
In NW Iraaq, an E- W trending baasement low
w represents tthe Sinjar-A
Abdul Aziz Upper
U
Cretaceous
basin. A bbasement higgh that runs along this basin
b
is associated with the Pliocenee inversion w
which
formed thee Sinjar antiicline. In NE
E Iraq, borddering the Zagros
Z
suturee, the top off the basem
ment is
predicted tto be at abo
out 9 km deppth beneath a thick Uppper Cretaceoous-Palaeogeene flysch w
wedge.
Between tthe basemennt low of thee foothills and
a the baseement low of the Plate margin
m
theree is a
basement high
h
(Qamch
huqa Ridge) associated w
with the highh mountains of the Zagros.
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4.5 Fault S
Systems
mages, gravitty and maggnetic
Faults weere derived from varioous sources including satellite im
gradients, and to a lessser extent seismic data.. The Total Horizontal
H
D
Derivative of
o the gravityy was
b the mostt useful parameter for determiningg fault trendds. The distrribution of faults
found to be
(backgrounnd brown lin
nes) is show
wn in Fig. 4-7. Major fauult zones corrrespond to the NW-SE Najd
Fault System (red) annd the NE-SW
W Transversal System (blue).
(
Five major transsversal blockks are
identified bounded byy major transsverse faultss. The three major fault systems aree the N-S Naabitah
W-SE Najd System
S
and the NE-SW or E- W Traansversal Syystem. Thesee fault
(Idsas) Sysstem, the NW
systems foormed durinng Late Precambrian Nabitah
N
oroggeny. They were re-actiivated repeaatedly
during thee Phanerozoiic. The transsversal bloccks are show
wn in Fig. 4--8. A series of eight isoopach
maps presented in Figgs. 4-9 and 4-10
4
and strructural topss in Fig. 4-11 illustrate the
t control of
o the
Transversaal Fault Systtems on regioonal subsideence.

4.5.1 Nabiitah (1dsas) Fault Systeem
The N-S trrending Nabbitah Fault System
S
is prrominent in S and W Iraaq. It affectss the thickneess of
the Infracaambrian andd Palaeozoicc sections (F
Fig. 4-9A annd B) and, to lesser exxtent, the Trriassic
section (Fiig. 4-9C). To
o understandd this fault system
sy
it is instructive too look in dettail at the tecctonic
trends withhin the Arabbian Shield. An aeromaagnetic total field map oof an area within
w
the Arrabian
Shield waas kindly prrovided by Dr
D Saad All Mogren (F
Fig. 4-12). It shows N-S
N trending long
wavelengthh anomaliess with low magnetic
m
inttensity (bluee areas) reprresenting seddimentary basins.
These anoomalies alterrnate with N-S
N trendingg anomaliess of high magnetic
m
inteensity in thee Afif
Terrane, w
which corresp
pond to eitheer intrusive rocks of the older Halabban Crust or to syn- and posttectonic inntrusions. Thhese N-S strructures are offset and deformed bby the NW-S
SE trending Najd
shears.
The fault system resuulted from E- W comppression, whhich formedd major N-S
S trending tthrust
N
Colllision
anticlines and associaated molassee-filled foreddeep (collappse) basins dduring the Nabitah
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(680-620 Ma). The aeromagnetic map (Fig. 4-12) shows that the Nabitah system is offset by the
sinistral shear zones of the NW-SE Najd System. Similar features are seen in Central Iraq along
the Euphrates River where the N-S trending horizontal gradient gravity-defined structures
(discontinuities) are dragged and bent along the NW-SE trending Najd faults (Fig. 4-13).
The system in Iraq has been mostly identified from gravity data and is most commonly observed in
SW, Sand W Iraq and less commonly in NW Iraq. Not all the N-S trending features shown are
faults; some may be due to lateral changes in basement composition. The Nabitah System is older
than the Najd system and originated around 680 Ma.
'Extension probably occurred along this trend to form the NS Infracambrian rift basins (Fig. 4-8A).
It was reactivated during the "Hercynian" events in Late Carboniferous time as indicated by the
isopach of the Palaeozoic. Erosion occurred over the Salman Zone which forms the central
longitudinal unit in Iraq (Fig. 4-9B). Further reactivation of the Nabitah system occurred in the
Late Cretaceous as indicated by depositional thinning and the presence of unconformities over
some of the N-S trending structures of Kuwait and E Saudi Arabia. Neotectonic movements may
have occurred along some structures of this system, including the Abu Jir and Tharthar faults in
central and N Iraq and the Nukhaib Graben in SW Iraq (Fig. 4-7).
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4.5.2 Najdd Fault Systeem
The Najd Fault Systtem is veryy significantt in Iraq ass it forms boundaries not only oof the
b also of thhe tectonic zones,
z
especiially in centrral, E and NE Iraq. The faults
Precambrian terranes but
xpression annd can
of this systtem are best mapped froom gravity innterpretationn but also havve surface ex
be identifieed on satellite images.
The system
m developed
d in a sinistraal transpresssional shear zone duringg the Nabitahh orogenesiss. It is
spectaculaarly developeed in the Araabian Shieldd (Fig. 4-12) in zones aboout 50 to 100
0 km apart. Some
of the faullts have up too 80 km of horizontal
h
diisplacement.. Three faultt zones can be
b mapped within
w
G
and Jassim
J
(20002) mapped further sheaar zones outtside the Arrabian
the Arabiaan Shield. Getech
Shield; som
me of thesee zones occuur in Iraq (F
Fig. 4-7). Thhe displacem
ment along some
s
of the Najd
shears deccreases to thhe NW, largeely due to partitioning
p
o stress alonng some of the N-S trennding
of
Nabitah shhear zones (A
AI Mogren, 2004).
2
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The Najd System originated as a sinistral strike-slip faulting system around 670 Ma and was
associated with deep ductile deformation that resulted in the rise of gneiss domes (Nehlig et al.,
2002). It later developed as an extensional system from 640 Ma to 530 Ma. Al Mogren (2004)
suggested that the Najd shearing can be dated as 680-640 Ma, based on the age of the dyke
systems that may have been associated with the faulting. The NW-SE and NE-SW trending
extensional volcanosedimentary basins are related to crustal thinning due to destacking of the
Nabitah orogen (Husseini, 2000). Vertical movement along the Najd Fault System occurred during
Jurassic to Quaternary time as demonstrated by the isopach maps of figs. 4-6 D and 4-10 A to D.
The following fault zones are related to the Najd Fault System.
The Tar Al Jil Fault Zone runs along the Iraqi-Saudi border and is well defined on satellite
images and from gravity data. It is associated with an escarpment of Palaeocene strata, facing a
depression to the SW filled in with Mio-Pliocene clastics and fresh water limestones. The fault has
thus been active in Late Tertiary time. It continues into W Iraq, NE Jordan and SE Syria.
The Euphrates Boundary Fault Zone is one of the most prominent Najd fault zones. It runs
along the Euphrates River in S Iraq and continues towards the Rutba area in W Iraq. In the S the
fault zone comprises a series of step faults sometimes associated with grabens, and forms the
boundary between the Quaternary Mesopotamian Plain and the rocky desert of SW Iraq. It is
associated with a large number of sulphur springs. In W Iraq the fault zone was reactivated during
Late Jurassic and Cretaceous time forming small fault bounded depressions filled in with fluvial
sandstones.
The Ramadi-Musaiyib Fault Zone is a prominent feature on the gravity gradient map. It controls
the course of the Tigris River between Baghdad and Kut. It is associated with long NW-SE buried
anticlines in S Iraq and controls the location of the buried W Baghdad structure. It continues NW
toward Anah in W Iraq to the point where the Euphrates River changes direction from E to SE.
The fault zone was probably active during the Mio-Pliocene time.
The Tikrit-Amara Fault Zone extends from the Jezira region in NW Iraq through Tikrit and
Balad into Baghdad and Nahrawan. It continues along the SE trending stretch of the Tigris River
between Kut and Amara. Major buried anticlines are located along this fault zone (Rafidain,
Nahrawan, E Baghdad, Balad and Tikrit). Seismic and gravity data indicate that the zone is
associated with a Late Cretaceous graben system (Aljawadi, 1990).
The Makhul-Hemrin Fault Zone has a magnificent surface expression represented by one of the
longest anticlinal chains in the Middle East that includes Makhul in the NW, Hemrin North and
Hemrin South in the Middle and Pesht-i-Kuh along the Iraq-Iran border in the SE. The same trend
continues into SW Iran along some of the anticlines forming the NE coastline of the Arabian Gulf.
This fault zone may be the boundary between the Eastern Arabian and Zagros Precambrian
terranes (Chapter 2) and also forms the
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Boundary between the Stable and Unstable Shelf. Late Cretaceous extension may have occurred
along this fault zone. It was strongly reactivated during the Pliocene and forms the SW boundary
of the area affected by Late Tertiary folding. It is still active at the present day.
The Kirkuk Fault Zone is expressed on the surface by the 300 km long anticlinal range of Kirkuk
and forms the boundary between two subzones of the Foothill Zone. It was active during the PlioPleistocene.
4.5.3 Transversal Fault System and transversal blocks
The Transversal system includes two main trends, the easterly trend which is more dominant in
Wand NW Iraq and the northeasterly trend that dominates the E and N parts of Iraq. These two
trends merge into each other to form arcuate faults. The Transversal systems may have formed in
Late Precambrian times. Poorly defined E- Wand NE-SW trends occur in the Arabian Shield. The
NE-SW trend might be a conjugate trend to the Najd Fault System. The easterly trend may have
formed during Late Precambrian extension associated with igneous intrusions.
The Transversal System was reactivated from Late Jurassic times onwards resulting in the
formation of transversal blocks. Some faults of this system underwent sinistral strike slip
movement in Quaternary time; at least 2 km of horizontal displacement has occurred along the
Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault at Al Fatha in the last few million years. Many Foothill Zone anticlines
are segmented into separate domes and their fold axes are bent at the intersections with transversal
faults.
The Transversal Fault System may represent old planes of weakness which controlled the position
of transform faults active during Neo- Tethyan Ocean spreading, and during the opening of the
Red Sea. Their SW continuation into Africa is confirmed by satellite and gravity interpretations
(Getech and Jassim, 2002). This suggests that this fault system extends from the Arabian Plate into
the African plate. The transversal faults influenced the thickness of the Jurassic to Neogene
sequences (Figs. 4-9 A and 4-10 A-D). Locally the transversal faults significantly affect the
subsurface structure (Fig. 4-11 A-F), especially on the top of the Precambrian basement (Fig. 4-11
A). The system has been divided into major fault zones (Fig. 4-7). These are described below
starting in the south:
The Al Batin Fault Zone runs from the SW to the NE along the Wadi Al Batin that forms the
border between Kuwait and Iraq and originates from the eastern extremity of the Arabian Shield. It
is very prominent on satellite images and also on gravity gradient maps. The sense of movement
on the fault has varied but the fault has an overall downthrow towards the NW.
The Takhadid-Qurna Fault Zone comprises a series of faults defined on gravity gradient maps.
It forms the N boundary of the Zubair Subzone and the Hormuz salt basin of Iraq. It influenced
Palaeogene palaeogeography with down throw towards the SE. However, an overall downthrow
towards the NW is evident along the fault on the Precambrian basement depth map (Fig. 4-11 A).
The position of the fault, based on more recent magnetic and gravity data has been shifted slightly
to the north in comparison to the position given by Buday and Jassim (1987). The Takhadid-Qurna
transversal fault forms the northern boundary of the Basra Transversal Block (Fig. 4-8) whose S
boundary is in Kuwait. This block subsided during the Late Cretaceous and Palaeogene. N-S
trending structures are predominant in the Stable Shelf. In the Mesopotamian Zone they comprise
prominent long buried anticlines and faults. The boundary between the Stable Shelf and the
Mesopotamian Zone swings to an N-S direction in this block. In the SW of the block NW-SE
structural trends occur.
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The Kut-Dezful Fault Zone is defined on gravity gradient maps as a series of E- W, parallel,
sometimes arcuate, faults which control the course of the Tigris near Kut. There is very limited
displacement across the fault in Iraq (Fig. 4-7). To the east it passes into the Bala Rud flexure of
SW Iran which forms the northern boundary of the Dezful Embayment and is associated with
differential subsidence of over 5000 m during Mio-Pliocene time. W of the Euphrates Boundary
Fault the Kut-Dezful Fault splits into a series of en-echelon faults. These faults influenced
subsidence and sedimentation in Palaeogene time. They separated the Palaeogene phosphatic
facies in the NW from the lagoonal- evaporitic facies in the SE. The Precambrian basement is
displaced along the fault zone (Fig. 4-11 A).
The Sirwan Fault Zone runs along the Sirwan (Diyala) River in N Iraq. It extends into central and
SW Iraq, defined by the horizontal gravity gradient. It forms the SE limit of the Kirkuk
Embayment. The Sirwan Fault forms the N boundary of the Mesopotamian Transversal Block
(Fig. 4-8) whose S boundary is controlled by the Takhadid-Quma fault. The Mesopotamian Block
contains thick Cretaceous and Palaeogene sequences (Fig. 4-10 A, Band C) that thin to the NW of
the Sirwan Fault. In NE Iraq the axis of the Cretaceous basins swings to the NE to the N of the
Sirwan Fault. The Mesopotamian block is the largest Transversal Block with the deepest basement
which dips uniformly to the NE. It contains low amplitude NW-SE and NE-SW trending swells
and depressions.
The Amij-Samarra Fault Zone runs from the W towards central Iraq, just N of Samarra. It is
mapped from gravity interpretation, and may have an overall downthrow towards the S.
The Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault Zone is the most impressive transversal fault both morphologically
and tectonically. It controls the course of the Euphrates River for a distance of over 100 km. The
fault zone starts in W Iraq as a series of E- W trending step faults producing the so-called Anah
Graben. They were active during the Late Cretaceous, producing a graben with over 2000 m of
Upper Cretaceous sediments; on the adjacent footwall blocks the Upper Cretaceous section is less
than 300 m thick. The E- W trending faults seem to continue into central Iraq but without
significant displacement. They pass into a fault zone that intersects and displaces the MakhulHemrin range at Al Fatha. Plio-Pleistocene tectonic activity in the Stable Shelf is indicated by
monoclines along the southern fault of the Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault zone. Neotectonic activity is
proven by several recorded earthquakes (Chapter 7). The fault forms the N limit of the Kirkuk
Embayment, the Central Iraqi Block (Fig. 4-8) and the SE boundary of the Mosul High.
The Hadhar-Bakhme Fault Zone starts in Syria and NW Iraq. Its strike changes from W-E to
NE-SW towards the folded belt. It passes through Qaiyarah and runs along, and slightly S of, the
Greater Zab River. Recent salt playas are located along the fault zone suggesting that it is active at
present. The overall vertical displacement of the fault zone is towards the south. The fault forms
the southern boundary of the crestal block of the Mosul High.
The Sinjar-Herki Fault Zone forms the southern boundary of the Foothill Zone of NW Iraq and
the Sinjar-Abdul Aziz Basin of Syria. It was active during Late Cretaceous time and probably
during the Triassic. The fault zone has an easterly trend in the Stable Shelf area and a northeasterly
trend in the folded belt. It forms the N boundary of the crestal block of the Mosul High with an
overall displacement towards the N. The Sinjar-Herki transversal fault forms the N boundary of the
Deir Al Zor-Erbil block (Fig. 4-8) whose S limit is located along the Anah-QalatDizeh transversal
fault. The Deir Al Zor-Erbil block consists of two sub-blocks, the northern higher Khlesia-Mosul
Subblock and the southeastern Anah-Kirkuk Sub-block. The former is the most prominent; it
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forms the m
main divide between thee Taurus andd Zagros seggments and divides
d
the foredeep
f
area into
the Tauruss and Zagross Foredeeps. The Khlesiaa-Mosul Subb-block is thee most prom
minent and hiighest
transversall structural unit
u in Iraq. It defines thhe Mosul Higgh, which strrongly influenced Cretaceous
palaeogeoggraphy as reecognized by
b Dunningtton (1958), Chatton andd Hart (1960 and 1961) and
Buday andd Jassim (1987). This traansversal subb-block has affected all the longituddinal units off Iraq.
It has form
med the broadest basemeent elevationn in the N paart of the Stabble Shelf sinnce the Mesoozoic.
Palaeogeographically the
t sub blocck remained a high at leaast until the Palaeogene.
P
The westernnmost
me as a resuult of the Laate Tertiary subsidence
s
oof the
part of thee sub-block subsided in Neogene tim
Euphrates Basin in Syrria (Ponikaroov et al., 19667).
k Fault Zone is tracedd on gravitty gradient maps as ann E- W trennding
The Kutcchuk-Dohuk
structure. H
However, veery little is known
k
aboutt this fault zoone. It may have an oveerall displaceement
towards thhe south andd hence mayy form the N limit of the
t Sinjar-A
Abdul Aziz Upper
U
Cretaceous
basin. It m
may also form
m the N limitt of the Triasssic Palmyriide system thhat may havee extended into N
Iraq.

u
of Iraq
q and basis of
o zonation
4.6 Basic sstructural units
The two basic tectonicc units of Iraaq are the Arrabian Shelff and Zagross Suture Zonne. Henson (1951)
b
thesse units alongg the easternn border of tthe folded zoone. In this bbook,
placed the boundary between
A
Shellf with the Zagros
Z
Suturre units is siimply defineed as the thrrusted
the boundaary of the Arabian
contact off the allochthhonous Crettaceous radiiolarian cherrt, Tertiary vvolcanosedirrnentary uniits, or
w the underrlying autocchthonous plaatform carboonates, flyscch and
metamorphhosed Mesozzoic units with
molasse. The
T
Balambbo-Tanjero Zone and the Ora Zone,
Z
whichh were inclluded withinn the
"geosyncliinal" units by
b Buday annd Jassim (19984 and 19887), are now
w consideredd to be an inttegral
part of the Arabian Shelf.
b
the zoonation of Buday
B
and Jassim
The main structural ellements recoognized and described before
(1987) weere often reelated to strructures cauused by the Alpine oroogenic eventts. The prinncipal
tectonic unnits thus treend parallel to the Alppine chain; NW-SE
N
in NE Iraq or E-W in N Iraq.
Tectonic units
u
of other orientation innclude the Gaa'ara (or Rutba) and Mosull uplifts and thhe Anah Grabben.
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The two m
major units of the Arabbian Shelf are
a the Stablle Shelf andd Unstable Shelf
S
(Fig. 44-14).
Accordingg to Buday and Jassim (1984 and 1987), the boundary between
b
thesse two unitss was
located at the western boundary off the Mesopootamian deppression. Thee boundary is
i defined byy a Nya. It then foollows
S gravity ggradient in S Iraq. It conntinues alonng the Euphrrates River nnear Nasiriy
the Euphraates Boundaary Fault to Razzaza
R
Lakke, and the Abu
A Jir Faullt line to Hitt. To the north of
Hit it swinngs along a transversal
t
f
fault
system towards thee E and then swings N, running
r
alonng the
Tharthar L
Line until Hatra.
H
From Hatra it sw
wings NW towards the Sinjar-Herkki Fault channging
direction ttowards the Syrian bordder along a WSW trendd. The definnition of the boundary oof the
Stable Sheelf has been changed in this book: thhe Mesopotaamian Zone is now considered to bee part
of the Stabble Shelf. The
T SW bouundary of thee Stable Sheelf is now taken at the limit of thee Late
Tertiary ddeformation defined by
b the longg anticliness of Makhuul-Hemrin-P
Pesht-i-Kuh. The
Mesopotam
mian Zone is now connsidered to contain thee N-S trendding structurral elementss that
dominate aall the units of the Stabble Shelf esppecially eviddent in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia
A
and S Iraq.
The N-S trending un
nits of the Stable
S
Shelff are truncatted by the E-W (Tauriide) and NW
W-SE
(Zagros) trrends.
t Unstablee Shelf definne the zoness and subzon
nes. In the S
Stable
The Alpinne longitudinnal units of the
Shelf the zzone boundaaries generaally follow N-S
N trendingg lineamentss; subzones are delineated by
transverse faults.
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4.7 Longittudinal Zon
nes
ferent areas: the Stable Shelf with maajor buried arches
a
Iraq can bee divided intto three tectoonically diffe
and anti foorms but no surface anticclines, the Unstable
U
Sheelf with surfaace anticlinees, and the Z
Zagros
Suture whhich comprises thrust sheeets of radioolarian chertt, igneous annd metamorpphic rocks. These
T
three areass contain tecctonic subdivvisions whicch trend N-S
S in the Stabble Shelf andd NW-SE orr E-W
in the Unnstable Shellf and the Zagros
Z
Sutuure. The N--S trend is due to Palaeozoic tecctonic
movementts; the E- Wand
W
NE-SW
W trends aree due to Cretaceous-Reecent Alpinee orogenesiss. The
longitudinal tectonic units
u
are show
wn in Fig. 4--14.

m
of centtral, Sand W Iraq extennds westwardds into Syria and
The Stablle Shelf whiich covers most
Jordan andd Southwardds into Kuw
wait and Saaudi Arabia. It is divideed, in Iraq, into three m
major
tectonic zzones compprising the Rutba-Jezirra Zone inn the W, tthe Salman Zone, andd the
Mesopotam
mian Zone in
i the E. Thhe three tecttonic zones of the Stablle Shelf are described briefly
b
below. Moore detailed descriptions
d
are given inn Chapter 6.
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The Rutba Jezira Zone is an inverted Palaeozoic basin with a Syn-Hercynian basin. It is
dominated by the Rutba Uplift which is a major dome. The flanks of the dome dip to the E and SE
towards the Euphrates River and to the Wand NW towards Jordan and Syria. The Salman Zone is a
syn-Hercynian high. It subsided strongly in latest Palaeozoic-Triassic time. It forms
'a monocline; the Tertiary section dips towards the Euphrates River. The Mesopotamian Zone
contains the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in central and S Iraq and is covered with Quaternary
sediments which overlie a complete Mesozoic and Cainozoic section.
The Unstable Shelf can be divided into four tectonic zones. The Foothill Zone is characterised by
long anticlines with Neogene cores and broad synclines containing thick Miocene-Quaternary
molasse. The High Folded Zone is characterised by anticlines of high amplitude with Palaeogene
or Mesozoic carbonates exposed in their cores. The zone was uplifted in Cretaceous, Palaeocene
and Oligocene time but was also the site of an Eocene molasse basin.
The Balambo- Tanjero Zone formed a basin near the plate boundary, which subsided strongly
from the Tithonian onwards. It was filled in by thick fluvial and marine clastics from Maastrichtian
time onwards. It is characterised by imbricated structures with overriding anticlinal structures.
The Northern Thrust (Ora) Zone is an uplifted zone which developed along the plate margin
during the Cretaceous and is characterised by thrusted anticlinal structures.
The Zagros Suture can be divided in Iraq into three tectonic zones. From SW to NE these are the
Qulqula-Khwakurk, Penjween- Walash and Shalair zones.
The Qulqula Khwakurk Zone is characterised by isoclinally folded radiolarian cherts with
volcanics and occasional ultramafic rocks (Coloured Melange) with imbricates of the underlying
Arabian Shelf carbonates (Permian to Jurassic). It is overthrust in the SE by Triassic carbonates. Its
sediments were deposited on the margin of the Southern Neo- Tethys Ocean during the TithonianCenomanian and obducted onto the Arabian Shelf in Late Cretaceous time.
The Penjween Walash Zone comprises metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rocks of
Cretaceous age derived from the NeoTethys, and Eocene arc and fore-arc units.
The Shalair Zone is part of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone of Iran. It is characterised by
metamorphosed Palaeozoic sequences of the Sanandaj-Sirjan microplate, overlain by Triassic to
Cretaceous low grade meta-sediments and meta-volcanics formed at the margin of the NeoTethys, including Upper Cretaceous arc volcanics.
The tectonic map of Iraq reconstructed from Buday and Jassim (1984) is presented in Fig. 4-15. In
addition to the tectonic zones, the map also locates oil fields and drilled structures, surface
structures, buried anticlines and faults. Locations of oil fields and prospects are derived from AlGailani (2003).
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CHAPTER 5
Units of the Stable Shelf
by
Saad Z. Jassim and Tibor Buday
5.1 Outline of major divisions
The Stable Shelf is a tectonically stable monocline little affected by Late Cretaceous and Tertiary
deformation. The orientations of the structures in this tectonic unit were influenced by the
geometry of the underlying basement blocks and faults, Palaeozoic epirogenic events and
Mesozoic arching. The depth of the Precambrian basement varies between 5 km in the centre of
the shelf to 11 km in the Wand 13 km in the E (Fig. 4-4).
The original definition of the Stable Shelf (Buday and Jassim, 1987) has been modified to include
the Mesopotamian Zone as discussed in Chapter 4. The E boundary of the Stable Shelf is now
located along the SW flank of the long anticlinal range of Makhul- Hemrin- Pesht I -Kuh. The
Stable Shelf is now divided into three major tectonic zones, from the west, these are: the RutbaJezira, Salman and Mesopotamian Zones.
5.2 The Rutba-Jezira Zone
The Rutba-Jezira Zone is an inverted Palaeozoic basin; the inversion began in the Late Permian.
Its basement was relatively stable during Mesozoic-Tertiary time and more mobile during
Infracambrian and Palaeozoic times. Basement depth ranges from 5 km in the Jezira area to 11 km
S of Rutba (Fig. 4-4). The Jezira area was part of the Rutba Uplift domain in Late Permian to
Early Cretaceous time. Following the Cretaceous the Jezira area subsided while the Rutba area
remained uplifted; these two areas are thus differentiated as separate subzones.
The Rutba Uplift dominates the Rutba-Jezira Zone. It has previously been linked to the wider
Hail-Rutba-Mardin High. However the thickness and facies of its Mesozoic sequences suggests it
has often acted as a separate block sometimes affecting NW Saudi Arabia and NE Jordan but
mostly affecting E Syria and Wand NW Iraq. The Hail Uplift, based on gravity data, is a N-S
trending Hercynian uplift that terminates in SW Iraq; it was later partially affected by Mesozoic
arching. The Mardin High is an E- W trending uplift that affected SE Turkey and persisted from
Triassic to Albian time.
The eastern boundary of the Rutba-Jezira Zone lies along the W slopes of the Sinjar-Sharaf
gravity high. The previously established boundary of Buday and Jassim (1984 and 1987) has been
modified. The western boundary can be traced along the Iraq-Jordan border, along a N-S gravity
and magnetic high. In Jordan the Stable Shelf belongs to the Risha -Tabuk Zone (Getech and
Jassim, 2002) which represents a Hercynian easterly-tilted monocline; the Rutba Jezira Zone
represents a syn-Hercynian depression.
The Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault divides the Rutba-Jezira Zone into the more stable Rutba Subzone in
the S and the Jezira Subzone in the N; the latter being more mobile since the Late Cretaceous.
Both subzones contain large basement highs: the Rutba-Ga'ara high in the S and the Deir Al Zor Khlesia high in the N. The unit between the two highs is the Anah Trough (often referred to as the
Anah Graben).
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The Rutbaa-Jezira Zonne contains thick Palaeoozoic sedim
ments. Upperr Permian, Lower
L
to Middle
M
Triassic annd pre Albiaan Lower Crretaceous seddiments are absent. Thee Jezira subzzone was uplifted
and erodedd during Mid Devonian (Caledoniann) time; the Rutba Subzzone was mo
ostly not afffected
by this defformation. The
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Zonee of Getech and Jassim
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Fig. 5-1. The
continuatioon of the Jeezira Subzonne of Iraq; the
t Silurian sequence has
h been deeeply eroded.. The
Upper Perm
mian and moost of the Trriassic sectioon is absent iin both subzoones.
Rutba Subzone
5.2.1 The R
The Rutbaa Subzone is the most exxtensive and uplifted partt of the Rutbba-Jezira Zonne, dominateed by
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R
Uplift active in Laate Permian-P
Palaeogene time,
t
the Creetaceous Gaa'ara anticlinee and
the ENE-W
WSW trendin
ng Hauran anticlinorium
a
m. The sedim
mentary coverr of the Rutbba Subzone starts
with the Innfracambriann section (3000-1500 m thick).
t
The Palaeozoic
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a 300 m tthick respecctively in thee SE.
Upper Creetaceous sediments are up
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Neogene seddiments are uup to
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i the SE.
5.2.1.1 Geeological andd geomorphological chaaracteristics
ontains the Ga'ara
G
depreession whichh is located aabove the bro
oad N-S trennding
The Rutbaa Subzone co
Rutba Upllift, and the E-W trendinng Ga'ara annticline. Num
merous uncoonformities occur withinn the
Mesozoic and Palaeoggene section. The Lower Permian Gaa'ara Formatiion is unconnformably
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Overlain by Upper Triassic carbonates that form the cliffs on the southern rim of the depression.
Along the W, N and E side of the depression, the Lower Permian sediments are unconformably
overlain by Upper Cretaceous, Palaeocene and Eocene beds. To the SE, the Triassic carbonates
are unconformably overlain by Jurassic cyclic sequences (Fig. 52); each sequence comprises
fluviatile and shallow marine clastics which pass transitionally up into neritic carbonates. The
Jurassic strata strike NE-SW; the Lower Cretaceous beds strike ENE-WSW and the Upper
Cretaceous beds strike E- W. Numerous NW-SE trending normal faults were mapped in the
outcropping Jurassic sequences (Fig. 5-2). They were probably active in Tithonian to Early
Senonian time.
The area W of Rutba is dominated by N-S trending Campanian-Palaeogene strata that are
characterised by relatively deep water phosphorites. On the SE flank of the Rutba High, Lower
Miocene transgressive shallow water carbonate and clastics outcrop. Quaternary gravel deposits
fill surface depressions. A profile through Iraq (connecting the Risha area in NE Jordan and Naft
Khaneh in the Foothill Zone in E Iraq) shown in Fig. 5-3 indicates the subzone is mainly an
inverted Palaeozoic basin with an almost complete Palaeozoic sequence compared to the
neighbouring zones to the E and W.
The western desert of Iraq has a NE-inclined land surface with a gradient of 10-20 m per
kilometer from the Iraq Jordan-Saudi border point (980 m elevation) to the Euphrates River (l00200 m elevation). It is usually a plane surface mostly covered by desert pavement (Serir) but
locally it is very rocky where dissected by active wadis producing the Hamada land surface
(Central and SE parts, Fig. 5-4).
There are four distinct drainage systems: 1) a strongly incisive E- W wadi system to the Sand SE
of Rutba. 2) the incisive NE-SW trending Wadi Hauran and its tributaries which are controlled by
the strike of the Triassic and Jurassic sequences that contain alternating softer clastics and
relatively harder carbonates (Fig. 5-8 inset B). 3) a shallow, broad N-S trending system Wand SW
of Rutba controlled by the N-S strike of Palaeogene strata (Fig. 5-8, inset C) and 4) a moderately
incisive NNE-SSW trending system north of the Ga'ara area flowing through Miocene outcrops to
the Euphrates River.
Important depressions within the Rutba Subzone comprise the Ga'ara depression (a structuraldenudational unit), the Umm Chaimin crater (formed by an impact or gas explosion) and the Ma'
ania depression (a structural depositional unit). The Ga'ara depression formed by erosion of thin
carbonate beds which overlie softer less resistant Permocarboniferous clastics.
The Ma'ania depression which lies above the Nukhaib Graben (Figs. 5-8 and 5-9) is over 100 km
long, 20 km wide and 20 m deep. Palaeocene rocks outcrop on both sides of the depression;
Middle Eocene limestones occur in isolated outcrops protruding through -20 m of gravel (Nukhaib
Gravel) in the middle of the depression. All the E- W wadis SE of Rutba drain into the depression
forming coalescing fans which lead into one exit drainage point (Wadi Ubayidh). The depression
is structurally controlled by the Nukhaib Graben. AI-Bassam et al. (1992) indicated that 50 m of
extension has occurred in the graben. They noted that a gravity low in the northern part of the
graben is associated with a major dome at Top Cambrian level (Fig. 5-5). They suggested that the
gravity low may indicate the presence of Infracambrian salt. Getech and Jassim (2002) modeled
the gravity low to the east of the Nukhaib Graben and also oncluded that Infracambrian salt is
probably present.
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Inside the crater, the relatively steeep cliff givees way at a depth
d
of aboout 40 m to a gentler slope of
material whiich lead from
m all sides to
t a central clay
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playa 1 km wide. The
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a
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h a N-S and E-W
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s
imagge interpretaation.
trending fr
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Cretaceous shales.. when gas pressure
p
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5.2.1.2 Strructures
The Rutbaa Subzone iss dominated by the megaa Rutba Upllift which foormed due to
o inversion oof the
Palaeozoicc basin of W Arabia duuring Latest Permian-M
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t
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a
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are shownn on the basee Cretaceouss structure map
m (Fig. 5-77) compiled by Al-Basssam et al. (1999).
Some N-S antiforms occur
o
in the E part of the zone especiially to the E of the Nukkhaib graben (Fig.
5-8).
nations (Fig.. 5-7)
The Hauraan anticlinorrium is over 300 km lonng and consiists of a series of culmin
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f
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ng pre Campaanian
strata. Theese NW-SE striking graabens are offten associatted with thicck alluvial sandstones
s
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base of the Saggar Formation. The structure is visible on the structure map (Fig. 5-7). It is
truncated by Lower Miocene sediments in the NE.
The Ga'ara anticline is identified on geological maps and air photos. It is an E- W trending 130 km
long structure associated with a 1 km high subsurface elevation on top of the Precambrian basement that
extends into SE Syria through the Akashat anticline (see Fig. 5-7). Facies changes within the Upper
Cretaceous and Palaeogene sediments around these structures suggest that it was active in Late CretaceousPalaeogene time. The E- W trending Traibeel anticline deforms the Eocene strata and is associated with a
well-defined surface lineament. There are two smaller E- W trending antiforms SE of the Hauran
anticlinorium (Tlaiha and Qatari anticlines).

Two important antiforms were mapped near the E boundary of the Rutba Subzone; these are the
NNW-SSE trending Kilo160 and the N-S trending Al Sahan antiforms (Fig. 5-9). The
Kilol60 antiforms start near K-160 settlement in the N (half way between Ramadi and Rutba
towns) and extends as far south as Wadi Ubayidh (latitude 32°). South of this wadi, the fold axis
swings to the S, forming the Al Sahan anticline which extends through Al Kibritia into Saudi
Arabia (Fig. 55). The Palaeocene strata are here strongly deformed often forming small domes.
Both of these anticlines are associated with prominent gravity lows and are thus probably located
above the Infracambrian salt graben mentioned above.
Subsurface structures within the subzone have been mapped from residual gravity anomalies
(Fig. 5-8). However, few seismic-derived structural anomalies have been mapped. Many of the
gravity residuals may be associated with N-S trending lineaments possibly related to Precambrian
fabric or "Hercynian" structures. The NW-SE trending anomalies may be associated with
Cretaceous horsts and grabens. They mostly occur along the Najd fault system to the E of Rutba
and along the Iraq-Saudi border. The Akkas structure in the northern part of the subzone is one of
these NW-SE trending structures. Along Wadi Hussainiyat some NW-SE trending folds were
also observed. E- W trending anomalies are rare and are mostly restricted to the northern
boundary of the subzone and to the Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault. These structures are collectively
referred to as the Anah anticline or more correctly monocline.
The fault systems of the Rutba Subzone were described in detail in Chapter 4. The Rutba Subzone
is dominated by the N-S Nabitah (Idsas) system which is a Precambrian system reactivated during
the Late Carboniferous and Early Permian (Syn-Hercynian). It is often associated with N-S
trending residual gravity anomalies. The second system is the NW-SE Najd system which is well
developed near and E of Rutba (extension of the Euphrates Boundary Fault), and along the IraqSaudi border (extension of the Al Tar Fault). These faults formed in the Late Precambrian and
were probably reactivated during the Cretaceous. The E-W fault system is best developed in the
SE and S part of the Subzone where it controls the Widyan drainage system (extension of the
Sirwan and Amij-Samarra Transversal Faults), and along the northern margin of the subzone near
the Euphrates River (Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault).
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5.2.2 The Jezira Subzone
The Jezira subzone was part of the greater W Arabian Palaeozoic basin until the Late Silurian. It
was uplifted in Late Silurian-Mid Devonian time forming a NE-SW trending arch. It formed part
of the Rutba-E Palmyride Permocarboniferous N-S trending basin. It was part of the Rutba Uplift
from Late Permian to Early Eocene time though it was intermittently submerged. It subsided
during Eocene to Middle Miocene time. It was uplifted in Late Miocene-Recent time. It is
dominated by the Khlesia Basement Uplift which is part of the N-S trending Rutba Uplift. It is
segmented by two E- W trending grabens and a trough; these are the Anah Trough and the Tayarat
and Khlesia Grabens.
The sedimentary column of the Jezira Subzone consists of Palaeozoic (3300-5000 m thick),
Triassic (mainly Upper Triassic, 200-700 m thick), Lower Cretaceous (100-250 m thick), Upper
Cretaceous (generally 50 m but over 1500 m thick in the Anah and Tayarat grabens), Palaeogene
(300 m thick), and Neogene sediments (200-1000 m thick).
5.2.2.1 Geological and geomorphological characteristics
The oldest rocks outcropping in the Jezira Subzone are the Upper Oligocene Kirkuk Group, which
outcrops at the S boundary of the subzone along the E- W section of the Euphrates River between
the Syrian border and Anah. The Middle Miocene Fatha and the Upper Miocene Injana
formations outcrop over most of the subzone. One major surface anticline is observed north of the
Euphrates river (the ENE-WSW trending Tayarat anticline); the N flanks of this anticline are
visible on satellite images (Fig. 5-9, inset B). The Tayarat anticline forms a topographic high. It
drains towards the Euphrates River in the S, the Khlesia Graben in the N, the Tuwaila playa in the
Wand the Tharthar valley in the E. The short drainage systems end in small playas which suggest
active karstification in the evaporites of the Fatha Formation is occurring.
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5.2.2.2 Strructures
The Jeziraa Subzone is part of the aancient wider Rutba Uplift. It is segm
mented into two
t highs byy the
T
Highh in the S annd the Khlesia (Abu Rasssain) High in
i the N (Figg. 5Tayarat Grraben: the Tayarat
10). The Khlesia
K
Grab
ben overliess the Khlesiia High. Botth the Tayarrat and Khleesia grabenss are
visible on the satellite images and on the Top
p (Fig. 5-10)). The Tayaarat anticlinee overlies thhe Tayarat Graben
G
indiccating
Triassic sttructure map
inversion ooccurred durring Plio-Pleeistocene coompression. The Tayaraat High is seeparated from
m the
Rutba Higgh by the Annah Trough of the Jezirra Subzone. The structurral highs annd grabens oof the
Jezira Subbzone are shown in the profile
p
of Fiig. 5-11 whiich starts froom the Jordaanian borderr and
ends near tthe Turkish border
b
in thee N.
The Anah Trough liess between thhe Rutba andd Jezira Subzzones. The ttrough appeaars narrow at
a the
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surface. At depth it is bounded byy a series of E- W trending step faultts. The Anahh Graben forrmed
by transtennsion in Latee Cretaceouss time; it conntains up to 2000 m of U
Upper Cretaceous sedim
ments.
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E- Wand
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C
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mation
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a
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The northeern boundaryy of the subbzone is locaated along thhe Sinjar-Heerki Transveersal Fault w
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b
off the Foothilll Zone and the Late Crretaceous Siinjar-Abdul Aziz
basin whicch extends into
i
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mapped att the level of the Midddle Miocenee Fatha (Loower Fars) F
Formation; many
m
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residduals (Fig. 5-12) have prredominant EE W
or ENE-W
WSW and N-S or NW-SE
E orientationns. N-S and N
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E-WSW trennding anom
malies are loccated
Transversal fault
f
system
m.
along the T
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5.3 Salmaan Zone
The Salmaan Zone is part of thee Salman-Suumman Zonne of Getechh and Jassim
m (2002) w
which
extends innto W Kuwaait and centrral E Saudi Arabia. It is
i generally associated with
w gravityy and
magnetic highs
h
indicatting a shalloow basementt at a depth of
o 5-7 km. Itt was formedd during the Late
Precambrian Nabitah orogeny,
o
andd reactivatedd during Latee Carboniferrous and Earrly Permian ttime.
s
u
unconformab
bly overlie older
o
As in Sauudi Arabia and Kuwaitt, the Upperr Permian sediments
Palaeozoicc strata or th
he Precambrrian basemeent. The wesstern bounddary is poorlly defined inn the
north; in tthe south thee western booundary is associated
a
w a line oof faults and
with
d residual gravity
anomalies and strong karstification
k
n of the Eocene strata. The
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a
w
with a
E
Boundary Fauult in the S aand along thhe western shhores
strong gravvity gradiennt along the Euphrates
of the Razzzaza and Haabbaniya lakkes, and withh the Tharthhar faults in tthe N. The eastern
e
bounndary
has been slightly moodified from
m the originnal definitionn of Budayy and Jassim
m (1984, 19987),
s
changees to the bouundary weree also made near the Siinjarespecially near the lakkes. Some small
Herki Faullt.
The Salm
man Zone haas a shallow
wer basemeent than thee Rutba Jezzira Zone too the Wandd the
Mesopotam
mian Zone to
t the E. It is part of the
t Upper P
Precambrian Ar Rayan Terrane
T
thatt was
uplifted duuring the Laate Carbonifeerous (Hercyynian) time and partly during
d
the Eaarly Permiann; the
Lower Pallaeozoic secttion was deeeply eroded prior
p
to Latee Permian transgression.. Basement depth
d
in the Salm
man Zone iss 5-8 km, moostly 6-7 km
m; along the boundary w
with the Messopotamian Zone
the basemeent depth inccreases to 8--9 km. The Infracambria
I
an megasequuence is thouught to be abbsent.
The Loweer Palaeozoiic section iss 1500-30000 m thick; Permocarbooniferous seediments maay be
preserved locally in Hercynian
H
graabens. The thicknesses
t
o the Mesozzoic and Terrtiary units aare as
of
T
700
0-2000 m, Juurassic: 10000-1400 m, Lower Crettaceous: 300
0-1000 m, U
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follows: Triassic:
Cretaceouss: 800-1000 m, Palaeogeene: 400-9000 m and Neoogene: 0-2000 m.
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5.3.1 Geollogical and geomorphol
g
logical charaacteristics
The Salmaan Zone is a monoclinee dipping toowards the Euphrates
E
R
River;
Middlle-Upper Eoocene
strata outccrop in the W and Loweer and Middlle Miocene beds outcropp in the E. The
T S part oof the
zone is a ssandy plain formed
f
by Miocene
M
clasttics. Eocene carbonates
c
are pock-markeed; depressionns are
filled by Plliocene fresh water limesttones and claastics (Fig. 5--13 B). Theree are also nu
umerous burieed (or
abandoned)) river coursees that have been
b
stronglyy influenced by
b karst. Theey are usuallyy aligned witth the
NE-SW treending faults (Fig. 5-13 A and 5-14)). These featuures are assoociated with present day wadi
courses. Thhey need to bee investigatedd in detail duee to their impoortance for grroundwater ex
xploration.

5.3.2 Strucctures
The Salmaan Zone subssided from Late
L Permiann time onwaards. It compprises NE-SW
W and prom
minent
NW-SE trending upliffts and depressions, bouunded by fauults. The moost conspicu
uous structurres in
w, long anticclines, often
n accompanieed by
the Salmann Zone strikke NWSE. Thhey are relattively narrow
faults. Brooader N-S trending
t
struuctures, indiicated by grravity data are buried Hercynian
H
h
horsts
which are mostly resttricted to thhe Sand SW
W part of thee zone. Otheer parts of the
t zone coontain
w
are loccated along transversal
t
fa
faults.
relatively sshort anticlinnes and struuctural noses, many of which
In the nortth, these stru
uctures trendd N-S to NW
W-SE. Transvversal faults control the sinuous
s
courrse of
the zone's borders. Other faults mostly
m
trend NW-SE in the
t centre off the Zone and
a along thhe NE
f
are frequent in the Sand SW. T
The northernn part of the zone
margin of the zone. NS trending faults
has fewer faults.
gin occur in the S part of the zone. Gravity
G
residduals (Fig. 5-15,
5
grey coolour)
Folds of unnknown orig
show a serries of N-S trrending anom
malies possiibly indicatinng buried Heercynian anttiforms. How
wever
such featurres have nott been identiified from seeismic surveeys. NW-SE trending fauults are dom
minant
in the soutthern part of
o the zone. Transversal faults occuur throughouut the zone. NW-SE
N
trennding
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faults are ccommon in the NE part of the zone.
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5.4 Mesop
potamian Zoone
one is the eassternmost unnit of the Staable Shelf. Itt is bounded
d in the NE by
b the
The Mesoppotamian Zo
folded rannges of Peshh-i-Kuh in thhe E, and Hemrin
H
and Makhul in the
t N. The SW boundaary is
controlled by faults (F
Fig. 5-15). Thhe zone was probably upplifted durinng the Hercynnian deform
mation
but it subssided from Late
L
Permiann time onwaards. The sedimentary column
c
of th
he Mesopotaamian
Zone thickkens to the east. It comprrises up to 1500 m of Innfracarnbriann, 25005000 m of Palaeoozoic,
1500-22000 m of Triasssic, 1100 m of Jurassicc, 500-700 m of Lowerr Cretaceouss, 700-1400 m of
Upper Creetaceous, 2000-900 m oof Palaeogenne, and 1500-1500 ill oof Neogene and Quaterrnary
section. Quuaternary sediments alonne are up to 300 m thickk.

g
logical charaacteristics
5.4.1 Geollogical and geomorphol
Quaternaryy sedimentss of the Mesopotamiann Zone werre depositedd by the innteracting Tigris,
T
Euphrates,, Diyala and Adhaim Rivers,
R
on the alluvial fans emannating from the surrounnding
elevated aareas, and following
fo
maarine incurssions from the
t Arabiann Gulf. Floood plain depposits
include chhannel depossits, levees and
a crevassee splays, floood plain deepression, marsh, sabkhaa and
deltaic depposits (see Chapter
C
15).. The alluviaal fans are derived
d
from
m rivers passsing throughh the
Foothill Zoone (Fig. 5-16 B) in the NE or from
m desert wadiis flowing frrom the deseert plain in thhe W
(Fig. 5-16 A). Fluvial--marine sedim
ments are reepresented byy the Shat Al
A Arab deltaa.
Z
is a reelatively flaat terrain wiith a gradieent of less than 10 cm
m per
The Mesoopotamian Zone
kilometer extending from Baiji in the NW
W to the Arabian Guulf in the SE. The m
major
most promin
nent featuree is a
geomorphoological features formedd by sedimeent accumullation. The m
complex syystem of nattural levees following thhe courses oof each river,, which grad
dually pass innto a
flood plainn and finallyy into a floodd basin. Natuural levees of
o the Euphraates begin near
n Fallujahh, and
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those of the Tigris near Dujaila; they extend down the rivers to the marsh area on the SE of the
Plain. The natural levees rise only 2-3 m above the bottom of the flood basins resulting in many
catastrophic floods. River terraces of the Euphrates and Tigris occur N of Fallujah along the
Euphrates and N of Dujaila along the Tigris. The distribution of relict terraces suggests that the
rivers may have been connected during high water conditions.
The zone has three major depressions resulting from the interaction between the dejection cones of
the main rivers and the dejection cones of the alluvial fans and the elevated monocline of the
Salman Zone. The eastern depression lies between the dejection cones of the Tigris River in the W
and the dejection cones from the foothills in the E. It has been segmented into three parts by the
dejection cones of the Adhaim River in the N and the Diyala River in the S. The three major
sectors are the Baiji dune field and Shari Lake depression N of the Adhaim River, the Mukdadiya
dune field between the Adhaim and Diyala River and the Badra depression south of the Diyala
River. These depressions are associated with aeolian fields, playas or flood plain sabkhas. The
central depression is bounded by the dejection cones of the Tigris and Euphrates River and lies
between W Baghdad and. Nasiriya. The western depression lies between the
Euphrates dejection cone in the E and the Salman Zone monocline in the W and includes the
Tharthar, Habbaniya and Razzaza depressions (which have been used as flood reservoirs) and the
Bahr Al Najaf depression. These depressions may be tectonically controlled by the NW-SE
trending Euphrates Boundary Fault and the N-S trending Tharthar fault line (Fig. 5-16 C).
Large coalescing alluvial fans occur along the contact of the Mesopotamian Zone with the Foothill
Zone forming an impressive bajada plain. Fans were also developed along the SW boundary of the
Mesopotamian Zone especially S of the Razzaza Lake. Man-made features include walls of
irrigation canals and small moulds and hillocks called "Tells". Canal walls can stretch over
distances of tens of kilometres; some ancient ones are over 100 km long, e.g. the Nahrawan and
Kharidge Canals in the Adhaim-Numania area. Great floods may have occurred due to the
combination of maximum river discharges, spring storms, and easterly winds blowing Gulf waters
inland blocking the Shatt al Arab outlet; these may have led to the flooding of tens of thousands of
square kilometres of Plain with 2-3 m of water in the past. A great flood on this scale may have
occurred once since the beginning of the Holocene during the early human occupation of the
region.
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5.4.2 Strucctures
The Mesoppotamian Zo
one contains buried faultted structurees below the Quaternary cover, separrated
by broad synclines.
s
Thhe fold strucctures mainlly trend NW
W-SE in the eastern
e
part of the zonee and
N-S in the southern part; some NE-SW treending strucctures occur (Fig. 5-15)). A major N-S
m
higgh is locatedd along the Gharraf Rivver, betweenn the Tigris and
trending ggravity and magnetic
Euphrates which may indicate a buuried Hercynnian structurre. Structures in the Messopotamian Zone
Z
r
gravvity anomaliies (Fig. 5-15). However the well-deefined structtures
usually havve positive residual
of Zubair, Rumaila, an
nd Nahr Um
mr in the Zuubair Subzonne in the S are
a associateed with negaative
malies and suuggest salt is present below
b
some of the structures in S Iraq
residual grravity anom
(Section 5.4.3)
The Mesopotamian Zoone is dividded into threee subzones:: the Zubair Subzone inn the S withh N-S
E
Suubzone in thhe W, and thhe Tigris Su
ubzone in thee NE
trending sttructures in the S, the Euphrates
with NW-S
SE trending structures.
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5.4.3 Zubaair Subzone
The Zubaiir Subzone is boundedd in the norrth by the Takhadid-Qu
T
urna Transvversal Fault. The
southern bboundary of the
t subzone is either loccated at the Al
A Batin Fauult or along a transversal fault
in Kuwaitt. The northhern dome of
o the Zubaair anticlinee is associatted with a negative grravity
anomaly. H
However thee southern dome
d
of thiss anticline annd the structures to the south in Kuuwait
are not. Thhese structurres and the southern Zubbair dome coould be incluuded in anoth
her subzone (Fig.
5-17).
This subzzone forms the southerrnmost unit of the Meesopotamiann Zone and has a unifform
structural style controolled by thhe underlyinng basementt. It containns prominennt N-S trennding
metres southw
wards into Kuwait
K
and E Saudi Araabia.
structures which contiinue hundreds of kilom
These struuctures origginated duriing the Latte Nabitah orogeny annd were reaactivated duuring
Permocarbboniferous, Mesozoic
M
annd Tertiary time.
t
The association oof negative gravity
g
residduals
with the main strucctures of S Iraq Fig. 5-18) stronngly suggessts they arre underlainn by
he Sanam salt plug (Fig.. 5-19) indiccates Infracaambrian salt is present inn the
Infracambrrian salt. Th
south of thhe subzone. It
I is describeed in Chapteer 8.
The amplittudes of the N-S trendinng structures of the subzoone increasee with depth and reach 300 m
at Lower Cretaceous
C
l
level.
The sttructures aree long and relatively
r
naarrow anticlines separateed by
broader syynclines espeecially in thee east. Shorteer and obliquue trending structures allso occur (Fiig. 517). The most
m
prominent narrow
w elongated antiforms are
a the Zubbair and Rum
maila structtures.
Shorter, offten broaderr structures include
i
Nahrr Umr, Majnnoon, Rachii, Ratawi, Suubba and Luuhais.
The Zubair Subzone iss the most prrolific petrolleum region in Iraq.
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5.4.4 Tigriis Subzone
The Tigriss Subzone iss the most exxtensive andd mobile unit of the Messopotamian Zone.
Z
It conntains
broad synnclines and narrow
n
anticlines trendding predom
minantly NW
W-SE, accom
mpanied by long
normal fauults. It is bou
unded by thhe Foothill Z
Zone in the NE
N and by tthe long gravvity gradiennt and
line of ressidual gravitty anomaliess between Qalat
Q
Saleh in
i the SE annd Fallujah in the NW.. The
extent of the
t subzone has been modified
m
from
m the originaal definitionn of Buday and
a Jassim (1984
(
and 1987)..
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The western boundary coincides with a palaeoridge that influenced sedimentation in the
Mesopotamian Zone from Late Jurassic time, separating inner shelf facies in the SW from outer
shelf facies to the NE.
The Tigris subzone contains two NW-SE trending groups of buried anticlines of relatively low
amplitude associated with longitudinal faults (confirmed by seismic surveys) and an EW
transversal trend. These anticlines lie on the Ramadi Musaiyib and the Tikrit-Amara Fault Zones
of the Najd Fault System and on the Kut-Dezful Fault. The anticlines are associated with sharp
gravity gradients and straddle deeper but broader basement blocks which were tectonically active
from the Late Jurassic onwards. They also influence the course of the Tigris River today.
The first line of anticlines runs from Tikrit to Amara. Where the basement deepens in the N the
anticlines are cut by normal faults. The total length of anticlinal line from Tikrit to Amara is over
500 km; it is segmented into shorter domes about 20 to 70 km in length. The line straddles the
Samarra Amara palaeoridge. The second, less pronounced, line of anticlines is the RamadiMusaiyib anticlinal trend corresponding to the West Baghdad basement structure of Ditmar et al.
(1971 and 1972) and the western 'boundary of the subzone. This structural trend (at Mesozoic
level) consists of a series of SE plunging structural noses. It is roughly 150 km long, and extends
from Ramadi to Musaiyib. Its amplitude in the Mesozoic cover does not exceed a few hundred
meters. The amplitude at basement level is < 1 km.
The third anticlinal structural trend of Najaf-Kut is an oblique structure trending approximately EW. It comprises a series of faulted anticlines. They are not visible on the regional basement maps,
but have been detected by seismic and other geophysical methods. The basement maps show only
E- W trending gradients, indicating the course of the faults. The Najaf-Kut antiforms are
connected with movements along the Kut-Dezful Transversal Fault. The area to the south is a
depression that may be the continuation of the Dezful Embayment. Individual anticlines are 30-50
km long. The amplitudes of these structures are low.
5.4.5 Euphrates Subzone
The Euphrates Subzone lies in the W of the Mesopotamian Zone. It is a monocline dipping to the
NE with short anticlines « 10 km) and structural noses. Some longer NWSE oriented anticlines
(20-30 km long) lie near to and parallel with the Euphrates Boundary Fault especially between
Samawa and Nasiriya. They are related to horsts and grabens developed along the fault zone. The
Euphrates Subzone is the shallowest unit of the Mesopotamian Zone. The basement is generally 79 km deep but has thicker Quaternary sediments compared with the Tigris Subzone.
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CH
HAPTER 6
Units of th
he Unstable Shelf and th
he Zagros S
Suture
by
S
Saad
Z. Jassiim and Tiboor Buday
This chaptter covers both the Unsstable Shelf and the Zaggros Suture units. The Unstable
U
Shhelf in
Iraq is divvided into four
f
zones: the Foothill Zone, the High Folded Zone annd the imbriicated
Northern ((Ora) and Baalambo- Tannjero Zones. The Mesopootamian Zonne of Buday and Jassim ((1984
and 1987) is now inclluded in the Stable Shellf. The Zagrros Suture Z
Zone comprises three tecctonic
Qulqula Khw
wakurk, the PenjweenP
W
Walash
and the
t Shalair zones
z
(Fig. 6-1).
6
units: the Q

able Shelf
6.1 Units oof the Unsta
h been thee most stronngly subsiding part of the Arabian
n Plate sincce the
The Unstaable Shelf had
opening off the Southeern Neo- Tetthys in the Late
L Jurassicc. Maximum
m subsidencee occurred dduring
the Late C
Cretaceous op
phiolite obduuction onto the NE marggin of the A
Arabian Platee and during MioPliocene continental
c
c
collision.
Thhe Unstable Shelf is thuus characteriised by struuctural trendds and
facies channges that aree parallel to the Zagros-T
Taurus suturre belts. Surrface folds arre a characteeristic
feature of the unit. A cross
c
sectionn through thee Foothill annd High Foldded zones iss shown in F
Fig. 62.
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Foothill Zon
ne
6.1.1 The F
The SW boundary of the
t Foothill Zone lies allong the SW
W flank of thee impressivee anticlinal liine of
Hemrin and Pesht-i-Kuuh. North off Hatra the boundary of
o the Zonee runs alonng the
Makhul, H
Tharthar valley
v
then westwards
w
innto Syria aloong the southhern flank oof the Sinjar anticline (F
Fig. 61). To the SE the boun
ndary passess through thee Dezful Em
mbayment in SE Iran and along the eaastern
coast of thhe Arabian Gulf. Its eaastern boundary lies along high annticlines witth Palaeogene or
Cretaceouss formationss exposed in their cores.
The Foothhill zone has the deepest Precambriann basement in
i Iraq (-13 km) and verry thick MioocenePliocene molasse
m
seddiments (-30000 m thickk). The zonee comprisess two longittudinal unitss, the
Makhul-H
Hemrin Subzzone in the SW and thhe Butmah- Chemchem
mal Subzone in the NE. The
Foothill Zone
Z
containns four transsversal basement blockss with different structurral histories. The
satellite im
mages of thee E and NW
W Foothill Zone
Z
(Fig. 6-3
6 and Figg. 6-4 respecctively) show
w the
variations in the strucctural style of differentt transversall blocks. Incclined viewss of some oof the
structures of the zoness are shown in Fig. 6-5. The NW traansversal bloock of the Fooothill Zone (here
F
and covvers the Sinjar area (Fig.. 6-1).
termed thee Sinjar Blocck) lies to thee N of the Siinjar-Herki Fault
Top basem
ment is usuallly at 8-10 km
k but rangees from 5-111 km. This bblock is dom
minated by mostly
m
E- W or WNW-ESE
W
trending baasement elem
ments. The block
b
has a more comp
plete sedimeentary
sequence tthan the neig
ghbouring Mosul
M
Blockk; it subsidedd strongly inn Mesozoic and
a Tertiaryy time
and its Meesozoic-Terttiary cover iss 6-7.5 km thick.
t
Howeever the Rutbba Uplift inffluenced thiss area
during Latte Jurassic-E
Early Cretaceeous time.
The transvversal block that lies bettween the Siinjar-Herki Fault
F
in the NW
N and thee Hadhar-Baakhme
Fault in thhe SE is refferred to as the Mosul High. It foorms an impportant palaeeogeographicc and
structural divide across· the foredeep of Iraaq, includingg the Foothiill Zone. It overlies shhallow
m. The basement strucctural featurres trend inn WNW andd NE
Precambrian basemennt at 6-9 km
mainly in thee Mid
directions. The Mesozzoic- Tertiarry cover conntains severaal stratigrapphic gaps (m
Late Jurassicc and Early Cretaceous).
C
. Anticlines within the bblock are gen
nerally shorrt (10Jurassic, L
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30 km long), and en echelon with NW-SE, and rare E- W trends.
The third transversal block lies between the Hadhar-Bakhme Fault in the NW and Anah-Qalat
Dizeh Faults in the SE. Top basement in this block is at 8-11 km rising to 7 km in the NW and
dropping to 12 km in the SE. NW-SE and subordinate E- W striking structural elements occur in
the basement in addition to anticlines trending NW-SE.
The largest transversal block is the Kirkuk Embayment which lies between the Anah-Qalat Dizeh
Fault in the NW and the Sirwan Fault in the SE. It has the deepest Precambrian basement within
the Foothill Zone at 10-14 km but locally rising to 8 km. Major basement structures and surface
folds trend almost uniformly in a NW-SE direction. This deep block contains relatively narrow
anticlines often associated with reverse and normal faults. They are 100 km to 200 km long.
However on the structurally higher parts of the block in the NW, the anticlines are generally
shorter. The anticlines are separated by broad synclines filled by thick Pliocene and Quaternary
sediments.
The thickness of the sedimentary cover within the Foothill Zone is variable. The Infracambrian is
most likely missing. Thicknesses of other units are as follows: Palaeozoic (15004500 m), Triassic
(1500 m), Jurassic (700 m), Lower Cretaceous (250-1500 m), Upper Cretaceous (400-1200 m),
Palaeogene (500-800 m), and Neogene (400-3000 m). The Cretaceous and Neogene sequences are
thinnest over the Mosul High.
The geology of the zone is generally simple. In the SE part of the Foothill Zone long anticlines,
with general land relief of just over 100 m above the surrounding synclinal plains, are built by
Neogene clastics, sometimes with anhydrite and carbonates (Fig. 6-3 and insets). Over the Mosul
Block of the Foothill Zone shorter anticlines have similar relief of about 100 m above the
surrounding synclinal plains. Lower and Middle Miocene carbonates and anhydrites form the cores
of these anticlines (Fig. 6-4 B and C). The carbonates are usually pock-marked due to
karstification with solution of gypsum beds and collapse of overlying carbonates (Jassim et al.,
1997). The prominent anticlines of the Sinjar (Fig. 6-4 A) and Qara Chauq structures are generally
built by Palaeogene carbonates; Upper Cretaceous marls are exposed in deep incised valleys.
6.1.1.1 Hemrin-Makhul Subzone
The Hemrin-Makhul Subzone (Fig. 6-1) is the structurally deepest part of the Foothill Zone. The
subzone was the depocentre of the Neogene molasse but has been a subsiding unit throughout the
Mesozoic and Tertiary. The SW boundary of the subzone coincides with the SW boundary of the
Foothill Zone (Fig. 6-1). Its NE boundary lies along the N limb of the Sinjar anticline, passing
along the anticlines of Ishkaft and Atshan (NW of Mosul), Mishraq s . Qara Chauq and Makhmur
(SE of Mosul), and along Jambur and the SE part of the Kirkuk anticline. Towards the Iranian
border it follows the Kor Mor, Chia Surkh and Qasr Shirin anticlines.
The Makhul-Hemrin Subzone comprises long prominent NW-SE (or E-W) trending anticlines with
decollement thrust faults originating at detachments surfaces at the base of the saliferous beds of
the Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation often producing "Gamma-structures" (Fig. 6-6). The anticlines
of the Hemrin-Makhul Subzone are over 100 km long. The anticlines are also segmented into
doubly plunging domes; the segmentation usually occurs at intersections with transversal faults
where the axes of the anticlines are bent.
Anticlines in this subzone often have relatively broad crests and steep S or SW flanks. Opposite
asymmetry towards the is generally rare and mostly seen N and NW of Mosul Sinjar Block) for
example in the Sinjar anticline where the N flank is vertical. The SW flanks of anticlines in the
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blocks SE of the Mosul High are often accompanied by reverse faults generally cutting through
Mio-Pliocene strata; at deeper levels the anticlines are usually underlain by block folds mostly
connected with basement highs. In the Hemrin Makhul Subzone these structures alternate with
relatively short, unfaulted isometric antiforms.
The characteristic structural features of the subzone were described by Henson (1951), Naqib
(1967), Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971), and Zwain (1976; 1983) who claimed that the
structures of this subzone are more affected the structure of the basement and the lithological
composition of the cover than by the Alpine stresses. However the authors consider that Alpine
deformation in association with the basement character has resulted in the rural development of the
anticlines of the Foothill Zone.
Within the Sinjar block, the subzone is restricted to a relatively narrow belt which is the eastern
continuation of folded zone of Syria (Ponikarov et al. (1967). The most prominent feature of this
part of the subzone is the Sinjar line (Fig. 6-3 A and Fig. 6-5 A). It is a box-shaped line flanked in
the subsurface by faults. The amplitude of the anticline on top Cretaceous level exceeds 2 km. It is
the structurally the highest anticline in the Foothill Zone. It formed by inversion of a deep rift
basin during Late Tertiary time. The platform to the S of the anticline (footwall) acted as a rigid
block. No other significant structures, apart from some shorter buried antiforms of Tel Hajar occur
on this part of the subzone.
The anticlines of the Mosul Uplift are generally dense and short (10-15 km) long, but increase in
length towards the SE. They usually trend NW-SE except in the NW near Tel Afar (Fig. 6-3 Band
C) where they trend E-W. The long prominent antiforms are accompanied by faults. Some shorter
anticlines, mainly on the Mosul High, such as Adaiyah and Hibbarah are also accompanied by
deep faults evident on seismic maps. Prominent synclines are not common on the Mosul High. The
anticlines in this relatively uplifted part of the subzone are Ishkaft, Atshan, Mishraq, Qalian, Qara
Chauq-Makhmur (>1000 m amplitude), Sasan, Ibrahim, Adaiyah, Jawan, Najmah, Qaiyarah,
Hibbarah and Khanuqa. Numerous buried structures have been identified on seismic maps (Fig. 61).
The Kirkuk Block (Embayment) portion of the subzone contains the long anticlines of Hemrin
(Fig. 6-5 B) that form the SW border of the subzone, and the Bai Hassan and Jambur anticlines
that form the NE border. These anticlines are 130-200 km long, with several doubly-plunging
domes (Fig. 6-3), often associated with longitudinal reverse faults on the S or SW flank, or
occasionally on the N flank or on both flanks. They are up to 1000 m in amplitude. The Kor Mor,
Chia Surkh and Qasr Shirin anticlines comprise the NE line of anticlines; the Hemrin anticline
forms the SW anticlinal line. The Jambur, Pulkhana, and Gilabat anticlines lie in the middle of the
subzone. Seismic surveys indicate the presence of buried structures (Fig. 6-1). Many of these long
anticlines are associated with decollement thrust faults (Fig. 6-6).
6.1.1.2 Butmah-Chemchemal Subzone
The Butmah-Chemchemal Subzone is the NE unit of the Foothill Zone. It is the structurally
highest part of the Zone. The SW boundary of the subzone is located along a line connecting the
Sinjar, Qara Chauq, Kor Mor and Chi a Surkh anticlines. The NE boundary lies along the SW
flank of the anticlines of the High Folded Zone (Fig. 6-1) that includes the anticlines of Chia-i-Spi,
Dohuk, Aqra, Pirmam Dagh, Haybat Sultan and Qara Dagh (Fig. 6-3).
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The Mesozoic-Tertiary sequence is up to 1.5 km thick. The subzone was intermittently uplifted
during the Jurassic and Cretaceous, usually forming either a submerged or exposed ridge often
associated with a carbonate platform (the Chemchemal- Taq Taq palaeoridge of the Iraqi-Soviet
Team, 1979). In the Palaeogene, the subzone became a foredeep. In the latest Miocene-Pliocene
the subzone became part of the Foothill Trough and was filled in by coarse molasse sediments.
The transversal Mosul Uplift affected the subzone, but to a lesser extent than in the MakhulHemrin Subzone. The anticlines are medium-sized, NW-SE trending in the SE and E-W trending
in the NW. The Butmah-Chemchemal Subzone, however, has very conspicuous long and deep
synclines with thick Pliocene molasse dominated by conglomerate.
The prominent features of the subzone are long anticlines often not associated with longitudinal
faults with the exception of the Kirkuk structure. Broad and deep synclines are a feature of the
subzone. The three transversal blocks of Sinjar, Mosul and Kirkuk have also influenced the
structure of the subzone but to a lesser degree than in the Makhul-Hemrin Subzone.
The Sinjar Block in the NW part of the subzone contains EW trending depressions and one surface
anticline (Mushorah anticline). The synclines are pronounced and -include the North Sinjar,
Zummar and Dohuk synclines. The second part of the subzone lies on the Mosul High with
numerous but mostly short, E- W trending anticlines in the NW and NW-SE trending anticlines in
the SE; synclines are not conspicuous in this part of the subzone. The amplitudes of the Bashiqa,
Maqlub and Ain Al Safra anticlines are high; Palaeogene beds form their cores at an elevation of
1000 m ASL. Buried anticlines may be present in the NE parts of the subzone where the molasse
cover is thicker. The anticlines on the Mosul block include: Ain Zalah, Butmah, Gusair, Alan,
Jabal Kand, Bashiqa, Maqlub, Ain AI Safra, and Demir Dagh. The Kirkuk Block of the subzone is
characterized by broad and long synclines and long anticlines. The Kirkuk anticline which lies in
the SW part of the subzone comprises three domes (from the NW: Khurmal, Avanah and Baba)
with amplitudes exceeding 1000 m at Cretaceous level. Some buried structures have been
identified from seismic (Fig. 6-1).
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6.1.2 The H
High Folded
d Zone
The High F
Folded Zonee is located between
b
the Zakho area, on the Turkkish border in
n the NW annd the
Derbendikkhan Halabjaa area near thhe Iranian border in the SE. The widdth of zone varies from 25 to
50 km. It iis also affectted by transvversal blocks. The zone was intermiittently upliffted in Cretaceous
and Palaeoogene time and
a stronglyy deformed inn e Late Terrtiary. The zone
z
was thee marginal ppart of
the Palaeogene molassse basin.
Folded Zone covers mosst of the Iraqqi Kurdistan region. It coomprises harrmonic foldss with
The High F
Mesozoic limestone inn their corees and Palaeeogene and Neogene
N
lim
mestone andd clastics onn their
a
C
Chia-iflanks. The Sand SW boundary ruuns along the Sand SW limbs of thee first high anticlines,
mam Dagh and
a Qara Dagh; this bouundary coinccides with a deepSpi, Dohukk, Ain Sifnii, Aqra, Pirm
seated faullt with over 3000 m of displacemen
d
nt. In N Iraqq the N bounndary of the zone is the tthrust
fault of thee Ora (Northhern Thrust)) Zone (Fig. 6-1). In NE
E Iraq, the booundary is more
m
compleex but
runs from Amadiya too the area W of Rowandduz, to the SE
S along a reverse
r
faultt passing thrrough
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Qalat Dizeh, and then to the Sirwan gorge on the Iranian border. The anticlines of the High Folded
zone generally trend NW-SE in NE Iraq and E-W in N Iraq.
The High Folded Zone has an elevated basement (-8 km) compared to the neighbouring Foothill
Zone (-13 km) and the Balambo- Tanjero Zone (-10 km). The zone was a molasse basin during the
Palaeogene and was elevated (forming the Qamchuqa ridge) during Cretaceous and early
Palaeogene time. Due to lack of potential field data, the basement depth has been estimated from
the thickness of the megasequences. The average depth is estimated to be 9-10 km in the Sand SW
parts of the zone and <6 km on the Mosul High.
The sedimentary cover of the High Folded zone comprises: a possible Infracambrian section,
Palaeozoic (1500-5000 m), Triassic (1500-2000 m), Jurassic (1100 m), Lower Cretaceous (2501200 m), Upper Cretaceous (800 m) and Palaeogene (1000-1500 m) sediments. Neogene
sediments occur only locally in some synclines.
The High Folded Zone comprises whale-back anticlines (Fig. 6-7 top inset) with Palaeogene
carbonates in their cores and Neogene clastics on their flanks in the SW part of the zone. In the NE
Cretaceous or older Mesozoic carbonates form the cores of the anticlines and Palaeogene rocks
form the flanks with carbonate units forming resistant ridges (Fig. 6-8 both insets).
The high folds, often with a broad box like geometry, are separated by narrow deep synclines. The
structures are mostly asymmetrical, with steep SW or S flanks with reverse faults. Along the NE
boundary of the zone the synclines are over-ridden by reverse faults. The SE part of the zone
(between Latitude 35.5° and the Iranian border) contains narrow NW-SE trending anticlines cored
by Palaeogene formations and broad synclines with Neogene clastics. The anticlines are usually
box-shaped, and asymmetrical; some are associated with visible longitudinal faults. Transversal
faults and structural noses are present near Aqra in the NW and in the Derbendikhan area of the
Sirwan Valley in the SE.
The Central part of the zone lies between the Rowanduz River in the NW and Latitude 35°N in the
SE. Its main structural features are relatively long high anticlines, mostly asymmetrical to the S or
SW. Reverse faults are sometimes present along the steep limbs. Narrow synclines are
characteristic features of the High Folded Zone; the broad syncline near Zakho is an exception.
The cores of the anticlines are often formed of Mesozoic rocks, usually of pre-Upper Cretaceous
age. The amplitudes of the anticlines exceed 2000 m in most of the high structures.
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6.1.3 The Imbricated Zones
6.1.3.1 The Balambo-Tanjero Zone
The Balambo- Tanjero zone was a trough that developed along the plate boundary during the
opening of the Southern _ Neo- Tethys from Late Jurassic time. It is a narrow belt (up to 25 km
wide) trending NW-SE. It extends from the Iranian border in the SE to the Turkish border in the
NW. The zone may be completely over-ridden by the Northern 'Thrust Zone in N Iraq and partly
by units of the Zagros Suture in NE Iraq.
The Mesozoic sedimentary section of the zone consists of pre- Tithonian platform carbonates,
Tithonian-Lower Campanian marine basinal sediments of the Balambo and Shiranish formations,
and the Tanjero flysch of Late Campanian-Early Maastrichtian age. The Palaeogene Neogene
section consists of thick molasse deposited in an intermontane basin between the High Folded
Zone and the suture zone.
The Balambo- Tanjero Zone is intensely folded and faulted throughout. Folded pre- Tithonian
sediments have a structural style similar to the High Folded Zone; Cretaceous strata are isoclinally
folded. Both Cretaceous and earlier units are traversed by reverse faults dislocating the anticlines
into imbricates; the anticlines often over-ride the synclines. This structural style occurs to the S of
the Greater Zab River.
Structures within the zone generally trend NW-SE except in the area NW of the Greater Zab River
where their strike shifts to an E- W direction. The Tertiary section forms a NE dipping monocline.
The structural pattern in the Zone is a result of two tectonic phases: Late Cretaceous obduction and
Late Tertiary uplift. In Late Miocene-Pliocene time the zone was tilted towards the NE and
overthrust in the NE by the thrust sheets of the Zagros Suture Zone. In the NE part of the zone an
intermontane basin formed at the end of the Cretaceous and was filled with over 3000 m of
Maastrichtian-Miocene marine and continental clastics.
The NW part of the Balambo- Tanjero Zone is characterized by shallow water facies of the Lower
Cretaceous formations and by very thick Upper Cretaceous flysch. Three thrust sheets were
identified by Hall (1957, 1958) which comprise, from SW to NE, the Kara, Baibu and DairiGovanda thrust sheets. The Kara Thrust Sheet is a relatively narrow WNW -ESE trending
overturned anticline which is thrust over the marginal syncline of the High Folded Zone. The
Baibu Thrust Sheet contains very complex imbricated internal structures of short, closely-packed
anticlines and synclines cut by minor thrusts and reverse faults. The innermost and highest DairiGovanda Thrust Sheet is the largest; it is separated from the underlying Baibu Block by a gently
dipping thrust fault which becomes steeper towards the E. The internal structure of this sheet is
relatively simple, forming a NNE dipping monocline with small E- W trending anticlines
occurring in the NW comer. The SE parts of the Balambo- Tanjero Zone comprise mostly short but
strongly faulted anticlines and synclines.
Longitudinally, the Balambo- Tanjero Zone can be subdivided into two belts. The NE belt is a
depression with Tertiary clastics and forms a monocline dipping to the NE below the thrust sheets
of the Zagros Suture. The SW part (where Tertiary clastics are absent) is characterized by closely
packed folds with several parallel or often obliquely (NNW-SSE) trending reverse faults or minor
thrusts. SE of Chuwarta pre-Cretaceous rocks outcrop along the NE side of the zone. This area was
uplifted in Tertiary time and formed a ridge between the Balambo-Tanjero Zone and the Zagros
Suture.
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6.2 Units of the Zagros Suture
The Zagros Suture units formed within the Neo- Tethys. They were thrust over the Arabian Plate
during two distinct phases of obduction and collision, during the Late Cretaceous and MioPliocene. Three tectonic zones are identified within Iraq and comprise from the SW: 1) The
Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone with deformed radiolarites, carbonate turbidites and volcanics, and an
upper thrust sheet of Triassic platform carbonates. The zone was obducted onto the Arabian Plate
during the Late Cretaceous. 2) The Penjween- Walash Zone with upper thrust sheets of
metamorphosed volcanics, carbonates and pelitic rocks, and lower thrust sheets of nonmetamorphosed Palaeogene arc volcanics and fore-arc flysch. 3) The Shalair Zone comprising
thrust sheets of meta-pelitic and metacarbonates of Mesozoic age, Upper Cretaceous arc volcanics
of Late Cretaceous age, and metamorphosed Palaeozoic rocks of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone (Fig. 61).
The three tectonic zones are shown in cross sections (Figs. 6-9 SE part, 6-10, 6-11 central part and
6-12 NW part). The locations of these cross sections are shown on the geological maps of the
Zagros Suture (Fig. 6-13 and Fig. 6-14). The cross section of Fig. 6-9 passes through the widest
outcrop of the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone which is unconformably overlain by Miocene clastics.
These clastics are tectonically overridden by units of the Penjween- Walash Zone; plutonic rocks
(ultramafic and mafic) are locally exposed along the thrust fault. Cretaceous units of the Shalair
Zone contain imbricates of Triassic carbonate. The profile of Fig. 6-9 shows the Mawat Nappe
which has been transported over the Qulqula- Khwakurk Zone and the Platform units. Just north of
the Mawat Nappe in Iran (Shahidi and Jalali. 2004), a lower nappe with radiolarian chert, coloured
melange and ultrabasic rocks is shown in the profile of Fig. 6-10. This ophiolitic melange is
unconformably overlain by Tertiary clastics and over-ridden by thrust blocks of Eocene volcanics
and is therefore comparable with the Qulqula Khwakurk Zone. The profile of Fig. 6-11 passes
through the NW part of the Zagros Suture units, just SE of the Khwakurk area. The profile shows a
volcano sedimentary sequence of Eocene age thrust over the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone. A tectonic
window exposes ultrabasic rocks that may be comparable with those seen in the profile of Fig. 610.
6.2.1 Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone
The Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone forms the units of the Southern Neo-Tethys that were folded,
obducted and sutured to the Arabian Plate during the Late Cretaceous (Campanian-Maastrichtian).
It contains Upper Tithonian Cenomanian sediments of deep water facies (radiolarian chert,
mudstones, and limestones) with increasing proportions of basic volcanics to the NE and with
conglomerates in the upper parts. The zone is strongly isoclinally folded and cut by reverse faults.
The Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone occurs as three disconnected outcrops between the Khwakurk area
near the Iraq- Iran Turkey triple border point in the NW and the Halabja area in the SE. The NW
outcrop near Khwakurk has a higher proportion of basic volcanics and ultramafic rocks associated
with the radiolarian chert; this outcrop area may represent a more internal unit within the Southern
NeoTethys. The second, smaller, outcrop area (the type area of the Qulqula Group) lies within
Qulqula gorge N of Qalat Dizeh Town. The Qulqula Group is here unconformably overlain by
Tertiary clastics of Maastrichtian-Pliocene age and thrust over the platform carbonates. It
comprises radiolarian chert, limestone and conglomerate and lacks volcanics and may represent the
outer part of the Southern Neo- Tethyan basin. The third and most extensive part of the zone forms
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the Naorbab Plain between the Mawat Massif in the NW and Sirwan River near Halabja in the SE.
The Qulqula Group here consists mainly of sediments with some volcanics towards the E. which
have been thrust over platform carbonates of Jurassic to Late Cretaceous age. Imbricates of
Jurassic rocks and locally Upper Permian carbonates are common. A massive Upper Triassic
carbonate block is thrust over the radiolarian sequence and forms the high ridge of Jabal Avroman
(Hauraman). This carbonate unit is more extensive and thicker to the SE in Iran, where it is
referred to as Bisitoun Limestone (Geological Map of Iran, 1: 1 ,000,000 scale, sheet 2, North Central Iran, National Iranian Oil Company), ranging in age from Cretaceous to Cenomanian. The
zone is tectonically overlain by metamorphosed Cretaceous volcanics, sediments and plutons or by
the non-metamorphosed Tertiary volcano sedimentary sequence of the Penjween Walash Zone.
Deformation of the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone began during Cenomanian time with folding and
uplifting of the eastern inner zones indicated by deposition of conglomerates with chert pebbles.
The Cretaceous obduction culminated during the Campanian and Maastrichtian resulting in strong
isoclinal folding, thrusting and flysch deposition. Both flanks of the obducted blocks subsided
during the Late Maastrichtian and Palaeogene with deposition of the flanking clastics of the Red
Beds Series.
The Qulqula-Khwakurk zone travelled a considerable distance (at least 15 km but possibly much
more) over the Balambo- Tanjero Zone of the Platform. The depth to the Precambrian basement is
thus likely to be about 14 km beneath the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone.
The increasing proportion of volcanics in the chert sequence towards the NE suggests that the zone
was located along the margin of the Southern- Neo- Tethys. The Triassic carbonates in the
Avroman Range were derived from a carbonate platform which formed the north eastern margin of
the Arabian Plate; this platform probably drifted away from the Arabian Plate during the Late
Tithonian-Early Cretaceous (Chapter 3).
The main structural features are isoclinal and recumbent folds, reverse faults and thrusts. The
whole zone is dislocated by longitudinal, high angle, faults bordering longitudinal blocks and is
also cut by several transversal faults. The zone is thrust over the foreland units and is tectonically
overridden by units of the Penjween- Walash Zone (Fig. 6-12).
The Qulqula-Khwakurk Subzone can be subdivided into three longitudinal belts (thrust blocks):
the Outer, Central and Inner belts. The Outer Belt consists of partly shallow water sediments
(including some conglomerates) belonging to the original SW marginal parts of the trough with
outer shelf chert and limestone. It outcrops along the S margins of the Mawat Massif, near Halabja
and in the type area. This belt is the most folded and disturbed part of the subzone. The Central
Belt extends from the Lesser Zab River in the NW to Sirwan River in the SE. It is intricately
folded with prominent anticlinal structures. It contains several small thrusted blocks (imbricates) of
the underlying carbonate platform which are exposed in tectonic windows. It is a flatlying
imbricated thrust sheet which had been subsequently faulted and folded. The Inner Belt is a thrust
sheet which comprises thick conglomerates and frequent volcanics derived from the continental
slope of the Southern Neo-Tethys.
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6.2.2 Penjween- Walsh Zone
The Penjween-Walash Zone is a unit of the main (Central) Neo-Tethys. It comprises
volcanosedimentary sequences formed during Cretaceous ocean spreading in the NeoTethys, and
Palaeogene arc volcanics and syn-tectonic basic intrusions formed during the final closure of this
ocean. The zone is thus a remnant of the Neo- Tethys which was thrust over the Arabian Plate
during Miocene-Pliocene time.
The Penjween- Walash Zone forms an almost continuous belt along the Iraq-Iran border (Fig. 6-1).
The zone is thrust over the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone or the Balambo-Tanjero Zone. The Mesozoic
sequences are mostly of Cretaceous age. They comprise alternating pelitic and carbonate beds with
volcanics and pyroclastics that were metamorphosed during Late Cretaceous deformation;
occasionally strong contact metamorphism can be seen near gabbro bodies such as Bulfat. Both
volcanics and intrusions are dominantly basic in composition. The thickness of the Cretaceous
sequences of the zone is about 4 km but they may be tectonically stacked. The Palaeogene
succession comprises an outer unit of flysch with volcanics and an internal unit dominated by acid
volcanics, andesite and basalt; both units pass laterally into each other. The thickness of the
Tertiary units of the zone may reach 4000 m.
The main structural features of the zone are thrust sheets sometimes dislocated by reverse faults.
The Cretaceous units form monoclines or massive domes where igneous intrusions occur. The
Tertiary units are intensely folded into large ENE-WSW trending structures. The Walash volcanic
unit locally contains large volcanic cones.
The Penjween- Walash Zone consists of three thrust sheets: the structurally lowest Naopurdan, the
middle Walash and the upper Qandil (structurally highest). The upper Qandil thrust sheet contains
basic igneous massifs, mostly along its SW margin. The massifs include, Penjween, Mawat, Bulfat
and Pushtashan.
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CHAPTER 7
Seismicity
by
Sahil A. Alsinawi
Iraq has a well documented history of seismic activity. The historical seismicity shows a welldefined pattern and follows the boundaries of the major tectonic elements. Tectonically, Iraq is
located in a relatively active seismic zone at the tectonically active northern and eastern boundaries
of the Arabian Plate. Earthquakes in this seismic zone can cause significant infrastructure damage,
especially in the eastern part of NE Iraq.
Historical data for the period 1260 BC-1900 AD was used for historical isointensity
determinations; this data is consistent with recent seismic observations (Alsinawi and Ghalib,
1975b and Alsinawi, 1988). Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) for Iraq was conducted
by Ameer et al. (2004). The earthquake catalogue used contains more than one thousand events for
the period 1905-2000.
7.1 Seismic monitoring in Iraq
Iraq established a seismic network (ISN) in 1976 consisting of five short-period stations located in
Baghdad, Sulaimaniya, Mosul, Basra, and Rutba. Currently, only the stations at Baghdad and
Mosul are believed to be operating. The centralized earthquake data processing facility is not
presently available. A new broadband seismic network would help determine the potential seismic
hazards that could damage infrastructure and cause injury or casualties. A new seismic network
will help define seismic sources, intensities and hazards, and stimulate research in .seismology,
Seismological graduate studies were initiated at the Geology Department, Baghdad University in
1972 and expanded and accelerated during the 1980's to include more than 30 MSc and PhD
projects. Most of these studies were concerned with microseismicity. Macroseismicity studies
began after the Iraq Seismic Network work was set up.
In March 1976 the Foundation of Scientific Research (later Scientific Research Council-SRC)
established the Seismological Unit as a dedicated independent seismological body. The original
plan for the network envisaged a central station in Baghdad and four secondary stations located in
Mosul, Sulaimaniya, Rutba and Basra. All the stations were built and became operational in the
early 1980's, except for the Basra station which was never constructed. The coordinates of the ISN
stations are:
Baghdad Observatory (BHD) 33.3 N and 44.4 E, Mosul Observatory (MSL) 36.3 N and 43.4 E,
Sulaimaniya (SLY) 35.6 N-and 45.5 E, and Rutba (RTB) 33.03 N and 40.31 E.
These stations were functioning until the Gulf War in 1991 after which half of them ceased to
operate. It is hoped that "state of the art" seismic and seismological engineering research on Iraq's
seismicity will resume as soon as possible.
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7.2 Geodynamic considerations
The neotectonic development of the Arabian Plate is related to the compressional Zagros and
Taurus mountainous fold belts in the NE and N respectively, and to the opening of the Red Sea in
the Sw. The NW-SE trending Zagros and E- W trending Taurus fold belts extend for 1500 km,
passing through NE Iraq, from Oman in the SE to Turkey in the NW. The earthquakes in the
Zagros province occur in a 200 km wide zone that runs along the Zagros High Folded and
Imbricated Zones (Chapter 6).
The NE and N boundaries of the Arabian Plate mark the collision with the Cimmerian plates. The
NW, Wand S boundaries are the left-lateral Dead Sea Fault Zone, the Red Sea and the Gulf of
Aden ridges respectively. The SE boundary is defined by the obducted ophiolites of Masirah and
Oman (Chapter 3, Fig. 3-1).
The compressional direction of the Foothill Zone is roughly from NE to SW perpendicular to the
structural grain. The slip vectors, corresponding to the mechanism solution of earthquakes
associated with the Zagros foothills, indicate a general motion towards the N and NE. Profiles
across the seismic zones of the Zagros folded belt show that the Arabian plate is overthrust by the
Iranian plate. The leading edge of the plate is a slab about 60 km thick that dips at about 10-20° to
the NE. About 80 km of associated crustal shortening is estimated to have occurred. The rate of
subduction of the Arabian Plate below the Iranian and Anatolian plates is a few centimetres per
year which has resulted in uplift rates of similar magnitude. The continental collision in the Zagros
began about 15 million years ago.
Buday and Jassim (1987) defined longitudinal tectonic zones parallel to the Alpine trend which
decrease in stability towards the plate edge. Iraq mainly comprises units of the Arabian Platform
(the Stable and Unstable Shelf). Units belonging to the Zagros Suture are present in a narrow belt
along the Iraq-Iran border in NE Iraq. The tectonic framework of Iraq is presented in Chapters 4 to
6.
The sedimentary cover of the Arabian Plate of the Arabian Platform is currently being thrust
obliquely under the Sanandaj-Sirjan microplate. The main expression of this continent-continent
collision is a wide zone of folding and shallow earthquakes terminating abruptly to the northeast
along a regional-scale thrust fault referred to as the Main Zagros Thrust. The thrusting is generally
shallow and may be associated with a decol1ement along the Infracambrian Hormuz Salt (where
present) or the numerous thick shale horizons of the Lower Palaeozoic sequences. Thrust belts are
also associated with the boundaries of the Sanandaj-Sirjan and the Central Iranian microplates in
NE Iran (Stocklin, 1965).
7.3 The crust and Moho
Information about the structure of the crust and upper mantle in Iraq is sparse. Most interpretations
are based on analysis of gravity data as described by Alsinawi et al. (1986). Gravity interpretation
indicates that the crustal thickness in Iraq ranges between 30 km in the Wand 45 km in E and NE.
Other regional investigations of the deep structure of the northern Arabian Plate using seismic
methods were based on surface wave dispersion data; an average crustal thickness of 34 km was
calculated by Knopoff and Found (1975).
Mooney et al. (1998) considered several models for the Arabian Plate dependent on the crustal
thickness that varies from 39 km to 46 km and a sedimentary cover thickness ranging from 0 km to
6 km. The NE edge of the Arabian Plate is a region of continental collision with thickened crust
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and Quaternary volcanicity, and marks the eastern end of the convergence zone of the North and
South Anatolian faults.
The Q values for Love and Rayleigh waves in the E and W parts of the Arabian Plate (over periods
of 1-30 sec) range from 60 to 150, with highest values in the central region and in the Zagros fold
and thrust belts (Seber and Mitchell, 1992).
Two major strike slip faults along the Zagros Suture Zone accommodate the westward motion of
Turkish plate as the Arabian plate moves northward (Mooney et al, op. cit.).
Crustal structure determinations in Iraq were derived by utilizing 91 events recorded in four Iraqi
Seismological seismic stations of the ISN Network, namely Baghdad (BHD), Mosul (MSL),
Sulaimaniya (SLY) and Rutba (RTB). Teleseismic body wave forms have been used to infer
crustal structure beneath Iraqi seismic stations. The data have been modelled in both frequency and
time domains to determine the crustal structure (Tables 1 and 2). Alsinawi and Al Heety (1994)
estimated the crustal thickness in Iraq and concluded that it increases towards the Zagros Suture (in
agreement with gravity interpretation). The crustal thickness interpreted from seismicity provided
values of 38 km (Vc 6.0 km/s) in the Baghdad area, 33-35 km (Vc 5.9 km/sec; Vm 8.2 km/sec) in
the Rutba area, 3134 km (Vc 6.0 km/sec; Vm 8.3 km/sec) in the Mosul area and 41-43 km (Vc 6.1
km/sec; Vm 8.0 km/sec) in the Sulaimaniya area. Analysis of seismic body waves and surface
dispersion measurements were used to estimate the depth of the Moho in the Arabian plate. The
Moho depth was estimated to be 34 km with an upper mantle velocity of 8.17 km/sec.
Two transects were carried out in Iraq. The first was an E- W transect 650 km long between the
Jordanian and Iranian borders which passed through Baghdad. The crustal thickness along this
transects, ranges from 31 km in the W to 37 km in the E and averages 34 km. The seismological
and tectonic data along this transect were compared with the available aeromagnetic, gravity and
seismic reflection data (Alsinawi and Al Banna, 1990) and are shown in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4-5). The
second transect profile trends NW-SE; it is 605 km long and 100 km wide. This was the first
Global Geoscience Transect Project (GGT) in Iraq. Background surface and subsurface data were
compiled from various sources to construct this profile which extends from the Iraq-Syria border
in the NW to the Salman Depression in the SE. The thickness of the sedimentary layers ranges
from 6 to 7 km in the Jezira region where the depth to the Moho was calculated as 37 km with Vc
= 6.8 km/sec, Vm = 7.95 km/sec and where the depth to the Conrad discontinuity is at a depth of
about 20 km (V c changes from 6.10 km/sec to 6.50 km/sec). This Moho depth is significantly
higher than values obtained from gravity modeling of around 30 km (see Chapter 3).
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map of
nawi and Al Qasrani (20000) is shownn in Fig. 7-1.
Iraq preparred by Alsin
7, 5 Macroo and micro
oseismicity
7, 5, 1 Reggional seism
micity
More thann 7000 eventts of variouss magnitudess have been documentedd in the Arab
bian Plate. 775.4%
of these evvents have "m
mb" values of
o 4.0-5.5. 78% of these events havee a focal deppth range of 10-40
km. The fr
frequency-m
magnitude rellationship was
w computedd giving a ((b) value of 7.703 and aan (a)
value of 0.915. The seeismic sourcces for the reegion were also
a investiggated and modelled,
m
resuulting
d 10 area soources. The seismic
s
sourrces identifieed by (Alsinnawi and Haamad,
in 25 line sources and
w four linne sources thhat representt the Zagross, Arabian Sea, Gulf of Aden
1992) are associated with
d the SE Gulff of Oman.
and Tauruss zones, and
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7, 5, 2 Maacroseismiciity of Iraq
The distribbution of seeismicity is inhomogenneous and thhe activity is concentraated in the High
Folded andd the Balamb
bo-Tanjero zones.
z
The seismicity
s
off Iraq is of inntermediate character annd the
focal deptth is shallow
w. The seism
micity of thhe stable shhelf is due tto local defformation buut the
seismicity of the foldeed area is duue to forces resulting frrom the movvements of the
t Arabian plate
N The forcces that form
med the majjor geologiccal structures along the plate
towards thhe N and NE.
boundariess are still acctive causinng stress andd strain accuumulation aand deformaation. The ovverall
seismicity of Iraq is innfluenced mainly
m
by thee Zagros andd Taurus sysstems with partial
p
neotecctonic
activation of the upperr crust.
o Iraq (Fig. 7-2) showss that the maaximum seism
mic intensity
y is related to
t the
The isointeensity map of
High Foldded and thee Balambo- Tanjero zoones. This iis the belt where the Arabian Plaate is
tectonised as it is pushhed below thhe Sanandaj-Sirjan plate to the NE. Seismically
S
it
i is considerred an
area of mooderate earthhquake damaage. A zone of weak daamage covers most of N Iraq and exxtends
into the Paalmy rides of
o Syria. Thee Sirwan andd Anah-Qalaat Dizeh trannsversal faullts (see chappter 4)
are generally more seismically active than the surroundingg areas.
e
90% of thhe seismic evvents in Iraqq occur at inntermediate--shallow foccus levels. 54% of the events
have "mb"" magnitudees of 4-5 with
w
focal depths in thee range 30--50 km. Lesss than 8% have
magnitudees >5.5. The average recuurrence relattionship is given by the eequation: Loog N = 5.8-0.7 b
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7.5.3 Microseismicity of Iraq
Microearthquake recording in Iraq was carried out for the period 1974-1990 for a total recording
time of over 10,000 hours covering various physiographic and tectonic provinces. The
microseismicity shows an increase in the NE direction; the frequency of microearthquakes varied
between 1 and 8 events per day. There is an overall correlation between the macro and
microseismicity of the country with minor deviations in certain areas particularly in the western
desert where intraplate seismicity may be occurring (Alsinawi and Banno, 1976; Alsinawi and Al
Heety, 1987 and Alsinawi and Al Ridha, 1988).
7.5.4 Focal mechanism studies
Fault plane solutions gave a trend parallel to the structural trends of the Zagros-Taurus belts and
the pressure axes are approximately perpendicular to the major structures. A composite fault plane
solution was also carried out using microearthquake records from north central Iraq and the results
agree with data collected from the literature Alsinawi and Issa, 1986 and Alsinawi and Al Heety,
1987).
The data on focal mechanism solutions collected from various references indicate high angle thrust
faulting occurs NW-SE trending planes dipping to the NE. Some 50~iOIllS in the Taurus Belt
indicate a component of strike along fault planes dipping at low angle to the N. Generally, most
solutions for earthquakes associated with el to the trends of structures of the Zagros.10 t pressure
axes are approximately o e axes of the major structures in the area (Alsinawi and Ghalib, 1975a
and Alsinawi and Issa, 1986).
Microearthquake recording in the High Folded Zone of Iraq during the period 1989 to 1990
registered more than 500 events; 85 of these events were chosen for determination of composite
focal mechanism solutions. They revealed reverse faulting solutions nearly parallel to the seismic
trends. They are consistent with previous focal mechanism studies with epicentre locations close to
the investigated area (Alsinawi and Al Heety, 1997).
Amplitude spectra of 38 micro earthquakes selected from ten different sites in Iraq, recorded
during the period from 1975 to 1978, with a consistent digitised interval of 10 seconds, indicate
that the predominant frequencies of the analyzed earthquakes fall in the range 0.23 to 3.5 Hz. The
energy of the seismic waves decreases as the frequency increases (Alsinawi and Al Shukri, 1982).
7.5.5 Induced seismicity investigations
Induced seismicity was first noticed when an anomalous increase in the seismicity in the Kirkuk
area was confirmed and was correlated with the water injection into the aquifers of oil fields
(Alsinawi and Ghalib, 1975b). Induced seismicity was also observed during steam injection into
the Mishraq sulphur mine, which was monitored and analysed by Alsinawi and Al-Eqabi (l980).
Some of the tremors of Mishraq were felt more than 30 km to the north in Mosul. Dam sites in Iraq
were systematically monitored from 1975 to 1986 before and after the filling of the lakes
associated with the dams of Haditha, Al Baghdadi, Hemrin, Dokan, Bekhme, Derbendikhan and
Mosul.
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7.6 Seismootectonics of
o Iraq
NE Iraq iss directly innfluenced byy the seismiicity of the Alpine oroggenic system
m (Zagros-T
Taurus
range). Thhis system, identified with high mountain ranges and shallow so
omewhat diffuse
seismicity,, is one of thhe most seissmically actiive continenntal regions of the world
d with a long and
well-docum
mented histoory of earthqquakes. Thee majority off the earthquuakes, howeever, occur iin the
continentaal crust of th
he Arabian plate beneaath the Zagrros folded bbelt. The pllot of earthqquake
epicentres and magniitudes (Fig. 7-3) indicaates seismic activity in Iraq is inhhomogeneous and
a concentrrated along the
t Zagros-T
Taurus foldeed belt. How
wever,
scattered. Most of the epicentres are
a
situaated along thhe Sinjar-Heerki, Hadharr-Bekhme, Anah-Qalat-D
A
Dizeh
there is alsso seismic activity
and Sirwaan transversaal faults. Thhese transverrsal faults were
w
active dduring Pliocene folding;; they
are still aactive at thee present (seee Chapter 6); the Hem
mrin and Makhul
M
anticclines are visibly
v
a
the An
nah-Qala Diizeh sinistrall slip at Fathha in N Centrral Iraq. Thee Hadhar-Beekhme
deformed along
Fault in thhe Jezira subbzone has associated Quuaternary saalt playas (see Chapter 5) in depresssions
created by recent tecto
onic activity..
The distribbution of seeismic activiity along thee Zagros-Taaurus folded belts is inhhomogeneouus and
scattered. Deformation
D
n along the belt
b is inhom
mogeneous due
d to the chhanges in thee geometry oof the
edge of the Arabian plate along thhe collision zone with thhe Iranian annd Turkish plates,
p
and ddue to
p
itself (A
Alsinawi, 19997).
the rotationnal movemeents within thhe Arabian plate
The Stablee Shelf (inccluding the Mesopotamiian Zone) shows
s
weak seismic acttivity. Theree is a
sharp bouundary betweeen the foldded zone (U
Unstable Shelf) and unfolded regioon (Stable S
Shelf)
N are
which sugggests that strresses resultting from thee movement of the Arabbian plate to the N and NE
not transm
mitted to the unfolded
u
reggion.
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Many Earthquakes depths are thought to originate within the basement at >20 km depth. The depth
to basement throughout Iraq (Chapter 3) ranges between 5 and 13 km. Seismic .activity in the
Zagros is related to compression along thrusts distributed across the whole width of the belt. It
might be partly explained by reactivation of normal faults in the basement as high angle thrusts
during lateral compression.
A seismotectonic map, constructed by Alsinawi and Issa (1986), is given as Fig. 7-4 which
indicates inhomogeneous distribution of seismic activity in relation to surface geology. This
inhomogeneous distribution may indicate a change in geometry of the Arabian Plate edge due to its
rotational movement (Alsinawi, 1997).
7.7 Seismic hazards
Although Iraq is seemingly secure from seismic hazards, seismic observations indicate otherwise.
Earthquakes are likely to happen and may cause substantial damage, especially in NE Iraq and in
the Mesopotamian Plain due to liquefaction of Quaternary sediments. It is therefore important to
take into consideration seismic parameters in future design of large buildings.
7.7.1. Seismic zoning
Seismic zoning maps were published by Alsinawi and Ghalib (1975c), Alsinawi and Al Moosawi
(1982), Mahmood et al. (1985), Alsinawi and Issa (1986), Fahmi (1989), Alsinawi and Hamad
(1991) and Alsinawi and AI Qasrani (2003). They are based on an attenuation relationship given
by Puttonen and Varpasu (1982). The seismic zoning map (isointensity map, Fig. 7-2) depicts four
zones:
1)
Zone of no damage (MM=III and less) which covers mainly the Stable Shelf region. 2)
Zone of minor damage which follows intensities MM=IV to V and covers the Mesopotamian and
Foothills Zones. 3) Zone of moderate damage following the intensity range MM=VI to VII which
covers the High Folded and the Imbricated Zones. 4) Zone with magnitudes ≥4.0. A region where
an earthquake with M ≥4.0 is likely to occur and cause major damage with intensity MM=VIII is
located in the Zagros Suture Zone and in the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone outside Iraq.
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7.7.2 Seism
micity index
x "ST"
The seism
micity index number (S
ST) is relateed to the fr
frequency off occurrencee of earthquuakes
magnitudees ≥4.0. A reegion with 0.1≤
0
ST ≥0..2 is a regioon where an earthquake with a M≥44.0 is
likely to occcur every five
fi to ten yeears in an areea with a diaameter of 1000 km.
The Sesim
micity Indexx Map (Fig. 7-4) indicaates that thee region easst of Tigris River suffeers an
earthquakee with magn
nitude M≥4..0 every twoo to five yeears. The reggion betweeen the Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers expeeriences an earthquake
e
o this magniitude every ffive to ten years. In the S and
of
magnitude occcur over teen years apaart (Alsinawii and Al Qaasrani,
SW regionns earthquakkes of this m
2003).
7.7.3 Isoaccceleration map
m
Isoacceleraation maps for Iraq wiith a contouur interval of
o 0.01g usinng four retu
urn periods of25,
50,100 andd 200 years were construucted using an approxim
mated attenuaation law. These
T
maps reflect
r
the increassing seismiccity and seism
mic risk from SW to NE in Iraq. A "100 year"" plot is show
wn in
Fig. 7-5 annd comparedd with the seeismic hazarrd map redraawn for the IIraq and surrrounding areeas in
Fig. 7-6.
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7.7.4 Probbabilistic hazzard assessm
ment
Probabilisttic Seismic Hazard
H
Anallysis (PSHA
A) was conduucted for Iraqq by Ameer et al. (2004)). The
earthquakee catalogue used in thee present stuudy covers an
a area betw
ween latitud
de 39°-50° E and
longitude 29°-50°
2
N containing
c
m
more than onne thousand events for the
t period 19
905 to 20000. The
catalogue compiled byy Fahmi andd AI-Abbasii (1989) has been updatted and the size
s
of evennts reevaluated in terms of surface wavve magnitudee "Ms" (eithher observed or converteed from "mbb") for
t
seissmogenic sources based
d on their seeismic
further usee. The Iraq region is diivided into thirteen
characterisstics, geologgical setting and tectonic frameworkk. Delineatioons of the source
s
bounddaries
are based oon neotectonnic elements and suddenn variations inn the homoggeneity of the seismicity.
The earthqquake activitty parameterrs (activity rate
r
λ, b-vallue, maximuum regional magnitude Mmax)
as well as the mean 'rreturn periodd R with a certain loweer magnitudde Mmin ≥ m along withh their
v
probabilityy of occurrennce have beeen determineed for all thiirteen seismiic zones of Iraq. These values
are close too the previouusly determiined seismiccity index "ST" values.
The maxim
mum regionaal magnitudee Mmax for Iraq is estim
mated at 7.877 ± 0.86. Thhe probabilitties of
occurrencee of differennt magnitudees in the seissmic zones rreveal that thhe probabilitties of occurrrence
of earthquuakes are higgher in the E and NE parts
p
of Iraqq. The largee difference between thhe "b"
parameter and the hazzard level froom zone to zone
z
reflectss the high seeisrnotectoniic complexitty and
crustal hetterogeneity.
mic hazard neear the sourcce boundariees is directlyy and stronggly affected by the channge in
The seism
the delineaation of thesse boundariees. The forcees which havve formed thhe geologicaal structure along
the plate bboundary in E and NE Iraq are stilll active cauusing stress and
a strain accumulation
a
n, and
deformatioon. Highly destructive
d
earthquakes can
c be expected to occuur in the futuure (Ameer et al.,
2004).
Z
shows high seismicc activity wiith Mmax for these
The foldedd belt, especcially the Higgh Folded Zone,
sources clearly higherr than for other sourcess. For all soource zones the slope (bb-value) of FMD
ween -0.49±00.19 and -1.009±0.14 witth most zonees having vallues around -0.8.
varies betw
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7.7.5 Seismic wave attenuation
Studies of seismic wave attenuation by Alsinawi and AI Tikriti (2000) were based on the methods
of Nuttli (1980). The attenuation of earthquake-generated P waves in Iraq was attempted for the
Iraqi network (ISN) of the Baghdad (BHD) and Mosul (MSL) seismological observatories. P
waves were picked from earthquakes originating in Turkey and Iran. Thirty seven events were
chosen, twenty three were recorded at the Baghdad Observatory and fourteen at the Mosul
Observatory. Earthquakes of magnitudes "mb" 4.1 to 5.7 have paths along the northern and central
regions of Iraq. The amplitude distance curve of Nuttli (1980) was used in this investigation. The
mean attenuation value obtained for the whole area was a= 0.0035 Km-1, the value obtained for
Iran by Nuttli (1980) was a= 0.0045 Km-1. The attenuation values are higher in NE Iraq than in N
Iraq. The mean attenuation values recorded by the two stations resulted in higher values for events
originating in Iran than for those originating in Turkey.
7.7.6 Strong motion seismology
A strong motion prediction computation was carried out using microearthquake data recorded in
the Bekhme Dam site. Results show seismic activity along an exposed fault zone in the area,
trending parallel to the Zagros Thrust. Low stress drop values suggest a tensile component of
movement on this fault. This conclusion is in agreement with the anticlockwise rotation of the
Arabian Plate in the region.
Numerical results show that rupture of the fault zone in the Bekhme region can produce a strong
motion of local magnitude with PGV and PGD values of about 32 cm/sec and 20 cm respectively
in the area close to the site (Alsinawi and Ziyai, 1995).
7.8 Recommendations
Iraq lacks a centralised earthquake data processing facility at present. A new seismic network will
act as a stimulus for seismic research and define seismic source regions in and around Iraq. This is
important in determining the intensity of shaking in major cities that may result from earthquakes
in these source regions. A lot of work remains to be done, most prominently in the field of seismic
tomography; neighbouring countries have carried out various sophisticated seismological studies
and seismic hazard research work. A five-year plan to bridge the gap should be implemented
starting with the revitalisation of the ISN network.
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Chapter 8
Palaeozoic Megasequences (API-APS)
by
Saad Z. Jassim
Palaeozoic strata comprise five megasequences API to AP5 and the lower part of megasequence
AP6 of Sharland et al. (2001). This chapter describes the lower five megasequences; the Late
Permian part of Megasequence AP6 is discussed in Chapter 9.
The tectonic development of the Arabian Plate during Palaeozoic time was discussed in Chapter 3.
Megasequence API is the product of tectonic extension following the Late Pan African orogenesis.
AP2 is a passive margin megasequence, which formed a broad platform starting in the late Early
Cambrian and ending with the Saharan Glaciation at the close of the Ordovician. AP3 represents
the syn-Caledonian active margin development, starting in the Silurian and ending in the early Late
Devonian when NE-SW (present day orientation) arches formed, the largest of which affected N
and central parts of Iraq. AP4 represents a period of platform deposition in Late Devonian-Early
Carboniferous time. AP5 represents syn-Hercynian active margin development starting in the
Westphalian and ending in early Late Permian (Kungurian) time. Deposition was confined to a
broad N-S trending fluvial basin in western Iraq. During the Late Permian (start of AP6), Eastern
Arabia subsided regionally with formation of a broad carbonate platform. The Palaeozoic basin in
W Arabia was inverted forming the N-S Rutba Uplift.
The stratigraphic column for megasequences API to AP5 for Iraq and surrounding countries is
presented in Fig. 8-1.
8.1 The Vendian-late Late Cambrian Megasequence API (Infracambrian Megasequence)
8.1.1 Palaeogeographic considerations and regional distribution
The Infracambrian palaeogeographic setting was dominated by a central N-S trending structural
high which is the extension of the Salman-Summan Zone of E Arabia into Central Iraq (Getech
and Jassim 2002). Two distinct basins developed on either side of this high.
The western basin consists of numerous N -S trending depocentres (grabens and half grabens) that
contain basic and intermediate volcanics and tuffs overlain by a sequence of coarse fluvial clastics,
and subordinate intermediate and acidic lavas and tuffs. Marine transgression into the western
basin during the final stages of rifting resulted in the deposition of occasional sabkha-type
carbonates and evaporites represented by the Infracambrian sequence of SE Jordan and the Jifn
Formation of Saudi Arabia. The easternmost part of this basin, which has a thick salt sequence
(Fig. 8-2), is here referred to as the Nukhaib Salt Basin.
The eastern basin (Hormuz Basin) is restricted to E Arabia and SW Iran. Murris (1980) and AISharhan and Kendall (1986) indicated that four sub basins existed in the Gulf area during
Infracambrian time. These sub basins, from N to S are: the N-S trending Northern and Southern
Arabian Gulf Basins, the ENE-WSW trending Fahud Basin in Oman, and the Ghaba- Hadramout
Basin in Oman and Yemen.
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The Late Precambrian
n and Earlyy Cambrian salt basinss in S Arabbia have beeen interpreted as
extensionaal basins creeated by leftt lateral sheaar along the NW-SE treending Najdd faults (Hussseini,
2002). However, suchh movement does not exxplain the foormation of the
t N-S tren
nding basinss of N
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Arabia. Al Mogren (2004) demonstrated that shearing along the strands of the Najd fault system
ceased before Infracambrian extension began. These basins may have formed by post-collision
destacking (Nehlig et al., 2002).
In NW and W Saudi Arabia, the Infracambrian Megasequence is represented by the strongly
folded, but unmetamorphosed, J'bala Group which is unconformably overlain by the AP2
megasequence. In its type section within the Arabian Shield, the J'bala Group consists of a lower
unit of conglomerate and sandstone, a middle unit of andesite and basalt flows and tuffs (Umm Al
Asiah Formation-Hadley, 1974) and an upper unit of argillaceous carbonates intercalated with
chert (Jifn Formation-Hadley, Op cit.). The associated volcanics are dated at 500-520 Ma (Delfour,
1970). Blue green algae within the carbonates are dated as Infracambrian to Late Pre-Cambrian
(Cloud et al., 1979). The thickness of the lower clastic unit of the J'bala Group varies greatly
(Hadley, 1974) due to deposition in extensional grabens. In the An Nuqra area, within the Shield,
the J'bala Group is >3000 m thick (AI-Laboun (1986). In the Mashhad area near the boundary of
the shield the Group is 875 m thick (Hadley, 1974).
Megasequence API in W Jordan, described by Andrews et al. (1991), ranges in thickness from 90
to 500 m and comprises conglomerate in the lower part and arkosic sandstone in the upper part
(Saramuj Formation in wells NH-l and SA-I). In SE Jordan, API comprises 400 m of basalt flows
and tuffs overlain by red brown sandstone and mudstone with an evaporite unit in the upper part.
API also outcrops along the Dead Sea shores and in Wadi (Araba Complex). In seismic profiles in
S Jordan a 1500 m thick syn-rift sequence has been identified in N-S trending half graben. Gravity
interpretation by the Natural resource Authority of Jordan (AI Zoubi, personal communication)
supports the presence of several N-S tending grabens or half grabens in Jordan.
In Turkey, Megasequence AP I (Telbismi Formation) is unmetamorphosed and unconformably
overlain by Early Palaeozoic megasequences. In imbricates near Mardin API consist of felsite
porphyry and rhyolite with basaltic dykes conformably overlain by 110 m of red brown sandstone,
55 m of green conglomeratic sandstone (with reworked angular rock fragments) and beds of
recrystallised limestone (Van Der Kaaden, 1978). The total thickness of API between Derik and
Mardin is estimated to be >2500 m (Flugel, 1978). In the Hakkari area, directly north of Iraq,
Infracambrian sediments are absent and fossiliferous Cambrian beds unconformably overlie the
Precambrian crystalline complex (Altinli, 1966). In the Amanus region, east of Eskandarona Bay,
1500-2000 m of monotonous grey-green phyllitic shale, siltstone, quartzitic sandstone and
greywacke (Camlipinar Formation) are assigned to the Infracambrian (Flugel, 1978).
The salt-bearing Hormuz Group is >1000 m thick in the Southern Arabian Gulf Basin
(Davoudzadeh et al., 1986) and produces salt diapirs containing exotic blocks of Early Palaeozoic
age. It also forms salt ridges underlying many of the anticlines in SW Iran (Kent, 1974; Ala, 1974).
In the Northern Arabian Gulf Basin gravity interpretation shows that most oil bearing structures of
S Iraq (S of the Takhadid-Qurna Transversal Fault) are associated with negative gravity residuals
(see Chapter 6), which suggests that they are underlain by Infracambrian salt. This interpretation is
supported by the presence of the Jabal Sanam salt plug on the Iraq-Kuwait border.
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Jabal Sanaam is an isollated hill 1000 m high and 2 km in diiameter. Thee surroundin
ng desert plaain for
5 km arouund the hill is
i formed off vertically-ddipping bedss of sandstonne belonging
g to the Dibbdibba
Formationn (Mio-Plioccene). The Jabal itselff consists of
o variably dipping cro
oss cutting slope
sediments containing a mixture off rocks (unseen in the suurrounding Dibdibba
D
Foormation) paassing
a extends a few kilom
metres from the Jabal. B
Below
into a genttly-inclined pediment thhat radiates and
this highlyy chaotic surrface accumuulation of the Jabal lie raafts (artificiaally exposedd by quarryinng) of
black algall dolomite, anhydrite
a
annd altered doolerites. The black algal dolomite layyers are simiilar to
those founnd in the sallt domes of SW Iran. Tw
wo dolerite samples weere dated as 570 ±10 Ma and
580±10 M
Ma (Buday an
nd Jassim, 19987).
man Zone) was
w identifieed by AI Basssam et al. (1992)
The Nukhaaib salt depoocentre (wesst of the Salm
and Getechh and Jassim
m (2002) based on an unnderlying N-S
N gravity loow along thhe eastern eddge of
the Rutba Subzone in W Iraq (seee gravity mapp, Chapter 4).
4 Seismic ddata clearly indicates
i
a ddomal
structure aat Cambriann level aboove the graavity low (ssee chapter 5) additionnally 3D grravity
interpretation (Getech and Jassim 2002) confirrmed the preesence of sallt and provid
ded an estimate of
f
the Nuukhaib
the Infracaambrian sequuence thicknness (fig.8-3)). The depoccentres of W Iraq apart from
depocentree are postulaated to consisst of coarse clastics onlyy.

8.2 The late earlyy Cambrian
n-early Ashgill Megaasequence AP2 (Cam
mbro-Ordovvician
uence)
Megasequ
Rifting ceaased at the end of the Eaarly Cambriaan. It was folllowed by poost-rift contiinental deposition
in both Wand
W
E Arab
bia. The cenntral part of Arabia, reppresented byy the elevateed broad SallmanSumman Z
Zone, initially remainedd above sea level and was
w graduallyy submergedd during thee Late
Cambrian.
A in Iraq was
w estimatedd using data from Saudi Arabia, SW
W Iran,
The thicknness of Megaasequence AP2
Jordan, Syyria and SE Turkey, takking into connsideration thhe shape off the basins from
f
gravityy data
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(Fig. 8-4). The maxim
mum thicknesss of the meggasequence is
i predicted to be >3000
0 m in the weestern
depocentree. The megaasequence is predicted too be patchilyy distributed over the Sallman Zone ddue to
erosion duuring Late Carboniferou
C
s and Early Permian tim
me as indicatted in Kuwaait (Burgan H
High)
and in E S
Saudi Arabiia (Ghawar and Summaan Highs). Inn SE Turkeyy, the megaasequence iss only
absent oveer the Mardinn High wherre Cretaceouus rocks overrlie the Precaambrian basement.
The megasequence coontains threee second ordder sequencees. These arre the: Late Early Cambbrianmbrian Sequence, the Late
L
Cambriian-Early Ordovician
O
S
Sequence
an
nd the Midd-Late
Late Cam
Ordoviciann Sequence.

8.2.1 Late Early Cambbrian-Late C
Cambrian Sequence
S
During thee late Earlyy Cambrian, the N-S Nabitah
N
oroggenic belt off Central Arrabia was slowly
peneplanedd though thee two earlieer depocentres on eitherr side of thee Salman Zoone were rettained
(Fig. 8-4). The easternn depocentre was locatedd in the area that is now the Zagros folded
f
belt oof SW
mian Zone and
a the Fooothill Zone of NE Iraqq. The
Iran, the eeasternmost part of thee Mesopotam
sequence iis probably missing
m
throoughout the Salman
S
Zonne. The sequeence does noot outcrop inn Iraq
and has noot been drilleed. It cannott be identifieed on existinng seismic suurveys as the Burj Limeestone
is the deeppest coherentt reflector inn western Iraaq.
The Early Cambrian part
p of sequeence comprisses fluvial cllastics throuughout most of N Arabiaa. It is
Saudi Arabiia (Aoudeh and Hajri, 1994), the Salib
represented by the Siiq Formatioon in NW S
Andrews et al.,
a 1991), thhe Zabuk Foormation in S
Syria (Barazangi et al., 11992),
Formationn in Jordan (A
the Sadan Formation in SE Turkeey (Flugel, 1971), and the
t Zaigun and
a Lalun formations
f
inn SW
e al., 1986). The Saliib Formatioon probably extends innto W Iraq.. The
Iran (Davvoudzadeh et
supplemenntary type seection of thee Salib Form
mation in weell WS-3 (L
Long 37° 11'' 29", Lat 300° 28'
19") was ddescribed byy Andrews et
e al. (1991)) and could also be useed as the sup
pplementaryy type
section forr Iraq.
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8.2.1.1 Sallib Formatioon
The Salib Formation is reached at a depth of 3710
3
m in w
well WS-3 in Jordan and is 750 m thiick. It
w
occasionnal micaceoous red muddstone
comprises red, brownn and purplee arkosic saandstones with
beds. It is overlain byy the Burj L
Limestone annd underlainn by the Saraamuj Formaation. In Jorddan it
nd may reachh a thicknesss of about 1250
1
m in thhe central paart of the weestern
thickens too the east an
basin near Rutba in Iraaq.
S
maay be equivaalent to the Zabuk Form
mation
In NW Iraaq the Lowerr Cambrian part of the Sequence
of Syria aand the Saddan Formatiion of Turkkey. In Syriia, the Zabuuk Formatioon is only ppartly
penetratedd (13 m in Khanaser
K
weell). In SE Turkey, the Sadan Form
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Celtiberrium cf. dedalinum (Keegan et al., 1990: in Andrews et al., 1991). The formation was
deposited in a peritidal to lagoonal environment.
In S Jordan the Mid Cambrian Sequence is dominated by clastics with only one thin carbonate
unit. Powell (1989) suggested that the Burj carbonates form a stratigraphic wedge between two
fluvial sandstone units (Salib and Ajram formations). These carbonates were deposited in a tidedominated marine environment at the base, passing up into a shallow water carbonate lagoon in the
middle returning to a clastic dominated marine environment near the top. The maximum flooding
surface Cm 20 of Sharland et al. (2001) is located near the top of the Burj Limestone. In Jordan,
the Burj Limestone passes both laterally and vertically into the Ajram (Umm Ishrin) Formation
while in Saudi Arabia the Burj Limestone may pass into the lower part of the Saq Formation.
In Syria the formation consists of 225 m of carbonate and shale (well Khanaser-l). In SE Turkey
the Burj Limestone is equivalent to the Koruk Formation which comprises peritidal-lagoonal
carbonates (Carter and Tunbridge, 1992). It thickens from 100 m in the Amanus region in the west
to 240 m in the Mardin area to over 400 m in the Hakkari area just N of the Iraq-Turkey border. In
SW Iran, the Mid Cambrian Sequence is represented by the dolomitic Mila Formation. The Burj
Formation is thus predicted to be present in N Iraq and to be about 400 m thick.
8.2.1.3 Ajram Formation
The Ajram Formation of Central Jordan, introduced by Andrews et al. (1991), is sandy in the W,
becoming finer grained and silty towards the NE. The GR response of the formation is generally
high (about 150 API) because of its relatively high clay content. The supplementary section of the
formation (Andrews et al., 1991) is in well WS-3 (3290-3614 m, 324 m thick). It is predicted to
thicken to 450 m in W Iraq.
The formation comprises reddish brown, white, purple and pale green sandstone with streaks of
red shale. The basal part contains limestone streaks. The formation has a gradational contact with
the underlying Burj Formation. It is overlain by thick and coarse sandstones of the Amud
Formation with a sudden decrease in GR response to 20API.
The Ajram Formation is of early Late Cambrian age in most of Jordan. Towards the Sand SW it
replaces the Burj Limestone and is therefore, partly of Mid Cambrian age. The environment of
deposition ranges from coastal plain with marine incursions in the SW (based on architact and
Cruziana facies) to inner and outer subtidal (represented by oolitic carbonate beds in N Jordan).
The latter facies is also expected to be present in W Iraq.
The equivalent unit in SE Turkey is the Sosink Formation which comprises fine grained deltaic
clastics (Carter and Tunbridge. 1992). It thickens from 200 m in the W to 800 m near Mardin in
the E. Its thickness may exceed 1000 m in the Hakkari region north of the Iraq-Turkey border.
8.2.2 Late Cambrian-Early Ordovician Sequence
The close of the Early Ordovician was associated with a disturbance and/or sea level drop which
resulted in an emergence that can be traced throughout Arabia and N Africa. Sea level rise and/or
tectonic subsidence followed during the Mid Ordovician resulting in major submergence. The
uplifted N-S zone of Central Arabia that separated the western and eastern depocentre during the
Early and Mid Cambrian was finally permanently submerged during the Late Cambrian. Sediments
of this age were deposited over almost the whole of the Arabian Plate.
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This sequence does not outcrop in Iraq but may be penetrated in well Akkas-l in W Iraq as part of
the Khabour Formation, probably comprising the lower 1170 m of the drilled section. The Late
Cambrian-Early Ordovician Sequence is represented by the Amud Formation in Jordan, (Andrews
et al., 1991), the Saq Formation in Saudi Arabia (McGillivray and Husseini, 1992), the Seydisehir
Formation in SE Turkey (Carter and Tunbridge, 1992), the Khanaser Formation in Syria (Best et
al, 1993) and the Mila Formation in SW Iran (Setudahnia, 1978 and Davoudzadeh et al., 1986).
The upper 60 m of the Mila Formation is of Early Ordovician age; the lower 170 m is of Late
Cambrian age.
The Saq Formation of Saudi Arabia consists of quartzitic sandstone, with conglomerate and shale
beds in the middle part. It is divided into the Risha Member (Upper Cambrian) and the Sajir
Member (Lower Ordovician- Tremadoc-Arenig). The Amud Formation of Jordan (Upper
Cambrian Lower Ordovician) is 1200 m thick in wells in Wadi Sirhan and divided into two
members (Lower and Upper Amud; Andrews et al., 1991). The formation comprises sandstone
with occasional shale beds (Upper Cambrian) overlain by more argillaceous clastics in the upper
100 m (Lower Ordovician). It is predicted to be 1500 m thick in the Rutba region. In N Iraq, the
facies is predicted to be argillaceous and to contain turbidites similar to the Seydisehir Formation
of SE Turkey. This formation is expected to underlie the exposed Khabour Formation of the Ora
anticline of N Iraq. Its thickness in N Iraq is predicted to be 1000 m as in the Hakkari region of
Turkey (Tunbridge, 1986). In NW Iraq the sequence may be similar to that penetrated in well
Khanaser-l where it comprises 582 m of sandstone, siltstone and black shale.
Three Maximum Flooding Surfaces were identified within the sequence in Oman (Sharland et al.,
2001); these are Cm 30 at 502 Ma, 010 at 594 Ma and 020 at 487 Ma. They may correlate with
three intervals of high GR response in the Amud Formation section in well WS-3 in Jordan.
8.2.3 Mid-Late Ordovician Sequence
During the Middle and Late Ordovician a gradual rise in sea level resulted in the development of
an intracratonic marine shelf basin, with deposition of littoral sandstones with Cruziana trace
fossils alternating with outer shelf graptolitic shales. The relatively deeper shelf conditions were
terminated by a sudden drop of sea level triggered by the Saharan glaciation (Husseini, 1990;
McGillivray and Husseini, 1992). This event marks the top of the AP2 Megasequence (Sharland et
al., 2001). The sequence is represented by the Khabour Formation in Iraq.
8.2.3.1 Khabour Formation
The Khabour Formation was introduced by Wetzel in 1950 (Bellen et al., 1959) for an 800 m
section exposed in the Khabour valley within the Ora Zone of N Iraq (cores of Ora and Kaista
anticlines). It comprises beds of thin-bedded, fine-grained quartzite, siltstone and micaceous shale.
The base of the formation is not exposed. The formation passes from littoral facies in the Ora
anticline into a deeper marine turbidite facies in the Kaista anticline (20 km to the west) (Seilacher,
1963). The formation has been penetrated in wells Khlesia-I in the Jezira subzone and Akkas-l in
the Rutba subzone.
The Khabour Formation comprises beds of sandstone and shale in wells Akkas-1 (2325-4228 m,
>2103 m thick) and Khleissia-l (2544-3792 m, >1248 m thick). The equivalent formations in
Syria, Saudi Arabia and Jordan are the Swab and Afendi (1025 m and 1500 m thick), Qasim (1680
m thick) and the Umm Tarifa (748 m thick in Wadi Sirhan) respectively. The lowermost 500 m of
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the Khabour Formation in Akkas-l comprises shale which may be equivalent to the Swab
Formation of Syria and the Sahl as Suwan Formation of NE Jordan. The Khabour Formation in
Khlesia may be of Late Llanvirn-Ashgill age. The lower part of the Akkas section may be of Early
Llanvirn age.
The equivalent formations in the Hakkari region of SE Turkey, (just north of the Khabour type
section) are the sandy Upper Ordovician Sorte Tepe (Carter and Tunbridge, 1992) and the 600 m
thick shaly Bedinan in the Mardin area (Kamen-Kaye, 1971; Carter and Tunbridge, 1992).
However, the thickness of the Sorte Tepe Formation in the Hakkari region is reduced to only 25 m,
probably due to erosion during the Devonian. In SW Iran, the Middle to Late Ordovician Sequence
is represented by part of the Ordovician-Silurian Zard Kuh Formation (> 1 000 mSetudahnia,
1972).
The Khabour Formation was deposited (similar to the Qasim Formation) in a tide- and stormdominated shallow marine environment (Duaiji, 2001) in the S, passing rapidly into a deep marine
environment in the northernmost parts of Iraq and SE Turkey.
8.3 The late Ashgill-Frasnian Megasequence AP3
The southerly drift of the Afro-Arabian plate led to glaciation in Late Ashgill time. The glaciation
was associated with a significant drop in sea level of 150-200 m (Haq, 1987) that triggered deep
incisions in western Arabia. The ice sheet covered the whole of Africa and the western part of the
Arabian Plate (Jordan, western Saudi Arabia and Yemen) (Chapter 3, Fig. 3-4). The glaciation
probably lasted for a relatively short period during the latest Ashgill (Craig et al., 1998; Sharland
et al., 2001) which was then followed by deglaciation in latest Ashgill time.
The deglaciation resulted in the deposition of glacial rebound moraines and a substantial eustatic
sea level rise. Coarse moraine deposits and glacio-fluvial sands were deposited in the proximal
areas of the retreating glaciers (S and W Jordan); finer-grained polymictic clastics of fluvio-marine
origin were deposited in the distal parts (NE Jordan and W Iraq). Equivalent formations are the
Traibeel Formation in Jordan and the coarse sandy and polymictic basal beds in the Akkas
Formation in wells Akkas-I and Khlesia-l.
The eustatic sea level rise resulted in plate-wide submergence and deposition of outer shelf pelagic
and hemi-pelagic graptolite-rich shales, locally very rich in organic matter (Qusaiba "hot shale").
These are overlain by outer shelf low energy mudstones, followed by proximal shelf, inner and
outer sublittoral clastics (Andrews et al., 1991, Mahmoud et al., 1992). The depositional setting of
the Qusaiba shales was probably similar to the present day Antarctic outershelf (Jones and Stump,
1999). Shallowing of the sea resulted in progradation and the development of intertidal to
shoreface facies clastics of the Sharawra Member of the Qalibah Formation.
In Saudi Arabia a Wenlock hiatus is indicated (Sharland et al., 200 1; Al Hajri et al., 2002; Aoudeh
and Al Hajri, 1994; Aoudeh and Owen) but not in NE Jordan where Wenlock sediments were
recognised in the Alna Formation (Andrews et al., 1991).
Deposition continued throughout the Devonian in Saudi Arabia. N Arabia was differentially
uplifted in Early and Middle Devonian time resulting in the formation of NE-SW trending highs
(the Tanf Khlesia and Aleppo Highs) and a sag basin in the Palmyrides. A southerly dipping
monocline developed south of the Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault on which the Silurian sediments were
partly eroded. A full Devonian section is probably present to the south in Saudi Arabia. This event
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8.3.2 Silurian Sequence
To understand the distribution of the Silurian sequence in Iraq, it is essential to understand its
distribution in the neighbouring countries: SE Turkey, E Syria, NE Jordan and Saudi Arabia. In
Saudi Arabia the sequence is represented by the Qalibah Formation which is divided into two
distinct members, the Qusaiba Shale and the overlying Sharawra Sandstone. In a complete section
in NW Saudi Arabia the Qalibah Formation is >2000 m thick; each member is about 1000 m thick
(Aoueda and Al Hajri, 1994). In central Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, the Silurian is sometimes
missing (Fig. 8-6) on the N-S "Hercynian" structures of the region, (e.g. Ghawar, Summan and
Burgan) or fully or partly preserved in the grabens between these structures (McGillivray and
Husseini, 1992).
In NE Jordan, in the Risha wells (Andrews et a!., 1991), the Silurian Sequence comprises the Batra
Formation (lower shale section) and the Alna Formation (upper sand section). The Silurian
Sequence is up to 2300 m thick along the Jordan-Iraq border. Along the Syria-Jordan border in NE
Jordan, the Silurian Sequence has been totally eroded below the "Caledonian" unconformity (well
Risha-2). In Central and W Jordan the Silurian Sequence is truncated beneath the Hercynian
Unconformity. The age of the hot shale basal layer of the Batra Formation, based on graptolite
fauna, is earliest Llandovery. Monoclimacis flumendosae and Pristograptus dubius occur near the
top of the formation suggesting a Mid Wenlock age (Andrews et a!., 1991). The Alna Formation is
dated as Late Llandovery to Ludlow (Andrews et al., op cit). The Batra Formation thickens from
100 m in SW Jordan to 1300 m in NE Jordan. It comprises grey to black shale, fissile and
micaceous with streaks of quartzitic sandstone. It has an average GR response of 100 API except
in the lower part where it reaches 400 API. The Alna Formation is less widespread in Jordan. It is
present in SE and NE Jordan but totally eroded in central and NW Jordan. In the Risha area it
thickens to the SE from 250 m to 1000 m. It consists of three units, a lower mudstone and siltstone
unit (140 m, GR response 100 API), a 600 m thick middle sandstone unit (GR response 50 API)
and an upper black mudstone unit (55 m, GR response 80 API).
In SE Syria, apart from the Palmyrides, the Silurian sequence has been totally or partially eroded.
In well Tanf-l, the Tanf Formation (870-1410 m, 530 m thick.) comprises graptolite-rich black
shale interbedded with thin beds of siltstone and sandstone. It is equivalent to the Batra Formation
of NE Jordan. In well Swab-l near the Iraq-Syria border, the Silurian Sequence is absent. In N and
NE Syria, the Silurian is eroded. Seismic sections in the Palmyride region indicate the Silurian
Sequence is about 800 m thick (Barazangi et al., 1994). In E Syria, 413 m of Silurian shale was
penetrated in well Markada-l01.
In SE Turkey, a sequence of black shale has been attributed to the Silurian, represented by the
upper part of the Bedinan Formation, exposed near the Taurus main thrust (Carter and Tunbridge,
1992). However, in the area immediately N of Iraq (Hakkari region), no Silurian rocks were
recorded (Tunbridge, 1988). The Silurian is absent over large areas of SE Turkey. Both SE Turkey
and N Syria were part of an elevated "Caledonian" block. The Silurian Sequence was also partially
penetrated in water-wells K5-1 (Ga'ara depression) and K5-6 (Jordan Iraq border) in the Rutba
subzone.
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8.3.2.1 Akkas Formation
The Akkas Formation was introduced by Habba et al. (1994) from well Akkas-l in W Iraq between
1451 m and 2316 m depths and consists of black shale with occasional thin layers of sandstone.
The sequence in general has high TOC but is exceptionally organic rich between 2191 m to 2316
m ("Hot Shale").
270 m of Silurian sediments were partly penetrated in water well K5-1 of the Ga'ara depression of
W Iraq from 1330 m to the bottom of the hole at 1600 m. The section was attributed to the Ludlow
part of the Silurian (Habba et al.,1994) and consists of shale with occasional 10 m thick sandstone
layers. The Akkas Formation is estimated to be about 1000 m thick in K5-1; it is equivalent to the
lower part of the Alna Formation of Jordan; the upper sandy part of the formation has been eroded.
Silurian shales have been identified in well Khlesia-l (Habba et al., 1994) in an interval originally
considered part of the Upper Devonian-Lower Carboniferous section. The base of the formation in
this well lies above a 20 m thick conglomerate (probably equivalent to the Traibeel Formation) at a
depth of 2553 m depth. The lower 60 m of the formation is a "Hot Shale" equivalent to the
lowermost part of Batra Formation of NE Jordan. The Silurian sequence was deeply eroded during
the Late Silurian-Mid Devonian uplift of the Khlesia block; it is unconformably overlain by the
Late Devonian-Early Carboniferous sequence.
In water well K5-6, located S of Traibeel check point at the Iraq-Jordan border, the lowermost 570
m of the well section consists of sandstone attributed to the Silurian (Habba et al., 1994) or
Llandoverian and younger (AI-Naqshabandi, 1988). This sequence is overlain by Upper Devonian
(Gedinian) sandstones. This section probably correlates with the upper part of Alna Formation
which is present across the border in Jordan where it is >800 m thick. Therefore, it is expected that
the whole Silurian sequence in W Iraq is >2000 m thick.
The thickness of the Silurian sequence has been compiled in Fig. 8-6 based on data from Saudi
Arabia, Jordan, Syria, Turkey and Iran, and from the analysis of the gravity field of both central
Saudi Arabia and SW Iraq. Extreme thinning of the Silurian sequence in central Iraq (Salman
Zone) is due to Late Carboniferous erosion. In the Palaeozoic outcrops in N Iraq the Silurian
sequence is absent due to Devonian erosion; Upper Devonian clastics unconformably overlie the
Ordovician sequence. In well Swab-l in Syria, just across the border from Al Qaim, Upper
Devonian-Carboniferous sediments unconformably overlie the Ordovician sequence.
8.3.3 Late Silurian (Pridoli)-early Late Devonian (Frasnian) Sequence
8.3.3.1 The "Caledonian" disturbance
The "Caledonian" disturbance within the Arabian Plate was discussed in Chapter 3. In N Iraq, the
unconformity surface is placed at the base of the Pirispiki Formation, at the base of a conglomerate
layer in well Khlesia I and below a calcareous sandstone and shale sequence in wells Akkas-l and
K5-1. The Caledonian unconformity subcrop map is shown in Fig. 8-7. Note the thinning of the
Silurian, and the absence of the Lower-Middle Devonian, to the N of the Euphrates River.
The Latest Silurian-Early Late Devonian Sequence was deposited during active margin tectonism
along the N margin of the Arabian Plate. A NE-SW trending uplift affected the Tanf-Khlesia area
and part of the Jezira area (Chapter 3, Fig. 3-5).
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3.3.2 Strattigraphy
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Formation (Famennian
(
n-L Tournassian)
The upperr part of the Kaista Form
mation is noow included in the Ora Formation
F
and
a the name Ora
Shale has been changed to Ora Formation. The
T thickness of the form
mation has been
b
increassed to
256 m at tthe type loccality in the Ora anticlinne near the IIraq-Turkey border (Belllen et al., 11959).
The formaation compriises black micaceous
m
annd calcareouus shale witth olive greeen silty marrl and
lenses of detrital lim
mestone. Finne-grained sandstone beeds occur inntermittentlyy throughouut the
formation. The lowerr part (addeed from the upper Kaaista) comprrises thin-bedded dark blue
o silty shalee and sandsttone. A brecccia occurs at
a the base oof this
argillaceouus limestonee with beds of
unit.
Abundant fossils in the Ora Formaation (Bellenn et al., 19599) indicate aan Early Carbboniferous ((Early
Tournasiann) age.
The formaation has beeen drilled inn western Iraaq in wells Khlesia-l annd Akkas-l and
a in waterr well
K5-1. In w
well Khlesiaa 1, the form
mation (17577-2250 m, 4993 m thick) contains abundant sanddstone
interbeds up
u to 10m th
hick. In wateer well K5-1 the formatioon (940-13443 m, 103 m thick), compprises
black shalee and thin beeds of black limestone.
The formaation is probbably presentt over most of N and W Central Iraaq. It is probbably absentt over
large partss of Sand SW
W Iraq due to erosion of
o the Salmaan Zone duriing Late Caarboniferous time.
The presennce and extent of the forrmation in E Iraq is unknnown.
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The Ora Formation
F
caan be correllated with thhe Suke Forrmation (Alltinli, 1966) and the Kooprulu
Formationn (Carter annd Tunbridgge, 1991) of
o SE Turkeey. It can also be corrrelated withh the
Tournasiann mudstoness of Jabal Abdul
A
Aziz in Syria (Ponnikarov et aal., 1967) an
nd the Tournnasian
Athar Form
mation of thee Palmyridess.

8.4.3 Haru
ur Formatioon
The Harurr Limestone was definedd by Wetzell and Mortoon in 1952 (B
Bellen et al., 1959) from
m the
Ora Zone of N Iraq. The
T formationn has been penetrated
p
inn wells Khleesia-l, Akkass-I and waterr well
w Jabal Kand-l.
K
In thhe type area the formatioon consists of
o 62 m of tthickK5-1 and reached in well
bedded detrital limestoones with thhin interbedss of black caalcareous miicaceous shaale depositedd as a
mostly reef and
a forereef)
f).
marine nerritic facies (m
Rich fossill assemblagees in the typpe section annd in well KhIesia-1
K
inddicate an Earrly Carbonifferous
(Tournasiaan) age.
The Harurr Formation conformablly and abrupptly overliess the Ora Foormation in the type areea. In
well Khleiisia-l a transsitional unit is developedd, designateed as the Oraa Harur Form
mation by G
Gaddo
and Parkerr (1959). Thee top is markked in both areas
a
by an unconformit
u
ty. In Khleisiia-I the form
mation
(1670-1757 m) is 87 m thick; the upper 30 m consists of shale. Inn water welll K5-1, the H
Harm
m 205 m thicck) is compoosed of 80 m of black feetid limeston
ne (cavernouus and
Formationn (735-940 m,
partly ooliitic) overlainn by 125 m of black shhale with saandstone andd thin fossiliferous carbbonate
beds which may correelate with thhe Sawanet Formation penetrated
p
inn wells of th
he Palmyriddes. A
K
sectionn by Habba et
e al. (1994)..
Tournasiann age is assiggned to the K5-1
The Harurr Formation is equivalennt to the carbbonates of thhe Suke Forrmation (Alttinli, 1966) oor the
Belek Form
mation (Carrter and Tunnbridge, 19886) of SE Turkey. In Syyria the Halloul Formatiion is
identical inn thickness and facies to the Haruur Formationn (well Douubayat- 2 penetrated 90 m of
black carbonaceous lim
mestone andd mudstone of
o Tournasiann-visean agee).
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8.5 The Modified Westphalian-Ufimian 8yn-Hercynian) Megasequence AP5
The original definition of AP5 of Late Stephanian to Ufimian (Sharland et al., 2002) has been
modified. The type section of this megasequence in Oman lacks sediments of Westphalian and
Early Stephanian age. However Westphalian and Stephanian fluvial sediments occur in the Rutba
basin of W Arabia (Habba et al 1994) and in Syria Doubayat-2 well log). For this reason the lower
boundary of the megasequence has been lowered to include the Westphalian succession of Iraq and
Syria.
The Afro-Arabian Plate was influenced by two significant geodynamic events during Late
Carboniferous and Early Permian time: the clockwise rotation of the plate, and compression
followed by rifting along the eastern and western active margins of Gondwana. Southwesterly
subduction affected the NE boundary of the Arabian Plate which resulted in the development of
major swells or arches. On the other side of Afro-Arabia, compression associated with a collision
with the N American Plate (Mauritanides collision) formed similar N-S arches throughout N
Africa. The low latitude of S Arabia (See Chapter 3) and the thermal uplift associated with the
opening of the Nee-Tethys led to the formation of major Alpine-type glaciers on the SE side of the
Arabian Plate.
Both E and W Arabia were uplifted; a basin formed between the uplifts (the Rutba basin) in NW
Saudi Arabia, W Iraq and E Syria. The western uplift was an easterly-dipping monocline that
covered all of Jordan and W Syria. The eastern uplift covered the whole of E and Central Saudi
Arabia, SW Iran and most of Central and E Iraq. The Rutba Basin contains fluvio-Lacustrine
sediments with abundant plant remains.
During the Early Permian, E-W compression created N-S trending antiforms between which
fluvio-glacial and aeolian sediments were deposited (Heine, 1993 and 2000). After glaciation the
climate became more arid resulting in the deposition of the red mudstones and sandstones of the
Ga'ara Formation with periodic flooding and desiccation. These N-S structures are evident in the
Hercynian subcrop map (Fig. -II) which shows N-S trending structures in central and southern
Iraq. Lower Palaeozoic sequences and probably even the Precambrian basement subcrop the
Hercynian unconformity in the Salman Zone of Central Iraq.
The Late Carboniferous-early Late Permian Megasequence AP5 (Fig. 8-12) is >1000 m thick in
the Rutba area; it is 1000 m thick in central E Syria (in well Doubayat-2). In SE Syria the
megasequence is absent due to truncation below the lower Senonian unconformity (wells Tanf-1
and Swab 1 .A remnant (146m thick) occurs in well Akkas-1 in W Iraq. In the Salman and
Mesopotamian zones the Megasequence is thin and Late Carboniferous sediments are probably
absent (as in eastern Saudi Arabia). The AP5 Megasequence comprises two formations the Ga'ara
and Bir El Rah formations. The Ga'ara Formation has been modified from its original definition by
Bellen et al. (1959) to include the Nijili Formation and a subsurface succession penetrated in water
well K5-1. The type section of the newly introduced Bir EI Rah Formation is also in this well.
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8.5.1 Bir El
E Rah Form
mation
The name,, "Bir El Raah Formationn", is proposed for a seection of lim
mnic claystonne and shalee with
thin beds oof cross-lam
minated sandsstone with occasional
o
im
mmature clayyey coal horrizons at 3600-856
m (496 m thick) in waater well K5--1, 5 km west of Bir El R
Rah village in the Ga'ara depressionn. The
E of the type area (thickkness 146 m
m, top
formation was also peenetrated in well Akkass-l to the NE
u
y) and in water well K5-2 to the south
s
of thee type
eroded bellow Lower Senonian unconformity
section (10 km east of
o Rutba town). Other water wellss in the Ruttba area maay also reacch the
w studied..
formation but are not well
mation lies beelow an interval of thickk red and greeen mudstonnes; the conttact is
In well K55-1 the form
gradationaal taken at base
b
of a daark red muddstone layer.. The lower contact witth the underrlying
marine shaales and thinn limestone beds of the Harur Form
mation is discconformablee and taken at the
base of an interval of sandstone
s
annd shales.
mation comp
prises grey to black shale with thin crosss-laminated sandstone beds,
The form
occasionallly forming layers up to
t 10 m thhick. Numerrous plant-riich shales occur,
o
someetimes
grading innto fusinite grade
g
argillaaceous coal.. A fossilifeerous horizon present att 735 m deppth in
water welll K5-1 indicaates a marinee incursion.
The Bir E
El Rah Form
mation is datted in wells KS-l and K
K5-2. In welll K5-1, Haabba et al. (1994)
indicated tthe formatioon is of Wesstphalian-Steephanian agee; palynomoorphs were probably
p
obttained
from the pplant-rich low
wer memberr in well K5--1. Detailed analysis of samples
s
from
m the depth range
190-1000 m in well K5-2,
K
(located 10 km easst of Rutba town)
t
by Kaaiserova andd Kalibova (1982)
d
of 228, 258, 319,, 332 and 9117 m.
provided ppalynomorphh assemblagges at five horizons at depths
The four sshallowest horizons are probably in the Ga'ara Formation.
F
T
The deepestt horizon at 917m
in the Birr El Rah Fo
ormation coontains the following plant
p
macro-- and microo-fossils (spores):
Punctatispporites (P. obliquus)), Granulaatisporites, Cyclogrannisporites (c. jeleniccensi),
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Apiculatisporis (A. levis), Laevigatosporites (L. scissus), Torispora laevigata, Florinites,
Wilsonites, Vesicaspora, and uncertain Vestigisporites, Cordaitina (c. uralensis). The miospore
assemblage consists mostly of trilete types; saccate types are scarce. The age of the formation in
well KS-2 thus probably ranges from Late Carboniferous (Westphalian Stephanian) to Early
Permian (Autunian).
The richness in plants and reducing conditions of the sediments indicate that the formation was
deposited in a fluvio-lacustrine swampy environment.
In SE Turkey Upper Carboniferous and Lower Permian sediments are usually absent; the Mardin
High was uplifted and eroded in Late Carboniferous time. However in the Hazro region of SE
Turkey, coals occur in the Hazro Formation (Carter and Tunbridge, 1994) which may correlate
with the Bir El Rah and/or the overlying Ga'ara formations. A succession up to 400 m thick of
similar facies and age to the Bir El Rah Formation was penetrated in wells in E Syria (e.g.
Doubayat-2; Najeeb Formation).
No proven equivalents of the formation are known in E Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and SW Iran.
However in W Saudi Arabia parts of the Wajid Sandstone and Haradh Formation near the Arabian
Shield (Senlap et al., 1994) may be age equivalent to the Bir El Rah Formation. The Unayzah
Formation is usually accepted to be Early Permian in age (Senlap et al., 1994 and Sharland et al.,
2002) but some authors consider it is partly of Late Carboniferous age (Laboun, 1987; Heine, 1997
and 2000) and hence might be partly equivalent to Bir El Rah Formation.
8.5.2 Ga'ara Formation (Early Permian-early Late Permian /Ufimianl)
A clastic unit outcropping in the centre and rims of the Ga'ara morphological depression was
originally assigned to two formations: the Ga'ara Sandstone Formation (Boesch, 1938) and the
Nijili Formation (Dunnington, 1954). Antonets et al. (1963) argued that the two formations
represent vertically and laterally interfingering lithofacies of the same lithostratigraphic unit. They
introduced the name Ga'ara Formation for the whole unit; a definition accepted by Buday (1980).
The age of the Ga'ara and Nijili formations were preliminarily determined as Middle Triassic
(without any palaeontological evidence) because of the slight lithological similarity of the Nijili
Formation with the Beduh and Lower Geli Khana formations of N Iraq, and the Late Triassic age
of the overlying Mulussa carbonates. However locally abundant plant remains indicate a
Permocarboniferous age. The clays with Lobatannularia, Plagiozamites etc. at Wadi Duwaikhlah
are of Early-Late Permian age. The sandstones with Sigillaria at Wadi al Sufi in the centre of the
depression are of Permocarboniferous age (Ctyroky, 1973).
The Ga'ara Formation is also amended to include the section drilled in nearby water well K5-1.
The thickness of the exposed Ga'ara Formation, after including the original type section at Tlul
Afyef and the Nijili section at Wadi Duwaikhla is amended to 120 m.
The supplementary section in well K5-1 is 450 m thick and comprises cross-bedded sandstones
overlying mottled mudstones with occasional thick cross-bedded sandstone beds. Both units
contain red mudstones which are absent in the underlying Bir El Rah Formation.
Detailed geological mapping by GEOSURV and data from 50 shallow boreholes and tens of
trenches indicates the Ga'ara Formation contains stacked sandstone channels (often with channel
lags of ironstone pebbles) passing upwards into siltstone, green kaolinitic mudstone and mottled
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red-green mudstones, overlain by purple to red (locally pisolitic) ironstone (Tamar-Agha et al.,
1984). The stacked channels occur in the western part of the Ga'ara depression; flood plain-facies
dominate the eastern part. Remnant flood plain sediments occur between the stacked channels (e.g.
Nijili type section). Stacked channel contain sigmoidal cross bedding similar to point bar accretion
structures. The orientations of these accretion structures and other cross bedding structures suggest
that the rivers trended N-S; the rivers probably flowed from S to N (Tamar-Agha et al., 1984).
Thin oxidized coal seams (a few cm thick) seen in both surface and subsurface sections probably
represent marsh deposits possibly formed in oxbow lakes.
The palynomorphs of the Ga'ara Formation were studied by Kaiserova and Kalibova (1984) from
outcrops and subsurface (water well KS-2) samples. Well preserved plant material was sampled at
a locality 3.5 km east of Bir A1-Aqhari. The following species were identified: Annularia
sphenophylloides (Zenk), Lobatannularia heianensis (Kodaira), Pecopteris sp., Alethopteris? sp.,
Neuropteris? sp. In addition, Plagiozamites oblongifolius Halle and Protoblechnum sp. were
reported by Ctyroky (1973). Many silicified stem fragments of Sigillaria sp. (decorated stems of
the Sirigodendron type) were also collected near Na'aja (on the NW rim of the Ga'ara depression).
These forms belong to Planolites; cylindric forms (1-2 mm wide and 4-14 mm long) belong to the
genus Bifungites, Four horizons in the Ga'ara Formation in well KS-2 yielded palynomorphs. The
deepest sample at 332 m, contained light yellow spores without trilete and monolete marks such as
Punctatisporites sp. The following spores with trilete marks were observed:
Leiotriletes,
Punctatisporites, Granulatisporites, Apiculatisporis
Lophotriletes,
Converrucosisporites,
Convolutispora and Cirratriradites. However, they do not correspond to species known from the
European Carboniferous. The following species were also determined: Laevigatosporites vulgaris,
Latosporites fico ides, Punctatisporites cf. marattioides, Tuberculatosporites anicystoides,
Spinosporites sp., Thymospora apaqua, Thymospora. sp., Torispora securis, T. verrucosa,
Speciososporites sp., Sporonites sp., Cycadopites sp., Marsupipollenites sinuosus, Florinites sp.,
Cordaitina sp. Some forms resembling the species Bicolora gothanii were also observed.
The sample at 319 m contains abundant spores of the genus Cyclogranisporites, monolete spores
belonging to the genera Torispora, Pectosporites and Pericutosporites, and saccate spores (light
coloured) which may belong to the genera Florites and Protohaploxypinus. The coal seam samples
from 319 m also yielded abundant trilete spores similar to those found in the Upper Carboniferous
of the Euramerician province. The coal seams at 258-259 m contain abundant cuticules of conifers
and desiccated spores resembling the genus lllinites and Cordaites Florinites spores of probable late
Early Permian age (Late Autunian and younger). The youngest assemblages in the borehole at 227
m mostly contain desiccated spores and the genera Lueckkisporites ' and Vesicaspora,
Klausipollenites, Pityosporites, Gardenasaccites (G. Leonardi) and Falcisporites (F zapfei). Other
common spores are those of the genus Punctatisporites (P. cf obesus). Paricutosporites.
Leiotriletes, Bifurcatisporites, Lophotriletes,
Acaruhoroniies,
?Calamospora,
Cyclogranisporites, Granulatisporites, ? Apiculatisporis, ? Raistrickia,
Punctatosporites,
Pericutosporites, Pectosporites and Florinites were also recorded.
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The coal seam samples from 319 m yielded abundant trilete spores similar to those found in the
Upper Carboniferous of the Euramerican province. The samples from the coal seam at 258-259 m
are of late Early Permian age (Late Autunian and younger). The uppermost sample from 227-228
m contains abundant bisaccate spores suggesting a Late Permian (Zechstein) age. In a shallow, 100
m deep water well, in the Ga'ara depression (10 km NNE of Bir El Rah village) samples at 70-80
m provided assemblages of Early Permian (Autunian) age (Habba et al., 1994). The same authors
dated a 50 m thick clastic section below the Chia Zairi Formation in well W Kifl-I in S Iraq
(assigned to Ga'ara Formation) as Kungurian. The Ga'ara Formation is thus considered to be of
Early Permian to early Late Permian age.
The Ga'ara Formation was deposited by large river systems. Prolonged periods of exposure of
flood plains resulted in desiccation and formation of ferricrete soil. The abundance of red claystone
and ironstones suggest frequent long periods of drought occurred. The Bir El Rah Formation,
however, was deposited in a fluvio-lacustrine environment characterised by high water supply and
abundant vegetation.
The Ga'ara Formation can be correlated with the Heil Formation of E Syria (680 m in well
Doubayat-2) which consists of an upper 105 m thick sandy unit (equivalent to the Amanus
Sandstone), a middle black silty shale unit (165 m thick), and a lower unit of mudstone, marl and
sandstone (410 m thick). In Saudi Arabia, the Unayzah Formation is similar in age and facies to
the Ga'ara Formation.
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Chapter 9
Late Permian-Liassic Megasequence AP6
by
Saad Z. Jassim, Tibor Buday, Ivan Cicha and Vladimir Prouza
The Neo- Tethys Ocean opened in Late Permian time when one or more narrow blocks of
continental crust drifted away from the NE margin of Gondwana (Chapter 3). The Late PermianLiassic Megasequence (AP6) was deposited on the N and E facing passive margin of the Arabian
Plate. The unconformity at the base of the megasequence is a break up unconformity. Renewed
rifting occurred within this passive margin in Mid-Late Triassic time creating a broad and highly
restricted intra-shelf basin in Mesopotamia separated from the open ocean by a narrow rift with
alkali basalts and an outer ridge of thinned continental crust on which an open marine carbonate
platform developed (Chapter 3). This phase of rifting was followed by slow thermal subsidence in
Norian-Liassic time.
The Rutba Uplift developed in the area now representing W Iraq, NE Jordan, E Syria and NW
Saudi Arabia. Upper Permian and Lower Triassic sediments were deposited on a broad platform.
This platform underwent extension in Mid-Carnian time; up to 2000 m of Mid Triassic-Carnian
carbonates and evaporites were deposited in the axis of the intra-shelf basin in North Iraq. An
imbricate of nautiloid bearing red Upper Permian limestone and associated basic volcanics is the
only recorded occurrence of deep water Permian Tethyan margin rocks in Iraq. The lower
boundary of the megasequence is the base of the Chia Zairi Formation. Megasequence AP6 in N
Arabia unconformably overlies sequences ranging from Precambrian to Early Permian age. It
consists of three second order sequences: the Late Permian-Mid Triassic, Late Triassic, and Early
Jurassic sequences. The stratigraphic correlation of the formations of Megasequence AP6 in Iraq
and Jordan is shown in Fig. 9-1.
The megasequence is up to 3000 m thick (Fig. 9-2), distributed in a N-S trending belt, thinning to
the east and west from a central basin coinciding with the Mesopotamian Zone. The thinning of the
megasequence across W Iraq is due to both reduced subsidence and subsequent erosion over the
Rutba Uplift.
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9.1 Late P
Permian-Miid Triassic Sequence
S
Following the Hercyniian uplift duuring the Latte Carboniferrous and earrly Permian major
m
changges' in
metry occurrred late' Perrmian time in Iraq The previously subsiding arrea of the' S
Stable
basin' geom
Shelf (Ruttba-Jezira Zo
one) was upllifted initiatiing the Rutbba uplift, whhereas the prreviously eleevated
Salman annd the Mesoppotamian zoones subsidedd.
A shallow
w inner shelff lagoonal seea, whose weestern shoree line lay aloong the westtern border oof the
Salman Zoone, covered
d the Unstable Shelf, andd the Mesoppotamian andd Salman zonnes. The eleevated
Rutba Upllift extendedd into Jordann and Syria. The photo Palmyride
P
baasin developped in centraal and
E Syria ass a depressio
on of NE- SW
W- orientatiion Characteerised by rivvers flowing into the seaa in N
Iraq. Coasstal clastics were depossited in the Salman Zone; the areaa further easst and northh was
dominatedd by carbonatte sedimentatiion of the Chhia Zairi forrmation equiivalent to th
he Khuff in Saudi
Arabia (Poowers et al, 1966; Al Jallal,
J
1294)) and the Daalan Formattion in –SW
W Iran. Alonng the
Qulqula K
Khwakurk Zoone of NE Iraq,
I
some crinoid-amm
c
monite bearinng bioclasticc limestones were
deposited in a relativeely deep watter environm
ment (Biyaraah Limestonne, see Chap
pter 16), proobably
separated ffrom the laggoonal Chi a Zairi Formaation by reeff build-up faacies similar to the limesstones
of the Dalaan Formation
n of SW Irann (Edgell, 19977). The Biiyarah Limestone facies was depositted on
the shelf margin
m
flank
king the new
wly formed NeoN
Tethys Ocean. The palaeogeog
graphy of thee Late
Permian iss shown in Fig.
F 9-3.
During thee Early and Middle
M
Triasssic, the Ruttba Uplift waas narrow riddge. The weestern shoreliine of
the Rutba Uplift was located
l
in NE
N Jordan, E of the Azraaq-Sirhan arrea; the easteern shorelinee was
m
facies can be identtified:
located aloong the easteern boundaryy of the 'Ruttba-Jezira Zone. Three main
clastics annd carbonatess" depositedd-in an inner "shelf envirronment equuivalent to thhe Jilh and S
Sudair
formationss of Saudi Arabia
A
carboonate evaporrite inner sheelf facies, annd restrictedd lagoonal Facies.
The latter two facies are
a represented by the Mirga
M
Mir, Beeduh and Gee1i Khana foormations (Fiig.' 9t Chia Zaiiri ~n and thhe combinedd thickness of
o the Lowerr-Middle Trriassic
4).The - thhickness of the
formationss are shown in Fig. 9-5 aand Fig. 9-6 respectivelyy.
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9.1.1 Chiaa Zairi Form
mation
The Chia Zairi Formaation was fiirst describeed by Wetzeel in 1950 iin the Northhern Thrust Zone
a later subbdivided by Hudson (19958) into thrree units refeerred to, from
m the
(Bellen et al., 1959), and
base to thee top, as thee Darari, Sattina Evaporitte and Zinnaar members.. The lower member (D
Darari)
consists off alternatingg thin beddeed organic detrital
d
limesstone, dark blue limesto
one and maassive,
cliff-formiing silicifiedd limestone with blackk shale bedds near the base. The Satina Evapporite
Member, ccomprises doolomite, andd solution annd recrystallisation brecccias formed by dissolutiion of
anhydrite bbeds (presennt in wells), and recrystaallised marlss. The upperr member (Z
Zinnar) compprises
thin beddeed organic detrital, som
metimes chherty, limesttone with some harderr, scarp- forrming
silicified liimestone; in
n the upperm
most part ooliitic limestones with clasttic beds occuur.
In the Fooothill Zone, where
w
the foormation wass partly peneetrated (299 m) in well Atshan
A
1 (w
west of
Mosul), thhe lithology differs from
m the type section.
s
Beloow the uppeermost oolittic limestonee, the
formation here contains silty argiillaceous lim
mestone, siltty dolomite,, and some shale and, iin the
dstone interrbeds. The sandy facies is probabbly the coasstal facies oof the
lowermostt parts, sand
formation,, a continuatiion of the clastic belt (? Amanus Sanndstone) of tthe Palmyrid
des.
D
Membber, 60-80 m Satina Evapporite
The thicknness in the tyype area is 750-810 m (3340-390 m Darari
Member annd 300-320 m Zinnar Member).
M
It was
w also pennetrated in wells
w
Jabal Kand-l
K
(5126--5757
m, thickneess 631 m) annd W Kifl1((5323-5823 m,
m thicknesss 500 m) andd reached in Diwan-l (at 5211
m); it is abbsent in well Khlesia-l. In Jabal Kandd-l , the form
mation, as inn the type secction, is underlain
by the Toournasian Haarur Formation. Howevver, in W Kifl-l
K
it is unnderlain by at least 50 m of
Kunguriann sandstone of the Ga'arra Formationn (Haba et al.,
a 1994). The
T isopach map of the Chia
Zairi Form
mation (Fig. 9-5) based on
o three borreholes and the type secction, combin
ned with thee data
of AI Jallaal (1994) fro
om adjacent countries, shhows that thhe formationn is absent inn the Rutba-JJezira
Zone, 0-5000 m thick in
i the Salmaan Zone, 5000-750 m thiick in the Mesopotamia
M
an Zone andd 7501000 m thiick in the follded belts.
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The Chia Zairi Formation was deposited in a transgressive neritic sea on a broad carbonate
platform with locally developed lagoonal conditions and sabkhas. The Satina Evaporite Member
may be equivalent to the five sedimentary cycles of carbonates and evaporites recognised in the
Gulf region (Al Jallal, 1994; Douban and Al Sahlan, 2001) indicating recurrent periods of
extensive lagoonal sedimentation and repeated desiccation. Coralline limestones in Iran (Dalan
facies) were deposited in reefs along the Tethyan margin in Iran (Edgell, 1977). On the western
side of the basin, coastal sandstone facies (as seen in well Atshan-l) are equivalent to the Khuff
clastics facies of Saudi Arabia.
The formation is rich in fossils in both the type area and in well Atshan-l , listed in Bellen et al,
(1959) and Hudson (1958). The coral and algal fauna indicates a "Mid"-Late Permian age. The
uppermost beds of the formation contain some Early Triassic fauna. The lower boundary in N Iraq
is associated with a ferruginous surface developed on top of the Harur Formation (Bellen et al.,
1959). The age of the formation is therefore accepted to be Post-Kungurian Late Permian to Early
Scythian. Outcrops are restricted to the Northern Thrust Zone of Iraq.
The formation is probably partly equivalent to the Biyarah Limestone (Kazanian), exposed as
imbricates within the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone where some ammonite-crinoid packstones were
found (Chapter 16). The Chia Zairi Formation is equivalent in age and facies to part of Imbirik
Formation of SE Turkey, the Khuff Formation of the Gulf region and the Dalan Formation of SW
Iran.
9.1.2 Mirga Mir Formation
The Mirga Mir Formation was first described by Wetzel in 1950 from the Ora region of the
Northern Thrust Zone. It comprises 200 m of thin bedded grey and yellow argillaceous limestone
and shale with some recrystallised breccias. Oolitic limestone with rare sandy beds near the base of
the formation (Bellen et al., 1959). In well Atshan-l of the Foothill Zone, the formation contains a
higher proportion of clastics probably derived from the Rutba Uplift to the SW. Thicknesses in
other wells are: Jabal Kand-I in N Iraq (165 m), W Kifl-1 in south central Iraq (134 m), and
Diwan-l in S Iraq (99 m). The formation is always underlain by the Chia Zairi Formation and
overlain by the Beduh Formation; both contacts are gradational (Hamza and Isaac, 1971). The
formation is also present in the High Folded Zone in the Sirwan gorge in NE Iraq (Bellen et al.,
1959; Bolton, 1958c). On the Stable Shelf, its most western occurrence is probably along the
western boundary of the Salman Zone. Anhydrites in well Atshan-l and the presence of solution
breccias in outcrops also indicate lagoonal conditions.
Fossils recorded from the type section confirm an Early Triassic (Werfenian) age (Bellen et al.,
1959).
The formation correlates with part of the Goyan Formation (Altinli, 1966) of SE Turkey and is age
correlative with part of the Upper Dubayyat Group (Dubertret 1966). The lower parts of Khaneh
Kat Formation in SW Iran (Furst, 1970) and the Sudair Shale Formation of Saudi Arabia (Powers
et al., 1966) are age equivalent to the Mirga Mir. The Amanus Sandstone in Syria is a continental
equivalent of the Mirga Mir though this sandstone unit might be partly of Late Permian age.
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9.1.3 Beduh Formation
The Beduh Shale was first described near Beduh village in the Northern Thrust Zone by Wetzel in
1950 (Bellen et al., 1959) as 60 m of shale and marl, sometimes silty, with subordinate thin
limestone interbeds with sandstone streaks. Its red brown-purple colour makes it an excellent
marker unit for field mapping. The characteristic purplish colour is also well developed in the
subsurface (well Atshan-1). In well Atshan-1 and at outcrop in the Sirwan valley (Bolton, 1958c)
the formation contains a higher proportion of sandstone. The formation is 84 m thick at Sirwan
near Halabja. The formation appears to be widespread in Iraq. Thicknesses in other wells are: Jabal
Kand-I in N Iraq (67 m), Atshan-1 (58 m), and W Kifl-1 in south central Iraq (65 m) and Diwan in
S Iraq (26 m). The contacts of the formation with the overlying Geli Khana and the underlying
Mirga Mir formations are conformable and gradational.
The conspicuous purple colour was thought to be related to volcanicity (Bolton, 1958c; Bellen et
al., 1959). A more likely source for the red sediment might be lateritic soils on the exposed
Arabian Shield and Rutba Uplift. The formation is of shallow marine origin. Fossils are reported
from the type area and confirm a Werfenian age (Bellen et al., 1959).
The Beduh Formation has a similar distribution to the Mirga Mir and Geli Khana formations,
being absent in the Rutba-Jezira Zone. It can be correlated with parts of the Goyan Formation of
SE Turkey, the Amanus Shale in Syria, parts of the Khaneh Kat Formation of SW Iran and the
Sudair Formation of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. In Jordan, the Beduh Formation is correlatable in
age with the upper part of the Mudeib Formation (200 m). However, this formation is absent in the
NE part of Jordan (Shinaq, 1996).
9.1.4 Geli Khana Formation
The Geli Khana Formation, originally described by Wetzel (1950) from the northern flanks of the
Ora anticline, comprises two subdivisions (Hall, 1957). The upper division (200 m thick)
comprises dark, massive dolomites overlying thick-bedded limestones with subordinate marl and
shale with occasional chert nodules. The lower division (375 m thick) consists of bluish, greyish
and yellowish shale and thin bedded limestone with some sandstone beds that increase in amount
SW of the outcrops. The clastic increase is significant in the subsurface (in well Atshan-1). These
subdivisions are applicable throughout N Iraq. Equivalent stratigraphic units in Kuwait (Douban
and-Al-Sahlan: 2001)-and SE Iran (Setudehnia, 1978) comprise dolomite, anhydrite and local
halite beds. The thickness of the formation is 575 m at Ora and 450 -575 m in Sirwan Gorge. It is
penetrated in wells: Jabal Kand-l (781 m), Atshan-l (460 m), Alan-I (482 m), Mityaha-l (385 m),
W Kifl-l (533 m) and Diwan-1 (510 m).
All outcrops in N and NE Iraq are of similar facies and include anhydrite in the lower parts of the
formation. The facies of the Geli Khana Formation in well sections show an increased proportion
of mudstone throughout, and anhydrite layers in the lower part. The upper division was deposited
in a shallow marine basin while the lower division was deposited in a nearshore (locally lagoonal)
environment [(Bellen et al., 1959).
Fossils reported by Bellen et al. (1959) indicate an Anisian age for the type section and a Ladinian
age for the sections near Sirwan.
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The formation outcrops on the southern flank of the Ga'ara anticline from the area SW of Rutba in
the SW to Wadi Horan in the NE. The thickness of the formation in water wells around Rutba is as
follows: K5-2 (120 m), K5-4 (100 m), K5-5 (50 m), K5-3 (120 m), K5-6 (120 m), K5-7 (50 m) and
K5-9 (158 m).
The lower contact of the Mulussa Formation, according to Bellen et al. (1959), appears
conformable. However the recently recognized age gap between the Palaeozoic Ga'ara Formation
and the Upper Triassic Mulussa Formation is large. The apparent conformity is due to reworking
of the clastics of the underlying Ga'ara Formation into the overlying basal units of the Mulussa.
The formation passes upwards gradationally into the marly Zor Hauran Formation However,
around the rim of the Ga'ara depression, the formation is unconformably overlain by Cretaceous
and Tertiary formations, (Cenomanian Rutbah Sandstone and late Campanian Hartha Formation
along the western rim and by the Eocene Ratga Formation along the SE rim).
Bioglyphs, both burrows perpendicular to bedding planes and animal trails on bedding surfaces are
common in the Mulussa Formation and are particularly abundant in the lower half which contains
variable amount of sand and silt. This section, usually yellowish, light fawn or greenish, is
sometimes reddish, variegated and mottled (violet to pink). These beds contain material derived
from the Ga'ara Formation. Fossil plant stems and leaves occur (e.g., south of Bir Al Agharri) in
calcareous siltstones and mudstones in the basal part of the unit. A layer of calcareous sandstone,
about 12 m thick, outcrops approximately 13 m above the base of the formation, ESE of Bir Al
Rah, containing numerous small fragments of phosphatic rocks, shark teeth and fragments of
fossils. The stratigraphic position of these phosphates is doubtful.
Several beds with chert nodules and lenses, some of organic origin (stromatolitic algal texture),
occur in the lower part of the formation south of Bir Al Rah and Bir Al Agharri. Pebbly layers near
the base of the unit, and beds of calcareous sub-arkoses and dark grey mudstone with plant leaves
were penetrated by borehole K5-2 E of Rutba, approximately 15 m above the base of the
formation.
In well K5-9, 70 km east of Rutba, the Mulussa Formation (drilled from 421-579 m; thickness 158
m) comprises grey, well-bedded dolomite and dolomitic limestone with marl beds in the upper
part. It overlies quartzitic sandstone (assumed to be the Ga'ara Formation) and is overlain by the
anhydrite-bearing Zor Hauran Formation. The upper contact is taken at the base of the first
gypsum layer.
Fossils are generally rare within the Mulussa Formation, particularly in the upper part. However,
several fossiliferous horizons were found in the formation including the 'i' marker. Another fossilrich horizon is a green-yellow calcareous mudstone bed (about 7 m above the base of the
formation) which was found in the Duekhla valley of the Ga'ara depression. Silty dolomitic
limestone and calcareous siltstone containing fossils are also recorded at Bir Al Agharri, about 912 m above the base of the formation. Palaeontological evaluation was carried out during the
geological surveys of the region.
The locality at Bir Al-Agharri was selected as the new "paratype" of the Mulussa Formation. This
section is about 55 m thick and contains: Septihoersia joannisaustriae (KIipstein), Septihoernesia
sp., Bakevellia (Neobakevellia sp.), Filopecten filosus (Hauer). These assemblages locally form
coquinas. Fossils tracks, belonging mostly to the genus Rhizocorallium Zencer and Zoophycos?
massalongo, occur throughout the "paratype" section. Tracks belonging to the genus
Thalassinoides (Ethenberg) and Planolites Nicholson were found in the basal layer (7 m above
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base) with Schafhaeutlina cf. mellingi Hauer. Only one foraminiferal horizon was observed at the
"paratype" locality. It contains:
Trocholina biconvexa Oberhauser, "Trocholina" procera (Liebus), Duostomina cf alta KristanTollman, Involutina (Arenovidalina) pragsoides Oberhauser, Involutina sinuosa (Weynschenk),
Involutina sp., Glomospirella sp. and Nodosinella? sp.
Grey sandy marls, argillaceous doloarenite, dolomitic marl and dolomite alternate in the higher
part of the section. The first stromatolite (loferite) horizon, about 25 cm thick. occurs
approximately 18 m above the base. Foraminifera occur in this layer and include Glomospirella
friedli Kfistan and Tollman, Agathammina sp., Endothyra sp. Fragments of pelecypods, gastropods
and crinoids, trace fossils, Entolium sp. and Lyriomorphia? occur in doloarenite beds. Some
horizons of "loferites?" contain strongly recrystallised algae (Dasycladaceae) with crinoids in the
uppermost part. A horizon with "Nodosaria" sp. nov., Lenticulina sp. and fragments of molluscs
was found in the overlying massive dolomite.
The stratigraphic classification of the Mulussa Formation is based on molluscs (pelecypods) and
foraminifera. The oldest mollusc assemblage consists of: Septihoemesia joanni-saustriae,
Filopecten filosus (Jul- Tuval), Homomya bittneri (Jul), Entolium cf hallense (Cordevol-Jul).
Schafhaeutlina cf mellingi which indicates a Carnian age. Foraminifera identified in the lower part
of the Mulussa Formation: Trocholina biconvexa, "Trocholina" procera. Involutina pragsoides,
Involutina sinuosa sinuosa, Duostomina cf alta. also indicate a Carnian age. The younger part of
the Mulussa Formation is characterized by the occurrence of very rare Semiinvoluta clari and
Glomospirella friedli of Norian age. The Mulussa Formation is thus of Carnian-Norian age.
The local occurrence of the genus Involutina, (Involutina communis) indicates lagoonal conditions.
The Mulussa Formation was deposited in tropical to subtropical shallow water and supra-littoral
environments. It is characterised by dolomicrosparite with dolomitised pelmicrite or pelsparite and
laminated dolomite and lime mudstone suggesting a supratidal to intertidal and lagoonal
environment. The upper part of the formation is gypsiferous indicating a sabkha depositional
environment.
Towards the N and E, the formation passes laterally into the anhydrite-bearing Kurra Chine
Formation. To the west it passes into the carbonates of the Lower Dolaa Group of Syria (Dubertret,
1966) or the Mulussa (units C, D and E only; Sharland et al., 2001). The formation passes into the
Abu Ruweis Formation or the Zarqa Group of Jordan which is dominated by sand and shale. The
passage of the Mulussa Formation into the Minjur Formation of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait is not
well defined; the latter formation may be younger. The only known occurrence of the Minjur
Formation in Iraq is in well Diwan-l in SSW Iraq where it was previously included in the Butmah
Formation. The upper part of the Minjur Formation in Kuwait is considered to be of Liassic age
(Douban and Al Sahlan, 2001).
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9.2.1.2 Zor Hauran Formation
The Zor Hauran Formation was first defined by Dunnington in 1951 (Bellen et al., 1959) as 45 m
of predominantly yellow and grey gypsiferous marl, interbedded with yellow green marly
limestone, oolitic limestone and dolomitised limestone and tentatively assigned a Rhaetian age.
Later mapping of the Rutba region showed that the lower part of the formation comprises
interbedded yellow green mudstone, gypsiferous marl and white laminated dolomite. Yellow and
green oolitic and pseudo-oolitic limestones occur in several 0.5-2 m thick beds. The upper part of
the formation starts with yellowish silty marl with beds of laminated, bioturbated calcareous, finegrained sandstone, usually coarser upwards. This interval is followed by 3 m of yellowish, slightly
bioturbated silty marl, 2 m of intraformational breccia and 3 m of greenish silicified marl. In well
K5-9, the formation (309-421 m) is 112 m thick. The lower part comprises cycles of fine clastics,
argillaceous dolomite and dolomite, ending with evaporites. The upper part consists of gypsiferous
dolomite and dolomite with a 3 m gypsum bed at the top. The upper part of the Zor Hauran in K59 has no outcrop equivalent; it is truncated westwards below the Ubaid Formation.
The lower boundary with the underlying Mulussa Formation is gradation.al and placed at the base
of the first continuous bed of yellowish or yellow-green marl. Sometimes the contact is marked by
an emergent surface where a siltstone layer usually occurs at the base of the formation. The upper
contact with the Ubaid Formation is disconformable. In many outcrops, the Ubaid Formation
overlies the Zor Hauran with fluvial basal clastics (near Rutba town) or is associated with reddened
underlying carbonates.
'Fossils are poorly preserved due to recrystallisation. They include: Lingula, Myophoria,
Glomospira, Trocholina (Bellen et al., 1959). Subsequent mapping showed that the upper part of
the sequence, with characteristic partly oolitic limestones, contains molluscs and brachiopods. The
youngest unit of the Zor Hauran Formation consists mostly of dolomitic siltstones with fossil
worm tracks, the sandstones and pseudoolitic limestones contain algae, ostracods,
microgastropods, echinoids and forams including Trocholina sp., Involutina sp., Nodosaria sp.,
Glomospirella cf friedli Kristan- Tollman, Lingula sp., Myophoria sp., Gervillia praecursor
Quenstaedt. This faunal association is of Late Triassic age. Stratigraphically the most valuable
species appears to be Gervillia praecursor, found at the type locality in layers of sandy marl and
marls tone. Glomospirella friedli has a broader stratigraphic span (Norian-Rhaetian). The Zor
Hauran is assigned a NorianRhaetian? age based on the occurrence of the genus Gervillia and on
the stratigraphic relationships between the Mulussa and Ubaid formations.
The oolitic facies was probably deposited in a shelf lagoon. The presence of gypsum and
desiccation cracks indicates an evaporitic supratidal environment.
Towards the N and NE the formation has been assumed to pass into the Baluti Formation (Bellen
et al., 1959). However in well Tharthar-l, the Baluti Formation is not recognised, and this lateral
facies change cannot be confirmed. The Zor Hauran Formation, (present on the uplifted Rutba
Block) may be older than the Baluti, and may pass into the Kurra Chine Formation. The Zor
Hauran Formation may also be equivalent to the marly and shaly unit of the "Mulussa-F" of SE
Syria (Sharland et al., 2001). Towards the S the formation may pass laterally into continentallittoral clastics of parts of the Minjur Formation (Douban and Al Sahlan, 2001).
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9.2.2 Carbonate-evaporite inner shelf and restricted lagoons
9.2.2.1 Kurra Chine Formation
The Kurra Chine Formation is the most widespread formation of the Late Triassic Sequence. It
was defined by Wetzel in 1950 (Bellen, et al., 1959) from the Northern Thrust Zone of N Iraq
where it is up to 850 m thick and comprises monotonous dark brown and black limestones, thin
and thick-bedded, with occasional beds of thick bedded fetid dolomite with slump structures, and
papery shales. Recrystalllisation breccias also occur occasionally. In the subsurface the maximum
thickness of 1150 m is in well Jabal Kand-l; in other wells the thickness is 548 m (Atshan1), 1784
m (Mityaha-l), 1443 m (Khlesia-l), 1636 m (W Kifl-l) and 406 m (Diwan-l). It is also reached in
well Rumaila-172.
In the High Folded and the Balambo- Tanjero zones of NE Iraq, the Kurra Chine Formation
contains evaporites. In the Sirwan gorge near Halabja, gypsum beds occur (Bellen et al., 1959).
Evaporites are also present in well sections of the Foothill Zone (Tharthar well, Hay and Algawi,
1958), including some salt layers in the middle part of the formation. The absence of evaporites
from the type section may be due to surface dissolution with formation of recrystallisation
breccias. Basal sandstone beds occur in well Awasil-5 (Crank and Ritchie, 1955). Clastic beds also
occur in the southern Mesopotamian Zone. The sandstones occur along the eastern shores of the
Rutba Uplift.
The lower contact of the formation is marked by an erosional break indicated by haematitization,
silicification and leaching of the underlying Geli Khana Formation. In some areas (Tharthar and
Awasil), a thick basal sandstone occurs. The contact with the overlying Baluti Formation is
conformable and taken at the base of the first green shale bed of the Baluti Shale Formation.
However in some areas along the margin of the Stable Shelf the Kurra Chine Formation is
unconformably overlain by the Liassic Butmah Formation (well Thartar-l).
The fauna from surface sections and wells (Bellen et al. 1959) suggest a Late Triassic age
(Rhaetian) for the upper part of the formation.
The depositional environment of the Kurra Chine Formation is characterized by lagoonal,
sometimes euxinic, conditions in the Foothill and Mesopotamian zones. Along the western
margins of the Mesopotamian Zone (Tharthar and Awasil), terrigenous clastics were derived from
the Rutba Uplift to the W-Sw.
The Kurra Chine Formation is correlatable with the Mulussa and probably the Zor Hauran
formations of W Iraq and the Mulussa (units C, D and E) of SE Syria. Age correlatives of the
formation might also be the Upper Khaneh Kat Formation of Iran (Furst, 1970) and the lower part
of Minjur Formation of Saudi Arabia (Powers et al., 1966) and Kuwait (Douban and Al Sahlan,
200l).The Minjur Formation is the near-shore equivalent of the Kurra Chine Formation.
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9.2.2.2 Baluti Formation
The Baluti Shale of supposed Rhaetic age is a poorly defined stratigraphic unit. It was introduced
by Wetzel in 1950 and amended by Morton in 1951 (Bellen et al., 1959). It comprises 60 m of grey
green and grey shales with decimetre beds of thin bedded dolomitic, silicified, and oolitic
limestones, and recrystallisation breccias. The lithology of the formation is similar in the BalamboTanjero and High Folded zones. To the SE in NE Iraq it outcrops in the Ranya area (Bolton, 1958).
In the Sirwan gorge two shale units resembling the Baluti Formation outcrop; it is 'unclear which
shale unit belongs to the Baluti Formation. In other areas of Iraq a unit of limestone, anhydrite, and
subordinate shale, is usually referred to as the Baluti Shale Formation (Bellen et al., 1959; Ditmar
and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971) but lacks the high proportion of shale seen in the outcrops. Its
status as a separate formation is thus questionable.
The thickness of the formation is around 35-60 m at outcrop. It was identified in wells: Jabal
Kand-l (61 m), Khlesia-l (22 m), Atshan-l (40 m) and W Kifl-l (46 m). In well Diwan-l, the unit
was not identified, being either included within the Kurra Chine Formation or the Butmah
Formation. The formation thins towards the west.
Both lower and upper contacts of the formation are reported to be conformable (Bellen et al.,
1959) except in well Tharthar-l. However in view of the apparent stratigraphic break between the
Triassic and Jurassic in Saudi Arabia and SW Iran, the upper contact of the formation in western
Iraq needs further study.
Fossils are rare and not age diagnostic (Bellen et al. 1959). Therefore, the age of the formation is
arbitrary and determined from its stratigraphic position between the proved Upper Triassic Kurra
Chine Formation and the overlying Sarki Formation (Liassic). The formation was deposited in
lagoonal/evaporitic and estuarine environments.
Equivalent formations in W Iraq may be eroded. Buday (1980) assumed that the Zor Hauran
Formation is tentatively correlatable with the Baluti Formation. In Syria the formation may be
equivalent to the "Mulussa-F" unit of Palmyride and SE Syria.
9.3 Liassic Sequence
The Liassic Sequence outcrops in numerous anticlines of the High Folded Zone of N and NE Iraq
and in the Rutba subzone in W Iraq. It is penetrated by many wells within the Rutba-Jezira,
Salman and Mesopotamian zones. The formations included in this sequence are, the clasticcarbonate inner shelf Ubaid, Hussainiyat and Amij formations in W Iraq, the carbonate-evaporite
inner shelf Butmah, Adaiyah, Alan and Mus formations in well sections of central Iraq and the
Foothill Zone, and the restricted lagoonal Sarki and Sehkaniyan formations in the High Folded and
Balambo-Tanjero zones of N and NE Iraq.
After the Rhaetic emergence, a series of cyclic transgressive-regressive pulses occurred in the
Liassic which are well developed along the edge of (and above) the Rutba Uplift. The Liassic
sequence was deposited in a lagoonal evaporitic environment except in N and NE Iraq where
evaporites are subordinate. The generalized palaeogeography of the Liassic is shown in Fig. 9-9.
The sequence in W Iraq contains three cycles; each cycle comprises fluvial to fluviomarine clastics
overlain by inner shelf to coastal carbonates. Towards Mesopotamia the cyclicity is defined by
alternating inner shelf carbonate and sabkha facies.
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The Ubaid Formation was later described from Wadi Hauran (Jassim et al. 1984) as a 95 m thick
section consisting, from the base upwards, of the following units: 1) 35 m of sandstone, sometimes
pebbly, and red claystone with ironstone beds in the upper part; these clastics thin towards the SE
as noted in wells KS-9 where the Ubaid Formation overlies the Zor Hauran Formation with a thin
basal bed of green silty marlstone. 2) 40 m of dolomite and recrystallised dolomitic limestone,
yellowish to light grey with thick and thin bedded silicified horizons and chert nodules; with
yellowish marly limestone in the upper part. 3) 20 m of gypsiferous marl and recrystallised shelly
limestone often stained purple to red at the top. In water well KS-9 70 km E of Rutba, the formation
was drilled from 184 to 310 m and is 126 m thick.
The most abundant fossils in thin sections are recrystallised ostracod shells. The foraminiferal
genus Involutina (most probably Involutina cf communis) and fragments of unidentified micro
gastropods and pelecypods also occur. The stratigraphically important brachiopods Spiriferina cf.
muensteri Davidson and Spiriferina walcotti (Sowerby) indicate a Sinemurian to Late
Pliensbachian-Dornerian age (Jassim et al., 1984). Ctyroky and Karim (1981; Jassim et al., 1984))
recorded poorly preserved assemblages of Neomegaladon? sp., Grammatodon? sp., Mytilus? ssp.,
Modiolus? sp. and Cardita? sp. which they assumed to be of possible Late Triassic age.
The Ubaid formation thins out both depositionally and by erosional truncation in the Rutba area.
To the west of Rutba the formation is totally truncated by the Cenomanian Rutbah Formation.
Across the N-S Rutba uplift in NE Jordan a similar unit is recorded in boreholes W of the Risha
field, belonging to the Azab Group. According to publications of the Natural Resources Authority
of Jordan the Liassic Sequence is represented by two formations: the Hihi Formation (latest
Hettangian-early Sinemurian) and part of the Nimra Formation (Late Sinemurian-Toarcian). Based
on the age of the Hihi Formation in Jordan, the age of the Ubaid Formation may also extend into
the Late Hettangian. In SE Syria, the Liassic is missing.
Al Jumaily (1984; in Jassim et al., 1984) considered the basal clastics were deposited in a fluvial
depositional environment. The carbonates were deposited in shallow hypersaline and supratidal
ponds and subtidal lagoons (Skocek and Hussain, 1980). The succession in well K5-9 represents a
transgressive-regressive cycle, the regressive supratidal part of the sequence is missing in the
outcrop area NW of this well (probably due to truncation). The probable equivalent unit in the
Unstable Shelf region is the lower part of the Butmah Formation.
9.3.1.2 Hussainiyat Formation
The Hussainiyat Formation was introduced by Al Mubarek et al, in 1981 (Jassim et al., 1984) for a
sequence of clastics and carbonates that overlie the Ubaid Formation. Dunnington (in Bellen et al.,
1959) probably included this unit in the Ubaid Formation. It outcrops in a NE-SW trending belt
between Wadi Hauran in the NE and Rutba in the SW. It has a lower clastic unit and an upper
carbonate unit, both thinning towards the SW. The thickness near Wadi Hauran exceeds 120 m
(confirmed by drilling). Near Rutba the formation is totally truncated by a regional unconformity
beneath younger Jurassic and Cretaceous sequences. In well K5-9 the formation is 84 m thick
(100-184 m depth) and contains 9 m of pebbly sandstone at the base.
The clastic part of the formation is missing near Rutba. It is 54 m thick near Wadi Hauran. It was
penetrated in well K59 at 175 m depth and probably in another well near K160 settlement which
suggests that it passes laterally into the Mileh Tharthar clastics (seen in well Tharthar-l) towards
the Mesopotamian Zone. The lithology of the clastic units varies laterally (Jassim, 1981b).
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The outcrop of the formation between Rutba and Wadi Hauran is dominated by stacked river
channels. The SW part of the outcrop is dominated by highly ferruginous flood plain mudstones
truncated by minor channels with basal lags of ironstone pebbles. The NE part is dominated by
deltaic facies with common silicified tree trunks in Wadi Hauran. Sandstones of the formation also
contain silicified plant stems, prints of leaves and layers of Turritellaceae coquinas. The dolomites
contain fragments of pelecypods and gastropods and are highly bioturbated and in places silicified.
The carbonate member comprises heavily bioturbated dolosparites with ghosts of pellets and
intraclasts, dolosparites with ghosts of bioclasts (mainly pelecypods and gastropods) and micritic
limestone with detrital quartz and lacking fossils. The carbonates occasionally contain algal
structures and were probably deposited in a lagoonal to supratidal environment. The specific
character of the Turritellaceae coquinas suggests a partly freshwater deltaic environment with
supply of terrigenous organic material (tree trunks). The uppermost part of the formation was
deposited in the supratidal zone. The flora of the Hussainiyat clastic member is characterized by
the genus Cycas indicating a tropical climate.
The flora and fauna of the formation are not age diagnostic. However a Late Liassic
(Pliensbachian-Toarcian) age is inferred for the formation based on its stratigraphic position
between the Ubaid and Amij formations. The Hussaiyniat Formation may be equivalent to the
upper part of Butmah Formation, i.e. the section with the Mileh Tharthar Clastics at the base and
the carbonates of the Upper Butmah above.
9.3.1.3 Amij Formation
The Amij Formation was introduced in W Iraq by Jassim et al, (1984). The formation was
probably previously included in the Muhaiwir Formation. The type section in Wadi Amij (50 km
ENE of Rutba Town) is 42 m thick. The formation is totally truncated towards Rutba in the WSW.
It comprises a lower clastic unit and an upper carbonate unit. The lower clastic unit consists of 2030 m of cross-bedded and cross-laminated (herring-bone), ripple-marked (oscillation ripples) finegrained quartzitic sandstone and siltstone with lamination produced by concentration of heavy
minerals such as zircon and ilmenite. The sands are associated with red and green mudstone and
occasional thin beds of gypsum. The upper carbonate unit is composed of white to yellowish
argillaceous dolomite and dolomitic limestone. Laminated and domal algal stromatolites were also
recorded. The formation is also penetrated in well K5-9 between 20 m and 100 m depths.
The Amij Formation unconformably overlies the Hussainiyat Formation; the contact is taken at the
base of a red claystone bed. The upper contact is variable. In the type area of Wadi Amij, the
formation is overlain by a sandstone bed at the base of the Muhaiwir Formation. However, near the
Baghdad-Rutba motorway, the Amij Formation is overlain unconformably by channel sandstones
of the Upper Jurassic Saggar Formation.
The lowest part of Amij Formation is rich in molluscs, mostly pelecypods and fragments of
gastropods; coquinas occur in marl beds. Strongly recrystallised algae and a fine pulp of plant
remnants also occur, in addition to Tancredia? sp., Pleuromya sp., Plagiostoma sp., Mytilus? sp.
On the basis of this fauna and that found in the overlying Muhaiwir Formation, the age of Amij
Formation is older than Bathonian. Ctyroky and Karim (1981; in Jassim et al., 1984)) reported
Grammatodon sp., Oxytoma sp., Pinna sp., Corulomya sp. and stromatolites.
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They considered that this fauna is similar to the fauna recorded in the upper part of the Butmah
Formation in well Tharthar-l. They therefore considered the formation to be of Liassic age.
However the faunal assemblages found in the Amij Formation do not occur in the Ubaid and
Muhaiwir formations; a Bajocian age cannot be excluded for the Amij Formation.
The Amij Formation was deposited in a marginal marine, coastal lagoon and marsh environment.
The upper part of the formation contains brackish water molluscs. The ripple marks, herring-bone
structures and black sands suggest coastal environments. The presence of laminated algal
stromatolites and domes suggest the upper part of the formation was deposited in a supratidal
environment.
The probable age-equivalent of the formation in NE Jordan is part of the Nimra Formation. Liassic
formations are not recorded from SE Syria over the Rutba Uplift. Both the Mus Limestone and the
overlying Alan Anhydrite in central Iraq may be the lateral equivalents of the Amij Formation.
9.3.2 Carbonate-evaporite inner shelf
9.3.2.1 Butmah Formation
The Butmah Formation does not outcrop but is penetrated in wells in the Foothill, Mesopotamian
and Salman zones. It was first described by Dunnington in 1953 (Bellen et at, 1959) from well
Butmah-2 in the Foothill Zone of N Iraq as a 500 m carbonate unit. Unfortunately, the type section
was subsequently found to be strongly faulted. Further drilling elsewhere (Tharthar-1, Makhul-2
and Anah-2) indicates several thick mudstone beds are present in the formation. The thickness of
the formation in wells is as follows: Butmah-2 (500 m), Jabal Kand-1 (481 m), Mityaha-l (285),
Atshan-l (570), Ibrahim-1 (448 m), Khlesia-1 (162 m), Tharthar-l (494 m), W Kifl (460 m),
Diwan-1 (295 m) and Rumaila-l72 (337 m). It was also reached in wells Tel Abtakh, Tel Hajar,
Sasan2A, Anah-2 and Sufayah-2A. The formation is thickest along the W boundary of the
Mesopotamian Zone in S Iraq and in the Foothill Zone of N Iraq.
The Butmah Formation is lithologically heterogeneous. The upper 200 m in the type section
consists of oolitic, pseudooolitic and detrital limestone with beds of argillaceous limestone, shale
and anhydrite. The middle part of the formation (180 m) is oolitic and pseudo-oolitic, argillaceous
and dolomitic with sandstone and shale beds. The lower part (120 m) is composed of limestone
with bedded anhydrite. The lithofacies and faunal assemblages indicate the Butmah Formation was
deposited in a shallow water lagoonal and sabkha environment.
The name Butmah Formation was used in Syria but subsequently the name was unfortunately
applied to rocks dated as Middle Triassic by Segal and Bach Imam (1975) and subsequent authors
(Litak et at, 1996). Earlier workers Wolfart (1967) described the Liassic from the Jezira area of
Syria (adjacent to NW Iraq) as 340 m of alternating dolomite, limestone and anhydrite (upper part
of Dolaa Group), the lower parts of which are correlatable with the Butmah Formation.
In the Hezan area near Hazro in SE Turkey, the Liassic comprises 70 m of red conglomerate
assumed to be of alluvial fan origin, followed by 150 m of limestone with Glomospira and
occasional stromatolites belonging to the Liassic Nenyas Formation. The conglomerates were
probably derived from the nearby Mardin uplift. In SW Iran (Setudahnia, 1978) the Neyriz
Formation, composed of silty shale, limestone and dolomite deposited in a shallow marine and
tidal flat environment, correlates with the Butmah Formation.
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The Butmah Formation in S Iraq interfingers with sands assigned to the Minjur Formation and is
also correlatable with the Marrat Formation of Saudi Arabia.
Beds of variegated and mottled green, red and purple shale associated with siltstone and
ferruginous sandstones occur it the middle and upper parts of the Butmah Formation in well
Tharthar-I (2409-2561 m). Dunnington (in Bellen et at, 1959) recommended the introduction of a
separate name for these clastics (Mileh Tharthar Clastics). In Anah-2 the formation contains
clastics, prominent in the depth range 3110-3476 m. In well Khlesia-l, a 15 m thick mudstone bed
occurs below the Upper Cretaceous unconformity and might be correlated with the Mileh Tharthar
Clastics. In well Makhul-2 the Butmah Formation is dominated by shale and anhydrite. Similar
beds were also found in well Samawa-l (Halliwell, 1959).
The lower, highly ferruginous clastic unit of the Hussainiyat Formation has been traced for 100140 km to the east of the outcrop; other Jurassic clastics of W Iraq pinch out a short distance from
their outcrop area. This suggests that the basal clastics of the Hussainiyat Formation may be
equivalent to the Mileh Tharthar Clastics. Therefore, the upper part of the Butmah Formation
might be equivalent to the Hussainiyat Formation and the lower part with the Ubaid Formation.
9.3.2.2 Adaiyah Formation
The Adaiyah Formation is present in the Mesopotamian and Foothill zones and the Anah Graben.
Its type section was first described by Dunnington in 1953 (Bellen et al., 1959) from well AdaiyahI from the Foothill Zone of N Iraq (W of Mosu1) as 90 m of bedded anhydrites with subordinate
beds of brownish limestones and of black calcareous shales and greenish marls, both with
anhydrite nodules. In some wells, such as Makhul-2, salt beds occur (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet
Team, 1971; Thompson and Hart, 1957). The thickness in other wells is as follows:
Sufaya-2A (128 m), Jabal Kand (106 m), Mityaha-l (29 m), Tharthar-1 (29 m), Atshan-1 (72 m),
Alan-l (52 m), Butmah-2 (52 m), Ibrahim-l (91 m), Tel Abtakh (108), W Kifl-1 (128) and Diwan-1
(104 m). The formation thus increases in thickness from Wand NW Iraq towards the
Mesopotamian Zone and the Foothill Zone. The formation is absent in NW Iraq (well Khlesia-1)
due to truncation below the Lower Senonian unconformity. Both lower and upper contacts of the
formation are elsewhere gradational and conformable. Fossils are rare (Bellen et al., 1959) but
support a Liassic (probably Late Liassic) age.
Throughout the High Folded, Imbricated and Northern Thrust Zones of the Unstable Shelf the
formation is replaced by the lower part of the Sehkaniyan Formation. The boundary between these
two formations may lie on a buried uplift along the Dohuk-Chemchemal line (Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971).
Age equivalent units are the argillaceous-anhydritic parts of the Upper Dolaa Group of Syria, part
of the Marrat Formation of Saudi Arabia, and the upper parts of the Neyriz Formation of the
Iranian Zagros. In W Iraq, the probable equivalent is the upper part of Hussainiyat Formation. The
formation was deposited in sabkha environment in an inner shelf basin.
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9.3.2.3 Mus Formation
The Mus (Limestone) Formation was described by Dunnington in 1953 (Bellen et al., 1959) in
well Butmah-2 in the Foothill Zone of N Iraq. It is a 50 m thick limestone consisting, in the upper
part of locally recrystallised, occasionally dolomitised, pseudo-oolitic limestone, with some
organic detritus, and beds of argillaceous limestone. The lower part of the formation comprises
recrystallised and dolomitised limestone, interbedded with hard argillaceous limestone and
subordinate calcareous shale and rare anhydrite beds. The maximum recorded thickness is 92 m in
well Diwan-l in the Salman Zone in SW Iraq. Elsewhere the formation varies in thickness from 20
m (Sasan-l) to 87 m (Jabal Kand-l). The formation is missing in NW Iraq (well Khlesia-l) due to
truncation beneath the Lower Senonian unconformity.
The formation has conformable and gradational contacts with the underlying Adaiyah and
overlying Alan Formations. However Bellen et al, (1959) noted a conglomerate layer at the base of
the Alan Formation.
Fossils are relatively abundant, especially in the upper part of the formation, but the assemblage
listed by Bellen et al, (1959) is insufficient for precise age determination. The formation has been
correlated, based on the similarity of its microfacies and fossil content, with the Upper Liassic
«Lithiotis Limestone» of the Sehkaniyan Formation of N and NE Iraq. Therefore a Late Liassic
(probably Early Toarcian) age is assigned to the Mus Formation (Lithiotis appears to range from
Pliensbachian-Toarcian). The formation was deposited in a transgressive marine environment of
normal salinity (Bellen et al., 1959).
The formation has a similar distribution to the underlying Adaiyah Anhydrite Formation in the
Foothill and Mesopotamian zones. Based on data from well Anah-2, some equivalents may occur
in the Stable Shelf. The surface equivalent of the Mus Formation in W Iraq may be the lower part
of the Amij Formation in the Rutba area (Fig. 9-1).
Outside Iraq the formation is equivalent to the lower part of Marrat Formation (Bellen et al., 1959).
It may also be correlated with the limestone members of the Upper Dolaa Group that lie below
Haurania-Trocholina bearing limestones (Dubertret, 1966). In Iran, some limestone members of
the Surmeh Formation (James and Wynd, 1965) might be tentatively correlated with the Mus.
However, Furst (1970) argued that the Lower Surmeh is Doggerian in age.
9.3.2.4 Alan Formation
The Alan Formation is the uppermost part of the Liassic Sequence in the western parts of the
Unstable Shelf and on the Stable Shelf in Iraq. The formation was first described by Dunnington
(1953a) from well Alan-l north of Mosul as 87 m of bedded anhydrites with subordinate pseudooolitic limestones. Lateral changes, i.e. the frequent wedging out by the anhydrites are typical for
the formation and greatly affect its thickness. In well Makhul-2 halite is present. The maximum
thickness is reached in well Makhul-2 (199 m). Thicknesses in other wells are: Diwan-l (76 m),
Khidr Al Maa (102 m), Tel Abtakh-l (50 m), Sasan-2A (93 m), Tel Hajar-I (26 m), Jabal Kand-l
(73 m), Alan-I (87 m), Butmah-2 (138 m), Najmah-29 (70 m), Atdhan-l (71 m), Ibrahim-I (100 m),
Samawa-l (68 m), W Kifl-l (156 m), Anah-2 (134 m) and Rumaila-l72 (135 m). The equivalent
formation on the surface in W Iraq may be the upper part of the Amij Formation (Fig. 9-1). The
Alan Formation is best developed in the Foothill and Mesopotamian zones and parts of the Salman
Zone.
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Fossils are absent. Due to its position between the Middle Jurassic Sargelu Formation and the
Liassic Mus Formation, a Liassic age has been presumed (Bellen et al., 1959). It has conformable
and gradational contacts with both underlying and overlying formations. The formation was
deposited in a basin-centred sabkha environment.
9.3.3 Restricted lagoons
9.3.3.1 Sarki Formation
The Sarki Formation was first described by Dunnington in 1952 (Bellen et al., 1959) from the Chia
Gara range of N Iraq as a 300 m carbonate unit. It also outcrops in the Balambo- Tanjero Zone.
The formation consists of a lower unit (120 m thick) comprising thin bedded, fine-grained, cherty
and dolomitic limestone, alternating with cherty shale, occasional dark sugary dolomites, and
bands of shell breccias, oolitic limestones, micro conglomerates and recrystallisation breccias. A
dark brown massive-bedded dolomite marks the base of the unit. The upper unit (180 m thick)
consists almost entirely of dolomites. They are mostly soft and highly cavernous, alternating with
soft, friable cherty dolomites and some shale and marls. Boxwork structures and recrystallisation
breccias occur throughout the formation and are assumed to be a result of dissolution of
anhydrites.
The formation is 500 m thick in the Northern Thrust Zone (Hamza and Issac 1971) and 260 m
thick in the Sirwan valley in NE Iraq (Bolton, 1958c) and comprises contorted dolomites with
residual solution rubble and rare undissolved gypsum lenticles (Bellen et al., 1959). Near Ranya
Town in NE Iraq the formation is predominantly dolomite, while near Barsarin village (Bolton,
1958d) it comprises thin bedded and partly bituminous limestone and marl. At Shiranish Islam in
N Iraq, the middle part of the formation is shale-dominated (Bellen et al., 1959). In the area S of
Sulaimaniya, the formation consists predominantly of thin bedded dark algal dolomite.
The fauna of the lower division, is dominated by the cyrenid cf. Eomiodon indicus, Spongiostroma,
and foraminifera such as Trocholina? sp., Glomospira sp. The lower division is often referred to as
the "Cyrenia Beds". In the upper division rare foraminifera such as Archaediscus and
Problematina, minute gastropods, fish and algal debris occur (Bellen et al., 1959). This fauna is
not age diagnostic. An Early Liassic age has been inferred based on the stratigraphic position of
the formation between the well defined underlying Upper Triassic Kurra Chine Formation and the
well-defined overlying Mid Jurassic beds of the Sargelu Formation.
The upper and lower contacts of the formation are conformable and gradational. The lower contact
is at the top of the shales of the Baluti Formation. The upper boundary is often obscured by
dolomitisation.
The Sarki formation was deposited in a restricted lagoonal environment between the Qamchuqa
High in the SW and an elevated zone in the NE. The boundary between the Sarki Formation and
the more evaporitic facies of the Butmah Formation may be located along the High Folded and
Foothill zones (Qamchuqa palaeoridge) with the axis between Dohuk and Taq Taq (Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971).
The limestone-dolomite and anhydrite bearing units of the Upper Dolaa group in Central Syria
(Dubertret, 1966) and the Ubaid Formation in W Iraq are age equivalent to the Sarki Formation. In
SW Iran, parts of the Liassic Neyriz Formation (James and Wynd, 1965; Furst, 1970) are
equivalent to the Sarki Formation.
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9.3.3.2 Sehkaniyan Formation
The Sehkaniyan Formation was first described by Wetzel and Morton in 1950 (Hellen et al., 1959)
from the Surdash anticline of the High Folded Zone of NE Iraq as a 180 m thick carbonate unit
divided into three units. The lower unit (85 m) comprises dark saccharoidal dolomites and
dolomitic limestones with some solution breccias. The middle unit (44 m) referred to as the
"Lithiotis Limestone", consists of organic and pelletal fossiliferous limestone, often dolomitised
with some chert bands that become thicker near the top. The upper unit (51 m) comprises dark,
fetid, sachharoidal dolomites and dolomitic limestones, locally with chert.
In the Northern Thrust Zone the formation consists of dark, fetid dolomites comprising
saccharoidal dolomite, bedded very bituminous (locally cherty) dolomite, and fossiliferous
dolomitic limestones with Posidonia, ammonites and fish remains, overlain by thick bedded grey
dolomitic limestone. It is likely that the section includes part of the Sargelu Formation. The
boundary with the Sargelu Formation requires further study.
In the Avroman range within the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone, a sequence of light and dark grey thin
bedded arenaceous limestone and varicoloured clayey organodetrital limestone was correlated with
Sehkaniyan Formation and yielded fossils characterized by a typical assemblage of the "Lithiotis
limestone". In the Ranya area, where the formation is composed of dark dolomites only, the
thickness reaches 300 m, (Bolton, 1958d). In the Qalat Dizeh area the thickness is 100 m and in the
Sirwan area the formation reaches its maximum thickness of 360 m (Bolton, 1958c).
Fossils found in the middle "Lithiotis limestone" unit are: Lithiotis sp., Spiriferina sp., cf., ampla,
Spiriferina ssp., Zeilleria sp., Haurania sp., Lituola sp., Glomospira sp., Nubecularia sp., Boueina
hochstetteri, var. liassica, undeterminable gastropods, and echinoid and foraminiferal debris. In the
Halabja area further studies confirmed the presence of thick-shelled filaments, fragments of
gastropods, pelecypods and mainly brachiopods (Spiriferina, Zelleria and Rhynchonella). Based
on this fauna and by correlation with Early Jurassic Lithiotis bearing units in Iran described by
Kent et al, (1951), and on the Middle Liassic occurrence of the Boueina hochstetteri in Morocco, a
Liassic age has been assigned to the formation (Bellen et al., 1959). Lithiotis appears to range from
Pliensbachian-Toarcian.
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detritus ovverlain by 3 m of sandstoone with lennses of limesstone and 1 m of sandy oolitic limesstone.
The upperr part (35 m thick) compprises 9 m of
o fine graineed limestonee with chert nodules overlain
by soft m
marl, 12 m of
o sandstonee and argillaaceous limesstone with bbeds of ooliitic and corralline
limestone, and 14 m of welll-bedded and
a
argillacceous limesstones conttaining abuundant
Rhynchoneella spp., Terebratula spp., echinoids, gastropods and pelecyppods.
Subsequennt mapping by
b GEOSUR
RV showed that the Muuhaiwir Form
mation outcrrops in a NE
E-SW
belt extendding from th
he Rutba Hiighway in thhe S (75 m thick)
t
to Waadi Haman in
i the NW ((96 m
thick). It ccomprises tw
wo carbonatee units, eachh with a bassal clastic laayer. The lower unit is 55 ill
thick in thhe NE and 25
2 m thick in
i the Sw. It
I consists of a basal quuartzitic sanddstone and ssandy
limestone (5-6 m thick
k) overlain bby 8 m of yellowish greey to pinkishh hard limesstone, 12-16 m of
whitish to grey coralliine limestone alternatingg with beds of marl, andd 8-10 m of highly weatthered
w
chert nodules
n
andd beds of siiltstone and finerecrystallissed fossilifeerous limesttone with white
grained saandstone. Thhe upper uniit is up to 46
4 m thick and
a comprisses a basal conglomerat
c
e and
pebbly sanndstones (uup to 20 m thick), (or interbeddedd sandstone and reddissh brown deetrital
dolomitic limestone riich in detritaal corals andd chert noduules) passingg up into alteernating marrl and
marly limeestone and saandstone, ovverlain by foossiliferous liimestone andd marl.
Thicknessees of the forrmation in water
w
wells are: K7-12 near Anah ((>130 m), K7-9
K
(141 m)
m and
K7-7 (>1222 m). In thee outcrop areea, the lowerr 20 m of thee formation was penetraated in well K5-9,
K
70 km E of Rutba.
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The Muhaiwir Formation is overlain by the Saggar Formation throughout the outcrop area except
near Wadi Hauran where it is overlain by Najmah Formation. This contact is generally
unconformable and is taken at the base of a sandstone layer or reworked lateritic conglomerate.
The lower contact with the underlying Amij Formation is at the base of a conglomeratic or sandy
dolomite. The upper carbonates of the Amij Formation are often stained red, indicating a hiatus
associated with leaching.
GEOSURV studies provided additional fauna (Ctyroky and Karim, 1981; in Jassim et al., 1984)
which includes abundant corals, brachiopods (Daghanirhynchia sp., Micromphalites sp.),
Ostracoda, macroforams (Haurania amiji Henson and Nodosaria sp.) from the lower cycle. In the
upper cycle, the foraminiferal fauna includes Haurania amiji Henson, Nautiloculina sp.,
Trocholina elongata Henson, T. alpinus Henson, Trocholina sp., rniliolids and textularids. The
macrofauna includes Lopha g rega rea, Exogyra nana, Nucleoites orbicularis, Arsosalenia cf
hemicidarcides, Pholadomya cf compressa (Sow), Thamneasteria sp., Stylina sp., Burmirhynochia
sp., Rugitella sp., Polyphylloseris sp., Amphiastria sp., Homomya sp., Inoperma sp., Ampulina?
sp., Isastrea sp. and Zeillaria? The fauna indicates the formation is of Bathonian age although
Haurania (Amijiella) amijii appears to range from Sinemurian-Bajocian.
Skocek and Hussain (1980; in Jassim et al., 1984) suggested that the lower unit was deposited in a
shallow water inner shelf environment comprising tidal flats, sandy shoals and lagoons. The
carbonates of the upper unit were deposited in an inner shelf marine environment (Ctyroky and
Karim, 1981; in Jassim et al., 1984).
In Syria, the Muhaiwir Formation passes laterally into parts of the D01aa Group (Dubertret, 1966).
Age equivalents of the formation are the Middle and (partly) Upper Dhruma formations of Saudi
Arabia (Powers et al., 1966) and possibly the lowermost Surmeh Formation of the eastern Zagros
(Furst, 1970).
10.1.2 Restricted outer shelf and basinal (Sargelu Formation)
The Sargelu Formation was first described by Wetzel in 1948 (Bellen et al., 1959) from the
Surdash anticline of the High Folded Zone of NE Iraq. It also outcrops in many structures of the
High Folded, Balambo- Tanjero and Northern Thrust zones and in tectonic windows within the
Qulqula- Khwakurk Zone. It is present throughout Iraq except in the Rutba Subzone where it
passes .into the Muhaiwir Formation.
The Sargelu Formation in its type section comprises 115 m of thin-bedded, black, bituminous and
dolomitic limestones, and black papery shales with streaks of thin black chert. A similar lithology
is encountered in most outcrops (Plate 10-1). Subsurface sections contain a higher proportion of
shale and occasional very fine grained sandstone beds. The thickness of the formation in the well
sections is as follows:
W Kifl-1 (209 m), Rumaila-l72 (92 m), Diwan-l (367 m), Khidr Al Maa-l (141 m), Rumaila N-l
(74 m), Samawa-1 (447 m), Tel Abtakh-1 (200 m), Tel Hajar-1 (378 m), Sufaya A-2 (225 m),
Sasan A-2 (110 m), Jabal Kand-1 (150 m), Tharthar-1 (325 m), Makhul-2 (178 m), Alan-1 (223
m), Najmah-29 (201 m), Alan-1 (223 m), Butmah-2 (201 m), Adaiyah-I (166 m), Atshan-l (250 m)
and Ibrahim-1 (88 m). In Kuwait the formation is thinner: 75 m in Burgan and 83 m in Umm
Gudair.
Fossils are abundant in both outcrop and subsurface sections. In addition to the fossils listed by
Bellen et al. (1959), subsequent work in the Halabja area identified a microfauna of pelagic
character including radiolarians, Globochaeta, sponge spicules, calcispheres, ostracods,
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echinoderms, fragments of pelecypods and gastropods, Cadosina sp., Saccocoma, minute aptychi,
and the following foraminifera: Miliolids, Orbitannia sp., Haurania sp. and Pfenderina sp.
Shallow water facies occur in the higher less fossiliferous beds which comprises micrite and
microsparites which contain algae, and spores of Dasycladaceae and Thaumatoporella vesiculifera
Rainieri. The upper part of the Sargelu Formation comprises a microfacies with thin-shelled
juvenile pelecypods (Bositra div. spp. and Posidonia). An abundant ammonite fauna of
?Thaboceras sp. (Upper Bajocian) and Micromphalites (Bathonian) occurs in this formation.
Abundant Bositra buchii (Roemer), Bositra cf buchii iraqensis, Bositra sp. and Astarte sp. were
also recorded from imbricates within the Avroman range SE of Sulaimaniya. Pelagic facies of the
formation also contain radiolarians and echinoderms.
The species Bositra buchii has an age range of Toarcian to Callovian but is most abundant in the
Bajocian and Bathonian. Biostratigraphically the formation corresponds to the PfenderinaHaurania Zone of SW Iran (of Bajocian-Bathonian age). Based on the above fauna, the Sargelu
Formation is of Bajocian-Bathonian age. The basal beds may be of Latest Toarcian age.
The Sargelu Formation was deposited in basinal euxinic marine environment; some beds were
deposited in shallower or better aerated water (on the Salman Zone of the Stable Shelf). These
shallow carbonates represent tongues of the Muhaiwir Formation.
The lower contact in the type area, and in N and NE Iraq, is usually gradational and conformable.
In subsurface sections the boundary is defined by the last occurrence of anhydrite at the top of the
Alan Formation. In the Jezira area (in wells Khlesia and Mityaha), the formation has been
truncated at the Base Cretaceous unconformity.
The Sargelu Formation is equivalent to parts of the Cudi Group of SE Turkey (Altinli, 1966). It is
present in wells in NE Syria, and in Central Syria it is equivalent to the black shale of the
uppermost part of the Dolaa Group (Dubertret, 1966). Age equivalents of the Sargelu Formation
are the Dhruma Formation of Saudi Arabia and the lower part of the Surmeh Formation of SW
Iran.
10.2 Late Jurassic Sequence
The palaeogeography during the Late Jurassic is controlled by the effects of Late Jurassic tectonic
activity along the Arabian Plate margin prior to the opening of the Southern Neo- Tethys (Chapter
3). Differential subsidence led to periodic isolation of the intra-shelf basin from the NeoTethys.
Three distinct facies can be recognised (Fig. 10-5) these are: 1) A clastic-carbonate inner shelf
represented by the Najmah and Saggar formations. 2) A carbonate-evaporite inner shelf
represented by the Najmah and Gotnia formations. 3) A restricted basin represented by the
Naokelekan, Barsarin and Gotnia formations.
The area of the High Folded, Balambo- Tanjero and Northern Thrust zones is characterized by a
condensed sedimentary succession of euxinic character in the lower part (Naokelekan Formation)
and lagoonal evaporitic character in the upper part (Barsarin Formation) which led Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) to assume the presence of a tectonic ridge in N Iraq isolating the basin to
the south. The mapping results obtained during GEOSURV investigations in 1976 are consistent
with this model.
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The Uppeer Jurassic sediments
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depositted followinng a break of Calloviaan age. Theey are
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is at least 38 m thick (Naajmah
Formationn) in outcropps of Wadi Hauran annd another 30
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10.2.1 Claastic-carbonaate inner shelf
(Najmah Formation)
on representss the calcareeous neritic and lagoonaal facies of the Late Jurrassic
The Najmaah Formatio
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di Hauran, 80
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in 1959 frrom well Naajmah-29 froom the Najm
mah anticlinee of the Fooothill Zone. The formatiion is
here 341 m thick and comprises from
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the base to the top:: 1) Fine-graained recrysttallised limeestone
with remnnant shells and
a oolites, 2)
2 oolitic lim
mestone witth macrofosssil debris, 3) coarse graanular
dolomite w
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oned dolomite crystals and 4) thin annhydrites annd fluffy limestone (Belll en et
al., 1959).
o black shalle, and oolitiic and
In wells beetween Awaasil and Makhhul (Bellen eet al., 1959) a thin unit of
micritic lim
mestone is placed
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in thee lower partt of the Najm
mah Formattion. Argillaaceous limesstones
and shaless attributed to
t Najmah Formation
F
allso occur beetween Mosuul and Samaarra (Kadhim
m and
Nasr, 19711). Dolomitised chalky limestone
l
annd pelletal annhydritic lim
mestone were also reportted in
wells near Samawa in S Iraq (Kaddhim and Nassr, 1971).
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At Wadi Hauran in W Iraq, a 38 m outcrop succession was assigned to the Najmah Formation
(Jassim et al., 1984). It comprises, from the base upwards: sandstone (base not exposed), 5 m of
brown, very hard lithographic limestone with burrows and algal structures, 15 m of white to grey
and buff fossiliferous lithographic limestone, 10 m of buff, very hard recrystallised limestone
(argillaceous and sandy in part) and 8 m of greyish white to buff, recrystallised limestone with
burrows, partly argillaceous and partly oolitic. This section probably correlates with units 1 and 2
of the type section.
The section is overlain by sandstones of the Saggar Formation (originally included in the Najmah
Formation by Al Mubarek, 1978; and Jassim et al., 1984).
The thickness of subsurface sections of the Najmah Formation are as follows: W Kifl-I (205 m),
Diwan-I (421 m), East Baghdad-I (64 m), Khidr Al Maa-I (485 m), Tharthar-I (49 m), Makhul-2
(14 m), Najmah-29 (341 m), Atshan-I (75 m), Samawa-I (403 m), and Rumaila-l72 (34 m). In
Kuwait the formation is 81 m thick in Sabriyah field.
In addition to the fauna listed by Bellen et al. (1959), in . Wadi Hauran outcrops Ctyroky and
Karim (1981; in Jassim et al., 1984) identified: Pseudochrysalidina sp., Kilianina sp., Nodosaria
sp., Choffatella sp., Bigenerina sp., alvulinds, Nauiiloculina oolithica, Pfenderina salernitana,
Protoglobigerina sp., Haurania amiji Henson, Haurania deserti Henson, calcispheres, echinoid
spines, textularids,
Nodosaria sp. and shell fragments. This faunal assemblage is of Mid-Late Jurassic age. Some of
the fauna may belong to the overlying Saggar Formation. Haurania (Amijiella) amijii appears to
range from Sinemurian-Bajocian; H. deserta from Sinernurian-Bathonian. Pfenderina salernitana
appears to range from Bathonian-Tithonian. The formation was deposited in a neritic environment
of oolitic shoals and restricted lagoons.
The presence of species of Valvulinella, Pfenderina and Haurania indicate a broad stratigraphic
range of Mid-Late Jurassic as discussed by Bel1en et al. (1959). However based on regional
correlation they inferred a Late Jurassic age for the formation.
The contacts of the formation in the type section and surrounding area are both unconformable.
The hiatus above the formation occurs below the Gotnia Formation. However it is possible that the
Najmah Formation may also interfinger with the Gotnia Formation. In S Iraq, the Najmah
Formation is conformably overlain by the Gotnia Formation
The Najmah Formation passes to the N into the argillaceous and condensed basinal Naokelekan
Formation. The location of the shelf edge of the Najmah Formation is currently poorly defined but
may coincide with the Dohuk-Chemchemal Palaeo-uplift (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team,
1971). This however is inconsistent with the presence of the presumed Naokelekan and Barsarin
formations in well Kirkuk-109. The Kirkuk section may, therefore, represent interfingering
between Najmah and Gotnia formations rather than between the Naokelekan and Barsarin (Buday,
1980).
The formation extends into Saudi Arabia and Kuwait (Arab and Jubaila formations; Powers et al.,
1966), and most probably into the Eastern Zagros. The formation does not continue towards the
Wand N into Syria and SE Turkey. Upper Jurassic formations are absent in the Iraq/Syria and
Iraq/Turkey border areas. Its age equivalent in SW Iran is the lower and middle part of the Surmeh
Formation (Furst, 1970).
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10.2.2 Evaaporite-carbonate lagooons and sabkkha (Gotnia Formation))
10.2.2.1 Gotnia
G
Formation
The Gotnia Formationn comprises aanhydrite wiith subordinnate beds of brown
b
calcaareous shaless, thin
black bitum
minous shalees, and recryystallised oolitic limestonnes (Bellen et al., 1959)). In SE Iraq,, beds
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n et al. (19599) and
Kadhim annd Nasr, 19
971), a Late Jurassic (C
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i Kuwait and
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Kimmeridgian to Earrly Tithoniaan age (Al-Sharhan andd Kendall, 1986). Thee contacts oof the
c
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Foothill Zoone (mainly
y to the SE of
o Makhul) and
a the Mesopotamia Zoone in S Iraq
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Iraqi-Sovieet Team (Opp. Cit.) placced the W liimit of the Gotnia
G
basinn along the RamadiMussaiyib
palaeo-upllift, but subssequent drillling (wells W Kifl-l, Diiwan-l and Khidr
K
Al Maaa-l) showedd that
the Gotniaa Formation was
w depositeed over the whole
w
of thee Salman Zonne in Centraal and S Iraq..
In the Gullf area and E Saudi Arabbia, the Gottnia Formation passes paartly into the Hith Form
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A Band C off the Arab Foormation (Poowers et al., 1966).
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10.2.2.2 Saggar Formation
The Saggar Formation was introduced by Jassim et al. (1987) on the Geological Map of Iraq (1:
1,000,000 Scale) as an Upper Jurassic unit. The formation lies between the underlying Callovian
Najmah Formation and the overlying Albian Nahr Umr Formation. The type section of the Saggar
Formation was chosen along road cuts of the Rutba-Baghdad Motorway between Rutba and Wadi
Saggar, 55 km E of Rutba. It is 30 m thick and comprises a lower clastic unit and an upper
carbonate unit. The clastic unit consists of red pebbly sandstone with rootlets (sometimes very
severely silicified) overlain by gypsiferous sandstone. The thickness of the clastic unit is variable.
It is thickest in palaeo-depressions (>15 m). The carbonate unit is a very distinctive chocolatebrown sugary dolomite with characteristic white and brown zoned rhombs embedded in brown
dolomitic micrite. The formation occasionally exhibits algal lamination. Algal domes up to 50 cm
in diameter were recorded 70 km E of Rutba. The thickness of the carbonate unit varies from 10 m
near Rutba in the SW to 25 m near Wadi Hauran in the NE. In some outcrops leaf prints occur.
The 70 km long outcrop E of Rutba is characterized by horsts and grabens (see geological map,
Fig. 5-2) which were tectonically active in pre Campanian time. These structures may have been
active during deposition of the Saggar Formation since in some grabens the fluvial clastic unit of
the Saggar is thick relative to the surrounding horsts where the clastics are extremely thin or
absent.
The formation may be equivalent to units 3 and 4 of the Najmah type section which contains
similar zoned dolomites (Section 10.2.1). Similar dolomites are also described from outcrops of
the Jubaila Formation in Saudi Arabia (Powers et al., 1966) passing laterally into sandstone or
calcarenite. In 1963, samples collected from a mesa 55 km E of Rutba, along the Rutba-Baghdad
old highway were studied by the Late Professor John F. Brand (Baghdad University 1962-1965)
and thought to be of Jurassic age. This outcrop now mapped as Saggar Formation.
Mapping demonstrates that the Saggar Formation unconformably overlies Jurassic and Triassic
formations. It overlies the Najmah Formation at Wadi Hauran, and the Muhaiwir Formation
between Wadi Hauran and the Rutba highway. It overlies the Amij, Hussainiyat, Ubaid, and Zor
Hauran formations near Rutba in the SW; the contact is sometimes associated with a lateritic bed.
The Saggar Formation is generally overlain by sandstones of the Nahr Umr Formation in a broad
belt extending from Wadi Hauran to the Rutba Highway. West of this area the Saggar, Nahr Umr
and Mauddud formations are unconformably overlain by the Cenomanian Rutba Sandstone.
The stratigraphic position of the formation indicates a possible age range of Late Jurassic to
Aptian. However, the unique lithology of the carbonate (with zoned dolomite) and the presence of
abundant algal stromatolites suggest a supratidal depositional environment probably during a
period of desiccation corresponding to the deposition of the Gotnia Formation. Additionally, the
presence of similar dolomites in well Najmah-29 and in water well K7/12 near Anah and in the
Jubaila Formation supports a Jurassic age. The authors provisionally accept a Late Jurassic age
(Probably Late Kimmeridgian) for the formation until better age determination is provided.
The environment of deposition of the Saggar Formation is fluvial in the lower part and lagoonal
and supratidal in the upper part. The formation may represent the near-shore equivalent of the
Gotnia Formation.
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10.2.3 Euxinic basin
10.2.3.1 Naokelekan Formation
The Naokelekan Formation was defined by Wetzel and Morton in 1950 from the Balambo-Tanjero
Zone near Rowanduz. A better exposed supplementary type section from the Chia Gara fold of the
High Folded Zone of N Iraq was later described by Bellen et al. (1959). The 20 m thick formation
comprises three units: 1) a lower unit of laminated argillaceous bituminous limestone alternating
with bituminous shale and fine-grained limestone, 2) a middle unit consisting of thin-bedded
fossiliferous dolomitic limestone referred to as the "Mottled Beds" and 3) an upper unit (mostly
obscured in the type section), of thin-bedded, highly bituminous dolomite and limestone with beds
of black shale ("coal horizons") in the lower part. This lithology is consistent in all outcrops of N
and NE Iraq (Plate 10-2).
In addition to the fossil list provided by Bellen et al. (1959) which support a Late Oxfordian-Early
Kimmeridgian age, subsequent mapping in the Halabja area revealed that the formation contains:
Hibolites semihastatus (Blainville), Kurnubia palestiniensis Henson, Ammobaculites sp.,
Textulariidae div. spp., Nautiloculina oolithica Mohler, Protoglobigerina sp. The algae
Cladocoropsis Thaumatoporella sp., Cayeuxia doerflesiana, Cadosina sp., Dasycladaceae gen
indent and the tromatoporoid Shuqraia heybrocki ocur. Shuqraia is characteristic of the Oxfordian
elsewhere in the Middle East. Hibolites semihastatus (Balinville) has an age range of CallovianOxfordian. The age of the Naokelekan Formation may therefore extend into the Callovian. The
assumption of Bellen et al. (1959) that a break exists between the Sargelu and Naokelekan
formations has not been confirmed in NE Iraq. Spath (In Bellen et al., 1959) suspected that a break
occurs within the formation at the top of the Mottled Bed. Hamza and Isaac (1971) identified a
ferruginous horizon at the contact of the Naokelekan and Barsarin formations in the Northern
Thrust Zone.
The formation was deposited in an euxinic environment in a very slightly subsiding or starved
basin.
10.2.3.2 Barsarin Formation
The Barsarin Formation was defined by Wetzel in 1950 (Bellen et al., 1959) from the type area in
the Balambo-Tanjero Zone near Rowanduz in NE Iraq. It is 20 m thick and comprises limestone
and dolomitic limestone (laminated, some fluffy textured, locally cherty) and argillaceous,
brecciated and contorted beds (Plate 10-2). The breccias may have formed by dissolution of
anhydrite beds (observed in some outcrops in Ser Amadya and Kurrek Mountains). The formation
is up to 60 m thick. It was deposited in a lagoonal often evaporitic environrtient. A 407 m thick
dolomite unit in well Kirkuk-I09 was assigned to the Barsarin Formation by lPC geologists. Buday
(1980) however, assumed that this section represents intercalations of the Najmah and Gotnia
formations. A 216 m thick anhydrite and dolomite unit in well Jabal Kand-1 (referred to the
Barsarin-Gotnia Formation) may also represent interdigitating Najmah and Gotnia formations.
Fossils are absent in both surface and subsurface sections due to strong dolornitisation and
recrystallisation. A Kimmeridgian-Early Tithonian age for the formation is based on its
stratigraphic position below the Chia Gara Formation of Late Tithonian age and above the
Kimmeridgian-Oxfordian Naokelekan Formation.
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The contaccts of the forrmation appear conform
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Megasequencce AP8
by
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Saad
Z. Jassiim and Tiboor Buday
The Late Tithonian-E
Early Turonnian Megaseequence wass deposited in a large intra-shelf basin
Southern NeoTethys (Chhapter
contemporraneous withh a new phase of ocean floor spreadding in the S
3). Differeential subsideence (and reesultant thickkness changees) occurredd across transsverse faultss. The
axis of thhe intra-shellf basin shifted towardds the easterrn Mesopottamian Zonee into the Tigris
T
Subzone frrom its previious positionn on the Salm
man Zone annd western Mesopotamia
M
an Zone.
The openiing of the Southern
S
Neeo- Tethys (Chapter 3)) led to thee drifting aw
way of a naarrow
microcontiinent; a new
w passive margin
m
formeed along thee NE margiin of the Arrabian Plate. The
Rutba Upllift formed thhe western margin
m
of thhe Mesopotaamian basin. The NE maargin was foormed
by a carbonate ridge allong the norrth facing passive marginn of the Soutthern Neo- Tethys.
T
M
nce AP8 is shhown in Fig. 11-1.
The stratiggraphic correelation of forrmations in Megasequen

The megassequence is thickest
t
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Z
and in the Tigris Subzone
S
of th
he Mesopotaamian
Zone; reacching 1200 m near Baghdad. It iss up to 500 m thick neear Sinjar, in
i NW Iraqq. The
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Thamama Grroup is abseent in the Rutba-Jezira
R
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Wasi'a
widely distribbuted over thhat zone.
Group is w
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11, 1 Uppeer Tithonian-Aptian Thamama Grroup
mama Groupp is present throughout Iraq exceppt in the Ruutba Jezira Zone
Z
wheree it is
The Tham
missing duue to nondepposition or trruncation beelow the Albbian unconfoormity. The depocentre oof the
Group (Figg. 11-3) is lo
ocated in a N-S
N trending basin in thee Mesopotam
mian Zone in
n S Iraq and in the
Foothill annd High Fold
ded zones off NE Iraq.
In Late Tiithonian-Vallanginian tim
me the Soutthern NeoTeethys openeed with the separation of
o the
Bisitoun ((Avroman) microplate from Arabia (Chapterr 3). The L
Late Tithonian- Valangginian
palaeogeoggraphy is suummarized in
i Figs. 11-44 to 11-6. The intra-shelf basin com
mprised inneer and
outer shelff (basinal) areas.
a
The western
w
shorreline of thee basin lay aalong the eaastern side oof the
Rutba-Jeziira Zone.
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The easterrn margin of the basin was probably formed by
b a carbonaate ridge whhich bordereed the
continentaal margin aloong the southhern Neo- Tethys.
T
The Rutba Uplifft dominated
d the Rutba-JJezira
Zone of thhe Stable Shhelf. The Salman Zone and some of the S partss of the Mesopotamian Zone
were coveered by a shallow
s
innner shelf seea with coaastal terrigennous influx and widesspread
depositionn of neritic (often oollitic) carbonnates of thhe Sulaiy F
Formation (Fig.
(
11-4). The
Mesopotam
mian Zone witnessed repeated open
o
marinee incursionss leading to
t depositioon of
alternatingg shallow waater carbonattes and outerr shelf marlss. Sedimentaation began with
w depositiion of
the transggressive Sulaiy and Yaamama form
mations and ended witth deposition
n of the R
Ratawi
Formationn during a higghstand (Doouban and Medhadi,
M
19999). On the SW
S shorelinne of the basiin (W
boundary of the Salmaan Zone) thee sequences passes into fluvial, coaastal and litto
oral clastics (Fig.
gned to the Zubair Form
mation; suchh clastics shhould now be
b identifiedd as a
11-1) prevviously assig
separate fformation. The
T inner shhelf formatiions pass too the NE iinto outer shelf
s
and baasinal
sediments of the Sarm
mord and Ballambo formaations; the bboundary bettween the tw
wo lithofacies was
a the NE bouundary of thhe Mesopotaamian Zone (the
(
Tikrit-A
Amara
a submarinne palaeoridge located at
palaeoridgge).

The Barreemian-Aptiaan time starrted with deposition
d
o the Zubaair Formation (Salmann and
of
Mesopotam
mian zones) during a low
w stand folloowed by depposition of thhe Shu’aiba Formation dduring
a highstannd. The Sh
hu’aiba carbbonate ram
mp was probably locatted along the
t
Tikrit-A
Amara
palaeoridgge separatingg the clasticc-carbonate inner
i
shelf of
o the Stablle Shelf from
m the outer shelf
marls of thhe basinal seediments to the
t E (Fig.1l-7).
11.1.1. Latte Tithonian
n-Hauteriviaan Sequencee
The Late TithonianT
Hauterivian
H
Sequence comprises
c
thhe Sulaiy, M
Makhul, Chiaa Gara (incluuding
Karimia), Yamama (iincluding Garagu
G
and Zangura), Ratawi
R
and Lower Sarm
mord formaations.
i Iraq andd Kuwalt drropped the Sulaiy Form
mation in faavour of M
Makhul
Although geologists in
Formationn (Abdulla and Kinghoorn, 1996; Douban andd Medhadi,, 1999) thee two formaations
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represent two distinct facies, The Sulaiy Formation is an inner shelf facies deposited on the Salman
Zone; the Makhul Formation is a deep inner shelf facies deposited in the Mesopotamian Zone.
11.1.1.1 Inner shelf and deep inner shelf facies
11.1.1.1.1 Sulaiy and Makhul Formation
The Sulaiy Formation as defined in Saudi Arabia comprises chalky, massive bedded limestones,
with some interbeds of calcarenite (Powers et al., 1968) and is of Early Valanginian age. A
subsidiary section in Iraq described by Rabanit (Bellen et al., 1959) in well Ratawi-l in SE Iraq
consists of over 331 m (base not reached) of detrital, oolitic limestone and hard recrystallised
limestone with rare interbeds of shale.
The Makhul Formation was defined by Dunnington in 1955 (Bellen et al., 1959) in well Makhul-l
near the SW margin of the Foothill Zone. It comprises argillaceous limestones and calcareous
mudstones which are sometimes dolomitised with beds of pseudoolitic limestones near the top and
base. Anhydrite nodules occur in the lower part of the formation in Makhul-1. In well Awasil-5
oolitic limestones are more frequent (Huber, 1940). In Samarra (Johnston, 1961) and Musalyib
(Kasim, 1962) the formation contains a high proportion of marl. Siltstones and sandstone beds
were reported from wells Falluja-l (Gaddo et al., 1958), Samarra-l (Johnson, 1961) and Mussalyibl (Kasim, 1962) where the formation passes into the Sulaiy Formation,
In the subsurface the two formations have often not been differentiated. The Sulaiy/Makhul
Formation was also drilled in wells Rumalla-l72 (262 m), Merjan-l (47 m), Diwan-l (31), Samawal (31 m), Kifl-I (35 m), Tharthar-l (18 m), Rumaila-N (252 m), and Khidr-al-Maa-l (337 m). In
Kuwait the Makhul Formation is 285 m thick in the Burgan field thinning to <100 m in W Kuwait.
The combined formations thicken from the Salman Zone towards SE Mesopotamia.
Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) showed that the name Sulaiy had often been applied to
rock units of different age. They proposed that the name Sulaiy should be used more precisely as
previously recommended by Chatton and Hart (1960) who applied the name to the neritic
limestone lithofacies of Late Tithonian-Berriasian age. Sharland et al. (2001) located a Maximum
Flooding Surface (MFS 1110, 147Ma) in a shale layer in the middle of the Makhul Formation.
According to Douban and Medhadi (1999), the Makhul Formation represents a transgressive shelf
margin wedge in Kuwalt.
Fossils listed by Bellen et al. (1959) indicate a Late Tithonian age for the Makhul Formation and a
Tithonian-Berriasian age for the Sulaiy Formation.
The Sulaiy Formation is conformably overlain by the Ratawi or Yamama Formation except in
some parts of the Salman Zone where it is unconformably overlain by the Zubair Formation
(Buday, 1980). The Sulaiy Formation passe to the SW into a sandy unit. A basal sandstone or
sandy limestone occurs at the contact with the Gotnia Formation in the W parts of the Salman
Zone.
Towards the E and NE, the Makhul Formation passes laterally into the Chia Gara Formation as
indicated in wells Samarra-I (Johnson, 1961) and Mussalyib-I (Kasim, 1962) and by the thick Chi
a Gara Formation in Kirkuk-109 and in Qara Chauq. Bellen et al' (1959) considered that the
Makhul Formation passes eastwards into the Karimia Formation and that the lower part of the
Karimia Formation passes into the Chi a Gara Formation.
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11.1.1.1.2 Yamama Formation
F
(iincluding Garagu
G
and Zangura)
wers et al., 1967)
The Yamaama Formatiion was deffined by Steeinke and Bramkamp inn 1952 (Pow
from outcrrops in Sauddi Arabia. Bellen at al. (1959)
(
descrribed a 257 m interval in
n Ratawi-1 aas the
"Yamama--Sulaiy'' Forrmation. Thee upper 203 m,
m now assiggned to the Yamama
Y
Fo
ormation (Sadooni
1993) com
mprises 12 m of spicularr and brownn detrital lim
mestone withh thin shale beds overlaain by
191 m of m
micritic limeestone and ooolitic limestoone. The isoopach of the Yamama Foormation (Figg. 117) indicatees the formaation thickenns S of the Mosul
M
High.. Four isolatted roughly N-S and NW
W-SE
oriented deepocentres occur
o
in the Mesopotami
M
ian Zone andd there is a ssmall depoceentre near Kiirkuk.
The formaation is up too 400 m thicck in the Eupphrates areaa near Najaf and up to 360 m thick in SE
Iraq.
The Yamaama Formattion in S Irraq comprisses outer shhelf argillaceeous limestoones and ooolitic,
pelloidal, pelletal
p
and pseudo-oolitic shoal lim
mestones. Ooolitic reservooir units are present
p
in seeveral
NW-SE trrending depocentres (Saadooni, 19994). The equuivalent Minnagish Form
mation in K
Kuwalt
(Douban and
a Medhadii, 1999) was deposited as a transgresssive unit in an inner sheelf environm
ment.
Valanginian age (Bell en et a!., 1959). From
m its stratigrraphic
The formaation is of Berriasian-V
position ann age range of
o Late Berrriasian to Eaarly Valanginnian age is liikely. In Kuw
walt the Yam
mama
Formationn is assigned a Berriasiann age (Doubaan and Medhhadi, 1999).
Two variaants of the Yamama Foormation (ooriginally deescribed as separate forrmations) arre the
"Garagu" aand "Zangurra" formatioons. The "Gaaragu" Form
mation comprrises oolitic sandy limesstones
with marlss and sandstones in its upper and lower parts, with organnic detrital limestones
l
iin the
middle (Beellen et al., 1959).
1
The "Zangura"
"
Formation occcurs in the A
Awasil-Makkhul-Falluja areas.
a
It compriises pseudooolitic limeestones, arggillaceous limestones and calcareeous mudsttones.
Sandstones occur in th
he Falluja areea.
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The Yam
mama Formaation was deposited
d
inn alternatinng oolitic shoal
s
and deep
d
inner shelf
environmeents, probablly controlledd by subtle structural hhighs within a carbonatee ramp (Saddooni,
1993).

11.1.1.1.3 Ratawi Forrmation
wi Formationn was defineed by Nasr inn 1950 (Belllen et a!., 19950) from well
w Ratawi-II in S
The Rataw
Iraq. The formation comprises
c
dark, slightlyy pyritic, shales; beds oof buff, pyriitic, pseudooolitic,
detrital fosssiliferous limestones arre present in the lower part of the forrmation. In some areas E and
N of the tyype well, beeds of sandyy shale and sandstone
s
occcur. Towardds the Wand
d N the form
mation
contalns a higher propportion of saand. The thickness of thhe formationn in S Iraq ranges
r
from 23 to
w
are: 288 m (K7 -7), 198 m (Tuuba-2), 23 m (W Kifl-1)), 147 m (Zuubalr629 m. Thhickness in wells
47), 205 m (Ur-1), 80 m (Nasiriyaa-1), 44 m (S
Safawi-1), 1110 m (Rumaaila-North-1)), 357 m (Raatawi3), 470 m (Rachi-2), 88 m (Merjaan-L), 95 m (Diwan-1),, 629 m (E B
Bagdad-1), 167 m (Khiidr Al
Maa-1), 677 m (Ghalaisan-l ), 73 m (Majnoon--11), 132 m (Abu-Amudd-1), 224 m (Ratawi-6), 86 m
(Samawa-1), and 118 m (Rumaila--l72). The foormation is thickest
t
in C
Central Iraq near
n Baghdaad and
in S Iraq.
i
a
applied
to roock units of different agge and
The name Ratawi Forrmation has often been incorrectly
nly applied tto the
lithology. Buday (19880) suggestedd that the teerm Ratawi Formation sshould be on
wi Limestonne and
shale lithofacies. In Kuuwalt the Raatawi Formaation has beeen divided innto the Rataw
mmended thaat this practiise is followeed in Iraq.
Ratawi Shale Memberrs; it is recom
he Ratawi Formation
F
w deposited during a highstand in
was
i an inner shelf
The lowerr part of th
environmeent; the Upp
per Ratawi Shale was deposited in a deep inner shelf to middle shelf
environmeent (Douban and Medhaddi, 1999).
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Bellen et al. (1959) assigned a Hauterivian age to the upper shale-dominated part of the formation;
the lower part of the formation was assumed to be of Valanginian age based on its stratigraphic
position. Douban and Medhadi (1999) assigned an Early Valanginian age to the Ratawi Shale
Member and a Late Berriasian age to the Ratawi Limestone Member.
The lower and upper contacts of the formation are conformable (Buday, 1980). However Douban
and Medhadi (1999) identified a sequence boundary (3Ma hiatus) on the top of the formation in
Kuwalt.
The lower part of the formation is equivalent to the Buwaib Formation of Saudi Arabia (Powers et
al.. 1966) and the lower parts of the Gadvan Formation of SW Iran (Furst, 1970).
11.1.1.2 Outer shelf and basinal
11.1.1.2.1 Chia Gara Formation
The Chia Gara Formation was defined by Wetzel in 1950 (Bellen et al., 1959) in the Chia Gara
anticline of the High Folded Zone of N Iraq. Throughout the outcrop area the formation comprises
up to 230 m of thin bedded limestone and calcareous shale, with a consistent bullion zone and
Phacoid beds at the base. Argillaceous limestone and marl, interbedded with shale prevail in the
upper part of the formation (Plate 11-1). In the Northern Thrust Zone the uppermost beds of the
formation are silty. In well Kirkuk109 conglomeratic beds occur at the base of the formation
(Bellen et al., 1959). In some sections the limestones are dolomitised or silicified. The formation is
30-300 m thick.
610 m of monotonous dark-coloured calcareous mudstones and rare marl bands were described in
well Kirkuk-109 by McGinty in 1953 (Bellen et al., 1959) and referred to as the Karimia
Mudstone. It overlies the Chia Gara Formation. Chatton and Hart (1960) correlated this formation
with the Lower Sarmord although fossils indicate a Tithonian age in the lower part and a
Berriasian age for the upper part of the formation (Bellen et al., 1959); therefore its inclusion in the
Sarmord is not acceptable. The "Karimia" Formation passes into the Chia Gara Formation towards
the NE and into the Makhul Formation to the SW. It was deposited in a deep basin. The authors
recommend that the Karimia Mudstone is included in the Chia Gara Formation.
Fossils in the Chia Gara Formation indicate a Mid Tithonian-Berriasian age (Bellen et al., 1959).
Mapping in the Halabja area in 1976 showed that the formation comprises thick and thin bedded
micritic limestone alternating with calcareous shales with ammonites. Thin bedded limestones at
Kani Askan near Halabja contain representatives of the Haploceratidae family of Late Jurassic age
and Lamellaptychus cf didayi (Coquand) of Tithonian to Early Hauterivian age. A locality near
Goryana originally studied by Spath (1950) yielded Leptoceras sp. Ind., Protancyloceras gracile
(Oppel) and Protaconthodiscus? sp. indicating a Berriasian age. A locality SSE of Biri Dalro, also
originally described by Spath yielded Nothostephanus cf. kurdistanensis Spath and Nothostephanus
subcoronatus Spath, and fossils belonging to the genus Bochianites. The foraminifera that occur in
micritic carbonates and sparites include: Lagenidae div. spp. (indent.), Valvulinidae div. spp.
(indent.), Pseudocyclammina cf lituus (Yok.), Trocholina elongata (Leupold), Saracenania sp.,
Pseudochrysalidina? sp., Kilianina sp., Textulariidae div. spp., Nautiloculina sp. and
?Neoendothyra sp. Algae are also common. These fossils confirm a latest Tithonian to Berriasian
age.
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The Chi a Gara Formation in the Halabja area is characterized by micritic limestones and was
deposited in a mid-deep shelf environment.
The contact with the underlying Barsarin Formation is conformable. However Bellen et al. (1959)
suggested that there is a stratigraphic break between the Barsarin and Chia Gara formations. The
Chia Gara rests disconformably (with a basal conglomerate) on the underlying Late Jurassic
Sequence in well Kirkuk-109 in the Foothill Zone (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1972).
In the type area in N Iraq the formation is conformably overlain by the Garagu Formation.
However in the Northern Thrust Zone the upper contact is locally erosional; in this area either the
Garagu or the Campanian Hadiena Formation overlies the Chia Gara Formation. To the SE of
Sulalmaniya the Chia Gara Formation passes gradationally into the Balambo Formation: However,
a slight break may be present between these two formations in the Ranya, Dalamar and Sirwan
areas. Towards the Foothill Zone the upper contact is mostly erosional.
The Chia Gara Formation (along with the Karimia Formation) is generally restricted to the
Unstable Shelf. In the Foothill Zone the formation gradually passes into the Makhul Formation SW
of the Butmah-Chemchemal Subzone, and is absent west of the Tigris River. The Chia Gara passes
into the Makhul Formation to the E of the Tikrit-Amara palaeoridge.
11.1.1.2.2 Lower Sarmord Formation
The Sarmord Formation was defined by Wetzel (1950) in the Surdash anticline of the High Folded
Zone in the Sulalmaniya area of NE Iraq. It comprises 455 m of homogeneous brown and bluish
marls, with beds of argillaceous limestones (Plate 11·2), and is dated as Valanginian-Aptian by
Bellen et al. (1959). In Kirkuk wells the formation was assigned a Berriasian age by the same
authors. Chatton and Hart (1960) divided the formation into the Lower, Middle and Upper
Sarmord formations. Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) assigned a Tithonian Berriasian age
to the Lower Sarmord, a Valanginian-Aptian age to the Middle Sarmord, and an Albian age to the
Upper Sarmord. Buday (1980) combined the lower two divisions into the Lower Sarmord which is
here considered to be of Berriasian-Aptian age. The Upper Sarmord is absent in High Folded Zone
of NE Iraq and the Sarmord type section represents the Lower Sarmord only.
The formation was deposited in a deep inner shelf to outer shelf environment. The formation
contalns a higher proportion of limestones towards the SW where it passes laterally into the
Qamchuqa Formation.
In the Kirkuk area, the lower boundary of the Lower Sarmord Formation is gradational. In the
Amadiya area, the basal beds of the formation, of Valanginian age, unconformably overlie the
Chia Gara Formation. The upper contact with the Albian Mauddud (Upper Qamchuqa) Formation
is conformable.
11.1.1.2.3 Lower Balambo Formation
The Balambo Formation was first described by Wetzel in 1947 (Bellen et al., 1959) from the
Sirwan valley near Halabja in NE Iraq. It can be divided into two units of Valanginian-Middle
Albian and Late Albian-Turonian age, representing the Lower and Upper Balambo respectively.
The formation as a whole was deposited in a deep water bathyal environment in an outer shelf
basin near the margin of the Arabian Plate in NE Iraq.
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The Lower Balambo Formation comprises 280 m of uniform thin bedded blue ammonite bearing
limestones, with beds of olive green marl and dark blue shale (Bellen et al., 1959). The "Balambo
Formation" in well Pulkhana-5 of the Kirkuk Embayment of the Foothill Zone (Humphreys et al.,
1959) is composed of grey-brown micritic limestones, with beds of argillaceous limestone, marl
and blue grey calcareous shales. The Lower Balambo Formation passes into the Qamchuqa
(Mauddud and Shu’aiba) and Sarmord formations to the Wand SW.
Fossils are abundant. Bellen et al. (1959) recognised three faunal zones in the HauterivianValanginian part of the formation. These comprise from the base upwards: 1. Crioceras Zone with:
Crioceras plicatilis, C. raricostatum, Neocomites houdardi, Olcostephanus sp. Bochianites
neocomiensis, Kilianella bochianenensis, K.ischnotera, Neocosmoceras cf sayni. 2. Hoplites Zone
with? Criocera plicatilis, Crioceras sp., Neocomites houdardi, Olcostephanus sp., Distoceras sp.,
Acanthodiscus sp., Thurmannites sp., Holcodiscus sp., and Hoplites karakash. 3. Duvalia Zone
with Hibolites sp., Phylloceras tethys, and Radiolaria. The AptianBarremian part of the formation
contalns Radiolaria and Pseudohoploceras sp.
The Albian parts of the "Balarnbo Formation" in well Pulkhana-5 contalns a foraminiferal fauna
with Hastigerinella subcretacea and Schackoina eicheli; ammonites are absent.
11.1.2 Barremian-Aptian Sequence
The Barremian-Aptian Sequence comprises the following facies: 1) A clastic inner shelf (Zubair),
2) a carbonate ramp (Shu’aiba) over the Tikrit-Amara palaeoridge in S Iraq and the Qamchuqa
Ridge in NE Iraq and 3) an outer shelf basin facies (Sarmord and Lower Balambo) in the High
Folded and Balambo-Tanjero zones and the Kirkuk Embayment of the Foothill Zone of the
Unstable Shelf.
The Barremian sediments comprise the clastics of the Zubair and Upper Ratawi (Ratawi Shale) for
the Stable shelf which represent a delta/pro delta facies. The pro delta facies of the Ratawi Shale
passes both upwards and westwards into the sandy Zubair deltaic facies (Fig. 11-8). Beyond the
Tigris Subzone, the Ratawi Shale passes into the upper part of the Lower Sarmord Formation.
In Aptian time transgression led to deposition on a broad carbonate shelf over the former Zubair
delta, and in the Foothill, High Folded and Balambo-Tanjero zones.
The formations included in this sequence are: the upper part of the Ratawi (Ratawi Shale), and the
Zubair, Shu’aiba (Lower Qamchuqa), Lower Sarmord and Lower Balambo formations. The
sequence is absent on the flanks of the Rutba Uplift in W Iraq.
11.1.2.1 Clastic-carbonate inner shelf
11.1.2.1.1 Zubair Formation
The Zubair Formation was introduced by Glynn Jones in 1948 from the Zubair oil field and
amended by Nasr and Hudson in 1953 (Bellen et al., 1959). The formation comprises 380-400 m
of alternating shale, siltstone and sandstone. The type section was divided into five informal sand
and shale units used for reservoir description in the Zubair oil field. To the SW the proportion of
shale in the formation rapidly decreases. In the Salman Zone (Awasil Ghalalsan-Safawi areas) the
formation consists only of sandstone. The proportion of sandstone in the formation also decreases
to the NE; the formation consists almost entirely of shale near Dujalla in Central E Iraq. The
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Zubair Forrmation passses laterally into the limeestone-marl of the Shu’aaiba or Sarm
mord formatioons in
the Buzurggan area.
The formaation is thick
kest in the typpe area in S Iraq; the deppocentre is llocated at the boundary of
o the
Salman annd Mesopotamian zones (Fig. 11-9).
The Zubaiir Formation
n is assumedd to represeent a prograading delta ooriginating from
f
the Arrabian
Shield (Alli, 1985; Zeeigler, 2000,, etc.). The sand isolithh of the form
mation in ceentral and S Iraq
suggest infflux of clastiics from the NW in Centtral Iraq andd probably frrom the SW in S Iraq.
Bellen et al. (1959) assigned a Hauteriviaan to Early Aptian agee to the fo
ormation. A Late
Hauteriviaan to Early Aptian age is given byy Douban annd Medhadi (1999) for the formatiion in
Kuwalt.
fo
aree gradationaal and confoormable in the
t central part
p of the bbasin.
The contacts of the formation
Zubair
Towards tthe W in thhe Salman Zone, the lower bounndary is uncconformablee and the Z
Formationn represents the lowerm
most unit of the
t Thamam
ma Group. T
The upper boundary witth the
overlying Albian
A
Sequuence in the Salman Zonne is unconfoormable.
In some wells on the W side of thee Mesopotam
mian Zone and
a the Salm
man Zone in S Iraq, the Z
Zubair
mations (Budday, 1980); in
i such case these
Formationn passes laterrally into Raatawi and Yaamama form
sands mayy be the coaastal clastics of the Yaamama Form
mation. The Riyadh Forrmation of Saudi
Arabia (Poowers et al., 1966) is equivalent
e
too the Zubairr Formation.. A successiion of sandsstones
interbeddeed with marls and limesttones of Valaanginian-Baarremian agee in Jabal Abbdul Aziz in Syria
(Ponikarovv et al., 19677) is equivaleent to the Zuubair Formattion.

11.1.2.1.2.. Shu’aiba (including
(
L
Lower
Qamcchuqa) Form
mation
e al., 1959) from
The Shu’aaiba Formatiion was firstt defined byy Owen and Nasr in 19558 (Bellen et
well Zubaalr-3 in S Iraaq. It comprrises 62 m of
o pseudo-ooolitic limesttone, sometiimes sandy, finegrained orrganodetritall limestone ggrading intoo chalky lim
mestone and limestone with
w shale sttreaks
near top. Itt contalns Orbitolina
O
cf. disco idea Gras,
G
Choffaatella decipieens Schlumbberger (at thee base
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only) and globogerinids which (together with the stratigraphic position of the formation) indicate
an Aptian age. The formation overlies and passes laterally into the Zubair formation with a
conformable and gradational contact. The upper contact is associated with a 6 Ma break in Kuwalt
(Douban and Medhadi, 1999).
The Qamchuqa Formation was described from the Qamchuqa Gorge in the High Folded Zone in
NE Iraq (Bellen et al., 1959). It comprises thick bedded limestones (often strongly dolomitised) of
Hauterivian to Albian age. Subsequently, Chatton and Hart (1960) divided the Qamchuqa into a
lower unit of Barremian-Aptian age and an upper unit of Albian age. The Shu’aiba and Mauddud
formations of S Iraq are laterally extensive tongues of the Lower and Upper Qamchuqa formations
respectively. It is proposed that Shu’aiba and Mauddud formations should replace the Lower and
Upper Qamchuqa formations respectively and their ages should be amended. In outcrops in NE
Iraq where the two units are difficult to differentiate, the term Qamchuqa Formation should be
retained.
The thickness of the "Lower Qamchuqa Formation" in the High Folded Zone averages 250-300 m,
exceptionally reaching 500 m. The thickness of Shu’aiba (including "Lower Qamchuqa")
Formation in the subsurface is as follows: 19 m (K7 -7), 71 m (Tuba-1), 70 m (Tuba-1), 31 m (W
Kifl-I), 53 m (Zubalr-47), 61 m (Ur-1), 63 m (Nasiriya-l), 189 m (Haifaya-l), 188 m (Noor-1), 69
m (Subba-5, 92 m (Rumaila-North-l), 96 m (Rifaei-1), 67 m (Ratawi-3), 70 m (Rachi-l), 31 m
(Merjan-l), 35 m (Diwan-l ), 108 m (E Bagdad-I), 57 m (Khidr-al-maa-1), 9 m (Ghalalsan-l ), l35
m (Nahr-Umr-9), 164 m (Majnoon-11), 183 m (Halfaya-1), 135 m (Dujalla-l), 87 m (W-Qurna148), 70 m (Rachi-1), 112 m (Abu-Amud-l ), 79 m (Ratawi-o), l34 m (E-Abu Amud-l), 421 m
(Abu-Khalma-1), 126 m (Siba-1), 167 m (Majnoon-l), 86 m (Ratawi-1), 91 m (Rumaila-L), 257 m
(Tharthar-1), 234 m (Kirkuk-109), 298 m (Kirkuk-116), 214 m (Kirkuk-117), 153 m (Makhul-l ),
50 m (Makhul-1), 34 m (Najmah-29), 64 m (Musayib-l ), 150 m (Qara-Chauq-l), 36 m (Awasil-S),
55 m (Falluja-l), 38 m (Demir-Dagh-1), 163 m (Rachi-1), 113 m (Nahr-Umr-3), 33 m (Samawa-1),
41 m (Kifl-.l ), 127 m (Dujalla-l), 3 m (Ash-Sharhan-1), 60 m (Samarra-1), 88 m (Rumalla-172).
The formation is present in the Tigris Subzone and in the High Folded Zone and the Mosul High.
In the Kirkuk Embayment, the formation passes into basinal sediments of Balambo Formation.
The lower contact is conformable except in the W parts of the Northern Thrust Zone near Banik
where the "Qamchuqa" Formation unconformably overlies the Garagu Formation. The upper
boundary of the formation is usually conformable in and NE Iraq. In the SW part of the Foothill
Zone, in the • 1esopotamian Zone, and along the margins of the Salman Zone the upper contact is
an unconformity.
To the NE the Lower Qamchuqa Formation passes into the Balambo Formation in the SW parts of
the Balambo- Tanjero Zone. To the Wand SW the Shu’aiba Formation is present everywhere
except on the Stable Shelf west of the Salman Zone.
The Shu’aiba Formation is widespread outside Iraq. It is present in NE Syria in the Suweidiyeh
area (Dubertret, 1966). In central Syria and the Palmy rides pre Albian sediments are either absent
or represented by the Rutbah Sandstone (Dubertret, 1966; Ponikarov et a1., 1967). In SE Turkey,
adjacent to Iraq, the formation is included in the Cudi Group (Altinli 1966). In SW Iran, the
Shu’aiba and Lower Qamchuqa formations are equivalent to the Dariyan and Neocomian Fahlyan
formations respectively (Furst, 1970).
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11.1.2.2. Outer shelf and Basinal
The outer shelf and basinal sediments of this sequence shelf are part of the Lower Sarmord
Formation in the High Folded Zone area and the Lower Balambo Formation in the BalamboTanjero Zone. These two formations were discussed in sections 11.1.1.2.2 and 11.l.l.2.3.
11.2 Albian-Early Turonian Sequence (Wasi'a Group)
The Albian-Early Turonian Sequence is represented by the Wasi'a Group. It is present throughout
Iraq, including the Rutba-Jezira Zone. It can be divided into two sequences: the Albian and the
Cenomanian-Early Turonian sequences. The Wasi' a Group thickens (Fig. 11-10) towards the east
in the Tigris Subzone and the Foothill Zone. Transversal faults strongly influence the thickness of
the group especially along the Mosul High in N Iraq.
11.2.1 The Albian Sequence
The Albian sequence is separated from the underlying Aptian sequence by a major sequence
boundary with a 6 Ma break in Kuwalt (Douban and Medhadi, 1999). This break is also evident
throughout the Stable Shelf of Iraq but not within the Unstable Shelf area.
A carbonate ridge probably separated the pelagic Balambo basin in the Balambo-Tanjero Zone
from the deep water continental margin on which the Qulqula radiolarites were deposited in Albian
time (Chapter 3). At times silica-rich waters of the Southern Nee-Tethys flowed into the Balambo
basin. To the SW, the basinal Balambo Formation passes laterally into the carbonate ramp of the
Mauddud ("Upper Qamchuqa") located over the present day High Folded Zone and the NE part of
the Foothill Zone (Fig. 11-11). The Qamchuqa ridge plunged towards the SE (across the Anah
Qalat Dizeh Fault); basinal sedimentation continued within the Kirkuk Embayment to the SW. A
change in facies can be observed in the Jambur structure; neritic carbonates occur in the NW, and
basinal limestones occur in the SE of the Jambur anticline.
Clastic-carbonate inner shelf facies covered the Stable Shelf. A carbonate ramp developed within
the Tigris Subzone over the Tikrit-Amara palaeoridge. The Mosul High subsided in Albian time
with deposition of carbonates and evaporites of the lagoonal Jawan Formation and argillaceous
lagoonal sediments of the Upper Sarmord Formation.
The Mesopotamian and Salman zones were characterised by a clastic inner shelf (Nahr Umr),
which was later covered by a carbonate shelf (Mauddud Formation). During the Albian
transgression almost the whole of the Stable shelf was submerged (apart from a small area on the
Hauran Uplift in the Rutba Jezira Zone). The Nahr Umr clastics were partly derived from an
uplifted area to the SW, partly from the Rutba Uplift in the Wand partly from the Mardin High in
the N.
Originally the Nahr Umr, Mauddud, Jawan, Rim Siltstone, Qamchuqa and Balambo Formation
were assigned to the Albian sequence. Chatton and Hart (1960) retained only the Nahr Umr Sands,
Nahr Umr Shales and Qamchuqa formations. The Sarmord was included in the Nahr Umr Shale,
the Mauddud and Jawan were considered as individual tongues of the Qamchuqa. The Rim
Siltstone was considered to be equivalent to the Nahr Umr. However these recommendations were
not followed by Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971 and 1972).
The Nahr Umr and the Upper Sarmord are here recognized as independent units. The Upper
Qamchuqa Formation is here replaced by Mauddud Formation. The undivided Hauterivian-Albian,
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11.2.1.2 Carbonate ramp (Mauddud Formation, including U Qamchuqa)
The Mauddud Formation includes the Upper Qamchuqa and is the most widespread Lower
Cretaceous formation in Iraq. Its thickness varies due to lateral facies changes and erosional
truncation (Fig. 11-14). The formation is present on the Stable Shelf (apart from the N part of the
Rutba-Jezira Zone), and in the Foothill and High Folded zones. It is thickest on the Qamchuqa
Ridge of the High Folded Zone. Two major depocentres are separated by the Mosul High. The
northern depocentre is in the Foothill Zone, trending E- W, swinging to NW-SE in the High
Folded Zone. The thickness of the formation decreases in the SE across the Anah-Qalat Dizeh
Fault where the formation passes into basinal limestones of the Balambo Formation. The southern
depocentre trends in a NW-SE direction along the NE boundary of the Mesopotamian Zone on the
Tikrit-Amara palaeoridge of the Tigris Subzone. The Mauddud Formation also outcrops in W Iraq
along the SE flank of the Hauran Anticlinorium.
At outcrop in NE Iraq (Plate 11-3) the Qamchuqa Formation comprises organodetrital and detrital
and locally argillaceous limestones with variable degrees of dolomitisation (Bellen et al., 1959). In
some areas fresh- or brackish-water limestone beds were reported (Bellen et al., op. cit.). In S Iraq,
the Mauddud Formation comprises frequently dolomitised organodetrital limestone.
The thickness of the Albian carbonates in N Iraq reach 400 m. In the subsurface the formation is
50-250 m thick.
Abundant fossils (Bellen et al., 1959) support an Albian age. The formation was originally
believed to extend into the Cenomanian because of the frequent occurrence of some species of the
Orbitolina concava group (Bellen et al., 1959). In W Iraq the fauna of the formation is of Albian
age only (Ctyroky and Karim, 1981; in Jassim et al., 1984).
The lower contact of the Mauddud ("Upper Qamchuqa") Formation is conformable and gradational
with the Nahr Umr, Lower Balambo or Lower Sarmord formations. The upper contact is marked
by a break and is either non sequential or unconformable; it is an unconformity in N Central, N and
NE part of Iraq. The "Upper Qamchuqa" is here directly overlain by Turonian formations, for
example in the Makhul and the Mileh Tharthar areas (Templeton et al., 1956; Hay and Algawi,
1958). The upper boundary of the formation is also marked by an unconformity in the Rutba
Subzone (Jassim et al., 1984) and in Kuwalt (Douban and Medhadi, 1999).
In Kuwalt the Mauddud Formation was deposited during a highstand in a shallow inner shelf
environment of Late Albian age developing from the transgressive Low Stand of the Burgan
Formation (Douban and Medhadi, 1999).
The Mauddud ("Upper Qamchuqa") Formation passes into the Balambo Formation on the NE part
of the High Folded Zone. On the Mosul High the formation passes into the Upper Sarmord or
Jawan formations. In some uplifted areas the Mauddud Formation overlies pre Albian sediments,
for example in Kirkuk and over most of the Northern Thrust Zone.
In Syria in the Palmyrides and central Syria, the neritic dolomitic limestones of the upper part of
the Aasafir Formation are equivalent to the Mauddud Formation (Ponikarov et al., 1967). In SW
Iran the Albian part of the Sarvak Formation is also equivalent to the Mauddud Formation (Furst,
1970).
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11.2.1.3.2 Jawan Formation
The Jawan Formation was defined by Dunnington in 1953 (Bellen et al., 1959) in well Jawan-2
(SW of Mosul) in the Foothill Zone. It was abolished by Chatton and Hart (1960). It comprises >
176 m of pseudoolitic, argillaceous and recrystallised limestones, argillaceous dolomite and
anhydrite (Bellen et al., 1959). A prominent anhydrite unit was differentiated as the Hibbarah
Anhydrite Member by Dunnington (1953). In the Makhul area a different facies of the formation
was recognized, comprising thin siltstone beds and limestone with euhaline fossils.
The formation is also present in wells Kirkuk-117 (137 m), Makhul-l (222 m), Makhul-2 (276 m),
Najmah-29 (150 m), Ibrahim-l (11 m), Awasil-5 (74 m) and Fallujah-l (129 m). In well K-116 (152
m) the formation is interbedded with the Mauddud Formation. This data suggests the formation
occurs between the Mosul area in the NW, the Falluja area in the S and the Kirkuk area in the NE
(Fig. 11-10).
The Jawan Formation unconformably overlies the Najmah Formation in well Qalian-l but in many
wells SW of the Mosul High it unconformably overlies the Shu’aiba Formation. Near Kirkuk the
formation conformably overlies the Upper Sarmord Formation. The upper contact is gradational
and conformable in areas where the formation occurs as a tongue within other Albian formations at
Qara Chauq and Makhul (Templeton et al., 1956). In all other areas the formation is
unconformably overlain by the Turonian Kometan Formation.
The Jawan Formation was deposited in a restricted lagoonal environment. To the Sand SW the
formation passes into the Mauddud Formation in Makhul-2 (Templeton et al., 1956). Homci
(1975) traced the formation to the Falluja area in the northern Mesopotamian Zone.
The formation is equivalent in age and facies to the evaporitic Albian sediments in Syria which
occur along the SE margin of the Palmyrides (Ponikarov et al., 1967).
11.2.2 The Cenomanian-Early Turonian Sequence
Deformation along the NE Tethyan margin of the Arabian Plate in Cenomanian-Early Turonian
time (Chapter 3) led to the reactivation of longitudinal ridges and transversal blocks such as the
Mosul High and the Kirkuk Embayment. The Cenomanian Sea transgressed onto the Rutba and
Mosul Highs, which re-emerged during the Early Turonian. Deposition of the pelagic Balambo
Formation (of globigerinal and partly oligosteginal facies) continued in the Balambo- Tanjero
Zone.
On the Shelf (apart from the major Rutba and Mosul Highs) some NW-SE trending ridges divided
the basin into smaller basins, causing facies variations. Major facies belts of the Cenomanian-Early
Turonian Sequence comprise: 1) A western clastic-carbonate inner shelf on which clastics of the
Rutba Formation, followed by coastal and supratidal carbonates of the M'sad Formation were
deposited. 2) A deep inner-middle shelf sea in which deeper water limestones and marls of the
Rumaila Formation were deposited. 3) A belt of shoals and rudist patch reefs of the Mishrif
Formation which formed above actively growing structures within the Rumaila basin. 4) A deep
water basin developed along the plate margin (Balambo- Tanjero Zone) in which the basinal
limestones of the Upper Balambo Formation were deposited. This basin shifted towards the SW
and encroached on the Foothill Zone in the Kirkuk Embayment. 5) An isolated deep basin, which
formed between the Balambo basin in the NE and the Rumaila basin in the Sw. It occupied the
area of the Foothill Zone, especially the Kirkuk Embayment, in which the euxinic shales of the
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Gulneri Formation and the basinal oligosteginal limestones of the Dokan Formation were
deposited (Fig. 1114). 6) The lagoonal inner shelf desiccation basin of the Kifl Formation which is
the youngest unit of the sequence developed in the Mesopotamian Zone; it is not shown on the
palaeogeographic map of Fig. 11-15.
In NW Iraq a relatively small basin (mainly in the Sinjar area) developed in which carbonates of
the Gir Bir and Mergi formations were deposited; these facies are now included in the Mishrif
Formation.
The stratigraphy of the Sequence was revised by Chatton and Hart (1961). They included the
neritic, partly reef-forming limestones of the M'sad, Gir Bir, and Mergi formations in the Mishrif
Formation. They included the Maotsi, Fahad, and Mahliban formations in the Rumaila Formation.
They introduced the Kifl Formation as a new formation.
The recommendations of Chatton and Hart (1961) are mostly accepted here, but the M'sad
Formation is retained as an independent unit. Regional mapping of W Iraq by GEOSURV showed
that the M'sad Formation is partly of supratidal-coastal facies.
The isopach of the Cenomanian-Early Turonian Sequence (Fig. 11-16) shows two areas of
significantly reduced thickness over the Rutba Uplift and along the Euphrates River near Najaf.
The sequence is thickest in the N (including the Sinjar trough), in central Iraq near Ramadi, and in
S Iraq in the southern part of the Mesopotamian and Salman zones.
11.2.2.1 Clastic-carbonate inner shelf facies
11.2.2.1.1 Rutbah Formation
The Rutbah Sandstone (as originally named) was deposited following the Cenomanian
transgression on the Stable Shelf in Iraq. It is restricted mainly to the area west of the Salman
Zone. The formation was defined by Foran and Keller in 1937 (Bellen et al, 1959) from the Rutba
area of W Iraq. It comprises 30-40 m of white to varicoloured fine to coarse grained, cross-bedded
quartz sands (sometimes ferruginous) which are locally calcareous or argillaceous. It varies in
thickness from a few metres (Ga'ara area) to 30-40 m near Rutba. It thins to the E due to passage
into the M'sad Formation.
The formation was deposited mostly in a continental to occasionally marginal marine environment.
Antonets et al. (1962) reported marine fossils from the upper part of the formation. Subsequent
mapping in W Iraq confirmed the presence of Ceratostreon spinosum Matheson, Strombus incertus
d'Orbigny, gastropods and oysters. The age of the formation was assumed to be Cenomanian
(Bellen et al., 1959; Antonets et al., 1962) since it passes laterally into the M'sad Formation. The
presence of Strombus incertus d'Orbigny suggests a Cenomanian-Turonian age range. However the
confirmed Late Cenomanian age of the basal part of the overlying M'sad near Rutba (Bellen et al.,
1959) indicates the age of the Rutbah formation is restricted to the Cenomanian.
The lower contact of the formation is unconformable. In the type area the underlying formation is
the Upper Triassic Mulussa Formation; 10 km E of Rutba it overlies the Upper Jurassic? Saggar
Formation and 55 km E of Rutbah it overlies the Mauddud Formation. On the W rim of the Ga'ara
depression it overlies the Permian Ga'ara Formation. The formation passes up into the M'sad
Formation except on the western rim of the Ga'ara depression where it is unconformably overlain
by the Upper Campanian Hartha Formation.
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The Rutbah Formation is equivalent to the Sakakah Sandstone of the Wasi'a Group of Saudi
Arabia (Powers et al., 1966). In NE Jordan it passes into the carbonates of the Wadi As Sir
Formation. In Syria, the name Rutbah Sandstone has been applied to a different formation of Early
Cretaceous age. The Cenomanian clastics disappear in SE Syria where they are overstepped by
Maastrichtian sediments.
11.2.2.1.2 M'sad Formation
The M'sad Formation was described by Henson in 1940 (Bellen et al., 1959) from Wadi M'sad, a
tributary of Wadi Hauran in its type section 30 km S of Rutba Town in W Iraq, as about 65 m of
alternating shallow marine limestone, buff and white chalky limestone, with beds of marl and sand
near the base. Later surveys of the region indicated that the type section of the formation included
Campanian sediments (Jassim et al., 1984); the thickness of the formation has thus been reduced to
35 m.
The M'sad Formation is exposed in an E- W belt running from S of Rutba towards the E and just S
of the main Baghdad-Rutba motorway. The outcrop can be followed from the area SW of Rutba to
the western rim of the Ga'ara depression, where it is overstepped by the Campanian Hartha
Formation. It conformably overlies the Rutbah Formation throughout its outcrop area and the
Mauddud Formation in water wells on the Salman Zone.
The revised description of the type section is from the base: 1) 20 m of alternating siltstone, marl
and sandstone with beds of organodetrital or shelly limestone. 2) 25 m of interbedded calcareous
siltstone, dolomitic limestone, dolomite with fenestral porosity and birds eye texture, and
subordinate marl and sandstone. The formation comprises several cycles; each cycle is 2-10 m
thick and begins with sandstone (locally glauconitic) passing up into fine-grained silty sandstone
and dolomite.
The thickness of the M'sad Formation varies from 45 m near Rutba to 97 m near Kl60 settlement
(140 km E of Rutba) where it totally replaces the Rutbah Formation. It thins towards Ga'ara in the
N.
The following macrofauna occurs in the M'sad Formation in the Rutba area: Protocardita cf
coquandi Sequenza, Cyprimeria deletteri Coquand, Barbatia sp., Pinna sp., Trigonia sp., Cardita
cf forgemoli Coquand, Eoradiolites sp., Nerinea sp., Nerinea cochlaeformis Conard and Strombus
incertus. The microfauna includes Dentalina sp., Spiroplectammina sp., Quinquelocuilina sp.,
Nezzazata sp., Nummoloculina sp., Marssonella sp., Dorothia sp., Pithonella sphaeritica Kaufman
and P ovalis Kaufman.
The macro fauna identified in the area 50 km E of Rutba includes: Exogyra flabellata Sowerby,
Rhynchostreon cf colombus Noettling, Lopha dichostoma Bayle, Trigonia pseudocrenulatus
Noettling, Protocardium hillanum Sowerby, Pseudoptera sp., Neitheia cf quinquecostata SAW,
Ceratostraeon cf flabellatum Goldfus, Ceratostreon sp., Terebratula sp., Micraster cf
cortestudinarium Goldfus, Ceratostreon spinosum Matheson and Heteraster sp. The microfauna
includes: Gavelinella sp., Cuneolina sp., Lituola sp., Alveolinids ?, textularids, miliolids, and
rotaliids. Fragments of rudists, echinoids and bryozoans occur.
The faunas indicate the formation is of Cenomanian-Early Turonian age. Exogyra flabellata also
occurs in the upper part of the Kazhdumi Formation of SW Iran.
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The Ahmadi Formation was deposited in a shallow marine basin with fine clastic sediment supply
from the south.
Relatively abundant fossils in the formation in the Kuwalt (Bellen et al., 1959) prove a
Cenomanian (probably Early Cenomanian) age.
The Ahmadi Formation overlies conformably the Wara Formation in Kuwalt. In Iraq the Ahmadi
Formation unconformably overlies the Mauddud Formation. The formation is usually overlain
conformably and gradationally y the Rumaila Formation.
11.2.2.2 Deep inner shelf facies (Rumaila Formation)
The Rumaila Formation is the most widespread Cenomanian formation in Sand SW Iraq and
extends as far north as the Makhul area in the N. It was first described from the Zubair wells of the
Mesopotamian Zone by Rabanit in 1952 (Bellen et al., 1959). Owen and Nasr (1958) assigned a
Cenomanian-Turonian age to the formation. Bellen et al. (1959) and Chatton and Hart (1961)
restricted the age of the formation to the Cenomanian.
In the type area the formation comprises fine-grained, marly, oligosteginal limestones with marls
passing down into fine-grained, chalky limestones. Beds of dolomite, dolomitic limestones and
subordinate shales occur in some wells.
The Mahliban, Fahad, and Maotsi formations of the Awasil- Samarra area are now all considered
to be equivalents of the Rumaila Formation. The Mahliban "Formation" comprises oligosteginal,
marly limestones, with oolitic and pseudoolitic, partly detrital, marly limestones at the base. The
basal beds of the Mah1iban "Formation" are sandy and conglomeratic, similar to the facies of the
M'sad Formation exposed to the west. The Fahad "Formation" (Bellen et al., 1959) comprises finegrained, organic detrital, argillaceous, oligosteginal limestones. The basal beds of the Fahad
Formation are glauconitic and conglomeratic. The Maotsi "Formation" comprises argillaceous
oligosteginal limestones with beds of marl. It is exceptionally detrital, silty and glauconitic at the
base (Bell en et al., 1959).
The Rumaila Formation is usually 100-120 m thick in the type area. In the Awasil-Falluja-Samarra
area the thickness of the formation increases up to 240 m and is thickest in depocentres in the
Salman Zone and in the eastern Mesopotamian Zone (Fig. 11-18).
The Rumaila formation was deposited in a relatively deeper basin which was locally restricted in
the north (indicated by the dwarfed character of the fauna).
The age of Rumaila Formation ranges from Cenomanian to Early Turonian (Chatton and Hart,
1961).

In the type area and in S Iraq in general, the lower boundary of the formation with the Ahmadi
Formation is conformable and gradational. Towards the N, the lower boundary is an unconformity;
the basal beds of the formation are here locally conglomeratic. In the S, the formation is
conformably overlain by the Mishrif or Kifl formations. In N part of the Mesopotamian Zone the
formation is unconformably overlain by the Turonian (Kometan) or Senonian Sa'di formations.
The formation is widespread mainly on the Stable Shelf to the E of the Rutba-Jezira Zone and west
of the Tikrit-Amara palaeoridge. In the E and NE parts of the Rumaila basin the formation is
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The Mergi facies in N Iraq is considered to be of Turonian age (Bellen et al., 1959).
The formation thins towards the Wand NW, passing laterally into the Rumaila Formation (for
instance in the Kifl, Ghalalsan or Shawiya wells (Raleigh, 1960, 1961 and Halliwell, 1961) or into
the Fahad facies of the Rumaila in the north (around Awasil and Falluja). In the Afaq, Dujalla and
Samarra areas the Mishrif and Rumaila formations interfinger (Safar, 1961 and Johnson, 1961).
The Mishrif formation (Fig. 11-19) is thickest in the Rumaila and Zubair fields (270 m), in the
Nahr Umr and Majnoon fields along the Iraq-Iran border (435 m), and in the A Amud field
between Kut and Amara (380 m). Other isolated occurrences are situated near Kifl (255 m) and
Samarra (25 m). In the western desert some rudist limestones of the M'sad Formation outcrop
about 100 km ESE of Rutba (5 m). The formation was deposited as rudist shoals and pate reefs
over growing subtle structural highs developing in an otherwise relatively deeper shelf on which
open marine sediments of the Rumaila Formation were deposited.
The lower contact of the formation is usually conformable. The underlying unit is usually the
Rumaila Formation in the S, and the M'sad Formation in the W. In the northern most area where
the Mergi and Gir Bir facies occur, the lower boundary is unconformable and those units overly
the Albian Mauddud (Upper Qamchuqa) Formation. The upper boundary is unconformable in the
Awasil-Samarra area of central Iraq and in the Foothill and High Folded zones (Gir Bir and Mergi
occurrences). In parts of S Iraq, where the Kifl Formation is present (i.e. in the basin roughly to the
west of the Musalyib-Nahr Umr palaeoridge) the upper contact is conformable. Where the Kifl is
absent the top of the Mishrif Formation is marked by an unconformity. The Kifl Formation
progressively wedges out to the south (towards the Burgan Structure in Kuwalt) due to Intra
Turonian erosion or because of non-deposition.
The Mishrif Formation passes into the M'sad Formation towards the Rutba Subzone. Rudist
limestone lenses in the M'sad were mapped in an area about 100 km SE of Rutba. Towards the N
and NE the formation passes laterally into the Fahad "Formation" in the Dujalla, Falluja, Samarra
wells (Safar, 1951, Gaddo et al., 1958, Johnson, 1961), and partly into the Dokan and Maotsi
Formation in the Bai Hassan, Sasan, Samarra wells (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971). The
formation is absent over most of the Mosul High. West of the Mosul High on the Foothill and High
Folded zones, the Mergi and Gir Bir facies of the Mishrif are locally preserved, for instance in the
Gullar, Mushorah, and Shiranish areas.
The formation is equivalent to the Mishrif Formation and the upper part of the Magwa Formation
in Kuwalt (Owen and Nasr, 1958), to the Sarvak Formation in the Zagros (Furst, 1970), to the
lower part of the Judea Formation in central and NE Syria (Ponikarov, 1967; Dubertret, 1966), and
to the Mardin Formation in SE Turkey (Beer, 1966 and Weber, 1963).
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The depocentre of the formation lies in S Central Iraq.
No fossil list was given by Chatton and Hart (1961) but a Turonian age was assumed based on its
stratigraphic position. A Cenomanian age is unlikely but cannot be excluded. The formation is
probably equivalent to the supratidal upper part of the M'sad Formation in W Iraq.
11.2.2.5 Restricted deep basin facies
(Dokan and Gulneri formations)
The Dokan Limestone was formerly included in the Kometan Formation. It was first described as a
separate formation by Lancaster and Jones in 1957 (Bellen et al., 1959). The type locality is on the
site of the Dokan Dam in the High Folded Zone of NE Iraq. It comprises 4 m of light coloured
grey and white oligosteginal limestone, locally rubbly, with glauconitic coatings of the pebble-like
masses (Bellen et al., 1959, p. 92). In the subsurface the limestones are dark grey and often
argillaceous. The formation thickens to the SW reaching 150 m in the Chemchemal wells. Further
W it is 5-30 m thick in the Kirkuk, Bai Hassan, Demir Dagh, Qara Chauq areas.
The presence of ammonites indicates the formation was deposited in an open marine environment.
The fauna in the type locality and in Bai Hassan (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971) confirm
the formation is of Cenomanian age.
Both the lower and upper contacts of the formation in the type area are unconformable. In the Bai
Hassan area the basal beds of the Dokan Formation are conglomeratic (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet
Team, 1971) In Chemchemal the base of the Dokan Formation is glauconitic. The overlying
formations are of Turonian age, mostly represented by the Kometan Formation. To the NW the
formation is cut out by the intra Turonian unconformity; to the NE the formation passes into the
Balambo Formation.
The Dokan Formation occurs in a restricted area in the High Folded and Foothill zones, SE of the
Mosul High.
The Gulneri Shale Formation is a thin, highly condensed, unit which is locally preserved at the top
of the Cenomanian-Early Turonian Sequence. Stratigraphic breaks occur at the base and top of the
formation. The formation was first described by Lancaster Jones in 1957 from the site of the
Dokan Dam in the High Folded Zone, NNW of Sulalmaniya, where it consists of about 2 m of
black, bituminous, finely laminated, calcareous, shale with some glauconite and collophane in the
lower part (Bellen et al., 1959).
The high bitumen content and dwarfed fossils indicate the formation was deposited in an euxinic
environment. The fauna of Rotalipora cf. apenninica, Globotruncana helvetica, minute
globigerinids, gumbelinids, fish detritus, small bicarinate Globotruncana, etc. (Bellen et al., 1959)
indicates an Early-Mid Turonian age. Globotruncana (Helvetoglobotruncana) Helvetica is
restricted in range to 'the Helvetica Zone of the late Early-early Mid Turonian. The formation is
separated by unconformities from both the underlying Dokan and the overlying Kometan
formations.
The distribution of the formation in the subsurface is poorly understood. It was only penetrated in
well Kirkuk-116 on the Avanah dome.
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11.2.2.6 Open marine facies
(Upper Balambo Formation)
The Balambo Formation of Valanginian- Turonian age is divided into the Lower Balambo
Formation of Valanginian Albian age and Upper Balambo Formation of Cenomanian Turonian
age. The Upper Balambo Formation is homogeneous and consists of thin bedded globigerinal
limestone, passing down into radiolarian limestones (Bellen et al., 1959). In the type area between
the Sirwan and Rowanduz rivers the Upper Balambo Formation comprises mostly thin bedded,
(rarely thick bedded) light coloured limestones with a pelagic globigerinal -radiolaria oligosteginal
fauna. In well Injana-5 the Upper Balambo consists of shale only. In Naft Khaneh oil field in
central E Iraq it is composed of marl with a few thin limestone beds.
The Cenomanian part of the formation in the type area is 170-200 m thick and the Turonian part is
315-350 m thick. The undifferentiated "Balambo Formation" of the Naft Khaneh wells is >900 m
thick but probably includes part of the Lower Balambo Formation.
The Upper Balambo Formation was deposited in an outer shelf to bathyal environment. The
formation was deposited in a relatively deep basin situated along the NE boundary of the Arabian
Plate, separated from the Southern NeoTethys by an intermittently submerged ridge. This ridge has
been overthrust by the Zagros Suture units. To the W, the Balambo basin was separated from the
main shelf basin by the Qamchuqa Ridge situated along the High Folded Zone.
Bellen et al. (1959) listed an abundant fauna in the Upper Balambo of Cenomanian-Turonian age.
The lowermost beds of Upper Balambo Formation comprise grey globigerinal limestones of Latest
Albian age which conformably overlie blue ammonite bearing limestones. In the High Folded
Zone, the Balambo passes into the Dokan Formation. The formation is overlain by the Upper
Campanian Shiranish Formation (Bellen et al., 1959) or the Upper Turonian Kometan Formation
(Bolton, 1958d).
The Upper Balambo Formation outcrops extensively in the Imbricated Zone of NE Iraq. In the
High Folded Zone, the formation passes laterally into the Kometan, Gulneri, and Dokan
formations. The depocentre extends into SW Iran where it is referred to as the "Massive Limestone
Group" (Kent et al., 1951). In North Iraq, the Balambo-Tanjero Zone is either overridden by the
Northern Thrust Zone or completely missing. In this region the Balambo Formation is replaced by
neritic limestones of the Herki, Rikan and Zibar areas (Hall, 1957).
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12.2 Late 'Turonian-Early Campanian Sequence
The Late Turonian-Early Campanian Sequence was deposited in a relatively narrow seaway
occupying the area of the Salman, Mesopotamian, Foothill and High Folded zones. The RutbaJezira Zone of the Stable Shelf was emergent. In the Northern Thrust Zone, Turonian sediments
are absent suggesting that this zone was part of a ridge separating the Southern Neo- Tethys from
the Balambo Tanjero Zone (Fig. 12-3). Turonian sediments were fully deposited in the BalamboTanjero Zone.
After the Early Turonian movements, the Qamchuqa ridge became less expressive and broad and
occupied the area of what is known today as the High Folded Zone and the Chemchemal-Butmah
subzones of the Foothill Zone. The broad ridge was more uplifted in its NW side (Mosul High).
This largely shallow water area extended N towards the Northern Thrust Zone and SW towards the
Khlesia High. It formed an uplift that extends from the Rutba area into the Jezira area, and swings
north and northeastwards towards the plate margin. The area of the submerged Mosul High was
dominated by neritic to deep water carbonates, flanked on the Wand E by deep water basins in
which oligosteginal basinal limestones were deposited (Mushorah facies).
At the end of the Turonian the NW-SE trending Qamchuqa Ridge was flanked by deep water
basins. The SW basin formed in a previously uplifted area: the Hemrin-Makhul Subzone of the
Foothill Zone. In the Jezira Subzone, deep water carbonates were deposited in E- W trending
grabens; deep shelf sediments were deposited on the flanks of the grabens. However, intra
Senonian uplift led to widespread erosion of these shelf sediments.
Upper Turonian-Lower Campanian sediments are absent in the Rutba Subzone (Fig. 12-3) due to
non-deposition, and erosion in the eastern part of the subzone. Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971 and 1972) suggested that a fringing, partly terrigenous, clastic facies belt
covered parts of the slopes of the Rutba and Khlesia highs.
In Late Campanian time ophiolites were obducted further across the NE margin of the Arabian
Plate. The compression associated with this obduction initially caused uplift of the BalamboTanjero Zone and the immediately adjacent parts of the Unstable Shelf. During this uplift
considerable thickness of Upper Turonian-Lower Campanian sediments were eroded (Dunnington,
1958); locally these sediments were completely removed on the Mosul High and over large areas
of the Rutba-Jezira Zone.
The sequence is represented by the Khasib, Tanuma, Sa'di and Kometan formations. The
Mushorah Formation is included in the Kometan Formation. The lower part of the Pilsner
Formation in some of the wells in NW Iraq is included in the Sa'di Formation and locally in the
Tanuma and Khasib formations.
The isopach of the Late Turonian-Early Campanian sequence (Fig. 12-4) shows three depocentres,
in S Iraq where the sequence is >500 m thick, near Baghdad, and in the Sinjar area in NW Iraq.
The sequence comprises two main facies, the deep inner shelf and lagoonal Khasib, Tanuma and
Sa'di formations, and the outer shelf and basinal facies of the Kometan Formation. The thickness
of the Khasib, Tanuma and Sa'di formations is given in Table 12-1.
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12.2.1.2 Tanuma
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12.2.1.3 Sa'di Formation
The Sa'di Formation is the youngest, thickest, and most widespread formation of the Late
Turonian-Early Campanian Sequence. The type section was defined by Owen and Nasr (1958)
from well Zubalr-3. The definition and age of the formation was modified by Chatton and Hart
(1961) and Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971 and 1972). They included parts of the Pilsner
Formation in the Sa'di Formation. The formation comprises 300 m of white, chalky, argillaceous
and globigerinal limestones with a well-developed 60 m thick marl bed at the top. Outside the type
area the upper part of the formation also includes organodetrital limestone (Bellen et al., 1959).
Argillaceous limestones predominate in the E and NE in the Nahr Umr, Siba and Dujalla wells
(Kasim, 1962a; Safar, 1961). West of the type area, the formation comprises argillaceous
limestone overlain by chalky limestones. The subsurface thickness is provided in Table 12-1.
Additionally, the Sa'di Formation can be identified in some wells where it was originally included
within the Pilsner Formation, these include: Fallujah-l, Mileh Tharthar-I, Makhul-2 and Naffatah-l
(see Table 12-1). The Sa'di Formation is thickest (> 450 m) along the boundary of the
Mesopotamian and Salman Zones (same as Hartha Formation).
Fossils are abundant. Owen and Nasr (1958) assigned a Late Senonian age to the formation. Bellen
et a1, (1959) suggested it was of Late Campanian age. Chatton and Hart (1961) and Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) suggested a wider age range from Turonian to Early Campanian.
Darmonian (1975) gave a Santonian-Early Campanian age, which is accepted in this book.
The Tanuma Formation is transgressive unit; its lower contact is conformable and gradational only
where it is in contact with the Tanuma Formation. Elsewhere it unconformably overlies different
units, especially in uplifted areas towards the Rutba-Jezira Zone. The upper boundary of the Sa'di
Formation is usually unconformable and overlain by Hartha Formation.
Outside Iraq, the Gudair Formation is almost fully equivalent to the Sa'di. It correlates with parts
of the Aruma Group in Saudi Arabia (Powers et al., 1966). Towards the W and NW, in Turkey and
Syria units of Campanian age and of similar lithology similar were reported from the Soukhne
Formation (Dubertret, 1966). In SE Turkey the Campanian Karabogaz Formation and parts of the
Turonian-Santonian Karbaba Formation closely resemble the Sa'di Formation (Beer, 1966).
12.2.2 Outer shelf and basinal (Kometan Formation)
The Kometan Formation was defined by Dunnington, in 1953 from the Kometan village near
Endezah in NE Iraq. The formation comprises 120 m of light grey, thin bedded, globigerinaloligosteginal limestone, locally silicified (with chert concretions in some beds), with a glauconitic
bed at the base (Bellen et al., 1959). The formation has a similar lithology throughout the
Balambo- Tanjero Zone. However to the Wand SW it becomes increasingly argillaceous. The
formation also contalns varying proportions of globigerinal and oligosteginal and oligosteginal
limestones. The Mushorah Formation, now included in the Kometan, has a very similar lithology.
It was described by Dunnington, in 1953 from well Mushorah-l of the Foothill zone and consists of
partly silicified oligosteginal limestone (Bellen et al., 1959). However in at Ain Zalah the
Mushorah Formation contalns abundant bedded and nodular chert and dolomite. In Makhul and
Samarra wells (Templeton et al .. 1959 and Johnson, 1961) the formation contalns anhydrite.
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During mapping of NE Iraq, Lower Campanian limestones were found in the under thrust block of
the Avroman range Gukab area near Halabja). They are considered to represent of the Kometan
Formation which is absent at the type section. This section could be used as a supplementary type
section of the Kometan in the future.
The Kometan Formation is widespread in central, N and NE Iraq. Following Ditmar and the IraqiSoviet Team (1971) e Mushorah Formation is now considered to be a facies of e Kometan
Formation, which was deposited during the later stages of the Turonian transgression. In some
areas, such as Kirkuk, Makhul and Najmah, the Mushorah facies overlies the Kometan Formation.
The thicknesses of the combined Kometan and Mushorah formations are as follows: Tel Abtakh-1
(97 m), Tel Hajar (204 m), Kirkuk109 (41 m), Kirkuk-116 (184 m), Makhul-l (60 m), Makhul-Z
(52 m), Najmah-29 (53 m), Chemchemal-2 (58 m) and Demir Dgah-1 (32 m). The thickness of the
Mushorah facies in wells is as follows: Anah-2 (88 m), Butmah-2 (58 m), Qara Chauq-I (282 m),
Sasan-2A (160 m), Gullar-1 (39 m) and Sufaya-A-2 (33 m). Homci (1975) suggested the Kometan
Formation reaches a maximum thickness of 300 m between Qara Chauq and Hemrin structures.
Abundant fossils in the Kometan Formation (Bellen et al., 1959) indicate the basal beds of the
formation are of Turonian age (based on the presence of Globotruncana renzi, and that the
overlying beds are of Santonian age. The Mushorah facies was dated as Early Senonian to Early
Campanian age (Bellen et al., 1959).
Sediments of the Kometan Formation were deposited in different environments ranging from
shallow shelf, restricted (oligosteginal facies) to open marine (globigerinal facies). The
oligosteginal facies of the Mushorah was deposited in a partly isolated basin, which at times
became hypersaline.
The lower contact of the formation with Albian Cenomanian formations is an unconformity. The
upper boundary is a disconformity.
The Turonian upper part of the Balambo Formation is almost identical with the Kometan. In Syria,
the Santonian Campanian Soukhne Formation of Syria (Dubertret, 1966) is of similar facies to the
Mushorah. The Turonian Coniacian Upper Judea Formation of Syria is similar to the Kometan
Formation. In SE Turkey, the Karbaba Formation (Beer, 1966) is of similar age and facies to the
Mushorah Formation.
12.3 Late Campanian-Maastrichtian Sequence
The climax of the obduction and closure of the Southern Neo- Tethys occurred during the Late
Campanian and Maastrichtian. This contributed to a major transgression across the whole of Iraq.
The same stress regime in the NE Arabian Plate led to the formation of intraplate extensional and
transextensional basins of NW-SE and E- W trend respectively. The palaeogeography is presented
for two time slices, Late Campanian-Early Maastrichtian (Fig. 12-5), and Middle-Late
Maastrichtian (Fig. 12-6). Strong subsidence of the Balambo-Tanjero Zone created a foredeep
filled with flysch derived from erosion of the flanking thrust belt.
The palaeogeographic map of Late Campanian-Early Maastrichtian time shows five facies belts
(Fig. 12-5). Lagoonal facies of the Hartha Formation are restricted to the Rutba Jezira Zone;
supratidal facies locally occur especially on the elevated Hauran High in W Iraq and in a N-S basin
extending from Mosul in the N to the Salman Zone in S Iraq. The Hartha Formation carbonate
shoals were deposited on a carbonate platform bordering the open sea to the E. The Shiranish
Formation was deposited in outer shelf to basinal environment. The Bekhme Formation was
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deposited on a carbonate platform developed over the Qamchuqa ridge of the High Folded Zone;
this ridge plunged to the SE across the Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault. The Tanjero Formation is a flysch
facies developed within the Balambo- Tanjero Zone as turbidites derived from uplifted thrust
sheets.
The palaeogeography of Mid-Late Maastrichtian time is shown in Fig. 12-6. Ophiolite obduction
had now ceased; the front of the allochthonous thrust sheets had reached the Qulqula-Khwakurk
Zone. The flysch deposition waned; shallow water Loftusia limestones (Aqra Formation) were
deposited in the former flysch basin. This basin was bounded to the SW by the Qamchuqa ridge.
Over 800 m of reef limestone of the Aqra Formation were deposited on this submerged ridge. To
the SW of the Qamchuqa ridge, a wide open marine basin covered the whole of the Mesopotamian
Zone and intermittently the Salman Zone. On the Rutba Subzone, a broad carbonate shelf
developed, on which carbonates of the Tayarat Formation were deposited.
The Anah and Tayarat grabens were filled with thick deep water sediments. Extensional faulting in
the Mesopotamian Zone (for example along the Tikrit-Balad-Baghdad structural trend) led to
differential subsidence with deposition of thick Shiranish Formation. In the Anah and Tayarat
grabens, the Maastrichtian sediments of the Shiranish Formation are >1500 m thick. The Anah
Graben and a N-S embayment W of Rutba formed a semi-isolated basin in which upwelling of
currents rich in phosphates and silica occurred, leading to deposition of phosphorites and silicified
carbonates (Digma Formation). The Digma Formation both overlies and passes into Tayarat
Formation towards the E and S.
The following formations are recognized in the Late Campanian-Maastrichtian Sequence: 1) The
Upper Campanian-Lower Maastrichtian Hartha Formation deposited in an inner shelf to lagoonal
environment 2) The Middle-Upper Maastrichtian inner shelf and shoal Tayarat Formation
deposited in a inner shelf and shoal environment. 3) The Middle-Upper Maastrichtian phosphatic
Digma Formation deposited in a lagoonal-outer shelf and basinal environment in the Rutba basin.
4) The Upper Campanian-Maastrichtian outer shelf to basinal marls and limestones of the
Shiranish Formation. 5) The Upper-Campanian-Maastrichtian ramp carbonates of the Bekhme
Formation deposited on the Qamchuqa Ridge. 6) The Maastrichtian ramp carbonates of the Aqra
Formation deposited on the Qamchuqa Ridge. 7) The Upper Campanian-? Maastrichtian sediments
of the Hadiena Formation deposited on the Ora Ridge. 8) The Upper Campanian-Maastrichtian
flysch of the Tanjero Formation.
The thickness of the Late Campanian-Maastrichtian Sequence is shown in Fig. 12-7. Depocentres
are associated with the Anah Trough in W Iraq, and the Tanjero trough in NE Iraq. Within the
Stable Shelf, the thickness of the sequence is affected by the transversal Sirwan and TakhadidQuma Faults.
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sandstone, interbedded with green highly fossiliferous limestone with Hippurites. The clastic unit
is overlain by 70 m of grey dolomite and pale grey argillaceous dolomite. The upper 60 m of the
formation consists of light grey fossiliferous dolomite and yellowish grey fossiliferous marl and
argillaceous limestone. Chert nodules are present throughout but are most abundant in the upper
part of the section. The formation thins to 75 m to the east of the supplementary section and to 35
m to the S of Rutba. The formation thins to the north of Rutba until it is totally truncated below an
unconformity at the base of the Tayarat Formation on the NW rim of the Ga'ara depression. The
formation consists predominantly of carbonates in the west near Rutba, and marl in the east.
In the Rutba area the Hartha Formation comprises stacked 10-15 m thick cycles. Each cycle
consists of cross-bedded calcareous sandstone, locally ferruginous, passing up into siltstone and
silty mudstone or shale capped by coarse grained dolomite and dolomitic limestone. The sandstone
beds wedge out to the SE of Rutba.
The lower contact of the formation is usually an unconformity, often marked by a basal
conglomerate. The upper boundary in S Iraq is conformable and the formation is often overlain by
pelagic sediments of the Shiranish Formation.
The thickness of the Hartha and Bekhme formations is shown in Fig. 12-8. The Hartha Formation
is thickest within the Salman Zone, S of Ramadi (400 m). Near Mosul the thickness is 100-200 m.
The Hartha Formation was deposited in forereef to shoal environment. Locally lagoonal back reef
facies occur around the margins of the Stable Shelf. Reef facies may be present around the Khlesia
High, as indicated by the reef limestone debris in the detrital limestone beds in the formation in
some wells.
A rich Late Campanian-Maastrichtian fauna was reported by Bellen et al. (1959). Karim and
Ctyroky (1981; in Jassim et al., 1984) identified the following fauna from the basal clastics of the
surface supplementary section to the ESE of Rutba, they include: Vautrina syriaca Vautrin,
Vautrina sp., Praeradiolites sp., Eoradiolarites sp., Hexacorals (indent) and Neithea sp. The
carbonate units contaln Vautrina cf syriaca Vautrin, Radiolarites cf sequanosus, Eoradiolarites
sp., Tylostoma sp., Nerinea cf bronni, Hexacorallatrochus sp., Tylostoma aff syriaca Conard and
Micraster spp.
The Aruma Formation (Powers et al., 1966) of Saudi Arabia partly correlates with the Hartha
Formation. The Hartha Formation is recognized in Kuwalt (Owen and Nasr, 1958). In Syria some
parts of the Soukhne Formation (Dubertret, 1966) are equivalent to the Hartha. Facies similar to
the Hartha Formation are present in eastern Syria (Dubertret, 1966). In SE Turkey, the Karabogaz
Formation (Beer, 1966) is of similar facies.
12.3.1.2 Tayarat Formation
The Tayarat Formation was defined by Henson in 1940 (Bellen et al., 1959) 30 km S of Rutba
town in W Iraq. It comprises 48 m of rubbly, porous, chalky limestone which is locally
dolomitised and sandy. The upper part of Tayarat Formation to the W of the type section is
replaced by the phosphatic Digma Formation. The formation also outcrops along the W rim of the
Ga'ara depression where it is 25 m thick, and comprises oyster-bearing limestone, Loftusia
limestone and chalky limestone. The basal unit of this section comprises limestone conglomerates
which were deposited in channels and oyster bearing limestones. On the N and NW rim of the
Ga'ara depression, the basal beds of the formation are charophyte-bearing limestones which were
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deposited in a fresh water environment. The uplift and emergence of the Ga'ara anticline in
Maastrichtian time strongly influenced the distribution and facies of the Tayarat ' Formation.
The lower unit of the Tayarat Formation comprises conglomerate or coarse-grained calcareous
sandstone, passing upwards into dolomitic limestone, dolomite, siltstone, silty marl and calcareous
shale, locally containing shark teeth and thin-shelled gastropods. The upper unit comprises coarse
grained limestone, locally sandy, overlain by mudstone and dolomitic conglomerate. Geodes and
chert concretions are common in the carbonates of the upper unit. The clastics in the lower unit
pass into carbonates to the east. The type section of the Tayarat Formation includes some
phosphatic beds.
The formation thickens in S Iraq (Fig. 12-9) S of the Takhadid-Qurna Fault, and in Central Iraq
between the Anah Qalat Dizeh and the Sirwan faults. It is absent in the Jezira area. The Tayarat
Formation is reported to be 426 m thick in water well K7-12 near Anah but this thickness probably
includes parts of the Hartha and Shiranish formations. In S Iraq, the formation is up to 370 m in the
S part of Salman and Mesopotamian zones. The formation is thinner in the Euphrates and Tigris
subzones of the Mesopotamian Zone where it passes into Shiranish Formation.
The formation overlies the Shiranish Formation in S and SW Iraq and the Hartha Formation in all
other areas. The upper contact with the Umm Er Radhuma Formation in S and SW Iraq is
disconformable; Danian beds are absent. W of Rutba, the Tayarat Formation is conformably
overlain by the Digma Formation.
In addition to the fossils recorded by Bellen et al. (1959), Amer (1975; in Jassim et al., 1984)
documented the following fauna from the Nukhalb area: Praealveolina sp, Rugoglobigerina sp.,
Rotalia sp., Spiroloculina sp., Loftusia minor Cox, Loftusia coxi Henson, Loftusia elongata Cox
and rare Globotruncana sp. Karim and Ctyroky (1981; in Jassim et al., 1984) studied the area S of
the Kl60 settlement and recorded the following fauna: Orbitoides cf media Darciac, Dicyclina sp.,
Lepidorbitoides sp., Omphalocyclus macroporus Lamarck, Globotruncana sp., Loftusia elongata
Cox, Nezzazata sp., Vaccuinites sp., Radiolarites, Orbitoides sp., Cardita sp., Caprinitodea sp.,
Rostellaria sp., ?Septifer sp., Modiolus sp. and miliolids. From the area S of Rutba, Buday and
Hak (1980) reported a microfauna of Loftusia elongata Cox, Loftusia persica Brady, Loftusia
minor Cox, Loftusia morgani Douville, Loftusia sp., Omphalocyclus macroporus, Orbitoides sp.
and macrofauna of Actostrea bomilcaris Coquand, Ceratostreon cf lanciniatum Nilsson, Lopha
villei Coquand, Trigonoarca schweinfurthi Nilsson and Turritella
sp.
The above fauna indicates the age of the Tayarat Formation is Maastrichtian.
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considered that it, did not warrant recognition as a separate formation.
However when the Digma Formation was defined the phosphate occurrences near Rutba Uplift had
not been studied. The lower part of these phosphatic beds (Maastrichtian-Eocene Belqa Series)
was included in the Tayarat Formation. These beds, described in detail by Cobbet (1956) and
Antonets et al. (1963), are identical with the Digma Formation in age and comprise highly
phosphatic and siliceous limestones and marls.
The Digma Formation outcrops near Rutba Town and in the Ga'ara depression. In the Tayarat type
section (see above) significant phosphatic beds occur in the upper part of the section. Wand NW of
Rutba, these phosphatic facies overlie the Tayarat Formation.
Jassim et al. (1984) described the formation from Wadi Jeed, 30 km W of Rutba Town. This
section is located on the NW flank of the Hauran anticlinorium, 6 km S of the Rutba Amman and
Rutba-Damascus road junction. It is 35 m thick and comprises, from the base upwards: Coarse
pelletal phosphorite with conchoidal fractures (2 m), porous white chalk (2 m), white chalk with
brown chert lenses (2 m), grey lithographic limestone with beds of marl, argillaceous limestone
with oyster beds (9 m), hard recrystallised rubbly limestone with oysters often containing large
geodes up to 0.5 m in diameter (6 m), thin-bedded hard limestone with chert concretions (0.5 m),
pelletal phosphorite (2 m) topped by chert laminae, flaky marl with thin beds of white
recrystallised limestone (0.7 m) and coarse recrystallised limestone with bands of chert and chert
concretions capped by very dense lithographic limestone (5 m). This phosphatic sequence lies
conformably on Loftusia limestones of the Tayarat Formation. It is overlain conformably by
Danian shale. Along the northern and western rim of the Ga'ara depression, the Digma Formation
comprises soft yellow marl (black in subsurface sections) with lenticular beds of Lopha-bearing
limestones which are especially abundant near the top of the formation often overlying yellow
marl with occasional phosphate interbeds. A good example is the butte of Radhuma Safra north of
the Ga'ara depression (plate 12-1).
Fossils include benthonic foraminifera, with some planktonic foraminifera indicating
communication with the open sea. The lower part of the formation in the Ga'ara depression
contalns Inoceramus regularis Dorb., Lopha diachotoma Bayle, Natica sp., Cryptorhytis sp.,
Lucina sp., Turritella sp., Lopha villei Conard, Nautilus sp., miliolids, echinoid spines, spicules
and ostracods. The equivalent section from the area S of the Amman highway contalns Loftusia
elongate Cox, Pseudolituonella sp., Quinqueloculina sp., rare Globotruncana sp., planktonics,
miliolids, Exogyra flabellatum Sowerby, Hippurites, Phaldomya sp., echinoid spines, coral
fragments and ostracods.
In subsurface sections from the area W of the Akashat mine, Amer (1977) identified
Globotruncana aegyptiaca Nakkady, Globotuncana havanesis Vocrwijk, Pseudo textularia
elongata Rzehak, Heterohelix striata Ehrenberg, Gabonella multituberculata Deklsz-MarieMeijer,
Valvulineria koeingswaldi Drooger, Siphogerinoides cretacea, Gavelinella sp., Pyramidinia crassa
Brotzen. In water well near Nihaldaln at the Iraq-Jordan-Saudi triple border point the formation
contalns the following fauna:
Heterohelix sp., Globigerinelloides sp., Globotruncana sp., Hippurites, Lenticulina sp., small
planktonics, biserial benthonics, Exogyra flabellatum Sowerby, Loftusia sp. and shell fragments.
This fauna indicates the Digma Formation is of Maastrichtian age.
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The Aqra and Bekhme formations comprise reef limestones, forereef and shoal limestones, and
associated facies (Bellen et al., Op. Cit.). It is difficult to separate the two formations where an
intervening tongue of the Shiranish or Tanjero formations is absent. The name Aqra-Bekhme has
been suggested by Buday (1980) where these intervening formations are absent. Both formations
were deposited over the Qamchuqa ridge of the High Folded Zone.
The thickness of the Aqra and Bekhme formations is typically 300-500 m in the type area (1050 m
maximum) and between Bekhme Gorge (NE Erbil) and Dohuk. The formations wedge out
relatively rapidly to the NE and SW, passing into the Tanjero and Shiranish formations
respectively. To the SE, the formations pass into basinal facies across the Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault
into the Kirkuk Embayment. The formations were deposited mostly in a reef-forereef environment.
The Aqra Formation also transgressively overlies the Tanjero Formation.
Abundant fossils confirm a Late Campanian age for the Bekhme Formation and a Maastrichtian
age for the Aqra Formation.
The Bekhme Formation unconformably overlies the Mauddud (Qamchuqa) Formation with a basal
conglomerate. The upper contact of the Aqra Formation is marked by an erosional break at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary.
The Aqra and Bekhme formations are equivalent to the upper part of the so-called "Massive
Limestone" of NE Syria in Qamishlie, Bowab and Barde (Dubertret, 1966). In SE Turkey,
limestone beds and limestone lenses in the Kermav Formation are equivalent to the Aqra and
Bekhme formations. The correlation of the Aqra and Bekhme formations with the Mardin
Formation, suggested by Bellen et a1. (1959), is unlikely because the Mardin Formation is of pre
Campanian (mostly Cenomanian-Turonian) age (Beer, 1966; Schmidt, 1964). In SW Iran, N of
Shiraz, reef limestones overlying Campanian-Maastrichtian flysch (Furst, 1970), are equivalent to
the Aqra Formation.
12.3.4 Outer shelf-basinal (Shiranish Formation)
The Shiranish Formation was defined by Henson (1940) from the High Folded Zone of N Iraq near
the village of Shiranish Islam, NE of Zakho. In S Iraq an almost identical unit, the Qurna
Formation, was introduced by Rabanit in 1952. Following Chatton and Hart (1961), the Qurna
Formation is here included in the Shiranish Formation. The Shiranish Formation, in its type area,
comprises thin bedded argillaceous limestones (locally dolomitic) overlain by blue pelagic marls
(Owen and Nasr, 1958; Bellen et al., 1959).
Limestone conglomerates (probably resulting from slumping) occur locally in the formation in the
Sinjar area of NW Iraq (Bellen et al., 1959) and in the Jabal Abdul Aziz area of Syria (Ponikarov
et al., 1967). The formation gradually passes into the Tanjero Formation to the NE.
Chatton and Hart (1961), and also Ditmar and the Iraqi Soviet Team (1971), included another
lithologically almost identical unit (the "Jib’ab Marl Formation" of well Anah-l) within the
Shiranish Formation. The Jib'ab facies comprises argillaceous limestones and marls, with
occasional calcareous shales, locally anhydritic or glauconitic, with occasional beds of sandstone
and thin beds conglomerates (Bellen et.al, 1959).
In the type area, the Shiranish Formation is 225 m thick. In other outcrop areas it varies in
thickness from 100 to 400 m. The thickest drilled section (1500 m) of the formation is in well
Sasan-1 the formation has a similar thickness between Hemrin and Mandali (Homci, 1975). The
thickness of the Jib'ab facies reaches 1300 m (Hay and Hart, 1959). The thickness of the Shiranish
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Formation is shown in Fig. 12-10; the figure does not include the thickness of the Jib'ab facies in
the Anah Graben.
Fossils are very abundant in the Shiranish Formation and its Qurna tongue but rare in the Jib'ab
facies. They confirm that the formation is of Late Campanian-Maastrichtian age. Sediments of
latest Maastrichtian age are absent (Kassab 1972 and 1973).
In the type section the Shiranish Formation conformably overlies the Bekhme Formation.
Elsewhere the Shiranish unconformably overlies older Cretaceous formations. The upper boundary
is erosional or nonsequential where the Shiranish Formation is overlain by Palaeogene sediments.
The Shiranish Formation is also recognised in NE Syria (Dubertret, 1966 and Brew et al., 2002).
Maastrichtian foraminiferal limestones and marls in central Syria can be party correlated with the
Shiranish (Ponikarov et al., 1967). In SE Turkey the Shiranish is equivalent to the Kermav marls of
the Mardin area (Beer, 1966). Towards the SE in Iran, the formation is equivalent to the upper part
of the pelagic Gurpi Formation (Furst, 1970) and the "Upper Cretaceous Marl Group" of Kent et
a1,. (1951).
The Anah Graben is a remarkable tectonic element which contalns over 2000 m of Shiranish
Formation; thin carbonate turbidite beds are probably present derived from erosion of the adjacent
platform areas.
12.3.5 Isolated basin of the Balambo-Tanjero Zone (Tanjero Formation)
The Tanjero Clastic Formation (Plate 12-3) is present in the Balambo-Tanjero Zone of NE Iraq.
The formation was defined by Dunnington, in 1952. The type section of the formation in the
Sirwan valley (SE of Sulalmaniya comprises two divisions. The lower division comprises pelagic
marl, and occasional beds of argillaceous limestone with siltstone beds in the upper part (Bellen et
al., 1959). The upper division comprises silty marl, sandstone conglomerates, and sandy or silty
organic detrital limestones; it interfingers with the Aqra Limestone. The sandstones are composed
predominantly of grains of chert and green igneous and metamorphic rocks. The conglomerates
contain pebbles of Mesozoic limestones, dolomites, recrystallised limestones, and radiolarian
chert. The thickness of the formation is very variable. The maximum thickness of the formation is
about 2000 m between Rowanduz and Chuwarta.
The Tanjero Formation becomes finer grained and more thinly bedded towards the SW. In well
Chemchemal-2 the flysch facies is absent. Bolton (1958d), reported Tanjero flysch between the
Rowanduz and the Lesser Zab valley at Ganav.
The formation was deposited as flysch in a rapidly subsiding foredeep basin immediately in front
of the thrust sheets of the obducted margin of the Southern Neo- Tethys. The onset of flysch
deposition occurred when these thrust sheets were elevated above sea level and rapidly eroded.
Fossils (mostly planktonic fauna) are abundant in the Tanjero Formation and indicate a Late
Campanian Maastrichtian age. The coarse grained flysch in the upper part of the formation is of
Maastrichtian age; the lower part of the formation is of Late Campanian-Maastrichtian age. The
uppermost part of the Tanjero Formation contalns the youngest Maastrichtian sediments in Iraq,
based on the occurrence of the planktonic foraminifera Globotruncana falsocalcarata (Kassab,
1972, 1975b) in the Chalki and Sirwan valley sections.
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The formation usually conformably and gradationally overlies the Shiranish Formation. An
unconformable lower contact was reported in the Ranya area (Bolton, 1958d); however the Upper
Cretaceous clastics here may belong to the basal unit of the Suwais Red Beds. The formation is
usually unconformably overlain by Palaeogene formations except where it passes into the
Shiranish Formation or is overlain by the Aqra Formation.
The formation mainly occurs in the Balambo- Tanjero Zone. It also occurs in the High Folded
Zone, SE of the Greater Zab where it interfingers with the Shiranish Formation. The Tanjero
Formation of the Foothill Zone (Chemchemal) comprises marl, limestone and mudstone, with
some siltstone beds. The Tanjero Formation is absent in the Northern Thrust Zone.
The Tanjero Formation outcrop extends into SW Iran where it was referred to as the Maastrichtian
Flysch by Kent et al. (1952) and described as chert conglomerates by James and Wynd (1965). In
Turkey, the Cretaceous parts of the Kermav Formation are equivalent to the Tanjero Formation
(Altinli. 1966).
12.3.6 Isolated basin of the Northern Thrust Zone (Hadiena Formation)
The Hadiena Formation occurs in the Northern Thrust Zone of N Iraq. It was defined by Wetzel in
1950 from the Hadiena area NW of Amadiya (Bellen et al., 1959). The formation (750 m thick)
comprises three divisions: The lower division comprises dolomitised limestone. The middle
division consists of silty marl, and argillaceous, sandy limestone with detrital hematite, phosphatic
and chert grains, and thin beds of conglomerate and breccias. The upper division comprises
conglomerates and breccias with angular fragments of hematite set in a matrix of ferruginous
limestone and terrigenous quartz grains (Bellen et al., 1959). In some areas the lower and middle
divisions are absent and the haematitic, brecciated, and conglomeratic beds unconformably overlie
the Chi a Gara or Barsarin formations (Hamza and Isaac, 1971). The formation thins rapidly to the
E and W, partly due to tectonic complications. The lithology of the formation suggests it was
deposited on a platform that was periodically exposed.
An abundant planktonic and benthonic fauna in the middle and upper divisions is of Late
Campanian age. The age of the lower division is uncertain; this unit (which has a similar lithology
to the "Mergi" facies of the Mishrif Formation) may belong to an older sequence.
The lower contact of the formation is an unconformity. The formation usually overlies the Chia
Gara, Barsarin or Naokelekan formations. The upper contact of the formation is conformable; the
formation is gradationally overlain by a unit of limestone and dolomitic limestone unit assumed to
be the Aqra Formation (Bellen et al., 1959), confirmed by the discovery of rudist reefs (Hamza and
Isaac, 1971).
12.4 Danian sequence
The presence of Danian sediments is confirmed locally in Syria (Ponikarov et al., 1967) and in N
Iraq (in wells Ain Zalah and Butmah; Dr Farouq AlOmari-oral communication). Jassim et al.
(1984) and Jassim and Karim (1986) confirmed the presence of Danian strata in W Iraq (in the
lower part of the Palaeocene Akashat Formation exposed W and NW of Rutba Town). Kassab
(1972, 1975b, 1976) had earlier considered that Danian sediments were absent in Iraq. The lack of
evidence of basinal Danian sediments in central Iraq may be due to insufficient sampling of the
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary sections in wells and/or to condensed sedimentation in Danian time.
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12.4.1 Phosphatic outer shelf (Tarfawi Member of Akashat Formation)
Danian sediments occur to the west of Rutba in W Iraq. They are included in the Palaeocene
Akashat Formation (Jassim et al., 1984). Five outcrop sections were investigated to the SW, Wand
NW of Rutba Town (Karim and Jassim, 1986). The thickest section of the Akashat Formation was
described from Wadi Tarfawi 40 km WSW of Rutba; it has been referred to as the Tarfawi
Member. GEOSURV investigated the outcrops in detail with trenches and shallow boreholes.
The lowest unit of the formation comprises 7 m of buff to grey shale and white chalk. The shale
contalns ribs of intraclastic and bone bearing phosphates; the lowest phosphate bed overlies a layer
of chalk with a contact marked by load casts and pseudonodules. The shales contain
montmorillonite and palygorskite (Kassim, 1985; Al Bassam and Al Saadi, 1985). The unit
overlies Upper Cretaceous oyster bearing (Lopha) limestones; the contact is marked by a few
centimetres of intraclastic phosphorite. Beds with abundant phosphate intraclasts may have been
deposited by turbidity currents.
The chalk beds contain abundant siliceous spicules and are sometimes totally silicified; they
contain a rich in planktonic fauna which is often silicified. X-ray diffraction indicates the spicules
have a tridymite structure (see Chapter 20).
The shale beds contain the following fauna: Globigerina daubjergensis, Chilogumbelina sp.,
Eoglobigerina cf. danica, Guembelitria spp., Globorotalia pseudobulloides, Globorotalia
compressa, Globobulimina sp., Bulimina sp., Siphogenerinoides elegantus, Cibicides sp.,
Yalvulinaria ravani and Gaudryina sp. The chalk beds contaln G. daubjergensis and Guembelitria
spp. In a borehole at the Jordanian border the shale unit is 30 m thick and contalns fauna of the G.
daubjergensis zone including Eoglobigerina cf danica.
The middle unit of the formation consists of 7 m of sandstone which outcrops locally S of the
Rutba-Amman highway. It is yellowish, quartzitic and often phosphatic with occasional beds of
silicified shelly limestone. It passes laterally into argillaceous phosphatic limestones towards the
N. A benthonic marine fauna of Cibicides sp. is recorded from this unit. The unit may have been
deposited as sand bars which passed laterally into bivalve shoals.
The upper unit consists of micrite limestone and chert (II m thick) comprises foraminiferal
biomicrite and micrite with recrystallised planktonic tests often alternating with sparite, with
broken bivalve shell fragments, including large Lenticulina sp. Black, white and grey chert occurs.
Laterally the unit passes into extremely recrystallised limestone with calcite crystals up to one
centimetre in size. This particular unit is well defined on the satellite images by its black tone
caused by the desert varnished chert fragments. The biomicrites were probably deposited in a
bathyal to outer shelf environment as indicated by the alternation of planktonic and planktonicbenthonic assemblages with bivalve fragments.
The Danian section thins towards the N. 28 km along the road to Akashat (from the junction of
Rutba-Amman highway) the Danian sediments are 7 m thick, thinning to 3 m along the NW rim of
the Ga'ara depression (Tel Semhat). The Danian section is thicker in boreholes to the W, NW and
N of the Ga'ara depression. In borehole BH9, 28 km N of the Akashat mine the Danian section is
20 m thick. It comprises from the base upwards: marl and biomicrite with fauna of the G.
daubjergensis Zone (6 m), sandstone with Cibicides (2 m), and marl (13 m). The upper marl unit
contalns limestone beds with a benthic fauna of Siphogenerinoides elegantus, Lenticulina sp.,
Bulimina sp. and Gaudryina sp. 32 km to the NW of Akashat mine, the Danian section is up to
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110m thick, comprising marl with benthic and planktonic fauna of the G. daubjergensis Zone and
shelly limestone. The fauna is of Danian age in accordance with the global planktonic
foraminiferal zonation for the Palaeogene established by Loeblich and Tappan (1957), EI-Naggar
(1966), Berggren (l969a and b, 1970, 1972a and b), Kureshy (1979) and others.
The Late Maastrichtian-Early Palaeocene boundary is placed at the first occurrence of the Danian
datum Globigerina daubjergensis which defines the Globigerina daubjergensis Zone also
characterized by the first appearance of Globorotalids and Chiloguembelina and the extinction of
Globotruncana and Heterohelix. The index species is associated with Chiloguembelina sp.,
Guembelitria spp., Globorotalia compressa, Globorotalia pseudobulloides, and Eoglobigerina cf
danica (present in the basal Danian in the Tralbeel borehole at 278 m depth) and Chiloguembelina
spp. The benthonic foraminiferal assemblage of this zone is characterized by Bulimina sp.,
Globobulimina sp., Siphogenerinoides sp., valvulineria sp., Cibicides sp., Gabonella spp. and
Gaudryina sp. The zone was first established in Iraq by Karim and Jassim (1986).
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Ch
hapter 13
Middle Paalaeocene-E
Eocene Megasequence A
AP10
by
S
Saad
Z. Jassiim and Tiboor Buday
M
ce AP l0 waas depositedd during a period of rennewed
The Middlle Palaeocenne-Eocene Megasequenc
subductionn and volcannic arc activvity associateed with finaal closure off the Neo-Teethys (Chaptter 3).
This led too uplift alongg the NE maargin of the Arabian
A
Platee with the foormation of ridges
r
and basins,
generally of NW-SE trend in N aand Central Iraq and EE W trend iin W Iraq. Significant
S
llateral
facies channges occurreed across theese tectonic features. Upplift of the E margin of the Arabian Plate
during thee Early Palaeocene expllains the abssence of thee Danian froom most of the High Folded
Zone and tthe Foothill Zone.
Z
Ditmar annd the Iraqi-Soviet Team
m (1971) reccognized ann important regional
r
uncconformity aat the
base of thee Middle Eoccene. Howevver this uncoonformity is here recognnized as a seqquence bounndary;
the megasequence bouundary is plaaced in the Latest Eocene followingg Sharland et
e al. (2001)). The
Middle Paalaeocene-Eoocene Megassequence (AP 10) is diviided into twoo sequences:: The PalaeooceneM
ce AP
Early Eoceene and Midddle-Late Eoocene sequennces. The strratigraphic ccolumn of Megasequenc
10 is show
wn in Fig. 133-1. The twoo sequences of Megaseqquence AP 110 require fu
urther study;; with
further woork they coulld be subdiviided.
The thicknness of Megaasequence AP
A 10 (Fig. 13-2)
1
increasses from 5000 m along the boundary of
o the
Foothill aand Mesopo
otamian zones to over 2000 m within
w
the Balambo
B
Tanjero Zone.. The
megasequeence is also thick in the Sinjar Trouugh. The meegasequence is absent orr thin on thee crest
of the Hauuran anticlin
norium, the Jezira Subzone and thee Mosul Higgh. In the Mesopotamian
M
n and
Salman zoones the th
hickness of the megaseequence inccreases to thhe south accross the Sirwan
transversall fault zone from < 1 000 m to 500 m. The meggasequence thickens pro
ogressively tto the
SSE to 900 m at the Iraq-Kuwalt
I
border. West of the Ruutba Uplift aanother basinn developed in W
Iraq and Joordan.
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13.1 Mid P
Palaeocene--Early Eoceene Sequencce
Within thee Unstable Shelf area two
t
separatee longitudinnal basins deeveloped in Mid Palaeoocene
time. An intermontane
i
e basin (Redd beds basinn) flanked thhe SW and N
NE sides of the eroded tthrust
belt that haas formed inn Late Camppanian Maasstrichtian tim
me. The Koloosh basin whhich occupieed the
area of thee High Foldeed Zone wass partly isolaated from thee Red Beds basin in NE
E by a ridge along
the Balam
mbo- Tanjeroo Zone from
m Amadiya in the NW through Roowanduz and
d Ranya tow
wards
Halabja inn the SE (D
Dunnington, 1953; Boltoon, 1958b, c,
c d; Ditmarr and the Iraqi-Soviet T
Team,
1971). Botth the NW and
a SE conttinuations off this ridge can be traceed to Dohukk (Ditmar annd the
Iraqi-Sovieet Team, 19771) and probbably to Marrdin (Weber,, 1963).
Immediateely SW of thhe marginal ridge a relaatively narroow foredeepp developed during the Early
Palaeogene which wass filled in with
w the Palaeeogene clasttics of the Kolosh
K
Form
mation (Fig. 113-3).
mately
The foredeeep progresssively migraated towards the SW; itss SW bounddary is situated approxim
along a linne connectinng Mushorahh, Mosul, Kirkuk,
K
and Chia Surkh (i.e. occupy
ying the ButtmahChemchem
mal Subzonee of the Foothill Zone). Further to the
t SW, the Kolosh trouugh passed iinto a
basin that covered moost of the Fooothill and the
t NE partss of the Messopotamian zone where open
marine maarls of the Aaaliji Formatiion were depposited.
The area to the SW of the Butm
mah-Chemchhemal Subzzone was ann open mariine sea withh two
s
byy a stable butt submergedd structural hhigh. This hiigh compriseed the
subsiding sub-basins separated
S
andd the Rawdahh Uplift in Syria;
S
it exteended
Mosul Higgh, the Khleesia High of the Jezira Subzone
SE to the Ramadi
R
areaa (Fig. 13-2)). It is uncleaar whether thhis ridge waas emergent or whether it
i was
submergedd and starvedd of sedimennt supply. Evidence
E
of erosion has not been obbserved. To the N
and NW of this ridge the
t Jezira baasin developeed and extennded into thee Jezira and Palmyra
P
basins of
P
et al., 1967). It
I was bordeered in the N by an upliffted area bettween
Syria (Webber, 1963; Ponikarov
Sinjar, Atsshan and Ibraahim in Iraqq and Jabel A
Abd El Aziz in Syria.
Another baasin extendeed from the Mosul
M
High in the NW to
t the Easterrn Zagros in the SE where the
Aaliji andd Pabdeh formations weere depositeed. The Khllesia-Mosul Highs form
med an impoortant
bioprovinccial boundaary; the NW
W basin cleearly belongged to the Mediterrannean bioproovince
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(Ponikarov et al., 1967; and Powers et al., 1967) whereas the SE basin belonged to the eastern
Indopacific bioprovince.
A facies change occurred along a possible ridge between Falluja in the NW and Amara in the SE.
To the SW of this ridge, the Aaliji Formation of SE and central Iraq was replaced by the neriticshoal facies of the Umm Er Radhuma Formation, followed during the Early Eocene by the
evaporites of Rus Formation.
The Danian deep water basin W of Rutba shallowed during Middle-Late Palaeocene time with
deposition of phosphatic oolites in an inner shelf environment. The phosphatic facies formed as a
result of upwelling of cold, nutrient rich, waters from the narrow closing Neo-Tethys Ocean to the
NE (Al Bassam, 1976 and Sheldon, 1981). The Rutba area was partially isolated from the main
basin to the E which allowed concentration of phosphogenic water.
In Early Eocene time a local NW-SE trending basin developed within the Umm Er Radhuma belt
extending from Kifl in the NW to the Dammam structure in eastern Saudi Arabia in the S. This
basin was filled by lagoonal evaporitic sediments of the Rus Formation (Fig. 13-4). To the east,
these evaporitic sediments passed into nummulitic shoals which in turn passed into the open
marine Pabdeh marls. The nummulitic shoals were probably formed on the Ramadi-Musalyib
palaeoridge.
The break between the Maastrichtian and Palaeocene (Bellen et al., 1959) was studied by Kassab
(1972 and 1976). Kassab showed that sediments of latest Maastrichtian and Early Palaeocene
(Danian) age are absent in the shelf areas of Iraq. However, as discussed in Chapter 12, the
presence of Danian is now proven in W Iraq (Karim and Jassim, 1986).
The formations of the Palaeocene-Early Eocene sequence comprise: the phosphatic facies of the
Akashat Formation and Swab member of the Ratga Formation, the carbonate evaporite facies of
the Umm Er Radhuma and Rus formations, the outer shelf facies of the Aaliji, the molasse of the
Kolosh, the carbonate ramp facies of the Sinjar, and the inner shelf lagoonal carbonates of the
Khurmala. The lithofacies of the phosphatic cherty and partly argillaceous sediments of W Iraq
greatly differs from that of the type Umm Er Radhuma and is almost identical with the phosphatic
Syrian Palaeocene (Ponikarov et al., 1967), and with the Upper Cretaceous-Palaeogene phosphatic
Belqa Series (Daniel, 1963) of Jordan. Jassim et al. (1984) included the Palaeocene phosphatic
rocks in the Akashat Formation and the nummulitic Lower Eocene limestones in the Eocene Ratga
Formation. The correlation of units of Megasequence APIO in W and SE Iraq is shown in Fig. 135.
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13.1.1 Carbonate-Evaporite inner shelf
13.1.1.1 Umm Er Radhuma Formation
The Umm Er Radhuma Formation was described by Steineke and Brarnkamp in 1952 (Bellen et
al., 1959) from the type locality at the Umm Er Radhuma wells in Saudi Arabia. The reference
section is in Wadi al Batin, in Saudi Arabia. A supplementary type section for Iraq introduced by
Owen and Nasr (1958) in well Zubair 3 in S Iraq comprises anhydrite and white to buff dolomitic
microcrystalline porous limestone; chert occurs in the upper part.
The Umm Er Radhuma Formation in Iraq outcrops in the eastern parts of the Rutba Subzone, south
of Wadi Al Kharr, along the Iraq-Saudi border and on the shoulders of the Nukhaib Graben. N and
NW of Wadi Al Kharr the lagoonal facies of the formation passes into a phosphatic facies.
In the Tekhadid area of S Iraq in water borehole KH-4 (from 50 to 356 m) the Umm Er Radhuma
Formation comprises from the base upwards: 92 m of pale grey dolomitic marl and argillaceous
dolomite with anhydrite nodules, 67 m of anhydrite and argillaceous dolomite with anhydrite
nodules, 56 m of pale grey dolomitic marl and argillaceous dolomite with frequent anhydrite
nodules, and 91 m of dolomitic limestone and coarsely crystalline dolomite, with rare phosphatic
grains.
Near Nukhaib, the formation is 240 m thick and comprises from the base upwards: 1) 40 m of
white fossiliferous chalky limestone and yellow recrystallised shelly calcareous dolomite with thin
beds and lenses of chert with geodes. 2) 40 m of grey recrystallised shelly calcareous dolomite
with chert lenses. 3) 40 m of white chalky limestone and grey calcareous dolomite (with chert
along bedding planes) containing a 5 m varicoloured calcareous sandy limestone at the base. 4) 50
m of white argillaceous and chalky limestone and grey shelly calcareous dolomite with black chert
lenses 40 m of white chalky limestones with chert bands.
5)30 m of recrystallised shelly and dolomitic limestones, phosphatic at the top, with red mudstone
beds.
The formation is up to 570 m thick in wells near the Shat Al Arab River within the Mesopotamian
Zone. The formation thins to the W and NW; on the Sand SE slopes of the Hauran anticlinorium it
wedges out completely. Towards the E and NE it passes laterally into the open marine Aaliji
Formation. It also passes into the phosphatic Akash.at Formation to the W of the Nukhaib Graben
where the thickness decreases to around 200 m. The thickness of the Umm Er Radhuma Formation
in S Iraq is shown in Fig. 13-6. The formation sharply increases in thickness largely S of the Kut
Dezful Fault.
. Shakir (1983; in Jassim et al., 1984) studied outcrops in SW Iraq and identified the following
fauna: Saudia labyrinthica Grimsdale, Alveolina primaeva Reichel, A globosa Leymerie,
Coskinolina sp., Cibicides sp., Valvulina sp., Spiroloculina sp., Nodosaria sp., Orbitolites sp.,
Dentalina sp., Idalina sp., Pyrgo sp., Globorotalia cf aequa Cushman and Renz. Small nummulites
were also recorded in the upper part of the section. Saudia labyrinthica and Alveolina primaeva
appear to be restricted to the Late Palaeocene, and Alveolina globosa to the Late Palaeocene-Early
Eocene.
Based on fossil evidence and correlation with Saudi Arabia (Bellen et al., 1959) the age of the
Umm Er Radhuma Formation in Iraq is Palaeocene-Early Eocene (Early Ypresian). However, Al
Hashimi (1972) concluded that the uppermost beds of the formation in Zubalr-3 are of Palaeocene
age. Outcrops of the formation in SW Iraq are also only of Palaeocene age. Therefore, the Umm Er
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Radhuma F
Formation in
n S Iraq is likely restricted in age to the Palaeoceene.
The lower contact of the
t formationn in both S Iraq
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and Sauudi Arabia (P
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al., 1959) is marked by
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depths up to 50 m; alteernating shelly horizons suggest a shhallower deppth of about 20 m. To thhe NE
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laterallly into the more
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basinall Aaliji Form
mation.
and N, the formation passes

13.1.1.2 Rus
R (Jil) Form
rmation
The Rus Formation
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me in E Sauddi Arabia. A supplemenntary type seection
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The formation is well defined in a very restricted area in Iraq in the southern Salman and
Mesopotamian zones especially between the transversal Kut-Dezful and AL Batin Faults (Fig. 137). Outcrops along the Saudi-Iraq border lack anhydrite (due to dissolution). Jassim et al. (1984)
suggested the use of the name Jil Formation for the Rus equivalent at outcrop where the anhydrite
has been dissolved. The Jil Formation corresponds to beds previously assigned to the Dammam
Formation (the Wagsa, Sharaf, Schbicha Members and the lower chalky part of Huweimi beds
introduced by Owen and Nasr in 1958).
At outcrop the Rus (Jil) Formation can be divided into two members: The Lower member
(equivalent of Wags a) is 20 m thick and consists of flaky yellowish marl with thin beds of
nummulitic limestone with gastropods towards the top. Fossils include Nummulites deserti
Delharpe, N. fraasi Delharpe, N. globulus Leymeri, N. sp., Operculina libyca Schwager, echinoid
spines and pelecypods (Shakir, 1984 and Abdulmunim and Yacob, 1984; in Jassim et al., 1984).
Nummulites deserti and N. fraasi appear to range in age from latest Palaeocene to earliest Eocene;
N. globulus, appears to be restricted to the Early Ypresian. The age of this unit is thus interpreted
as Early Eocene (Early Ypresian). The Upper member (equivalent to the Sharaf, Schbicha and
lower Huweimi units) is 62 m thick. Its best exposures are near Schbicha Town. It comprises
recrystallised limestone, partly silicified, overlain by fossiliferous limestone with thin beds of
recrystallised limestones. Chert nodules are common throughout. Fossils include abundant shell
fragments, echinoid spines and recrystallised miliolids. The Upper Member correlates with the
milioloid limestone beds described by Al Hashirni (1973) from well Zubalr-3 of Late Ypresian
age. In water wells in the S desert of Iraq thick anhydrites occur. Dissolution of the anhydrites has
created karst topography.
According to Powers et al. (1967) the age of Rus Formation is Early Eocene (Ypresian). The same
age is also accepted by Bellen et al. (1959), and Naqib (1967). Fossils from outcrops also indicate
an Early Eocene (Ypresian) age.
The lower contact of the formation is conformable in Iraq and Saudi Arabia. The upper contact is
disconformable, marked by a breccia. The thickness of the formation in S Iraq is around 200 m.
The very high thickness of 513 m in well Ubaid-I (Fig. 13-7) may be due to inclusion of part of the
Umm Er Radhuma Formation within the Rus. To the NE, the Rus Formation may be replaced by
the nummulitic limestone of the Dammam Formation. The formation was deposited in a lagoonalsabkha environment on the Stable Shelf.
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13.1.2. Phosphatic inn
ner shelf
mation (M-U
U Palaeocen
ne part only))
13.1.2.1 Akashat Form
Phosphorittes are restriicted to the N,
N W and S flanks of thhe Hauran annticlinorium
m. They outcrrop in
W Iraq in a narrow beelt near Rutbba, extendingg from the Irraq-Saudi boorder to the Ga'ara
G
depreession
o
marinee environmeents. Jassim et al.
in the N. They were deposited inn shoreline, shoal and open
(1984) intrroduced thee name Akasshat Formattion for thesse phosphorites. The typpe section aat Tel
Semhat onn the NW rim
m of the Ga'aara depressioon, 7.5 km SE
S of the Akaashat mine, is 12 m thickk.
The Akashhat Formatiion overlies the phosphhatic Digmaa Formationn of Maastriichtian age. It is
overlain bby the phospphatic Ratgaa Formationn of Eocene age (Jassim
m et al., 198
84). The Akkashat
Formationn overlies thee Digma Forrmation discconformably or gradationnally with a short hiatuss. The
Akashat Formation is conformably overlain by
b Lower Eoocene numm
mulitic limesttones exceptt near
e
aloong Wadi Haauran, wheree the formattion is
the easternn rim of the Ga'ara deprression and eastward
oversteppeed by the Lower Eocene limestones.
S
(the type sectionn). Thicknesses at
The Akashhat Formatioon near Rutbba is 12 m thhick at Tel Semhat
other locallities are as follows:
f
28 m at the Akaashat mine, 444 m in the H
H3 area westt of Rutba, 1190 m
in boreholle BHI north
h of the Akaashat mine, and
a >200 m at the Iraq--Jordan bord
der near Traaibeel.
The Middlle-Late Palaeeocene part of the sequeence decreases in thickneess towards the N; Southhwest
of Rutba thhe unit is 19 m thick, 177 m thick 28 km N of thee Rutba-Amm
man highwaay, and 12 m thick
on the NW
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At outcrop the thickest section (19 m) of the Akashat Formation is located WSW of Rutba. It
comprises the following units from base to top:
1. Shelly limestones with phosphatic intraclasts (4 m thick) passing upwards into micritic limestone
(4 m thick), containing both planktonic and benthonic faunas, mainly: Globorotalia angulata
White, Globorotalia uncinata Bolli and Vavulineria ravni Brotzen.

3.
4.

5.

7.

2.Oolitic phosphorite (2 m thick) composed of phosphatic oolites, intraclasts and shark teeth
embedded in a calcareous matrix; planktonic foraminifera often form the nuclei of the oolites.
Brown mudstone (0.3 m thick), containing isolated dolomite rhombs and a rich fauna of dwarfed
planktonic foraminifera indicating a stressed depositional environment.
Bone-intraclastic phosphorite (0.3 m thick) containing bone and intraclastic fragments and pellets
exceeding 50% of the rock, embedded in a fine micritic matrix with heavily-spinosed planktonic
foraminifera shells. It is overlain by a thin radiolarian chert. This assemblage and lithology
indicate an outer shelf to bathyal depositional environment.
Intraclastic micrite and calcareous mudstone (6 m thick).
The associated fauna is: Globorotalia velascoensis (Cushman), Globorotalia acuta Toulmin,
Globigerina triloculinoides Plummer and benthonic fauna like Astacolus gladius (Philips),
Nodosaria macneili Cushman, Lenticulina wilcoxensis Cushman and Ponton, Dentalina sp. and
Bulimina sp. This unit was deposited in a bathyal-deep shelf environment.
6.Coarse, pelletal phosphorite with intraclasts passing up into and phosphatic limestone (2.5 m
thick).
Bone intraclastic limestone (2 m thick)
Units 1-4 above belong to the Globorotalia angulata Zone of Middle Palaeocene age. Units 5 to 7
belong to the Globorotalia velascoensis Zone (of Late Palaeocene Earliest Eocene age) and were
deposited in outer shelf to bathyal environments.
A laterally persistent coprolite phosphorite bed about 0.5 m thick containing coarse-grained
coprolites in a calcareous matrix locally rich in shell fragments occurs at the top of the formation.
It passes gradually into the overlying nummulitic limestone of the Ratga Formation.
The section in the Akashat mine is 27 m thick. It comprises from the base upwards:

1. Marl passing up into biomicrite (8 m thick) with planktonic fauna of the Globorotalia angulata
Zone, occasionally with recrystallised macroforams.
2. Phosphatic biomicrite (6 m thick) with phosphatic intraclasts containing planktonic foraminifera of
the Globorotalia velascoensis Zone.
3. Green marl (13 m thick) rich in planktonic foraminifera of the Globorotalia velascoensis Zone and
benthonic foraminifera.
Evidently sediments of this section were deposited in a bathyal-deep shelf environment.
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The Akashat Formation can be correlated with the glauconitic, phosphatic, shark teeth bearing
facies of the Lower Pabdeh Formation of Iran (Furst, 1970), and the Taqiye Marl Formation of
Jordan (Daniel, 1963). It is .equivalent to the lower part of the Hibr Formation in Saudi Arabia.
13.1.2.2 Ratga Formation (Swab Member)
The Ratga Formation was introduced for the phosphatic facies representing the whole of the
Eocene in W Iraq (Jassim et al., 1984). The formation comprises open marine chalk, nummulitic
limestone and phosphorites. It was divided into the Lower Eocene Swab, Middle Eocene Damlouk
and Upper Eocene Mugur Members.
The type locality of the Swab Member is at Wadi Swab along the Syrian border NW of the Ga'ara
depression. The Swab Member outcrops to the Wand N of the Ga'ara anticline. In the NE corner of
the Ga'ara depression it unconformably overlies the Triassic Mulussa Formation. On the N and W
rim of the depression it overlies the Palaeocene Akashat Formation. The outcrop continues into
Saudi Arabia as a long N-S belt. It outcrops immediately E of the Nukhaib Graben, and passes
laterally into the Rus Formation S of Wadi Al Kharr. The thickness of the Swab Member is 65 m
at Wadi Swab, 46 m in Nihidain area near the Iraq-Jordan-Saudi triple border point and 35 m near
Nukhaib.
The lower part of the member is composed of thick to massive white recrystallised limestone with
abundant patches of centimetric honey coloured calcite. This unit overlies a coprolite phosphorite
throughout W Iraq. The upper part of the member comprises thick nummulitic limestone, silicified
in places, followed by thick-bedded soft fossiliferous limestone with silicified horizon containing
phosphatic pellets and shells.
The fauna determined by Al Hashimi (1972; in Jassim et al .. 1984), Shakir (1979; in Jassim et al.,
1984), Ctyroky and Karim and Ctyroky (1971b) and Buday and Hak (1980) for the lower part of
the member comprises: Nummulites fraassi Delharpe, N deserti Delharpe, Assilina sp., Rotali
trochidiformis Deshayes, Operculina libyca Schwager, N deserti akashensis Al-Hashimi, Bryozoa
and alage. The upper part contains Nummulites planulatus Lamarck, N lucasanus, N. globulus,
algae, shark teeth and Nautilu Nummulites globulus, N. planatus and Operculina libyca appear to
be restricted to the early Eocene; N. lucasanus to the Mid Eocene. The age of the Swab Member is
in the range Early-Mid Eocene.
The Swab Member was deposited as a belt of nummulite shoals along the margin of the Rutba
Uplift, between the near-shore and shoreline deposits of the Rutba uplift and the outer shelf which
lay to the N and W of the Ga'ara anticline and Hauran anticlinorium.
13.1.3 Outer shelf-basinal
13.1.3.1 Aaliji Formation
The Aliji Formation is widespread in the Foothill Mesopotamian zones (Fig. 13-4). It was
introduced b. Bellen in 1950 (Bellen et al., 1959) from the type locality' NW Syria. The
supplementary type section for Iraq in we Kirkuk-l09 of the Foothill zone comprises grey and light
brown argillaceous marl, argillaceous limestone, and shale with occasional microscopic fragments
of chert and rare scattered glauconite. Silty and sandy beds occur towards the N and NE where the
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formation gradually passes into the clastic Kolosh Formation. Towards the SE and W, the
formation is composed predominantly of limy globigerinal mud. Chalky and argillaceous
limestone beds occur where the formation passes laterally into the Umm Er Radhuma Formation.
The thickness of the formation in the type area is about 100 m. Greater thicknesses were recorded
in SE Iraq (350 m) and NW Iraq (470 m). In S Iraq (Fig. 13-8) the formation thickens in the
western extension of the E- W trending Dezful Embayment of SW Iran S of the Kut Dezful Fault.
This suggests that the Kut-Dezul Fault affected subsidence in the Mesopotamian Zone during Late
Palaeocene-Early Eocene time. In NW Iraq a depocentre is located in the Sinjar area in the E-W
Sinjar-Abdul Aziz basin of the Foothill Zone. A N-S trending depocentre formed along the E
boundary of the Salman Zone, extending from N Iraq to Najaf swinging eastwards across the
Mesopotamian Zone into SE Iraq. On the Stable Shelf, N and W of the Ga'ara and Hauran
anticlines, the Aaliji Formation passes into the phosphatic pelagic facies of the Akashat Formation.
The formation was deposited in an off-shore, open marine environment lying between two belts of
platform margin carbonate shoals in the SW and NE. The Aaliji Formation is absent in the Jezira
Subzone. Dunnington (1968) and Buday (1980) suggested that this area formed an uplift where
Palaeocene-Lower Eocene sediments were not deposited; the offshore Eocene Jaddala Formation
overlies basinal Upper Cretaceous sediments of similar basinal facies. Jassim et al. (1984)
proposed that this hiatus was due to deposition in a starved basin.
Fossils, especially the globorotalids are abundant. The assemblages are composed of: Alabamina
wilcoxensis, Ammodiscus incertus, Anomaloides granosa, Cibicides beaumontianus, Dorothia
gibbosa, Gaudryina soldadoens is, Globigerina triloculinoides, Globorotalia angulata, G.
aragonensis, G. membranacea, G. spinulosa, G. velascoensis, Gyroidina naranjeensis, Karreria
fallax, Parrella, Pullenia coryelli, Quadrimorphina allomomorphinoides, Valvulina pectinata etc.
(Bellen et al., 1959). These fossils indicate a Palaeocene-Early Eocene age. Ditmar and the IraqiSoviet Team (1971) noted that where the formation is thin, it only contalns Late Palaeocene-Early
Eocene fossils. This is due to the later transgression of the sea in the west. Kassab's (1972 and
1975b) detailed studies confirmed that the base of the Aaliji Formation is of Late Palaeocene age.
Globigerina triloculinoides is restricted to the Early Palaeocene; Globorotalia angulata to the Mid
Palaeocene; G. velascoensis to the Late Palaeocene Earliest Eocene; and G. aragonensis and G.
spinulosa to the Early-Mid Eocene.
The lower contact of the formation in the type area is unconformable except where the Aaliji
occurs as tongues within the Kolosh Formation. The upper boundary in the type area is also
unconformable.
The formation correlates with the Aaliji of Syria (Dubertret, 1966; Ponikarov et al., 1967), the
Germav marl (Beer, 1966) of SE Turkey, and the Lower Pabdeh Formation of the Iranian Zagros
(Furst, 1970).
13.1.3.2 Kolosh Formation
The Kolosh Formation was first described by Dunnington in 1952 from Kolosh village, N of Koi
Sanjak, in the High Folded Zone. According to Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971), the type
section of the formation includes part of the Sinjar Limestone Formation. The type section
comprises from the top:
1) 144 m of limestones and marls with Miscellanea miscella, ostracods and miliolids, 2) 30 m of
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limestones with Dictyokathina simplex, Lockhartia sp., valvulinids, miliolids and ostracods, 3) 114
m of limestones and shales, red shales and sandstones with the same fossils but without
Dictyokathina simplex, 4) 6 m of limestones with Saudia labyrinthica, miliolids and rotalids, and
5) 410 m of blue shales and green sand. Saudia labyrinthica appears to be restricted to the Late
Palaeocene, and Dictyokathina simplex and Miscellanea miscella to the Late Palaeocene-Early
Eocene.
The sand grains in the Kolosh Formation are composed of green rock, chert and radiolarite. Units
1) and 2) were reassigned by Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) to the Sinjar Limestone
Formation. The lithology of Units 3) and 4) indicates that interdigitating of the Kolosh and Sinjar
formations occurs. Interfingering of the Kolosh and Sinjar formations has also been observed in
the Taq Taq well (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971), in wells in the N part of the Kirkuk
structure (Bellen et al., 1959), and in Derbendikhan area (Jassim et al., 1975).
Towards the west the formation comprises mudstones, siltstones, and argillaceous limestones and
detrital limestone beds in wells in the Chemchemal, Taq Taq and Mushorah.
The Kolosh Formation is about 400 m in the type area. It reaches a thickness of up to 1000 m in
the Derbendikhan area (Jassim et al., 1975). In N Iraq the formation is 230 m thick in well Jabal
Kand-l and 318 m thick in Kirkuk-1l7.
The formation was deposited in a marginal marine depositional environment in a narrow rapidly
subsiding trough. Ditmar et al (1971) considered that the Kolosh clastics were flysch. However
Seilacher (1963) considered that they have the characteristics of molasse.
Fossils are rare in the Kolosh Formation, but a faunal list by Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team
(1971) indicates the formation is of Palaeocene age. Limestone beds which occur near the top of
the formation may be of Early Eocene age (Jassim et al., 1975). Kassab (1972 and 1976)
confirmed that the base of the formation is of Middle Palaeocene age. The Early Palaeocene
(Danian) is absent.
The formation unconformably overlies Upper Cretaceous beds. In the type area it overlies the
Tanjero Clastic Formation; elsewhere it overlies the Shiranish Formation or Upper Cretaceous
limestones. The clastics of the Kolosh were derived from erosion of the Tanjero, Qulqula and other
Cretaceous-Jurassic formations. Bellen et al. (1959) suggested that the upper boundary of the
Kolosh Formation was unconformable. However, where the Kolosh is overlain by PalaeoceneLower Eocene limestones (as in the type section) the upper boundary is conformable and
gradational.
The formation was deposited in a relatively narrow NW-SE trending trough extending from
Mushorah in the NW through Koi Sanjak to Kashti in the SE. The trough was bordered to the N
and NE, by a narrow, probably discontinuous ridge separating it from the Balambo- Tanjero Zone
where the Suwais Red Beds were deposited in a separate basin. According to Bolton (1958d) and
Dunnington (1953) the ridge passed through the Dohuk, Ranya, Sulalmaniya, and Ha1abja areas.
In areas where there was communication between the two basins, the Kolosh clastics pass to the
NE into the Suwais Red Beds.
The formation extends into Turkey, where it is represented by the clastic facies of the Kermav
Formation (Altinli, 1966). In SE Iran the upper part the Amiran Formation of James and Wynd
(1965) and the purple shales of the Lower Pabdeh Formation (Furst, 1970) can be correlated with
the Kolosh Formation.
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13.1.4 Carbonate ramp (Sinjar Formation)
The Sinjar Limestone Formation was first described from the Jabal Sinjar area (near Mantissa
village) by Keller in 1941. It comprises 176m of limestone of algal reef, lagoonal mi1iolid, and
nummulitic shoal nummulitic shoal facies (Bellen et al., 1959). Elsewhere the limestones are often
dolomitised. The Sinjar Formation interfingers with the Kolosh Formation in well Taq Taq-I
(Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971), and in the type area of the Kolosh Formation (Bellen et
al., 1959; Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971). The Sinjar Formation is present in the Foothill
Zone and on the SW margin of the High Folded zones. The SW limit of the formation lies along a
line crossing the Foothill Zone from the S limit of the Sinjar Trough to the Alan structure, and
passing through Demir Dagh, the NW end of Kirkuk, and the SW margin of the High Folded Zone
around Bawanur.
The thickness of the formation in its type area reaches 176 m. In the Derbendikhan area of NE Iraq
the formation is 120 m thick (Jassim et al., 1975). In the Foothill Zone of N Iraq the thickness of
the formation is 213 m in well Alan-I, 541 m in Mushorah-l and 126 m in Demir Dagh-1. In some
wells the formation interfingers with the Aaliji Formation, for example in Tel Hajar (158 m) and
Sufaya-A2 (337 m). The formation is probably thickest near the Iraq -Syria Turkey triple border
point.
The formation was deposited predominantly in shallow water reef, forereef and lagoonal
environments.
Abundant fossils (Bellen et al., 1959, p. 279 and Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971)
comprise: Alveolina sp., A. elliptica; A. oblonga. A. primaeva, Dictyoconus arabicus,
Dictyokathina simplex, Idalina sinjarica, Miscellanea miscella, Nummulites atacicus, N.
discorbinus, N. bolcensis, N. globulus, N. lucasanus, N. carpathica, N. fraesi, Assilina placentula,
Operculina salsa, Operculina herberti, Orbitolites complanatus, Daviesina ghilizarda, Rotalia
trochidiformis, Discocyclina sp., Saudia labyrintica, Taberina daviesi, and Parachaetetes
asvapatii. Several algae were found and described by Elliot in 1955 and 1956 (Bellen et al., 1959).
Alveolina primaeva and Saudia labyrinthica appear to be restricted to the Late Palaeocene;
Daviesina, Dictyokathina simplex, Idalina sinjarica, Miscellanea miscella, Nummulites fraasi and
Operculina salsa to the Late Palaeocene-Early Eocene; and Alveolina oblonga and Assilina
placentula to the Early-Mid Eocene.
The age of the formation, according to Bellen (1959), is Palaeocene-Early Eocene. Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) considered the formation to be of Early Eocene age because it overlies
the Kolosh Formation. However its lateral passage into the Aaliji and Kolosh Formation indicates
its age extends into the Late Palaeocene. An Early Eocene age is confirmed for the Sinjar
Formation of the Derbendikhan area of NE Iraq (Jassim et al., 1975).
In the type area in Sinjar the formation unconformably overlies the Shiranish Formation. However
in NE Iraq it passes down gradationally into the Kolosh Formation. It is conformably overlain by
(or passes laterally) into the Khurmala Formation. It is locally unconformably overlain by the
Jaddala Formation (Bellen et al., 1959).
The Sinjar Formation also extends into Syria (Sinjar Limestone; Weber, 1963; Dubertret, 1966). It
is developed in similar facies in SE Turkey (Becirman Formation; Altinli, 1966). In Iran the
formation is equivalent to the lower part of Jarum Formation (Furst, 1970) and to the Taleh Zang
Formation (James and Wynd, 1965).
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13.1.5 Carbonate inner shelf (Khurmala Formation)
The Khurmala Formation was described by Bellen in 1953 in the Kirkuk-114 well (Bellen et al.,
1959) where it is 185 m thick and comprises dolomite (pseudoolitic in parts) and finely
recrystallised limestone. The calcareous beds interfinger with clastics of the Kolosh Formation. It
is locally anhydritic. The formation has a restricted distribution in a belt between Jabal Maqlub in
the NW and the Chemchemal-Qizil Dagh area in the SE. It was most probably deposited in a relict
basin corresponding to the SE part of the Kolosh trough. This basin was separated from the offshore Aaliji basin by a partly disconnected submarine ridge on which shoals of the Sinjar
Formation were deposited.
10 well Chemchemal-2 (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971; Melville and Fothergill, 1956)
the formation is composed of recrystallised limestones, with occasional argillaceous beds, and
beds of anhydrite and gypsum. In some outcrops, argillaceous limestones and marls (Koi Sanjak,
Surdash and Sirwan) formerly referred to as the 'Hanjir Backreef Complex' (Bellen et a!., 1959),
pass laterally to the NE into terrigenous clastics.
The thickness of the formation is 185 m in the type area, 173m in (Kirkuk -117), 115 m Taq Taq-l
and 262 m in Atshan1. The recorded thickness in well Jabal Kand-l of 606 m is probably too high
because of inclusion of sediments of the overlying sequence.
The facies of the carbonates, the high pyrite content, and the presence of beds of gypsum and
anhydrite indicate the formation was deposited in a restricted lagoonal environment. Fossils,
mostly dwarfed and obliterated by recrystallisation, comprise miliolids, small valvulinids,
clavulinids and alveolinids. Some small gastropods and fragments of algae also occur. The
formation was assigned a Palaeocene-Early Eocene age (Bellen et al., 1959) based on its
stratigraphic relationship to other dated formations.
The lower contact of the formation is usually gradational; the underlying formation is usually the
Kolosh Formation, with which the formation interfingers. However, in well Jabal Kand-l the
formation disconformably overlies the Upper Cretaceous Shiranish Formation.
13.2 Mid-Late Eocene Sequence
The Mid-Late Eocene sequence was deposited to the SW of an emergent uplift during the final
phase of subduction and closure of the remnant Neo- Tethys ocean. Red beds were deposited in the
basin to the NE of the uplifted area. Red beds clastics were also deposited in a narrow
intermontane basin, between the uplifted area in the NE and a ridge located along the NE side of
the Balambo- Tanjero Zone, running from Amadiya in the NW through Ranya, Sulalmaniya and
Halabja in the SE (Fig. 13-9).
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In the outcrop area Huber and Ramsden (1945) introduced 10 informal lithological units for
mapping purposes as described by Bellen et al. (1959). Ramsden and Andre (1953) recognised
only four informal units. These informal units comprise from the base upwards:
1) Wagsa unit composed of chalky, moderately fossiliferous, limestones. 2) Huweimi SchbichaSharaf unit composed of chalks and chalky limestones. 3) Chabad-Shawiya-Huweimi unit
consisting of nummulitic-alveolinid limestones. 4) Tuqiyid-Ghanimi-Barbak-Radhuma unit,
composed of Bryozoan-peneroplid limestones and shelf limestones. During regional geological
mapping of SW Iraq (Jassim et al., 1984) two members of the Dammam Formation were defined
which could be recognised throughout the Southern Desert of Iraq.
The lower, Gleb Member is the most widely exposed unit of the Dammam Formation. The
maximum thickness of the member is 110 m. It comprises from the base upwards:

1. 20-25 m of breccia with fossiliferous limestone fragments of highly recrystallised phosphatic
limestone, argillaceous calcareous dolomite and very hard fossiliferous limestone with chert
nodules. The Fossils recorded by Shaker (1983 and 1984; in Jassim et al., 1984), Mahmoud and
Abdulmunim (1984; in Jassim et al., 1984) include: Nummulites atacicus Leymerei, N.
globulus Leymere, Lockhartia sp., Peneroplis sp., Pyrgo sp., Valvulina sp. This assemblage,
correlated with the zonation of Al Hashimi (1972; in Jassim et al., 1984), is of Early Mid Eocene
(Lutetian) age. This section is equivalent to the upper part of the Huweimi unit.
2. 20-44 m of yellowish recrystallised limestone and shelly limestone with occasional chert nodules
and red mudstone lenses. Fossils recorded (AL Hashimi,1972; Al Hashimi and Amer, 1974; Amer,
1980; Yousif et al., 1981; and Shakir,1983 and 1984; all in Jassim et al., 1984) comprise:
Nummulites gizehensis Montfort, N. discorbinus Schlothien, N. perforatus Montfort, N. perforatus
var bayhariensis Cheshea-Rispoll, N. irregularis Deshayes, Coskinolina balsilliei Daves,
Linderina brugesi Schlumberger, Alveolina elliptica Sowerby, A. lepidula Schwager, A.
palemitana Hottinger, A. oblonga var bassanii Checchia-Rispoll, Assilina spira Deroidy, Assilina
exponens Sowerby, Dictyoconoides cooki Carter, Lockhartia alveolata Silvestri, Coskinolina sp.,
Orbitolites sp., miliolids, gastropods, pelecypods, oysters, ostracods, algae and echinoid spines.
The age of this unit is Lutetian. This section is equivalent to the Shawiya unit.
3. 35-50 m of yellowish saccharoidal limestone with thin beds of nummulitic limestone. Thin (20 cm
thick) beds of silicified limestone occur in the upper part. Fossils include: Nummulites sp.,
Alveolina elliptica Sowerby, Coskinolina sp., Linderina sp., Lockhartia alveolata Silvestri,
miliolids, gastropods and pelecypod fragments. This age of this unit is also interpreted as early
Mid Eocene (Lutetian). This section is equivalent to the Chabad unit. This unit is of Lutetian age.
This section is equivalent to the Chabad unit.
4. 35-40 m of shelly dolomitic limestone and light grey burrowed limestone with chert nodules,
passing up into marl and argillaceous limestone with beds of fossiliferous chalky limestone with
some horizons of brown chert. Fossils include: Dictyoconoides cooki Carter, Coskinolina balsilliei
Davies, Lockhartia sp., Spirolina sp., Pyrgo sp., Rhapydionina sp., Peneroplis sp., Valvulina sp.
and pelecypods. The age of the unit is also interpreted as Mid Eocene. It is equivalent to both the
Radhuma and Barbak units.
The upper, lagoonal Umm Bir Member is equivalent to the Ghanimi and Takalyid units. The
section near Faidhat Umm Bir in the Southern Desert comprises a basal conglomerate (5 m),
brecciated limestone rich in silicified limestone fragments (2 m), alternation of thick-beds of
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The age of the Dammam Formation in the supplementary subsurface type section in Iraq is Mid
Eocene (Bellen et al. 1959). Al-Hashimi (1973) showed that part of the Dammam Formation is of
Late Eocene age on the northern flank of the Rutba Uplift; he suggested that the lower beds of the
formation are of Middle Eocene (Lutetian) age. Based on the work of Al Hashimi in 1973, Jassim
et al. (1984) confirmed that the Dammam Formation is also partly of Late Eocene (early
Priabonian) age in SW Iraq.
A correlation with the type section in Saudi Arabia, described by Powers et al. (1966) suggest that
the lower part of the formation, corresponding to the Huweimi, Schbicha, Sharaf and Wagsa units,
is of Early Eocene age. The apparent variation in age of the lowest beds of the formation suggests
that the onset of deposition of the formation was diachronous.
The lower contact of the formation in the Saudi type area is conformable (Powers et al. 1966). In
Iraq, Bellen et al. (1959), and Al-Hashimi (1973) suggested that the lower contact with the Rus
Formation may be unconformable. The formation is unconformably overlain by the Ghar
Formation.
The formation passes towards the NE into the deeper water sediments of the Jaddala Formation.
To the SW the formation passes into the phosphatic Ratga Formation. The distribution and
thickness of the Dammam Formation is shown in Fig. 13-10. In Jordan the Ma'an Nummulitic
Limestone Formation correlates with the higher nummulitic zones of the Dammam.
13.2.1.2 Avanah Formation
The Avanah Formation was first described by McGinty in 1953 from well Kirkuk 116 (Bellen et
al., 1959) located on the Avanah dome of the Kirkuk anticline of the Foothill Zone. It comprises
210 m of limestones, generally dolomitised and recrystallised, of shoal facies with occasional beds
of lagoonal dolomitised limestones. Thicknesses in other wells in N Iraq are as follows: Kirkuk117 (159 m), Butmah-I (503 m), Alan-l (154 m), Atshan-1 (138 m) and Mushorah-l (550 m).
Interfingering of the Avanah and Jaddala formations occurs in wells Sufaya-A2 (238 m), Najmah30 (11 m). The Avanah Formation was deposited in a belt along the boundary of the Foothill and
High Folded Zones and is especially thick in the area of Foothill Zone of N Iraq.
The formation contalns Alveolina elliptica var. flosculina, Asterigerina rotula, Asterocyclina sp.,
Baculogypsinoides sp., Dictyoconus aegyptiensis, Discoyclina sp. and Nummulites (Bellen et al.,
1959). Alveolina elliptica and Dictyoconus aegyptiensis apper to be restricted to the Mid Eocene.
The Avanah Formation was deposited as an isolated carbonate shoal associated with a palaeoridge
along the NE shoreline of the basin during a highstand of sea level. This barrier separated the
molasse basin of the Gercus Formation in the N and NE from the open sea basin of the Jaddala
Formation to the Sand SW.
The lower contact of the formation is probably unconformable. The abrupt change from the
lagoonal facies of the Khurmala Formation to the shoal facies of the Avanah Formation is probably
associated with a transgression (Bellen et al., 1959). Middle Miocene sediments usually
unconformably overlie the Avanah Formation, except where Oligocene or Lower Miocene
sediments are locally preserved.
The Eocene limestones of the Midiyat Formation of N Syria (Dubertret, 1966) and Weber (1963)
which locally are of reefal facies (Ponikarov et al,. 1967) may be partly equivalent to the Avanah
Formation. In the Mardin area of SE Turkey, the Midiyat Limestone Formation, which overlies the
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Lower Eocene Kermav Formation (Beer, 1966), is probably equivalent to the Avanah Formation.
In SW Iran, the Shah basin and Jahrum formations of the Zagros can be correlated with the
Avanah Formation (James and Wynd, 1965; Furst, 1970).
13.2.1.3 Pila Spi Formation
The Pila Spi Formation was first described by Lees in 1930 from the Pila Spi area of the High
Folded Zone. It was redefined by Wetzel (1947) and amended by Bellen (1957). The original type
section was submerged under the waters of the Derbendikhan Dam. A supplementary type section
was thus described at Kashti, on the Barand Dagh. The resistant Pila Spi Formation forms a
conspicuous ridge between the recessive weathering Gercus and Fars formations throughout the
High Folded Zone.
The Pila Spi Formation is 100-200 m thick. The upper part of the formation comprises well
bedded, bituminous, chalky, and crystalline limestones, with bands of white, chalky marl and with
chert nodules towards the top. The lower part comprises well bedded hard, porous or vitreous,
bituminous, white, poorly fossiliferous, limestones, with algal or shell sections. In the
supplementary type section it consists of dolomitic and chalky limestone with chert nodules. The
limestones are sometimes oolitic with rare layers of gastropod debris (Bellen et al., 1959). Tongues
of the nummulitic Avanah Formation occur within the basal part of the formation near Dohuk and
in some Kirkuk wells.
The formation was deposited in a shallow lagoon.
Fossils are abundant and indicate a Late Eocene age. In N Iraq the formation may be partly of
Middle Eocene age.

The lower boundary of the Pila Spi Formation appears to be conformable and gradational in the
original type section in NE Iraq and near Amadiya in N Iraq, where interfingering of the Gercus
and Pila was observed (Hall, 1957). However, conglomerates occur at the base of the formation in
the Derbendikhan area (Jassim et al., 1975). To the NE the Pila Spi Formation oversteps the
Gercus Formation; small outliers of Pila Spi Formation (containing beds of red shale)
unconformably overlie older Tertiary sediments in the Zibar area (Hall, 1958). The Upper
boundary is unconformable throughout. The overlying sediments are mostly of Miocene age.
Part of the Midiyat Limestone Formation of NE Syria (Weber, 1963) and SE Turkey (Altinli,
1966) is equivalent to the Pila Spi Formation. In SW Iran, the Jarum Formation (Furst, 1970) can
be correlated with the Pila Spi.
13.2.2 Phosphatic deep inner shelf-inner shelf
(Damlouk and Mugur members of Ratga Formation)
The Ratga Formation was introduced to represent the phosphatic facies of the Eocene in W Iraq,
largely W of the Rutba Uplift. Jassim et al. (1984) divided the Ratga formation into three
members. The lower member is of Early Eocene age and was described in Section 13.1.2.2. The
Middle Eocene Damluk and the Upper Eocene Mugur Members are described below:
The Damlouk Member outcrops Wand N of the Ga'ara anticline and along the Iraq-Jordan border.
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It comprises 30 m of thin-bedded argillaceous limestone with loaf-like chert nodules and laterally
continuous chert beds. Fossils include:
Globorotalia bullbrooki Bolli, Glt. Aspensis Colom, Glt. Broedermanni Cushman & Bermudez,
Glt. spp, sponge spicules, radiolarites and ostracods. The fauna belongs to the Globorotalia
bullbrooki zone and is of Early Lutetian age. A Late Lutetian fauna was also recorded (Sahira
Karim, oral communication, 1983) which includes: Globorotalia lehneri Cushman & Jarvis,
Globigerina Boweri Bolli, Glt. aspens is Colom, G. spp, Globigerapsis sp., Globobulimina sp.,
Bolivina sp., Nodosaria sp. and Lenticulina sp. Two beds of limestone with Nummulites gizehensis
(indicating a Late Lutetian age) are recorded NW of the Ga'ara depression.
The passage between the nummulitic facies to the offshore facies is often associated either with
intraclastic or oolitic phosphorites. The Damlouk Member passes laterally and vertically into
highly phosphatic facies in the direction of the Jordanian border where it consists of alternation of
three phosphatic horizons (2-4 m thick) and thick- and thin bedded limestone. The phosphorites are
very coarse grained, pelletal, with large coprolites and shark teeth. Fossils within in this section
include: Nummulites gizehensis Forskal, N. perforatus Montfort, N. millecaput Boubee, N. atacicus
Leymerie, N. discorbinus Scholthiem, N. cf batchisaralensis Rozcozsnik, Operculina seminvoluta
Nernkov & Barkhaton and O. cf exiliformis Qavioves. This assemblage is of Late Lutetian to
Bartonian age. The phosphatic section along the Jordanian border represents the upper part of the
Damluk Member.
The Mugur Member outcrops in only one area near the Iraq Syrian border NW of Ga'ara in the
Wadi Akash-Mugur El Dhib area. It consists of 159 m of alternating fine- to medium-grained
nummulitic limestone and white chalky limestone (tongues of Jaddala Formation). Benthonic
fauna include: Nummulites bouillei Delharpe, N. praejabianii Avsrentsou & Manner, N.
incrassatus Delharpe, N. sp. Planktonic fauna include: Globorotalia cerroazulensis Cole, Glt.
centralis Cushman, Globigerina ampliapertura Bolli, G. officinalis Subbotina, G. venezuelana
Hedberg and Globanomalina micra Cole (Jassim et al., 1984). Operculina sp., Bolivina sp.,
Truncorotalites rohri Bronimann and Hantkenina alabamensis Cushman occur in a separate
section (Sahira Karim, personal communication). The overall age-range represented by the above
fauna is Late Middle Eocene-Late Eocene.
13.2.3 Outer shelf-basinal (Jaddala Formation)
The formation represents the off-shore facies of the late Early Eocene-Late Eocene Sequence in
the western and central areas of Iraq. It was first described by Henson in 1940 from the type
locality near Jaddala village in Jabal Sinjar of the Foothill Zone. It comprises 350 m of
argillaceous and chalky limestones and marls, with occasional thin tongues of Avanah Limestone
shoals (Bell en et al., 1959). The Jaddala Formation was deposited in a basin lying between two
belts of carbonate shoals on the SW and NE margins of the basin. The NE shoals were deposited
on a ridge separating the basin from the platform in which the Gercus Formation and Pila Spi
formations were deposited.
The formation also outcrops in the Qara Chauq South structure, SE of Mosul, where it overlies the
Shiranish Formation. It is unconformably overlain by the Tarjil Formation; the contact is marked
by 1.5 m of breccia.
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Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1973) suggested that the formation may be up to 750 m thick in
the basin to the south of 1abal Sinjar which is the easterly extension of a basin recognized in Syria
Weber (1963). The thickness of the 1addala Formation in Fig. 13-11 shows two major depocentres.
The Kirkuk basin is associated with the Butmah-Chemchemal Subzone of the Foothill Zone; the
formation is 1131 m thick in well Chemchemal-2. The Sinjar depocentre extends into NE Syria
where the 1addala is 446 m in well Afendi-1. A north-south trending high developed along the
Tharthar line in central and N Iraq separating the 1ezira basin to the W from the Mesopotamian
basin the E. To the N of the Ga'ara anticline, the 1addala Formation interfingers with the
phosphatic Ratga Formation. A minor depocentre is located along the W margin of the
Mesopotamian Zone in Central Iraq.
The rich fauna of foraminifera includes: Bulimina jacksonensis, Dentalina sp., Globigerina
bulloides, G. mexicana, G. triloba, Globorotalia centra lis, Gl. wilcoxensis, Hantkenina
alabamensis, H. dumblei, Nodosaria sp., Uvigerina eocaenica, Valvulina pectinata (?) and small
gumbelids (Bellen et al., 1959). The base of the formation contalns: Anomalinoides granosa,
Bulimina quadrata. Globorotalia aragonensis, Globorotalia cf velascoensis, Marsonella oxycona
and Quadrimorphina allomorphinoides.
In the Qara Chauq South structure, the fauna includes:
Globigerina linaperta Finlay, G. boweri Bolli, G. venezuelana Hedberg, G. ouachitaensis How &
Wallace, G. pileata Chalilov, G. veguaensis Weinzierl & Appline, G. trilocularis D'Orbigny, G.
rohri Bolli, Globorotalia aspensis Colom, Globorotalia cf cocoanensis Cushman, Globorotalia.
bullbrooki Bolli, Globorotalia spinulosa Cushman, Globigerapsis index Finlay, Hantkenina
alabamensis, Truncorotaloides topilensis Cushman, Catapsydrax dissimilis Cushman,
Chilogumbelian cubensis Palmer, Heterolepa
costata Franzena, Robulus indenodablis Israelsky, Lenticulina sp., Bulimina midwayensis
Cushman, Eponides megastoma Crzybowski, Spiroplectamina sp. and Nodosaria sp. of Mid-Late
Eocene age.
Bellen et al. (1959) considered that the formation is of Mid Late Eocene age, and that it contalns
reworked fossils of Early Eocene age. However the formation may be partly of latest Early Eocene
age since it contalns Globorotalia aragonensis, which is the index fossil for the upper faunal zone
of the Early Eocene (Ponikarov et a!., 1967). The stratigraphic relations of the 1addala Formation
with the Dammam and Avanah formations indicate a late Early Eocene-Late Eocene age.
The lower contact of the formation in the type area is unconformable (Bell en et al., 1959) and is
marked by the occurrence of glauconite. The formation often transgressively overlies pre Tertiary
formations, for example N of the Euphrates River, where the Palaeocene-Early Eocene beds are
either very thin (10-20 m only) or absent. The upper contact of the formation in the type area is
unconformable; the overlying sediments are of Miocene age, except in a narrow belt passing
through the Qara Chauq structure of the Foothill Zone where the formation is overlain by the
Oligocene sediments.
The SW limit of the formation lies along the N and NE slopes of the Ga'ara anticline where it
interfingers with the Middle Eocene part of the Ratga Formation. The SW limit is along the
Euphrates Boundary Fault. The NE limit of the formation approximately follows the boundary of
the Foothill and High Folded zones in N Iraq.
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Part of the Pabdeh Formation, of the Buzurgan area (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1972), is
here included in the 1addala Formation.
The formation is recognized outside Iraq in Syria (Dubertret, 1966), mainly in the 1ezira area
(Ponikarov et al., 1967). In the Palmyrides and other areas of central Syria, the 1addala passes into
phosphatic limestones or other neritic limestone formations. The upper parts of the Hibr Formation
in NW Saudi Arabia are very similar to the 1addala (Powers et al., 1966) but lie within the
phosphatic basin W of the Rutba Uplift. In Iran the Middle Pabdeh Formation (Furst, 1970) is
equivalent to the 1addala Formation.
13.2.4 Fluvial and fluviomarine (Gercus Formation)
The Gercus Formation consists of molasse deposited following Mid Eocene uplift. The formation
was first described by Maxon in 1936 in the Gercus region of SE Turkey, which extends into the
Iraqi High Folded Zone (Bellen et al., 1959). A supplementary type section for Iraq was described
by Wetzel from the Dohuk area of N Iraq (originally referred to as the Dohuk Red Beds). It
comprises 850 m of red and purple shales, mudstones, sandy and gritty marls, pebbly sandstones
and conglomerates. Gypsum lenses and halite occur near the top of the formation. Rare lignite and
sandstones are present near the base. The formation consists of brown clastics and limestones in
the Demir Dagh area (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971). The proportion and grain size of
the clastics increase towards the N and NE.
The formation is present in the High Folded and Foothill zones of the Unstable Shelf. The SW
limit of the formation follows a line from Mushorah Dagh in the NW to Demir Dagh and
Chemchemal in the SE. The NE boundary is located at the boundary of the Balambo-Tanjero
Zone. In N Iraq, the formation is overthrust along the Northern Thrust Zone; the original
depositional limit lay further to the N.
The thickness of the formation decreases towards the SE; near the Iranian border along the Sirwan
(Diyala) River, it is usually <100 m thick. In the Derbendikhan anticline (Jassim et al., 1975) the
Gercus Formation is 300 m thick on the NE limb and only 50 m along the SW limb, indicating
growth of the structure in Middle Eocene time. Regionally the formation thins to the NE due to
depositional thinning and erosion, and to the SW due to facies changes. The Gercus Formation is
present in the Taq Taq (66 m thick) and Demir Dagh wells (117 m thick).
The formation was deposited in a relatively broad trough (foredeep) along the NE margin of the
Middle Eocene basin. It is a typical red molasse sequence derived from uplifted areas in the N and
NE.
Fossils are very rare and probably mostly reworked. The age of the formation cannot be
determined from the fauna. Bellen et al. (1959) and Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971)
considered the formation was of Middle Eocene age. In the Derbendikhan area (Jassim et al.,
1975), the Gercus Formation unconformably overlies Lower Eocene limestones of the Sinjar
Formation. In the Dohuk area the Gercus Formation overlies the Lower Eocene Khurmala
Formation and interfingers with the Avanah Formation. In both these localities the Gercus is
overlain by the Pila Spi Formation. These stratigraphic relationships indicate that the Gercus
Formation is of late Early Eocene to Middle Eocene age.
Bellen et al. (1959) recognised an unconformity between the Gercus and Kolosh formations. In the
subsurface in NE Iraq, the formation unconformably overlies different Palaeocene Lower Eocene
formations. Basal conglomerates of the Gercus Formation often contain pebbles of the underlying
units. The Gercus Formation near the Derbendikhan Dam contalns pebbles of Sinjar Limestone
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(Jassim et al., 1975). Where
W
the foormation is overlain by Miocene deeposits, the upper
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I
(James and Wynd, 1965).
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Oligocene Seequence
14.1 Latesst Eocene-O
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Shurau and Tarjil formations and, an upper cycle comprising the Anah, Azkand, Bajawan and
Baba formations.
Outcrops of the Oligocene formations are restricted mainly to the exceptionally elevated Qara
Chauq structure of the Foothill Zone and to the Euphrates valley between Haditha and Anah. Al
Hashimi (1974; in Jassim et al., 1984) recorded the Lower Oligocene Sheikh Alas and Shurau
formations along the Iraq-Syria border NW of the Ga'ara depression and along Wadi Hauran, 200
km ENE of Rutba. Other outcrops of Oligocene sediments in Iraq include the Qara Chauq
structure, Jabal Sinjar, and Jabal Bamu located along the Iraq-Iran border, S of the Sirwan River.
Some clastics, included within the Maisan Group, which overlie the Oligocene carbonates (Ditmar
and the Iraqi Soviet Team, 1971) in wells in SE Iraq, were originally assigned an Oligocene age
and correlated with the Ghar Formation. Similar clastics, encountered in well Dujalla-l (Safar,
1961), disconformably overlie the Oligocene carbonates. However detailed mapping indicates the
outcrops of the Ghar Formation along the Euphrates valley from S Iraq to the Syrian border are of
Early Miocene age throughout (Jassim et al., 1984).
The lower contact of the sequence with the underlying megasequence is generally disconformable
especially on the margins of the basin. However in the central part of the basin this contact is
conformable. The upper boundary of the sequence is generally unconformable.
Two NW-SE trending belts of high thickness (Fig. 14-4) are present, one in the SW between the
Iraq-Syria border SW of Al Qaim and Amara, the other extending from Mushorah in the NW to
the Iraq-Iran border in the SE and passing through the Baba dome of the Kirkuk structure. They
are associated with fringing or barrier reefs that developed along the shorelines of the basin.
The intervening basinal sediments are thin. Oligocene sediments are absent on the ButmahChemchemal Subzone of NE Iraq, on the High Folded, over most of the SW part of the BalamboTanjero Zone and in the Northern Thrust Zone. This large uplifted area separated the basin to the
west from the Red Beds basin to the NE. In W Iraq Oligocene sediments are absent over most of
the Rutba Subzone, the Salman Zone and on the Zubair and Euphrates subzones of the
Mesopotamian Zone. The highest thickness of the Oligocene Sequence is 160 m near Anah on the
Euphrates River representing the western shoreline reef zone. The eastern shoreline reef zone is
>370 m thick between the Kirkuk and Kor Mor structures in NE Iraq (Fig. 14-4).
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14.1.1.1.2 Tarjil Formation
The Tarjil Formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 from well Kirkuk-85. It consists of 100 m of
slightly dolomitised globigerinal marly limestone. It has a relatively constant thickness in wells of
the Kirkuk structure (Bellen et al., 1959). The Tarjil Formation has been drilled along the NE
margin of the Oligocene basin in the Tarjil dome of Kirkuk, and in Bai Hassan and Kor Mor.
Oligocene marls in well Dujalla-l were assigned to the Tarjil Formation (Safar, 1961). In Injana,
Naft Khaneh and Chia Surkh, Oligocene marls and marly limestones, may form part of the Tarjil
Formation.
The formation contalns a rich fauna of foraminifera including Nummulites intermedius and
Lepidocyclina (Bellen et al., 1959). These fossils indicate the formation was deposited in an outer
shelf environment. Nummulites intermedius appears restricted to the Early Oligocene.
The Tarjil Formation unconformably overlies the Palani Formation. The upper contact with Baba
Formation is gradational.
At outcrop in Qara Chauq the formation comprises 20 m of hard yellowish grey limestone overlain
by thick bedded limestone with fossils including: Nummulites sp., Lepidocyclina sp.,
Rhapydionina sp., Rotalia viennoti, Lenticulina sp., gastropods, echinoids, algae, Bryozoa and
pelecypods, deposited in a relatively shallow water environment. According to Hamid and Vizer
(1986) the lower part of the Tarjil Formation in Kirkuk was deposited in an open marine
environment, and the upper part in a shallower toe of slope environment.
14.1.1.2 Reef-backreef and forereef
14.1.1.2.1 Reef-forereef (Sheikh Alas Formation)
The Sheikh Alas Formation represents the oldest reef and forereef facies of the Oligocene. The
formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 from an outcrop in the N dome of the Qara Chauq
structure near Sheikh Alas village, 50 km SSE of Mosul. The formation comprises 26 m of porous,
occasionally rubbly dolomitic and recrystallised limestones (Bellen et al., 1959). In wells Anah-l
and Anah-2, the formation contalns some marly limestones and organic detrital limestones with a
basal conglomerate (Keller, 1939 b; Hay and Hart, 1959). The thickness increases to 50 m in the
Kirkuk area. In well Anah-2 the Sheikh Alas Formation is 18 m thick (Hay and Hart (1959). In
outcrops in W Iraq, 6m of limestone were assigned to the Sheikh Alas Formation (Jassim et al.,
1984).40 m of limestone exposed in Wadi Swab near the Syrian border were included in this
formation (AL Hashini, 1974; in Jassim et al., 1984).
The lower contact of the formation in the type area is unconformable; the underlying formation is
the Upper Eocene Palani Formation (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971). In W Iraq the
formation comformably overlies the Upper Eocene Mugur Member of the Ratga Formation. The
upper contact with the overlying Shurau Formation in the type area is conformable. In W Iraq the
upper contact is either unconformable where the formation is overlain by the Lower Miocene Ghar
Formation or conformable where it is overlain by the Lower Oligocene Shurau Formation (Jassim
et al., 1984).
The Sheikh Alas Formation (in the type locality) contalns only rare poorly preserved Nummulites
fichteli (Bellen et al., 1959, p. 268). In the Kirkuk area Nummulites intermedius, N. incrassatus,
Operculina cf. complanata, and Rotalia viennoti occur. Lepidocyclina sp., is reported in well
Anah1 (Keller, 1939). In W Iraq, Al Hashimi recorded Nummulites intermedius, N. vascus Joly &
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Leymerie, N. bulloidei Del Harpe, Rotalia viennoti, few shell fragments, Bryozoa and rare
miliolids.
The age of the formation, where Lepidocyclina (Eulepidina) occurs is Oligocene. Where
Lepidocyclina (Eulepidina) is absent the formation may be of Late Eocene age. In W Iraq, Al
Hashimi (1974) restricted the age to the Early Oligocene.
The lower part of the Sheikh Alas Formation was deposited in a fore slope environment, and the
upper part in a lagoonal environment (Majid and Vizer, 1986). It passes vertically and laterally
into the reefal facies of the Shurau Formation.
14.1.1.2.2 Reef (Shurau Formation)
The Shurau Formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 in well K-109 of the Kirkuk structure
(Bellen et al., 1959). It consists of 18 m of coralline limestone in the lower (thickest) part and grey
dense limestones in the upper part. In well Awasil-5 W of Ramadi, about 60 m of dolomitic
limestones were assigned to the Shurau Formation though Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team
(1971) correlated this succession with the Bajawan and Baba formations. In W Iraq (Mughr Al
Dhib, NW of the Ga'ara depression near the Iraq-Syria border) the formation conformably overlies
the Sheikh Alas Formation and comprises 30 m of thick bedded, white and dense limestone
(Jassim et al., 1984).
The contact of the formation with the underlying Sheikh Alas Formation is conformable. The
upper contact with the Baba Formation is unconformable.
Fossils in the type locality are relatively rare (Bellen et al., 1959). In W Iraq, Al Hashimi (1974; in
Jassim et al., 1984) recorded miliolids, Austrotrillina howchini Schlumberger, A. paucialveolina
Grimsdale, Peneroplis thomasi Henson, P. planulatus var laevigatus Karr, Praerhapydionina
delicata Henson, Spiralina sp., Borelis pygmaenus Henzawa, Rotalia viennoti Grigg, rare
Nummulites fichteli Michellotti, algae, corals, Bryozoa, pelecypods and gastropods. The age of
this assemblage is Early Oligocene.
The Shurau Formation of W Iraq was deposited in a reef and partly backreef environment (Jassim
et al., 1984). In the Kirkuk the lower part of the formation was deposited in a reefal environment,
and the upper part in a tidal flat environment (Majid and Vizer, 1986).
14.1.2 Upper Sequence
The Upper Sequence comprises the reef complex of Baba, Bajawan, Azkand and Anah formations
and the basinal Ibrahim and Tarjil formations. These formations pass both vertically and laterally
into each other.
14.1.2.1 Basinal (Ibrahim Formation)
The formation was defined by Bellen in 1957 (Bellen et al., 1959) from well Ibrahim-l in the
Sheikh Ibrahim structure of the Foothill Zone, NW of Mosul, It comprises 56 m of globigerinal
marly limestones with specks of pyrite and occasional glauconite, and a fauna of planktonic
foraminifera. It was deposited in a basinal environment and has been provisionally assigned a Late
Oligocene age. The Ibrahim Formation also occurs in the Qasab and Najmah structures. Ditmar
and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) considered the formation was present in wells Hibbarah-l and
Khleisia-l, Injana-5, Chi a Surkh-l and Buzurghan-1. Jassim et al. (1984) recorded Upper
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Oligocene basinal sediments below the Anah Formation in shallow boreholes drilled near the
Haditha dam near Anah. The formation in its type section unconformably overlies the Eocene
Jaddala Formation, and is unconformably overlain by the Lower Miocene Euphrates Formation.
14.1.2.2 Reef, backreef and forereef
14.1.2.2.1 Reef-forereef (Baba and Azkand Formation)
The Baba Formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 from well Kirkuk -109. It comprises 20 m of
porous and dolomitised limestones. At outcrop the limestones are massive and appear chalky.
Jassim et al. (1984) described exposures from the Euphrates valley, along Wadi Khazga, Wadi
Fuhalmi and Wadi Kheshkhesh near Anah where 20 metres of porous dolomitised limestones were
attributed to the Baba Formation (Ctyroky and Karim 1971a). The formation is >60 m in well
Anah-2.
The formation is rich in fossils (Bellen et al., 1959). Ctyroky and Karim ( 1971 a) studied the
outcrops of the Anah area of W Iraq and identified the following fauna: Rotalia viennoti,
Lepidocyclina cf elephantina, L. cf dilatata, L. cf morgani, Archalas sp., Triloculina sp.,
Quinqueloculina sp., Robulus sp., Peneroplis sp., Praerhapydionina sp. (?), Spiroclypeus cf
marginatus, Ostracoda sp., Gastropoda juv. indet., Spirorbis sp. (?), Chlamys sp. (?), corals and
fish teeth. This fauna indicates a Mid Oligocene age. Bellen et al. (1959) dated the upper part of
the formation in the Anah area as early Late Oligocene.
The Baba Formation unconformably overlies the Lower Oligocene Shurau Formation in the type
area. In the Anah area, it unconformably overlies the Sheikh Alas Formation (Hart and Hay,
1959). The formation is conformably overlain by the Bajawan Formation in the type area. In the
Anah area, the Baba Formation is conformably overlain by the Anah Formation.
The Baba formation was deposited in a forereef environment along both the NE and SW margins
of the Oligocene basin. The formation is equivalent to reef-detrital and dolomitised limestones
which outcrop along the Euphrates valley in Syria (Ponikarov et al., 1967).
14.1.2.2.2 Reef- Backreef (Bajawan Formation)
The Bajawan Formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 from well Kirkuk-109. It comprises 40 m
of tight backreef miliolid limestones alternating with porous, partly dolomitised, rotalid-algal reef
limestones, with fairly abundant coral fragments and thin argillaceous limestone beds. The
formation outcrops in the Qara Chauq, Baski Zanur Dagh, Aj Dagh, and Darband-i-Sagirrma
areas. The lithology of the formation is relatively uniform except in SE Qara Chauq structure
where it consists mostly of conglomerate (Bellen et al., 1959). Subsurface sections include:
Kirkuk, Bai Hassan, and Ain Zalah wells in the NE and Falluja, Dujalla and Afaq in the S (Gaddo
et al., 1958; Macleod 1961).
The Bajawan Formation in its type locality is conformably underlain by the Baba Formation.
Towards the shoreline area in the NE and SW the formation transgressively oversteps older pre
Oligocene formations. In the type area the formation is unconformably overlain by the Middle
Miocene Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation.
Two faunal zones were identified within the Bajawan Formation (Bellen et al., 1959): a lower
Delicata Zone characterized by Praerhapydionina delicata and an upper Kirkukensis Zone
characterised by Archals kirkukensis, indicating the formation is probably of Late Oligocene age.
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Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) claimed that there is no age difference between the
Bajawan and Baba, Anah and Azkand formations and that these four formations belong to one
sequence.
The lower part of the Bajawan Formation was deposited in a reef and partly backreef environment;
the upper part was deposited on mud flats (Hamid and Vizer, 1986).
14.1.2.3.3 Reef-forereef (Azkand Formation)
The Azkand Formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 in the Azkand cirque of the Qara Chauq
structure. It comprises 100 m of thick massive, dolomitic and recrystallised, generally porous
limestones (Bellen et al., 1959). It was also encountered in the following wells: Mileh Tharthar,
Qalyarah, Gussair, Ibrahim, Najmah, Makhul, and Samarra (Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team,
1971). The formation is of forereef facies.
Fossils include Heterostegina cf assilinoides, Miogypsinoides complanata, and (in the lower part)
Lepidocyclina spp. (Bellen et al., 1959) belonging to the lower Miogypsinoides-Lepidocyclina
Zone and a higher Miogypsinoides Zone. The presence of Heterostegina cf assilinoides indicates a
Late Oligocene age.
The lower contact of Azkand Formation with the Baba Formation is unconformable in the type
area. The upper boundary with Anah Formation is conformable and gradational. Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971) showed that the Anah-Azkand and Bajawan-Baba formations are partly
contemporaneous. Ctyroky and Karim (197la) proved that Baba Formation underlies the Anah
Formation. The contact of the Anah and Baba formations in the Euphrates area is conformable and
gradational. Thus, the unconformity reported from the type locality of the Azkand is probably only
locally developed.
14.1.2.2.4 Reef (Anah Formation)
The Anah Formation was defined by Bellen in 1956 from the Euphrates valley about 15 kms west
of Al Nahiyah village near Anah. The type section comprises grey, brecciated recrystallised,
detrital, and coralline limestones. A supplementary type section in the Qara Chauq anticline
comprises 40-60 m of white or grey dolomitised and recrystallised limestones, massive in the
lower part and becoming thinner bedded upwards. The formation also outcrops in the Euphrates
valley near Anah and near Shiranish in the High Folded Zone of N Iraq. It is drilled in wells on the
Bai Hassan and Alan structures.
The lower contact of the formation in the type area is conformable. The upper contact is always
unconformable.
Outcrops from the Euphrates valley were studied by Ctyroky and Karim (1971a) who reported:
Subterranopyllum thomasi, Archalas kirkukensis, Austrotrillina howchini, Rotalia viennoti,
miliolids, Robulus sp., Bolivina sp., Textularia sp., Trioculina cf gibba, Triloculina sp.,
Quinqueloculina sp., Peneroplis thomasi, P. evolutus, Operculina cf complanata, Lepidocyclina
sp., Miogypsinoides complanata, Hydrobia sp. indet., Cons sp. juv., Scaphander sp., Acteonia sp.,
Nassa sp., Natica. sp., Mitra sp., Cerithium sp., Pyramidella sp., juv., Tympanotomus
margaritaceus, Oliva sp., Chlamys sp., Euchilus sp. juv., Bryozoa remalns indet, Heliastrea
defrancei, fish bones. These fossils prove a Late Oligocene age. According to Ctyroky and Karim
(l971a) the presence of Miogypsinoides complanata indicates a latest Oligocene age.
The formation is mostly a reef deposit, alternating with backreef, mi1ioloid facies.
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14.2 Early-Mid Miocene Sequence
The Oligocene-Early Miocene "Savian" movement which affected the Zagros Suture was marked
by the uplift of the Balambo- Tanjero Trough. It is possible, however, that some more internal
parts of this zone (now overthrust), might have been invaded by a shallow sea during the Early
Miocene. The palaeogeographic evolution of the shelf during the Early and Middle Miocene is
marked by the development of a broad but relatively shallow basin.
During the Early Miocene the basin was bordered by a relatively broad ridge in the present day
Northern Thrust, Ba1ambo- Tanjero, High Folded, and in the Butmah Chemchemal Subzone of
the Foothill Zone. The axis of the basin passed through the Foothill Zone, the Jezira Subzone
(submerged Khlesia High) and the Mesopotamian Zone (Fig. 14-5). The Stable Shelf immediately
SW of the Euphrates Boundary Fault and S of the Anah Qalat-Dizeh Fault was covered by a very
shallow sea. Basinal carbonates and marls were deposited in the deeper parts of the basin in the N
and NE (Serikagni Formation) overlain by lagoonal evaporites (Dhiban Formation). The lagoons
were separated by the elevated N-S trending Abu Jir block over which detrital carbonates
(Euphrates Formation) were deposited. The Abu Jir block separated the saline Kirkuk-HemrinNaft Khaneh basin in the SE from the saline Jezira basin in the NW (Fig. 14-15). The saline basins
extended into both Syria and SE Iran.
The new transgression in the Middle Miocene reached the area of the Balambo- Tanjero Zone. In
the Qulqula- Khwakurk Zone shallow water conglomerates and oyster-bearing carbonates
(Govanda Limestones) were deposited on a peneplaned surface (Fig. 14-6). In the SW the Middle
Miocene transgression did not reach the Stable Shelf area S and SW of the Euphrates River. In the
NE the Middle Miocene Sea transgressed over the whole of the Foothill Zone and, in N Iraq only,
over large parts of the High Folded Zone.
In early Middle Miocene time widespread shallow water lagoonal and reefal carbonates (Jeri be
Formation) were deposited on a broad carbonate platform. The Abu Jir block was re-activated and
separated two lagoonal basins in which the Fatha Formation was deposited. Carbonates and thin
evaporites were deposited over this high.
The Early-Mid Miocene Sequence can be divided into two second order sequences, each with
shallow water carbonates passing up into evaporites. They are the Early Miocene and the Mid
Miocene sequences. The formations previously included in the Early-Mid Miocene Sequence
include the Asmari, Euphrates, Serikagni, Dhiban, Kaihur Gypsum, Ghar, Jeribe and Lower Fars
formations. Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1971 and 1972) claimed that Jeribe Formation is
equivalent to the basal limestone members of the Lower Fars (Fatha) Formation marked by
conglomeratic limestones at the base (Fig. 14-2).
The Lower Miocene formations are mainly of late Early Miocene age sequence deposited after a
break representing the Aquitanian and the early Burdigalian. Clastic formations almost identical
with the Ghar Formation occur in many areas of the Stable Shelf. These clastics pass laterally into
the Euphrates Formation (Jassim et al., 1984). The Oligocene age of the Ghar (Ditmar and the
Iraqi-Soviet Team, 1971) is thus rejected. The Ghar Formation represents the littoral and coastal
equivalent of the Euphrates Formation.
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14.2.1 Early Miocene Sequence
The Early Miocene Sequence comprises the Ghar, Euphrates, Serikagni and Dhiban formations.
The sequence outcrops in a broad area across the Stable Shelf to the Sand SW of the Euphrates
River (Fig. 14-5). It also outcrops in the cores of some anticlines on the Mosul High and along the
SW limits of the High Folded Zone.
14.2.1.1 Clastic inner shelf (Ghar Formation)
The formation was defined by Owen and Nasr (1958) from well Zubalr-3 of the Mesopotamian
Zone of S Iraq. It comprises 100-150 m of thick sandstone and conglomerate with rare anhydrite,
clay, and sandy limestone beds (Bellen et al., 1959). More silty beds and an increasing number of
limestone and marl beds occur towards the NE. Anhydritic beds occur in Siba, Buzurgan, etc.
(Ditmar and the Iraqi Soviet Team, 1972).
The formation was originally assigned an Oligocene Miocene age. Bellen et al. (1959) assigned a
Middle Miocene age but later Naqib (1967), considered the beds to be of Early Miocene age.
Ditmar and the Iraqi-Soviet Team (1972) considered the formation was of Oligocene-Early
Miocene age. Surface mapping confirmed an Early Miocene age (Jassim et al., 1984).
The Ghar Formation was mapped by GEOSURV (Jassim et al., 1984) in three areas. At Busaya
and near Abu Ghar, SW of Nasiriya it comprises 32 m of calcareous sandstone and marly and
sandy limestone. Between Wadi Ubayidh and Wadi Ghadaf, W of Karbala, it comprises 45 m of
thin bedded burrowed limestone with 12 m of red mudstone at the base, overlain by 32 m of
varicoloured, cross-bedded calcareous sandstone with a few red silty mudstone beds. Between
Wadi Hauran and the Syrian border it comprises 40 m of calcarenite sandstone with an 8 m thick
limestone bed in the middle.
In the Buzurgan area along the Iraq-Iran border in SE Iraq, the Ghar Formation is reported to be
up to 200 m thick but it may include part of the underlying Pabdeh Formation and the overlying
Lower Miocene carbonates.
The Ghar Formation unconformably overlies older formations. It overlies the Lower Oligocene
Sheikh Alas and Shurau formations in Wadi Akash near the Syrian border, the Umm Er Radhuma
Formation in Wadi Ubayidh and the Dammam Formation near Busaya. In the Akash area the
formation is gradationally overlain by Unit C of the Euphrates Formation (Section 14.2.1.2). In
Wadi Ghadaf, the Ghar Formation is overlain by the basal conglomerate of the Ghadaf Beds. Near
Busaya it is unconformably overlain by the Dibdibba Formation.
Fossils in surface sections include abundant shell fragments, fragments of Peneroplis and
Ammonia beccarii, rniliolids, charophytes, and reworked planktonics (Jassim et al., 1984); organic
matter also occurs. The Ghar Formation was deposited in a marginal marine (possibly partly
deltaic environment). It passes gradationally into the Euphrates Formation.
At outcrop the Ghar Formation has been observed to pass laterally into the Euphrates Formation.
This stratigraphic relationship indicates the Ghar Formation is of Early Miocene age.
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Two supplementary type sections were described in Wadi Chabbab, 39 km W of Anah, and in
Wadi Rabi, 20 km E of Husaiba. The first section is 110 m thick and represents the lower and
middle units of the formation. The second is 25 m thick and represent the upper unit of the
formation. The combined section comprises:
1. Lower unit: 20 m thick basal conglomerate with subrounded boulders and cobbles of limestone
derived from the underlying Oligocene Anah Formation, followed by 10 m of recrystallised
fossiliferous limestone, grading into coralline limestone (Unit A).
2. Middle unit: 90 m of hard, fossiliferous limestone and pseudo-oolitic limestone beds (Unit B).
Along the Euphrates River, between Al Qaim and Busaya, this unit interfingers with the Ghar
Formation.
3. Upper Unit: 25 m thick soft, fossiliferous bluish green marl, interbedded with thin beds of shelly,
recrystallised limestone or shelly oolitic limestone (Unit C). This is the most widespread Miocene
unit occurring along, and west of, the Euphrates. The bedding in the limestones is often contorted
especially along the Abu Jir Fault. This contorted bedding may have formed soon after
sedimentation due to fluid movement (for example gas escape) or mud thixotropy due to
earthquakes along the fault.
The thickness of the Euphrates Formation is shown in Fig. 14-8; two thick belts coincide with the
margins of the Early Miocene basin. The formation thins rapidly towards the centre of the basin
where the Serikagni Formation was deposited. In Sand W Iraq, the formation is replaced by the
Ghar Formation.
Fossils in units A and B include: Peneroplis evolutus Henson, P. farsensis Henson, Arehias sp.,
Robulus sp., Quinqueloeulina aknariana Dorbigny, Triloeulina sp., ostracods (Cythereis sp,
?Cyprideis sp.,) and pelecypods (Hydrobia sp., Macoma sp.) (Ctyroky and Karim, 1971a). Fossils
in unit C include: Quinqueloeulina akneriana Dorbigny, Arehalas sp., Robulus sp., Nodosaria sp.,
Sigmoilina sp., Miogypsina globulina Michelotti, Borelis melo melo Fitchel & Moll, Peneroplis
farsensis Henson, ostracods and rotaliids. The macrofauna includes: Gastropods (Troehus sp.,
Pirenella sp., Turritella ef vermieularis, T. ef angulata Brocchi, ?Mures sp, Fissurella sp.,
Aeteonina sp., Conus sp., Capulus sp., Fusus sp., Aeaphander sp., Ficus eonditus Brongniart,
Bittium sp. and Aneilla sp.). Pelecypods (Glyeymeris pilosus Linnaes, Area turoniea Dujardian,
Area sp., Phacoides cf columbella Lamarck, Veneridae sp., Chione sp., Cordiopsis sp., Divaricella
cf ornate Agassiz, Milyah sp., Donax sp., Timoclea sp., Thracia sp., Macoma sp., Tellina sp.,
Solecurtus sp., Corbula gibba cf curta Olivi, Lucinom sp., Cardita sp., Pinna cf pectinata brocchi
d'Orbigny, Cardium aff pseudomulticostatum Zhischenko, Cardium sp., Modiolus cf incrassatus
d'Orbigny, Modiolus sp., Chlamys sp., Ostrea cochlea Poli, Chama gryphoides Linnaeus,
Brachipods (Discinisea sp.), echnoids (Clypeaster sp. and Brissopsis sp.).
Additional fossils recorded from unit C near Hit include:
Deniritina sp., Triloculina subinflata, T. asymmetrica Sald, T. asperula Cushman,
Quinqueloculina acuta Hussey, Spiroloculina terquemiana, Elphidium advenum Cushman,
Bolivina shukrii Soaya, Bulimina ovata Dorbigny, Textularia sp., Eiphidium crispum Linne, E.
enccrotum Williamson, E. gunteri Cole, Borelis melo melo Fitchel & Molm, Cibicides lobatulus
Walker & Jacob, E. enccrotum Williamson, Nonion sp., Triloculina cf austriaca d'Orbigny,
Spiroculina sp., S. terquemiana Fornasisni, Ammonia beccarii Linne, Peneroplis [arsensis
Henson, Miogypsina cf cushmani Vaughan, M. sp., Ostrea latimarginata Vrebenburg, Ostrea
verieti Deshayes, Chlamys cf varia Linne, Clausinella sp, Cute/us sp., echinoid spines and plates,
bryozoans, ostracods and algae.
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In S Iraq, near Samawa, Al Hashimi and Amer (1974; in Jassim et al., 1984) recorded the
following fauna in the subsurface: Rare Miogypsina intermedia, Quinqueloculina angularis
Dorbigny, Q. carinata d'Orbigny, Q. seminulum Linne, Q. collumesa Cushman, Q. quadrata
Noraung, Triloculina schreibersiana d'Orbigny, T. cf trigonula Lamarck, Spiroloculina limbata
d'Orbigny, S. platulata, Spirolina cylindracea Lamarck, Peneroplis planatus Fitchell & Moll,
Ammonia beccarii globula Colom, A. beccarii koeboensis Leroy, Rotalia convexa Leroy, R.
punctatogranosa Sequenzs, R. umbonata Leroy, Elphidium articulatum d'Orbigny, E.
alvarezianum d'Orbigny, E. chipolense Cushman, E. decipiens Costa, E. indicum Cushman, E.
minitum Reuss, E. talwanum Nakamura, Nonion densepunctatum Egger, Discorbis sp., Heterolepa
dutemplei d'Orbigny. The fauna also included pelecypods (Barbatia varvata Linne, Cardium
faeetum Zhizchenko, C. multieostatum Brocchi, Cultellus produs Merklin, and Nueula nucleus
Lamarck.
Further macrofauna was determined from the Euphrates Formation in the western desert by Prazak
(1974). This fauna includes: Modiolus incrassatus Dorbigny, Tapes vetulus Bast, Troculus nefas
Kolesnikov, Corbula gibba Olivi, Diveraeella ornata Agassiz, Tomatina sp., Cardium faeetum
Zhizchenko, Modiolus eonditum Mayer, Turritella angulata Sowerby, Barbatia ef barbata Linne,
Glyeymeris cf pilosus Linnaeus, Lima ef subaurieulata Montacu, Venerupsis irus Linnaeus,
Dosinia lupinus Linnaeus, Area turomiea Duijardin, Cardium kubanieum Zhizchenko, c.,
mulliertatum Brocchi, Cutellus probus Merklin, and Nueulana nucleus Lamarck.
The age of the Euphrates Formation is late Early Miocene (Burdigalian), proved by the presence
of Miogypsina globulina and Miogypsina intermedia (Ctyroky and Karim, 1971a). Miogypsina
globulina appears to be restricted to the Early Miocene (early-mid Burdigalian); M. intermedia to
the Early-Mid Miocene (Burdigalian-early Langlhan). Prazak (1974) argued that only preOrbulina beds are present (pre-Middle Miocene).
The formation usually unconformably overlies Oligocene and Eocene formations. In the type area
the basal beds of the formation comprise conglomerates and residual clays which infill an uneven
surface at the top of the Oligocene Anah Formation. In areas where, the underlying unit is the
Serikagni Formation, the lower boundary is conformable. The upper boundary at the type locality
is not exposed. The investigations of GEOSURV revealed, that the upper members of the
formation are overlain by a brecciated or conglomeratic horizon above which the Orbulina datum
with the index fossil Borelis melo eurdiea of the Middle Miocene Jeribe Formation limestones
occurs (Prazak,1974).
Lower Miocene limestones in Syria were referred to the Euphrates Formation by Dubertret (1966).
The formation is equivalent to part of the Asmari Limestone of SE Iran. The Euphrates Formation
passes laterally into continental clastics in Saudi Arabia, represented by the Hadrukh Formation
(Powers et al., 1966).
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14.2.1.3 Basinal
B
(Seriikagni Form
mation)
o the Sequuence which
h has a restrricted
The Serikagni Formattion represeents the basiinal facies of
distributionn. It was firrst describedd by Bellen in 1955 from the type area at Baraa village in Jabal
Sinjar of thhe Foothill Zone
Z
of NW Iraq where it comprisess 150 m of globigerinal chalky
c
limesstone.
fo
is shown in Fig. 14-6. Thee Serikagni Formation
F
was
w depositedd in a
The thicknness of the formation
restricted marine
m
envirronment in the
t central parts
p
of the latest
l
Early M
Miocene bassin. Fossils iin the
Serikagni Formation are
a abundantt and prove a late Early Miocene
M
agee (Bellen et al.
a (1959).
mation
The Serikaagni Formattion in the tyype area uncconformablyy overlies thhe Eocene Jaaddala Form
or basinal Oligocene formations.
f
T formatioon is conform
The
mably overlaain by the Dh
hiban Formaation.
L
Mioccene marl unit
u
which interfingers with
In Syria, the formation is equivvalent to a Lower
evaporitess (Ponikarov et al., 1967)) which Dubbertret (19666) referred too the Serikaggni Formation.

14.2.1.4 Evaporite
E
laggoons (Dhib
ban Formattion)
The Dhibaan Formation
n was defineed by Hensoon in 1940 annd amended by Bellen inn 1957 (Belllen et
al., 1959) from the ty
ype area nearr Dhiban villlage in the Sinjar area of the Footh
hill Zone off NW
c
722 m of gypssum, thin beeds of marl and brecciatted recrystalllised
Iraq. The formation comprises
limestone.. Salt occurss in well Injaana-5 (Bray,, 1960). Saltt explorationn wells drilleed S of Sinjaar, as
in NE Syrria (Ponikaro
ov, et al., 1967) discoverred halite beeds in the forrmation. Bettween Mosuul and
Qaiyarah the anhydriites are replaced by "cchemical" liimestones (B
Bellen et al., 1959) duue to
bacterial rreduction annd sulphur foormation. Gaddo
G
and Paarker (1959)) recorded sandstone
s
inn well
Khleisia-l..
The thicknness of the formation
f
is up to 150 m but it averaages 70 m. The
T isopach of the form
mation
(Fig. 14-10) shows tw
wo depocentrres separatedd by the Abuu Jir High. T
The formatio
on was depoosited
in basin-ceentred sabkhhas and salinnas.
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The age off the Dhibann Formation has been deefined on thee basis of strratigraphic relationships
r
s with
other form
mations. The
Dhiban ovverlies the Serikagni Formation,
F
interfingers with the Euphrates
E
Formation annd is
overlain byy the Jeribe Formation. Therefore
T
its age has been establisheed as Early Miocene.
M
The Dhibaan Formatioon occurs in NE Syria (Dubertret
(
(1966). The Kalhur Gyppsum of SW
W Iran
(sometimees recorded in
i Iraq) is eqquivalent to the
t Dhiban Formation.
F

14.2.2 Mid
ddle Miocen
ne Sequencee
The Midddle Miocene Sequence w
was depositeed in broad basin follow
wing a mariine transgreession
during a phase
p
of stro
ong subsidennce that oveerlapped the margins off the former Oligocene-E
Early
Miocene bbasin, especiially in NE Iraq.
I
The sequence was also deposited in the Red
R Beds bassin of
the Zagross Suture. Within the intrra-shelf areaa the sequennce comprisees a shallow
w water carboonate
(Jeri be Foormation) ovverlain by thhick evaporiites, carbonaate and marlls of the Fattha (Lower Fars)
Formationn. In the Zag
gros Suture thhe sequencee comprises a conglomerrate-carbonaate unit (Govvanda
Limestonee) overlain by continenntal clasticss (Merga Red
R
Beds). The
T
Govanda Formatioon is
discussed in Chapter 15
1 (along with the Red Beds
B
Series)..
The sequeence is thickker (> 1 000 m) in the Foothill Zonee (Fig. 14-111) than in thhe Mesopotaamian
Zone. Thee sequence is
i missing inn the Rutba--Jezira Zonee and in the southern paart of the Saalman
Zone. It is relatively thhin on the Abu
A Jir High.
C
in
nner shelf and shaols (JJeribe Form
mation)
14.2.2.1 Carbonate
The Jeribee Limestone was definedd by Bellen in 1957 (Bellen et al., 1959) from the type loccality
near Jaddaala village in
n the Sinjar anticline,
a
annd assumed to
t be of Early Miocene age.
a Howeveer the
formation was later in
ncluded witthin the Midddle Miocenne Sequencee. A Middlee Miocene aage is
b the preseence of the Orbulina daatum near thhe base of thhe Jeribe Fo
ormation (Prrazak,
indicated by
1974).
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The Jeribe Formation comprises 70 m of recrystallised, dolomitised, generally massive limestones;
in beds 1-2 m thick. In well sections, argillaceous limestones (Ain Zalah, Mushorah, Najmah,
Samarra, Khlesia, Awasil) and anhydrites (Khlesia, Ain Zalah, Mushorah, Samarra) were recorded
by Huber (1940), Melville (1949), Gaddo and Parker (1959) and Johnson (1961). In the Euphrates
valley the formation comprises disharmonic ally folded conglomerates, sandy recrystallised
limestones, silicified limestones, chalky limestones and some marl (Tyracek and Youbert, 1975).
Unfortunately the Jeribe and Euphrates formation were not differentiated during field mapping
when the intervening Dhiban Formation anhydrites are absent.
In the western desert of Iraq a unit of carbonates and clastics referred to as the Khirish Beds was
introduced by Jassim et al. (1984). These beds pass laterally into the Fatha (Lower Fars)
Formation, They outcrop in a wide area S of the Euphrates River (25 km S of Al Qaim). They
comprise two units:
1. A Lower unit comprising from the base upwards: A) Grey, well sorted sandstone with clay balls,
cemented by calcareous and argillaceous material, exposed on the right bank of Wadi Ratga along
the main road between Khirish and Tl pumping station. B) Large lenses of conglomerate with
pebbles and cobbles of limestone and chert; boulders up to 50 cm in size are sometimes present.
C) Pink arenaceous limestone or calcareous sandstone exposed in many areas including Wadi
Akash, Ratga and Al Maani; this is the most extensively exposed unit. D) Massive grey breccia,
with angular and subangular limestone fragments, outcropping to the NE of the Tl pumping
station.
2. An Upper unit comprising massive splintery limestone with sandy limestone and calcareous
sandstone with beds of marl and local lenses of gypsum. This unit is best exposed in the Khirish
area; the marls outcrop along the Al Qaim-Akashat road.
The Khirish Beds overlie unit C of the Euphrates Formation (Section 14.2.1.2) and pass laterally
into the Fatha Formation to the north near Al Qaim.
In the Hit area (60 km NNW of Ramadi) thick recrystallised shelly limestones are probably
equivalent to the Jeribe Formation. They overlie the Euphrates Formation and are overlain by
gypsum and marl beds of the Fatha Formation. Large blocks of these limestones (4 m x 2 m x and
0.5 m in size) were excavated and used to construct the little known historic settlement of
"Maqluba".
The isopach of the Jeribe Formation and Govanda Limestone is shown in Fig. 14-12. The main
basin trends NW-SE and contalns four separate depocentres. The thickness of the Jeribe
Formation is about 200 m in the area along Tigris River in N Iraq, 180m near Kirkuk, >500 m in
the Badra area, and 50-150 m near the Zagros Suture Zone. The Jeribe Formation is thickest in the
Makhul-Hemrin Subzone and the Tigris Subzone.
Bellen et al. (1959) suggested that the Jeribe Formation was deposited in lagoonal (backreef) and
reef environments. Backreef-reef facies are predominant.
The conspicuous index fossil Borelis melo curdica (Karim and Prazak, 1973) and Orbulina occur
in the lower part of the formation. In addition to the fossil list provided by Bellen et al. (1959),
Prazak (1974) provided a fossil list which supports a Middle Miocene age.
The lower contact with Serikagni Formation in the type area is unconformable. In many areas
conglomeratic beds occur at the base of the Jeribe Formation. The Jeribe Formation passes
gradationally into the overlying Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation.
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The Jeribee Formation has a similaar distribution to the undderlying Eupphrates Form
mation. The JJeribe
Formationn is absent in the soutthern desertt. In NE Iraaq, the Jeriibe overstepps the Euphhrates
Formationn in the Kirk
kuk Embaym
ment. The Jeeribe Formattion is equivvalent in agee to the Govvanda
Limestonee Formation in NE Iraq. It is also reecognised inn the Jezira basin of Syrria (Ponikarrov et
al., 1967); it unconforrmably overllies older forrmations witth a basal coonglomeratee. In SW Irann, the
formation is equivalennt to the Kaihhur Limestonnes and part of the Uppeer Asmari.

14.2.2.2 Evaporite
E
lag
goons (Fathaa Lower Farrsi Formatioon)
The Fathaa (Lower Faars) Formatiion is one of
o the mostt aerially w
widespread and
a economiically
important formations in
i Iraq.
wer Fars" Forrmation wass defined froom the Fars Province inn SW Iran and
a introduced to
The "Low
Iraq by B
Busk and Mayo in 19188 (Bellen ett al., 1959). In Iran itss name wass changed too the
"Gachsarann Formationn". A new tyype section has been esstablished inn Iraq in thee Al Fatha ggorge
where the Tigris Riverr crosses thee Makhul-Heemrin range,, 10 km N off Baiji town
n; the name oof the
mation (Jassim
m et al., 19884).
formation has been changed to thee Fatha Form
I
was suubdivided by
b oil geoloogists in thee early yeaars of
The Loweer Fars Forrmation of Iraq
explorationn into inforrmal units. It comprisses anhydritte, gypsum and salt, interbedded
i
with
limestone and marl. Th
he informal units
u
(Bellenn et al., 19599) comprise from bottom
m to top:
a)) Transition Beds norm
mally comprrising beds of anhydritte, mudstonne and thin limestones. The
Basal Fars Conglomerat
C
te", which iss now includded in
transition bbeds usuallyy overlie the so-called "B
the Jeribe Formation.
F
This
T divisionn is dominatted by carbonnates on the Mosul Highh.
b)) Saliferous Beds comprrise anhydriite and halitee with beds of siltstone, mudstone, and less freqquent
limestone bbeds.
c)) Seepage Beds
B
comprissing anhydrittes with bedds of siltstonee, mudstone and limestoone.
d)Upper Red
R Beds com
mprises red mudstones, siltstones and
a relativelyy frequent beds
b
of limestone
and anhyddrite.
These unitts are easily recognized in
i the Kirkuuk basin (the Kirkuk Em
mbayment). Inn the Jezira bbasin
and the Meesopotamian
n Zone thesee informal unnits cannot easily
e
be idenntified. In thhe Buzurgan,, Abu
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Ghirab, Nahr Umr, and Dujalla areas of the Mesopotamian Zone in S Iraq (Ditmar and the IraqiSoviet Team, 1972; Karim 1962; Safar, 1961) the evaporites are interbedded with marls,
mudstones and siltstones; limestones are rare. Along the margins of the basin, the formation is
dominated by marl and clastics.
Regionally the formation can be divided into two members. The Lower Member lack red mud
tone. In the new type section at AL Fatha, the Lower and upper ember are 220 m and 400 m thick
respectively. The Lower Member comprises a 40 m thick basal unit of organodetrital limestone
and anhydrite (or gyp urn) with minor amounts of green dolomitic marl (probably equivalent to
the Transition Beds) followed by 100 m of cyclically interbedded gyp urn, green marl and thin
limestones. On the Mosul High carbonates comprise >50% of the Lower Member compared to
<20% in the Sinjar area the NW (Jassim et. al., 1998).
The Upper Member comprises a cyclic succession of green and red mudstone and gypsum and a
few thin oolitic or recrystallised shelly limestone beds; beds of calcarenite occur near the top.
A typical section of the Lower Member of the formation near the Euphrates valley comprises a
basal conglomerate, and cycles of gypsum, marl and limestone. The conglomerate consists of
rounded and sub-rounded, poorly sorted fragments of white chalky limestone and grey crystalline
limestone and lenses of green marls. The gypsum beds are white massive or nodular, and are
interbedded with thin chalky and crystalline shelly limestone beds. The Upper Member comprises
cycles of red silty mudstone, green silty mudstone, marl, nodular gypsum and limestone.
In the Hit area, the formation comprises cycles of mudstone, limestone and gypsum. South of
Ramadi (near Razzaza Lake) the formation comprises a lower unit of green marl (Shithatha Marl)
with mudstone and fossiliferous limestone beds, a middle unit of calcareous and argillaceous
sandstone and sandy limestone, and an upper unit of red mudstones and gyp urn capped by a
limestone bed.
Along the Najaf escarpment (Tar Al Najf) the formation comprise mudstone and limestone with
the following fauna: Ammonia beccarii Linne, Parkinsonia sp., Ammonia sp., miliolids
(Quinqueloculina sp., Pyrgo sp., Spiroloculina sp.) 0 tracods (Paracypris sp., Loxoconcha sp.
etc.), Clausinella sp., Modiolus sp., Balanus sp., echinoid fragments and shell fragments.
Important contemporaneous travertine and bitumen lenses, interbedded with the basal green marls
of the Fatha Formation, occur near Hit town. An isolated hill (Murgeb Jerin) on the left bank of
the Euphrates River, 30 km N of Hit is very spectacular. It towers above the surrounding Mesa of
the Fatha Formation. The hill comprises five lenticular travertine beds, each a few metres thick,
interbedded with green marl and sometimes with fossiliferous limestones. These travertine beds
wedge out and dip radially away from the hill. The travertine has large voids (occasionally
containing sulphur crystals).
The travertine beds interfingers with the surrounding evaporites of the Fatha Formation and
overlie unit C of the Euphrates Formation. The travertine cones may have formed in very shallow
lagoons as a result of asphalt seepage and bacterial reduction of the basal gypsum beds of the
formation producing fluids that deposited sinters. Numerous bitumen beds with aragonite and
celestite are also present in the basal marl of the Fatha Formation near Hit Town and probably
have the same origin. These deposits occur along the N-S Abu Jir Fault zone which is also
characterised by active asphalt seepages (at Ain Jabha, Ain Abu Jir, Ain Atalt and Ain Hit).
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The thickness of the formation is very variable (Fig. 14-13). The formation is >900 m in a
depocentre in the Kirkuk basin and >600 m in a depocentre in the Sinjar basin. The formation
thins over the Abu Jir High.
The Fatha Formation was deposited in a rapidly subsiding sag basin which periodically became
evaporitic with formation of sabkhas and salinas.
Fossils are rare. Limestones in N Iraq contain mostly minute foraminifera, mainly miliolids;
ostracods are also common. The fauna includes: Clausinella (?) amidei, Clausinella ssp., Ostrea
latimarginata (considered to be an index fossil of the formation), Rotalia beccarii, and Elphidium
sp. (Bellen et al., 1959). Ctyroky and Karim (197 I a) recorded: Sigmoilina sp., S. tschokrakensis,
Quinqueloculina akneriana, Q. sp., Plectofrondicularia sp., Cytheriedeis sp. and Cardium sp. The
age of the formation is Middle Miocene. According to Ponikarov et al. (1967), the Fatha
Formation is of Tortonian age; this is confirmed by its position above the Orbulina Datum
(Prazak, 1974).
The lower contact of the Fatha Formation with the underlying Jeribe Formation is conformable. In
some areas, however, the formation overlies older rock units, especially near the shoreline of the
basin. The upper contact with the Injana (Upper Fars) is gradational and diachronous (Bellen et
al., 1959).
The formation is present in the Foothill and Mesopotamian zones. In the High Folded Zone, the
formation is generally missing or replaced by clastics facies ("Undifferentiated Fars"). The
presence of volcanics in the High Folded Zone (the Sinia Volcanics of Mitchell. 1960) has not
been confirmed. To the SE of the Anah-Qalat Dizeh Fault, the Fatha Formation thickens and the
proportion of gypsum increases as seen for example in the Taq Taq and Chemchemal wells
(Melville and Fothergill, 1954 and Jameson, 1961).
In the High Folded Zone a limestone, sandstone and mudstone succession (equivalent to the Fatha
Formation) is occasionally preserved in synclines. Further to the NE the basal clastics of the
Merga Red Beds (Chapter 16), comprising sandstone and red and green mudstone, are equivalent
in age to the Fatha Formation.
The Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation is also widely distributed in the Jezira area of Syria and along
the Syrian-Turkish border (Weber, 1963). Towards the SE in Iran, the formation passes partly into
the Gachsaran Formation. In Kuwalt and Saudi Arabia the formation is age equivalent to the Dam
Formation which includes marine interbeds with a fauna identical to that of the Fatha Formation
(Powers et al., 1967).
14.3 Late Miocene-Pliocene Sequence
In Late Miocene-Pliocene time major thrusting occurred during collision of the Neo- Tethyan
terranes and the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone with the Arabian Plate. This event resulted in the uplift of
the High Folded, Northern Thrust zones and the NE parts of the Balambo- Tanjero zones and
Mesopotamian zones. A major foredeep formed in the Foothill Zone. On the SW side of the basin,
the whole of the Rutba-Jezira and Salman zones were uplifted (Fig. 14-14).
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During thee Late Mioccene and esppecially the Pliocene, thhe High Follded Zone was
w uplifted with
increasing intensity. The produccts of erosiion were deposited
d
in the nearbyy molasse bbasin
W the
characterissed by the coonglomeratees of the Bai Hassan (Uppper Bakhtiaari) Formatioon. In the SW
uplifted Stable Shelf was the soource of thee terrigenouus clastics ddeposited to
o the NE of the
F
(Dibdibbba Formatioon).
Euphrates Boundary Fault
w uplifted and deformeed; molasse was depositted in
At the endd of the Plioccene the Fooothill Zone was
synclines bbetween stroongly uplifteed long antiiclines. Syncclines receivved sediments of polygeenetic
origin (Seee chapter 15)). The Mesoopotamian Zoone became the new molasse foredeep.
Bellen et aal. (1959) reecognised thhe Middle Fars,
F
Upper Fars,
F
Lowerr Bakhtiari, Upper Bakhhtiari,
Dibdibba aand Zahra foormations in the Mio-Pliocene sequeence. The Meerga Red Beeds also beloong to
this sequennce (see Chaapter 16). Thhe Middle Fars
F Formatiion is now inncluded in thhe Injana (U
Upper
Fars) Form
mation. The Bakhtiari Formation coomprises twoo separate foormations no
ow referred to as
the Mukdaadiya and Baai Hassan forrmations (Jaassim et al., 1984).
1
Since the Zahra Form
mation locallyy overlies thhe proved Fatha
F
(Loweer Fars) Form
mation, it is here
M
cene Sequennce.
included inn the Late Miocene-Plio
Sandstones deposited in a graben 15 km E off Kl60 settleement in the western dessert describeed by
Jassim et aal. (1984) aree referred to as the Ghaddaf Beds.
wing units are
a included in the Latee Miocene Pliocene
P
Seqquence: the Dibdibba,
D
Z
Zahra,
The follow
Injana (Uppper Fars), Mukdadiya,
M
B
Bai Hassan (L
( and U Baakhtiari) form
mations and the
t Ghadaf B
Beds.
The Mergaa Group is allso includedd in the sequeence and is discussed
d
in Chapter 16.
The formaations of thee sequence are stronglyy diachronouus due to faacies changees resulting from
depositionn synchronouus with foldinng and thrussting.
The thicknness of the Late
L Miocenee-Pliocene Sequence
S
(including Quaaternary) is shown
s
in Figg. 1415; note thhe main depocentre in thhe Foothill and
a Mesopottamian zonees. The sequence is relattively
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thin on thee N-S Abu Jir
J High. Thhe thickness also includees the Quateernary flood plain deposits of
Mesopotam
mia (-300 m thick). The Zahra Form
mation clasticcs of the Salm
man Zone arre not includded in
Fig. 14-15 due to theirr patchy distrribution.

14.3.1 Flu
uvio-lacustriine and karsst fill facies (Zahra
(
Form
mation)
The Zahraa Formationn occurs locally in the Salman Zonne and alonng the margiins of the Rutba
R
Subzone. It
I was definned by Williaamson in 19941 (Bellen et al., 1959)) from the BusayaB
Schbbicha
area. It coonsists of 30
3 m of lim
mestones (suubsequently found to bbe reed-bearring fresh water
w
limestone)), marls, andd sandy marrls. Locally sandstone ooccurs at thee base of thee formation.. The
Zahra Form
mation lies in
i karst deprressions form
med on the Rus
R (Jil) Forrmation due to dissolution of
the anhydrrites of the formation
f
(M
Maala, 1983; in Jassim et al., 1984)). The preseence of limestone
beds simillar to those found in thee Dibdibba Formation suggests
s
thatt Zahra Form
mation mayy pass
laterally innto the Dibdiibba Formation.
Based on the age deteerminations of Williams (1941) andd Rogers (11939), Mitchhell suggesteed an
mation. Howeever a Mio-P
Pliocene agee is acceptedd by Jassim et al.
Oligocene age for the Zahra Form
(1984).
The presennce of Chara sp., Mellanoides tubberculata, Planorbis sp.., Vivipara sp. indicatees the
Zahra Form
mation was deposited inn a fresh waater environm
ment. Near Samawa thee recorded foossils
include: Planorbis
P
sp.,, charophytees, pelecypods and gastrropods (Jassiim et al., 19984). Bellen et al.
(1959) favvour a Mid Miocene agge for the foormation. Hoowever a Laate Miocenee-Pliocene aage is
more likelly because of
o its stratigrraphic positiion above thhe Middle M
Miocene Fathha Formationn and
its possiblee correlationn with the Diibdibba Form
mation.
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14.3.2 Allu
uvial Fans of
o the Stablee Shelf (Dibddibba Formaation)
The Dibdibbba Formatiion was definned by Macfadyen in 19938 (Bellen et
e al., 1959) and amendeed by
Owen andd Nasr (19588). The type locality is inn the Burjisiiya area of tthe Zubair oil
o field in S Iraq.
Owen andd Nasr (1958
8) described the formatioon from wellls of the Zuubair field. It
I comprises sand
and gravell containing pebbles of igneous roccks, (includinng pink grannite) and wh
hite quartz, often
cemented into a hard grit.
g Beds off limestone, marl and sillt were reporrted from wells in Nahr Umr
4; Rutgers, 1950),
1
Kifl (Kasim,
(
1960) and at Muusalyib (Kassim, 1962). In
I the
field (Ellioot et al., 1954
latter two areas
a
anhydrrite beds also occur. Elliiot et al' (19554) divided tthe formatioon into four uunits.
From the bbase up thesee comprise: 1) Green sannd and soft green
g
marly sands. 2) Coonglomeratee with
pebbles off limestones,, chert, and igneous roccks (porphyrries) in a callcareous mattrix. 3) Greyy and
pink Loweer Sandstonne followed by limestonnes. 4) Sanddstone and grit.
g
In a water
w
well SW
W of
Busaya, thhe formationn comprises from the base
b
upwardds: 21 m of gravely sanndstone, 60 m of
medium-grrained pink
k sandstone,, and 18 m of calcareeous sandstoone. Limesttone beds occur
o
sporadically throughout. The form
mation was deposited iin a fresh w
water environnment becoming
deltaic to tthe NE. It is of post Midddle Miocenee age based oon its stratiggraphic position.
In wells off S Iraq and the N Gulf the Dibdibbba Formationn is up to 5000 m thick (F
Fig. 14-16). Two
depocentrees of the Dibdibba
D
Forrmation are located aloong the Eupphrates Boun
ndary Fault near
Busaya annd Karbala.
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The main depocentres of the formation is in SE Iraq in the Zubair Subzone of the Mesopotamian
Zone. Other depocentres are near Samawa and Hilla and seems to have been sourced from the
NW.
The contact of the formation with the underlying Fatha Formation is conformable in SE Iraq
(Bellen et al., 1959). At outcrop to the west the formation unconformably overlies Lower Miocene
and Palaeogene units. The formation is often covered by sand sheets or by the alluvial fan sands of
Wadi Al Batin.
The Dibdibba Formation is also recognised in Kuwalt; in Saudi Arabia similar facies are included
within the Hofuf Formation and partly in the Kharj Formation (Powers et al., 1967).
14.3.3 Fluvial system
14.3.3.1 1njana (Upper Fars Formation)
The Injana (Upper Fars) Formation (including the Middle Fars) comprises fine grained premolasse sediments deposited initially in coastal areas, and later in a fluvio lacustrine system. It
was described by Busk and Mayo in Iran in 1918 and subsequently recognized widely in Iraq.
The formation was later abandoned in Iran (James and Wynd, 1968) and was renamed the Injana
Formation in Iraq (Jassim et al., 1984). A subsidiary type section was measured near Injana, at
Jabal Hemrin South (near the old police station along Baghdad-Kirkuk Highway, 120 km NE of
Baghdad). It is 620 m thick. The basal unit comprises thin-bedded calcareous sandstone, and red
and green mudstones with one thin gypsum bed (20 cm thick) and a purple siltstone horizon with
glass shards. The calcareous sandstones contain miliolids and oscillation ripple marks; they are
overlain by fining upwards cycles of sandstone siltstone and red mudstone The thickness of
individual sandstone beds increase upwards from I m to several metres. The formation as a whole
coarsens upwards.
The thickness of the formation is very variable, due to subsequent erosion over major folds. A
maximum thickness of 2000 m in the central depositional area in the Foothill Zone (Naqib, 1960)
was not confirmed during later mapping. The maximum thickness of the formation is 900 m was
measured near Kirkuk (Jassim et a!., 1984).
The lower contact of the Injana Formation with the Fatha Formation is gradational. The upper
contact with the Mukdadiya Formation is gradational marked by appearance of gravely sandstone.
In the central parts of the basin the formation consists predominantly of uniform silty claystones or
marls with anhydrite. In the NE side of the basin the sands were derived from the rising Zagros
and Taurus mountains. On the SW margin of the basin the sands contain Dibdibba-type
components such as rounded coarse quartz and stable heavy minerals such as rutile and Zircon. In
this marginal area along the Euphrates Boundary Fault, the formation was deposited by
anastomising rivers (Salah Maaroof, personal communication) and passes gradually upwards into
the Dibdibba Formation.
Fossils occur mainly in the lower part of the formation but are poorly studied. In the Habaniya
area an assemblage of charophytes was recorded by Salah Maroof (personal communication). The
age of the formation is usually accepted as Late Miocene. Vertebrate fossils from sandstones 600
m above the contact with the overlying Mukdadiya (L Bakhtiari) Formation were dated as 8Ma
old (Thomas et al., 1978). The Injana Formation must be older than this age.
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14.3.3.2 Mukdadiya and Bai Hassan (Lower and Upper Bakhtiari) formations
The Bakhtiari Formation was first described from Iran by Busk and Mayo in 1918 and later
introduced in Iraq where it was divided into the Lower and Upper Bakhtiari formations (Bellen et
al., 1959). The two formations are strongly diachronous but can be recognised throughout the
Foothill and High Folded zones. The names Mukdadiya and Bai Hassan formations were used by
Jassim et al. (1984) to replace the Lower and Upper Bakhtiari formations respectively.
The Mukdadiya (Lower Bakhtiari) Formation comprises up to 2000 m of fining upwards cycles of
gravely sandstone, sandstone and red mudstone. The sandstones are often strongly cross-bedded
and associated with channel lags and clay balls. Basi and Jassim (1973) noted that in the Injana
area the whole formation comprises stacked fining up depositional cycles. Individual sandstone
beds extend laterally for several kilometres.
The formation is distributed mostly in the Foothill Zone where it is >2000 m thick in the Kirkuk
Embayment. It is replaced almost totally by the Bai Hassan (Upper Bakhtiari) conglomeratic
facies in the High Folded Zone of NE but not in N Iraq; for instance, in the Derbendikhan area S
of Sulalmaniya the Mukdadiya Formation is almost totally replaced by -3000 m of conglomerates
of the Bai Hassan Formation (Plate 14-1). The formation is thin or absent over the Mosul High. In
the Rabia'a plain N of Sinjar, 258 m of clastics are assigned to the Mukdadiya Formation (well Tel
Abtakh-l) but to the S of Sinjar the formation is absent (well Tel Hajar-l).
An interval about 600 m above the base of the formation (Fig. 14-17) consists of sandstones with
rounded and rod-like calcite-cemented concretions. It has yielded a vertebrate fauna of mastodons
and others mammals (Thomas et al., 1978). A similar lithological unit was observed by the authors
in many areas in NE and N Iraq (for example near Kirkuk and Amadiya). This unit may indicate a
climate when indurated calcareous crusts formed in river channels were reworked during
subsequent flooding. These conditions of desiccation and flooding may have caused mass
drowning and transportation of the carcases of large mammals.
The Mukdadiya (Lower Bakhtiari) Formation was deposited in fluvial environment in a rapidly
subsiding foredeep basin. The conglomeratic Upper Bakhtiari was deposited in alluvial fans
originated from the High Folded Zone and the Zagros Suture.
Bellen et al. (1959) recorded the horse Hipparion sp. Based on the vertebrate fauna a Late
Miocene age (8 Ma) for the lower part of the Bakhtiari Formation is accepted (Thomas et al.,
1978).
The Mukdadiya and Bai Hassan (Bakhtiari) formations are equivalent to the Pliocene clastics of N
and NE Syria (Dubertret, 1966). Ponikarov et al. (1967) noted a major unconformity at the base of
the Pliocene clastics in the N Jezira area where the Pliocene sequence coarsens upwards. The
Bakhtiari Formation conglomerates can be followed into SE Turkey (Altinli, 1966). In SW Iran
(the type area for the formation), the formation is widespread. However the Lower Bakhtiari
Formation was later included in the Agha Jari Formation (James and Wynd, 1965).
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Chapter 15
Quaternary Deposits
by
Adnan A. M. Aqrawi, Jaroslav Domas and Saad Z. Jassim
Detailed stratigraphic and sedimentological studies of the Quaternary were neglected until the start
of the regional geological survey program, conducted by GEOSURV during the 1970's and
completed in 1982. Quaternary sediments cover more than one third of the surface area of Iraq,
mostly within the Mesopotamian Plain, where they comprise fluviatile, lacustrine, deltaic, and
aeolian sediments that replace each other both horizontally and vertically. Outside the
Mesopotamian Plain, a Quaternary sedimentary veneer of polygene tic origin covers large areas in
the synclines of the Foothill Zone. Terraces of the Euphrates and the Tigris Rivers and their
tributaries are present along river courses, generally in narrow belts that usually do not extend
more than two kilometres on either side of the rivers, occasionally expanding to cover areas over
10 km wide, often preferentially on one side of the river. Aeolian deposits are restricted to three
belts associated with the Mesopotamian Zone. Alluvial fans also occur along the flanks of the
Mesopotamian Zone (Ya'acoub et al. 1981; Baitzer and Purser, 1990). Over half of the territory of
Iraq belongs to the deserts of W Iraq in which Quaternary sediments form a thin veneer of desert
pavement, or fill local depressions.
This chapter is mainly concerned with the Upper Quaternary sediments of the Mesopotamian
plains since they constitute the main aquifer for shallow ground-water reserves and the hypersaline
ground water that affects the salinity of the plain. The clays of Mesopotamia are also important for
both agriculture and the brick building industry. Valuable archaeological sites of ancient
Mesopotamian civilisations are mainly concentrated in this belt.
The Quaternary sediments, most of which are represented in Fig. 15-1 are divided into three
categories influenced by the neotectonic development of Iraq. These are:
1. Quaternary deposits of the Stable Shelf which include wadi fills, playas, depression fill, desert
pavement, aeolian deposits, salt playas, gypcrete, and karst depression fill.
2. The Mesopotamian flood plain sediments and the associated alluvial fans and aeolian sediments
which are the most extensive.
3. Quaternary sediments of the Unstable Shelf which include largely polygenetic fills in wide
synclines of the Foothill Zone and river terraces and some depression fill in the High Folded Zone.
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15.1 Quatternary sediiments of th
he Rutba-Jezzira and Sallman zones
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(see Chapter 5, Fig. 5-6). In SW Iraq playas and depressions occur especially at the border of the
Rutba Subzone where they are related to karst depressions formed by dissolution of the underlying
anhydrites of the Lower Eocene Rus Formation; the largest of these depressions is the 60 km long
and 15 km wide Salman depression. Satellite images revealed that some buried meandering rivers
exist in the Salman Zone, W of the Salman depression. Numerous channels may also be noted
elsewhere within the zone (see Chapter 5, Fig. 5-14).
The Ga'ara depression, 70 km N of Rutba, is an E-W trending feature, about 40 km long and 20 km
wide with numerous inlet wadis in the Wand S and one exit wadi in the NE. Inlet wadis terminate
in an inclined bajada produced by coalescing fans consisting of boulders and cobbles in the
proximal parts. Towards the centre of the depression, some elevated terraces and fresh water
carbonates of Pleistocene age are present. Another important depression is the N-S trending
Nukhaib Graben where about 18 m of conglomerates (Nukhaib Gravel) were deposited by fans
where wadis enter the graben from the W. The exit from this depression is through one valley to
the E (Wadi Ubayidh). Aeolian deposits within the Rutba-Jezira Zone are uncommon. 15 km E of
settlement K160 (140 km E of Rutba) is a NW-SE trending dune field overlying MioPliocene
graben-fill sediments (Ghadaf clastics). In the Salman Zone very wide sand sheets associated with
active dunes are common over the Dibdibba plain. They are mostly restricted to NW-SE or N-S
trending depressions associated with neotectonic movements along the Euphrates Boundary Fault
or the N-S boundary of the Salman Zone with the Mesopotamian Zone near the Kuwalt border.
In the Jezira area of NW Iraq (Jezira Subzone of the Rutba Jezira Zone) thick gypcrete soil and
large numbers of salt playas occur. The gypcrete soil varies in thickness from 30 cm in the most
elevated parts to over 8 m in depressed areas. Mass wasting of palaeo relief played an important
role in the soil development. Gypsum content is usually high in the soil cover of the depressions,
averaging 30% and locally exceeding 80%. Salt playas are numerous; some are small and
restricted to local depressions. However there are several major salt playas in the Jezira region,
these are: 1) The Sunailsla playa which is the largest and controlled by a topographic depression;
no detailed work on the sediments of this depression has been carried out. 2) The Bowara playa
(which was evaluated for salt production) is located at the Iraq-Syria border and is tectonically
controlled by the ENE-WSW trending Khlesia Graben; two further playas are also present along
this tectonic trend. 3) The Tawila playa which trends N-S and is located along a flexure in the dip
of the strata at the contact of the Fatha and Injana formations; a broad depression in E Syria lies to
the W of this flexure.
15.2 Quaternary sediments of the Mesopotamian Zone
The Mesopotamian Plain begins NW of Baiji as a narrow area between the Makhul range in the
NE and Wadi Tharthar in the W. It gradually broadens to the SE where it is bounded by the
Hemrin anticline in the NE, and by the Salman Zone in the Wand SW (along the Abu Jir and the
Euphrates Boundary faults). It stretches to the Arabian Gulf, covering an area of about 110,000
km2. It is a vast lowland with a relatively flat surface sloping from 155 m ASL near Baiji to 30 m
ASL near Baghdad to sea level at the head of the Arabian Gulf about 700 km S of Baghdad.
The climate of Mesopotamia is semi-arid with maximum temperatures up to +53°C in July-August
and a minimum temperature of - T'C in January. Average annual precipitation is 150 mm/year
(mostly occurring from November to March) and can reach 250 mm/year near Jabal Hemrin in the
NE. It falls to <100 mm/year towards the desert in the SW causing generally semi-desert to desert
climatic conditions.
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1993a, 2001). Surface sediments of Mesopotamia are of Recent age; older sediments were
penetrated in numerous boreholes (> 100 m deep) sunk by GEOSURV to study the Mesopotamian
Plain. The sediments of the Plain can be divided into Plio Pleistocene, Pleistocene and Holocene
deposits, largely on the basis of heavy mineral corrosion.
15.2.1 Plio-Pleistocene (Mahmudiya Formation)
The Mahmudiya Formation, introduced by Domas et al. (1983) comprises the Plio-Pleistocene
deposits of the Mesopotamian Zone. The formation has been drilled in many boreholes in a large
area stretching from the N part of Upper Mesopotamia near Mukdadiya to Baghdad and as far S as
Kut and Diwaniya. The formation lies at an average depth of around 20 m in the area near
Mukdadiya, 30 m near Baghdad and at about 140 m near Diwaniya. The Plio Pleistocene deposits
were differentiated by their heavy minerals assemblages and the degree of heavy mineral corrosion
(Minarikova, 1979).
Some fine-grained beds are rich in microfossils, especially ostracods such as: Candona, Cyprideis,
Cyprinotus, Ilyocypris, Darwinula and Limnocythere. Pleistocene ostracods include: Candona cf
Baiatonica (Daday), Darwinula dadayi Nemes and Candona cf elegans Nemes.
Quaternary ostracods includes: Candona cf neglegta Sars, Candona cf such Hartwig and Candona
cf angulata MUller. The beds contaln freshwater gastropods, Planorbis, Lymnea, Melania and
Viviparus.
15.2.2 Pleistocene
15.2.2.1 River terraces
River terraces occur within the upper reaches of the Mesopotamian Plain. They extend into the
Foothill Zone and the Jezira Subzone in the valleys of the two main rivers, the Tigris and
Euphrates and their tributaries. Four main terrace levels are associated with the Euphrates River at
about 10-13 m, 17-25 m, 30-36 m and 60 m above river level. They extend into the Mesopotamian
Plain as pebbly deposits forming the mesa caps near Falluja and Iskandariya. Deposition of these
terraces is attributed to Pleistocene climatic oscillations when periods of vertical erosion by rivers
alternated with periods of aggradation. Gypcrete formed on terrace surfaces as a result of pre
Holocene soil-forming processes, due to Pleistocene climatic fluctuations. The lowermost terrace
level may have formed during the WUrm stage of the Alpine stratigraphic scale. The higher
terraces could be equivalent to the Middle and Early Pleistocene periods. The relative altitudes of
the terrace stages correspond with groups I, IVa, IVc and V of the Euphrates in the stretch between
the Iraqi-Syrian border and Khan AL Baghdadi which has been attributed to the Plio Pleistocene,
Middle Pleistocene and Late Pleistocene periods (Tyracek, 1987).
In the Tigris River valley, terraces are more prominent. Four Pleistocene terraces were described
by Jassim et al. (1997,
1999) at elevations of 95 m, 65 m, 35 m and 12 m above the present river level. These levels are
well established between Mosul in the N and Fatha in the S. Jassim (1981) correlated the gravel
fan between Baiji and Baghdad with the highest and oldest of the terraces. The terraces S of Mosul
occur almost exclusively on the left (eastern) bank of the Tigris River in a zone up to 10 km wide.
On the right bank, the river has been incised into the bedrock of numerous anticlines that plunge
towards the river restricting the river flood plain to the east. A similar number of terrace levels can
also be identified along the Greater and the Lesser Zab Rivers.
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the plain. Jassim (1981) suggested that the gravel body between Fatha and Baghdad represents an
Early Pleistocene fan produced by the Tigris River where it enters the Mesopotamian Plain. The
fan is generally well exposed along the Tigris valley from Fatha to Samarra and along the eastern
cliffs of the Tharthar depression. The fan is usually covered by a veneer of gypcrete, <1 m thick.
The fan disappears below the Quaternary deposits of the river which produce a wide plain south of
Balad. It is encountered in boreholes at depths of 18-25 m near Baghdad.
The fan was mapped using data from hundreds of seismic shot holes and hand-dug wells (Jassim,
1981). The thickness of the fan in the N part of Mesopotamia (Fig. 15-3) shows that it extended to
Falluja on the Euphrates River, suggesting that branches of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers met in
that region during the Early Pleistocene. The isopach maps (except in the west) show channels of
N-S and E-W orientation in the N part of the fan and N-S orientation in the S part. Channels
thicker than 40 m are present N and NW of Baghdad. In the W part of the fan south of the Tharthar
Lake, the channels are truncated by a younger channel system (up to 10 m thick) probably of
Middle to Late Pleistocene age, forming isolated shallow gravel bodies. This younger system is
rich in gypsum and is often described as gypcrete.
Gravel bodies are common in Upper Mesopotamia. They occur within three major sedimentary
cycles identified in boreholes based on heavy minerals assemblages and the degree of heavy
mineral corrosion (Minarikova, 1979). Each cycle is 20-30 m truck consisting of gravel, sand, fine
sand, silt, silty clay and clayey silt; gravels disappear towards Lower Mesopotamia. Correlation of
heavy mineral assemblages indicates two tectonic phases of deformation that slightly tilted the
Pleistocene sedimentary infill.
15.2.2.2.2 Alluvial fan of Eastern Mesopotamia
Alluvial fans on the eastern side of Mesopotamia developed along the boundary of the Foothill
Zone with the Mesopotamian Zone from Mandali in the NW to Amara in the SE. They were
deposited by ephemeral streams draining the Foothill Zone to the NE. The alluvial fans coalesce to
form morphologically impressive bajada up to 15 km wide and 100 m truck. Some individual fans
cover areas > 1 00 km-. Older fan bodies are often truncated by younger ones. Poorly sorted coarse
deposits of cobbles and sometimes boulders occur in apical parts passing into finer grained, better
sorted, layered fluvial sediments. The outer rims of the fans consist of sand and silt. The clastics
generally contalns pebbles of siliceous, carbonate, basic and ultrabasic rocks.
The alluvial fans are the product of several cycles of sedimentation. The oldest fans were deposited
near stream outlets from Jabal Hemrin, and the younger fans lie further downstream. The surface
of the older fans is generally weathered (due to a warmer and more humid climate in the past) and
consists of a veneer of red clay and coarse particles coated by desert varnish. Gypcrete also
developed on the surfaces of some fans. Based on the mutual position of the individual fans, their
superposition and the degree of weathering of their surfaces, four stages of deposition can be
differentiated. These can be correlated with major Plio Pleistocene climatic oscillations.
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15.2.3.1 Sedimentary environments
15.2.3.1.1 Fluvial, fluvio-lacustrine and lacustrine deposits The Holocene deposits of the N part of
the Mesopotamian Plain occur in valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers in the Falluja and
Balad areas in the NW and N respectively, building up a flood plain which progressively widens to
the S. Typical flood plain sediments consist of "loam": a mixture of clayey silts and silty clays. In
the flood plains of both rivers several morphological flood plain stages are developed due to cycles
of aggradation and erosion. Morphologically two stages are most prominent. In the Euphrates
River these stages are 4-6 m and 7-8 m above the river level; in the Tigris River they are 3-4 m and
5-6 m above the river level. At the base of the 5-6 m stage of the Tigris flood plain near Balad a
remnant of an ancient brick wall was found which confirms a Holocene age. The elevations of
these stages gradually reduce to the SE; south of Baghdad they disappear below ground level.
Cyclic deposition of Holocene sediments is indicated by up to four fossil soil horizons in outcrops
of flood plain sediments.
These pale red soil horizons are 0.3-0.5 m thick and formed of relatively well aggregated loamy
sediment.
The most typical depositional model for Upper Mesopotamia from Falluja and Balad southwards
involves interfingering natural levee, flood plain and flood basin environments. River floods have
controlled the geological development of the plain. Natural levees form by fluvial deposition on
river banks and comprise fine sand and silt. Crevasse splays participate in aggradations of levees;
water streams running through breaches in the levee walls deposit fine sand and silt in fan-like
accumulations which can extend for several kilometres.
Depth slicing was used to analyse the architecture of the Holocene sediments. Four metre depth
spans (in the upper 20 m) were studied from tens of wells in the Mesopotamian Plain. However in
the central parts of the basin, the 4 m interval represents a much shorter time span than in areas at
the margin of the plain; the depth spans thus should not be assumed to be time spans. The sand
isoliths of these depth spans is shown in Fig. 15-5; areas of high sand isolith values correspond to
stacked channels. The supposed channel trends for all intervals are summarized in Fig. 15-6. The
channels of the Tigris and Euphrates migrated through time, at times approaching each other S of
Baghdad. The Diyala River did not join the Tigris at its present position but at a distance of about
60 km to the S. The high sand isolith values on both margins of Mesopotamia are related to
flanking alluvial fans.
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Flood basins are developed on both sides of the Tigris for most of its length in contrast to the
Euphrates. This is because the former trough of the Euphrates was located further to the NE near
the ancient settlement of Nippur. It did not shift to the Shatt al-Hilla until later. Another change in
the course of the Euphrates River to its present day position occurred during construction of an
irrigation canal bringing water from the Euphrates to Karbala; due to lack of knowledge of the
river gradient the canal was over-deepened and it tapped the Euphrates.
The sediments of the different rivers that flow into the Mesopotamian Plain can be differentiated
using heavy mineral assemblages (Minarikova, 1979) (Table 15-1). The Diyala River sediments
have a significantly higher content of the magnetic fraction and rock fragments. The zoisite content
is highest in the Adhaim River. Both the Tigris and Euphrates rivers have high contents of
metamorphic minerals such as garnet (common in the Anatolian massifs); as do the Falluja terraces
which are probably related to the Euphrates River.
15.2.3.1.2 Run-off and ephemeral/periodic deltas (fan) deposits
The NE Upper Mesopotamian Plain lies between the peripheral parts of alluvial fans and the left
bank flood basins of Tigris. The foothill of Jabal Hemrin is drained by many periodic and
ephemeral streams that flow across the run-off plain with anastomising branches, forming intricate
patterns of shallow rills. Bigger streams may reach the Tigris left bank whereas smaller ones spill
their tall water within the run-off plain. During the rainy season, these streams flood considerable
parts of the run-off plain forming a thin sheet of water transporting sediment (eroded from the
foothills and alluvial fans) down the plain to the Tigris flood basins. These sediments are generally
reddish-brown fine sand, silt and clayey silt. The tall waters create morphologically unimpressive
low relief deltas (fans) on the run-off plain. Deltaic sediments deposited by streams reaching flood
basins have a higher content of clays and are interbedded with lacustrine sediments.
The depressions also contain playa deposits. In Lower Mesopotamia, dolomite samples from playa
sediments, based on their oxygen and carbon isotope values (-0.731 to -17.693% PDB of δ13C and
from 6.491 to +4.452 % PDB of δ18o), were formed in brackish water or evaporitic environments
(Aqrawi, 1995b). The low carbon isotope values may be due to organic enrichment of CO2 or
methane oxidation by sulphate reducing bacteria during the formation of dolomite. The lower
oxygen isotopic values have apparently been caused either by water depleted in 180 or by the
influence of meteoric water. The dolomites have relatively high calcium content (Ca 54-61 % and
Mg 44-39%). Microcrystalline low-Mg calcite associated with calcic dolomite and highmagnesian-calcite is restricted to a brackish environment with limited supply of Mg"" and a high
input of freshwater. The last phase of authigenic carbonate mineral formation, which begins with
dolomite and continues with low-Mg calcite, via high-Mg calcite is probably related to marine
incursion into Lower Mesopotamia. In some ancient playas the Magnesium ions were probably
supplied either by groundwater infiltration or by enrichment due to evaporation of ponds (or lakes)
during periods of drought or hot summer seasons. The water of both Lake Hammar and the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers has a relatively high content of Mg+ Z, SO-z and HCO-3 compared to world
standards (Aqrawi, 1993a).
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15.2.3.1.3 The Ahwar (i.e. lacustrine and marsh) sediments
The marshes (Ahwar in Arabic) contain a complicated network of channels passing through reed
beds forming open lakes and reed islands. These marshes are dominated by sediments rich in
Phragmites sp. and Typha sp., especially in the relatively fresher waters towards Amara in the NE.
The salinity and temperature of the lakes fluctuate seasonally. The water of the freshwater lakes
(such as Lake Zechri and Lake Baghdadi) have salinities of <I %0 in winter rising to <10%0 in
summer. In the brackish-water lakes (such as Lake Hammar) the salinity is not < 5%0 in winter and
is up to 20%0 in summer. The pH fluctuates between 7 and 8 in the freshwater lakes and from 8 to
>9 in the brackish-water lakes. The Lower Mesopotamian plain is dominated by fresh, brackish
and relatively saline lakes with surrounding marshes traversed by fluvial channels with associated
levees and crevasse-splays, which pass into an estuarine sabkha and intertidal belt along the coast.
Draining and reclamation of parts of the area (for oil industry and irrigation purposes) has strongly
affected the environment of the marshes. These marshes/lakes are a natural habitat for many
species of fauna and flora.
The marshes of the Mesopotamian plains can be subdivided into three major types (Al-Khattab,
1967). The Suziana marshes are located in brackish water or evaporitic environments such as Hor
Al-Huwaiza E of the Tigris River and SE of Amara. The Middle marshes are located between the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers Sand SE of Baghdad. The Chaledonian marshes such as Hor AlHammar occur along, and to the S of, the Euphrates River ESE of Nasiriya.
Peaty horizons which formed in freshwater lakes and marshes mainly occur below brackish/marine
sediments. The peat thus accumulated prior to the middle Holocene transgression. Higher
sedimentation rates and anoxic conditions may have enhanced peat preservation. Climatic changes
in the Early Holocene may also have led to the preservation of the organic matter older than 8000
years (Aqrawi, 2001). Organic rich sediments occur at depth of 20-30 m in wells near the modem
shoreline of the Arabian Gulf (Godwin et al., 1958 and AlZamel, 1983). Organic-rich coastal
marshes sediments with TOC > 1 % have been dated as about 500 years old in the W marginal
parts of Lower Mesopotamia.
The surface sediments of the marshes consist mainly of sandy or clayey silt (Aqrawi and Evans,
1994). The sandy fraction is derived from shell fragments, or from aeolian dune and mobile sands
in the SW (Aqrawi, 1993c). Marsh sediments rich in organic matter are generally black to grey to
olive green in colour. They overlie yellowish grey and olive-coloured sediments down to I m
depth. However in the E parts of Lake Hammar and Lake Shafi, 20-30 cm of grey marsh/lacustrine
sediment overlies brownish red alluvial mud (Aqrawi and Evans, Op. Cit.). This mud was probably
deposited on ancient levees of the Shatt AL-Arab estuary or in the ancient Karkha River delta. The
Karkha River formerly flowed from the Iranian plateau into the marshes NE of Basra like the
present day Karon river further S, which joins the Shatt Al-Arab S of Basra, i.e. at Siba.
The following sedimentary units can be distinguished in the near-surface studied sections of the
area (Aqrawi, 1993a, Aqrawi and Evans, 1994): an upper organic-rich silty unit (0-15 cm depth), a
shelly silty unit (15-45 cm depth) dominated by molluscs shell-fragments, and a lower unit of grey
silty-clay or clay found at depths >45 cm. The lower unit passes laterally into reddish-brown
alluvial clay. The middle and lower units are exposed in the western uplifted margins and in some
dredged channels in the east near Lake Hammar and its marshes. Most parts of the marshes (except
in the NE) appear to contain <0.5 m of modern lacustrine/marsh sediments; the fine clastic
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components of these sediments are supplied by aeolian dust fall-out and from fluvial suspended
fluvial loads.
In the modern environments of the marshes predominantly organic matter is deposited (remains of
reeds and other plants). In some sections of the NE parts of the area, especially in Lake Zechri and
the surrounding marshes, deposition of alternating organic-rich and shelly layers indicates periodic
supply of fluvial sediment. The main source of sediments for the NE area is the Tigris channel
system while the Euphrates River and its associated crevasse-splay channels are the main source of
sediment supply for the rest of marshes.
The marsh sediments are usually laminated. Bioturbation characterises the sedimentary units and is
most dominant in the lacustrine part. Plant roots, especially reed roots, penetrate to depths of> 30
cm. Clastic sediments in the lakes and marshes consist of clayey silt, clayey-sandy silt, silty sand
and sandy clay. Silt generally comprises 50-60% of the total analysed samples, sand 20-27%, and
clay 17-22%.
The Total Organic Carbon (TOC) content of the marsh sediments varies from <1 to 15% in both
surface and subsurface samples (Aqrawi, 1997). However values of >20% were recorded in
modem, extensively vegetated freshwater marshes: A TOC content of >5% is mainly restricted to
surface organic-rich layers in freshwater lakes and marshes. In most of the brackish-water lakes
and marshes, the TOC of the organic-rich layer is <5%. It is only slightly > 1 % in the more saline
surface deposits. Older deltaic sediments penetrated in boreholes have TOC contents of 1-5%
(occasionally up to 15%), mainly in organic-rich (peaty) horizons. The preservation of organic
matter in surface sediments occurs only in the NE parts of the Lower Mesopotamian Plain (in Lake
Zechri and surrounding marshes). Degradation of organic matter has occurred in all areas which
have become covered as clearly observed in the reclaimed and dried up lakes and marshes in
brackish and saline areas.
15.2.3.1.4 The ancient Tigris-Euphrates-Karun Delta
The regional tectonics of the Mesopotamian foreland basin have influenced the evolution of the
delta plain, and continue to do so; sediments are exposed on the W margin of the basin due to
uplift and local growth of some subsurface anticlines. However, sea-level and climate changes
during the Holocene and differential sedimentation in Lower Mesopotamia are believed to be the
main factors that controlled the evolution of the Mesopotamian delta. Neotectonic movements
caused local river channel diversions affecting the Euphrates near Medaina and for the Shatt ALArab near Siba town (just south of the junction with the Karun). This assessment of the Holocene
history of the area is consistent with archaeological findings and historical events, which occurred
in the Lower Mesopotamia, since the first ancient civilisations of Sumer evolved (Aqrawi, 1993b,
1995a, 2001).
The ancient Tigris-Euphrates-Karun Rivers delta is located in the SE Mesopotamian Plain. It
extends NW as far as Amara and Nasiriya, 200 km from the present shoreline of the Arabian Gulf.
It occupied most of the Lower Mesopotamian Plain (Larsen and Evans, 1978; Ya'acoub et al.,
1981; Sanlaville, 1989; Aqrawi, 1995a and 1995b).
Syn-sedimentary tectonic movements affected the delta region (Lees and Falcon, 1952; Mitchell,
1957) and neotectonic movements caused river channel diversion (AlSakini, 1986) above oil-field
anticlines (Aqrawi, 1993b). The arid delta of the Tigris, Euphrates and Karun Rivers is an
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important depositional complex in the Mesopotamian foreland basin (Baltzer and Purser, 1990;
Aqrawi and Evans, 1994). It is probably the only modem delta opening into a hypersaline, semiclosed marine basin bordered by a desert (Gunatilaka, 1986). There is very limited published
research on the Tigris- Euphrates- Kurun Rivers delta. De Morgan (1900) and Lloyd (1949)
suggested that a marine transgression from the Arabian Gulf occurred across the hinterland of the
Mesopotamian Plain for a distance at least 200 km N of today's shorelines.
Lees and Falcon (1952) concluded, based on geomorphological and geological studies, that the
TigrisEuphrates Delta had grown very little during the previous 85 years. They also related the
creation of the lakes and marshes to tectonic movements and floods during the last few thousand
years. The presence of brackish/marine deposits (i.e. Hammar Formation) in the Holocene
succession of Lower Mesopotamia (Hudson et al. 1957; MacFadyen and Vita-Finzi, 1978) was
attributed to tectonic subsidence of the plain. However compaction of fluviodeltaic sediments can
locally lead to subsidence similar to the tectonic subsidence which occurs when river mouths alter
their points of debauchment (Evans, 1989).
De Morgan's (Op. Cit.) early suggestion of the transgression of the Gulf northwards was revived in
the 1970's and later (Larsen, 1975; Larsen and Evans, 1978; Ya'acoub et al., 1981; Purser et al.,
1982; Al-Zamel, 1983; Al-Azzawi, 1986; Sanlaville, 1989; Baltzer and Purser, 1990; Aqrawi,
1993a, b and c, 1995a and b, 1997, 2001). These workers assessed the marine transgression in
Lower Mesopotamia using geological and sedimentological data. However, more sedimentological
and palaeontological chemostratigraphy studies are required to determine the evolution of the
Lower Mesopotamian Plain. Radiometric dates of both surface and Holocene sediments of the
delta region and Mesopotamian plains are required to support these studies. The offshore and SW
areas of the Gulf have been the main subjects of research over the last three decades (e.g. Evans et
al. 1969; Purser, 1973; Stoffers and Ross, 1979).
15.2.3.1.5 Marine sediments
Macfadyen (Lees and Falcon, 1952) and Hudson et al (1957) described sediments and marine
fauna at levels of 1-11 m below the bed of the Tigris near Amara and at 12 m below sea level near
Basra (Hammar Formation-Hudson et al., 1957; Bellen et al. 1959; Naqib, 1967; Macfadyen and
Vita-Finzi, 1978). During the last two decades the Hammar Formation has been recorded
elsewhere in N Arabian Gulf (AL-Zamel, 1983) and Lower Mesopotamia (Ya'acoub et al., 1981;
Raji and Salman, 1983; Al-Azzawi, 1986; Baltzer and Purser, 1990).
The Hammar Formation overlies ancient fluvial, marsh or playa units, (Fig. 15-3) within the main
foreland basin. The brackish/marine Hammar and underlying sediments were included in the
Hammar Formation by Hudson et al (1957). A Sabkha unit 0.5-1 m thick covers the
brackish/marine unit of the Hammar Formation in the western margins (Aqrawi, 1995b), which is
equivalent to recent estuarine sediments of the N Gulf, particularly in the western Khor AL-Zubair
tidal channel (Aqrawi and Sadooni, 1988).
15.2.3.1.6 Aeolian deposits
Wind blown deposits of the Mesopotamian Plain are confined to three belts. These belts trend
NW-SE (Fig. 15-1) and form the recent cover of the upper part of the Plain. The NE belt is the
most extensive, extending from Baiji in the NW to Al Tib E of Amara in the SE. It is restricted to a
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foredeep in front of Jabal Makhul, Hemrin and Pesht-i-Kuh ranges. The aeolian deposits in the
Baladruz and Al Tib areas were derived from alluvial fans; they are often rich in grains which
occur in the older Mio-Pliocene molasse. The central belt lies between the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers and is generally rich in gypsum and clayey-crusted grains derived from the sabkhas and
depression deposits on which they are often located. The SW belt is located along the SW margin
of the Mesopotamian plain at the contact with rocky desert outcrops (along the Euphrates
Boundary Fault Zone). The belt comprises narrow longitudinal dune fields, often controlled
tectonically by the numerous splays of the Euphrates Boundary Fault. Many of the dunes are active
but in places they are fixed by vegetation due to seepage of relatively saline ground water. The
sand in this belt consists of quartz and limestone grains derived from outcrops of Eocene and
Miocene formations. The belt extends from the Najaf area in the NW to Nasiriya in the SE,
swinging S along the tectonic boundary of the Mesopotamian Zone towards Kuwalt. The width of
the belt is variable but is usually about 20 km.
Aeolian sediments were and still are one of the main sediment sources for the Quaternary deposits
of the Mesopotamian plain, particularly during the latest Holocene, when the climate was more
arid and hotter than today. Three types of aeolian sediment are currently found in the southern part
of the Mesopotamian plain: dust fall-out, mobile sand without clear forms and dune sand. Dust and
its subsequent fall-out is one of the striking features of the whole area of Mesopotamia and N
Arabian Gulf, particularly in the summer (Kukal and Saadalla, 1973; Al-Bakri et al. 1985; Foda et
al., 1985; Aqrawi and Sadooni, 1988).
The dust is silty, reddish brown and calcareous (Khalaf et al. 1985). It commonly blows all year
except during the three months of winter. The transport of the wind-blown dust peaks during the
summer, usually in July and August. The concentration of summer dust is related to other climatic
conditions such as the absence of precipitation, and higher air temperature that can exceed 50°e.
About 10 days per month in summer are considered dusty in S Mesopotamia. The dust fall-out
from Basra and Qurna during June-July 1990 (Aqrawi, 1993a) has a clayey sandy silt texture. Sand
fractions form <22% of the dust. Microscopic analysis of the sand fractions indicates they are
composed predominantly of moderately rounded quartz with calcareous and feldspar grains.
Aeolian sediments are important contributors to the western sides of the Mesopotamian Plain.
Storms moving from the SW in the desert often drop their sandy fraction within the depressions
along the Euphrates Boundary Fault. Their silty and clayey fractions are then transported further
into Mesopotamia with finer fractions forming the dust storms that can travel hundreds of
kilometres into SW Iran and Kuwalt.
15.2.3.1.7 Anthropogenic deposits
The central and most inhabited part of the Mesopotamian Plain were periodically flooded.
Settlements thus had to provide protection for their inhabitants. They were thus constructed in the
form of hillocks and mounds several metres high, locally called "tell". Remnants of those
settlements, which became ancient administrative centres, are more than one kilometre across and
over 10 m in height. Some of them are still inhabited, for example at Badra. They are built with
"loamy" material from the surrounding plain. An enormous quantity of pottery fragments occur in
these mounds. In many mounds (especially in large ones). remnants of ancient brick walls are often
found such as in Babylon, Nippur, Wasit, UruklWarka, Ur, Salman Pak, and Agarguf.
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15.2.3.1.8 Irrigation canals deposits
The extensive civilisation of the Mesopotamian Plain was based on intensive agriculture.
Irrigations canals, ditches and their walls form prominent micro-morphological features. The plain
is criss-crossed by ancient and modem canal systems hundreds of kilometres in length. Most of the
ancient canals were abandoned; a few are still in use. Older canals systems are partly eroded;
remains of long canal walls are scattered all over the plain. The biggest known historical systems
were the Nahrawan and Kharidge canals. The former originated from the left bank of Tigris near
Tigris-Adhaim confluence and extended to an area NE of Numaniya (80 km SSE of Baghdad)
nearly 300 km away from its inlet. It was hundreds of metres wide with many branches which
were used to irrigate the vast flood plain east of the Tigris. The capacity of the Nahrawan Canal
proved insufficient, so the parallel Kharidge canal was constructed. The Kharidge canal was up to
2 km wide. Both canals acted as artificial rivers flowing from the Tigris. They were known to
flood like the Tigris River with even more catastrophic results. The Kharidge Canal was
abandoned soon after its construction; and the Nahrawan Canal was abandoned at a later date.
They were used as irrigation canals to spread flood water rapidly over the flood plain and adjacent
flood basins far from the main rivers causing catastrophic deluge. Rapid flowing canal streams
transported fine sand, silt and clay. Sediments deposited around canals near breaches in the canal
walls are generally coarser than the surrounding flood plain sediments. The main canal bodies had
many distributaries which were used to irrigate fields. The long-lasting irrigation, and related
sediment deposition from the canal water, created small depressions between individual canal
branches in which lacustrine clays and silts were deposited. Some depressions became sabkhas
through long and repeated irrigation.
15.2.3.2 Fauna
Macrofauna species identified in Lower Mesopotamia (Aqrawi, 1993a) mainly include Thiaridae,
Viviparidae and Corbiculidae species. Bellamya sp., Corbicula sp .. Mellanoids sp., Melanopsis
sp., Unio sp. and Lymnea sp. also occur. The same macrofaunal assemblage and other species were
reported by Ya'acoub et al. (1981) in Upper Mesopotamia. Harris (1964) also described some
fauna of rivers and lakes in central and N Iraq. He found that the concentrations of magnesium,
nitrate and bicarbonate in the water appear to exert more control on the molluscan distribution than
salinity and temperature. Aqrawi (1993al also reported microfauna usually restricted to
foraminifera. ostracods and micro-molluscan shells.
The fauna is mainly limited to the fine and very find sand sizes and is rarely found in the silt
fractions. The same species also occur in the surface sediments of the marshes (Aqrawi, 1993b)
and in the older Holocene sequences (Aqrawi, 1995a).
Foraminifera which are very common in many borehole sections are usually restricted to a
dominant calcareous species of rotaliid: Ammonia beccarii (Aqrawi, 1993a). This species indicates
brackish environments with marine influence such as brackish lagoons and wide intertidal flats
(Murray, 1991). It occurs very frequently in cores of sampling points in the Hammar, Shafi and
Luqalt lakes and their surrounding marshes. It also occurs in the lower samples of the other
stations in modem fresh water areas. In several boreholes this species was found within a shelly
biozone with shell fragments and ostracods at different depths intervals within the Holocene
Hammar Formation. Other foraminifera associated with the Ammonia beccarri are Elphidum,
rotalids and agglutinated forams; the latter mainly occur in surface sediments of Baghdadi Lake in
the S and within the lower parts of core samples of crevasse splay of the Euphrates River.
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Agglutinated foraminifera are good indicators of coastal marshes of relatively high salinity.
Coastal marshes existed here until very recently but later changed into freshwater marshes and
crevasse splays after the elimination of marine influence from Lower Mesopotamia about 6000
years ago.
Miliolids found in only one borehole (E) at depths >15 m shown in Fig. 15-3 are probably
reworked. They are associated with other sandy bioclasts in a silty sand facies. This facies is
probably of fluvial origin deposited in an ancient Karun River delta. Miliolids were also reported
in the modem NW parts of the Arabian Gulf (Aqrawi and Darmoian, 1988, Aqrawi, 1994).
Ostracods are the other common microfauna (Aqrawi (1993a). They are restricted to a few genera
of which Cyprideis is the most dominant, usually associated with Ammonia. C. torosa is the most
common of the Cyprideis species. This species indicates a wide range of brackish estuarine
environments (Athersuch et al. 1989). There are also some different types of Cyprideis torosa
indicating brackish water conditions.
15.2.3.3 Palaeogeographic history of the Mesopotamian Plain
The Mesopotamian Plain was, from the Plio-Pleistocene to the present, a vast subsiding
sedimentary basin in which relatively thick Quaternary sediments accumulated. The major rivers,
the Euphrates and Tigris, transported the bulk of the sedimentary load although the contribution by
the Diyala and Adhaim Rivers in Central Iraq and the Karun River in SE Iraq is also significant.
Perennial rivers emanating from the Foothill Zone (dispersing in the plain or reaching the Tigris
River from the NE), and wadis reaching the Euphrates River from the W, also contribute to
sediment supply. These perennial rivers have produced a series of individual or coalescing fans on
both sides of the plain. Aeolian deposition has also contributed to the sediments of the plain,
especially at its margins. Human activity has also been a significant factor in the development of
the plain in the last 3000 years.
During the Early Pleistocene in the northernmost part of Mesopotamia the River Tigris, after
passing the Fatha gorge between Hemrin and Makhul ranges, lost energy in the subsiding foredeep
of the N part of the Mesopotamian Plain. This resulted in the formation of a vast gravel fan which
extended from Fatha in the N to south of Baghdad. Its eastern limit was the eastern side of the
Shari Lake in the E and western limit was probably the Tharthar Fault Zone (Jassim, 1981).
Numerous braided river channels have been identified within this fan. The most western of these
channels met the Euphrates River near Falluja. These two rivers then flowed through the central
part of Mesopotamia where finer grained deposits of the Mahmudiya Formation were deposited.
One of the branches of the Tigris River was located several tens of kilometres to the NE in Early
Pleistocene time as indicated by assemblages of heavy mineral in boreholes and also by the sand
isoliths. The Euphrates River may have also been located to the NE of its present course. Both
rivers meandered and shifted across the Mesopotamian plain. Pleistocene uplift in the Tigris
Subzone shifted the plain to the SW. Pleistocene fluvial and fluvio-lacustrine deposits are coarser
grained than equivalent Recent deposits. They were deposited by powerful rivers during the
pluvial periods. Deposition was controlled by climatic oscillations; periods of aggradation
alternated with periods of weathering in a warm and moist climate with local development of sub
aquatic marshes. Alluvial fans were deposited along the SW flank of the Jabal Hemrin. Run-off
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plains continuously widened to the SW due to the shift of the Tigris in the same direction. Older
terrace deposits and higher stages of alluvial fans were eroded. Two tectonic phases slightly tilted
the Pleistocene sedimentary infill.
Pleistocene erosion of pre-Quaternary rocks took place in the peripheral parts of the plain forming
mesas, erosional valleys and pediments. Wind and run-off erosion of Pleistocene river terraces and
alluvial fans also occurred in Holocene time, providing sediment for fluvial, run-off and aeolian
deposits.
Folding began in the Foothill Zone during the Pliocene and continued into the Pleistocene. The
boundary of the Foothill Zone with the Mesopotamian zone is defined by one of the longest
anticlinal structures in the region (Makhul, Hemrin and Pesht-i-Kuh) which is >700 km long. The
anticline was segmented by structural cols (plunges) that were exploited by major rivers, including
the Tigris and its tributaries. As these rivers exited the anticlines they passed into a subsiding
foredeep; some of the rivers then branched forming alluvial fans which locally coalesced to create
bajada plains.
The Pleistocene clastic deposits in Lower Mesopotamia wedge out toward the W margin, where
Holocene sediments overlie the Mio-Pliocene Dibdibba Formation. The delineation of the
boundary between Holocene and Pleistocene sediments is difficult (Ya'acoub et al 1981; Raji and
Salman, 1983).
About 18000 years ago, when the Weichsel-Wisconsin glaciation was at a maximum (Mathews,
1990), sea level was > 1 00 m lower than at present. During the last glacial stage the mouths of the
Mesopotamian Rivers may have been located at the shelf margin in the Gulf of Oman (Sarnthein,
1971) with a consequent increase of 800 km in their length (Kassler, 1973). A true delta is not
thought to have existed in the Gulf at that time but some lakes and marshes (similar to the modern
marshes of S Mesopotamia) may have been formed (Sarnthein, Op. Cit.).
The sea reached the northern end of the present day Gulf about 8500 years ago (Stoffers and Ross,
1979) or 6000 years (Sarnthein, 1971; Al Zamel, 1983). However, Aqrawi (1993a, 1995a and
2001), based on stratigraphic evidence, suggested that 6000 years ago the Gulf shoreline was
located near Amara and Nasiriya, 200 km N of the present day shoreline. Melting of the glaciers
began 15000 years ago and continued for 8000 years causing sea levels to rise (Falrbridge, 1958)
resulting in a warmer and wetter climate. This climatic change affected both the morphology and
ecology of the whole region and resulted in deposition of organic-rich sediments in swamps and
marshes (Godwin et al., 1958; Al Zamel, 1983). A sample from near Basra (i.e. in borehole G of
Fig. 15-4) was dated as 8350 ± 230 years (Aqrawi, 1993a). The end of the last glaciation (about
11000 years ago) was a period of transition and fluctuation, which lasted several thousand years.
Historically, reed marshes occupied extensive areas in S Mesopotamia; reeds were used in building
(Oates, 1969) before bricks were made by the Sumerians (i.e. 6000 years ago; Thesiger, 1967).
Human habitations around depressions even in W Iraq are believed to have flourished around 8000
years ago (Glushko, 1990). Analysis of available borehole sections (Aqrawi, 1993a) indicates the
central and eastern areas of Lower Mesopotamia were dominated by river channels and associated
lakes/marshes, particularly along the depositional axis of the foreland basin. Freshwater mud and
sands have been described by Godwin et al (1959) from Fao and by Al-Zamel (1983) from
Bubiyan Island in the N part of the modern Gulf. Similar deposits occur near Basra (i.e. boreholes
F, G and E of Fig. 15-3) and Amara (borehole A of Fig. 15-3). These fluvial deposits contain a
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higher proportion of aeolian material towards the W (Aqrawi, 1995b).
A wetter climate in the Early Holocene is indicated by peat (or carbonaceous mud) preserved at
depths of about 14 m in Basra (Aqrawi, 1993a and 1997),20-24 m in N Bubiyan (AlZamel, 1983)
and at about 30 m in Fao (Godwin et al, 1959). During the wet climate period about 9000 years
ago (COHMAP, 1988) locally fluctuating environmental conditions led to the preservation of three
levels of peat in Bubiyan Island (Al-Zamel (1983). The same fluctuations for this period have also
been reported based on palynological evidence in Iran. Unfortunately, in Iraq, these fluctuations
cannot be determined because of the incomplete borehole sections (F & G Fig. 15-3). In the Early
Holocene different sedimentary environments existed in S Mesopotamia before the marine
incursion. In the N fluvial environments were dominant. To the S marshes and lakes became
increasingly important (Aqrawi, 1995a). The proximity of the desert in the W led to invasion by
dunes and mobile sands (Aqrawi, 2001).
A specific geomorphological/hydrological event in the Holocene was the passage of the Euphrates
River into the Gulf as an individual channel crossing through the areas of Khor Al-Zubalr and
Khor Al-Subiyah (Wilson, 1925). The joining of the Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers in the Early
Holocene has not been documented (Aqrawi, 1995a). However the presence of a river, extending
along the Gulf axis in Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene time appears well established (Sarnthein,
1971; Kassler, 1973). Most previous workers agree that the Late Pleistocene-Early Holocene rise
of sea level slowed down about 7000 years ago (e.g. Godwin, et al. 1958; Falrbridge, 1958; Evans
et al. 1969). In the last 7000 years, sea-level rose, with oscillations of I-3m (e.g. Falrbridge, 1958).
Aqrawi (1993a) stated that the deposits of the Hammar Formation were the first Holocene
brackish/marine sediments to be deposited in Lower Mesopotamia, overlying older fluvial deposits
in the east, playa deposits along the W margins, and marsh/lake or ancient marsh deposits along
the depositional axis of the basin. The Hammar Formation contains distinctive brackish/marine
microfauna of foraminifera and ostracods with marine macro shells (Aqrawi, 1995b). These
brackish/marine deposits were then covered by fluvio-lacustrine marsh sediments (0.5-2.4 m
thick), with interbedded aeolian sediments in the west, and fluvial deltaic sediments towards the E
(Karon & Karkha deltas), NE (Tigris delta) and NW (Euphrates delta). This sedimentary cover is
usually thickest along the E and W margins and within the deltas and crevasse-splays of the Tigris
(near Amara) and Euphrates (near Nasiriya). It thins within the central parts of the basin at
Hammar, Baghdadi and Zechri lakes and marshes where it is <0.5 m thick. The deepest sediments
of the studied surface cores and pit sections of the marshes are probably part of the Hammar
Formation. They are exposed locally along the SW margins as ancient shelly shorelines (Aqrawi,
1993b).
The limit of marine influence on the Mesopotamian plain is well defined in the west where coastal
sabkha sediments occur at a depth of about 2.5 m in boreholes C and D of Fig. 15-3. The peaty
intertidal mud beneath the gypsum bearing sabkha beds are dated as approximately 5500 years old.
They were deposited with fluvial-aeolian silty sediments in a freshwater marsh/lake, presumably
on the deltaic plain of the Euphrates River after the retreat of the sea (Aqrawi, 1995a).
About 5500 years ago the area around Nasiriya was then the heartland of Sumer (Ubaid Period,
Whyte, 1961). Soils became saline after 2400 BC when sabkhas formed in S Iraq (Jacobsen and
Adams, 1958) and later migrated N (Aqrawi, 1995a).
The best preserved organic-rich layers were deposited just before the deposition of the
brackish/marine Hammar Formation, especially within the central areas of S Mesopotamia. The
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best preserved peaty horizon in borehole B of Fig. 15-3 was dated as 6500 years old (Aqrawi,
1995b). The present conditions of the Arabian Gulf region became established about 5500 years
ago (Stoffers and Ross, 1979). The marine transgression did not extend inland further than Amara
and Nasiriya. However, the sediments of the Khors (sea arms) may have been deposited along the
Euphrates Boundary Fault in estuaries extending as far NW as Najaf accounting for the historical
references to the "Bahr AL Najf' or Najaf Sea.
The rate of sedimentation in Lower Mesopotamia from 8000-4000 years ago was probably higher
than at present (Aqrawi 1995b), particularly in the area S of Amara and Nasiriya. The Tigris and
the Euphrates here deposited a sequence of deltaic brackish/marine deposits 4-8 m thick. After the
retreat of the sea, nearly 4000 years ago, the coastlines of the deltas of the Tigris and the Euphrates
were located at Amara and Nasiriya. The salt contaminated land needed desalinisation before it
could be used for agricultural purposes. Rulers of Lagash thus dug the world's first canal (the ALGharraf canal) in the third mi11ennium BC (Lloyd, 1949). Aqrawi (1993b) concluded that
regression of the sea was probably more rapid in the last 5000 years in the higher areas further
inland than in the areas in the S. The ages of some exposed shelly sediments of the area indicate
that a marine-brackish lagoonal environment dominated the site of Lake Hammar and the
surrounding marshes until about 3000 years ago or even later until the Abbasid Era (Aqrawi,
1993b). Most previous studies indicate that sea level reached approximately its present level
around 4000 years ago (e.g. Evans et al. 1969). Other authors consider that the present sea level
was not reached until 1000 to 2000 ago (e.g. Shepard, 1963; Scholl et al' 1969).
The exposed brackish/marine sediments in Hammar Lake are dated as 3000 years old. They are
overlain by a very thin overburden of modem lacustrine sediments (about 0.5 m thick). The
modern morphology of Lower Mesopotamia area is thus much younger than 3000 years old
(Ya'acoub et a!., 1981; Baltzer and Purser, 1990).
Southern Mesopotamia was probably a wide lagoon or embayment prior to 3000 years ago. Low
energy depositional conditions are indicated by laminated mud units in the basal parts of most pitsections and of cores in the surface marshes (Aqrawi and Evans, 1994). The connection of this
embayment to the sea is proven by the occurrence of foraminifera and brackish water ostracods
(Aqrawi, 1993b, 1995a and b). The fluvial influence of the Tigris and Euphrates was apparently
negligible since most
of their sediments were deposited further N. Sedimentation from the Karun and Karkha rivers to
the E of Shatt AL-Arab and from the W alluvial fan of Wadi AL-Batin, created a lateral barrier
across the alluvial plains of Mesopotamia in the S. This barrier isolated S Mesopotamia from the
open Gulf (Aqrawi, 1993a). The joining of the Euphrates River with the Tigris River at Quma,
after the retreat of the sea and then the creation of the Shatt AL-Arab channel, has been attributed
to local neotectonic effects (Lees and Falcon, 1952), but it could also have been caused by normal
deltaic sediment compaction (Evans, 1988).
15.3 Quaternary sediments of the Foothill and High Folded zones
15.3.1. Polygenetic synclinal fill and depression fill of the Unstable Shelf
The Foothill Zone, especially in the Kirkuk Embayment is characterised by long anticlines with
Miocene cores flanked by very broad and shallow synclines exposing Mio-Pliocene molasse along
their flanks. The inner parts of the synclines contain Quaternary deposits, referred to here as the
Polygenetic Synclinal Fill. The thickness of this Quaternary veneer is variable but is >120 m in
some water wells.
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These synclines often have a centtral river sysstem that cutts across, orr flows paralllel to, their axes.
nes, the riverrs are
These riveers join the main tributaaries of the Tigris (Fig. 15-7). In soome synclin
braided (often shallow
w and dry) and
a periodicaally flood. The
T beds of these rivers are often grraveldominatedd. Some syncclines contaiin meanderinng rivers wiith finer sediiments. The catchment oof the
synclinal rrivers is fro
om the flankking anticlinnes but the main river catchmentss may extennd far
beyond thee Foothill Zo
one.
Slope sediments have formed alonng the flankss of the strucctures, usuallly in narrow
w belts; alongg high
umulations of
o limestonee scree occuur. The seddiments filliing the syncclines
mountains thick accu
m
of grravel and clay. They form pedimennt deposits, developed
d
oon the
consist maainly of a mixture
flanks of anticlines, passing
p
laterrally into rivver depositss towards thhe centre off the depressions.
o from thee anticlines produce
p
alluvvial fans locally merge to form bajadda.
Some riverrs breaking out
Accumulattion terracess occur at thhree levels along
a
large rivers.
r
They consist of boulders,
b
graavels,
sands and clays that are
a often pooorly cementeed. Sheet runn-off sedimeents cover flat
f areas bettween
anticlines and compriise clay, sillt and sand,, sometimess covered bby scattered gravels. Loocally
d
floood plain andd sabkha sediments, and sand dunes are also com
mmon
developed valley fill deposits,
within the synclinal arreas of the Fooothi11 Zonne.
a the Halabjja and
In the Highh Folded Zoone, Quaternnary depositss are restricteed to depressions such as
Qalat Dizeeh depressio
ons where thhe present daay Dokan annd Derbendiikhan lakes are situatedd. The
deposits inn these depreessions rangee from coarsse conglomerrates on the flanks to san
nds and siltss
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Chapter 16
Tectonostratigraphy of the Zagros Suture
by
Saad Z. Jassim, Tibor Buday, Ivan Cicha and Mojmir Opletal
The tectonic units of the Zagros Suture Zone comprise thrust sheets, which outcrop in a 5-70 km
wide belt along the Iraq-Iran border. The widest outcrop of these units is in the Shalair Valley.
They were emplaced during Late Cretaceous and Late Tertiary thrusting. Three tectonic zones are
recognised in the suture zone each with a characteristic tectonostratigraphy. The
tectonostratigraphic units are the product of the complex geodynamic evolution along the Arabian
Plate Tethyan margin, which is summarised in Chapter 3. The tectonic zones comprise from the
outer part of the suture zone inwards:
1. Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone: This zone comprises deep water passive margin sediments
(radiolarian chert and limestone) and volcanics of the Southern Neo-Tethys which
opened in Late Tithonian-Cenomanian time; it includes a huge allochthonous block of
carbonate interpreted as the sheared off cover of a micro continent. The whole complex
was obducted and sutured to the Arabian Plate during the Late Cretaceous. It can be
divided into the Qulqula Subzone (deep water passive margin rocks) and the Avroman
subzone which represents the allochthonous carbonate unit.
2. Penjween- Walsh Zone: This zone represents the oceanic domain of the central part of the NeoTethys and comprises metamorphosed volcanics and sediments of Cretaceous age, and
unmetamorphosed Palaeogene fore-arc and volcanic arc rocks that formed during the final closure
of the Neo- Tethys.
3. Shalair Zone: This zone is part of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone of SW Iran, consisting of a preCretaceous metamorphic basement of largely Palaeozoic pre-Hercynian age, overlain by Triassic
rocks (deposited on the Triassic crust of the Central Neo- Tethys) and metamorphosed volcanic arc
and fore-arc sequences, of probable Jurassic Cretaceous age. A "Red Beds Basin" formed along the
suture zone in Late Maastrichtian-Neogene time.
The stratigraphy of the Zagros Suture units needs further study before formation names can be
introduced. The units need to be mapped on a scale of 1: 100,000 and in many areas more detailed
mapping is required. Age determinations, both palaeontological and isotopic, and detailed
geochemical studies are also necessary to better understand the evolution of the Neo- Tethyan
margin. The authors wish to stress that the current stratigraphic terminology of the Zagros Suture
units does not comply with the rules of stratigraphic nomenclature. Where the units are very
complex and wide ranging in age the term Series is re-used. However, the term "Group" is used for
most units. In some cases unspecified terminology based on lithology has been applied (e.g.
Darokhan Limestone). The tectonostratigraphic correlation column and chart are shown in Figs.
16-3 and 16-4.
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16.1 Tectoonostratigraaphy of the Red Beds basin
b
A thick seqquence of cllastics unconnformably ovverlies the obducted Neoo- Tethyan units
u
and thee shelf
carbonatess of the Balaambo- Tanjero Zone. Thhese clastics are generally referred too as the Red Beds
Series. Thhey were deeposited in a shallow narrow
n
embbayment at the plate margin
m
durinng the
Palaeogene and in a strrongly subsiiding interm
montane basinn during the Neogene.
16.1.1. Redd Beds Seriees
The Red B
Beds Series was
w introducced by Boltoon (l958d) for
f a sequencce of clastics with occassional
limestone beds, rangin
ng in age froom Late Maaastrichtian (??) to Pliocenne. He divided the Series into
the lower Suwais Redd Beds, the middle Lailuk Limestonne (later callled the Govvanda Limesstone)
R Beds.
and the upper Merga Red
M
and continental
c
f
foredeep
(Su
uwais Red B
Beds Group)
16.1.1.1 Marine
The Uppeer Maastrichhtian-Palaeoogene clasticc deposits of the Balaambo-Tanjero and QullqulaKhwakurkk zones havee been assiggned to the S
Suwais Red Beds Groupp. In Iraq, thhe outcrop oof the
Suwais Reed Beds is narrow
n
due to overthrustting by the N
Naopurdan G
Group. The Suwais Redd beds
were depoosited in two basins onn either sidee of the Low
wer Maastriichtian thrusst belt; the north
eastern baasin is overrridden by Miocene
M
thrrusts. Howeever an outtcrop in thee Khwakurkk area
assigned too the Naopuurdan Formaation, whichh unconform
mably overliees radiolariann chert mayy be a
unit of the Suwais Redd Beds. The Suwais Grooup is up to 1000
1
m thickk in its outcrrop area alonng the
base of Qaandil range.
The basal conglomeraate of the Suw
wais Red Beeds overlies well-dated Upper
U
Maasstrichtian Lof
oftusia
mestones idenntical to those of the Aqqra Formatioon. The Suw
wais Red Bedds are
and rudist--bearing lim
overlain w
with angular unconformit
u
ty by the Govanda Limestone (Lailuuk) of Miocene age.
The groupp comprises both flyschh- and molassse-type clastics alternaating with neeritic numm
mulitic
limestoness deposited in
i a trough. The clasticss were deriveed from erossion of the Upper
U
Cretaceous
thrust belt and the upliifted Balambbo Tanjero Zone.
Z
Numm
mulites occurr throughoutt the group. In
I the
a large foraaminifera, spponges, echinnoids,
lower part of the groupp very abunddant macroffossils such as
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corals, rudists, large gastropods, and pelecypods occur. Unfortunately no fossil list has been
published. The basal beds are similar to the limestones of the Aqra Formation, which contain
Maastrichtian fossils that may be ' reworked. The highest beds contain Oligocene fossils. The
conglomerates of the middle part of the Suwais may be of Early Eocene and Mid Eocene age.
Within Iraq the Suwais Red Beds correspond in age, and partly in composition, to the Naopurdan
Group of the Penjween-Walash Zone into which it they may pass laterally.
The Suwais I Red Beds unit comprises lenticular fossiliferous, detrital, and massive conglomeratic
limestone beds with red ferruginous shales in the upper part. The Suwais I Red Beds (usually 50100 m but locally up to 600 m thick) are well developed near Chuwarta and Mawat. They contain
numerous indigenous Cretaceous fossils, such as rudists and larger foraminifera of Late
Maastrichtian age. The rudist bearing limestones in the Chuwarta area are probably lenses of the
Aqra Formation. The fossils collected in the type area also indicate a Palaeocene-Eocene age for
the Suwais I unit. In the inner thrust belt units in Iraq, such as the Penjween-Walash Zone, the
Piran Limestone (Maastrichtian-Palaeocene age) may correlate with the Suwais I unit.
The Suwais II unit consists of flysch with rhythmically interbedded dark red, ferruginous-siliceous
silty shales and blue grey siltstones. These sediments locally contain beds and lenticular bodies of
conglomerate and very fossiliferous limestones (with abundant redeposited Cretaceous fossils).
The indigenous fossils are of Palaeocene-Early Eocene age. Outside the type area, near Chuwarta,
the Suwais II unit limestone conglomerates pass into sandy limestones of Palaeocene age. Irregular
lenses and beds of polymictic conglomerates are often present (Vejlupek, 1972). The thickness of
the Suwais II in the type area is about 300 m. Similar thicknesses were reported from other areas.
The conspicuous dark red colour of the beds may indicate contemporaneous volcanic activity
(Bolton, 1958d). Volcanics occur in the Walash and Naopurdan groups to the E with which the
Suwais might have an interfingering relationship.
The Suwais III unit consists of coarse, partly block-sized conglomerates with abundant chert
boulders derived from the Qulqula Radiolarian Formation. Numerous boulders of volcanic and
sedimentary rocks of unknown derivation also occur. This conspicuous conglomeratic unit also
occurs outside the type area. The thickness reaches 400 m, averaging 200 m in the type area. It
unconformably or conformably overlies the Suwais II unit (Ranya area; Bolton, 1958d; Chuwarta
area; Vejlupek, 1973; and Mehaldi, 1974). It represents talus sediments or gravel fans (Bolton,
1958d).
Bolton (1958d) assumed the age of Suwais ill to be late Middle Eocene. However, subsequent
mapping of the Chuwarta area (Prazak, 1973) showed that the overlying beds are of Late
Palaeocene or earliest Eocene age indicating a possible Late Palaeocene age for the Suwais ill unit.
However it is possible that the Suwais II beds in Chuwarta are overlain tectonically by the
Naopurdan Formation as claImed by Bolton (1958b and Srnirnov and Nelidov, 1962). At this stage
the interpretation of Bolton is accepted.
The Suwais IV unit in the type area at Merdka and Daruma (Bolton, 1958d) comprises red
calcareous shales and sandstones, with layers of reddish or grey nummulitic limestones and
conglomerates. The proportion of limestone varies. The lithology is similar in the Herki and
Govanda areas (Hall, 1957). In the Chuwarta area, the presence of the Suwais IV is uncertain; the
Suwais ill conglomerates are here overlain by red flysch-like clastics containing nummulitic
limestones of Late Palaeocene and mainly Early Eocene age which may be part of the tectonically
overlying Naopurdan Group (Bolton, 1958b) or Walash Group (Srnirnov and Nelidov, 1962). The
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thickness oof Suwais IV
V in the typpe area is upp to 800 m. In
I the Herkii-Govanda area
a
of N Iraaq the
Suwais IV
V is up to 2200 m thick.
The age oof Suwais IV
V is Eocene-Oligocene; Eocene num
mmulites (nno list of fosssils is avallable)
were foundd near Endezah, and Oliigocene num
mmulites werre recorded at Mazna (B
Bolton, 19588d). In
the Herki-G
Govanda areea, parts of the Suwais IV
V were datedd as Eocene (Hall, 1958).

16.1.1.2 Marine-conti
M
inental margginal basin (Govanda
(
Limestone)
The Govannda Limestoone Formatioon was first described
d
byy Dunnington, Naqib and
d Morton in 1957
(Bellen et al., 1959). These
T
authorrs included thhe Lailuk annd Chama Liimestone forrmations (Moorton,
G
Thhe type locality of the foormation is on
o the NW sslopes
1951; Dunnnington, 1956) in the Govanda.
of the Goovanda Plateeau in the BalamboB
T
Tanjero
Zonee of N Iraqq. It compriises a 6 m thick
polygenic basal congllomerate witth red pebblly sandstonee and siltstonne, overlain by 20 m off silty
d
Cretaaceous fossiils, and 80-9
90 m of limeestone
and sandy detrital limeestones withh abundant derived
of reef-forre to reef facies. Outside the type areea the limestoone memberrs are less well developeed and
vary in tthickness. Bolton
B
(19558d) describbed three too four connglomerate beds cappeed by
foraminifeeral and! Or reef limestoones with som
me red shalees. The form
mation is up to 150 m thiick in
the type arrea (Bolton, 1958d; Halll 1958) but decreases inn thickness ttowards the SE. In the Ranya
R
area it is leess than 10 m thick.
In the Shaalair Valley it is up to 100
1 m thick and compoosed of a basal conglom
merate (contaaining
pebbles off chert derivved from thhe Qulqula Radiolarian Formation)) which passses upwards and
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laterally into sandy limestone capped by a thick oyster-bearing limestone. The conglomerate is 4-6
m thick, lacks fossils and fills erosion furrows. The sandy limestone contains a rich fauna
including: Chlamys (Aequipecten) scabrella (Lam.), Chlamys sardoa Ug., Chlamys cf latissima
(De Serr), Chlamys calaritana (Men), Chlamys cf solarium (Lam.), Chlamys opercularis (L.),
Spondylus crassicostata Lam., Ostrea sp., Veneridae indent., Cardita cf crassa Bast, Cypraeidae
indent., Lucinidae indent., Clypeaster latirostris Hoern, The microfauna includes: Neoalveolina
melo curdica Reichel, Meandropsina cf anahensis Henson, Amphistegina cf lessonii d'Orb.,
Gypsina globulus (Rss.), Ammonia beccarii (L.), Nonion pompilioides (Ficht. et Moll.),
Heterostegina calcarata d'Orb., Orbulina suturalis (Bronnirnann), Recrystallised ostracods and the
algae Archaeolithothamnium, Mesophyllum sp. are also present. (Neoalveolina [Borelis] melo
curdica appears to range from late Early-early Middle Miocene lBurdigalian-Langhiani. Orbulina
ranges no older than Middle Miocene (Langhian). This association is mostly of a bioherm
character and is of early Middle Miocene (Langhian) age.
The formation was deposited in shallow marine reef forereef environment, strongly affected by
clastic supply from a nearby landmass. The formation unconformably overlies the Tanjero
Formation, the Suwais Group and locally the Qulqula Group. The upper contact, at the type
locality, is not visible. In other areas the formation passes up gradationally into red shales and
sandstones of the Merga Red Beds of Bolton, 1958d). The formation is equivalent to the Jeribe
Formation.
16.1.1.3 Intermontane molasse basin (Merga Red Beds Group)
The Merga Red Beds were first described by Bolton in 1958 in the Balambo- Tanjero Zone at the
foot of the Qandil Range in NE Iraq, between the Ranya area in the SE and the Rowanduz River
valley in the NW. The lower or Merga I unit (Lower Merga Beds) comprises red calcareous silty
shales, interbedded with gritty, and locally pebbly, sandstones, which occasionally pass into
conglomerates. The overlying Merga II unit consists of massive conglomerates composed of
pebbles and boulders of metamorphic and igneous rocks derived from the adjacent PenjweenWalsh Zone. Bolton (1958d) described red shales in Merga II unit. The Merga Group is up to 500
thick. The Merga I unit varies in thickness and is locally absent; the Merga II is usually 200-250 m
thick. The formation is only present in the Balambo-Tanjero and Qulqula-Khwakurk zones mainly
between the Rikan and Zibar areas in the NW and the Lesser Zab River in the SE, and in the
Penjween area where the unit unconformably overlies the Qulqula Group in Iraq and the AvromanBisitoun Limestone in Iran.
The Merga I unit conformably overlies the Govanda Formation. The Merga II unit unconformably
overlies the Merga I unit (Bolton 1958d). The Merga Group is often overridden by thrust sheets, or
covered by high terrace or boulder deposits of Quaternary age.
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The Mergaa I unit was deposited on
o littoral tiddal flats and in channels (Bolton, 1958d), probabbly in
an estuarinne environm
ment. The Meerga II unit was
w probablly deposited in alluvial fans.
f
Fossilss have
not been found
f
in the Merga Grooup. Bolton ((1958d) noted that the M
Merga I uniit is lithologgically
similar to the Injana (Upper Faars) Formation and to the clastics of the Low
wer Fars (F
Fatha)
Formationn. He assumeed a Late Miiocene age foor the Mergaa I unit. The Merga II unnit is also unndated
but its reseemblance to the Bakhtiarri Formationn led Bolton (1958d) to assume
a
a Pliocene age.
16.2 Tectoonostratigraaphy of the Qulqula-Kh
hwakurk Zoone
The Qulquula-Khwakurrk Zone form
ms disconneccted outcropps overlain teectonically by
b thrust sheeets of
the inner tthrust zone, or unconforrmably by thhe Red Beds Series. Thee most extennsive outcropp area
(forming the
t Naorbabb Plain SE oof Sulalmaniiya) consistss mainly of Cretaceous radiolarian chert
and limesttone with im
mbricates off Permian, Triassic
T
andd Jurassic lim
mestones. These
T
includde the
Biyarah Liimestone (Laate Permian)) and the Avvroman Limeestone (Late Triassic).
16.2.1 Biyyarah Limesttone
Z
The Biyaraah Limestonne (Buday annd Suk, 1978) is knownn only from tthe Qulqula--Khwakurk Zone,
E of Halabbja and near Biyarah village. It occuurs as imbriccates up to 220 m thick within
w
the Quulqula
Radiolariaan Formationn. It consistss of reddish, muddy lim
mestone, cram
mmed with ammonite sshells,
partly withh orthocone shells of Nautiloidea
N
a with raree remains off crinoids. Fractures,
and
F
caavities
and shells are often fillled with whhite calcite. Brown
B
to redddish layers alternate wiith whitish ccoarse
The limestonne is micritic, associatedd with fragm
ments of crinnoids,
grained orr crystalline limestone. T
corals, connodonts, am
mmonites, ostracods
o
annd coprolitess. It was deeposited in an open m
marine
(probably deep water) environmennt.
B
sp. (Moscovian(
- Sakrnariann), Neoproorrites sp. (Latte CarbonifeerousThe fauna includes: Boesites
Artinskiann), Synartinsskia sp. (Sakkmarian), Artinskia sp. (OrenburgianArtinskiann), Eumedlicottia
sp. (Artinsskian- Tatariian), Agathicceras sp. (M
Moscovian-Kaazanian), Paaragastriocerras sp. (Asselian281

Artinskian), Neocrimites sp. (ArtinskianKazanian), Stacheoceras sp. (Artinskian- Tatarian)
Waagenoceras sp. (Kazan ian) and Popanoceras sp. (Artinskian). The age of the formation is thus
late Early early Middle Permian, correlatable with the Sakmarian Kazanian of Europe.
The Biyarah Limestone may be equivalent to the imbricates of deep water Permian limestones
which occur in the Ba'id area of Oman in the Hawasina nappes. They contain a similar fauna to the
Biyarah Limestone including Eumedlicottia, Neocrimites, Stacheoceras and Waagenoceras
(Blendiger et al 1990).
The Biyarah Limestone is possibly also equivalent to the Permian limestone described in thrust
units of SE Khuzestan of SW Iran (Sampo, 1969).
16.2.2 Avroman Limestone
The Avroman Limestone was introduced by Bolton (\ 958) for the massive carbonate sequence
forming the high grounds of Jabal Avroman (Hauraman) in the area ENE of Halabja. It forms a
NW-SE trending mountain range following the state border between Iraq and Iran, between Sayid
Sadiq and Tawila (SE of Halabja) with a highest peak of 2670 m. The Avroman Limestone
outcrops in the Avroman Subzone of the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone which was obducted and
sutured to the Arabian Plate during the Late Cretaceous. The subzone extends into adjacent areas
of Iran, where the outcrop area is much wider. The Avroman Subzone is thrust over the Qulqula
Subzone. In adjacent areas of Iran to the E, the Avroman Formation is unconformably overlain by
clastics of the Red Beds Series.
The Avroman Limestone comprises 800 m of light grey, brownish, sometimes milky white, thickbedded to massive, hard limestone. The carbonates of the formation are very clean, with minimum
clastic content and are very rarely dolomitised. Microscopically, they contain a very wide range of
shallow water microfacies including: bioclastic, organic, barren, nodular, oolitic, laminated, algal
with fenestrae, and bioturbated facies. Alkali olivine basalt dykes and trachyte occur in the
formation (Chapter 17).
The biostratigraphy of the Avroman Limestone was evaluated in outcrops in the Zulam Valley,
Bani Shar and Kani Seif areas. The oldest beds of the Triassic of the Avroman area are light grey,
hard, massive, locally dolomitised limestones similar to the Dachstein facies of the AlpineCarpathian mountaln ranges. They yielded tlie following fossils: In the Banishar area:
Neomegalodon (Gemmelarodus) cf. saccoi (Parone, 1988), ?Seisia sp., Promathilda sp.,
Megalodontidae indent., Dicerocardium sp., Neoschizedus? sp. In the Zulam area: Neomegalodon
(Neomegalodon) sp. In the Kani Seif area: Dicerocardium sp. The species of Neomegalodon is a
new form of the genus. It was identified in the Zulam Valley in grey, massive limestones with
Involutina gaschei, Involutina [riedli and lnvolutina oberhauseri, thus proving the Norian age of
these beds. Reworked clasts of Permian age were recorded in some thin sections.
The following list of microfossils were found in all the studied localities: Reophax sp., "Tetrataxis''
cf. inflata Kristan, Ophthalmidium sp., Ophthalmidium triasicum (Kristan), lnvolutina communis
(Kristan- Tollmann), Angulodiscus pokornyi (Salaj), lnvolutina gaschei (KoehnZaninetti and
Bronnirnann), Involutina cf. liassica (Jones), Involutina oberhauseri (Salaj), lnvolutina pragsoides
(Oberhauser), lnvolutina tumida (Kristan- Tollmann), lnvolutina sinuosa (Weynschenk),
Semiinvolutina clari Kristan, Triassina hantkeni Majzon, Coronipora austriaca (Kristan),
Agathammina austroalpina Kristan- Tollmann and Tollmann, Trocholina crassa Kristan,
Trocholina cf. acuta Oberhauser, Involutina friedli Kristan- Tollmann, Duostomina sp. (Names of
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individual taxa are given mostly according to Zaninetti, 1976). (Agathammina austroalpina
appears to be characteristic of the Latest Triassic (Rhaetian» .
Ostracods are common in the uppermost Triassic beds. Recrystallised algae (Dasycladaceae) are
often present. The genera Physoporella, Diplopora and Macroporella occur.
Organic limestones of the uppermost Triassic contain gastropods and pelecypods, brachiopod
remnants (rhynchonellids and terebratulids), crinoid columnals corals of the genus Thecosmilia
and coprolites of Thoronetia quinaria (Bronnimann, Caron and Zeninetti).
The range of macrofossils and microfossils is extremely large. The most typical Avroman
limestone fauna comprises megalodons (Neomegalodon cf. Saccoi, Parone) accompanied by
encrusted forams and algae, gastropods and brachipods. Other microfacies contain a sessile coral
fauna (Thecosmilia sp.), algae (Cayeuxia), green algae (Dasycladaceae-Diplopora sp.,
Physoporella sp. and Macroporella sp.). Clasts of pelecypods, gastropods and brachiopods are
locally abundant. They are accompanied by crinoids, echinoids, foraminifers and coproliths. The
Avroman limestone is thus of Late Triassic age (NorianRhaetian).
The formation was deposited on a shallow carbonate platform. The pure carbonate indicates the
formation was deposited far from continental clastic influence. The presence of Permian limestone
clasts is extremely significant. They suggest that the Avroman Limestone was deposited on a block
of continental crust containing Permian carbonates.
The Avroman Limestone is equivalent to the lower part of the Bisitoun Limestone exposed a short
distance to the SE in Iran. The Bisitoun Limestone is a carbonate unit ranging in age from Triassic
to Cenomanian. The significance of the Avroman and Bisitoun Limestones for the plate tectonic
evolution of the NE margin of the Arabian Plate is discussed in Chapter 3.
16.2.3 Jurassic imbricates
Imbricates of Jurassic sequences are common within the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone in the Naorbab
area, SE of Sulalmaniya. They belong to the platform unit, which forms the tectonic substrate
below the Qulqula-Khwakurk Zone which was imbricated within the overlying thrust sheets during
Late Miocene-Pliocene deformation. The imbricates represent carbonates of the Sehkaniyan,
Sargelu, Naokelekan and possibly Barsarin formations. These formations were described in the
chapters dealing with the stratigraphy of the shelf (Chapters 9 and 10).
16.2.4 Qulqula Group
This stratigraphic unit was first described by Bolton in 1955 and 1956 and in more detail in 1958.
He described two units: the Qulqula Radiolarian Formation and the Qulqula Conglomerate
Formation. Subsequent investigations in the Naorbab-Halabja area indicate that the radiolarian and
conglomerate lithofacies occur at different positions in the Group. The type locality of the Qulqula
Group is in the Qulqula gorge along the Marado River in the partly buried Qulqula-Khwakurk
Zone, E of Merga Sur and to the N of Qalat Dizeh in NE Iraq.
The Qulqula Group is divided into four divisions. The lowest division consists predominantly of
moderately thick bedded, oolitic and detrital limestones, and thick beds of white chert, both
interbedded with grey marly shale. The overlying division comprises thin bedded, red, grey and
green chert, with beds of cherty radiolarian limestones and dark red ferruginous shales and
occasional beds of massive oolitic and detrital limestones. The next division is dominated by a
thick sequence of dark red ferruginous-siliceous, shaly, rubbly mudstones, with occasional beds of
oolitic and detrital limestone (Bolton, 1958d). The highest division consists of limestone and chert
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conglomerrate with beeds of radiollarian chert. These diviisions can be identified in other ouutcrop
areas. How
wever the prooportion of the
t differentt lithofacies is very variaable. In the Halabja-Avr
H
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area the llimestone beds are verry frequent but in the Naorbab-S
Surkev area chert and shale
predominaate. Mapping
g of the Haalabja regionn of NE Iraaq revealed that the Qu
ulqula Groupp also
consists off four units which mayoor may not be exactly equivalent
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too those desccribed in thee type
section.

hallow wateer carbonatee sequence (Tithonian-B
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Berriasian)
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The basinaal micritic liimestones of
o the lower part of the Qulqula Group containn clasts of peelagic
crinoids (SSacco coma sp.), calcifieed Radiolariaa and sponge spicules. This
T facies was
w deposited in a
starved bassin. The unitt contains freequent chertt beds and noodules of chert (Plate 166-1).
a), Valvuliindae,
This diviision contaains Miliollids, Langeenidae (Saaracenaria, Lenticulina
Pfenderinaa?, Trocholiina elongataa (Leupold),, Ammobacuulites sp., Textulariidae,, Salpingopoorella
sp., Cladoccoropsis sp.,, Faverina spp.
16.2.4.2 Carbonate-ch
C
hert sequence (Valanginiian-Lower Aptian)
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c
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Pseudocycclammina cff lituus (Y
Yokoyama), Cyclammina greigi H
Henson, Num
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Nautilocullina sp., Rottaliidae, Texxtulariidae, Miliolidae,
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e, Lenticulinaa sp., Nezzaazata?
sp., Pseuddoglandulinaa sp., Actinopporella? sp.,, Faverina sp.
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uthern Neo-T
Tethys radioolarian cherrt (Aptian-Allbian)
16.2.4.3 Offshore
The upperr and thickesst unit of thee formation is
i of Aptiann Albian age and was deeposited in a deep
T
basinall limestoness are mostlly monotonoous, micritiic and biocclastic
water envvironment. The
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uence is com
mplicated byy isoclinal foolding (Plate 16-2). The thickness
t
off 1500
m suggested by Bolton (l958d) caan not be coonfirmed andd may be duue to tectoniic repetition;; only
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belonging to three miccrofacies:
1. Stomiosphera, radiolarrian and sponge facies
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2. Stomiosphera, Hedbergella and radiolarians facies, containing Hedbergella div. spp. and
Hedbergella cf washitensis (Carsey). This assemblage is interpreted as Aptian to Early Albian in
age (note though, that
Plate 16-2: Isoclinally folded radiolarian chert succession of the Qulqula Radiolarian Formation
from NaJ Pariz, on the road between Sayed Sadiq and Penjween (photo by Jil'i Rudolsky)
Hedbergella [Favusella] washitensis s.s. is restricted to the Albian-Cenomanian). This facies
always interfingers with Facies I.
3. Stomiospahera, Thalmanniella and Heterohelix facies, containing Hedbergella div. spp.,
Hedbergella cf washitensis (Carsey), Hedbergella trochoidea Gandolfi, Heterohelix globulosa
Ehrenberg, Heterohelix div. spp., Thalmanninella ticinensis Gandolfi, Thalmanninella roberti
(Gandolfi), Ovalveolina reicheli Marie with rare Orbitolina. Stromiosphaera and radiolarians of
the Spumellaria type are abundant. The Nasellaria type of radiolarians are rare. This assemblage is
of Albian to Cenomanian age. (Hedbergella trochoidea is restricted to the Aptian-Albian;
Thalmanninella roberti and T ticinensis to the Albian; and Hedbergella [Favusella] washitensis
s.s. and Ovalveolina to the AlbianCenomanian).
16.2.4.4 Qulqula Conglomerate Formation (Cenomanian-Early Senonian?)
The Qulqula Conglomerate was described as a separate formation by Bolton in 1955 and in more
detail in 1958. The type area of the formation is the same as the Qulqula Radiolarian Formation.
The Qulqula Conglomerate Formation consists of thick lenticular beds of conglomerates,
composed of pebbles and small boulders of limestone, and to a lesser extent of chert. Both the
limestone and chert boulders and pebbles were derived from the underlying Qulqula Radiolarian
Formation. The conglomerates are interbedded with grey shale and beds of oolitic detrital
limestone and white chert. In the western part of the type locality the formation includes breccias
with angular fragments of detrital limestone and green silty shale. The formation may represent
wild flysch or an olistostrome unit associated with the initial phase of obduction of the Southern
Neo- Tethys. Volcanics mentioned in the Halabja area by Bolton (l958c) are diabase bodies
localized along thrust contacts; they may not be part of the Qulqula Group.
In the Naorab area near Chuwarta the formation comprises sheets of limestone conglomerate and
gritty limestone in the east, and conglomerates (with pebbles of oolitic limestone and chert)
embedded in a yellow calcareous or red/grey argillaceous matrix (Bolton, 1958b). In the Halabja
area, conglomerates and breccia conglomerates occur (Bolton, 1958e; Buday and Suk, 1978). The
amount of the conglomerates in the Naorbab-Avroman-Halabja area is relatively restricted; the
conglomerates form isolated bodies bounded by faults.
The thickness of the Qulqula Conglomerate Formation is about 1200 m in the type area, 1400 m in
the Naorbab area 'and 500 m in the Halabja area (Bolton, 1958a, b and c).
Subsequent mapping in the Naorbab and Halabja areas indicates that the thickness has been
overestimated.
The age of the formation was not determined by Bolton (l958c) but was assumed to be AlbianCenomanian. It may correlate with the upper part of the Karadut Group of SE Turkey. The
youngest part the Qulqula Conglomerate Formation may be of Santonian or even Early Campanian
age. Fossils from the Halabja area belong to the OvaLveolina and ThaLmannineLLa facies. They
include OvaLveoLina sp., Hemicyclammina sigali Mayne, HedbergeLLa washitensis (Carsey),
HedbergeLLa sp., Thalmanninella ticinensis Gandolfi, Thalmanninella apenninica Renz,
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Praealveolina sp., Dicyclina sp., fragments of molluscs and pelagic crinoids. tHemicyclammina
sigali appears restricted to the Albian; Ovalveolina, HedbergeLLa [FavuseLLa] washitensis s.s.
and Thalmanninella apenninica to the AlbianCenomanian). The age of this assemblage is AlbianCenomanian.
16.2.5 Chert, volcanic and ultramafic rocks of the Southern Neo-Tethys (Khwakurk Series)
The Khwakurk Series outcrops near the Iraq-Iran- Turkey border junction. It was originally
described by Cobbett (1957) from the Sidekan area of the Zagros Thrust Zone. It was traced on the
1: 1 ,000,000 Geological map of Iraq by Bolton et al. (1960) as an equivalent unit of the Qulqula
Group. The series is poorly described. According to Cobbett (1957) it consists of acid and basic
lavas and associated agglomerates, chert, jaspers, and purple slates with some pelagic limestones.
Subsequent mineral investigations in the same region identified chromite bearing ultramafic rocks.
The series outcrops in a relatively large area between Kani Rash, Sidekan and the Turkish-Iranian
borders north of the Rowanduz river valley. The thickness of the series has not been estimated but
is probably several hundred metres.
The ultramafic rocks of the Darband Rayat, exposed in the Rowanduz valley in NE Iraq may be a
tectonic window of the Khwakurk Series beneath the tectonically overriding Naopurdan Group.
The Khwakurk Series requires further study. It may represent imbricates and melange derived
from the floor of the Southern Neo- Tethys ocean (Chapter 3). The series may be equivalent to the
Qulqula Group. It can be correlated with the ophiolitic sequence exposed in Iran, N of the Greater
Zab River and directly N of the Mawat Complex. It is also equivalent to the radiolarian and
volcanic sequence of the Kermanshah region of SW Iran.
The lower boundary of the series is not exposed. The upper contact is tectonic (the Naopurdan
Rock Group is usually thrust over the Khwakurk) but in the NE parts of the outcrop the isoclinally
folded and faulted Khwakurk Series is unconformably overlain by slightly folded shales and
nummulitic limestones of Eocene age.
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16.3 Tectoonostratigraaphy of the Penjween- W
Walash Zon
ne
16.3.1 Pree-Tertiary Qaandil Metam
morphic Seriies
The Qandiil Metamorpphic Series was
w first usedd by Bolton (l958d) for a sequence of
o mostly sliightly
metamorphhosed limesttones and schists buildinng the frontieer thrust rangges of
NE Iraq. H
He unfortunnately includded some noonmetamorphosed Palaeeogene limestones withiin the
series. He considered the series too be of Palaeeogene age aand the metaamorphosed equivalent oof the
m
show
wed the seriees is very co
omplex. Travverses
Naopurdann and Walash groups. Suubsequent mapping
by the authhors in the Marapasta
M
arrea and the innvestigationns of Sattran et al (1973) and Buday et al.,
(1977) inddicate that th
he units of thhe series oriiginally desccribed by Bolton are off structural, rrather
than stratiggraphic charracter.
Based on fieldwork inn the Qalat D
Dizeh and Halabja
H
areas the Qandill Metamorph
hic Series iss here
divided intto three majoor groups:
1. The oldestt Group is thhe Mawat Group
G
whichh consists mainly
m
of pilllow basalts and keratopphyres
and includdes the purelyy volcanic seequence of the
t Pushtashhan Group.
2. The overlyying Gimo Group
G
(form
merly called the Gimo Sequence)
S
coomprises maarbles, calcschists
and metavvolcanics. It includes the following obsolete unnits (lower part
p of the Bulfat
B
Groupp, the
lower part of Penjweenn Group or Series,
S
and part
p of the Qandil Series)).
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3. The younggest unit is th
he Sirginil Group
G
which consists of metapelites,, calcschists,, marbles andd rare
metavolcannics. It inclu
udes the uppper part of thhe obsolete P
Penjween Grroup or Seriees, and part oof the
Qandil Serries.
16.3.1.1 Mawat
M
Volcaanic Group
The Mawaat Volcanic Group
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B
(1959d) suuggested thaat the Pushtashan Group is equivalennt to the Eoccene volcaniics of the Waalash.
However, the absencee of intermeediate volcaanics in thiss group and the regionaal metamorpphism
n
Pushtashan
associated with it maakes this corrrelation impprobable. It is suggesteed that the name
Series shouldd be abandonned. These rocks
r
are herre included iin the Mawatt Group.
Group or S
The volcaanic sequencces of Maw
wat and Pusshtashan reppresent basaalts formed either at a MidOceanic ridge or at a supra
s
subducction zone sppreading cenntre within thhe Neo- Tethhys (Chapterr 3).

16.3.1.2 Gimo
G
Calcareeous Group
The Gimo Calcareous Group form
ms the highesst unit abovee the intrusivves of the Mawat Compllex. A
i
the Buulfat range and
a the Row
wanduz vallley in the NW
N and intto the
similar unnit extends into
Penjween area in the SE.
S In the Gimo
G
Mountain in the Mawat
M
Massiif the group comprises 6600 m
ws. In the Qandil
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of massivee and thick-bbedded marbble and calcsschist, interbbedded with basaltic flow
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ocline or massive domess (Plate 16-33). In the Buulfat massif the
t equivalennts of
the Gimo are strongly altered by contact
c
metaamorphism by
b basic andd intermediatte intrusionss. The
ween Group, exposed arround Penjw
ween Town, can be correelated
calcareouss lower part of the Penjw
with the G
Gimo Calcareeous Group. This part coonsists of altternating callcschist, marrble, meta-tuuffites
and amphiibolite, intruuded by mafi
fic-ultramaficc rocks of thhe Penjweenn Complex. For details oof the
magmatism
m and metam
morphism off the group seee Chapter 17.
1
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The lower part of the Bulfat unit, which is equivalent to the Gimo Group, was studied in detail by
Buday and Suk (1978). It consists of regionally and contact metamorphosed carbonates, alternating
with rnetavolcanics, intruded by basic and intermediate plutons and associated alkaline syenite
differentiates. A cooling age of 45 Ma for the gabbro intrusions suggest that they were emplaced
during Palaeogene time. The lower part of the Bulfat Group is exposed in the middle slopes of the
Bulfat range and tectonically overlies Eocene volcanics (Plate 16-4).
The carbonates of the Gimo group may have been deposited on sea mounts within the NeoTethys.
16.3.1.3 Sirginil Phyllite Group
The Sirginil Phyllite Group was described from the northern parts of the Bulfat Massif, and
extends from the Rowanduz River Valley in the NW to the Penjween area in the SE. North of the
Rowanduz River; only disconnected outcrops occur on the Hasar i Rust Mountain and along the
Iranian border.
The Sirginil Group consists of > 1000 m of pelitic and arenaceous rocks with volcanic flows, and
is regionally and thermally metamorphosed (Buday and Suk 1978). It forms the highest part of the
Bulfat range. The upper part of the Penjween Group, which comprises schist and phyllite with
occasional lenses of massive slightly marblized limestone, is probably equivalent of the Sirginil
Group. The Sirginil Group, probably represent the upper part of an oceanic sequence of the NeoTethys with sediments being derived from island arcs contemporaneous with initial subduction and
deformation of the Neo- Tethys during the Albian Cenomanian.
The Qandil Metamorphic Series can be traced into the Mordag Metamorphics of SE Turkey which
comprise metamorphic rocks, peridotite, gabbro, diabase, amphibolite and serpentine of Late
Jurassic-Early Cretaceous age and granite intrusions. The Mordag rnetamorphics also include
Upper Permian carbonates but the main body consists of metashale, metasandstone and calcschist
(Dogan Perincek, personal communication), and may at least be partly equivalent to the Shalalr
Group.
16.3.2 Non metamorphosed Tertiary volcanosedimentary units
The Penjween- Walash Tectonic Zone was part of the deformed oceanic domain of the NeoTethys. During the Palaeogene subduction occurred within the remnant of the Neo- Tethys which
resulted in the formation of volcanic arc associated with a fore-arc basin to its SW (Chapter 3).
Two tectonostratigraphic units are recognized within this tectonic zone: the Walash Volcanic
Group which consists predominantly of intermediate (occasionally basic) volcanics of arc origin,
and the Naopurdan Shaly Group which consists predominantly of flysch with volcanic units and
nummulitic limestone lenses deposited in a fore-arc region.
16.3.2.1 Walash (Volcanic) Group
The Walash (Volcanic) Group was first described as the Walash Volcanic Series by Bolton in
1958. The type locality at Walash village in the Rowanduz River valley of NE Iraq is composed of
1000 m of mainly volcanic rocks. According to Bolton (1958d), the Group contains a volcanic
cone enclosed in sedimentary rocks. Unfortunately only part of the Group is exposed at the type
locality. Outside the type area 3500 m of volcanics and sediments were reported by Bolton (l958d).
The type locality is thus not very representative of the Walash (Volcanic) Group. The authors have
tried to reconstruct the stratigraphic succession of the Group by comparing different sections.
From the base the Walash Group comprises the following units:
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a) Basal Red Beds consisting of red mudstone, cherty siltstone and shale
b) Lower Volcanics consisting mainly of basic, less frequently acid, lavas, frequent pillow lavas, and
associated pyroclastics. The volcanics occur frequently in the form of volcanic cones around the
type area and at Pushtashan. They pass laterally into volcano sedimentary sequences with tuffs,
tuffaceous rocks, red mudstones, radiolarites and white limestones.
c) Middle Red Beds consisting of a lithologically very variable sequence which passes into
tuffaceous rocks. The unit consists of red mudstone, red and grey shale, sandstone, conglomerate,
and lenticular, often brown limestone; the latter containing Palaeocene and Eocene fossils (Bolton,
1958d).
d) Upper Volcanics consisting of basalt and andesite flows, pyroclastics, and associated sediments.
The Upper Volcanics also form volcanic cones which pass laterally into marine sedimentary
sequences with limestones containing Eocene fossils.
e) Upper Red Beds consisting of red mudstone and conglomerate near the base and brown red
siltstone and grey wacke higher up. Bolton correlates these beds with the Choman clastics.
The succession is rarely completely developed in one traverse or outcrop because of thrusting.
Correlation of units within the group is therefore difficult. Volcanic cones, passing laterally into
sediments, cause frequent problems in correlation and make the thickness of the formation difficult
to estimate. The maximum thickness determined by Bolton (1958d) in the Darband area is around
3700 m. This may be an overestimate due to tectonic repetition. A thickness of 2000 m was
measured by Polnikov and Nikolajev (1962) from the Kewrta area. Along the SW slopes of the
Bulfat massif (Fig. 16-4) a thickness of 2500 m was reported by Bolton.
Sediments of the Walash Group are texturally immature. The mudstones are slightly calcareous.
Nodular limestones occur within the mudstone beds. Siltstones are less common than mudstones;
saridstone bed up to a few metres thick occurs within the mudstone. Conglomerates occur only
rarely within the group except in the basal unit. Volcanics of the Walash are classified into basic
dykes and lava flows (usually spilitic diabase and pyroxene-bearing spilitic basalt and spilite) and
intennediate volcanics (pyroxene andesite, pyroxene-amphibole andesite, amphibole andesite and
altered andesites). The plate tectonic setting of the Walash volcanics is discussed in Chapter 3.
Fossils are abundant mainly in the limestones. Nummulitesand Alveolina-bearing limestones are
reported by many authors, but no species list has been published. The age of the Group is probably
of Palaeocene-Eocene and may extend into the Oligocene based on its lateral passage into the
Naopurdan Group (Bolton, 1958d).
The Iranian Zagros, adjacent to the Iraqi area contains thrust sheets of Palaeogene age that include
volcanics (geological maps of Iran, scale 1:250,000). These volcanosedimentary units are both
facies and age correlatives of the Naopurdan and Walash.
16.3.2.2 Naopurdan (shaly) Group
The name Naopurdan Shaly Series was first used by Bolton (1958d) to describe the lowermost
tectonic unit of the Thrust Zone of Iraq, formerly called the Lower Division of the Nappe Zone or
the Shaly Rock Group of Heron and Lees (1943). The type locality at Naopurdan village in the
Rowanduz River Valley contains relatively abundant lavas and pyroclastics; elsewhere volcanic
rocks are rare. The type locality is thus unfortunately not very representative of the group. The
lithology of the Naopurdan Group varies considerably. The proportion of volcanic rocks decreases
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towards the SW. The volcanic rocks occur mainly in two divisions separated by sedimentary rocks.
The thickness of the Naopurdan Group is difficult to estimate because of structural complications.
A value of 2500-3000 m is indicated. The age was determined as Palaeocene-Oligocene.
Buday (1980) divided the group into two subgroups: the Naopurdan- Type Subgroup which
comprises intercalated sedimentary and volcanic units and the Sidekan Type Subgroup composed
only of sedimentary rocks.
The Naopurdan Type Subgroup of the type locality is divided into six units (Bolton, 1958d), in
ascending order:
a) 500 m of grey shales with thin beds of green greywacke, lenticular conglomerates (with pebbles of
basic volcanics), lenticular limestones and sills of basic volcanics, associated with red mudstones,
jaspers, limestones and radiolarites
b) 150 m of coralline limestone overlain by massive lenticular nummulitic limestones capped by red
shales; the nummulites indicate a Palaeocene-Early Eocene age
c) 250 m of tuffaceous slates and shales with occasional basic pillow lavas
d) 200 m of andesite volcanics comprising lavas, agglomerates and tuffaceous beds; this unit is
laterally discontinuous
e) 400 m of thin-bedded argillaceous conglomerates and grit, the pebbles and grains of which consist
almost entirely of basic volcanic rocks
f) An upper unit (thickness not measured) of thin bedded, grey gritty greywacke, alternating with
sandy shale referred to as the Choman Clastics. The pebbles are mostly of volcanic origin. This
unit is dated as Late Palaeogene-Miocene? Age by Bolton (l958d) but he did not provide a fossil
list.
The Sidekan Type Subgroup was described by Cobbett (1957) on the N slopes of Jabal Hasr-i-Rust
near Sidekan Town. This subgroup consists from the base upwards of the following units:
a) Multi-coloured grit and sandstone
b) Purple and green silty shales and marls with subordinate sandstone beds with nummulites of
Palaeocene-Eocene age. This unit may be equivalent to the Grey Shaly Beds (a) of the Naopurdan
type locality.
c) Black bituminous limestones with Palaeocene-Early Eocene fossils (Stevenson, 1957) which may
correlate with the coralline limestone horizon (b) of the Naopurdan type area.
d) Reddish and greenish grits and slate with limestone and limestone breccias. These beds may
correlate partly with the coralline limestone horizon and partly with the transitional horizon
between units (a) and (b) of the type locality.
e) Naopurdan Needle Slate which may be equivalent to the slates of unit (c) of the Naopurdan type
locality.
f) A Conglomerate, grit and limestone unit. This unit is probably equivalent to the Choman clastics
and of the Avdele Conglomerates.
The clastic sediments include turbidites.
The Naopurdan Group was deposited in marine environment on the SW margin of the Palaeogene
volcanic arc (Walash Group) that probably developed before the total closure of the Neo- Tethys
(Chapter 3). The Group passed laterally into the volcano-sedimentary Walash Group.
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Nummulitic limestones were deposited as shoals. The clastic beds include turbidites and shales
with planktonic foraminifera.
The limestone beds contain large forms of Pecten sp., Ostrea multicostata Deshayes, and Ostrea
brongniarti Deshayes. Large forams are abundant and include:
Alveolina sp., Alveolina oblonga (d'Orbigny), Discocyclina roberti (Douville), Assilina sp.,
Nummulites atacicus Leymerie, Nummulites aturicus Joley et Leymerie, Nummulites cf striatus
(Brugeuire), Orbitolites complanatus Lamarck, Peneroplis sp. and miliolids. Further fragments of
Globigerina sp., Globorotalia sp., Globorotalia lehneri Cushman, Globorotalia cf crassata
Cushman, Porticulasphera mexicana (Cushman) and Bulimina cf jacksoniensis Cushman.
(Nummulites atacicus and N. aturicus appear restricted to the Early Eocene; Alveolina oblonga to
the Early-Middle Eocene; Globorotalia [Morozovella] lehneri to the Middle Eocene; and
Porticulasphaera mexicana to the Middle-earliest Late Eocene).
The outcrops of the Group extend into Iran where they are mapped as thrust sheets of an un-named
unit of shale and limestone with volcanics of Eocene age. In SE Turkey, the group can be
correlated with parts of the 2000 m Urse Formation of the Hakkari Complex (Dogan Perincek
personal communication). The Hakkari Complex consists of, from the top: 50 m of green shale and
silty shale, 400 m of dark red and greenish metamorphosed limestone, 1445 m of partly
metamorphosed sandstone and shale (Middle Eocene), 165 m grey dark limestone and clayey
limestone and 115 m of greenish black shale with sandstone intercalations. It may also correlate
with Cungus Formation which consists of: turbidite sandstone with sole marks and graded
bedding, grey/green shale to marl, blocks of limestone with Middle Eocene fauna, and blocks of
serpentinite derived from the Guleman Ophiolite. Similarly the Durankaya Formation which
consists of grey, dark grey, yellowish grey phyllite and dense pelagic limestone and green
limestone lenses and exotic blocks with olistostrome conglomerate with serpentinite pebbles may
be equivalent to parts of Naopurdan Group.
16.4 Tectonostratigraphy of the Shalair Zone
The Shalair Zone is an integral part of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone of Iran. It comprises
metamorphosed Triassic Cretaceous sediments that were deposited on the SW margin of the
Sanandaj-Sirjan microplate. The older crystalline rocks of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone are exposed to
the N, E and S of the Shalair valley, mainly in Iran. They are represented by the Mishav Complex
in Iraq which consists largely of granite intrusions. Upper Triassic recrystallised limestones
(Darokhan Limestone) are exposed in the core of the Shalair anticline, often imbricated with
phyllites of the Shalair Group. Andesites and rhyolites of the Katar Rash Group are the product of
Cenomanian arc volcanicity. Maastrichtian-Palaeocene carbonates (Piran Limestone) form either
isolated thrust sheets or unconformably overlie units of the zone. Units of the Shalair Zone are
mostly exposed in the Shalair valley. Thrust sheets occur NE of Qalat-Dizeh town; the highest
thrust sheets within the Qandil range (Marapasta area).
16.4.1 Mishav Complex
The axis of the E- W trending Shalair anticline is exposed in the Shalair valley. Pre Permian
metamorphic rocks and granites are exposed in the core of the anticline in the east adjacent to the
Iraq-Iran border. A plagiogranite intrusion was originally considered as part of the Katar Rash
Group by Villiers (1957). Subsequent mapping of the region (Buday and Suk, 1978) and dating of
the granite body proved it is of Late Carboniferous age (305 Ma). Granites and metamorphic rocks
of similar (or older) age form large parts of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone in Iran (Iran 1 :250,000 map
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Series). Their outcrop area in Iraq is very limited and it was difficult to map the host rocks of the
intrusion as they are mainly within Iran. These rocks represent the continental basement of the
Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone.
Late Carboniferous (324-323 Ma) granitoid bodies were identified from the pre-Alpine basement
of the Hellenides (Xypolias et al., 2006), interpreted as remnants a Cimmerian terrane tectonised
along a southerly dipping subduction zone along the southern side of the Palaeo-Tethys. They are
probably similar in tectonic setting to the granitoid bodies of the Mishav Complex.
16.4.2 Darokhan Limestone
The Darokhan Limestone is introduced in this book to describe the Triassic carbonates and
phyllites, differentiated by Buday and Suk (1978) as the "Triassic of the Shalair". It comprises
massive, slightly metamorphosed and recrystallised limestone with occasional phyllite
intercalations, exposed in a few localities in the Shalair Valley. The type section, which is few
hundred meters thick, is exposed in the core of a minor faulted anticline located near Darokhan
village on the northern flank of the Shalair anticline. It is embedded in isoclinally folded phyllites
of the Shalair Group. Other localities include Gokhlan on the southern flank of the Shalair
anticline. Most outcrops are located adjacent to the main thrust separating the Shalair and the
Penjween groups.
Fossils in this slightly metamorphosed unit include:
Textularia sp., Involutina friedli Kristan- Tollmann, I. communis (Kristan), I. pragsoides
(Oberhauser), I. tumida (Kristan- Tollmann), I. sinousa (Weynschenk), Ophthalmidium cf
chianlingense (Ho), Duostomina sp., Variostoma? sp., Polymorphinidae and Lagenidae. The
assemblage indicates a Late Triassic (Norian-Rhaetian) age. It is similar to the assemblage in the
Avroman Limestone but lacks the megaladons.
The contacts of the Darokhan Limestone with the phyllites of the Shalair Group are tectonic. It was
probably deposited in an outer shelf environment on a carbonate platform on the Sanandaj-Sirjan
Zone.
A possible equivalent unit comprises calcschists and phyllites that outcrop on the highest part of
the Qandil range near Marapasta in NE Iraq along the Iraq-Iran border. It contains Lead-Zinc ores.
The galena has been dated at 180-200 Ma by the Lead-Lead model age method (Chapter 20).
16.4.3 Shalair Group
The regionally metamorphosed pelitic rocks that form the lower slopes of the Shalair valley were
originally described by Villiers in 1957. He introduced two series: the Penjween Series and Shalair
Phyllitic Series. The Penjween Series is included in the Qandil Series (Gimo and Sirginil groups,
see section 16.3.1.2-3). The Shalair Phyllitic Series is here placed in the Shalair Group.
The Shalair Group comprises quartz-sericite schists, sericite schists, and silty-clayey schists (Plate
16-5) with slightly metamorphosed limestones, tuffaceous slates and relatively rare recrystallised
limestones. The thickness of the combined Penjween and Shalair Phyllite Series was originally
estimated to be 4500 m (Smirnov and Nelidov, 1962). The newly defined Shalair Group is
estimated to be 2000 m thick.
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The original stratigraphic relationship of the Shalair Group to other units is unclear. The Group
may pass upwards gradationally into the overlying Katar Rash (Volcanic) Group. Bolton (1958 c)
claimed the presence of Alveolina with Late Cretaceous palaeontological affinities. However no
Alveolina bearing limestones were found during mapping by the GEOSURV team. They
identified:
a) Facies with Orbitolina s.l. of Aptian to Cenomanian age
b) Organodetrital facies with crinoids, echinoids, gastropod fragments of uncertain Mesozoic age
c) Facies with algae and rare foraminifera of the genera
Glomospira and Vidalina probably Mesozoic in age
The microfacies with Orbitolina were found in limestones in the higher parts of the group,
underlying the Katar Rash Volcanics. Facies (b) and (c) are the most widespread and occur in
many limestone beds throughout the area. The upper part of the Shalair Metamorphic Group is of
Aptian Cenomanian age. The underlying beds are likely of Triassic Early Cretaceous age.
The distinctive composition of the phyllites and schists of the Shalair Group (inclusing
metagreywackes with abundant plagicoclase grains and lithic rock fragments) indicates they were
derived by the rapid erosion of a volcanic sequence, probably corresponding to the calc-alkaline
Jurassic volcanics (of arc origin) which occur in the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone in Iran. Tuffaceous
interlayers and rare intermediate volcanic flows occur in the Shalair Group. Stocklin and Nabavi
(1973) described similar rocks to the Shalair Group in SW Iran as flysch. The carbonate-rich lower
and upper parts of the group however were deposited in relatively shallow water environments.
The Shalair Group is interpreted to have been deposited in a fore-arc basin in front of a subduction
zone dipping underneath the Sanandaj Sirjan Zone (Chapter 3).
The Shalair Group continues into the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone of Iran (Stocklin, 1960; Stocklin et al.,
1973). A widespread Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary break, occurs throughout the Sanandaj-Sirjan
Zone.
The lower contact of the group is at least in part being with the Darokhan Limestone and in part
with the Mishav Complex of Early Palaeozoic metamorphics intruded by syntectonic granite
bodies of Carboniferous age. The nature of the upper contact with the overlying Katar Rash
Volcanic Group is unclear; the boundary may be a low angle unconformity or it may be a
gradational contact.
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16.4.5 Carbonate shelf of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone (Piran Limestone)
The Piran Limestone was described by Cobbett (1957) from the Piran Mountain between Kani
Rash and Mirga Sur. He incorrectly included this unit in the Naopurdan Shaly Rock Group. It
consists of massive, reddish or pinkish argillaceous fossiliferous limestones. According to Cobbett
the lower beds contain Palaeogene-Early Eocene fossils and in the upper beds contain
Maastrichtian fossils indicating that the unit has been imbricated or overturned. The unit
tectonically overlies dark coloured flysch of the Eocene Naopurdan Group.
Maastrichtian limestones, shown on the Geological maps of Iran of 1 :250,000 and 1: 1 00,000
scales S of the Shalair valley, unconformably overlie metamorphosed rock units of similar
lithology to the Penjween, Shalair and Katar Rash groups. These are likely equivalent to the Piran
Limestone.
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CHAPTER 17
Magmatism and metamorphism in the Zagros Suture
by
Saad Z. Jassim, Milos Suk and Jarmila Waldhausrova
Ophiolite suites are usually interpreted as fragments of oceanic lithosphere. A completely
developed ophiolite, as defined by the Penrose Conference in 1972, contalns, from the bottom:
ultramafic rocks, gabbro (3-5 km thick), mafic sheeted dyke complex (1-2 km thick); mafic
volcanic complex (commonly pillowed, 1-2 km thick), and a sedimentary succession with chert
and shale and minor limestone beds (1-2 km thick). They may also contain sodic-felsic intrusive
and extrusive rocks. However, many ophiolites suites are dismembered and may not contain all the
above components.
The lowest members of the ophiolite complexes are the peridotites and are of three types. The first
type consists of sub-continental or orogenic Alpine ultramafic rocks, comprised of dispersed
ultramafic bodies (metric to thousands of metres thick), aligned along thrust faults and embedded
in metamorphic rocks; these ultramafic rocks may not necessarily represent oceanic crust (Menzies
and Dupuy, 1991). The second type comprises slivers of ancient oceanic lithosphere obducted on
to continental or oceanic crust (Beccaluva et al. 1984, Nicolas and Boudier 2003). The third type is
of oceanic origin and represents mantle rocks that were exhumed by normal faults associated with
rifting or along transform faults (Zabargad peridotite in the Red Sea; Bonatti et al. 1981). All
abyssal peridotites generally comprise serpentinized harzburgites and, less commonly, lherzolite,
dunite, wehrlites, and pyroxenite (Snow and Dick 1995).
The second component of ophiolites is the igneous oceanic crust (Klein, 2004) which includes
pillow basalts, sheeted dolerite dykes and gabbros. This oceanic crust is created at divergent plate
boundaries (ocean ridges or spreading centers). The oceanic crust usually contains a basal gabbroic
unit comprised of large cumulate basaltic intrusions usually with igneous layering (Klein 2004;
Dilek and Thy, 1998; Irvine, 1987).
Ophiolites may contain arc volcanics. In intra-oceanic island arcs the arc volcanics are dominated
by low Aluminum olivine-tholeiitic basalts. At active plate margins the volcanics contain lower
values of Ti, Zr and Hf. Volcanics erupted in mature oceanic island arcs usually comprise calcalkalic basalt, andesite and dacite with increased silica content; their bulk and isotopic
compositions reflect the thickness and age of the preexisting crust (Hamilton 1995). Volcanic arcs
sometimes contain boninites which are typically high magnesia andesite volcanics with Si02>52%,
MgO>8% and Ti02<0.5 % (Le Bas, 2000). They are common in the intraoceanic island arc
environment, particularly in forearcs, and originate from a primitive melt generated by partial
melting of a shallow, considerably hydrated, mantle wedge (Crawford et al. 1989).
There is little doubt that ophiolite suites of orogenic belts represent remnants of oceanic crustmantle sequences but their tectonic setting has been actively debated particularly whether they
formed in a mid ocean ridge or in a Supra Subduction Zone (SSZ) setting. Sheeted dyke complexes
in ophiolites have been assumed to form through a process of lateral spreading at spreading
centres. The stratigraphic position and geochemical composition of ophiolites frequently point to a
close spatial association with island arcs (Upadhyay and Neale 1979) and formation in marginal
ocean basins adjacent to island arcs of major oceans (Hart et al., 1972). Upadhyay and Neale
(1979) concluded that the most likely site of formation of many ophiolites around the world may
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be similar to that of the Western Pacific-type marginal seas bordered by island arcs on one side and
continental margins on the other.
A general overview of the geological setting of the Eastern Mediterranean ophiolites (Robertson,
2002) indicate that the widespread occurrence of depleted basalts, andesites and boninitic lavas
favors the formation of most of the large, relatively intact ophiolites in the Tethyan region above
subduction zones rather than at mid-oceanic ridges. The various models of formation of the
Tethyan ophiolites can be summarized below:
1. Ophiolites formed at Mid-ocean ridges, comprising mainly lherzolite bearing ophiolites formed at
slow spreading ridges and harzburgite bearing ophiolites formed at fast spreading ridges.
2. Ophiolites formed at spreading ridges between microcontinents (very narrow basins) where melts
were contaminated by partial melting of neighbouring lower continental crust (Hall 1984; Dilek et
al., 1999) or even old subducted mantle (Moores and Kellog, 1999).
3. Ophiolites formed in back arc Supra Subduction Zone (SSZ) settings in intra-oceanic
environments which often give rise to high-magnesia andesite (boninite). The evidence for such
origin comes from their position at active plate margins, their association with tectonic melanges
and arc-type volcano-clastic deposits and the subduction- type signature of their extrusive rocks
(e.g. Miyashiro 1973 for Troodos and Pearce et al. 1981 for Oman). Supra-subduction settings
include back-arc basins (Pearce et al., 1981), juvenile island arcs (Maheo et al., 2000), and fore-arc
settings. It is presently argued that harzburgite-type ophiolites are formed at intermediate- to fastspreading ridges. The variations in the refractory character of the harzburgite mantle sequences are
ascribed to differences in spreading rate (Boudier and Nicolas, 1985). To account for the
conflicting indications for a supra-subduction setting in some ophiolites, notably in Oman, Moores
et al. (2000) suggested that the geochemical signatures of the lavas might reflect contamination of
their mantle sources by ancient subducted slabs.
4. Ophiolites formed in fore-arc regions characterized by high-Mg Andesite (boninite). The
occurrence of fractionated, as well as primitive magma in fore-arcs provides an alternative
interpretation for the tectonic setting of some ophiolitic masses.
5. A Mantle diapirism model has been suggested for the Oman ophiolites (Rabinowicz et al., 1984,
1987; lldefonse et al., 1995).
For further information on the origin of ophiolites and on supra subuction zone spreading the
reader is referred to Special Publications 218 and 219 of the Geological Society of London edited
by Dilek and Robinson (2003) and Larter and Leat (2003) respectively.
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the ultrabasic body was a phacolith intruded into the Eocene sediments. However the position of
the serpentinites below the Naopurdan Group suggests a tectonic position within the QulqulaKhwakurk Zone.
17.1.2 Cretaceous Magmatism of the Neo-Tethys (Penjween- Walash Zone)
The three intrusive complexes of Penjween, Mawat and Pushtashan are associated with volcanics
and are most likely of Cretaceous age. The Bulfat intrusive complex was intruded into Cretaceous
volcanics and sediments but its origin and age may be different from the former three; its age is
probably Palaeogene.
17.1.2.1 Penjween ophiolites
The Penjween ophiolitic sequence is incomplete. It comprises dunite, pyroxenite, layered gabbro
and diorite that are in contact with a volcano sedimentary sequence referred to in literature as the
Penjween Group (Jassim et al., 1982a) but referred to as the Gimo Group in this book. The group
is thrust over Miocene molasse (Mirga Red Beds) in the W. The Gimo Group at Penjween consists
of basic volcanics and associated tuffs and tuffites, interbedded with calcareous shale and lutites,
metamorphosed in the greenschist and amphibolite facies. Three types of magmatic rocks can be
distinguished:
1) Basalts, basaltic tuffs and andesite (boninite); 2) dykes of fine-grained gabbro of tholeiite
composition; and 3) dykes and sills of microdiorites (Jassim et al., 1982a). The plutonic complex
outcrops partly in Iraq but mostly in Iran to the SE. It comprises two main igneous bodies with
numerous pyroxenite dykes. The ultramafic body consists of relatively fresh dunite (Jassim and
Al-Hassan, 1977) comprised almost totally of olivine (F084-F092). Pyroxene is present in very
small amounts and was only found in a few samples; while chromite is developed in bands
throughout. The gabbro body (18 km2 in extent in Iraq) sharply overlies the ultrabasic body with a
gently-dipping contact (200 dip towards W). Highly inclined and vertical serpentinite offshoots
penetrate the gabbro in this contact area and are believed to have formed by subsequent
mobilization along shear zones. The gabbro is layered and laminated (Jassim and Al Hassan,
1977).
Irregular pegmatitic gabbro and dyke-like sheets or dykes of pyroxenite occur in the dunite
member of the Penjween ophiolite complex. These gabbros are interpreted as segregations of
gabbro schlieren and bodies of trapped partial melt in the dunite restite; the pyroxenites are
interpreted as crystal cumulates that segregated from the rising melt that fed the layered gabbros
(AL Hassan and Hubbard, 1985). They formed by partial melting of depleted upper mantle creating
gabbro magma and residual dunite. The concentration of Rare Earth Elements (REE) in the
Penjween layered gabbro is low (AL Hassan, 1987).
The sub-alkali basalts (Table 17-3a) are low in MgO, and high in K20, Ti02 and P20S' They differ
markedly in composition from the Penjween gabbros. The mugearite (Table 17-3a) has higher K20,
Na20, P20S and Ti02 values than the gabbro. The andesite (Table 17-3a) is rich in Fe and poor in
MgO. The P20S and Ti02 contents are highest in the intrusive rocks of the Penjween igneous
complex. The boninites (Table 17-3a) have higher contents of MgO and very low contents of Ti02,
P20S' and K20 (Table 17-3a). Table 17-3b and Fig. 17-11 show the composition of rocks from the
Mariana trench (Jakes and Miyake 1984), Bonin Islands and Oman (Ishikawa et al. 2002) for
comparison.
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17.1.2.2 Mawat
The Mawat ophiolite complex is more complete than the Penjween Complex but also does not
contain a complete ophiolite sequence. The ophiolite comprises the upper thrust sheet of the
Mawat Nappe (Fig. 17-2) and consists of 6001000 m of basalt (Mawat Group) intruded by a
plutonic complex of ultrabasics, pyroxenite, layered and coarse gabbros, diorites, dolerite dykes
and, late stage plagiogranite differentiates (Jassim, 1973) overlain by a "roof unit" of 600 m of
interbedded marble and basalt (Gimo Group).
The Mawat Group comprises amygdaloidal, occasionally pillowed and spilitic, lava flows (3-10 m
thick), rich in actinolite and albite. They belong to the basalt- spilitekeratophyre association and
are metamorphosed into the greenschist and amphibolite facies. Their average chemical
composition shows them to be slightly under saturated tholeiites with low normative olivine (3%).
The Mawat Intrusive Complex (about 250 km2 in area; Fig 17-2) is emplaced within the
metavolcanics (Jassim (1972 and 1973; AL-Mehaldi, 1974). Petrographic details are provided by
Jassim (1973), Masek and Etabi (1973), Al Hassan (1975), Jassim and Al Hassan (1977) and
Jassim et al. (1982a). Gabbro is the main component of the complex followed by ultramafic rocks
and minor diorite and dolerite intrusions. Acidic and intermediate plagiogranite dykes occur in the
western part of the complex (Fig. 17-3).
The dunite-peridotite (harzburgite and wehrlite) body consists of magnesia-rich olivine, variably
serpentinized, with subordinate orthopyroxene and chromite. Tremolite and talc are common.
Serpentinization of the olivine occurs mostly around grains or along cracks; it is most prominent in
shear zones and at contacts. Chromite laminae are common; chromite pods occur locally.
The largest body is the banded gabbro which is layered or laminated. Cryptic variations occur
away from the contact with the ultrabasic body in the E (AL Hassan, 1975). It is intruded by a
coarse gabbro body in the E which outcrops near the eastern thrust contact. The coarse gabbro
contains crystals up to five centimetres in size; coarse pegmatitic gabbro patches are also common.
The western contact of the banded gabbro body with the metavolcanics is a N-S trending shear
zone (20-200 m wide) along which the gabbro is highly deformed and crushed, and is intruded by
small basic and acidic intrusions (diorite, quartz dolerite and plagiogranite). Within these shear
zones, the gabbro contains highly granulated, clouded plagioclase; its pyroxene is totally altered to
hornblende and ultimately to chlorite. Epidote and quartz occur in epidosite veins. Plagiogranites
are the most striking minor intrusions forming small boss-like bodies within the sheared gabbro.
Jassim (1973) described the rock as mottled whitish grey and fine-grained, containing mainly
albite and quartz with a strong mermykitic texture. He assumed the gabbro was emplaced upwards
into the metavolcanics during the final stages of solidification resulting in marginal shearing along
the contact. The differentiation products of the gabbro were then squeezed and probably emplaced
in shear zones at high temperatures.
The intrusive and extrusive members of the Mawat Complex (Tables 17-4 and 17-5) have a low
content of Ti02 and K20, and a high content of MgO, except for the spilites which have a high
content of Ti02 and K20, and a low content of MgO. Both gabbros belong to the high-Al basalt
group; the layered gabbro differs from the coarse gabbro by a slightly higher content of Ti02 and
FeO (tot). The AFM plots indicate the Mawat intrusive rocks are similar to those of Penjween and
that they are of tholeiitic affinity. The extrusives rocks comprise alkaline basic and intermediate
rocks of hawalite, basanite, and mugearite (Fig. 17-5). They have a high content of Na20, high
contents of Ti02 and A1203, and low contents of K20 and Zr (70-104 ppm). According to the
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available major and trace elements analyses (Table 17-5), these rocks may have originated from a
mantle source (As wad and Elias, 1988). They could represent island arc or oceanic island basalts.
On the Mullen plot (Fig. 19-9) the volcanics of Mawat lie in the fields of Mid-Oceanic Basalt
(MORB) and Oceanic Island Alkali Basalt (OIA).
17.1.2.3 Bulfat
The Bulfat Complex (100 km2 in extent in Iraq) outcrops in Jabal Bulfat near Qalat Dizeh (Fig. 173). It is an incomplete ophiolite sequence comprising a volcanosedimentary unit originally referred
to as the Bulfat Group (Jassim et al., 1982a) and here as the Gimo and Sirginil groups. The
intrusive complex comprises gabbro-diorite intrusions and late stage differentiates of syenite and
nepheline syenite. Ultramafic rocks are rare.
The Gimo Group at Bulfat comprises regionally metamorphosed basalt, diabase, andesite, acid
volcanics and tuffs and calcareous and argillaceous sediments (Jassim et al., 1982b) which have
been locally thermally metamorphosed by basic intrusions with the formation of hornfels in
contact metamorphic aureoles. The metabasalts are porphyritic and sometimes amygdaloidal. The
metadiabases are fine- to medium-gralned, and locally porphyritic. The metandesites (or
microdiorites) are foliated. They contain white porphyritic plagioclase (An28An42) and albite with
amphibole, epidote, zoisite, prehnite, chlorite and biotite. The Gimo Group also contains some acid
volcanics and tuffs.
Serpentinites occur as slivers along the base of the nappe, and in an isolated peridotite body near
Pouza (Fig. 17-3). They are serpentinized lherzolites or harzburgites with remnant olivine,
orthopyroxene and tremolite. Pyroxenites are rare in the Bulfat Complex. They occur mainly at the
contacts of basic rocks and marble, and probably formed by assimilation of carbonates.
Basic intrusions in the Bulfat Group have caused contact metamorphism of the surrounding
country rocks (see Section 17-2). The pyroxene gabbros are mostly developed in the NE part of the
complex forming the high ground of the Bulfat range along the Iraq-Iran border. They form a
considerable part of the complex and generally contain calcschist xenoliths, often as screens a few
hundreds of metres in length. They comprise pyroxene (rich in salite Ca49 Mg32 FeI9),
plagioclase (An52 to An77) and minor amounts of ilmenite and apatite. The gabbros contain
lighter-coloured diorites with pyroxene and amphibole with a distinct structure and texture of
mono-mineral bands and augens with pronounced micro-folding and foliation. The mineral grains
of the diorite are strongly granulated due to deformation prior to total solidification of the rock.
The diorite consists mainly of plagioclase (andesine An28 An45), pyroxene (diopside) and brown
hornblende; minor amounts of chlorite, biotite, apatite, magnetite, sphene and epidote occur.
The olivine gabbro and diorite form separate bodies with variable amounts of olivine and
pronounced igneous layering produced by alternating olivine-rich and plagioclase-rich rock bands.
They consist of plagioclase (67% of the mode, An57-An72), brown hornblende (kaersutite),
pyroxene (1-27% of the mode, Ca 45 Mg 39 Fe16) and olivine (12% of the mode, Fo64) with
minor amounts of apatite, chlorite, bowlingite, calcite, biotite and iron oxides. Olivine diorites
often occur within the main body of olivine gabbro with slightly different plagioclase and
pyroxene compositions (An45 and Ca44 Mg40 Fe16 respectively). Biotite is more frequent in the
diorites. K-Ar dating indicates a cooling age of 45Ma which suggests that the intrusions formed in
Palaeogene time; the intrusions are therefore much younger than the Cretaceous country rocks.
The Bulfat Complex is intruded by minor intrusions and pegmatite. The high intrusion temperature
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17.1.2.4 Pushtashan
The Pushtashan ophiolitic complex comprises basalts intruded by norites and last stage
plagiogranite differentiates sliced by thrusting. The volcanic sequence belongs to the Pushtashan
Volcanic Series (Bolton, 1956) and is probably correlatable with the Mawat Group of Cenomanian
age. It outcrops in a 6 km wide belt at the base of a thrust sheet tectonically overlying grey flysch
of the Naopurdan Group. It is overlain by 3500 m of tuffaceous phyllites and sheared limestone of
the Sirginil Group of the Qandil Series (see Chapter 16). The Qandil Series (Roulkovsky, 1962)
comprises basalt flows (50 m thick) at the base, overlain by porphyritic andesite (30 m), dark green
and red shale (100 m), basalt porphyry-basalt-shale intercalations (70 m), weathered laminated tuff
(6 m), basalt porphyry, red limestone, mottled calcareous shale, amygdaloidal basalt (8 m),
limestone (60 m) and dark red shale (50 m). Serpentinites form lenses at the base of the complex
and along thrust faults (Fig. 17-4).
The norite body (about 100 m thick, dipping 25°-30° N), which is intruded into the volcanics, is
often irregularly altered to uralitized norite (odenite) containing calcic plagioclase, hornblende, and
relics of pyroxene (Roulkovsky, 1962). Hornblendite lenses (0.2-0.5 m thick) are associated with
the norite. Pegmatitic gabbro veins (0.5 m thick) are common and extend for hundreds of metres,
generally parallel to the root of the norite body. They are medium- to-coarse grained, generally
fresh-looking with labradorite, hornblende and augite. Anorthosite is often developed from norite.
The plagiogranites form minor intrusions (5-40 m thick) at the top of the norite, containing
plagioclase (65%) and quartz (35%). The intrusive complex appears to have been sliced from a
larger complex probably lying under the thrust, some unknown distance to the E.
17.1.3 Tertiary volcanic arc of the Neo-Tethys (Penjween- Walash Zone)
Palaeogene volcanics of the Penjween- Walsh Zone occur in thrust sheets which lie tectonically
between metamorphosed Cretaceous sequences above and a Cretaceous obducted unit (QulqulaKhwakurk) below. The volcanics occur in the Walash Group and comprise intermediate volcanics,
basic lavas and dykes. The basic volcanic flows are submarine basalts that pass upwards into
andesites and include spilitic diabase, pyroxene-bearing spilitic basalt and spilite and associated
tuffs. In the Qalat Dizeh area, the basic rocks form small dykes or minor lava flows enclosed in
sediments. However, andesites and tuffs predominate; they are pyroxene and pyroxene-amphibolebearing.
Chemical data (Table 17-7) indicates the volcanics of the Walash Group comprise sub-alkaline and
alkaline suites. The TAS diagram (Fig. 17-5) can be used to recognize calcalkaline (sub-alkaline)
andesite, dacite and alkaline rocks: alkali basalt, mugearite and benmoreite. The alkali basalt,
mugearite and andesite are high-Al volcanics of low-K type and enriched in Iron. The chemical
characteristics of the Walash volcanics (Table 17-7), especially of the andesites, are similar to
those of island arcs. Most samples of the Walash volcanics fall within the Calc Alkaline Basalt
(CAB) and Arc Tholeiite (IAT) fields on the plot of Mullen (1983).
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17.1.4 Upper Cretaceous volcanic arc of the Shalair Zone (Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone)
The Katar Rash Group comprises over 1000 m of volcanics with minor sedimentary interbeds
especially near the base. The volcanics overlie Albian Orbitolina bearing limestones of the Shalair
Group. The group comprises three volcanic sequences; an andesite-dacite sequence at the base,
followed by a rhyodacite-rhyolite-acidic andesite-Na rhyolite sequence, overlain by a daciteandesite-basaltic andesite-K rhyolite sequence. Most of the volcanics are sodic in character though
some rhyolites and basaltic andesites may be potassic (Jassim et al., 1982a).
Basaltic andesites are uncommon; pyroxene-hornblende and hornblende-biotite types occur and
contain the mineral assemblage: albite-chlorite-epidote-carbonate-titanite- Ti magnetite ? apatite
with relict phenocrysts of augite or augite-diopside. Andesites usually occur as thick lava flows
(separated by pyroclastic beds) consisting of albite-chlorite (pycnochlorite )-epidote-zoisitecarbonate with minor titanite, magnetite, ilmenite, leucoxene, ? hematite .and quartz. Their
pyroclastic equivalents are mainly litho-clastic and litho-crystalline clastic tuffs, and vitro-clastic
tuffs and agglomerate. Dacites and rhyodacites are not widespread and comprise small flows and
pyroclastic sheets. Rhyolites form thick lenticular flows with strong flow structures associated with
thick pyroclastic accumulations. The mineral assemblage in the rhyolites is albite-chlorite-quartzepidote with accessory calcite-opaque (hematite, Timagnetite, ilmenite)-titanite. Sericte occurs in
shear zones. The groundmass of the rhyolites is often formed of devitrified glass. Their pyroclastic
equivalents are crystal or lithic tuffs and agglomerate. The lithic fragments often consist of rhyolite
and andesite. Some exceptionally thick rhyolite flows are coarse-grained and porphyritic in texture
and resemble granitoid bodies or sills.
The plot of the Katar Rash volcanics on the TAS diagram (Fig. 17-5) and their chemical analyses
(Table 17-8) indicate they belong to the calc-alkaline and alkaline suites. The calc-alkaline suite
comprises sub-alkali basalt, basaltic andesite, andesite, dacite and rhyolite. The alkaline suite
comprises trachybasalt (hawalite and potassic trachybasalt), basaltic trachyandesite (mugearites),
and trachyandesites (benmoreites). Both suites have high Alumina contents except for two samples
of the sub-alkali basalts that have higher Fe, MgO and Ti02 contents. The volcanics of the Katar
Rash fall within the Calc Alkaline Basalt (CAB) and Arc Tholeiite (IAT) fields of Mullen's
discrimination plot (Fig. 17-9), confirming that they formed in a volcanic arc.
The Katar Rash volcanics are predominantly of calcalkaline composition, transitional to Na-type
alkaline rocks; a similar compositional distribution is seen in the Aleutians where basic rocks of
calc-alkaline series show a trend to alkaline rocks (Irvine and Baragar 1971). The geochemical
features of the Katar Rash volcanic sequence confirm the primitive mantle character of the magma
(e.g. the low contents of Ti, Zr and Y) and indicate that these volcanics formed in an island arc.
According to Hamilton (1995), volcanic rocks erupted in mature oceanic island arcs typically
comprise alkaline basalt, high Al basalt, andesite and dacite. However, the presence of rhyolites
with high contents of Si02, K20 and Zr suggest that the parent magma was influenced by melting
of continental crust which suggests that the volcanic arc was located along an active margin on the
SW side of the Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone.
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pyroclasticcs of andesitte and basaltic andesite composition.
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17.2.2.2 Metamorphism at the Gimo Group
The metamorphosed Gimo (Penjween) Group outcrops in the western part of the Shalair valley to
the N and NE of Penjween town. The group comprises schist, phyllitic schist and phyllite,
commonly associated with lenticular recrystallised limestone, calc-schist, meta-tuffites, basic
quartz-actinolite-chlorite-stilpnomelane schist and amphibolite. They were metamorphosed to the
Biotite Zone (albite-epidote-amphibolite facies). Actinolite and common hornblende formed in
mixed sequences of volcanic and sedimentary rocks.
In the lower part of the group (near Penjween town) crystalline limestones predominate; they grade
into calcareous schists and amphibolite. The metacarbonates contain granoblastic calcite; other
minerals include amphibole, epidote (near Penjween) and rare phlogopite, biotite and chondrodite
(east of Penjween) and belong to the biotite zone. Amphibole is absent in the eastern part within
the marginal part of the biotite zone.
Most amphibolites were derived from volcanics (spilites and olivine tholeiite); they contain minute
lath-shaped plagioclase crystals and strongly corroded prismatic crystals of actinolite and ore.
They often contain chlorite and epidote and are affected by secondary carbonitization and
silicification. Amphibolites were also derived from the gabbros of the Penjween igneous complex
during subsequent amphibolitization (uralitization), by metamorphism at gabbro-peridotite
contacts, and by dynamic metamorphism during thrusting. Uralitization of the gabbro occurred
during emplacement of the semisolidified gabbro into the overlying metasedimentary sequence
(Jassim and Al Hassan, 1977). Amphibolites also formed within the serpentinized peridotite
especially at contacts with pyroxenite dykes, and in shear zones in the middle of the peridotite.
These amphibolites contain amphibole, epidote, (zoisite, chlorite, quartz, titanite, chromite) and?
prehnite.
The amphibolites derived from the gabbro contain epidote, plagioclase, hornblende and pyroxene.
They are usually strongly prehnitized with millimetre-thick prehnite veinlets that occasionally
protrude into the country rocks (Ojha, 1978). Strongly folded chlorite schists (95% chlorite) occur
in thrust zones. Hornblende schists occur in the crushed zones within the gabbro. Actinolite schists
occur within the peridotite and zoisite-epidote-hornblende schist at the gabbro-peridotite boundary.
All these rocks have very strong schistosity.
17.2.2.3 Metamorphism of the Mawat Group
The Mawat Complex was mapped in detail by GEOSURV (Jassim, 1972 and 1973; Masek and
Etabi, 1973 and ALMehaldi, 1974). These surveys were accompanied by detailed petrographic and
geochemical studies (Jassirn, 1973; Jassim and Al Hassan, 1977 and Buda and A-Hashimi, 1977).
Aswad (1986) presented the results of isotopic age determination and Rare Earth element analysis
of the metavolcanics of the Mawat Group.
The metamorphic rocks in the Mawat area comprise: 1) metavolcanics which comprise
metabasalts, spilites, and keratophyres, and the related metasediments (metapelites and marbles) of
the Mawat and Gimo groups, 2) basic intrusive igneous rocks and differentiates and, 3) ultramafic
rocks.
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The metasediments occur in the upper part of the Mawat nappe, forming the 600 m high cliff of
carbonate and basalt of Gimo Mountain. Rafts of these metasediments occur in the underlying
gabbro. Buday (1975) argued that the "Gimo Series" forms the mantle of the basic massif. The
Group comprises mostly greyish siliceous marble and dark calc schist with tremolite, diopside,
phlogopite, and forsterite. Isolated decimetre-to-metre-thick layers of phyllitic schists and
metavolcanites are petrographically undistinguishable from the rocks of the metavolcanics of the
Mawat Group.
Metavolcanics of the Mawat Group are exposed along the NW, SW and S margins of the Mawat
nappe. Near Konjrin village, these metavolcanics contain garnets. Buda and AL-Hashimi (1977)
argued that the volcanics were altered by regional metamorphism into the greenschist facies; they
include numerous relics of pillow lavas and amygdales. The metamorphic rocks include chloriteactinolite-quartz schist (with relict amphibole and plagioclase) and a blueschist that contains the
glaucophane-crossite alkaline amphibole; this however cannnot be considered as a blueschist
facies. The metabasalts contain relict ophitic textures and the metaspilites contain relict of pillows.
Relict amphibole in the greenschists (with chlorite, calcite and epidote) and in the metavolcanites
cannot be easily distinguished from amphibole of metamorphic origin. The chemical compositions
of the metavolcanites are slightly undersaturated and close to oceanic tholeiite. They have identical
Na20/K20 ratios. The Mawat metavolcanics, however, are higher in Fe203 (possibly due to
oxidation during metamorphism) and have a higher content of Ti02. Their content of trace
elements, notably Ni (140ppm) and Cr (380ppm) are very similar to oceanic tholeiite. The Cu
content is increased (due to secondary mineralisation) in the metavolcanics, due to mineralisation
possibly associated with black smokers. The metabasalts are often associated with keratophyres
that are poor in potassium (K20-O.13} and rich in sodium (Na20-3.87), which formed by
differentiation of tholeiitic magma.
17.2.2.4 Metamorphism of the Bulfat area (Gimo and Sirginil groups)
The Bulfat block consists of a volcano sedimentary regionally metamorphosed sequence (Gimo
Sequence), which has been intruded and contact-metamorphosed by basic and intermediate rocks.
The sedimentary parent rocks of the Gimo Group comprise pelites and tuffs with minor amounts of
quartzite and carbonates (Fig. 17-11); they are similar to those of the Penjween area.
The Gimo (Bulfat) Group was tectonically emplaced during late Miocene thrusting. Both the basic
and ultrabasic intrusive rocks were affected by cataclastic metamorphism (indicated by crushing,
undulatory extinction of minerals, secondary schistosity) which increases in intensity towards
thrust faults.
The volcanosedimentary succession in the Bulfat Group is regionally metamorphosed. The
regional metamorphism is of relatively low-grade and corresponds to the greenschist facies or to
the onset of the amphibolite facies. The chemical properties and the textures of the initial rocks
have thus been mostly preserved. The original textures of the igneous rocks (metabasalts,
metadiabases, meta-andesites and acidic volcanic tuffs) have been preserved (porphyritic,
amygdaloidal) despite extensive crystallization of new minerals such as chlorite, actinolite, albite,
epidote, zoisite, and hornblende.
The characteristic minerals of the greenschist facies vary; in marble they comprise tremolite, Mgchlorite and mica, in pelitic rocks chlorite and mica, and in basic igneous rocks actinolite, zoisite,
albite and chlorite. The metamorphic grade increase towards the base of the nappe where diopside
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and tremoolite formed in marbles,, biotite form
med in pelitic rocks annd, green hoornblende foormed
from actinnolite in basic meta-vvolcanics. Albite
A
disapppears downnwards and
d is replaceed by
oligoclase.. The minerral associatioons suggest that regionaal metamorpphism is of low- to meddiumpressure ttype. Regioonally metaamorphosed rocks of the Bulfat block havve been coontact
metamorphhosed by bassic intrusionns up to 2.5 km
k from the contact.

ntact Metam
morphism
17.2.3 Con
Contact metamorphism
m
m occurs inn the Bulfat Complex annd to lesserr extent in th
he Penjweenn and
Mawat Coomplexes. Coontact metam
morphic rockks, mainly metasedimen
m
nts, are locatted in the NE
E part
of the Pennjween Com
mplex. The chharacteristicc mineral asssemblage off the contactt aureole inccludes
amphibolee, pyroxene,, epidote, mica,
m
feldsppar and quaartz. Near thhe contact, the rocks show
preferred orientation
o
and
a form bannds enrichedd in amphiboole and pyroxxene. Cordieerite is someetimes
present buut is strongly
y altered to sericite. Fuurther from the
t contact the content of pyroxene and
amphibolee varies irreggularly depeending on thhe compositiion of the pparent rock (metagreywa
(
acke).
Jassim andd Al Hassan
n (1977) desccribed therm
mally metam
morphosed tuuffs, from ann inclusion within
w
the gabbroo, near the main
m
thrust in the westtern part off the Penjweeen Complexx. This incllusion
contains pllagioclase, pyroxene
p
andd scapolite. Similar rockks also occurr in the metaasomatic ironn-rich
contact zoone of Asnawa, at the Iraq-Iran
I
border S of Penjween
P
tow
wn. In this area, some rocks
contain gaarnet, ferroheedenbergite,, scapolite annd magnetitte. Magnetitee locally excceeds 50% of
o the
rock and m
may have forrmed during metasomatic alteration of
o iron-rich tuffs.
In contrastt to the Penjjween Compplex, only veery limited contact
c
metaamorphism is
i associatedd with
the gabbroos of the Mawat Compllex. The conntact of the gabbros is observed to
o be tectonicc (AlMehaldi, 11974). Howeever, Jassim
m and Al Hasssan (1977) identified a roof pendannt of spottedd slate
near the toop of the gabbbro body S of
o Gimo.
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The gabbro and diorite intrusions of the Bu1fat Complex have complex relationships with the
surrounding country rocks. Large screens of country rocks often occur at the intrusive contacts.
These screens are a few metres to tens of metres thick and sometimes extend for over one
kilometer along the boundary of the gabbro. Small xenoliths near Beklo are relics of initially
continuous beds that were affected by plastic deformation during the intrusion of the gabbro.
Contamination of the basic magma due to assimilation of host rocks is indicated by the chemical
and mineral composition of the gabbros (Section 17.1.1.3). Screens of carbonate rocks SW of Hero
and near Beklo are surrounded by reaction rims and metre-size coronate structures containing
high-temperature mineral associations. Pelites, which melted at lower temperature, have been
completely assimilated; only some streaks of biotite and relics of the initial texture remain. Basic
metavolcanics preserved as xenoliths also often have streaky boundaries due to partial assimilation
by the magma.
Where the gabbro intrusions contain numerous xenoliths, it is very difficult to define the boundary
between the hybrid oriented gabbros and the recrystallised partially melted amphibolites
(metavolcanites). In such cases (for instance between Hero and Beklo) the boundary is a wide zone
and approximate. The xenoliths occur almost exclusively in the pyroxene-hornblende gabbro and
diorites. They are very rare in the olivine-pyroxene-hornblende gabbros which are the least
contaminated intrusions in the Bulfat basic complex.
The composition and the mineral assemblages of the xenoliths vary depending on the chemical
composition and structure of the parent rocks and on the degree of assimilation by the gabbroic
magma. The most frequently occurring xenoliths consist of siliceous Mg-rich (dolomitic) marble
(Ca-skarns). Definable xenoliths of anthophyllitehornfels and amphibolites are less frequent. The
textures of the siliceous dolomitic marbles are very variable; schistose, granoblastic, mosalc and
suture textures occur.
Calcite is usually the main constituent of the skarn. The major mineral assemblages of marble
xenoliths are as follows: 1) Calcite, accessory diopside, phlogopite, 2) Calcite (dolomite), forsterite
(serpentine), spinel, perovskite, 3) Calcite (dolomite), periclase (brucite), spinel, forsterite
(serpentine), 4) Calcite, diopside, wollastonite, plagioclase, garnet. 5) Calcite, melilite,
wollastonite, garnet, 6) Diopside, plagioclase, calcite and, 7) Anthophyllite, garnet, melilite
(vesuvianite).
The temperature of the metamorphism of the xenoliths is estimated to be 60o-800°C corresponding
to the pyroxenehornfels facies. Most of the reactions occurred under extremely water-deficient
conditions. The reaction products of the gabbro magma and the carbonate inclusions indicate
recrystallisation occurred at very low water pressures (100MPa) under sub volcanic conditions
(Buday and Suk, 1980). Secondary minerals were formed during retrograde metamorphism by
hydration. Vesuvianite formed from melilite, and brucite formed from periclase. Serpentinization
of olivine and scapolite occurred at the expense of plagioclase.
The mineral assemblage and texture of the contact metamorphic rocks changes with decreasing
distance and temperature away from the contact with the intrusions (Fig. 17-12). Spotted slates are
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the lowestt grade conttact metamoorphic rockss. The therm
mal aureole around the gabbro intrrusion
extends for 2.5 m from
m the contactt with the coountry rocks. The thicknness of the hiigh-grade thermal
metamorphhic aureole is <150 m; medium graade contact metamorphiic rocks exteend up to 1..6 km
from the contact (Fig. 17-12).

C
metaamorphism of
o pelitic roccks of Bulfatt
17.2.3.1 Contact
The minerral assemblaages of mettapelites com
mprise: horrnfels (pyroxxene, hornbblende, cordiierite,
andalusite)), spotted scchist (andalusite, chiasttolite), and phyllite (whhich formedd during reggional
metamorphhism). The metamorphic
m
c facies of thhe hornfels comprise:
c
pyyroxene-hornnfels, hornbllendehornfels aand albite-eppidote hornnfels facies. The albiteeepidote hornnfels faciess passes into the
regional m
metamorphic rocks of thee Bulfat Grouup (Fig. 17-13).
The bulk cchemical coomposition of
o the contacct metamorpphosed pelittic rocks is very
v
similarr. The
(FeO + Mnn)/(FeO + MnO
M + MgO)) ratio ranges between 0.76 to 0.77 and
a the variaation is, thereefore,
related to reactions caused
c
by thhe variable PT conditioons. Facies of the highh grade pyrooxene
manite,
hornfels comprise Fe--rich pyroxeene, biotite, orthoclase (microperthhite), andesinne, ± sillim
accessory tourmaline and garneet. This minneral associiation is esstimated to have formed at
temperaturres of 560-5580°C and a pressure off 1 Kb. The highest gradde pyroxenee hornfels coontain
hypersthenne and form
med at an estimated
e
teemperature of 650-850°°C and a pressure
p
of l Kb
(Fediukova, 2004).
Further miineral associiation with cordierite minnerals can bee found in roocks of mediium metamoorphic
grade, com
mposed of coordierite, biootite, andalussite, plagiocllase, ± sillim
manite, garneet, muscovitee, and
tourmalinee. The estimaated temperaature of origgin of this miineral associiation is 400
0520°e. Corddierite
minerals aare also preesent in roccks ,of trannsitional facies characteerized by an
ndalusite scchists.
Analyses of
o the cordieerite minerals, at differennt grades of contact
c
metaamorphism studied
s
are sshown
in Table 117-9. The "mg" index decreases with
w
increasiing metamoorphic gradee. The Fe-coontent
increases with
w metamoorphic gradee in cordieritee minerals from
fr
Mg-corrdierite up too sekaninaltee (Fig.
17-14).
mposition bu
ut with significant
The garnetts in the anddalusite schists are of almandinespessartine com
pyrope coontent. The microprobe compositioon of garnett is: 37.90%
% Si02, 0.100% Ti02, 199.35%
A1203, 19..98% FeO, 13.40%
1
MnO
O, 2.90% MgO,
M
2.10% CaO and 0.05% Na20. Recalculatioon on
the basis oof 12 Oxygeen indicates a garnet com
mposition off 50.63% alm
mandine, 6.2
20% grossullarite,
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11.90% pyyrope and 31.27% of spessartine componentts. The garnnet composiition and reelated
cordieritess and biotitess are plotted in a ternary diagram (Fiig. 17-15).
The binaryy relation am
mong all threee minerals with
w regard to
t the FeO versus
v
MgO ratio is pressented
in Fig. 17--16. Biotite and
a garnet appproximatelyy contain sim
milar amounnts of FeO.
mounts of M
MgO.
The garneet is impovverished in MgO. Biottite and corrdierite havee higher am
Cordieritess are impoveerished in MgO.
M
Decom
mposition off the mineralls of the cordieritesekanninalte
series occuurs in hornffelses of the Bulfat maassif, dependent on thee distance frrom the intrrusive
contacts. In low- and medium-gra
m
ade hornfelsees, rocks richh in Mg com
mponent (corrdierite) occcur; in
F
(sekaaninalte) occcur.
higher gradde rocks, varrieties with Fe>Mg

17.2.3.2 Contact
C
metaamorphism of
o calcareou
us and basic rocks of Bu
ulfat
metamorphic calcareous and basic rrocks were metamorpho
m
osed under the
t conditioons of
Contact m
pyroxenehhornblende- hornfels annd albite-epiidote-hornfells facies. Thhe high-tem
mperature mineral
assemblagge diopside wollastonitee occurs neear the conttact with thhe gabbro. Diopside
D
wiithout
wollastoniite indicates lower tempperatures; thhis assemblage is recorrded twice in a N-S profile
p
between thhe diopside-w
wollastonitee and diopsiddetremolite bearing
b
rockks (about 600
0 and 400 m from
the contactt), and betw
ween the dioppside-tremolite and trem
molitebearingg rocks (22000 to 2900 m from
the surfacee contact). This
T latter occcurrence indicates the contact
c
withh the underlyying intrusioon lies
at shallow depth.
metamorphissm of silicaa-rich
A rare roock type (aanthophyllitee hornfels) formed byy contact m
calcareouss rocks by diorite.
d
This hornfels is fine-grainedd and spotteed: the whitee part consists of
calcite, gaarnet, diopsidde, plagioclaase, sphene, altered mellilite (vesuviianite) and prehnite;
p
thee dark
hyllite, garneet, phlogopitte, calcite aand sometim
mes plagioclaase (andesinne). It
part contaains anthoph
Halsho and Hero
H
villagess.
occurs at H
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17.2.4 Thee developmeent of the meetamorphism
m of the Zaggros Suture
morphic patttern of the Zagros
Z
Sutuure was first studied by Bolton (19556 and 19588). He
The metam
consideredd that dynam
mic metamorphism occuurred duringg deep buriaal in a geosyyncline. Polnnikov
and Nikolayev (1962)) subsequenttly reported the occurreence of highh-temperaturre minerals iin the
l
occurrred. Masek and Etabi (1973)
Bulfat masssif indicatinng that contaact metamorrphism had locally
consideredd that high temperaturee metamorphhism was controlled byy "thermal domes" affeecting
individual blocks. Buuday (1975) and Budayy and Jassim
m (1987) coonsidered th
hat both reggional
c
mettamorphism had occurrred. Differennces determ
mined in reggional
dynamotheermal and contact
metamorphhic grade froom phyllite schists in Penjween
P
to cordierite- aand silliman
nitebearing schists
in the Bullfat were no
oted. Buda and Al-Hashimi (1977)) identified hydrotherm
mal, dynamicc, and
contact meetamorphism
m in the Maw
wat Massif. The
T hydrotheermal metam
morphism occcurred durinng sea
water movvement thro
ough ocean floor basaltt volcanics. Dynamomeetamorphism
m (mylonitizaation)
occurred dduring thrustting under grreenschist too albite-epiddote amphiboolite facies conditions.
c
Jassim
and Al Hassan (1977) noted that thhe dynamic metamorphi
m
ism postdates the contactt metamorphhism.
17.2.5 Hisstory of metaamorphic evvents
1.. Hydrotherm
mal metamo
orphism of ooceanic volcaanic rocks ooccurred in Early-Late
E
C
Cretaceous
tim
me. It
was caused by the interaction betw
ween basalts, seawater and hot maggmatic fluidds. Spilitizatiion of
basalts in the Mawat,, Bulfat andd Penjween complexes resulted in an increase in their Soodium
M
Volcaanics (Aswaad et al., 19886) as
content. The age of thhis event hass been datedd from the Mawat
Late Albiaan-Cenomannian (95-107 Ma).
2.. Regional m
metamorphissm occurredd during Latee Cretaceouus deformatioon in the Neeo- Tethys and
a in
the Sananndaj-Sirjan Zone. Inttra-oceanic compressioon resulted in the deformation
d
and
metamorphhism of thee Mawat, Gimo
G
and Sirginil grouups. During regional metamorphism
m
m the
original texxtures of thee rocks and their
t
initial chemical
c
prooperties havee mostly beenn preserved..
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The newly formed mineral assemblages are of the andalusite-staurolite type (Dalradian type).
Widespread high-pressure/low temperature metamorphic rocks do not occur in NE Iraq. However
pumpellyite and stilpnomelane occur in the Penjween Group. These minerals are common in rocks
of suitable chemical composition even in the andalusite-staurolite metamorphic facies. An isolated
occurrence of blueschist is recorded in the Mawat Massif. In the Bulfat Group an increase in
metamorphic grade occurs from greenschist facies present in the uppermost frontal parts of the
nappe, to the upper part of the albite-epidote amphibolite facies in the structurally lowest parts of
the nappe. In the Mawat Group the albite-epidote amphibolite facies is predominant. In the Shalair
anticline the phyllites of the greenschist facies increase in metamorphic grade towards the fold
axis.
3. Contact metamorphism of country rocks of the Bulfat group by syn- to post-tectonic gabbros
occurred in Palaeogene time. Intrusions of similar Eocene age occur in the thrust belt in adjacent
SW Iran. Age determination of the Bulfat gabbro indicates a cooling age of 45 Ma consistent with
intrusion in Palaeocene-Mid Eocene time. The mineral assemblages of the contact zone formed at
low pressures; intrusion of the gabbros occurred under subvolcanic conditions. A short cooling
period is therefore likely. A contact metamorphic aureole 2.5 km wide is present around the gabbro
intrusions of Bulfat. The contact metamorphic facies in the country rocks comprise sanadinite
facies, pyroxene hornfels facies, hornblende hornfels facies and albite epidote hornfels facies with
increasing distance from the contact with the gabbro. The temperature of contact metamorphism of
the Bulfat skam, inferred from the associations of carbonate rocks was 700-750°C, reaching 850°C
in xenoliths and at the contact of the gabbros with the country rocks. In Penjween and Mawat, the
Cretaceous basic intrusions are associated with skams that formed at much lower temperatures; a
temperature of 300-400°C is estimated for the skams of Penjween.
4. Cataclastic metamorphism affected the rocks of the Zagros Suture during the collision of the
Sanandaj Sirjan Zone with the Arabian Plate during Late Miocene Pliocene time. Jassim (1973)
and Jassim and Al Hassan (1977) described cataclastic deformation of both the intrusive and
volcanic host rocks of the Mawat and Penjween area along thrust faults and shear zones. This
metamorphic event also affected the Naopurdan and Walash groups of the Penjween- Walash
Zone.
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Chapter 18
Hydrocarbons
by
Saad Z. Jassim and Mohammad Al-Gailani
18.1 Introduction
Bitumen has been used in boat building and in building mortar since the Sumerian times around
4000 BC. The bitumen was probably obtained from bitumen seepages along the Upper Euphrates
in central W Iraq and along the upper reaches of the Tigris River in N Iraq. The first oil and gas
exploration drilling in Iraq began in 1902 when a well was drilled on the Chia Surkh anticline
structure. In 1919, appraisal drilling started in the Naft Khana area resulting in the discovery of the
first oil field in 1923.
The first commercial well struck oil in the Kirkuk structure of NE Iraq in 1927. Application of
potential field data led to the discovery of the buried oil field trend of Mesopotamia in S Iraq in the
late 1940s. Exploration drilling for surface anticlines in Iraq and buried structures in S Iraq and
acquisition of regional seismic surveys continued until 1961 when the Iraqi Government
introduced Law No.80 restricting exploration, both vertically and horizontally.
The establishment of the Iraqi National Oil Company (INOC) meant that control of exploration
was passed to the young national establishment which immediately, especially after nationalization
in 1972, started a program of more detailed seismic exploration, the aim of which was to cover the
whole of Iraq (apart from the High Folded Zone). This task was interrupted in the 1980s. At the
same time drilling on many structures delineated by seismic started through service contracts with
Russian, French, Brazilian and other companies. Many oil fields were delineated and their reserves
established. Several supergiant oil fields were discovered in the 1970's.
Oil and gas is produced mostly from Tertiary and Cretaceous reservoirs; older petroleum systems
are yet to be evaluated in detail.
18.2 Oil and gas reserves
At the World Petroleum Congress in Washington (USA) in 1989 Hashim Al-Khirsan and Ahmad
Al-Siddiki of the Oil Exploration Company of Iraq reported an increase in Iraq's oil reserves to 100
billion barrels in 73 oil fields. They noted that drilling of 62 structures from 1927 to the 1960's had
resulted in the discovery of 35 fields with a total oil reserve of 34 billion barrels. In the period
from 1968-1988 a further 52 structures were drilled with the discovery of 38 new fields; oil was
also discovered in new reservoirs in 30 of the 35 'Previously discovered fields.
Al- Khirsan and Al-Siddiki (1989) also indicated that of the 73 field discovered in Iraq by 1988,
six fields were super giants (each with reserves >5 billion barrels), and 23 were giant fields. They
indicated that the volume of oil reserves in Tertiary and Cretaceous reservoirs was about 24 and 76
billion barrels respectively, with a very small contribution from Jurassic and Triassic reservoirs
(100 million barrels). The distribution of oil and gas fields in Iraq is shown in (Fig. 18-1.)
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Official esstimates of th
he reserves of
o individuaal oil fields inn Iraq have nnot been pub
blished. How
wever
estimates of the remaaining recovverable reserrves and oill in place of many indiividual fieldds are
V
et al (22004) and byy the Arab Oil
O and Gas Directory (22005).
provided bby Al-Chalabbi (2001), Verma
The intereested reader is directed to these pubblications foor further innformation. It
I is importaant to
note that tthe reserve estimates off individual fields are likely
l
to chaange in the future folloowing
acquisitionn of 3D seism
mic to betterr define manny of the oil bearing struuctures, and assessment oof the
potential of
o secondaryy recovery techniques and enhanced oil recoveryy (EaR). The increase in Iraq's
official oil reserves th
hrough timee from 19699-2004 is reeported in tthe OPEC Annual
A
Statiistical
b
barrells at the end of 2004.
Bulletin foor 2004. Iraqq's official oiil reserves sttood at 115 billion

Iraqi oil reeserves vary widely in quuality. API gravity
g
is in the range 200-42°. 90% of
o Iraq's historical
productionn has come from just tw
wo super-giant fields: Rumaila
R
in the
t South annd Kirkuk in
i the
North. Theese fields still dominate today, makinng up over 80%
8
of the ccountry's production capaacity.
B
light (334° API, 2.11 % sulphurr); Basra Meedium
The Rumaaila field prooduces threee streams: Basra
(30° API, 2.6% sulphur); and Basra
B
Heavyy (22°_24° API, 3.4% sulphur). The
T Kirkuk field
3 API, 2%
% sulphur cruude. Additioonal export crude, know
wn as "Fao Blend",
B
is heeavier
produces 36°
and sourerr, with a 27° API and 2.99% sulphur.
Iraq's officcial gas reserrves stood at
a 3170 billioon cubic mettres at the ennd of 2004 (112
(
trillion cubic
feet) as repported in thee OPEC Annnual Statisticcal Bulletin 2004. Abouut 70% of Iraaq's gas reseerve is
associated gas (dissolv
ved in oil under
u
reservooir conditionns); the rem
mainder is no
on-associateed gas
%) and gas cap
c gas (10%
%). Until 1990, all of Iraaq's natural gas productiion was from
m oil(about 20%
associated fields. In 1996,
1
Iraq prroduced sligghtly more than
t
128 billlion cubic feet
f
of gas, down
o
levelss of 700 billiion cubic feeet in 1979.
drasticallyy from peak output
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18.3 Oil Production
By July 1990, Iraqi crude oil output had reached 3.5 million barrels per day, with production
capacity at 4.5 million barrels per day, the highest levels since 1979. Through the first 8 months of
1998, Iraqi crude oil production was averaging 2 million barrels per day, up from 1.2 MbIVd in
1997 (in October 1998, production reached approximately 2.4 million barrels per day). About
550,000-600,000 bbl/d of Iraq's oil output is for domestic consumption, either for refining or for
direct burning by industrial customers or utilities. A further 90,000-100,000 bbl/d used to be
delivered to Jordan via trucks. The main reasons for the cyclic nature of Iraq's oil production
shown in Fig. 18-2 are:
• The Iraq-Iran war from 1980 to 1984
• The first Gulf war and sanctions from 1990 to 1996
• The second Gulf war in 2003 and the unrest that followed.
Historically four major fields, Kirkuk, Rumaila, Zubair and Bai Hassan, account for most of Iraq's
oil production. Kirkuk field went on stream in 1933 with an initial production of around 2000 bbl/d
increasing to 100,000 bbl/d in 1934, and gradually increasing to reach a maximum production of
around 1.2 million barrels per day in 1980, generally averaging 1 million barrels per day but
falling to 0.5 million barrels per day in 1991. Rumaila field went on stream in 1954 at a rate of
20,000 bbl/d; peak production of 1.6 million barrels per day was reached in 1980-1990. Zubair
field went on line in 1950 with an initial production of 20,000 bbl/d; production steadily increased
to a peak of 180,000 bbl/d in 1980. Bai Hassan field went on stream in 1960 with an initial
production of 20,000 bbl/d; production increased to 50,000 bbl/d in 1961 and peaked at 60,000
bbl/d in 1967, dropping sharply to less than 30,000 bbl/d in 1974.
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18.4 Oil Production
P
System
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r
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The IPC and its sister companies, the MPC and BPC, built the nucleus of Iraq's production system.
Oil production in the North and Central areas comes from fields such as Kirkuk, Bai Hassan,
Jambur, Aji, East Baghdad, Naft Khaneh, Khabaz, Ain Zalah, Butmah, Sufaya and Qalyarah. The
Kirkuk area is the principal field and processing center in the North. It has eight degassing stations
and has been producing oil since the 1930s. The crude oil is degassed in one stage to atmospheric
pressure, sweetened at the Process Plant through cold stripping and stabilisation process and stored
at a Kl tank farm then pumped to any of the export terminals via a major pipeline carrier. Each
central degassing station gets its crude oil from three to ten wells which are spread over some 15
square kilometres. The gas is used to fuel the Process Plant, Pumping Stations and also to feed the
Sulphur Recovery Plant; the rest of the gas was flared. A water injection system was established in
1961 at the Amsha Saddle between Baba and Avanah domes where the Lesser Zab River passes
through Kirkuk structure. However, the high dally production of most of the wells meant that one
injection well was needed for every four producing wells. Gas injection is also used in Kirkuk to
re-inject surplus gas into the structure.
The near-by Jambur and Bai Hassan field are integrated with the Kirkuk system. The crude oil
produced from the Bai Hassan field is degassed in one main station and in a remote separator using
a two stage separation system. The gas from the first stage is dehydrated and then passed into a
twelve inch gas line for transmission to Kl and then into a sixteen inch main pipeline to fuel the
turbines of the pumping stations along the lines to T-4 pumping station. The second stage gas and
the tanks associated gas are flared.
The production system for Jambur oil field is similar to that of Bai Hassan where the crude oil is
degassed in two stages at the appropriate pressures. The oil is then pumped to join Bai Hassan
crude for export. The sweet gas off the first stage separators is piped in a twenty-inch pipeline to
the Process Plant for cold stripping. The remaining gas is piped with Bai Hassan sour gas in a
sixteen-inch main gas pipeline. The second stage separator gas and the tank's associated gas are
flared.
Ain Zalah and the near-by Butmah fields were developed jointly and their combined crude oil
flows south to join the
Kirkuk transfer system. The Ain Zalah and Butmah oil fields each have one central degassing
station. The crude oil from the first and second pay wells is degassed in two stages. The crude oil
from Butmah first pay wells is degassed in one stage while the crude oil from the second pay wells
is degassed in two stages. The gas from the first stage separators is injected into Butmah-6 well to
pressurise the first pay reservoir. The degassed crude from the second pay wells of Ain Zalah and
the second pay wells of Butmah are passed into two separate stripping columns to reduce their
hydrogen-sulphide content. The degassed crude is then pumped via a twelve-inch 216 kilometre
long pipeline to K2 pumping station to join the Kirkuk, Bai Hassan and Jambur crude for export.
Qaiyarah field contalns heavy oil (15.5 API) with a low GOR (160 cubic feet per barrel). It is
degassed and stored in tanks of 5000 barrels capacity and then gravitated through a 10-inch
pipeline to storage tanks at the near-by Government bitumen plant.
The small production from the East Baghdad and Naft Khaneh fields has local destinations such as
Doura Refinery.
The Basrah Petroleum Company (BPC) built the original oil production facilities for the Zubair
and South Rumaila fields. The North Rumaila and other producing fields in SE Iraq were
developed by the Iraq National Oil Company.
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18.5 Oil Pipelines and Export Facilities
Before 1970's the Northern production centered on Kirkuk was exported predominantly through
Syria to the Mediterranean ports. In the South, Zubair and Rumania’s production systems were
integrated and their crude oil production pumped from a centralized location to the oil terminals on
the Shatt al-Arab waterway at Fao. To accommodate larger ships, the offshore loading points in
deeper water of Mina al Bakr and Khor al Amaya were developed. In the early 1970s, Syria and
Lebanon more than doubled the transit fee. This caused Iraq to build the first line across Turkey, as
well as the "strategic line" between North and South Iraq. Shortly after this the trans Saudi Arabia
line was inaugurated.
The major transportation systems include the substantial South and North intra-regional
infrastructure, the interregional Strategic pipeline system and the international oil export systems.
These systems may be summarized as:
• South Oil area transportation- Onshore gathering, pumping and storage
• North area transportation
• Central area transportation
• Inter-Regional transportation-the "strategic line" which runs from Basra to join the Rumaila/Zubair
fields with the Banias/Tripoli pipeline network at Haditha and reversibly the Kirkuk and northern
fields with the southern export terminals. The northern flow capacity is around 1.5 Mbll/d while,
due to the bottleneck at the Rumaila-Fao sector, the southern flow capacity is limited to around 0.8
Mbll/d.
• Tanker export via Mina al Bakr
• Tanker export via Khor Al Amaya
• Pipeline export to Turkey which runs from Kirkuk, through Baiji to Ceyhan terminal on the
Mediterranean with a capacity of 1.5 Mbll/d. This 900 km pipeline is Iraq's largest operable crude
export pipeline comprised of two parallel lines built in 1977 and 1987. A 40-inch line has a fullyoperational capacity of 1.1 Mbll/d. A second, parallel 46-inch line has an optimal capacity of
500,000 bbl/d and was designed to carry Basra Regular exports, for a combined capacity of 1.6
Mbll/d.
• Pipeline export to Red Sea via Saudi Arabia (Iraqi Pipeline through Saudi Arabia IPSA) which
runs from Basra through Saudi Arabia to Yanbu'a Terminal on the Red Sea, joining
Rumaila/Zubair and other southern fields. It has a capacity of 1.65 Mbll/d.
• Pipeline export to Syria (Kirkuk-Banias/Tripoli) with 1.4 Mbll/d capacity
• Pipeline export to Jordan (Haditha-Haifa) with a capacity of 100,000 bll/d, not used since 1948
When operational, between 450,000-600,000 bbl/d of Iraqi crude was exported to European
markets through the Banias line, with the rest feeding Syria's Banias and Hums refineries and
Lebanon's smaller Tripoli refinery. Since its closure in 1982, Syria has used the line to transport
360,000bbl/d of its own crude output from the Dair Al Zor area to the Banias export terminal. In
addition, a 90 km stretch of the line has been converted by Syria to carry natural gas (to the
fertilizer complex and refinery at Hums). Other constraints on using this line for Iraqi exports
include: limited oil storage facilities at Banias; corrosion damage to unused portions of the pipeline
in Syria. Following the 1982 Banias line closure, Saudi Arabia agreed to allow Iraq to export
500,000 bbl/d of crude through the Saudi Petro line to the Red Sea. Then, between 1983 and 1988,
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two Iraqi pipelines across Saudi Arabia (IPSA-l and IPSA-2) were built. The first phase from
Rumaila to the Petroline's PS3 pumping station was completed in 1985, when the second phase
IPSA-2 project was begun. IPSA-2 included construction of a 1.65 Mbll/d capacity line running
parallel to the Petro line, an additional pumping station to boost IPSA-l's capacity to 1.65 Mbll/d,
storage facilities, and a new Red Sea terminal. Iraqi crude began flowing through the IPSA lines in
January 1990. Following Iraq's invasion of Kuwalt in August 1990, Saudi Arabia closed the IPSA
link, which now apparently has been emptied of oil and filled with water for maintenance.
In order to optimize export capabilities, Iraq constructed a reversible, 1.4 MBLL/d "Strategic
Pipeline" in 1975. This pipeline comprises two parallel 700,000 bbl/d lines. The system allows for
export of the northern Kirkuk crude to the Arabian Gulf and for southern Rumaila crude to be
shipped through Turkey.
Iraq's southern oil production capacity before 1991 reached 2.25 Mbll/d (75000 bbl/d in mid
1991), particularly from the largest producing oil field in this region (Rumaila field). The
production facilities, includes a storage capacity of 1.6 Mbll/d and export through Mina al-Bakr
terminal, as well as pumping stations along the 1.4 Mbll/d Iraqi Strategic Pipeline. The southern
oil capacity also has seven other sizable fields, which remain partially mothballed. These include
Zubair, Luhais, Subba, Buzurgan, Abu Ghirab, Majnoon and Fauqi.
Normally the oil from the southern fields is exported from the Gulf terminals. It could be diverted
northwards, when necessary, through the "Strategic Pipeline" to Haditha. Iraq has three tankers
terminals in the Arabian Gulf; these are Mina al-Bakr, Khor Al-Arnaya, and Khor AL-Zubair. 1)
Mina al-Bakr is Iraq's largest oil terminal, with four 400,000 bbl/d capacity berths capable of
handling very large crude carriers (VLCCs). The terminal's capacity may reach 1.2 Mbll/d. 2) Khor
Al-Amaya terminal could load 600,000 bbl/d and upon full completion of repairs its projected
capacity can reach 1.2 Mbll/d. 3) Khor Al-Zubair, Iraq's third terminal, is linked to the Umm Qasr
port by a 30-mile long canal. While Khor Al-Zubair terminal generally handles dry goods, it has
the capability to service small quantities of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and refined products.
18.6 Gas processing and Transportation
Gas production in Iraq to date has been associated gas, either directly as a result of oil production
or production from the gas caps in the North of the country. The gas arising from de-gassing
stations may contain components that could condense liquids en-route which is unacceptable for
long distance transmission to users that cannot accommodate liquids in their feed. Therefore the
strategic gas processing centers were installed to extract the valuable liquids such as propane,
butane and condensate. These plants dry and condition the gas to an agreed specification. At the
degassing centers, over half of the associated gas is liberated at pressure suitable for entering a
transmission system without compression. The remaining gas has to be flared if the compression
machinery is not available. In the majority of installations in Iraq, flaring is likely either because
gas recovery machinery was not installed as part of the original design scheme, or because the
machinery has been subsequently damaged or not maintained for operation. There are other
reasons why gas is not transported, such as non-availability of power stations and other consumers,
damage to the gas transmission lines between the production sources and the end users, or
inadequate function in the gas processing plants.
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Gas flaring was reduced from roughly 50% in 1989 to less than 5% in 1994. This was
accomplished mainly through increased use of Iraq's two gas gathering systems, which were built
in the late 1980's. The "Northern Area Gas Project" which started operation in 1983 is able to
recover and process up to 550 million cubic feet per day (MCF/d) of sour gas, with a resulting
maximum output capacity of 300 MCF/d of dry gas as well as a mix of propane, butane, natural
gasoline, and pure sulphur. The "Southern Area Gas Project" was completed in 1985, but was not
brought online until February 1990. It has nine gathering stations and a larger processing capacity
of 1.5 BCF/d. Gas gathered from the North and South Rumaila and Zubair fields is carried via
pipeline to a 575 MCF/d natural gas liquids (NGL) fractionation plant in Zubair and a 100-MCF/d
processing plant in Basra. At Khor al-Zubair, a 17.5 MCF LPG storage tank farm and loading
terminals were added to the southern gas system in 1990. LPG export capacity was 4 million tons
per yeas in 1990. In addition, Iraq built another system in
1985 to recover up to 20 MCF/d of gas from the Jambur field.
The North gas plant near Kirkuk and the three Southern plants of North Rumaila, Khor al Zubair
and South Gas produce a dry gas into the major transmission system, the principal components of
which are summarized as follows.
• The 18" gas line follows the strategic oil line and delivers gas to the pump stations along the route.
• The 42" gas line is installed from the North Rumaila area up to the power plants at Mussalyib, via
Nasiriyah. The eventual plan for the gas line is to run north to Baghdad from Mussalyib, and then
up towards Kirkuk and possibly Turkey.
• The North gas plant delivers conditioned gas; this gas may be routed south to the Baghdadi Doura
Refinery area. A connection to Mosul is indicated.
• The Gas Pipeline to Kuwalt delivered Southern Iraqi North Rumaila area to Kuwalt. With flow
rates of 200400 mmscfd
• The Gas Pipeline from the Kirkuk area towards the Syrian may be partially used for natural gas
service.
The principal users of gas are:
• Power stations and refineries
• Oil field users such as the pump stations on the strategic line
• Miscellaneous industrial and chemical users where pipelines run close by.
18.7 Petroleum Systems
18.7.1 Introduction
The most important petroleum systems in Iraq are the Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary Petroleum
Systems. The Palaeozoic Petroleum System is important in the Rutba Jezira Zone of W Iraq. The
known extent of the Triassic Petroleum System is confined to a small area in N Iraq (extending
into part of NE Syria and SE Turkey). The petroleum systems are discussed in term of their source
rock richness, maturation, time of maturation and migration, reservoirs, cap rocks and the possible
traps that might be associated with them.
Source rock data in Iraq are still scarce. For the Palaeozoic the data of Habba et al. (1994) for the
Rutba area is most important and is complimented by the data from the Risha area of NE Jordan,
the Tanf region of Syria and the Jauf graben of NW Saudi Arabia. Data for the Triassic source
rocks in Iraq are not available; data from the Palmyrides of Syria (Serreya, 1990) were used to
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estimate the Triassic source rock potential. Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous source rocks were studied
by Al Habba and Abdulla (1989) and (Odishu, 1989) in the Kirkuk Embayment and NE Iraq and
by PGA (2000; in Pitman et al., 2004). For the Lower Cretaceous source rocks in SE Iraq, data
from Kuwalt (Abdulla and Kinghorn, 1994) and from SW Iran (Versvelt, 2001: in Downey et al.
eds.) was used to estimate source rock properties. Data for Upper Cretaceous and Palaeogene
source rocks is available in the Euphrates graben in Syria and the Dezful Embayment of SW Iran
(Bordenave and Burwood, 1990).
18.7.1.1 Thermal gradient and heat flow
The relation between heat flow and temperature gradient is represented in the following formula:
Q = (dt/dz) * λ
Where Q= Heat flow (kwm-2), (dt/dz) = Temperature Gradient (OC/km) and l = Thermal
Conductivity (wm-1 k-1). The temperature gradient derived from bottom-hole temperatures of
numerous oil wells in Iraq and the surrounding countries is presented in Fig. 18-3. The highest
temperature gradient is recorded in W Iraq and NE Jordan where it reaches 40°C/km. It is around
12-18°C/km along the Salman Zone and along the Tharthar and Tigris tines in N Iraq. The gradient
increases to 20°C/km in the eastern side of the Mesopotamian Zone. The gradient along some of
the structures of the Foothill is variable; some structures such as Kirkuk have a low thermal
gradient, other like Hemrin have high thermal gradients exceeding 33°C/km.
The thermal conductivity of the sedimentary cover was estimated from the average conductivity of
14 layers as a weighted average (Fig. 18-4). A uniform heat flow of 58 kwm-2 from the crust was
used in conjunction with the averaged thermal conductivity to recalculate the temperature gradient.
The calculated gradient differs little from the actual gradient in most of Iraq except in the W parts
of the Rutba Subzone where the former is about 10°C less than the latter. This is attributed either
to higher heat flow from the crust in that region or to the Neogene volcanicity associated with the
opening of the Red Sea which affected the W parts of the Arabian Plate with eruption of flood
basalts in NE Jordan and SE Syria. Some buried volcanic bodies in W Iraq can also be determined
from the aeromagnetic surveys of W Iraq.
18.7.1.2 Maturity of organic matter
The Time Temperature Index (TTI) procedure of Lopatin (in Waples, 1980) was used for the
modeling, using grid thickness files for 14 sequences ranging in age from Infracambrian to Recent
and compared with modeling .of wells. A surface temperature of 20°C and a laterally variable
temperature gradient were used. The effects of erosion and compaction were not considered. The
calculated maturation levels compared favorably with measured maturities in Iraq and surrounding
countries. The TTI values were converted to equivalent Ro values using Waples calibration in the
following equation:
Ln (Ro) = (Ln (TTI) - 4.168) / 4.144
Where TTI is the Time-Temperature-Index of Lopatin and Ro is the Vitrinite reflectance in %.
The Ro values ranges were used to indicate different stages, of hydrocarbon generation using the
scheme of Milner (1998) for Southern Arabia. These stages comprise: 1. early mature (0.5-0.7 Ro),
2. Middle mature (main oil generation 0.7 -1.0 Ro). 3. Late mature oil-Early mature gas (1.0-1.3
Ro). 4. Main gas generation (1.3-2.6 Ro). 5. Overmature (>2.6 Ro). There is little published
information on oil typing in Iraq apart from some preliminary conclusions by Dunnington (1958).
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The API-S
Sulphur plot for Iraqi oils (Fig. 18-5aa and 18-5b)) shows that there is greaat variation in the
API Graviity (8-64°) and sulphurr contents (00.05-6.5%) in most reservoirs. Thee plot of oill API
versus deppth shows thaat oils from the Mesopotamian and Salman
S
zonees cluster in a field show
wing a
direct relattion betweenn API and deepth. Withinn the same sttructure in thhese zones API
A increasess with
depth of reeservoir; som
me deviationns occur at the
t margins of the Mesopotamian Zone,
Z
particuularly
near the booundary of the
t Foothill Zone. Furthhermore, therre seems to be two sub clusters (Figg. 185a), an uppper one (po
ossibly relatted to Jurasssic source) and a lowerr cluster (po
ossibly relatted to
Cretaceouss sources). However, single
s
structtures in thee Foothill Zone
Z
often show
s
an indirect
relationshiip between API
A and deppth; oil from
m deeper reservoirs is ussually heavier. This couuld be
explained by seepage of lighter oiil into higheer reservoirs through fraactures. Overrall, the oil oof the
Foothill Zoone overlap with the ploot of oils froom the Mesoopotamian aand Salman Zone but sppreads
over muchh bigger fielld and show
ws erratic corrrelation witth depth. Thhese deviatio
ons are espeecially
evident in the Tertiaryy reservoirs oils.
o
The plot oof oil API grravity versus S indicates that the Suulphur conteent decreasees with increeasing
API gravitty as a result of maturattion. There is
i a sharp deecrease from
m 7% S at I 0°
0 API to 2%
%S at
30° API. A
After this thee variation iss smaller whhere sulphur drops from 22% at 30° API
A to <1 % aat 50°
API. A ploot of API verrsus S was made
m
for eacch reservoir ((Fig. 185b) whereas
w
the API versus depth
plot was m
made for diffferent reservooir ages (Figg. 18-5a).

18.7.2 Hyddrocarbon seepages
Hydrocarbbon seepagess and seepagge-related feeatures occuur in two maain belts. On
ne belt is loocated
along the western booundary of tthe Mesopotamian Zonne (Euphratees Boundary
y Fault), oftten at
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intersections with transversal faults; it extends further north along the Abu Jir Fault and along the
Tigris River in N Iraq. The location of these seepages is clearly tectonically controlled but it is also
apparently related to the western limit of the Upper Jurassic Gotnia anhydrite caprock. The two
important areas of seeps are the Tigris in N Iraq and the Abu Jir Fault in W central Iraq.
The other belt of seepages is related to some long anticlinal structures in the Foothill Zone, for
example the Kirkuk, Gilabat, and Hemrin anticlines in the Kirkuk Embayment. These anticlines
have a detachment level at the base of the Fatha (L. Fars) Formation. The "Eternal Fires" of Kirkuk
structure and the numerous bitumen seepages and fused rocks produced by gas combustion in
Hemrin South structure (Basi and Jassim, 1972) are prominent seepage phenomena.
Seepage activity along the Tigris in the Mosul area includes bitumen seepages (Mosul and
Qalyarah) and four centres of native sulphur deposits (Jassim et al., 1999) related to oil seepage in
the Fatha (L. Fars) Formation and the reduction of its sulphate (gypsum and anhydrite) beds.
Additionally some "gachiturush" (acid) soil, porcellanite and associated K and Fe sulphates are the
product of leaching by sulphuric acid formed by oxidation of hydrogen sulphide by vadose water
(Jassim and Al Naqib, 1989). It is estimated that one billion tons of possible sulphur reserves
formed in the four mineralization centres in N Iraq requiring a feedstock of about 5-10 billion
barrels of oil for their formation.
The Abu Jir seepage zone is situated on the N-S trending Abu Jir Fault, straddling the Abu Jir
Basement High. It is dominated by large bitumen seepages forming crater lakes more than 2 km
wide or small conduits; the most famous of which are at Abu Jir, Ain Jabha, Ain Hit and Ata'it.
Thick bitumen beds are interbedded with the marls and carbonates of the Fatha (L. Fars)
Formation. Travertine sinters of Miocene age are common to the S and N of Hit town. Saliferous
water springs occur along this fault zone especially near Shithatha. Seepage activity clearly began
in the Middle Miocene. A substantial volume of oil has probably been lost in this seepage belt.
Much of the oil expelled from Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous source rocks in the area to the east
may have been dissipated along this line of seeps.
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Sulphur deeposits occuur locally in some large karsts in thee Southern D
Desert (Ain Kibritia) annd are
probably rrelated to the sulphate reduction
r
of the Lower Eocene evapporites of thhe Rus Form
mation
possibly inn the presencce of hydroccarbons whicch had migraated throughh faults from deeper (proobably
Jurassic orr older) source rocks.
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18.7.3 Palaeozoic petroleum system
18.7.3.1 Source rocks
Ordovician shales, Silurian shales, Lower Carboniferous shales are potential source rocks in Iraq
and were investigated by Habba et al. (1994). A regionally extensive source rock unit is present in
the Lower Silurian shale of the Qusaiba of central and NWW /N Saudi Arabia and its correlatives
in NE Jordan (Batra Formation), eastern Syria (Tanf Formation), Wand S Iraq (Akkas Formation)
and SE Turkey (Hand of/Bedinan Formation). After the Saharan deglaciation at the close of the
Ordovician a major transgression affected Gondwana that resulted in the deposition of outer shelf
shales rich in graptolites.
Late Palaeozoic erosion led to widespread erosion of the Silurian section. This is the case in E
Saudi Arabia and Kuwalt where the Silurian section was eroded over some of the major N-S
trending structures such as Ghawar, Summan and Burgan. In Iraq, the Silurian section was
probably deeply eroded in the Salman Zone. Oil-bearing Palaeozoic sandstones in central Saudi
Arabia where charged by Silurian source rocks (Abu Ali et al., 1991; Husseini, 1992; McGillivray
and Husseini, 1992). Silurian source rocks occur in the Nafud basin of NW Saudi Arabia (Cole et
al., 1994; Aoudeh and AL-Hajri, 1994).
The following Palaeozoic source rocks can be recognized:
1. Ordovician shales within the Khabour Formation
2. The Basal shale of the Akkas Formation, equivalent to the Qusaiba "hot shale" of the Qalibah
Formation of Saudi Arabia and the Batra Formation of Jordan.
3. Lower Carboniferous shales within the Ora Formation
4. Upper Permian carbonates of Chia Zairi (Khuff) Formation and shales of Ga’ara Formation
18.7.3.2 Ordovician
Black shales, with moderate total organic carbon content (TOC) of 0.9% to 5% wt were found in
wells Akkas-l and Khlesia-I (Habba et al., 1994). In Jordan, Ordovician shale from the Risha
boreholes, with TOC values of 0.54-0.84% wt, were found to be mainly over-mature, with low
petroleum yields of <0.12 kg/tonne (NRA reports). In Syria, the Ordovician Khanaser Formations
(well Khanaser-l) contain shales with TOC values of 0.08-0.81 % wt, and the Swab Formation
contalns shales with 0.351.01% wt TOC (Serreya, 1990).
Maturity calculations indicate that the top of the Khabour Formation in the Akkas well is within
the gas window, and that the lower part of the formation is overmature. The Khabour Formation is
predicted to be in the gas window in the northern part of the Rutba and the Jezira Subzones but S
of the well Akkas-1 it is probably over-mature. It is also over-mature within the Anah Graben area.
The Ordovician source rocks in Iraq are of relatively poor quality and mostly over-mature. The
sandstones of the Ordovician formations, in adjacent NE Jordan, are generally of poor reservoir
quality, with porosities not exceeding 10%.
18.7.3.3 Silurian
Silurian shales source rocks are important plate-wide, in Arabia and N Africa. In Iraq the Silurian
source rock is about 80 m thick; it is located at the base of the Akkas Formation and is directly
underlain by a clastic bed of glacial origin. An equivalent unit occurs in Jordan at the base of the
Batra Formation, and in Syria at the base of Tanf Formation.
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The qualitty of the Silu
urian sourcee is variablee. In NE Jorddan and Syrria, the hot shale
s
is generally
poor in TO
OC. The high
hest TOC coontents and petroleum
p
yiields are recorded from W Iraq (Habbba et
al., 1994) and NW Saudi Arabiaa (Oueda and Al Hajri, 1994). Thee TOC conteent in NE Jordan
m 0.7% to 4.32%.
4
In Syyria, (well Tanf-I), the T
TOC contentt ranges from
m 0.4 to 1.2%. In
varies from
well Akkaas-I (Habba et al. (19944), the TOC ranges from
m 0.96 to 166.62% averaaging aroundd 6%,
with a petrroleum yield
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I well Khlesia-l the TO
OC ranges froom I % to 9..94%.
The base of
o the Siluriaan section inn Akkas-I conntalns oil off 42-49° APII and wet gass. The condeensate
fraction off the oil is rich
r
in saturaates and aroomatics; the oil contalnss 3.9% asphaaltenes (Habbba et
al., 1994).
c
(Fig. 18-6) indicate thatt the basal Silurian
S
is w
within the oill window onnly in
Maturity calculations
the northern part of th
he Rutba suubzone, betw
ween the Gaa'ara anticlinne in the sou
uth and the Anah
w. Further eaast, in
Graben areea in the norrth; to the soouth the basal Silurian is within the gas window
places wheere it is still preserved within
w
the Saalman Zone,, it is mostlyy within the gas window
w. It is
estimated that
t the Siluurian oil kitchhen is restriccted to the E and N bounndaries of th
he Rutba Subbzone
and to thee Jezira Subzzone. The gas
g kitchen may
m be restrricted to thee southern parts of the Rutba
R
Subzone, tthe Anah Grraben and thhe Salman Zoone. In the M
Mesopotamian, Foothill and High Folded
zones, the source is ov
vermature (F
Fig. 18-6).
g windowss it reached ppeak oil geneeration durinng the
In areas whhere the souurce is withinn the oil or gas
Jurassic annd Cretaceouus; locally itt is still at peeak oil geneeration. In thhe southern parts
p
of the Rutba
R
Subzone too the S of Rutba,
R
oil genneration peakked during the
t Late Siluurian and Deevonian and those
areas are thherefore proobably un-proospective.
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18.7.3.4 Loower Carboniferous
holes in the Rutba
R
Lower Carrboniferous black shaless from Akkaas-l , and the K5-1 and K5-6 boreh
subzone, hhave been reecognized by
b Habba et al. (1994) as
a possible source rockks in W Iraqq with
3.42% TO
OC in Khlesiia, 1.48% inn Akkas-l annd 7.62% in K5-1. The organic
o
mattter is lignitiic and
chitinous and
a is of conntinental origgin; it is gas-prone. Matuurity calculaations (Fig. 18-7)
1
suggesst that
the unit is within the oil
o window inn most parts of the Rutba-Jezira Zonne.
t Hauran Uplift
U
and Ga'ara
G
The Loweer Carboniferous source rocks couldd charge struuctures on the
Traibeel anticlines
a
which
w
may contain sanndstone reseervoirs in the
t
Bir El Rah and Ga'ara
G
formationss (Upper Carrboniferous--Lower Perm
mian). Howevver, meteoric water has been
b
encounntered
in the Haruur Formationn of borehole K5-1.

18.7.3.5 Upper
Up
Permiaan
K
(Chia Zairi in Iraaq) carbonatte is consideered as one of the main gas
The Upperr Permian Khuff
reservoirs in the Arabiian Peninsulaa and its orgganic matter is humic andd gas-prone.
C
Zairi Foormation coontalns 20 m of lean net source rockk with an avverage
In well W Kifl-I the Chia
a 1994); itts organic matter
m
is hum
mic. Al Sharrhan and Keendall
TOC conteent of 1 % (Habba et al.,
(1986) desscribed the equivalent Khuff
K
Form
mation as a poor
p
source level with an average TOC
content of 0.6% and yiield of 0.5 kg/tonne.
w in the norrthern part oof the
The Chia Zairi Formaation maturaation level iss within thee gas window
mian Zone and
a over mosst of the Fooothill Zone annd the Sinjaar basin. It is absent overr most
Mesopotam
of the Rutbba-Jezira Zo
one but is prresent in the Salman Zonne area wheere it is still in the oil annd gas
window. It
I is over-m
mature in thee southern parts
p
of Meesopotamia. Other Perm
mian sourcess may
include thee Ga'ara Forrmation withhin the Salm
man Zone. Ann equivalentt unit of the Ga'ara Form
mation
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is the Unayza Formation of Saudi Arabia. McGillivray and Husseini (1992) indicated that the
Unayza Formation has a TOC content of about 1.5% wt TOC but concluded that its contribution to
the total oil charge of Saudi Arabia is insignificant.
18.7.3.6 Reservoirs and seals
The reservoir properties of Ordovician reservoirs in Jordan are poor. The Silurian hydrocarbons
may be trapped in the directly underlying Khabour (Traibeel) sandstone unit as seen in the Risha
wells and Akkas-I and in sandstones of the Silurian sequence. The traps are most likely to be
stratigraphic and stratigraphic-structural formed along N-S trending horst structures during the
Late Carboniferous and Early Permian uplift. Within the Salman Zone, as in Saudi Arabia, the
Silurian oil may be trapped within the Ga'ara Formation (basal Khuff clastics) below the Chia Zairi
Formation. The Upper Permian Chi a Zairi (Khuff) Formation may be a prospective gas reservoir
in Iraq, for example in the Salman Zone. The Chia Zairi Formation also has an intraformational
seal formed by the middle section of Satina Evaporite Member or below other evaporite beds
which may occur in the formation. The main prospective areas for the Upper Permian Chia Zairi
Formation are the Salman Zone and the Mosul High. It could be charged by the Silurian or Lower
Carboniferous source rocks.
18.7.4 Triassic petroleum system
18.7.4.1 Source rocks
Triassic source rocks are relatively poorly studied in Iraq. Thin shale beds occur in the Upper
Triassic Kurra Chine Formation in eastern Syria and have sourced light oils and condensates as
well as heavy oils trapped in Triassic carbonate reservoirs depending on the level of maturation
reached (Serreya, 1990). Source rocks in the Triassic of Syria are also recognized in the Lower
Triassic (Amanus Shale). The Amanus source layer is 19-50 m thick with an average TOC of 3.9%
wt; the Kurra Chine source beds are 15-40 m thick with a TOC of 3.1 % wt TOC (Serreya,
1990).

The calculated maturity for the Upper Triassic source level is shown Fig. 18-8. Triassic source
rocks are probably in the oil window in the Sinjar basin in N Iraq and in the Jezira Subzone with
higher levels of maturation in the Tayarat and Anah grabens. The Salman Zone is almost totally
within the oil window while the Mesopotamian Zone is in the gas window and' in its eastern part
the source rocks are overmature. The Foothill Zone is largely within the gas window while the
High Folded Zone is within the oil window. This is due to prominence of the Qamchuqa ridge
throughout the Cretaceous and Palaeogene.
In the Mesopotamian and Foothill zones, the Triassic source rocks reached peak oil generation
during the Late Cretaceous. In the Salman Zone oil generation in potential Triassic source rocks
peaked during the Neogene. Known Triassic oil can be proved only in Butmah oil field where the
oil is contained in Upper Triassic dolomites.
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18.7.4.2 Reservoirs
R
an
nd seals
t Geli Khhana and Kuurra Chine Formations.
F
They
Triassic caarbonate resservoir rocks occur in the
contain oill in seven oiil fields of the
t Foothill Zone of N and
a NW Iraqq. The Kurra Chine reseervoir
produces ooil in the Bu
utmah oil fielld. Triassic reservoirs
r
coontain oil rannging in AP
PI from 28° tto 45°
(averagingg 34°). The sulphur content in the T
Triassic oil is
i generally low, ranginng from 0.044% to
1.5% and averaging 1.2%.
1
The reeservoir propperties of thhe Triassic rreservoirs arre variable ddue to
meability might
m
also bee due to fracctures
irregular ddolomitizatioon of the caarbonates. Inncreased perm
(Fig. 18-9). Triassic seal
s
rocks are
a generallyy the anhydrrites which alternate with
w the carbbonate
reservoirs.
r
m be linkedd to NW Iran (proven) aand S Iraq (yyet to be prooved).
may
The area ffor Triassic reservoirs
The Foldeed belt might be prosppective for the Triassicc due to preevalence off fractures iin the
structures. However, th
he fractures encounteredd in some off these structtures might be
b sealed at depth
as is the ccase in manny oil fields in SW Irann. The strucctures on thhe border off the Mosul High
however hhave provenn oil trappedd within thee Triassic (B
Butmah, Ainn Zalah etc.). In S Iraqq, the
Triassic has been reaached or pennetrated by a few wellls such as R
Rumaila-I72, Khidr Al Maa,
West Kifl and
d Marjan. The
T pressure data are: 00.11 atm/m for
f N Iraq, 0.126 atm/m
m for,
Diwan, W
central Iraq and 0.195 in S Iraq. The
T latter rellatively highh pressure grradient is due to the generally
b
the Juurassic Gotnnia Formationn.
high pressuure gradient within and below
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18.7.5 Jurrassic petroleeum system
18.7.5.1 Soource rocks
Middle Jurrassic sourcee rocks are very
v
importaant source roocks throughhout S, NE and
a N Iraq ddue to
the high T
TOC of thee Sargelu annd Naokelekkan formatioons that weere deposited
d throughouut the
Jurassic basin. Pitman
n et al. (2004) concludded that moost of the oiil of Iraq was
w sourced from
mples
Jurassic soource rocks. Study of thee Upper Juraassic-Lower Cretaceous source rockks and oil sam
from six ooil fields in the
t Kirkuk embayment of NE Iraq (Habba andd Abdulla, 1989) confirm
m the
organic ricchness and high
h
petroleuum potential of the Jurasssic Sargelu and Naokeleekan source rocks
and also off the Lower Cretaceous Lower Balam
mbo Formattion.
The Sargelu Formation
n is up to 4000 m thick with
w a TOC content of 11.7-7.6% wt%
%; the lowerrmost
on has the highest TO
OC content (Pitman et al., 2004). The Naokeelekan
40 m of tthe formatio
Formationn is up to 45 m thick in the
t E part of the Foothill Zone and in the High
h Folded Zonne. Its
TOC conteent is up to 13.2%
1
and avverages 5%.. According to Habba annd Abdulla (1989) the Saargelu
and Naokeelekan form
mations in thee Kirkuk Em
mbayment entered
e
the ooil window at the end oof the
Eocene (355 Ma) and are
a presentlyy in the conddensate and gas generatiing maturatio
on levels. Odishu
O
and Othmaan (1992) evvaluated the source rock potential off the Sargeluu, Naokelekaan, Chia Garra and
Sarmord F
Formations in
i N Iraq, over
o
the Mosul block, inn both well samples an
nd outcrops. They
showed thhat the Sargeelu, Naokeleekan and Chhia Gara Forrmations aree good sourcce rocks althhough
with variaable hydrocaarbon potenntial. The Chia
C
Gara F
Formation w
was found to
t be the riichest
potential ssource rock in this regiion of Iraq with a TOC
C of up to 220.91 %. Thhe Kimmeriidgian
Barsarin Formation
F
haad a TOC off up to 7.79%
% The Jurasssic source roocks were buuried to relattively
shallow deepths over th
he Mosul Higgh; they are thus mostly early maturre to immatu
ure in this reggion.
d
by Pitm
man et al. (22004).
The maturration of the Middle Jurassic sourcee rocks was studied in detail
They moddelled the preesent day maturity, the maturation
m
h
history
of thhe source roccks and migrration
pathways of oil expellled from theem. They caalculated thaat oil generattion started in S Iraq annd the
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Kirkuk Em
mbayment duuring the Oliigocene, andd that oil thenn migrated ttowards the Salman
S
Zonee in S
Iraq and toowards the Mosul
M
Highh and the Euuphrates River in the N. During the Late Mioceene to
present, thhe source roocks becamee almost tottally maturee; oil migrated from thhe central paart of
Mesopotam
mia towardss the Euphrrates River, and from the Foothilll Zone tow
wards the central
Mesopotam
mia. In N Iraaq, oil migraated into the Mosul Highh.
The calcullated maturitty of the Sarrgelu sourcee rock (Fig. 18-10) indiccates it is mo
ostly immatuure to
early matuure within th
he Salman Zone
Z
and earrly mature on
o the Mosuul High. The source rockks are
mid maturre to late maature within the westernn Mesopotam
mian zone annd within thhe gas windoow in
the easternn Mesopotam
mian zone. In
I the foothiill zone, the maturity inncreases from
m early matuure in
the SW too mid maturee in the eastt. In the higgh folded zone, the Juraassic source is within thhe late
maturity w
window.

18.7.5.2 Reservoirs
R
an
nd seals
mportant pottential petrooleum
The Sargeelu-Najmah--Gotnia tripllet (source-rreservoir-seaal) is an im
system in IIraq. The resservoir potenntial of the Najmah
N
Form
mation has yyet to be prop
perly evaluaated in
Iraq. In the North Rum
maila and West
W Qurna fields
f
the Naajmah Formaation flowedd 48° API oiil at a
hin and below
w the
rate of oveer 3500 bblll /d. In S Irraq high pressures have been encouuntered with
Gotnia Foormation whhich resultedd in drilling problems. It
I is possiblee that the prolific
p
Arabb-Hith
reservoir/sseal system of Saudi Arabia
A
exteends in to parts
p
of souuthern Iraq.. In N Iraqq, the
prospectivvely of the Juurassic reserrvoirs is lim
mited becausee of the freqquent absencce of the Jurrassic
evaporite caprock.
c
Oill shows are also
a known in other Juraassic formations (see Apppendix 2). These
T
include
the
Butmah,
and
formaations.
Sargelu
Adaiyahh-Mus-Alan
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18.7.5.2.1 Sarge1u, Adaiyah, Mus and Alan
The Sarge1u Formation contalns oil in fractures in some structures in N Iraq and in the Salman
Zone. The oil trapped in the Sarge1u is often heavy and bituminous, because of the low maturity of
this source rock in these areas and the lack of a seal where the evaporites of the Gotnia Formation
are absent, allowing escape of the oil to the shallower Tertiary reservoirs and to the surface (Fig.
18-10). The Sargelu reservoir contalns oil with a wide range of oil gravities (13.3-42° API) and
sulphur contents (1.8-2.5%).
The Adaiyah-Mus-Alan Formations comprising locally fractured carbonates and anhydrite are
poor reservoirs in 'N Iraq. The formations contain oil in Ain Za1ah field with an API ranging of
28-34° and sulphur content of about 1.9%.
18.7.5.2.2 Najmah-Gotnia
The most important Jurassic reservoir is the Najmah Formation. It acts as a reservoir in 19
structures within the Foothill, Salman and the Mesopotamian zones (Appendix2). The Najmah
(and locally carbonate beds in the overlying Gotnia Formation contain oil of API ranging from 8°
to 46°, dependant on the maturation level of the underlying Jurassic source rocks. The sulphur
content of the oils is 1.9-5.9%. The maximum reservoir porosity is 20%-30% while the
permeability varies greatly due to dolomitization. The lowest recorded oil gravities (8 and 12°
API) are in wells Fallujah-1 and Demir Dagh-I respectively. Both the Falluja and Demir Dagh
structures are in a zone of early maturation of the Sargelu source. The Falluja structure is adjacent
to the bitumen seepages of the Abu Jir and Hit (Fig. 18-10). The range in oil properties of the oil in
the Najmah Formation indicates the oils were derived from Jurassic source rocks of different
maturation levels.
In N Iraq, the Gotnia seal is missing, resulting in the leakage of oil into the overlying Hartha
(Pilsner) and Jeribe reservoirs in the Qalyarah, Qasab, Najmah and Jawan fields. In the Qara
Chauq structure SE of Mosul, the API Gravity of the oil in the Gotnia Formation is 39° and the
pressure within the formation is generally normal (0.12 atm/m). This is probably due to the low
thickness of the evaporite in the formation. In central Iraq around Tikrit (Tikrit-I) and in the S near
Najaf (Kifl-I), the Najmah Formation is very poorly developed or absent. In S Iraq, the sequence
below the top of the Gotnia Formation has an abnormally high pressure gradient (0.2 atm/m)
compared to the normal hydrostatic pressure gradient of 0.12 atm/m above.
18.7.6 Cretaceous petroleum system
18.7.6.1 Source rocks
Cretaceous source rocks occur in Iraq but are poorly studied especially in S Iraq. Habba and
Abdulla (1989) analyzed some Cretaceous source rocks in N Iraq (Section 18.7.5.1). Abdulla and
Kinghorn (1996) analyzed Cretaceous source rocks in Kuwalt. They concluded that the Sulaiy
Formation is the most productive source formation due to its TOC content and favorable burial
history. Its TOC content ranges from 0.5-3.2% (Abdulla and Kinghorn, 1996). The formation is up
to 300 m thick in S Iraq, thinning to <50 m in central Iraq.
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In SW Irann (Dezful Em
mbayment), Bordenave (1993) identtified four m
main Cretaceous source rrocks:
the Garau, Kazdhumii, Shalaif annd Gurpi Foormations. These
T
are reespectively equivalent tto the
a Shiranissh Formatioons of Iraq. The Kazdhhumi is the most
Balambo, Nahr Umr, Rumaila, and
o oil in SW
W Iran and, therefore, thhe Nahr Um
mr shales miight be impoortant
important oil source of
source rocks in SE Iraqq.
Gara Formattion (of Tithonian-Berriaasian age) haas a TOC content of up to
t 6.91 % wtt. The
The Chia G
Lower Ballambo is reg
garded as thee major sourrce of oil in the Kirkuk Embayment, entering thhe oil
window inn the Early Miocene (15 Ma), andd are currenntly at peakk oil generaation (Habbaa and
Abdulla, 1989). The avverage TOC
C content of the
t formatioon is lower thhan that of thhe Upper Jurrassic
source at 00.9% wt, butt the effectivve thickness iis much greaater ranging from 100 m to 700 m.
The shaless within the Ratawi andd Zubair form
mations are considered aas modest source rocks; they
are in the ooil window in
i the Mesoppotamian Zoone. The calcculated matuurity of the base
b
of the R
Ratawi
Formationn (Fig. 18-111) indicates it has just entered the oil window
w in the Sallman Zone, and i
within the oil window in the Zubaair and Euphrrates sub zonnes and withhin the wet gas
g window in the
Tigris Subbzone.
Upper Creetaceous form
mations (Shiiranish marlss or the equiivalent Jib'abb Marl and phosphatic
p
D
Digma
Formationn are potential source roocks in the Anah
A
and Taayarat grabeens in W Iraaq where theey are
partly withhin the oil window (Fig. 18-12). Areeas within the Anah Grabben and the Sinjar Trouggh are
expected tto contain mature
m
Uppeer Cretaceouus source roocks. Upper Cretaceous source rockks are
also maturre in E Iraq (Fig.
(
18-12). In Syria the net thickneess of the Uppper Cretaceeous source rocks
is 30-40 m with an aveerage TOC of
o 2.6% (Serrreya, 1990).
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18.7.6.2 Reservoirs and seals
Cretaceous reservoir rocks are abundant, especially in S Iraq. However, four reservoir units
contain most of the oil of the region; the Yamama, Zubair, Nahr Umr and Mishrif. Other
formations are locally important and include the:
Sulaiy, Ratawi, Shu’aiba, Mauddud, Rumaila, Khasib Tanuma-Sa'di, Hartha and Tayarat. In N Iraq
the Qamchuqa Formation (equivalent to the Mauddud and Shu’aiba) is a reservoir in the oil
bearing structures of the Kirkuk Embayment and in the Mosul High. The Shiranish, Hartha and
Kometan Formations are important fractured carbonate reservoirs in N Iraq.
18.7.6.2.1 Yamama
The Yamama Formation contalns oil and gas in 26 structures of S Iraq (Appendix 2). The
formation comprises two carbonate units each with basal reservoir oolitic limestones overlain by
lime mudstone seals (Sadooni, 1994). Its porosity varies greatly from 5-20%. Permeability ranges
from 3-180 md; highest porosities occur in the Rumaila and West Qurna structures. The formation
has been tested at rates of up to 9000 bbl/day in West Quma, 10,800 bbl/day in Zubair, up to
19,000 bbl/day in Ratawi, 1,350 bbl/day in
North Rumaila and 4000 bbl/day in Halfaya. It contalns oil of 16-43° API gravity and a sulphur
content of 0.9-4.5%. It is an important reservoir in the southern Mesopotamian Zone, especially in
the West Quma, North Rumaila and Majnoon fields.
18.7.6.2.2 Zubair
The Zubair Formation is the most prolific reservoir in S Iraq especially in the Zubair and Rumal1a
oil fields where it is known as the Third and Fourth Pays of S Iraq (Fig. 18-13). It is an oil
reservoir in some 30 structures in the Mesopotamian Zone, including the fields of East Baghdad
and Balad. The formation extends from the Tharthar region in central Iraq southwards towards the
Iraqi-Kuwalt border; it is >500 m in the area S of Baghdad. The formation consists of sandstone
and shale. Limestone beds occur in the formation in eastern SE Iraq. The net sand content of the
formation generally increases towards the west, from zero near the Iraq Iran border to over 200 m
near Zubair in the south and near Karba1a to the north. Between Nasiriya and Amara the net sand
thickness is about 100m; carbonates comprise about 15% of the formation near Nasiriya and 35%
near Amara. In East Baghdad field, oil of 32° API gravity is produced from the Zubair Formation;
oil is also encountered in the Zubair Formation in the Balad oil field. Strong oil shows in the
formation are also recorded from wells bordering the Euphrates River; Kifl-I tested 5,600 bll/d
from the Zubair Formation.
Its porosity exceeds 30% in the Salman zone and diminishes to 15% along the Iraq-Iran border in S
Iraq. The permeability ranges from 20 to 1800 md (averaging 700 md). It contalns oil with API
gravity values ranging from 160 to 39° (averaging 34°) and a sulphur content of 1.5% to 2.18%
(averaging 1.8%). The API varies from an average of around 34° in the western parts of
Mesopotamian to around 16-27° in the east. The API gravity of the Zubair oil in Khidr Al Mal
structure is 20°. The maturities of the underlying Jurassic and Cretaceous source rocks are shown
in Fig. 1810 and Fig. 18-11 respectively.
The most important occurrences of oil in the Zubair Formation are in the S Iraq oil fields of
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Zubair, Ruumaila, Rataawi, Tuba annd Luhais. Oil
O has also been
b
discovered in the Zubair
Z
Form
mation
further easst in the Majnnoon, Halfayya and Huwaiza fields.

18.7.6.2.3 Ratawi
The Rataw
wi Formationn, which unnderlies and partly interrfingers withh the Zubairr Formation,, may
have contrributed to th
he oil chargee of the Zubbair Formatiion, especiaally in the eaastern part oof the
Mesopotam
mian Zone. The
T formation is locallyy oil bearingg but has verry poor reserrvoir qualityy. The
limestoness of the forrmation aree very tightt with a prrimary poroosity of 5 to
t 15% andd low
permeabiliity (Tuba).
18.7.6.2.4 Shu’aiba
L
Qamcchuqa Form
mation form a carbonate ramp
The Shu’aaiba Formatiion and the equivalent Lower
trending NNW-SSE
N
annd extendingg from the Irraq Iran bordder in S Iraq,, to the Kirkuuk area in N Iraq.
The Shu’aaiba Formattion consistts of stronggly recrystalllized and ddolomitized carbonates.. The
formation contalns oill in the Kirkkuk (Baba Dome),
D
Bai Hassan,
H
Khaabaz, Khurm
mala, Makhuul and
A
Jraisshan, Majnooon, North Rumaila,
R
Sam
mawa
Qara Chauuq structuress in N Iraq and in the Ahdeb,
and Zubairr structures of
o S Iraq. Thhe Shu’aiba rreservoir varries in porossity from 8 too 30% (averraging
18%), whiile the permeeability variies from 80 to 1000 md (av. -150 m
md). Its API oil gravity varies
v
from 12.6 to 42° (usuaally 21-42° inn N Iraq) wiith a sulphurr content of 00.92-3.7% (aaveraging 2%
%).
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18.7.6.2.5 Nahr Umr
The Nahr Umr Formation is a significant oil reservoir in S Iraq. The Nahr Umr Formation is a
sand-dominated clastic unit in the W and SW and shale-dominated in the E; it passes laterally into
the Upper Sarmord Formation in N Iraq and the Kazdhumi Formation in SW Iran. It is equivalent
to the important Burgan Formation of Kuwalt. The formation has a gradational contact with the
overlying Mauddud Formation; in the Majnoon field 40% of the Nahr Umr Formation comprises
carbonate beds. Its distribution is similar to that of the Zubair Formation; it extends into the Stable
Shelf Zone along the southern side of the Rutba Uplift. The maximum thickness of the formation is
around 250 m in S Iraq.
Most of the oil found in the Nahr Umr reservoir is located in S Iraq though numerous other
structures in central Iraq were found to have oil within the formation. 37 structures contain oil in
the Nahr Umr Formation (see Appendix 2).
The porosity of the formation ranges from 16 to 23.3% (averaging 21 % ); permeability ranges
from 20 to 3000 md (averaging about 200 md). The API oil gravity ranges from 20 to 35°
(averaging about 28°) and sulphur ranges from 0.92 to 3.7% (averaging about 2%).
18.7.6.2.6 Mauddud
The Mauddud Formation was deposited on an Albian carbonate ramp developed along the eastern
side of the Mesopotamian Zone of S Iraq, shifting to the E side of the Foothill and High Folded
zones in N Iraq along the Anah Qalat Dizeh Fault. The formation is up to 240 m thick in two
depocentres near Amara and Baghdad. The net reservoir thickness in S Iraq reaches 150 m in the
Amara area, decreasing to 50 m towards the SW near the Zubair area. The Mauddud Formation
contalns oil in 19 structures in N, central and S Iraq (Appendix 2).
The porosity of Mauddud Formation is generally <15%. The permeability is usually <10 md. The
oil in the Mauddud varies from 12-38° (averaging 25°). The heaviest oil in the Mauddud is found
in Amara field and the lightest is found in the Kirkuk structure. The sulphur content ranges from
1.2 to 3%; the lowest sulphur content is 1.2% is found in the Badra structure where the API gravity
is 36°.
18.7.6.2.7 Mishrif
The Mishrif Formation is best developed as thick rudist buildups over structural highs in S Iraq,
specifically in the eastern Mesopotamian Zone. The formation comprises repeated cycles of
backreef/lagoonal sediments and rudist banks (AL Khersan, 1975). Other banks also developed
along the W side of the Mesopotamian Zone, especially near Kifl (Chapter 12). Oil in the Mishrif
Formation reservoir is confirmed in 32 structures in northern, central and S Iraq (see Appendix-2).
High net reservoir thickness is best developed within the rudist banks of E Mesopotamia. Porosity
is up to 22% and averages 15%. Permeability ranges from 23 to 775 md and is generally good. The
API gravity of the oil in the Mishrif is typically 23-36.6°, averaging around 25°.
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18.7.6.2.8 Khasib- Tanuma-Sa'di
The three formations Khasib, Tanuma and Sa'di are present over much of S and Central Iraq and
generally characterised by chalky sediments interbedded with marls and shale (especially in the
Tanuma Formation). They were deposited in a NW-SE trending basin extending from NW Iraq to
Kuwalt. They thin towards the east (125 m), west (150 m) and northwest (100 m).
The reservoir units in the Khasib- Tanuma-Sa'di have porosities of 18-23% (averaging 20%) and a
permeability of about 10 md. The oil API gravity varies from 16 to 28° (averaging 22°). The
Sulphur content of the oils is 2.94.64% (averaging 3.5%).
18.7.6.2.9 Hartha-Tayarat
The Lower Campanian-Maastrichtian Hartha Formation (including the "Pilsner Formation") is'
present in a depocentre extending along the western side of the Mesopotamian Zone and along the
eastern side of the Salman Zone (Chapter 12). The formation was deposited as shoals and banks
with rudist debris (Hippurites) and as oolitic carbonates and sabkha carbonates and evaporites
(especially on the Salman Zone and the Rutba subzone). The formation is up to 450 m thick near
Najaf. The Hartha Formation reservoir is found in 30 structures in S, Central and N Iraq. The net
reservoir thickness generally does not exceed 45 m. The overlying Tayarat Formation has similar
characteristics and is mostly developed along the Salman Zone.
The porosity of the formation where best developed is 2124%. The API gravity of its oil ranges
from 15 to 30° (averaging about 25°) with a sulphur content varying from 1.45-5.9% (averaging
about 4%). The lowest sulphur values are found in Injana and Sasan structures indicating
derivation from fully mature source rocks
18.7.6.2.10 Shiranish
The Shiranish Formation consists of mudstone, marl and occasional limestone beds. It often forms
the seal above the Hartha and Tayarat reservoirs in S Iraq, but in central and N Iraq it can act as a
reservoir where it is tectonically fractured in the cores of anticlines.
Matrix porosity is typically very low (3% in Butmah Field). Reservoir permeability is thus
controlled by fractures. An average permeability of 13 md is recorded from the Sufaiyah field in
NW Iraq, but is locally much higher. The API gravity of oil varies from 14° to 63° (average -25).
The API gravity is highest in the Chemchemal field of NE Iraq. The sulphur content varies from
0.14 and 4.3%.
18.7.7 Tertiary system
18.7.7.1 Source rocks
Tertiary source rocks may occur in the Aaliji Formation of Palaeocene-Early Eocene age.
However, it is unlikely that the source is mature except, perhaps, in the Badra area along the
eastern parts of the Mesopotamian Zone. The equivalent Pabdeh Formation of SW Iran is a well
documented source in the Dezful Embayment (Bordenave, 2002). Palaeogene source rocks are also
reported in the Euphrates Graben in Syria.
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18.7.7.2 Reservoirs and seals
The Tertiary oil is "seepage" oil that migrated from deeper reservoirs. The folds of the Foothill
Zone grew mainly during the Pliocene. Two type of oil are contained within the Tertiary
reservoirs, these are high API gravity oils in NE Iraq and low API gravity oils in the Mosul High
of N Iraq. Since the Tertiary and Late Cretaceous sources in NE Iraq are immature to early mature,
the light oil (37 API) in Kirkuk field must have migrated from deeper source rocks through
fractures. The Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic source rocks are the most likely sources for these
hydrocarbons in NE Iraq (Dunnington, 1958). The low API gravity high sulphur oil of the
Qalyarah, Qasab and Najmah structures is most likely sourced from less mature source rocks
(around the Mosul High). In S Iraq, oil in the Tertiary reservoirs is restricted to both sides of the
Mesopotamian Zone where the oil has also migrated from deeper levels. Tertiary reservoirs are
important gas reservoirs in the Foothill zone of the Kirkuk Embayment.
The oil and gas within the Tertiary reservoirs is trapped below two widely distributed anhydrite
seals: the Lower Miocene Dhiban and the Middle Miocene Fatha (L Fars) formations. The Fatha
Formation has a much wider areal distribution and is the most effective seal in the Tertiary section.
There are three important Tertiary reservoirs in Iraq: the Kirkuk Group, and the Euphrates and
Jeribe formations; and the lower carbonate section of the Fatha (L Fars) Formation sometimes acts
as a reservoir. Other less significant reservoirs include the Avanah, Pila Spi, Gercus, Aaliji, Umm
Er Radhuma, Jaddala and Ghar.
The main Tertiary reservoir units of N Iraq include the Jeribe, Euphrates and the Kirkuk Group;
the units are sometimes grouped under the name "Main Limestone". However, the Main Limestone
may sometimes include only the Kirkuk Group (Fig. 18-14).
18.7.7.2.1 Kirkuk Group
The Kirkuk Group is represented by a complex of backreef/reef/forereef and basinal units. In many
fields the whole of the Oligocene Kirkuk Group and the overlying Euphrates and Jeribe formations
form one reservoir unit sealed by the Fatha (L Fars) evaporite section. The reservoir units of the
Kirkuk Group are related to reef/forereef facies fringing the shoreline of the Oligocene basin. The
NE reservoir belt extends from the Mosul area in the NW to the Iranian border at Naft Khaneh.
The SW reservoir belt extends from the western desert in the NW towards Hit, crossing the
Mesopotamian Zone towards the Amara area in SE Iraq.
The Kirkuk Group is a reservoir unit in the Khurmala, Avanah and Baba domes of the Kirkuk
structure, and in the Judaida, Khabaz, Bai Hassan, Ajeel and Hemrin fields in N Iraq. In S Iraq it is
a reservoir in the Jabal Fauqi, Haifaya and Buzurgan fields. The whole complex of the Kirkuk
Group, Euphrates and Jeribe is referred to as the Main Limestone and is equivalent to the prolific
Asmari carbonates in the oil fields of the Dezful Embayment of SW Iran.
The porosity and permeability of the carbonates of the Kirkuk Group are usually good; some wells
within the Baba dome produced 100,000 bbl/day. The porosity ranges from 15 to 25% (averaging
about 22%) and the average permeability is about 100md. The API gravity of oil ranges from 18°
to 36° (average 30°); the sulphur content is 1.5- 4%. The lightest oil with the lowest sulphur
content is recorded in the Kirkuk structure. Oils in Oligocene reservoirs in the S Iraq oil fields are
relatively heavy (20° API) and may have been derived from a mid mature Cretaceous source rock.
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18.7.7.2.2 Euphrates and Jeribe
The Euphrrates and Jerribe Miocenne Formationns are imporrtant reservoirs in N Iraq
q and locallyy in S
Iraq. Theyy contain oill and gas in over 30 struuctures (see Appendix 2).
2 Both form
mations are inner
shelf carboonates with both
b
primaryy porosity annd secondaryy porosity duue to dolomiitization. In many
structures of the Mo
osul High thhe formatioons are bituuminous inddicating thatt that they once
water at shalllow depth. M
Many
contained oil prior to breaching of the seal orr flushing byy meteoric w
nd Mosul arre related to oil and gas escaping froom the Jerib
be Formationn into
sulphur deeposits aroun
the evaporritic Fatha Foormation (Jaassim et al., 11999).
The Euphhrates Formaation ranges in porosity from 155% to 30% (averaging about 20%
%) Its
permeabiliity ranges frrom 8 to 5000 md (averaaging 10 mdd). Its API oil
o gravity varies
v
from 18 to
36.7° (averaging 30°) and its sulphhur content varies from 1.5 to 3.97%
% (averagingg 2%). The Jeribe
J
p
rangges from 14 to 21% (aveeraging abouut 17%). Its permeability
y varies from
m 1 to
reservoir porosity
1146 md ((averaging about
a
200mdd). Its API oiil gravity vaaries from 155 to 51 ° (avveraging 35°°) and
the sulphuur content vaaries from 0.4 to 7.1 %.. The heavieest oils with the highestt sulphur conntents
are found iin fields in th
he Mosul arrea where seeepages occuur. In S Iraq, where the foormations coontain
oil in the Jabal Fauqi, Abu Ghiraab, Buzurgann and Halfaaya fields, thhe oil is also
o heavy (18 API)
with high ssulphur conttent (3%).
18.7.7.2.3 Fatha (L Fars)
Fatha (L F
Fars) Formaation has a limestone-ddominated unit
u
at its baase, often referred to aas the
"Transitionn Beds", oveerlain by an anhydrite-doominated unnit. The carboonates of thee lower unit in the
Mosul areaa often conttain heavy oil and bitum
men. The forrmation has bbeen identiffied as a reseervoir
in 11 strucctures, mosttly in NE Iraaq and in S Iraq along both flanks of Mesopo
otamia. The Fatha
Formationn contalns gas
g in Chia Surkh andd oil and gaas in the G
Gilabat, Khaashm Ahmarr and
Mansuriyaa structures in N Iraq,, Ajeel in central
c
Iraqq and Subbaa, Zubair, Rumaila,
R
Suuhain,
Majnoon, Nahr Umr and
a Kifl in S Iraq. Thee porosity raanges from 15 to 20% (averaging
(
115%);
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permeability is about 100 md. The API gravity of the oil ranges from 12.9 to 41 ° (averaging 19°).
The highest API values are restricted to the central and NE Iraq while oils of the S Iraq oil fields
are generally heavy «22° API).
18.7.8 Hydrocarbon budget and exploration potential
Knowledge of source rock properties in Iraq is still very limited (Section 18.7). Knowledge of the
properties of the Silurian source rocks are based on data from two wells in W .Iraq and some data
from the surrounding countries. Little data has been published on the properties of the Cretaceous
source rocks; published analyses of' Jurassic source rocks are limited to scattered outcrops in NE
Iraq and a few wells. No published analyses of Triassic source rocks are available. Consequently
there is significant uncertainty in the volume of oil and gas generated in the source kitchens in
Iraq.The volume of oil generated from the Mesozoic source rocks in Iraq can be conservatively
estimated at 2 trillion barrels (2000 billion barrels) assuming a total mature kitchen area of 300,000
sq km, an average net source rock thickness of 20 metres, an oil yield of 25 kg/tonne of source
rock, an average maturity of 75%, a source rock density of 2.4 tonnes/cubic metre and an average
oil density of 830 kg/cubic metre. If 25% of this oil was expelled and reached traps following
secondary migration the volume of Oil in Place in Iraq's oil fields would be about 500 billion
barrels. However this volume could be much higher if the average thickness and oil yield of the
source rocks has been underestimated or significantly lower if large volumes of oil have been lost
by seepage in central W Iraq and in the fold belt of NE Iraq.
The Undiscovered Hydrocarbon resources of Iraq have been assessed by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) (Verma et al 2004). The USGS estimated the range of undiscovered
resources using 95%, mean and 5% probability levels for each petroleum system in Iraq. The
Palaeozoic Petroleum system was estimated to contain undiscovered oil resources of 0.5-3.1
billion barrels of oil (mean 1.6 billion barrels), and undiscovered gas resources of 12.6-68.8 trillion
cubic feet of gas (mean 38.7 trillion cubic feet). The Jurassic Petroleum System was estimated to
contain undiscovered oil resources of 1.7-9.2 billion barrels of oil (mean 5.3 billion barrels), and
undiscovered gas resources of 5.0-32.8 trillion cubic feet (mean 17.6 cubic feet). The combined
Cretaceous and Tertiary Petroleum Systems were estimated to contain undiscovered oil resources
of 12.0-71.7 billion barrels of oil (mean 38.2 billion barrels) and undiscovered gas resources of
19.2125.4 trillion cubic feet (mean 63.7 trillion cubic feet).
Al-Khirsan and Al-Siddiki (1989) noted that only 114 out of a population of about 400 closed
structures in Iraq had been drilled. They estimated that the remaining exploration potential in
Mesozoic and Tertiary reservoirs in structural traps in Iraq was probably 40 billion barrels and
possibly as high as 80 billion barrels. Al-Gailani (1996) noted that only 59 deep exploration wells
had been drilled in Iraq of which 39 reached the Jurassic, 12 reached the Triassic, and 8 had been
drilled to the Palaeozoic. 131 exploration prospects had been drilled in Iraq by 2003 (Al-Gailani
2003). This corresponds to a very low density of exploration drilling for a large onshore petroleum
province. The distribution of undrilled and dry structures (Al-Gailani 2003) is shown in Fig 18-1.
Undrilled structures comprise anticlines defined by surface geological mapping in the High Folded
Zone, and structures defined by seismic or potential field surveys in the rest of Iraq. Details of
drilled structures are provided in Appendix 2. A major oil and gas exploration programme is
required to fully evaluate the remaining exploration potential of structural and stratigraphic traps in
the petroleum systems of Iraq.
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Chapter 19
Hydrogeology
by
Jiri Krasny, Saad Alsam and Saad Z. Jassim
19.1 Introduction
Although Iraq benefits from two big rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, their water and that of
their tributaries is only utilised in a narrow belt along river valleys in N Iraq and in the
Mesopotamian plain of central and S Iraq. Canals taking water from rivers were used in ancient
times for water supply. The well-known 70 km long aqueduct supplying the Assyrian capital
Niniva with water from the dam at the Gomel River was completed by King Sennacherib in 690
BC. In historical times extended irrigation systems were also established; one was fed by the 300
km long Nahrawan canal built in Neo-Babylonian times (6th Century BC) and later reclaimed by
the Abbasids in 800 AD. However the present total area irrigated by surface waters covers only
about 25% of Iraq. Groundwater will thus play an important role in the development of the
remaining 75% of the country.
Drilling of groundwater wells in Iraq did not start until the 1920's. However hand-dug wells date
from the Babylonian civilisation. Hand-dug wells within the flood plain of Iraq were discovered in
the old ruins of Babylon. The Abbasids dug wells along the pilgrimage route between Najaf and
Mecca (Darb Zubaida) at intervals of forty kilometres (corresponding to a days travel by
caravans). Some of these wells in limestones were 100 m deep and 8 m wide. Thousands of wells
have since been dug in Iraq to supply drinking water, and later to provide water for irrigation.
Due to the importance of groundwater for Iraq's economy, especially for the supply of drinking
water and for irrigation, hydrogeological investigations were conducted in the last century. A
groundwater governmental authority was created as a small section within the irrigation office
after the independence of Iraq in 1921. Significant groundwater research commenced when the
General Directorate of Groundwater was formed within the Ministry of Irrigation. Regional
groundwater studies were carried out by GEOSURV and later by the Desert Development Project
within the Ministry of Irrigation.
The hydrogeological synthesis for Iraq presented in this chapter is based on data available to the
authors from the 1920's to the late 1990's.
19.2 Available data and methodology of treatment of hydrogeological data
Hydrogeological data are available mostly in unpublished reports. The basic work is still the
comprehensive study by the Parsons Company of the Groundwater Resources of Iraq, published in
13 volumes in 1955 and 1957. Elerdashvili (1973) presented a hydrogeological synthesis of Iraq.
Marinov et al. (1974) described the hydrogeology of Iraq within the hydrogeological context of
Asia. Macdonald (1960) studied irrigation in Iraq. Riykov et al. (1975) presented important results
on water resources and land development in Iraq. The groundwater of the Mesopotamian Plain
was studied by a Russian team (1980) contracted with the Ministry of Irrigation in the late 1970's.
They established observation boreholes in the Mesopotamian Plain near Shanafiya, Nasiriya,
Baiadruz, Diwaniya, Shatra, Dujalla, Amara, Hawija and Dibuni.
Regional hydrogeological studies in the 1970's and 1980's were carried out for the 7 blocks of the
desert and compiled by: Al Rawi et al. (1983) for blocks 1-3, Southern Desert Salman area;
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Idrotecnico (1977) for block 4, Southern Desert-Nukhaib area; Consortium Yugoslavia (1978 and
1981), for block 7, Western Desert-Ramdi-Anah-KI60 settlement and block 5, Rutba area). These
studies included groundwater regime observations and drilling of relatively deep wells; the
deepest well reached 1600 m near Ga'ara in W Iraq.
GEOSURV conducted regional hydrogeological studies during geological mapping projects.
GEOSURV sampled springs and hand-dug wells, and drilled and observed new wells. Important
studies were conducted in the Tikrit Baquba area (Krasny 1982e), in the Samarra plain and in
Block 8, Jezira area of NW Iraq (Alsam and Hanna, 1989), in the Foothill Zone (Krasny 1983a),
west of Tharthar (Alsam and Hanna, 1989) and in south and north Sinjar (Alsam and Hanna,
1989). Groundwater observations were also carried out in the Erbil, Altun Kupri and KhazirGomel areas (Alsam and Hanna, 1983). GEOSURV prepared a series of reports on the
hydrogeology of the Mesopotamian Plain (Krasny 1980, 1981a, b, c, 1982a, b, c, d, 1983b). In
2000-2002 an important regional hydrogeological project was conducted in Northern Iraq by the
FAO (Stevanovic and Markovic 2004).
The hydrogeological data used in this book were obtained from over 1000 boreholes, 500 of which
contain full hydrogeological data derived from the regional hydrogeological studies listed above
by government bodies and their contracting organizations as summarized by Alsam et al. (1990).
The methodology of hydrogeological investigations differed in particular areas depending on the
quantity and reliability of hydrogeological data. In areas where data are scarce (mountainous and
Jezira areas) hydrogeological conclusions are approximate and often based on geological
analogues. In the Western and Southern deserts, intensive hydrogeological studies were carried
out allowing regional syntheses .to be made. In some areas there is sufficient hydrogeological and
hydrochemical data from drilled and hand dug wells for statistical analysis, for example in the
Foothill Zone (the most important hydrogeological unit of the whole Iraq), and in the northern part
of the Mesopotamian depression (Tikrit Baquba region).
Where possible, transmissivity magnitude and variability is assessed and compared using the
objective classification system" (Krasny 1993). In most hydrogeological basins groundwater flow
is represented by equipotential (and flow) lines of the piezometric surface of the upper regionally
extensive groundwater body. Prevailing salinity and chemical types of groundwater have been
assessed in most regions. Variation in groundwater chemical properties can be used as a basis for
vertical and horizontal hydrochemical zonality and to recognise local anomalies and temporal
changes in groundwater quality. For water use, saline waters and waters with high sodium content
are a hazard.
19.3 Natural conditions influencing hydrogeological conditions
Hydrogeological conditions are determined by geological, climatic morphological .and
hydrographic factors. Their degree of influence differs from place to place, resulting in very
complex and variable hydrogeological conditions in distinct hydrogeological units (see section
19.5). These factors are discussed below.
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19.3.1 Geological conditions
Geological factors determine the geometry (extent and thickness), porosity and permeability of
aquifers and aquitards. Lithological variations and structural conditions control the
hydrogeological environment affecting groundwater flow and accumulation. Hard (crystalline)
rocks only contaln fracture porosity. Intergranular porosity is characteristic of young
unconsolidated deposits (aquifers). Diagenesis and compaction reduce intergranular porosity and
permeability. Fracture porosity is controlled by tectonic factors .. Limestones and other soluble
deposits such as gypsum may be karstified resulting in an increase in permeability. Dissolution of
these rocks may strongly influence the salinity (or Total Dissolved Solids, TDS) and the chemical
composition of groundwater, mainly in the upper hydrodynamic zone.
19.3.2 Climatic conditions
Climatic conditions determine, within the geological framework, the rate of groundwater recharge
in aquifers, the intensity of groundwater flow and water losses due to capillary effects, evaporation
and transpiration. Long-term average values, and the short-term distribution of precipitation and
seasonal temperature changes are important factors affecting groundwater resources.
To understand the importance of groundwater for Iraq, (75% of its total area is dependent on
groundwater for water supply), it is important to firstly understand the distribution of rainfall.
Rainfall in Iraq varies from 50 mm per year in me SW to 1200 mm per year in the NE (fig. 19-1).
The western desert of Iraq mostly receives < 100 mm per year. The Mesopotamian flood plain and
the Jezira area receive 100-300 mm of precipitation per year. Rainfall in the foothills is 300-700
mm per year; the mountainous region of N and NE Iraq receives> 700 mm of rain. Over half of
Iraq lies within the arid and semi-arid zones (with <150 mm/year rainfall).
Direct water recharge in extensive areas occurs through vertical downward percolation of
precipitation from the surface. Indirect vertical seepage from permanent water courses or wadis
with ephemeral water flow also recharges groundwater bodies, and is very important in Iraq.
Direct recharge occurs in the effluent sectors of rivers mostly in the Foothill zone and in the
Mesopotamian Plain where surface water often flows above the level of surrounding groundwater
bodies. Percolation of surface water from wadis is characteristic of most of the south and west of
Iraq (deserts and Jezira).
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Most precipitation occcurs betweenn October annd May, usuually in burssts. In the western
w
deserrt the
rainfall is 50-100 mm//year and is usually spooradic but alsso extremelyy variable inn time and space.
m in 24 hrs; the maxim
mum dally reccorded rainffall at
On rainy ddays precipittation may eexceed 40 mm
some statiions exceedss the total recorded
r
durring a wholle dry year. This rainfaall pattern alllows
wadies to quickly draain into thee Euphrates thus restriccting rechargge of groun
ndwater aquuifers.
pitation burssts decrease the amounnt of water lost to evap
poration. Annnual
However short precip
evaporatioon is estimateed as 2500-33000 mm off which 400--500 mm occurs in both July and Auugust
alone.
metric condiitions
19.3.3 Morphologicall and hypsom
(
Chapterr 1) characterised by a central depreession
The morphhology of Iraq is relatively simple (see
flanked byy elevated areas
a
to the SW, NW, N and NE (Fig.
(
19-2). The central flood plainn (the
Mesopotam
mian Plain) is covered by
b flat lying alluvium, deeposited by the
t interactin
ng Tigris (annd its
tributaries Adhaim and
d Diyala) annd Euphratess rivers. Thee plain is flannked by allu
uvial fans deerived
H
Pesh
h-e-Kuh rangge in the NE
E, the desertt plateau in the SW and
d by Jezira iin the
from the Hemrin
NW.
J
area lie to the S, Wand NW of Mesopottamia
The Southhern and Weestern Deserrts and the Jezira
while the Foothill Zone lies to thhe N. The Foothill
F
Zonne contalns long anticlin
nes separateed by
broad syncclinal depresssions filledd in by Plioccene and Quuaternary sannd and graveel. The mouuntain
belt dominnates N and NE Iraq. It consists off folds built by carbonattes, largely of
o Mesozoicc age,
separated by narrow synclines
s
coontaining Palaeogene annd Neogene clastics. Aloong the Iraqq-Iran
border in NE
N Iraq a more
m
complexx mountain system
s
of ignneous and metamorphic
m
c rocks domiinates
the landscape. Its elevvation is >15500 m ASL,, reaching 36609 m ASL at the higheest point (Hasr-im
cal zones, brroadly correesponding too the tectonicc subdivisioons of
Rust). Fivee principal morphologic
Buday andd Jassim (19884 and 19877) are describbed in detail in Chapters 4 to 6 (Fig. 19-2).
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Morphologgical and hypsometric
h
conditions determine, within the geological frameworkk, the
position off groundwatter recharge and discharrge zones annd the depth of the waterr table. Variiation
in the perrmeability of
o aquifers and in hyddraulic gradiient control the intensiity and deptth of
groundwatter flow. Moorphologicall and hypsoometric condditions also co-determinne the influeent or
effluent chharacter of water
w
courses and lakes and thus thee relationshipp between surface
s
water and
groundwatter. Closed basins and sabkhas forrm due to a combinatioon of all moorphologicall and
structural-geological factors.
f

19.3.4 Hyddrography
The two ggreat rivers, the Tigris and
a the Euphrates, traveerse Iraq froom N (NW) to S (SE). Both
rivers rise in Turkey near
n Lake Vaan. From Turrkey the Eupphrates flow
ws through Sy
yria's semi-ddesert
m); then it passes throough the desert enteringg the
plateau enntering Iraq at Rumanaah (AL Qaim
Mesopotam
mian Plain at
a Falluja. At
A Qurna, 600 km NNW of
o Basra, the Euphrates merges witth the
Tigris form
ming the Shhatt AL-Arabb. Within Irraq the Euphhrates has noo permanent tributaries.. The
Tigris crosses N Iraqq where it acquires
a
varrious importtant left-bannk permanennt water coourses
Diyala
flowing doown from thee Zagros Moountains succh as the Greeater and Lessser Zab, Addhaim and D
Rivers. Neear Baghad, the Tigris converges tto within 700 km of the Euphrates after which both
rivers diverge again into the M
Mesopotamiaan Plain, offten meandeering and lo
osing substaantial
volumes of their waterr in marshes and by irriggation.
7
km-.. The
The Euphrrates is 2700 km long (1213 km inn Iraq) withh a catchmennt area of 765000
Tigris is 1718 km long
g (1418 km in Iraq) withh a catchmennt area of 3775000 km-. The
T average flow
rate of thee Euphrates is only 11000 m3/s compared with thhat of the Tiigris of 40000 m3/s despiite its
greater lenngth. In spatte in spring, the flow off the Euphraates can reacch 50000 m3/s, usually aat the
beginning of May, whhereas that of
o the Tigris reaches 800000 m3/s in March and April.
A
The Tigris
T
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has a much greater capacity than the Euphrates mainly because it does not flow through arid desert
and because it is also fed within Iraq by numerous water courses flowing from the Zagros.
The density of the drainage network shown in Fig. 19-3 reflects geomorphological and climatic
conditions and hydrogeological conditions such as the permeability of rocks. Five areas of
relatively low drainage density can be recognised and are all due to the higher permeability of the
underlying rocks. The first zone in western Iraq is located along the Nukhaib Graben filled by
Pleistocene gravels. The second area is the Southern Desert where karstification of gypsum in
Eocene rocks in the subsurface has resulted in the formation of numerous closed basins in which
surface drainage dissipates. The third area is the Jezira region where the Miocene gypsum beds are
karstified, producing numerous closed salt playas. The fourth zone is the Pleistocene gravel fan of
the Tigris which originates from Fatha and is dominated by coarse gravel with high permeability.
The fifth area is located along the borders with Saudi Arabia and Kuwalt and is associated with the
gravel of the Dibdibba Formation.
The Jezira region and some other desert regions contaln numerous closed depressions which,
under natural conditions are fed only by torrential wadi inflows, with no outflow. All water is lost,
mostly by evaporation, leaving salty or gypsiferous crusts. The most extensive are the Tharthar
and Abu-Dibbis depressions which follow an important structural element (the Abu Jir Fault) and
some closed depressions in the Jezira area.
The natural flow regimes of the rivers have been considerably influenced by human activities. The
Dokan and Derbendikhan dams were built in the upper reaches of the Lesser Zab and the Diyala
rivers respectively. Along the Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers the Mosul and the Qadisiya
(Haditha) dams, respectively, were completed during the 1980's. Numerous dams on the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers have been proposed by the Ministry of Irrigation. In central Iraq diversion
canals supply the Tharthar depression with water from the Tigris, and the Habbaniya and Razzaza
(Abu-Dibbis) depressions with water from the Euphrates. This human influence has created
extensive artificial lakes. Branching rivers and a network of artificial canals take water off the
Euphrates and Tigris (for example the Hilla and Gharraf rivers) and supply many extensive
irrigation systems in the Mesopotamian Plain.
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19.4 Geneeral featuress of hydrogeeological conditions in Iraq
19.4,1 Main aquifers
Lithologiccal and strucctural geologgical conditiions determiine the spatiial distributiion and exteent of
hydrogeoloogical bodiees (aquifers, aquitards) annd their hyddrogeologicall environmennt.
In Iraq foourteen maiin aquifers/aaquifer grouups, identifiied by theirr relationsh
hip to geoloogical
formationss, can be deffined. The suurface and near
n
surface distribution of these aquuifers withinn Iraq
is shown in Fig. 19-4. The same classification
c
n is used in the
t assessmeent of grounndwater resouurces
in section 19.6. The foourteen aquiffers are:
ous-Tertiary limestones of
o the Digmaa, Tayarat Akashat
A
and Ratga
R
formaations
1. Fracturred Cretaceo
west of Ruutba
2.Sandstonnes of the Peermian Ga'arra and Bir Ell Rah formattions within the Rutba Subzone
3. Fractured limestonne and sanddstone of Trriassic Cretaaceous age including th
he Mulussa,, Zor
U
Husssainiyat, Am
mij, Muhaiw
wir, Saggar,, Nahr Umrr, Rutba-Msad, Harthaa and
Hauran, Ubaid,
Tayarat formations in the Westernn Desert beloonging to thee Rutba Subzzone
d Ghar formaations
4.Limestonne of the Pallaeogene-Neeogene Euphhrates Formaation, Kirkukk Group and
of the Wesstern and Souuthern deserrts of the Ruutba Subzonee and the Sallman Zone
5.Karstifieed and fracttured limesttones of thee Palaeogenne Um-Er Radhuma,
R
Jilll and Dam
mmam
formationss of the Soutthern Desert of the Salm
man Zone
6, Sandstoone and congglomerate off the Miocenne to Pleistocene Ghar aand Zahra fo
ormations annd the
Nukhaib G
Graben fill of
o the Westeern and Soutthern deserts of the Ruttba Subzonee and the Saalman
Zone
Dibdibba Forrmation of thhe Southern Desert in th
he Salman Zoone
7.Sandstonne of the Mioo-Pliocene D
8.Alluvial fan sand annd gravel off Wadi AL--Batin of thee Southern D
Desert in thhe Mesopotaamian
Zone
a limestonne of the Miiddle Miocenne Fatha Forrmation of the
t Jezira arrea of
9.Karstifieed gypsum and
NW Iraq, iin the Jezira Subzone
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100. Sands of tthe Quaternaary Mesopottamian Flood Plain of C
Central and S Iraq, in thhe Mesopotaamian
Zone
11
1. Gravel andd sand of thee Quaternaryy alluvial Faans of the Makhul, Hemrrin and Peshh-e-Kuh rangge, of
central andd S Iraq, alonng the bounddary of the Mesopotamia
M
an and
Foothill zoones
12
2. Sandstones of the Mioo-Pliocene Innjana (U Farrs) and Mukddadiya (L Baakhtiari) form
mations in N and
NE Iraq inn the Foothilll Zone
13
3. Quaternaryy conglomerrates and connglomerates of the Plioccene Bai Hasssan (U Bakhhtiari) Form
mation
in synclinees of NE Iraq
q, belongingg to the Foothhill Zone and parts of thhe High Foldded Zone.
14.Mesozooic-Tertiary
limestonne, igneouss and metaamorphic rocks of the mountainous
m
s and
high foldedd sub provinnce.
The distribbution of thee specific cappacity of aquuifers, basedd on point daata from wateer wells is shhown
in Fig. 199-5. The vaariation in the
t specificc capacity and
a
in the transmissiviity index Y and
transmissivvity is discuussed in detaiil below for each aquiferr system hyddrogeologicaal region listted in
section 19.5. The speccific capacityy of most aqquifers is geenerally <1 litre/sec/metr
l
re. Values of
o 1-3
are more ccommon in thhe Southern Desert and in the northeern part of thhe Mesopotaamian
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19.4.2 Reggional groun
ndwater flow
w and level
In the Araabian Shelf, which coverrs most of thhe country, and
a the Tauurus-Zagros belt
b of the N and
NE Iraq, ddifferent hydrogeological environm
ments occur. In the Shelf area vast hydrogeoloogical
basins occcur, usuallyy representted by exteensive hydrrogeologicall bodies en
nabling reggional
groundwatter flow to form vast aquifer sysstems and subsystems.
s
In the Tauurus and Zaagros
Mountainss, the occurreence of crystalline or "hard" rocks and
a frequent lithological changes result in
areally lim
mited aquifer systems.
Despite grreat variationn in hydrogeeological coonditions in Iraq
I
the genneral featuress of groundw
water
flow can bbe representted by so-caalled hydroddynamic zonnes. Verticaally, they coomprise zonnes of
local (inteensive, shalllow), intermediate (reetarded) andd regional (slow or negligible,
n
d
deep,
sometimess even stagnaant) groundw
water flow. Horizontal
H
e
extensions
off these zones differ; the local
zones havee limited areeal extent. Thhe intermediiate and espeecially regioonal zones arre very extennsive.
Recent ressults of deeep drilling in
i different parts of thhe world suuggest a verry deep zonne of
groundwatter flow is prresent in seddimentary baasins (Krasnyy 2003).
Over one thousand
t
weells were used to constrruct the equiipotential syynoptic map of Fig. 19-66 that
indicates thhe main direections of reegional grouundwater flow
w in the uppper aquifers. The piezom
metric
surface faaithfully refflects morpphology. Grroundwater generally moves
m
towaards the ceentral
depressionn of the Mesoopotamian Plain.
P
In the deseert area two groundwateer level highhs (piezomettric elevationns) are present, separateed by
the Nukhaaib depressio
on to which groundwater
g
r flows from
m both highs. The remain
ning groundw
water,
which doees not flow toowards the Nukhaib
N
deppression, flow
ws towards the Euphratees (obstructeed by
the Euphraates Boundaary Fault) (F
Fig. 19-6); it
i ultimatelyy reaches thee Mesopotam
mian depresssion.
Along the Euphrates Boundary
B
Fault numeroous springs have
h
discharrges of 2010000 LIs (tottaling
m long.
3000 LIs), they form a conspicuouus "line of spprings" moree than 400 km
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In the Jeziira area grouundwater floows from thee Tayarat strructural highh westwardss towards the AL
Tawila deppression aloong the Iraq--Syria bordeer in the wesst, the Sunaiilsla depresssion in the nnorth,
the Euphraates valley in the south, and the Thharthar valleyy and ultimaately the Thaarthar depreession
in the E annd SE. In thee foothills, groundwater
g
r generally fllows towardds the tributaaries of the T
Tigris
and ultimaately into thee Tigris andd the Mesopootamian Plaiin. Long antticlines of thhe Foothills often
form grouundwater divvides causing groundwaater to movee laterally toowards the Tigris tributtaries
such as thee Greater Zaab, Lesser Zaab, and Adhaaim and Diyyala rivers.
The depth of the wateer table from
m the surface is shown in Fig. 19-77. In the Weestern Deserrt, the
f
10 m allong the Eupphrates Riveer to >250 m near
depth to thhe water tablle increases westwards from
the Iraq-Jordan Sauddi border. Near
N
the Euuphrates Rivver, a sharpp gradient exists alongg the
F
where tthe water tabble depth quiickly decreases towards Mesopotam
mia. In
Euphrates Boundary Fault
g
at 10-20
1
m wheereas in the foothill areaa it is at 20-330 m.
the Jezira area the watter table is generally
t area souuth of
The Mesoppotamian Pllain has a shhallow grounnd water deppth, generally <1 m in the
Kut and 11-5 m between Kut annd Baghdad. This very shallow groound water of high salinity
adversely affects
a
the so
oil of Mesoppotamia.
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19.4.3 Cheemical compposition andd salinity
Groundwaater salinity (Fig.
(
19-8) is presented aas a shallow
w groundwateer quality map with six water
w
quality levvels, these arre: Potable water
w
(<1 g/L
L), irrigationn water (1-3 g/L), limitedd irrigation water
w
(3-5 g/L), water seldom used for irrigation
i
(5-10 g/L), unnusable wateer (10-20 g/L
L and 20-500 g/L)
and brine ((>50 g/L).
Salinity inncreases in the central, topographiically lowerr, Mesopotam
mian Plain and Jezira area.
Water witth a salinity of 3-10 mgg/L dominattes with pocckets of unuusable water near salt pplaya
basins. The groundwatter of the Mesopotamiann Plain is gennerally extreemely salinee in the SE. Areas
A
w area contaaln less saliine ground water. The Western D
Desert
flanking thhis topograpphically low
contalns w
waters with salinity of 1-3 g/L witth two pockkets of freshh water neaar Rutba andd the
Nukhaib ddepression with
w salinity of <I g/L. The southerrn desert conntalns relatively more ssaline
irrigation water with a salinity of 3-5 g/L
L in the weest and 5-100 g/L in th
he east nearr the
mian depresssion.
Mesopotam
The mounntainous regiion in N andd NE Iraq iss dominated by fresh waater of <1 g/L
g salinity iin the
high mounntains and th
he eastern paart of the Foothill Zone and irrigatioon water of <3
< g/L saliniity in
the rest of the Foothill Zone.
Groundwaater type claassifications are numerrous and geenerally follow the Freesenius princciple.
Particular cations and anions are successivelyy combined to form proogressively less
l
soluble salts.
mbined with nitrates. Excess of potaassium is com
mbined with
h chlorides etc.
e If
First potasssium is com
there are more
m
nitratees their exceess is combbined with ssodium etc. So the sequuence of caations
(potassium
m, sodium, magnesium,
m
a calcium)) is successivvely combinned with anioons followinng the
and
order: nitrrates, chloriddes, sulphatees, bicarbonnates. On preecipitation thhe reverse anion
a
order takes
over. Thuss, hypotheticcal salts are created,
c
som
me of them foorming salt oof strong acid
ds and otherrs salt
of weak aacids. In thhe classification of Gazzda (I 971) the designnation of th
he chemical type
correspondds to the preevailing, (so called first) hypotheticaal salt compoonent. If thiss first compoonent
reaches a concentratioon of >50%
% the type iss designatedd as "basic" and when the
t concentrration
b
If thee concentration of no com
mponent excceeds
exceeds 677% it is desiignated as "eexpressive basic".
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50% the chemical type is designated as "transient" (when two components each have a
concentration of 3350%), or "mixed" (when not more than one component has a concentration of
33-50%).
In this book the classification of ground water type used by Aralm (1990) on the GEOSURV
hydrogeological map of Iraq (which identifies six basic classes of water types) is adopted. These
are the bicarbonate, bicarbonate-sulphate, bicarbonate chloride, sulphate, chloride-sulphate, and
chloride types (Fig. 19-9).
Within recharge areas all ground water starts as the low salinity bicarbonate water type which
soon changes composition as it infiltrates and flows through rocks. The ultimate water type after
long passage into more stagnant basins is the chloride water type. After a passage through
limestone rocks, groundwater mostly changes composition to a calcium-bicarbonate type. When
groundwater water is enriched in sulphates salts, it may precipitate gypsum or even sodium
sulphate.
The bicarbonate water type (Fig. 19-9) is restricted mostly to the mountainous region or the
pediment of some high mountains in Jabal Sinjar. Mixed bicarbonate-sulphate water dominates the
Foothill Zone, especially the Makhul-Hemrin Subzone. The Western Desert area has isolated
regions of low salinity bicarbonate water; elsewhere it is dominated by the carbonate-chloride
water type probably sourced from deeper aquifers. The Southern Desert contalns predominantly
bicarbonate-sulphate water and sulphate water especially in its eastern parts due to flow of water
through the anhydrite-bearing Rus Formation. The
Mesopotamian Zone is dominated by the chloride water type with a surrounding zone of sulphate
water or transitional chloride-sulphate type. The high salinity sodium chloride brine within the SE
part of the Mesopotamian Plain is probably a result of the natural progression of long-distance
groundwater movement into a semi-closed stagnant basin.
High linear correlation coefficients occur between salinity and sodium, magnesium, sulphate and
chloride concentrations (Krasny 1980). The distribution of the sulphate waters usually coincides
with formations containing gypsum. In areas of saline water, higher chloride contents may indicate
the influence of fault zones which act as conduits for mineralised water from the Euphrates
Formation to flow into the Fatha Formation, for example in the area south of Mosul and in some
places along the Euphrates Boundary Fault. However in areas of high salinity, increased amounts
of bicarbonate together with salinities of <1000 ppm indicate hydraulic connection with relatively
unmineralised surface (pluvial) water; the best opportunity for such connection apparently exists
in ephemeral valley fill.
In the shallow zone of the mountain regions, as in temperate climatic zones, calcium/magnesium
and carbonates/ sulphates typically prevail in groundwater. The salinity is here very low, usually
up to a few hundreds of mg/L. In arid and semi-arid areas of Iraq the chemical composition of
groundwater even in the shallow subsurface zone is very variable mostly depending on the quality
of recharged water and the depth of the water able. Sodium and chloride contents generally
increase with depth and in deep-seated zones sodium/calcium and chloride brines prevail. These
vertical chemical changes of groundwater composition are accompanied by a general depth-related
increase in salinity.
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Past and prresent hydro
ogeological conditions
c
of Iraq, naturral accumulaation and leaching stagess, and
the impactt of the anthhropogenic stage
s
are im
mportant in controlling
c
ggroundwaterr quality (Krrasny
2001). Compared with
h other regions, the antthropogenic stage has laasted in Iraqq for a relattively
mpacts were intensified inn the last cenntury
long time ddue to early human activvities. Anthrropogenic im
due to exteensive irrigaation withoutt drainage annd by the divversion of huuge volumess of surface water
w
by many ccanals and ex
xtended irriggation system
ms.
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19.5 Hydrogeological provinces of Iraq
Hydrogeological units of different orders can be identified in Iraq. Definition of first order
hydrogeological units (hydrogeological or groundwater provinces) reflects the principal structural
geological divisions of Iraq. These units can be subdivided based on specific hydrogeological
properties and elements. The extent and depth of groundwater flow can be used to define different
scales of aquifer systems (mega systems, systems, subsystems, and partial systems). Units
consisting of various juxtaposed aquifers (and aquitards), with variable hydraulic communication
are often of basin-wide extent. Within an aquifer system, groundwater flow can be considered to
occur in closed systems between recharge areas of groundwater accumulation and discharge areas
thus enabling the groundwater balance to be estimated. This is the first step in assessing
groundwater resources.
Iraq belongs to two major hydrogeological provinces: the Nubio-Arabian and Taurus Zagros
Provinces (Fig. 19-10).
The Nubio-Arabian Groundwater Province comprises the Nubio-Arabian platform comprising
crystalline ("hard") rocks and its unfolded/gently-folded sedimentary cover. Within Iraq regional
groundwater flow occurs in the extensive Mesopotamian aquifer megasystem with well defined
hydrodynamic and hydrochemical zones. Intensive groundwater flow occurs in the upper part of
the megasystem, especially in its SW and NE flanks where several basin-wide aquifer systems or
sub-systems with relatively independent groundwater flow occur. Recharge occurs in various
areas; discharge mostly occurs in lowlying regions through springs or slow seepage into rivers and
closed basins, for example in the Shari Lake depression and originally, (prior to human influence)
in the Tharthar and the Abu-Dibis depressions. At depth groundwater flows very slowly or is even
stagnant. The discharge zone of the whole megasystem is in the Mesopotamian Zone.
The Mesopotamian Aquifer Megasystem of the Nubio Arabian Groundwater Province consists of
five hydrogeologic units (Fig. 19-10):
1. The Aquifer System of the Western and the Southern Desert (Section 19.5.1).
2. The Jezira Hydrogeologic Region, including the Sinjar region (Section 19.5.2).
3. The Aquifer System of the Mesopotamian Plain, including the Baquba- Tikrit region (Section
19.5.3)
4. The Aquifer systems of alluvial fans, Mandali-Badra- Tib region (Section 19.5.4).
5.The Aquifer system of the Foothills (Section 19.5.5). The Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province
is located in intensively folded and thrusted rocks (Section 19.5.6). It contalns small aquifer
systems in hard rocks, clastics and karstified carbonates mostly with local, confined, relatively
shallow groundwater flow. However some of these aquifers act as an external recharge zone to the
Mesopotamian Aquifer Megasystem, especially through deep-seated, regional groundwater flow.
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19.5.1 Aqu
uifer System
m of the Westtern and Southern Deseerts
19.5.1.1 Fractured
F
Crretaceous-Teertiary limesstone of the Rutbah, Diggma, Tayaraat Akashat
and Ratgaa formationss (Aquifer Group
G
1)
Aquifer Group I compprises the following form
mations and aquifers: thhe Ratga Forrmation (0-120 m
mestone, the Akashat aquuifer (120-200 m
depth) whiich consists mainly of liimestone and chalky lim
depth) coomprising dolomites,
d
limestone with
w
beds of
o argillaceeous chalky
y limestone and
phosphoritte, and the Hartha ffayyarat aquiferr (200-330 m depth) whhich consistts of dolomiitised
limestone with shale beds. Theese aquifers are fracturred and kaarstified with heterogenneous
nd a wide rannge of storaage propertiees. They havve very variable producttivity
secondary porosity an
p
withoout detailed surveys. Weells are thus often deepeened to peneetrate
which is ddifficult to predict
the underlyying Mulusssa (Group 3) or Ga'ara (Group 2) aaquifers to eensure that th
hey will prooduce
groundwatter. From 3550 m to 4000 m depth thhe Rutba Forrmation (Cennomanian) aquifer
a
is ussually
encountereed. It compriises fine-coaarse grained sand and sanndstone. It outcrops
o
nearr Rutba townn.
In this aquuifer zone th
he groundwaater elevationn is 450-5000 m ASL. G
Groundwater flows N tow
wards
Syria (tow
wards the Eupphrates Riveer valley) andd S towards Saudi Arabiia (towards the
t Nafud baasin).
The depth of the waterr table from the ground surface varies from 1500 m in the NE
E to about 400
4 m
in the SW.. The depths of exploitattion boreholees are 4005000 m below gground levell.
The salinitty of the gro
oundwater oof this aquiffer zone (Noo.1) is 1-3 g/L. The watter is suitablle for
domestic uuse, irrigation and wateriing livestockk (Fig. 19-8)).
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19.5.1.2 Sandstones of the Permocarboniferous Ga'ara and Bir El-Rah formations (Ga'ara
Aquifer, Group 2)
The Ga'ara Aquifer is the most important aquifer in the area, not only where it outcrops or is near
the surface but also where it lays below aquifer groups 1 and 3. It consists of beds of sandstone
and shale. Within the Ga'ara depression the aquifer comprises two water bearing units. The Upper
Ga'ara is not uniform in distribution. It lies at a depth of 200-400 m. In the depression area several
wells to this horizon went dry; here the Upper Carboniferous section consists of the shaledominated Bir EI Rah Formation. In the Akashat area the Ga'ara aquifer consists of homogeneous
sandstone at depths of 400-700 m.
To the NE of the depression, Lower Permian sands of the Ga'ara Formation produced water from
wells at depths of about 90 m. A deeper aquifer in the Ga'ara depression was encountered in well
1<5/1 at 970 m. About 90 m of cavernous limestone of the Lower Carboniferous Harur Limestone
Formation contained confined water of low salinity «3 g/L) with a static water level of about 400
m ASL (100m BGL). The transmissivity of the Ga'ara aquifer varies from <100 m2/day in its
upper part, to about 250 m2/day in its lower part; the aquifer is confined and the storage coefficient
is of the order of 10-4. The depth to groundwater varies from 150 m in the N and NE part to about
300 m in the SW part of the aquifer.
The yields of boreholes tapping the upper and lower aquifers are about 4 L/sec and 20 L/sec
respectively. Groundwater salinity in the SE is <1 g/L, and 1-3 g/L elsewhere. Note that the
salinity of the upper aquifer is lower than the salinity of the lower aquifer by about 0.5-1 g/L. The
groundwater of both aquifers is suitable for domestic use, irrigation, and for watering livestock.
19.5.1.3 Fractured limestones and sandstones of Triassic-Cretaceous age (Aquifer Group 3)
In the Rutba area, groundwater occurs in the Upper Triassic Mulussa Formation which comprises
limestone and dolomites, interbedded with marl. Wells targeting the Mulussa aquifer around
Rutba town should be 120-180 m deep. The aquifer is fractured carbonate with very variable
permeability.
East of Rutba the formations penetrated during drilling are the Muhaiwir (70 m thick), Arnij (40m
thick), Hussainiyat (120 m thick), Ubaid (90 m thick), Zor Hauran (50 m thick), and Mulussa (180
m thick). The Ga'ara Formation is reached at a depth of 550 m. The Mulussa and Muhaiwir
formations are good aquifers. The Ubaid is a poor aquifer because of its low specific capacity of
about 0.1 L/sec/m (Fig. 19-5). The Muhaiwir aquifer consists of well-bedded limestones and
argillaceous limestone. The transmissivity and specific capacity of the Mulussa and Muhaiwir
aquifers depend entirely on fractures, bedding planes and karst features. The hydraulic parameters
thus vary widely. The specific capacity of wells penetrating the Muhaiwir aquifer is 1-10 L/sec/m,
and the transmissivity varies from <200 m2/day to > 600 m2/day.
In this aquifer zone, the static groundwater level varies from 200 m ASL in the discharge area to
500 m ASL in the recharge area. The groundwater flows partly towards the regional discharge
area (Abu Jir Fault) but mostly towards the Nukhaib Graben (Aquifer Group 6). The water table is
at a depth of 150-300 m, except in the uplifted Rutba area where it is at about 100 m. The depths
of exploitation boreholes are 200-400 m below ground level.
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The groundwater salinity is 1-3 g/L, except in the recharge area near Rutba where it is <I g/L. The
groundwater is suitable for domestic use, irrigation and watering livestock.
19.5.1.4 Limestone of the Euphrates Formation (Aquifer Group 4)
Gently dipping limestone beds of the Euphrates Formation outcrop along the W side of the
Euphrates River. The limestones contaln impermeable clay and marls. Near the surface the
limestones are weathered, fractured and karstified, and have enhanced permeability. Karstification
is usually restricted to the 10m thick basal conglomerate unit of the formation. The unit consists
entirely of carbonate pebbles and cobbles, which are prone to solution due to their high original
primary porosity. It forms a very effective aquifer.
Surface water infiltrates into cavities and fractures and flows towards the Euphrates or issues at
the Euphrates Boundary Fault and the Abu Jir Fault as a long line of springs of variable discharge.
Some of the largest springs are Haqlan, Hit, Shithatha and Imam Abdullah. The Hit spring and
some others are highly saline, sulphurated, and rich in bitumen due to the mixing of heavy oil and
brines from deep confined aquifers with the ground water in the desert aquifers. The Haqlan
spring originates in fractured limestones of the Euphrates Formation in a 150 m wide front at the
mouth of the Wadi Haqlan (elevation about 100 m ASL). Tile discharge of individual springs is
20-100 L/s.
The total discharge is 600 L/sec. The water has an H2S odour, a salinity of about 3 g/L, and a
temperature of 18°C. Other springs of lower discharge issue upstream of Haqlan in Haditha and
Anah.
In Shithatha town springs issue at a level of about 90 m ASL. Spring water is collected in a big
basin built in the centre of town and diverted by canals for irrigation. The biggest spring of
Shithatha is Ain Kabeer ("large spring") with a discharge of about 150 L/sec. The total discharge
of the Shithatha springs is about 1000 L/sec. Other large springs are Imam Abdullah (570 L/sec)
with a salinity of about 2.5 g/L, and Ain Assaf (about 500 L/sec). Groundwater also discharges
through the alluvial plains, creating swamp-like areas on the right bank of the Euphrates River.
The total length of the spring line along the Euphrates Boundary and Abu Jir faults is about 450
km; the total discharge of springs is >3000 L/sec. The discharge of springs is controlled by the
degree of karstification and varies seasonally.
The groundwater level in the Euphrates Aquifer Zone varies from 200 m ASL in the NW to 100 m
ASL in the SE. The groundwater flows towards the Abu Jir Fault and the Euphrates Boundary
Fault. The depth to groundwater varies from 20 m to 200 m. The depth of exploitation boreholes
drilled in the aquifer is 50-100 m. Water wells along this fault zone overflow with big discharges.
This is thought to be the result of sealing of permeable layers in the Euphrates by impermeable
mudstone of the Fatha and Injana formations due to displacement along those faults, creating
confining conditions.
The salinity of groundwater in the aquifer is usually 1-3 g/L but near Karbala and Najaf it is 3-5
g/L (Fig. 19-8). Highly saline, sulphurated and bitumen-rich springs issue from this aquifer along
fault zones near the Euphrates. However the Euphrates Formation is a promising aquifer since this
high salinity zone is restricted to a narrow belt.
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19.5.1.5 Karstified and fractured limestones of Palaeocene-Eocene of the Southern Desert
(Aquifer Group 5)
The Urn Er Radhuma and Jill (Rus) formations comprise dolomite and dolomitic limestone with
beds of gypsum and anhydrite. The upper part of the Urn Er Radhuma Formation is the main
aquifer. It is about 125 m thick and consists of dolomites and limestones. The lower part of the
formation (200-400 m thick) consists of beds of argillaceous and chalky carbonate. It forms an
aquiclude between the overlying Urn Er Radhuma aquifer and the underlying Maastrichtian
Tayarat limestone aquifer.
Strong karstification occurs where the upper part of the Umm Er Radhuma and Jill formations
outcrop. Karstification causes dissolution of the underlying gypsum, producing sinkholes and
depressions in the overlying carbonates. Where the lower part of Urn Er-Radhuma Formation
outcrops, recharge is restricted and the rainwater accumulates on the surface as runoff water.
Locally near the contact with the permeable carbonate rocks the runoff water infiltrates into the
aquifer, and fresh water accumulates over the main recharge zone. The permeability of the aquifer
in the main recharge area is very variable and is controlled by the intensity of karstification.
The Dammam carbonate is one of the most important aquifers in SW Iraq. Its karst porosity,
associated with fissures, controls the aquifer storage properties. Karstification and high
permeability near the water table is controlled by groundwater level fluctuations. Permeability
decreases with depth. Highest permeabilities occur in depressions where strong water circulation
occurs.
The potential rate of evaporation in the desert is several times greater than the average rainfall.
Sporadic flush precipitation helps recharge by minimising evaporation losses. Infiltration through
the karst system occurs quickly also facilitating ground water recharge as indicated in Fig. 19-3
which shows that this aquifer zone (unlike other parts of the desert) has a low drainage density.
Significant recharge occurs through sinkholes, depressions and highly permeable wadi beds.
Although these features occupy a relatively small area, they have great hydrogeological
importance. Some buried river beds (see Chapter 5) may also be important recharge zones.
In the discharge area, some groundwater issues from large springs; locally it is discharged forming
lakes (Sawa Lake and Samawa salt lake). The remaining groundwater is confined below the
relatively impermeable layers of the Mesopotamian Plain.
The static water level varies from 300 m ASL near the Saudi Arabian border to 50 m ASL near the
Abu Jir Fault. The groundwater flows E towards the Abu Jir Fault and the Euphrates Boundary
Fault and WNW towards the Nukhaib Graben. The depth to groundwater is typically 100-200 m
rising to 5-20 m in the discharge area. The depth of exploitation boreholes is 50-150 m.
Groundwater salinity is typically 3-5 g/L and only suitable for irrigation and watering livestock
(Fig. 19-8). However groundwater salinity in wells near recharge karst depressions is <1 gm. /L.
The mapping of the karst system is important to identify water suitable for domestic use.
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19.5.1.6 Miocene sandstones and Pleistocene conglomerate of the Nukhaib Graben (Aquifer
Group 6)
Miocene sandstones, up to 20 m thick, occur in a graben near Nukhaib, Quaternary conglomerates
(18 m thick) fill the Nukhaib Graben itself. Most exploitation boreholes in the Nukhaib depression
penetrate the underlying Dammam aquifer. The Miocene and Quaternary clastics feed rainfall into
the Dammam. Their high permeability and the runoff water flowing into the Nukhaib Graben from
many wadis result in excellent groundwater quality (salinity usually <1 g/L). Aquifers No.3 and
No.5 partly discharge groundwater into this aquifer.
. The static water level in this aquifer is about 200 m ASL.
The groundwater mostly flows towards the central part of the graben and then flows N and NE
towards the Euphrates. The depth to groundwater is 100-200 m, and the depth of exploitation
boreholes is 150-200 m.
The groundwater in the centre of the Nukhaib Graben has a salinity of <1 g/L and is suitable for
drinking but in the peripheral areas of the graben, where the salinity is up to 3 g/L the water is
only suitable for livestock and irrigation. This is probably due the presence of a dome containing
saline water in the Umm Er Radhuma Formation. Because of the scarcity of drinking water in this
region groundwater from this aquifer should only be used for drinking. Water for irrigation should
be obtained from marginal areas of the graben or from other aquifers.
19.5.1.7 Sandstones of Miocene-Pliocene Dibdibba Formation (Aquifer Group 7)
The Dibdibba Formation contalns permeable sandstones (partly pebbly) with beds of mudstone,
siltstone, and marl associated with secondary gypsum. It is 30-260 m thick. The sandstones are
probably hydraulically connected due to lateral pinch out of the impermeable layers. Available
hydrogeological data indicate that the Dibdibba aquifer is complex; stratification affects
groundwater movement and chemical composition.
The sandstones outcrop extensively facilitating infiltration of rainwater and runoff water of Wadi
Al-Batin through surface depressions. In the higher parts of the aquifer, relatively permeable
sandy soil retains most of the precipitation which then evaporates. The other source of
groundwater to the Dibdibba aquifer is leakage from the underlying Urn Er-Radhuma and
Dammam carbonate aquifers (No.5), and the S part of Wadi Al-Batin basin which extends into
Saudi Arabia.
The permeability of the aquifer above 250 m depth is low. Specific capacity is 0.1-0.5 L/sec/m
(Fig. 19-5), and borehole discharge is 0.5-0.7 L/sec. The static water level varies from 200 m ASL
in the recharge area near the Saudi Arabian border to 25 m ASL in the discharge area near the
Euphrates Boundary Fault. The groundwater flows towards aquifer No.8. The depth to
groundwater varies from 100 m in the recharge area to 5 m in the discharge area. The depth of
exploitation boreholes drilled in the area varies from 200 m in the recharge area to 50 m in the
discharge area. The salinity of groundwater of the Dibdibba aquifer varies from <l g/L near the
Saudi Arabian border (the recharge area) locally increasing here to 5-10 g/L. Elsewhere the
salinity is 3-5 g/L except near the Euphrates Boundary Fault where it increases to 10-20 g/L (Fig.
19-6). The anomalously salinity of groundwater pockets near the recharge area suggest that local
leakage occurs from lower aquifers. The groundwater can be used for domestic use, irrigation and
watering livestock except in areas of extremely high salinity in the E.
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19.5.1.8 Alluvial fan of Wadi Al-Batin (Aquifer Group 8)
Well data in the alluvial fan of Wadi Al-Batin indicate it comprises permeable gravels and coarse
sand, alternating with marl. The discharge rate of drilled wells is 5->20 L/see. The specific
capacity of the wells is typically 0.5-3 L/sec/m. Seasonal groundwater level fluctuations have very
small amplitude. In wet years (with a rainfall of about 150 mm/year) the groundwater level varies
by 0.2-0.8 m, and in dry years «75 mm/year) by 0.04-0.06 m.
Transmissivity is very high (500 to 6000 m2/day) and averages 2500 m2/day. The mean storage
coefficient is 0.085-0.10. Static water level varies from 25 m in the recharge zone to <5 m ASL in
the discharge zone. Groundwater flows towards the Shatt Al-Arab. Depth to groundwater varies
from about 50 m in the recharge area to < I m in the discharge area.
Groundwater salinity is 3-5 g/L in the recharge area and >20 g/L in the discharge area.
Groundwater of salinity 3-10 g/L can be used for irrigation (because the soil in the area i very
permeable) and for watering livestock. Note that overproduction from tills aquifer may cause
inland movement of sea water through sediments of the Arabian Gulf.
19.5.2 Jezira Hydrogeological Region (Aquifer Group 9)
The system extends from the Tigris and Tharthar Valley in the NE and SE, the Sinjar Mountain in
the N, the Der Al Zor depression in the W to the Euphrates in the S. The Fatha (Lower Fars)
Formation outcrops in the Tigris valley in N Iraq and in the Jezira area between the Euphrates and
Tharthar. It comprises beds of gypsum, marl and thin limestones. The gypsum beds only act as
aquifers where they have been extensively karstified. However the interbedded organo detrital
limestones can act as aquifers.
Aquifer recharge is controlled by rainfall infiltration, which is influenced by the drainage pattern
and karst phenomena. Where the formation outcrops there are usually many springs on both sides
of the Tigris River and the Tel Afar anticline. The spring water is bitter and saline with an H2S
odour. Sulphured water issues along fractures from the sulphur-bearing confined aquifer at the
base of the formation. In the Jezira area, there are about 25 springs, whose discharge varies from
<1 L/sec to 10 L/sec averaging 3 L/sec. In the south Sinjar area, during drilling and testing of
boreholes, the pumped water contained bitumen which originates from the limestones of Fatha
Formation of this region.
Wells overflow at different depths. Piezometric levels indicate the water bearing horizons are
hydraulically connected with each other and sometimes with the underlying Jeribe Formation. The
discharge of wells in this zone is very low, many wells have been abandoned. However, near the
Tigris and the Tharthar valley there is a possibility of better well yields (up to 30 L/sec). The
permeability of the aquifer is related to the primary porosity in limestone and a network of joints
and fractures. The primary transmissivity of the Fatha aquifer for the major parts of the zone is
about 1 m2/day. Much higher values are recorded locally due to karstification (reaching >400
m2/day).
The groundwater quality depends mainly on the type of permeability. The permeability may
change laterally in a very short distance and in the vertical direction. Secondary permeability is
restricted to the upper 15 to 25 m of the aquifer. At depths greater than 25 m the salinity increases
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The Tigris enters the aquifer system at Fatha gorge (at the col between Jabal Hemrin and Jabal
Makhul). The main left bank tributaries of the Tigris, the Adhaim and the Diyala rivers, enter the
region through deeply incised valleys located at other structural cols in the Hemrin anticlinal
range. The Euphrates generally follows the SW boundary of the Plain. The Tigris and the
Euphrates are the only water courses flowing through the Plain south of Baghdad.
The Flood Plain of Mesopotamia contalns Quaternary fluvial sediments of the interacting Tigris
and Euphrates rivers, merging into a marsh land north of Basra and the Shatt al Arab delta plain
between Basra and the Arabian Gulf. The drainage density of the Mesopotamian Plain is naturally
low but is artificially high due to channels of extensive irrigation systems several thousands years
old.
The Mesopotamian Plain forms the central part of the Mesopotamian Aquifer Megasystem
consisting of several partly independent aquifer systems or sub-systems (see Section 19.5). The
plain is the main regional groundwater discharge zone of the whole Megasystem.
Very large depressions lie between the dejection cone of the Euphrates and the Salman Zone. The
Tharthar, Habbaniya, Razzaza and Bahr-Al-Najaf depressions were formerly important
groundwater discharge zones for the area surrounding Mesopotamia. However, their ground water
regime has been altered due to their use as flood protection reservoirs. Smaller depressions also
exist along the eastern side of the Plain the most important of which is the Shari Lake east of
Samarra.
Human habitation has flourished in Mesopotamia for over 6000 years. During this time people
have depended mainly on surface water except for springs which issue in restricted peripheral
areas of the Plain, and shallow hand dug wells. Ground water was not used since irrigation canals
supplied enough water for all uses, and is almost everywhere of better quality than groundwater.
However, in the last century the importance of groundwater in the Mesopotamian Plain has been
highlighted due to its major role in soil salinisation. Many land reclamation projects focused on
groundwater in the shallow subsurface zone, a few metres deep. In addition to Baghdad and Basra,
the important population centres of Tikrit, Samarra, Baquba, Hilla, Diwaniya, Samawa, Nasiriya,
Kut and Amara and numerous major towns are located on banks of the Tigris, Euphrates and
Diyala. Other populated areas are supplied by extended irrigation systems e.g. the Khalis and the
Dujail systems. Over 60% of the population of Iraq relies on the Mesopotamian Plain.
19.5.3.2 Geological setting, spatial distribution of hydrogeological bodies
Despite the importance of the Mesopotamian Plain for the Iraqi economy, it had been poorly
studied until the geological surveys of GEOSURV were completed in the 1980's. These surveys
provided important geological and hydrogeological results.
The Mesopotamian Plain contalns relatively thick Quaternary sediments of fluvial origin (-280 m),
alluvial fans on the flanks (-50 m) and aeolian sediments. Near Baghdad, the Quaternary deposits
are up to 80 m thick. Their thickness increases to >250 m in the SE part of the Aquifer System
near Basra. The sediments of the plain consist of levee silts and clays, flood plain clays and
stacked river channel sand bodies (See Chapter 15), with occasional marsh deposits. The
Quaternary sediments overlie Mio-Pliocene molasse or Lower Miocene carbonates.
Regularly spaced geological boreholes of GEOSURV were utilised in the hydrogeological
evaluation of the plain. Most of these boreholes were drilled to a depth of 20 m, some to 40 m. A
few deep boreholes, drilled to depths >200 m, penetrated the whole Quaternary sequence and were
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located along three transverse profiles. From N to S these are the: Iskandariya-Salman PakMandali profile (Fig. 19-12), the Diwaniya-Kut-Karmashiya profile and the Nasiriya-Amara
profile. A longitudinal profile connects the Amara and Basra areas. Fig. 19-12 shows that the
Tigris basin dominates the northern part of Mesopotamia while the Euphrates basin is restricted to
the area between the Salman Zone and the Pleistocene ridge extending from Falluja to
Iskandariya.
Direct correlation of aquifers and aquitards was impossible due to their spatial variability. The
proportions of aquitards were counted in particular depth intervals from all the available "shallow"
geological boreholes. The depth of the boreholes usually exceeds 20 meters; values for five
intervals were available to assess vertical changes in lithology and consequently aquifer or
aquitard occurrences in each borehole. The sand isolith maps are presented as Figs. 15-2a to 15-2e
of chapter 15 (for sand aquicludes). The ratio of the total thickness of aquifers to aquitards
(aquiferaquitard ratio) was determined and expressed in a logarithmic form. All the data were
computerised and plotted in the form of contour maps (Kunstman, 1981). The results obtained
within the whole Mesopotamian Plain were reported by Krasny (1983b) and are outlined below:
Within the studied depth intervals down to 20 m, higher sand and gravel contents occur in the
deeper parts indicating a fining upwards sequence, especially in the northern half of the
Mesopotamian Plain. Stacked channel bodies are locally dominant and concentrated in
conspicuous linear zones (Chapter 15, Fig. 15-3). They trend roughly N-S in the N part of the
Plain (possibly indicating the earlier Diyala river course) and NW-SE south of Baghdad
(indicating earlier Euphrates or Tigris courses). Other "sandy" accumulations trending E- W which
occur to the SW, (for example between Shanafiya and Samawa) were evidently derived from the
desert region through wadis. The present day Shaibs AthThimad and Abu Julud wadis still
discharge into the Mesopotamian Plain. A few other inlets of sandy material from the Southern
Desert occur near Samawa and AL-Khidhr and between Karbala and Najaf. Southwest of Basra,
coarse grained alluvial fan sediments relate to Wadi Al-Batin.
The NE flank of the Mesopotamian Plain contalns mostly fine grained sediments (sheet-run-off
deposits), which form a belt between the Tigris and Hemrin, and sandy and gravelly alluvial fan
deposits (Section 19.5.4).
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calculations, determined as the geometrical mean of the average horizontal and vertical
components of hydraulic conductivity, mostly between 7.5 and 8.8 x 10-6 mls (0.8-0.9 m/d).
Aquifer tests were carried out in some water wells. The highest transmissivity was found in the
SW part of the Tigris basin. Geological data and aquifer tests performed in deep boreholes
indicate that the transmissivity of Quaternary sediments decreases from the central part of the
Tigris basin (69-138 m2/d) to the east (43 m2/d). A similar decrease in transmissivity probably
occurs towards the W related to the thinning of the Quaternary aquifer over the Iskandariya and
Falluja Pleistocene ridges.
In the Baghdad metropolitan area, high permeability and transmissivity is indicated by high
discharges of drilled wells (Parsons, 1957b). A total discharge of 226 LIs (min. 1.2 LIs, max. 15.8
LIs per well) is pumped from 27 wells at depths of 30-100 m. Along the Hilla River, the
transmissivity of the upper part of the Quaternary deposits of the Mesopotamian Plain to a depth
of a few tens of metres is 100-200 m2/d. Alsam et al. (1979) assessed the transmissivity in the
Babylon area to be as high as 300-400 m2/d with storage varying from 0.0004 to 0.13. South and
W of Suwaira (60 km S of Baghdad), however, the transmissivity is <80 m2/d. In the central
Mesopotamian Plain the transmissivity is about 100 m2/d based on a pumping test performed in
the ISO m deep water well near Afaq.
In the area bordering the Mesopotamian Plain to the SW (between Karbala and Najaf), two
additional aquifers can be distinguished. The lower limestone aquifer occurs between. 70 m to 300
m depth. It outcrops to the W, e.g. in the Shithatha (Ain Tamr) area where its transmissivity is
often many hundreds of m2/d (see section 19.5.1, Desert Aquifer System). In the subsurface
between Karbala and Najaf, the transmissivity of the limestone aquifer decreases and only
exceptionally exceeds 100 m2/d. The upper aquifer consists of sand and gravel with beds of clay.
It outcrops and forms a separate basin between Karbala and Najaf. In the central part it is up to 70
m thick. The transmissivity of this aquifer varies greatly and reaches 1000 m2/d. The reliability of
available data in this region, however, is questionable. In the central parts of the Mesopotamian
Plain these aquifers are separated by an aquitard of clay, calcareous clay and marl up to 200 m
thick. Some hydraulic connection between these aquifers and the shallower aquifers of the
Mesopotamian Plain is likely.
In the S part of the Mesopotamian plain, sediment permeabilities are low in the shallow zone
down to depths of 19-25 m except west of Basra where clastic deposits of the Dibdibba Formation
and of the alluvial fan of Wadi Al-Batin occur (Section 19.5.1). These deposits have high
permeabilitiy and transmissivity. Local deposits of coarse permeable sand also occur along the
SW side of the Plain over a range of depths indicating possible connection between the sandy
aquifers of the Southern Desert and those of the Mesopotamian Plain.
The northernmost part of the Mesopotamian Aquifer System in the Tikrit-Baquba region
comprises coarse grained sediments of coalescing alluvial fans originating from the Hemrin range.
The fans consist of lenticular bodies of poorly sorted fine- to coarse-grained sand and gravel with
varying clay content deposited by braided rivers. The fans unconformably overlie conglomerates
of the Bai Hassan (Upper Bakhtiari) Formation. The largest and oldest of these fans originated at
Al Fatha, north of Baiji (200 km north of Baghdad) and was described by Jassim (1981). This fan
is the product of the Tigris and extends to Baghdad where it is present about 18 m below the flood
plain level of Mesopotamia. The Baiji Fan also extends W towards the Euphrates River at Falluja.
The thickness of the fan sediments exceeds 50 m in some channels. Sand and gravel tongues
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border the Plain from the SW which include the extensive sandy-gravel bodies of the Dibdibba
and Wadi Al Batin accumulations west of Basra.
The hydrogeological characteristics of these fans differ. The Baiji Fan and other coherent fans in
the Tikrit-Baquba region can be considered part of the Mesopotamian Aquifer System as they pass
laterally into the plain deposits forming a hydraulically connected hydrogeological body with
continuous regional groundwater flow (Section 19.5.3.4).
The hydrogeological connection of fans bordering the Mesopotamian Plain to the SW with the
plain water bodies varies depending on whether the fans are in a "blocked" or "unblocked"
position. The most extensive fans of the Dibdibba Formation and the Wadi Al-Batin fan may
belong to the Desert Aquifer System (section 19.5.1). The fans NE of the plain between Mandali
and Tib are hydraulically separated from the aquifers of the Mesopotamian Plain by very low
permeability sheet-ron-off deposits. They can be considered as independent Aquifer Systems of
the Mandali Badra-Tib region (see Section 19.5.4).
Widespread terrace deposits are important aquifers. Thick sand, gravel and conglomerate terrace
deposits occur on both banks of the Tigris. Three to five terrace levels can be differentiated. The
thickness of these deposits does not exceed 19-25 m (see Chapter 15).
Sabkha deposits occur within ephemeral lakes scattered in the area. The Shari Lake is the largest
and the best known of the ephemeral lakes. It receives surface water from Wadi Asam in the N
and Wadi Al Khar in the E. It is filled during the winter and spring and dries out during summer.
During dry seasons, it is covered by a whitish salt crust with sodium-sulphate salts. The TikritBaquba part of the Mesopotamian Aquifer System forms a triangular-shaped hydrogeological
basin filled by clastic sediments of very variable grain size. Terrace gravels and dune sands form
the only extensive aquifers. Drilling on the west bank of the Shari Lake proved an aquitard
comprising a 33-47 m thick sequence of clays and silty clays overlying a confined aquifer
composed of gravels and sands up to 50 m thick. However neither aquifers nor aquitards are
regionally extensive in this basin. The basin is a lithologically complex aquifer sub-system with
variable hydraulic connectivity.
Statistical treatment of transmissivity data from water wells was possible in the Tikrit-Baquba
region. Values of ransmissivity are highest in the central part of the region on the left bank of the
Tigris River (east of Tikrit) and to the S in the area east of Samarra where values of the Y index
were usually determined to be >6.0, i.e. approximately equivalent to a transmissivity >120 m2/d.
High transmissivity is predicted to the SSW of the Adhaim River-Tigris River confluence. In the S
part of the Tikrit-Baquba area, there is insufficient data to assess the transmissivity. The
transmissivity generally decreases from W to E with a Y index of <6.0 near Jabal Hemrin and <5.0
(transmissivity about 15 m2/d) E of Wadi Tharthar (Krasny 1982e). Two wells located on the W
shore of the Shari Lake have transmissivity values of 285 and 375 m2/d (Aralm et al. 1978)
corresponding approximately to Y indices of 6.3 and 6.5 respectively. Comparable transmissivity
values were determined by statistical analysis in the whole Tikrit Baquba region (Krasny 1982e).
Maximum values of hydraulic conductivity of 10-20 mid were found E of Samarra in relatively
shallow drilled wells. In about 90% of the area the hydraulic conductivity is 3-7.5 m/day,
decreasing to <3 mid on the W bank of the Tigris W of Tikrit.
Depth-related changes in transmissivity based on well data indicate higher permeability in the
upper 50 m of the layered sediments. Below this depth the mean permeability appears to be lower
but is almost unchanged at least down to 175 m depth.
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19.5.3.4 Groundwater flow
The piezometric surface shown in Fig. 19-13 is based on "untreated" data uncorrected for salinity
dependent variations in specific gravity. Salt water with a salinity of 100 g/L has a specific gravity
of 1.078, compared to 1 for fresh water. A column of salt water is therefore heavier than a column
of fresh water of the same height. For the water columns to be in hydraulic equilibrium the fresh
water column must be thicker. A 54 m fresh water column is required to balance a 50 m column of
salt water with the above salinity. Recalculation of the groundwater head to the comparable data
(effective piezometric surface), i.e. to the water of the same salinity will significantly smooth the
map of the piezometric surface. Consequently, the rate of groundwater flow is even lower. The
groundwater may even be stagnant. Hydrochemical data indicate complex groundwater flow in
these areas, complicated by irrigation activities.
Groundwater flows towards the Mesopotamian basin from all the neighbouring regions and deepseated brines tend to ascend towards the land surface (Fig. 19-4). The Mesopotamian Plain is thus
a regional discharge zone for the whole Mesopotamian Aquifer Megasystem (section 19.5).
Within this Aquifer System the piezometric surface of groundwater is in general inclined to the SE
determining the main horizontal direction of shallow groundwater flow.
Groundwater piezometric elevations and directions of groundwater flow (Fig. 19-13) are based on
available data on groundwater levels from drilled wells and geological boreholes spaced
throughout the Mesopotamian Aquifer System. The interpreted flow directions assume that a
generally continuous and interconnected groundwater body exists throughout the Delta Plain, as
stated by Parsons (1957b). This interpretation is supported by local investigations at the Khalis
irrigation canal by Al-Rawi et al. (1971) where a continuous groundwater level was observed both
in clay deposits and in interbedded sandy layers.
Alluvial fans occur in the Desert Aquifer System SW of Mesopotamia. Alluvial fans also occur in
the NE between Mandali and Tib along the Iraq-Iran border which can be considered part of the
Mesopotamian Megasystem. Both elevated flanks form potential recharge zones from which
groundwater tends to flow to the central discharge zone (Mesopotamian Plain). In both the desert
region and alluvial fans, however, most of groundwater is discharged before reaching the Plain.
Therefore, they can be considered hydrogeologic ally independent aquifer systems (sections 19.5.1
and 19.5.4).
Water-level measurements in geological boreholes and other investigations indicate that, even in
the upper part of the sediments of the plain, vertical groundwater flow occurs. The phenomenon is
partly caused by the upper aquitard in most of the area which creates semi-confined or confined
conditions within the underlying aquifer. Downward flow only occurs in limited areas.
Smirnov et al. (1981) reported on the potential upward direction of groundwater flow in an
experimental plot located 25-30 km NW of Basra. In September 1979, the head of a confined
lower groundwater body was 0.74 m above the static level of an upper water-table body. Based on
the hydraulic conductivity (permeability) of the intervening 13 m thick aquitard (approximately
0.01 mid) the authors estimated that the natural discharge of confined water into the water-table
aquifer through the aquitards is about 570 m3/d/km2, i.e. 6.6 L/s/km''. In the spring season the
difference in groundwater heads decreases as the range of water level rise of the upper
groundwater body considerably exceeds the fluctuation of the piezometric surface of the confined
body. This assessment can be used to indicate the loss of groundwater due to vertical seepage in
the Mesopotamian Plain.
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Groundwater level fluctuations are related to the quantity and distribution of rainfall. In addition,
within narrow belts along streams and canals, it is controlled by surface water level fluctuations.
The annual water level fluctuations within the Mesopotamian Plain typically start in winter and
spring with an abrupt rise of water levels due to recharge caused by precipitation, high water
tables in streams, and irrigation activities. During summer and autumn water levels fall because of
lack of recharge; an increase in evapotranspiration relative to groundwater runoff occurs under
favourable geological and hydrogeological conditions. The largest annual amplitude of the water
table may reach 10 m but it is usually lower and is locally <l m.
The piezometric head (static water level) of groundwater is >200 m ASL near Jabal Makhul),
decreasing slightly along the Jabal Hemrin piedmont area to the SE. The course of the
equipotential lines (Fig. 19-4) indicates an increase in hydraulic gradient in the mountain area
(Jabal Hemrin and Jabal Makhul) reflecting the special natural conditions there, the generally
lower permeability of the sediments, and interbedding of layers of different permeability. An
abrupt decrease in piezometric head can be followed to the S, SW and SE. The head reaches
approximately 50 m ASL south of Samara (along the Tigris) and at Ramadi in the Euphrates
valley (Fig. 19-4). From there, the groundwater head declines to 25-30 m ASL near Baghdad. To
the SE near Basra the groundwater head is around 5m ASL. The rate of decline in the head is very
low indicating the presence of almost stagnant groundwater bodies.
Confined aquifers occur where layers of low and high permeability alternate in the vertical
direction. Aquitards covering aquifers can (depending on hydrogeological position) cause
groundwater to flow from wells up to the surface. The lithology of both the Quaternary and PreQuaternary deposits (mainly of the Bai Hassan and Mukdadiya formations) indicates that the PreQuaternary sediments are in places in hydraulic communication with the Quaternary sediments.
Surface water and groundwater can be in a mutual hydraulic interconnection to different degrees.
Consequently, rivers and irrigation or diversion canals of influent or effluent character form
important external and internal hydraulic boundaries of the aquifer system.
In the northern part of the Mesopotamian Plain (Tikrit Baquba region) recharge from direct
precipitation is restricted almost entirely to winter and spring seasons when rain is the important
water source feeding groundwater bodies especially through intermittent wadis in elevated areas.
Recharge from rivers and canals occur in some restricted areas: most recharge occurs along the
left bank of the Tigris R, downstream of Tikrit. Additional influent seepage may also occur along
the right bank of the Tigris south of Samarra and within areas fed by large irrigation systems such
as the Is'haqi and the irrigation canals diverted at the Diyala weir (particularly the Khalis canal).
Groundwater discharge is commonly confined to narrow zones following river courses and to
land-locked depressions. The main zones of groundwater discharge are:
1. The Wadi Tharthar in the west. In addition to the discharging effect of the wadi bed, springs issue
at higher elevations where conditions are suitable. Natural conditions have been changed in the S
part of Wadi Tharthar since the Tharthar depression was filled by water diverted from the Tigris
River (a canal takes off water at Samarra). Surface water levels in the Tharthar Lake have risen by
50-60 metres. At the present water level, flow has reversed from the original natural flow towards
the Tharthar; the lake is presently recharging the Mesopotamian aquifer to the south.
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2. The Tigris River between Al-Fatha and Tikrit which drains groundwater from both banks.
Downstream, however, between Tikrit and Samarra, the effluent effect of the river seems to be
retained on its west bank only. The E bank has become influent. The regional discharge zone is
shifted eastward and follows the depression of the Shari Lake including its S extension as far as
Balad. Near this lake groundwater is discharged from the whole catchment SW of Jabal Hemrin as
far as the groundwater divides between the Tigris River and Wadi Tharthar. Some groundwater is
discharged by numerous springs on the slopes of Jabal Hemrin. Their yield is low, usually < 1 L/s.
South of Balad natural conditions are strongly influenced by the extensive irrigation system. Near
Balad-Dujalla, because of the smaller hydraulic gradient of groundwater, the discharge zone is less
apparent.
3. The Adhaim River. The discharge of the river is not very strong as it drains groundwater in the
parallel direction to the regionally prevailing groundwater flow.
4. The Diyala River area. This is strongly influenced by irrigation. In the north of the plain, the depth
to groundwater level in drilled wells ranges from a few metres to a few tens of metres. Shallow
perched water table aquifers can be tapped in hand-dug wells where horizontal impermeable layers
occur above the regional piezometric surface (Fig. 19-4). Groundwater at depths < 5 m occurs
only exceptionally. Deeper drilled wells, located in groundwater discharge zones, can overflow.
The amount of overflow increases with the depth of the well. Flowing wells occur in the Wadi
Tharthar valley and near the Shari Lake.
In a broad area around Baghdad the main regional features of groundwater flow can be
characterised as follows: 1) Influent seepage occurs from the Euphrates River to its left-shore area.
2) The character of the Tigris changes considerably. Its left bank upstream of the confluence with
the Diyala River, and its right bank to the S of Baghdad have effluent character; so has the Diyala
River on both banks. This phenomenon is strengthened by irrigation activities. When these rivers
are in spate their effluent character can change to an influent one. This is probably so for the Tigris
to the S of Baghdad. Within the remaining right bank area, and the left bank area downstream of
the confluence with the Diyala River, seepage from the Tigris has a predominantly influent
character. 3) Three main depressions in the piezometric surface occur: a) Between the Euphrates
and the Tigris, where the depth to groundwater is shallow and the drainage is probably caused by
evaporation (evapotranspiration). b) On the right bank of the Tigris to the NW of Baghdad related
to the discharge and the drainage effect of the Is'haqi drain system. c) A depression SE of
Baghdad. The latter two depressions have a relatively deep groundwater level, > 10m.
Between the Euphrates and the Tigris common discharge areas should be assumed when rivers are
in spate or during the high level stage. Regional groundwater flow from the Euphrates towards the
Tigris occurs in the upper zone during low level stages; some of the water evaporates in these
depressions. This general pattern of groundwater flow may be modified where Quaternary
deposits thin out (e.g. in the area of Iskandariya mesa where Pleistocene sediments outcrop).
In the S part of the Mesopotamian Plain the piezometric surface slopes generally to the SE, locally
to the S. However conspicuous piezometric highs follow the main surface water streams
(especially the Tigris, Hilla and Gharraf Rivers). These "highs" are most prominent in humid
seasons, but even during dry seasons the rivers do not lose their influent character. The
piezometric highs follow the main rivers. Their shape and extent is influenced by the topography
of adjacent areas. Other piezometric ridges follow different irrigation canals or whole irrigated
areas (e.g. the Musalyib irrigation system). Groundwater levels are modified near the Kut barrage.
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Upstream from the barrage, where differences between maximum and minimum Tigris levels are
relatively small, the influent character of the Tigris is continuously strengthened.
Between the piezometric highs, several extensive piezometric lows often occur beneath vast
surface depressions containing marshes and lakes which represent important zones of groundwater
discharge. Large piezometric depressions also occur to the north of the Tigris in S Iraq (Haur AshShuwalja and Haur Al-Jassan) and to the S of the Tigris both E and W of the Shatt Al-Gharraf,
Wadis originating from the foothills often end in the depressions to the E or N of the Tigris,
passing into marshes, inland depressions and sabkhas due to the high elevation of the Tigris
levees. Two large piezometric depressions also flank the Hilla River. The depression to the N
extends to the E where it joins the vast depression between Afaq and Numaniya, and to the S of
the Tigris. The largest, but rather shallow, piezometric depression lies between the Gharraf River
in the W, the Tigris in the E and the Euphrates in the S.
The water table depth is > 10 m to the N and W of Baghdad, but to the S the Mesopotamian Plain
contalns shallow groundwater, generally shallower than 5 m (between Kut and Baghdad) and at a
depth of <l m south of Kut-Najaf. This is mainly the case in irrigated areas following the main
river streams and irrigation channels (which form piezometric highs). This very shallow
groundwater, combined with frequent secondary soil salinisation, has adversely affected the soil of
Mesopotamia. It is therefore very important to implement water exploitation policies to relieve the
Mesopotamian Plain from this water congestion.
Hydraulic conditions along the SW and NE boundaries of the Mesopotamian Plain considerably
influence the hydrogeological conditions in those regions. In areas where the Dibdibba gravels and
sands occur, a common aquifer is formed in Dibdibba and Quaternary (Plain) deposits. However
the Eocene and Miocene limestone aquifer appears to be separated from the Quaternary aquifer by
less permeable deposits, especially those of the Fatha Formation. Water recharged into limestone
within the Western and Southern Deserts, generally flows towards the NE (towards the Plain) and
is discharged in springs along the Euphrates Boundary Fault. Groundwater is also discharged by
slow vertical seepage; consequent evaporation has created mudflats and sabkhas bordering the
Mesopotamian Plain in the SW. Piezometric conditions are very favourable for this phenomenon
throughout the "zone of springs" as groundwater head, in almost all wells drilled there, is above
the ground surface. Part of the groundwater has retalned its original direction of flow even in the
NE area of the "zone of springs" (between Karbala and Najaf, and near Samawa).
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influence the chemical composition of surface water in the lake. Between the Adhaim and the
Diyala rivers transient and little expressive sodium chloride water types prevail. This may be due
to the low topography of the area, and its proximity to the Mesopotamian Plain where the same
type of groundwater is quite common. Sodium chloride water type of groundwater is more
frequent in the western portion of the Tikrit-Baquba region (east of Wadi Tharthar). Due to the
different extent and geological conditions of catchments, surface water from the Diyala River and
its canals has a lower salinity and relatively high content of bicarbonates compared to the Adhaim
River. Several small springs issuing from fractured gypsum of the Fatha Formation along the SW
flank of Jabal Hemrin and Jabal Makhul are highly mineralised. Calcium-sulphate type waters
predominate in hand dug wells.
A close relation between the salinity and chemical composition of groundwater was found. Waters
with salinity <0.5 g/L are usually of calcium-bicarbonate type. Little expressive calciumbicarbonate type prevails within a salinity range of 0.5 to 2.0 g/L with stronger calcium
bicarbonate constituent at the lower limit of the interval. At higher salinities, pure, very expressive
and expressive calcium-sulphate water types prevail. At salinities >4.0 g/L, sodium-chloride often
occurs as the second constituent and the water type is of little expressive calcium-sulphate type. At
salinities of 5.0-5.5 g/L, both calcium-sulphate and sodium-chloride transient types occur. The
latter type (often little expressive) prevails at salinities> 12.0 g/L. High linear correlation
coefficients were determined between salinity and sodium, magnesium, sulphate and chloride
concentrations near the Adhaim River (Krasny 1980).
High chloride content may indicate the influence of a deeper hydrochemical zone. An increase in
bicarbonates and a low salinity of <1 g/L indicates hydraulic connection with surface (pluvial)
water. This often occurs in ephemeral valley fills.
In the central area (around Baghdad) and in the southern parts of the Mesopotamian Plain two sets
of data were used.
These comprise data from previous reports and from water wells drilled by the State Organization
for Ground Water (SOGW) water wells, and chemical analyses of samples taken from geological
boreholes drilled during the investigation of the Quaternary of Mesopotamian Plain. Geological
boreholes were sampled a few days after completion without performing pumping tests or
cleaning. Aquifer tests were made only exceptionally in some deep geological boreholes.
Large differences in salinity and chemical composition were found between analyses from
geological boreholes and those from other sources. The samples from the former are usually
higher in salinity than other groundwater samples taken in the same area. The composition of
water samples from the geological boreholes may have been contaminated by leaching of the
sediments penetrated and also by the drilling process. Geological boreholes are spread quite
regularly over most of the Plain giving a random data population. Other groundwater points are
unlikely to represent average groundwater compositions: sampling was largely confined to handdug and/or drilled wells, or springs. Sampling points were thus preferentially located in areas
where freshwater occurs. Hand dug and drilled wells with unsatisfactory quality of water, which
had been abandoned in the past, could not usually be sampled. Therefore, water quality and
changes in chemical composition are best assessed using mainly analyses of water samples from
geological boreholes. Data from dug and drilled wells show areas of better groundwater quality
sometimes caused by pumping when water of better quality can flow towards wells, for example
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near irrigation canals and rivers. Pumping can also locally cause deterioration in water quality due
to water encroachment especially from deeper zones.
Around Baghdad the groundwater salinity within the upper part of the Quaternary deposits
generally increases eastwards, reaching tens of g/L at the eastern boundary of the Plain. Maximum
salinity was found in a deep geological borehole at Khan Bani Saad, 40 km NE of Baghdad (D53,
total depth 165.5 m, salinity 48.4 g/L) and in another deep borehole DPH 4 (depth 75.15 m,
salinity 55.4 g/L). Lower salinities usually occur between the Tigris and the Euphrates W of
Baghdad. The minimum value was found in the borehole BH55 (0.7 g/L) located about 1.5 km
from the Tigris River. Low salinities are due to the influent seepage from the river. Similarly low
salinity groundwater occurs along the shores of rivers and irrigation canals where natural or
artificial conditions enable seepage from surface water courses. This process supplies groundwater
bodies with fresh water and reduces their salinity. Fresh water bodies were found in shallow hand
dug wells and drilled wells, a few tens of metres deep, sometimes yielding groundwater of
relatively good quality, for example near Baghdad.
Salinity also generally increases with depth. High salinities between Falluja and Latifiya may be
due to the occurrence of gypsiferous veins or to movement of deep-seated saline waters up a fault
zone along the SW side of the Tigris basin.
Vertical changes in groundwater chemical composition were also reported by Barica (1968) from
the Abu Ghraib area west of Baghdad. All the tests were performed on closely spaced wells to
restrict horizontal changes in groundwater composition and opened in the very bottom part of the
well to allow groundwater inflow in a narrow well-defined vertical zone. Highest salinities (- 44
g/L) occur in the uppermost part of the vertical section (0.5-1.8 m); this is due to evaporation of
groundwater and irrigation water and consequent salt concentration in soils. The salinity then
decreases to a depth of 30 m where it reaches 11.8 g/L. It then increases slowly to 30 g/L at 90 m
depth. Scarce deep well data (D25, D53 and DBH 4) and oil exploration wells (Ditmar and IraqiSoviet team, 1971 and 1972) indicate salinity continues to increase with depth.
In the Mesopotamian Plain E and SE of Baghdad, groundwater salinity is generally high. Highest
salinities were found in areas of surface (and piezometric) depressions which act as discharge
zones, usually between river courses, for example in Haur Ash-Shubaicha and Haur Al Suwaiqiya
north of the Tigris. In these depressions shallow geological boreholes have salinities> 100 g/L (the
highest value in BH17 is 149 g/L). High salinities were also found E of the Tigris between Ali AlGharbi and Kumait and in elevated areas between the lower reaches of the Tib and Dewairij
Rivers. South of the Tigris, the salinity is generally lower due to irrigation along the Shatt AlGharraf and other main streams and channels. Salinity is especially low in shallow hand dug wells
where the water is of calcium magnesium -bicarbonate type of similar composition to surface
waters (for example in Shatt Al-Gharraf). Only occasionally the salinity may reach 50-80 g/L in
some localised areas. Elswhere in the Plain, except for areas influenced by seepage from main
rivers and irrigation systems, groundwater of basic or expressive basic sodium chloride types
occur.
In the southernmost part of the Mesopotamian Plain groundwater composition is also influenced
by seepage from surface water courses and reservoirs and is relatively fresh. Beneath this shallow
fresh water lies highly mineralised salt water with salinities of many tens of g/L. In the W part of
this area salinity does not vary much under natural conditions. In the "zone of springs" along the
Euphrates Boundary Fault it is 4-5 g/L in both springs and wells. To the S of the "zone of springs",
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in limestones, differences in salinity are larger. Locally higher values may appear due to the
"overdraft-time factor" which may control groundwater quality as in the Busaiya area where the
salinity has increased from 0.9 to 4.9 g/L as shown by four wells drilled in 1955-1962. Better
quality water occurs in perched groundwater bodies (well D500) where the groundwater head is
approximately 50 m higher than in other wells in the same regional aquifer.
Salinity increases to the east probably due to outcrops of the less permeable Fatha Formation
containing evaporites where the salinity is 8-22 g/L. Groundwater is of better quality near Snafi
Jabde, 60 km SE of Suq Ash-Shuyukh and S of Haur Al-Hammar where, in seven wells, the
salinity is 0.5-2.8 g/L. The difference in salinity compared with the Luhais area (salinity about 9
g/L) about 15 km to the S of Snafi Jabde is due to the combined influence of both natural and
artificial conditions. Wells at Luhais are deeper (90-110 m) than those at Snafi Jabde (approx. 60
m) which are located in an almost closed depression in which several desert wadis empty,
delivering fresh water to the groundwater body. Evaporation in this depression is slight as the
groundwater level is as deep as 40 m. In the easternmost portion (around Basra, Zubair, Safwan.)
the salinity is usually 3-8 g/L. Barica (1968) and Haddad and Hawa (1979) noted that a thin layer
of fresh water flows above the lower salt water body, fed directly by precipitation or indirectly by
seepage from intermittent flows in wadis. The presence and thickness of the flowing fresh water
body depends on soil permeability. When groundwater is pumped salt water encroachment from
below increases groundwater salinity. Many hand dug and drilled wells in the area were
abandoned because of increasing salinity.
In the western part (the Southern Desert with limestone outcrops) the prevailing water type is
calcium-sulphate. In the remaining part sodium-chloride water type prevails. In the Basra-ZubairSafwan area, the chemical composition of groundwater depends to a large degree on human
activities. Normally, the groundwater of many shallow hand-dug wells and of some drilled wells is
of calcium-sulphate type but after pumping and irrigation, the salinity can increase and the
chemical composition can change to sodium-chloride type.
19.5.3.6 Present-day groundwater use and possibilities of future groundwater supply
Land reclamation (desalinisation) and groundwater development are important hydrogeological
issues in the Mesopotamian Plain. Groundwater contamination issues will also become important.
Land reclamation schemes through both irrigation and drainage depend directly or indirectly on
hydrogeological conditions. In the Plain most surface water is used for irrigation. Seepage of
water from canals or during irrigation raises groundwater levels which can cause soil salinisation
when the so-called "critical depth" to groundwater level is reached. During hot seasons water rises
by capillary action. Evaporation then leads to salt accumulation in the soil. During the rainy
season the salt is leached and transported downward by percolating water towards deeper
groundwater bodies where the salinity continuously increases. This process occurs in many
irrigated areas where the water table is usually highest in April and May when it is often
dangerously high. To prevent soil salinisation, groundwater levels must be lowered below the
"critical depth" by drainage. Three types of hydrogeological conditions ("conceptual models")
were distinguished throughout the Mesopotamian Plain by Riykov et al. (1975), these are:
1. Homogeneous-anisotropic stratum, 15-100 m thick (hydraulic conductivity 8.1 x 10-6 m/s)
2.Homogeneous-anisotropic stratum (hydraulic conductivity 8.1 x 10-6 m/s) underlain at a
depth of 5-7 m by a relatively impermeable layer.
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3. Two-layer stratum consisting of an anisotropic, low permeability upper layer 15m thick
(coefficient of hydraulic conductivity 2.9 x 10-6 m/s) and a lower homogeneous layer with a
transmissivity coefficient of 3.5 x 10-3 m2/s (ca 300 m2/day).
For each of these hydrogeological conditions special drainage schemes can be recommended. In
the first two models, horizontal drainage with a drain spacing of 50-250 m is required. Under twolayer conditions a combined drainage scheme is necessary, comprising horizontal drains in the
upper low permeability layer and drainage wells drilled to a depth of 30-40 m in the lower high
permeability layer to intensify the drainage process. Well boosters allow drain spacing to be
increased by 2-6 times. Geological boreholes indicate that natural conditions adequate for the
establishment of the combined drainage occur in various areas of the Mesopotamian Plain.
Vertical drainage (i.e. drainage by wells only) was studied comprehensively by Haddad et al.
(1976) in the experimental field at Fudhaliya to the NE of Baghdad. Based on interpretation of
aquifer tests, they concluded that wells could be used to drain groundwater on a large-scale if
hydrogeological conditions permit. Vertical drains are cheaper to construct but more expensive to
operate and maintain than horizontal drains.
The upper parts of the Mesopotamian Plain are favourable for groundwater exploitation. In many
areas discharge of wells or transmissivity coefficients are reported to be high. The upper aquitard
occurring beneath most of the plain protects the lower groundwater body. However groundwater
quality is a serious problem. Most of the groundwater is too saline for use as potable or even
irrigation water. However, locally better quality groundwater was found. In some "close-to-riverzones" influent seepage from rivers or irrigation canals occurs during pumping. Storage of
groundwater, compared to surface water storage in artificial reservoirs, allows better water quality
protection and prevents evaporation losses. The issue of groundwater storage is very complex;
hydrogeological and hydrochemical data, necessary for its adequate solution, are very scarce.
There are important differences between the two stages of groundwater development in "close-toriverzones" (Fig. 19-12): Before pumping, deterioration of groundwater quality occurs; weak
influent seepage of freshwater only occurs near influent streams or canals. After groundwater
levels are lowered in "close-to-river-zones" important influent seepage from rivers occurs under
favourable hydrogeological conditions, substantially improving groundwater quality. Lowering of
groundwater levels by pumping could be followed by important changes in hydrogeological and
hydrochemical conditions. Evaporation and/or transpiration of groundwater will cause salt
accumulation in soil. However once most of the accumulated salts are leached by irrigation
activities and precipitation (and removed in pumped groundwater), downward percolation of
better quality water to groundwater bodies should occur. However salt-water encroachment from
adjacent and deep-seated aquifers into the pumped groundwater body may take place.
Artificial recharge can also improve groundwater quality. An increase in the number of
ameliorating processes and weakening of some deteriorating ones can be expected during
pumping in "close-to-river zones". Under suitable natural conditions, following sufficient
pumping, fresh water may extend beyond the "close-to-river zone". Technical plans for
groundwater development require specifications for well spacing, depth of wells, screened
intervals, and estimates of discharges, draw downs, changes in water quality and extension of
fresh-water zones. These plans must be based on continuing regional hydrogeological
investigations and case studies. Parsons (1955a, b) and Krasny (1982e) assessed potential
groundwater development along an influent river (the Tigris in the Tikrit-Baquba region). Parsons
estimated a recharge of 190 L/s from the river per kilometre, and a total safe yield of 38 m3/s
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pumped within a belt 100 km long and 7.5 km wide on both river banks. These values may be
overestimated because of the high transmissivity value (1200 m2/d) used for the calculations. A
more likely transmissivity along the Tigris is 50-70 m2/d. Krasny (1982c) presented more
conservative estimates of total possible pumping of up to 2 m3/s (fed by direct recharge) and about
16 m3/s of induced resources along both banks of the Tigris within a belt 100 km long.
The composition of surface waters and of waters from handdug wells (and exceptionally water
from other water wells) often indicates a low sodium hazard.
19.5.4 Aquifer systems of alluvial fans (Mandali-Badra-Tib region)
19.5.4.1 Extension of the system and its general features
Alluvial fans border the Mesopotamian Plain in different areas. Most of them are hydraulically
connected to the Mesopotamian Plain system except the series of fans of Mandai-Badra-Tib which
are hydraulically separated from the aquifers of the Mesopotamian Plain by very low permeability
sheet-run-off deposits. They are thus defined as independent aquifer systems. The lower distal
parts of these aquifer systems lies within Iraq while the proximal higher parts mostly lie within
Iran.
Due to their importance for groundwater supply, these alluvial fans were studied by Parsons
(1955a, 1957d} and Hassan (1977). Mac Donald et al. (1969) presented numerous reports dealing
with land reclamation issues of this system. Hydraulic evaluation of the Bakhtiari Formation was
carried out by Alsam (1976) in the Tib area.
19.5.4.2 Geological setting, spatial distribution of hydrogeological bodies, transmissivity and
permeability of rocks
The Mandali-Badra- Tib alluvial fans occur along the foot of mountains along the Iraqi-Iran
frontier in S Iraq. These coalescing alluvial fans comprise gravelly and sandy sediments deposited
by braided rivers. They overlie the Injana, Mukdadiya and Bai Hassan formations which outcrop
in the mountainous area along the state frontier (Fig. 19-14).
Based on drilling results the maximum thickness of the sand-gravel fan deposits reaches 100m
near Mandali and 65 m near Badra. In other areas data on the fan thicknesses are unavailable. Fan
deposits consist of lenticular bodies of poorly sorted fine- to coarse-grained sand and gravel
(mostly composed of limestone pebbles) with varying amounts of clay. Correlation of layers is
difficult because of rapid lateral variations in lithology. However two regionally extensive clay
layers were identified near Badra (Hassan et al., 1977). One separates the Quaternary deposits
from the Bai Hassan Formation; the other acts as an aquitard separating the upper and lower parts
of the fan, giving rise to two aquifers: an unconfined upper aquifer and a confined lower aquifer.
Hydrogeologically, the fans are complicated aquifers due to their stratification, variable lithology
and uneven recharge. Aquifers occur close to the mountain range where the fan deposits are
coarsest. The highest transmissivity of 10002000 m2/day occurs where the aquifer thickness is
high. Y indices of >6.5 were found in some wells near Bagsaya. The transmissivity coefficient is
about 400-500 m2/d in the Mandali area and in the Badra-Zurbatiya area it is typically 300-500
m2/d, and averages 336 m2/d (Hassan et al., 1977). Elswhere the Y index is 5.5-6.5, corresponding
to a transmissivity of 50-300 m2/d. Lower transmissivites with Y indices <5.5 probably prevail
locally for example between Jassan and Karmashiya and in the E of the region where the
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Water levels in drilled wells are usually lowest in January and February. Later the Galal flow
increases; groundwater levels rise rapidly and fairly uniformly until April and May when the rate
of rise decreases. Highest water levels are reached in June or July. Water levels in shallow hand
dug wells are lowest in November and December and then increase until April or May when
generally the highest levels are reached. Few data are available to assess longterm groundwater
level fluctuation except near Mandali for the period 1951-1957 when water levels declined,
forcing lowering of pumps and abandonment of some drilled wells. Older hand-dug wells were
either deepened or abandoned.
19.5.4.4 Groundwater quality
The groundwater of the coalescing alluvial fans has relatively low salinity, especially compared
with the highly mineralised groundwater of the neighbouring Mesopotamian Plain. The salinity is
usually 1-7 g/L, increasing from NW to SE, (from the Mandali to the Tib areas). This increase in
salinity is accompanied by changes in chemical composition of the groundwater. For waters with
lower salinity basic and expressive basic calcium sulphate types are typical while in highly
mineralised waters the sodium-chloride type prevails. These differences in chemical composition
and salinity are mostly caused by different natural conditions (geology, hypsornetry and climate)
and by a gradual deterioration of groundwater quality due to locally excessive water abstraction.
In the Mandali and Badra-Zurbatiya areas the salinity and chemical composition of the
groundwater is influenced by the quality of the recharging water (mostly of river origin). In the
Mandali area good recharge occurs from the Galal Gangir (Fig. 19-13). Better quality groundwater
results from fast groundwater flow enabling leaching of aquifers and removal of salts. These
conditions occur within the Mandali and the Badra-Zurbatiya alluvial fans where groundwater is
discharged by spring and by the river, in most spring and band dug well have salinities of 1-2 g/l
salinities in drilled well are lower 1-1.5 g/l (parsons 1957b and d).
In the Badra-Zurbatiya area the salinity is generally higher than in the Mandali alluvial fan,
usually up to 2-3 or even 4 g/L. This may be due to higher annual precipitation in the Mandali area
(almost 300 mm) than in the Badra area (about 100 mm). In the elevated areas between Zurbatiya
and Tursaq (Kulak-i-Buzurg Mountain) outcrops of the Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation contaln
evaporites. Dissolution of these evaporites may cause high salinities in groundwater, for example
in the salt spring that issues about 10 km NE of Zurbatiya with a salinity of 263 g/L.
To the SE, in the Karmashiya-Bagsaya area the salinity is usually 2-3.5 g/L and in the Tib area it is
4-7 g/L (locally reaching 11 g/L). However in some parts of this area groundwater salinity is
significantly lower, for example west of Bagsaya, NE of Ali Al-Gharbi, and SE of Tib. In some of
these areas a confined aquifer where groundwater was tapped at a depth of 30-60 m, and a deeper
unconfined aquifer below 50-65 m occur. The groundwater in these aquifers is of good quality,
sometimes better than surface water in the main rivers (Tib etc.).
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19.5.4.5 Groundwater use
Safe yield assessments for the whole Mandali-Badra area are 5.5-8.5 m3/s (Parsons, 1955a, b;
Smirnov et al., 1981). Subsequent more detailed investigations showed that safe yields
assessments of 370 L/s in the Mandali alluvial fan (Parsons 1957) and 256 L/s in the BadraZurbatiya fans (Hassan et al. 1977) are more reliable. In the foothill area to the SE, which has
lower precipitation, safe yields estimates may be much lower.
Amelioration of the groundwater balance in the Mandali area by artificial recharge through surface
water spreading and by supply wells was investigated by Parsons (1955c), but found to be very
difficult and prohibitively expensive.
19.5.5 Aquifer system of the Foothill zone (Foothill Aquifer System)
19.5.5.1 Extension and general features
The Aquifer System of the Foothill Zone covers a vast NWSE trending area of approximately
37000 km-. Jabal Hemrin and Jabal Makhul form the SW boundary of the System. To the E and in
Central Iraq the area extends up to the border with Iran. In N and NE Iraq the N and NE limits
follow an important structural boundary dividing the Foothill and High Folded zones.
The System is the most promising region for large-scale development in Iraq. It has been studied
by hydrogeologists and people responsible for water management. Regional hydrogeological
studies were performed by Parsons (1955c, d and e and partly a and b), Araim and Hameed (1980)
and Alsam and Hanna (1983). Hydrogeological synthesis of the whole Aquifer System was carried
out by Krasny (1983a). Extensive areas adjacent to the High Folded Zone were studied by
Stevanovic and Markovic (2004). The State Organisation for Ground Water collected large
amount of data from hand-dug and drilled wells.
The major part of the Aquifer System is characterised by a plain controlled by broad synclinal
structures and linear hilly belts following anticlines and dissected by river valleys. Elevation
increases from <100 m ASL near Diyala River in the SW to > 300 m in the NE. Mountainous
topography occurs locally, for example at Jabal Sinjar and Jabal Qara Chauq where the elevation
may reach 1000 m ASL. The System is characterised by a high drainage density due to high
rainfall and trellis drainage development.
Main rivers form axes of surface water drainage (especially along their lower reaches) and of
groundwater discharge zones. The main ground water divides usually conform to surface water
divides especially in the elevated parts of the Foothill Zone where groundwater discharge occurs
along surface streams and where rivers usually have an effluent character. Important rivers
traverse the area (from SE to NW): the Diyala River with its main tributary the Narin Chay; the
Adhaim River with its main tributaries the Tuz Chay (Aq Su), Tawuq Chay, Qadah Chay (Khassa
Su) and Zughaytun Chay; the Lesser Zab River; and the Greater Zab River with its main
tributaries the Khazir and Gomel Rivers. These rivers flow into the Tigris except for the Diyala
and Adhaim that empty their water beyond the SW boundary of the System in the Mesopotamian
Zone. The Tigris traverses the area from N to S, entering it NW of Mosul and abandoning it at
AL-Fatha pass between Jabal Hemrin and Jabal Makhul.
The climate of the area is semi-arid with hot summers and mild to cold winters. Rainfall occurs
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during autumn, winter and early spring months, with no precipitation during summer and early
autumn. In elevated areas the mean precipitation is 600-800 mm/year. In the SW part of the zone
the minimum precipitation is about 200 mm/year.
The main populations centres are Mosul, Erbil and Kirkuk cities but numerous towns are located
above this aquifer system.
19.5.5.2 Geological setting, spatial distribution of hydrogeological bodies, transmissivity and
permeability of rocks
The Foothill Aquifer System covers most of the area designated as the Foothill or Low Folded
Zone which comprises long narrow anticlines (trending NW-SE in NE Iraq and E- W in N Iraq) of
different amplitude with outcrops of the gypsum-bearing Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation. Older
carbonate formations outcrop in cores of some anticlines near Mosul, and in Qara Chauq and
Sinjar. These anticlines are often separated by broad synclines containing thick molasse of the
Mukdadiya (Lower Bakhtiari) and Bai Hassan (Upper Bakhtiari) formations and Quaternary
sediments. This geological setting strongly influences the hydrogeology of the area.
The hydraulic parameters differ due to variations in lithology and aquifer thickness. Clay beds
hinder direct rainfall recharge into underlying permeable layers. Differences in lithology often
cause semi-confined to confined conditions.
The regional distribution of transmissivity within the Foothill Aquifer System was studied by
Krasny (1983a), based on statistically processed available data on transmissivity in 39 areas
covering the whole aquifer system. The principle of the data processing used assumes that the
transmissivity populations (samples) have a lognormal probability distribution (compare Krasny
1993). The logarithmic expression of transmissivity (the index of transmissivity "Y") was used to
convert from a log-normal distribution to a normal one, to facilitate processing.
To process transmissivity data in the Foothill Aquifer System only results from drilled wells were
used, as hand dug wells were not hydraulically tested. A fairly dense network of drilled wells with
depths of about 80-100 m (sometimes >200 m) exists. Pumping test data obtained from balling
were not included because of their low reliability. Drawdowns equal to or <0.2 m were also
neglected since they often resulted in unrealistically high transmissivity values (index Y usually
>7.0, sometimes >8.0).
Despite the low reliability of pumping tests, data processing enabled important geological and
hydrogeological conclusions to be drawn as summarized below:
1. The prevailing transrrussrvity in most statistically treated areas ranges from tens to hundreds of
m2/d (medium to high transmissivity).
2. Aquifer transmissivity often increases in the central parts of the synclines filled by the Bal Hassan
Formation, for example in the syncline between Jabal Gilabat and Jabal Qumar and in the
Makhmur Plain. Similar increases in transmissivity occur in the central part of the syncline
between the Kirkuk and Qara Chauq structures and close to the Lesser Zab River. The decrease in
transmissivity along the flanks of anticlines is due to exposure of the less transmissive Fatha and
Injana formations. The transmissivity of the Mukdadiya Formation (exposed in synclines) reaches
100-230 m2/day; the transmissivity of the Injana Formation is only 1-10 m2/day.
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3. Aquifer transmissivity often increases along river courses due to the accumulation of coarse
Quaternary deposits which form promising aquifers, for example along the Zughaytun Chay, Khirr
Dabli and Qadah Chay rivers.
4. Aquifer transmissivity may also increase along buried river channels like the Aq Su (Tuz Chay)
River; these buried channels sometimes cross anticlinal structures.
5. Relatively high transmissivities can occur around confluences of rivers, for example around the
confluence area of Nahr Chinchal and Narin Chay, and of the Tuz Chay and Adhaim. The
transmissivities of the upper water table aquifer around the confluence of the Khazir and Gomel
rivers reaches 7000 m2/d decreasing to 2000 m2/d away from it (AL sam and Hanna, 1983).
6. Transmissivity may be high in buried alluvial fans.
Possible examples occur near Kirkuk, where the Qadah Chay passes through the Kirkuk Structure
and in the syncline to the Sw. Another example is the Erbil Plain where a conspicuous N-S belt of
high transmissivity exists, occurring in the central part of the plain, possibly indicating a complex
system of buried alluvial fans.
7. In the treated sampled populations, the depth of drilled wells does not seem to significantly
influence the transmissivity. Many shallow wells have higher transmissivity/specific capacity than
deeper nearby wells due to a reduction in permeability with depth. The depth of most water wells
is 75-150 m. Their discharge can vary under favourable conditions from 10 to 50 L/sec. In
groundwater discharge zones overflowing wells occur in Khazir-Gomel, Erbil, Qara Tapa areas
and near Mosul.
19.5.5.3 Groundwater flow (recharge, through flow, extension, depth, discharge) of the subsystems of the Foothill Zone
Regional groundwater flow prevails in the Foothill Aquifer System, mostly with well-defined
regional discharge zones along the main left-bank tributaries of the Tigris River such as the
Khabour, Greater and Lesser Zab, Adhaim and Diyala, and their own tributaries. Discharge by
springs is rare within the Foothill Zone except near Mosul where confined sulphurated waters seep
to the surface on both flanks of the Tigris River.
Depth to groundwater often varies significantly over short distances due to the variable
topography of the area and may exceed many tens of metres (Fig. 19-15). Rivers form important
influent or effluent hydraulic boundaries of some aquifer sub-systems, depending on the
piezometric surfaces of neighbouring aquifers.
The Foothill Aquifer System was originally divided by Krasny (l983a) into aquifer sub-systems
with particular groundwater flow conditions controlled by hydraulic conditions at their
boundaries. This division was modified based on studies by Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) who
defined ten sub systems (Fig. 19-16).
In addition to the hydraulic boundaries along river courses, structural geological elements
(anticlines, faults) often form regionally important hydrogeological boundaries. Some
discontinuities are of first order importance. Long anticlines may act as barriers forcing
groundwater to move almost perpendicular to the regional direction of groundwater flow (towards
S or SW). Some hydraulic boundaries are represented by groundwater divides which follow
piezometric highs. In elevated areas of the aquifer system groundwater divides are usually
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pronounced. In the synclinal plains, groundwater divides are much less pronounced and can be
easily influenced and shifted by human activities (for example irrigation and heavy groundwater
pumping). Understanding smaller scale hydrogeological discontinuities (for example alternations
of permeable and impermeable layers, and the occurrence of (fissured zones) may be of great
importance in solving local hydrogeological problems.
The aquifer sub-systems represented in Fig. 19-16 are:
A _ Zakho Sub-system is an almost closed E- W trending intermountain basin filled by over 2000
m of clastic sediments of the Injana, Mukdadiya and Bai-Hassan formations and Quaternary
terrace deposits. It is limited in the Sand N by ridges of the Fatha, Pila Spi and older formations.
Groundwater flows towards the main river Khabour and its tributaries. The eastern extension of
the Zakho Sub-system passes into the narrow Amadiya basin which is in the catchment area of the
upper reaches of the Greater Zab River. The sub-system is actually located within the High Folded
Zone but its hydrogeological character is similar to the aquifers of the Foothill Zone.
B _ Khazir-Gomel Sub-system is bounded in the N and S by High Mountain ridges (Jabal Aqra,
Jabal Maqlub and Jabal Bardarash). Its western boundary follows the groundwater divide close to
Ain Sifni. In the E, the Subsystem comprises parts of the Aqra- Bardarash and Harir basins, as
defined by Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) and is mostly bounded by older rocks belonging to
the neighbouring Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province. The Sub-system is traversed by the
Khazir River, its tributary the Gomel River and by the middle reaches of the Greater Zab River.
The main zone of groundwater discharge occurs in the confluence area of the Khazir and Gomel
rivers and along the Greater Zab River. Overflow was encountered in many deep drilled wells. In
some areas near permeable limestone outcrops of the adjacent Taurus-Zagros Province, clastic
aquifers are fed by ascending water from underlying karstic aquifers.
C _ Alqosh Sub-system comprises the western part of the Foothill System, to the west of the
Khazir-GomelGreater Zab and Erbil Sub-systems. In the E, outcrops of the Fatha and Pila Spi
formations and occasional anticlinal ridges divide the sub-system into separate portions. Its
hydrogeological character is thus similar to the adjacent Jezira Region. In the westernmost part of
the sub-system (within the Small basin as defined by Stevanovic and Markovic, 2004) containing
clastic sediments of the Injana Formation and terrace sediments, regional groundwater flow is
mostly towards the S. The water table depth is often 10-20 m and in places exceeding 40 m.
D _ Erbil Sub-system comprises the catchments of the lower reaches of the Khazir and Greater
Zab Rivers, forming mostly extensive plains to the south of Jabal Bardarash and Jabal Pirmam, for
example the Erbil Plain. Its SW boundary is the NW extension of the Kirkuk anticline; the Wand
E boundaries are represented by groundwater divides. Groundwater typically flows towards the
Greater Zab River, where most of it is discharged, and partly towards the Khazir River. The high
discharge of the Greater Zab River was proved by base-flow records from 1970 to 1973 between
the two gauging stations, Irfaz and Eski Kelek, situated some 20 km apart (Haddad et al. 1973).
The observed increase in the river flow of >50 m3/s must be due to groundwater discharge.
Differences in the regional hydraulic gradient in areas Wand E of the town of Erbil probably
reflect transmissivity differences and structural conditions (Demir Dagh region). The depth of
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intensive groundwater exchange, guaranteeing good quality of water, is not known. However
estimates of thickness of clastic sediments in the centre of the Sub-system of >850 m are
promising. The water table is at 25-30 m or deeper.
E _ Altun Kupri -Koysanjaq Sub-system belongs to the catchment of the upper reaches of the
Lesser Zab River. It is bounded on the SW by the Kirkuk anticline and on the NE by the TaurusZagros Groundwater Province. The NW and SE boundaries follow poorly pronounced
groundwater divides limiting the catchment. The main recharge occurs in the elevated NE part of
the subsystem. Groundwater flows from there (and partly from the Kirkuk Structure) towards the
discharge area along the Lesser Zab River and its confluences. The regional discharge zone of the
whole sub-system occurs along the Lesser Zab River at Altun Kopri. The water table is often
many tens of metres deep, and in places exceeds 50 m.
F _ Dibika Sub-system is represented by a NW-SE trending syncline of the Mukdadiya and Bai
Hassan Formation clastics and is bounded by the two ridges along Jabal Qara Chauq and Jabal
Batiwa in the SW and along the Kirkuk and Quwair anticlines in the NE. A groundwater divide
between the catchments of the Lesser Zab and the Adhaim Rivers confluences forms the SW
boundary of the sub-system. Groundwater flows first from the flanks of the syncline to its axis and
then along prevailing structural features to the main discharge zones to the NW into the Greater
Zab River and from both sides to the Lesser Zab River in the SE. The water table depth is >50 m
close to the groundwater divide in the centre of the Sub-system, decreasing towards the regional
discharge zones.
G - Makhmur Sub-system forms a triangular-shaped area bounded by Jabal Qara Chauq in the NE,
the Tigris River in the W and by the groundwater divide between the Lesser Zab and the Adhaim
Rivers catchments in the SE. In the southernmost part, the boundary of the Subsystem is the ridge
of Jabal Hemrin. Due to exposure of the low permeability Injana Formation clastics along the
Tigris River the western boundary appears to be less prone to influent seepage during possible
groundwater pumping in "close-to-river" areas than the lower reaches of the Lesser Zab River.
Groundwater generally flows from NE to SW; the direction of flow gradually changes near both
main rivers. South of the Lesser Zab River the discharging effect of the river causes groundwater
flow to the Wand SW. The water table is often at 19-30 m in the Qara Chauq foothills but
becomes shallower towards the Tigris River.
H - Tawuq Sub-system comprises the lower reaches of the Adhaim River catchment to the NE of
the Jabal Hemrin. Low amplitude groundwater divides of neighbouring catchments form the NW
and SE boundaries of the subsystem, towards the Lesser Zab and the Diyala Rivers respectively.
Its NE boundary is complex and controlled by a series of en echelon low anticlinal NW-SE
trending ridges. From N to the S these are Kirkuk, Tawuq and Pulkhana (Kifri) anticlines. The
extensive plain to the SE and S of the town of Kirkuk has a prevailing southwesterly regional
groundwater flow.
In addition to direct precipitation, groundwater bodies are fed by influent seepage from the
streams originating beyond the NE boundary of the sub-system. The most intensive recharge of
this type takes place on the SW slopes of the mountain ridges bounding the sub-system in the NE.
Piezometric highs follow some of the surface streams (e.g. the Qadah Chay). The water table
depth in the zones of influent seepage may exceed 30 m even near the main streams, because
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Groundwater within the Foothill Aquifer System is generally of good quality. However water
from shallow wells, located near human settlements or in large cities, is very often contaminated
either chemically or bacterially. This is mostly a consequence of untreated sewage water seeping
into the ground.
The compilation of the hydrochemical conditions was mostly based on chemical analyses of
groundwater from wells drilled by the State Organization for Ground Water. Although data are
very scarce in some areas, the groundwater quality can be characterised in the upper zone of the
System to a depth of about 100-150 m as many wells were drilled to a depth of 150 m or deeper.
Other available data (chemical analyses mainly from hand-dug wells and springs) were also used.
Simple probability treatment of available data was carried out to define the expected salinity and
the probable prevailing chemical composition of groundwater.
A short description of hydrochemical conditions of the Foothill Aquifer System follows its
particular Sub-systems as defined in section 19.5.4.3. The groundwater in the Zakho Sub-system
(A) is typically of low salinity with prevailing Ca (-Mg)-HC03 type. Within the Khazir-Gomel
Sub-system (B) the salinity is usually 0.2-0.4 g/L. Along the Sand W boundaries of the sub-system
it increases slightly but is only rarely >0.65 g/L. The prevailing chemical type is calcium (magnesium)-hydrocarbonate, usually expressive to pure. Groundwater of the Alqosh Sub-system
(C) is often influenced by the presence of Fatha (Lower Fars) Formation sediments occurring in
extensive areas where the salinity and sulphate content are high. In the W part (Sumall basin),
groundwater quality is better and often suitable for human consumption.
The vast Erbil Sub-system (D) is characterised by low salinities (usually <0.3-0.4 g/L) and Ca (Mg)-HC03 water type, little expressive to pure. In some parts of the subsystem a regional increase
in salinity and a change in the prevailing chemical composition of groundwater was observed, for
example NE of the Kirkuk anticline (NE of Dibika) where the salinity often reaches 0.6-0.8 g/L
and sometimes exceeds I g/L. Transient and mixed Ca (-Mg) HC03 type occurs there, locally
changing into transient or little expressive Ca (-Mg)-S04 type. This regional anomaly may be
explained by supplementary groundwater recharge from the Kirkuk Structure and retardation of
groundwater flow. A similar regional increase in salinity is evident SW of Demir Dagh. The
chemical composition of groundwater, however, varies from transient or mixed Ca (-Mg)-S04' NaS04, Ca (-Mg)-HC03 and even Na-Cl types, probably due to the presence of an important regional
discharge zone. Thus in addition to discharge of groundwater usually occurring in the upper
hydrochemical zone of the Subsystem, deeper hydrochemical zones are also partly discharged
there. West of the Khazir River, the salinity is typically higher, usually 1-3 g/L.
In the Altun Kupri-Koysanjaq Sub-system (E) groundwater with salinity of 0.2-0.4 g/L is common
almost everywhere. The salinity is rarely > I g/L. Shallow groundwater is usually of the Ca (-Mg)HC03 type, usually little to very expressive and only replaced by the transient Ca (-Mg)-S04 type
locally. Deep wells can tap water with high salinity with increased contents of sulphates, chlorides
and sodium.
In the Dibika Sub-system (F) the salinity is usually 3-4 g/L but where no surface water recharge
occurs it reaches 5-6 g/L. Such areas lie between Jabal Qara Chauq and Quwair anticlines where
the groundwater discharges into the Greater Zab River and also S of Dibis (where discharge into
Lesser Zab occurs.). The prevailing chemical type is Ca (Mg)-S04' usually transient to little
expressive. Salinities <I g/L characterise the area SE of Dibika where groundwater recharge and
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large hydraulic gradients occur. The prevailing chemical type is transient to little expressive Ca (Mg)-S04' In some areas Na-S04 (usually transient) type is common. Exceptionally Ca (-Mg)-HC03
type (in recharge zones) and Na-Cl types of waters (in discharge zones) occur.
The Makhmur-Hawija Sub-system (G) is characterised by salinities of 2-4 g/L. In some places
groundwater with salinity >5 g/L occurs. Salinities <I g/L occur exceptionally in areas where fresh
water is recharged close to the Lesser Zab River. Transient to very expressive Ca (-Mg)-S04 type
prevails only in areas of fresh water recharge and may be exceptionally substituted by the Ca (Mg)-HC03 type.
The Tawuq Sub-system (H) is characterized by high salinity, very often 3-6 g/L (and in some
places> 10 g/L) except for areas fed by surface water from influent rivers and wadis where the
salinity may be <I g/L. Thus, several extensive groundwater bodies of adequate quality occur
along the Qadah Chay and its left-bank tributary in the Lailan- Badawa syncline as far as Taza
Khurmatu, in the area fed by the Tawuq Chay and Quri Chay south of Tawuq, and along the Tuz
Chay (S and SW of Tuz Khurmatu). Groundwater with salinity of 1-2 g/L occurs very locally.
Within areas with intensive surface water recharge the Ca (-Mg)-HC03 transient-little expressive
water type occurs. Throughout the remaining Sub-system transient to little expressive Ca (Mg)S04 type prevalls. In the zone of regional groundwater discharge along Zughaytun Chay transient
Na-Cl type occurs. In some areas concentrations of Na-S04 type (usually transient one) were
observed.
In the Chemchamal-Klar Sub-system (I) particular blocked areas are divided by several anticlines
and have groundwater with relatively high salinity. Better quality water is present in the SE part
along the Sirwan (Diyala) River. Deep wells contaln saline water with high calcium, sodium and
chloride concentrations derived from the evaporites of the Fatha Formation. Water can also be
contaminated by oil and dissolved H2S gas (Stevanovic and Markovic 2004). Sometimes even
shallow wells have water with dissolved H2S gas (7-9 ppm) as in the Kifri-Sarqala area.
Within the Qara Tepe-Khanaqin Sub-system (1) high salinity occurs in parts that are blocked by
structural elements so that no fresh water from mountain areas can recharge respective aquifers.
Such conditions occur in the N part of the sub-system W of the Diyala River where the salinity is
often 5-7 g/L, locally reaching 11-13.5 g/L. Fresh groundwater bodies occur in the NW part where
water from the Tuz Cha and Narin Chay, and locally from the Kursah Chay recharge the aquifer.
The water derived from the Narin Chay fresh water body extends as far as the SE limit of the area
to the Diyala River. The prevailing water type is transient Ca (-Mg)-S04 and only exceptionally
substituted by transient Ca (-Mg)-HC03 type or by Na-CI type. To the east of the Diyala River low
salinities (typically <I g/L) occur close to the river especially in the central parts of the two
synclines separated by the Naft-Khana anticline where an area of high transmissivity occurs.
Transient or little expressive Ca (-Mg)-S04 and Ca (-Mg)-HC03 types prevail there. The salinity
generally increases towards the margins of both synclines. However, it does not usually exceed 3.0
g/L. Pure Ca (-Mg)-S04 type prevail.
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19.5.5.5 Present-day groundwater use, possibilities of future groundwater supply
The Foothill Aquifer System is the most promising hydrogeological unit for regional scale
groundwater development in Iraq. In areas where the prevailing transmissivity is high to very high
large quantities of groundwater can be abstracted. In the N and NE portions of the system,
groundwater recharge is 2-5 L/s km2 and is locally higher due to natural influent seepage from
rivers. Pumping in "close-to-river zones", where induced groundwater resources are formed, can
increase the recharge. Groundwater quality in many areas is adequate for water supply as potable
and irrigation water.
However despite of all these favourable conditions and due to high transmissivity, excessive
groundwater withdraw could easily deplete groundwater resources leading to a regional decline in
the piezometric surface. Therefore, knowledge of the rate of groundwater recharge is of vital
importance for future groundwater development assessment. Mean annual recharge from direct
precipitation in the Foothill Aquifer System was first estimated by Parsons (l955e) based on data
available on precipitation and adjusted temperature and evaporation. The difference between
precipitation and basin loss results in a total runoff of about 90% of the mean annual groundwater
recharge. The mean annual recharge was estimated as 1-1.8 mm in the plains S of the Kirkuk
Structure
(about 0.03-0.06 L/s km-) and 20 mm in Erbil Plain (about 0.6 L/s km-'). Over the hills and
mountains the annual recharge was estimated to increase to the N and NW (with increasing
elevation) in a wide range of 3-43 mm (about 0.09-1.37 L/s km-). The highest values were
expected by Parsons to occur in mountains N of Chemchemal and E of Erbil as 81-83 mm (about
2.6 L/s km-').
Long-term recharge ("dynamic resources") in the Khazir Gomel basin were later assessed by
Alsam and Hanna (1983) to be about 3.8 L/s km2 for the first (upper) aquifer and about 1.85 L/s
km2 for the second (artesian) aquifer. These estimates are considerably higher than those
previously made by Parsons.
Groundwater resources from direct precipitation are important and can cover water consumption
in areas where no surface water is available. In areas traversed by rivers, recharge from rivers may
be the major groundwater source, both under natural conditions and under artificial ones when
pumping may cause influent seepage into areas near a river. As transmissivity in many parts of the
Foothill Aquifer System is high, the possibilities of groundwater development in areas along rivers
may be good. Influent seepage possibilities from rivers is strongly influenced by the permeability
of deposits in the upper part of the layered sequence and by the permeability of the river bed itself
which could be clogged by clay and silt, especially in areas where a river has had a long-term
influent character. This would lower recharge possibilities from rivers to a considerable extent.
Groundwater quality is a limiting factor for water supply especially in the Sand W parts of the
Aquifer System where salinity and unfavourable chemical composition can render groundwater
development impossible. Even in areas where groundwater quality is acceptable excessive
pumping can cause intrusion of highly mineralised water from neighbouring areas and especially
from below during a decline of water head. Knowledge of vertical changes in groundwater quality
is thus important where heavy pumping is planned.
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19.5.6 Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province
19.5.6.1 Extent and general features
The Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province comprises the High Folded and the Suture Zones. It
follows the Iraq frontier with Turkey (in the N) and with Iran (in the NE). The boundary with the
Foothill Zone in the Sand SW is often marked by the last of the continuous outcrops of the Eocene
carbonates exposed in cores of anticlines. The province covers an area of approximately 30,000
km-'.
The Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province differs from the Nubio-Arabian Groundwater Province
whose aquifer systems are mostly characterised by extensive regional groundwater flow. In the
Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province, the complex structural geology and variations in rock type
have created localised small scale aquifer systems:
1. The elevated areas of the High Folded Zone are typically built by Tertiary, Mesozoic or older
carbonates, which are often karstified. Many springs of good quality and high discharge issue
from the karsts. Some springs have yields of thousands of L/s. The most famous are Serchanar
near Sulalmaniya, Ser Chawa, Bekhal near Rowanduz and Khurmal in the Avroman range. The
karstified aquifer systems are very promising for concentrated large-scale groundwater
development.
2. Old rocks are often separated by synclines of Tertiary and Quaternary clastics which form isolated
to semi-isolated aquifer systems.
3. The highest parts of the province belonging to the Suture Zone (along the Iraq frontier) comprise
mostly intensely folded metamorphic and igneous rocks and compacted Palaeozoic sediments.
Groundwater is usually present only in fissures from which only small spring’s issue.
Topographic elevation in the province varies from 1000 m ASL in river valleys to >3000 m ASL
on some mountain ridges. The highest ridge in Iraq is the Hasari-i-Rust which reaches an elevation
of 3609 m ASL. The climate of the mountainous belt is semi-arid, hot and dry in summer (almost
no rain between June and September) and cold and wet in winter with annual rainfall of 750 to
1000 rom/year. All the precipitation falls during the rainy season that lasts from autumn through
winter to early spring. In some years, however, total precipitation varies considerably. Droughts
can last for several-years. Water balance in N and NE Iraq is also influenced by snow that
generally falls above 800 m ASL. The mean snow line occurs at 1160 m ASL in March and at
1380 m ASL in April. The maximum snow depth exceeds 2 m at an elevation of 2500 m ASL. The
maximum water equivalent of the snow cover was assessed to be about 2000 mm at elevations of
2500 m and more in April (Stevanovic and Markovic 2004).
This province has the most favourable water balance in Iraq with the highest total precipitation
(both rain and snow). Consequently, many important rivers with tributaries originate there or in
the neighbouring countries. From NW to SE, the most important rivers are the Khabour, Greater
Zab, Lesser Zab and Sirwan (downstream name is Diyala). The province is therefore characterised
by high drainage density (Fig. 19-3). Two important dams were constructed in the 1950's: the
Dokan dam on the Lesser Zab River and the Derbendikhan dam on the Sirwan River. New dams
are planned.
The courses of many river valleys are controlled by structure; most valleys are parallel to the main
tectonic features. The rivers, mostly effluent in character, form axes of surface water drainage and
groundwater discharge zones. In areas built by carbonate rocks, some water courses can be
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influent; water is lost into intensively fractured or karstified systems. Close to the boundaries with
the Low Folded Zone the main rivers cut down through the elevated zones transverse to structural
elements. When passing through the neighbouring Foothill Aquifer System they may lose part of
their water in influent reaches (see Section 19.5.5) before emptying into the Tigris River as leftbank tributaries.
Hydrogeological conditions of the Taurus-Zagros Groundwater Province were not studied
systematically until the investigation of Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) whose monograph
provided most of the information and data used in this section.
19.5.6.2 Geological setting, spatial distribution of hydrogeological bodies, transmissivity and
permeability of rocks
The structural setting and lithology of rocks control hydrogeological conditions within the
province. The deformed rock layers often dip very steeply or vertically especially on the Sand SW
flanks of anticlines. Thus hydrogeological bodies have very variable geometry, extent and
thickness. Regional faults and local fracture systems, longitudinal or transversal to the main
structural features, control the direction of valleys and the predominant pathways of groundwater
flow.
The main hydrogeological units within the Groundwater Province are as follows:
The Palaeozoic-Triassic deposits occur mostly in the N part of the High Folded Zone and consist
of quartzites, siltstones, conglomerates and shales, volcanic rocks, limestones, dolomites and some
evaporites. Jurassic and Cretaceous carbonates outcrop over much of the province. Tertiary
sequences often outcrop in synclinal areas in the NE and in the cores of anticlines in the SW. They
comprise clastics of the Kolosh and Gercus formations and carbonates of the Sinjar, Avanah and
Pila Spi formations. Hydrogeologically, the most important units are the Cretaceous carbonates
which form the majority of the terrain of the High Folded Zone; their total thickness exceeds 2000
m.
Two main groups of carbonate aquifers (aquifer complexes) were defined by Stevanovic and
Markovic (2004), based on geological and hydrogeological similarities:
1. The Bekme Karst Aquifer (which includes the carbonates of Qamchuqa, Dokan and Kometan
formations). It covers large areas mostly in the N and central N part of the Taurus-Zagros
Province, where it is very thick. The Bekhme is a typical heterogeneous anisotropic aquifer,
intensively fractured and often karstified with many specific karst features such as channels and
caves. Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) studied the karst caves and identified two fossil karst
systems (with only percolated water) and three active karst systems connected with existing
springs. Cavities sometimes> 10m high were identified during drilling of water wells. Karst
depressions and sinkholes are rarely seen in outcrops but air photos reveal that cores of some of
the major anticlines are strongly pitted due to karstification. The base of fractured and karstified
section is generally deeper than 100 m, enabling large quantities of groundwater to accumulate in
the deeper parts of the aquifer. The transmissivity is 9-8000 m2/day (Stevanovic and Markovic,
2004). Wells of depths of 100-150 m have yields of up to 50 L/s with very small drawdown, for
example, at Shaqlawa and Harir.
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2. The Pila Spi Fractured Karst Aquifer (also including the carbonate of Sinjar, Khurmala and
Avanah formations). It outcrops extensively mainly in the central and S part of the Province. This
aquifer is heterogeneous and anisotropic, up to 200 m thick, fractured and well karstified. The
degree of karstification is similar to the Bekhme aquifers. Some cave systems in the Pila Spi or
Sinjar limestones are even better developed than in the Bekhme Aquifer group. However the
limestones of the Pila Spi Aquifer are often argillaceous and fracture systems are thus less well
developed than in the Bekhme aquifer. The base of karstification is at a depth >80 m. The Pila Spi
Aquifer typically outcrops in hilly areas up to 10 km wide at Bedool near Atrush. Transmissivity
is 3.5-42000 m2/day (Stevanovic and Markovic, 2004). The depth of water wells often reaches
119-150 m, with yields up to 40 L/s, for example in the Hamammok -Kousenjaq exploitation field.
The Sinjar Limestone Formation is usually separated from the Pila Spi aquifer by the Gercus
clastics except in the S part of the Qara Dagh basin S of Sulalmaniya where the Gercus layers are
missing. Here the Palaeocene Kolosh-Aaliji marls are present.
In addition to these very important carbonate aquifer complexes, some clastic units, for example
the Kolosh and Tanjero formations are sufficiently permeable to form local fractured aquifers. In
some areas, the equivalent Suwais Red Beds can form complex aquifer systems together with
carbonate rocks and different types of hard rocks (igneous, metamorphic and highly cemented
sedimentary rocks) in the Suture Zone. No hydrogeological data from hard rock areas are
available. However, their specific hydrogeological environment can be described as follows:
The shallow zone of relatively high permeability of hard rocks ("close-to-surface" aquifer) reaches
depths of several tens of meters and generally conforms to the land surface. It consists of an upper
weathered zone of basement rocks with juxtaposed non-indurated Quaternary deposits and a lower
fractured zone. The transmissivity of the close-to-surface aquifer is usually 1-10 m2/day but in
intensively fractured zones it may exceed many tens of m2/day. The "close-tosurface aquifer" is
underlain by a so-called massive zone where only few permeable fractures occur. Local deep
seated fracture zones occur in fault zones in igneous rocks creating hot springs.
Tertiary and Quaternary deposits are often hydraulically connected to the carbonate rocks thus
forming a joint aquifer system. The Fatha and Injana formations (Lower and
Upper Fars), and the Mukdadiya and Bai Hassan formations (Lower and Upper Bakhtiari) are best
developed in the neighbouring Foothill Aquifer System. These formations are less estensive in the
Taurus-Zagros Province. Quaternary deposits represented by slope, pediment, flood plain and
terrace sediments cover extensive areas of the Province especially near the Dokan and
Derbendikhan artificial lakes and also in valleys along the upper reaches of rivers such as the
Lesser Zab, Sirwan (Tanjero) valleys, where they often cover older Tertiary deposits.
19.5.6.3 Groundwater flow (extension, depth, recharge, through flow, discharge)
Geological structures control the geomorphology of the province. The most conspicuous
geomorphological features are linear mountain ridges and intervening valleys. In the Taurus
Mountains in N Iraq and along the boundary with Turkey these features trend E- W, while in the
area SE of the Greater Zab River they trend NW-SE. Within the province several hydrogeological
units were defined by Stevanovic Markovic (2004) as represented in Fig. 19-16 and Table 19-1.
Water-table bodies occur in the upper part of the carbonate aquifers. The respective groundwater
bodies can thus be fed almost everywhere by direct precipitation during the rainy season in winter
and spring and partly also by influent seepage from water courses under adequate hydrogeological
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conditions. From recharge zones, the prevailing directions of groundwater flow follow the
differences in hypsometry of the land surface. The piezometric surface (groundwater level varies
from 1000 m to 2000 m ASL in the mountain slopes to approximately 500 m ASL in deeply
incised river valleys. In less permeable hard rocks, the piezometric surface usually conforms to the
ground surface but in highly permeable karst areas the water table often varies widely, over short
distances due to the topographic complexity of the area. Locally it is at a depth of tens or even
hundreds of metres.
In hard rock areas natural groundwater flow is localised and aquifer systems usually coincide with
surface water catchments. Despite relatively low prevailing transmissivity, long-term mean
groundwater runoff from this environment is high, typically several L/s km-, due to the large
hydraulic gradient of groundwater bodies in "near surface" aquifers. The formation of natural
groundwater resources, however, strongly depends on climatic conditions. In wet years runoff of
around 10 L/s km2 or more can be expected in high hypsometric positions whereas during dry
seasons these values drop considerably.
The karst aquifer complexes of Bekhme and Pila Spi outcrop in large areas and can therefore store
large quantities of groundwater. The average effective recharge is estimated by Stevanovic and
Markovic (2004) to be >50% of the total rainfall for the Bekhme complex and >30-40% for the
Pila Spi complex (up to 10-15 L/s km2). These relatively high estimates of groundwater resources
are supported by the occurrence of highly fractured and karstified rocks, high precipitation during
the wet season, reduced evaporation and absence of vegetation (almost no transpiration), and
poorly developed hydrography. Perennial or temporary streams do not occur. However due to the
high permeability of intensively fractured and karstified environments and prevailing large
hydraulic gradients, mostly very rapid, turbulent water flow occurs. Consequently, groundwater
can be rapidly evacuated from the karstic systems.
Part of the karst groundwater is discharged by subsurface drainage, i.e. by diffuse seepage or
concentrated discharges into river courses. Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) described an example
from the Qalat Dizeh-Rania basin where the stream flow almost doubles between two profiles
indicating concentrated drainage from a karst aquifer at a rate of 5-11 m3/s. They also determined
a noticeable increase in stream flow in narrow gorges in Sulalmaniya Governorate. Discharges in
three observations areas were 340, 650 and 760 L/s.
Groundwater of karst aquifers is discharged mainly by numerous springs, often occurring at the
contacts of carbonate aquifers with the underlying non-carbonate rocks which often border the
karst massifs. Faults, fracture zones, extensions of hydrogeological catchments and favourable
geomorphological conditions also control the position of major karst springs.
The minimum yield of the five largest springs in the Bekhme and the Pila Spi aquifer complexes,
based on monitoring in 2001 is 555-1750 L/s (Stevanovic and Markovic 2004); more than ten
other springs have minimum yield of >200 L/s. In the Sulalmaniya Governorate the total mean
yield of 214 springs is 41.8 m3/s; 80% of these springs issue from the Bekhme aquifer and 15%
from the Pila Spi aquifer. The largest known spring at Sarchawa has an estimated average yield of
6.7 m3/s. It issues from the Bekhme limestones.
The yield of karst springs can vary considerably. Monitoring of 40 springs in the monitoring
network showed the total minimum discharge at the end of the 2001 recession period was 11 m3/s.
The total maximum discharge recorded in the rainy season of 200112002 was 160 m3/s
(Stevanovic and Markovic, 2004). The ratio of the minimum and maximum yields of all the
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monitored karst springs during 2001-2002 in the Taurus-Zagros Province is 1: 10 for the Bekhme
aquifer (total minimum yield of 67 monitored springs is 10.6 m3/s) and 1:7 for the Pila Spi aquifer
(total minimum yield of 31 monitored springs is 3.1 m3/s). The dependence of karst groundwater
resources on climatic conditions was demonstrated in a three year period of drought preceeding
the climatically normal season of 200112002, when many springs and shallow wells previously
used for water supply dried-up.
Within the carbonates, Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) defined and delimited several karst
drainage (aquifer) systems each extending from recharge areas through groundwater transfer zones
to discharge zones, and represented -by a spring or group of springs. They defined the following
aquifer systems: 1) Karstic Bekhme aquifer springs that include Saruchawa-Mackok, Zulam,
Sarchinar Chaq Chaq, Saraw-Gallal, Bestansoor-Geldara, Bekhal (Plate 19-1) and Krbish Ulja. 2)
Fractured-karstic Pila Spi aquifer springs which includes the springs of Deraboon, Bani Khelan,
Awa Spi and Mamlaha. Most of these springs belong to the High Folded Zone except for Zulam
that dralns the Avroman Limestone of the Qulqula-Khwuakurk Zone and the Awa Spi and
Mamlaha springs that belong to the Foothill Zone aquifer system.
Carbonate layers can also form important parts of the combined aquifer systems when they are
overlain by the clastic Fatha, Injana, Mukdadiya and Bai-Hassan formations. Carbonate rocks
form external zones of discharge either to intermountain basins (aquifer systems) within the
Taurus Zagros Province or to the aquifer sub-systems belonging to the neighbouring Foothill
Aquifer System. Differences in lithology, and the low permeability of overlying clastic deposits
can cause semi-confined to confined conditions to develop in deeper karst aquifers. Stevanovic
and Markovic (2004) noted that high artesian pressure and discharge were observed when wells
penetrated the Pila Spi limestones at depths >50 m in Swarawa near Qara Dagh, and in the well
field for water supply of Malta near Dohuk. In discharge zones the less permeable confining beds
of clastic deposits reduce the rate of groundwater flow in underlying carbonate aquifers facilitating
storage of large quantities of groundwater.
The Taurus-Zagros Province can be considered as the best aquifer system in the whole of Iraq. It
is of great importance also for the neighbouring Foothill Aquifer System which benefits from the
rivers which flow through it.
The hydrogeological zonation of N Iraq is based on the recommendations of Stevanovic and
Markovic (2004). They divided the Zagros-Taurus Province into two major hydrogeological
zones, the Suture and the High Folds zones.
The Suture Hydrogeological Zone includes the oldest Palaeozoic "hard rocks", clastic and
carbonate rock units and igneous and metamorphic rocks. Little hydrological data is available
from this zone. The largest known Zulam spring has a minimum yield of 0.38 m3/s and a "normal"
yield of over 2.0 m3/s. The practical water-management importance of this zone is low for several
reasons, including its small extent and distance from main population centres. Three
hydrogeological regions ("basins") were defined including: 1) Kani Mase hydrogeological region
in the north, along the Iraqi-Turkey border. 2) Sidakan hydrogeological region in the center, along
the N part of the Iraq-Iran border. 3) Penjween hydrogeological region in the SE, along the
southern part of the Iraq-Iran border.
The High Folds Hydrogeological Zone, where the most important aquifers occur in fractured and
karstified carbonates, is divided into four major hydrogeological "basins" and subdivided into
eleven "sub-basins" (Table 19-1).
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19.5.6.4 Groundwater quality
The Zagros-Taurus Province is characterised by low salinity water, typically with a salinity <0.5
g/L and only exceptionally reaching 1.0 g/L. The prevailing type of karst water is Ca (Mg)-HC03,
with increasing magnesium content in dolomites. Water is neutral with pH of 6.5-8.0. Under
natural conditions, groundwater from karst and fissured-karst aquifers is of a very good quality.
Large aquifers in recent deposits in the Shaharzoor and Dokan areas contaln fresh groundwater of
karst origin derived from the Cretaceous Kometan, Balambo or the Palaeogene Sinjar formations
and partially from the Palaeogene clastics of the Kolosh Formation.
The salinity and chemical composition of groundwater is changed in the presence of gypsum,
anhydrite and halite in the Fatha Formation which is sometimes present in the S and SW parts of
the province. The salinity and content of sodium, sulphates, and chlorides can increase
considerably, and water often contalns dissolved H2S; maximum reported H2S concentration is 77
ppm. The H2S originates from deep bitumen-bearing layers as noted by Stevanovic and Markovic
(2004).They also noted that even the composition of groundwater of karst origin from the Pila Spi
limestones that flows through and discharges from the Fatha deposits is changed considerably in
the Qayatol, Mamlaha and Awa Spi springs in the Sangaw area of the Sulalmaniya Governorate.
In Khweilin village local people produce salt by evaporation of saline spring water of this type.
Several hot springs such as Garaw and Garawi Mil' Sald are probably connected with deep
aquifers by regional faults.
Water quality for drinking, domestic and agricultural purposes was evaluated during the last FAO
project and compared with existing Iraqi and WHO (1996) standards. In the Sulalmaniya region,
water samples had a high content of N03 unsuitable for potable water. Chemical and/or
bacteriological contamination of groundwater, including karst springs near human settlements, is
frequent due to seepage of sewage from houses and septic tanks. The sanitary situation is serious
as stated in the project proposal for the Three- Year-Plan N Iraq (2003), submitted to UNICEF.
Stevanovic and Markovic (2004) stated: "Lack of adequate and safe water supply and poor
environmental sanitation, both in the urban and rural areas, had been among the causes for high
incidence of diarrhoea, intestinal and skin infections, acute respiratory infections (among
children), cholera, and heavy workload for women and children (girls) in transporting water from
far distances". There are no limitations for the use of karst waters in agriculture, land and orchard
irrigation since the Sodium Absorption Ratio (SAR) is <3 and the salinity hazard is low.
19.5.6.5 Present-day water use, possibilities of future groundwater supply
In the neighbouring Foothill Aquifer System favourable transmissivity is present almost
everywhere enabling abstraction of large quantities of groundwater. However in the TaurusZagros Province concentrated groundwater withdrawals are limited to small appropriate sites at
high yield karst springs or other geologically well defined zones (Table 19-1). This is mainly due
to the extremely high heterogeneity and anisotropy of karst aquifers that result in uneven regional
distribution of karst springs and large differences in productivity of water wells. Consequently, the
potential for of groundwater extraction is erratic. Many areas of the province have insufficient
groundwater resources.
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Some of the large cities within the Taurus-Zagros Province and at the boundary with the adjacent
Foothill Aquifer System such as Dohuk, Salahaddin, Koisinjaq, and Darband Bazian are supplied
from wells drilled into the Pila Spi aquifer. Groundwater is also widely used for irrigation. Some
of the most productive wells in the Pila Spi aquifer- are located at anticlinal plunges with
permanent yields reaching 10-30 L/s; wells often overflow after the rainy season. Sometimes
groundwater can be tapped in the Pila Spi limestone after passing through the Fatha mudstones
and marls, for example at the N edge of the Qara Dagh basin, S of Sulalmaniya. There are also
important alluvial aquifers along large rivers. The conglomerates and sands of the Red Beds Series
accumulated in a depression alongside the Zagros Suture.
Many towns and settlements are supplied directly with good quality water from karst springs. A
good example is the Sarchinar spring that supplies municipal water for Sulalmaniya which during
the drought period of 1999-2000 yielded 600 L/s. The well known Bekhal spring which has a
discharge ranging from 750 L/s to an estimated 17 m3/s is very important for future water
management of the central and N parts of the Erbil Governorate. It was listed in the potential
UNDP project for small hydropower plant. Presently this spring is partly used to supply the town
of Diana. Traditionally many kahrezes supply water, for example between Sulalmaniya and Arbat
in the Tanjero valley to the SE where these water intake objects were constructed in the deluvial
deposits and tap the water that drains the Azmur Mountain range.
Recently an ambitious FAO project was carried out in N Iraq in the Taurus-Zagros Province and
extensive parts of the Foothill Aquifer System (Stevanovic and Markovic, 2004). In addition to
important water inventory and technical studies an extensive drilling programme was conducted.
By March 2003 about 500 water wells were drilled capable of pumping about 3000 L/s for
irrigation and livestock breeding purposes. 59 of these wells were drilled in the Bekhme Complex
and 82 in the Pila Spi Complex having a total potential capacity of more than 1 m3/s. Wells in the
Pila Spi aquifers were more productive (average yield 8.3 L/s per well) than in Bekhme aquifers
which had an average yield of 5.9 L/s. Failed wells are more frequent in the Bekhme aquifers
because of the high altitudes of the selected well sites (sometimes much higher than the local base
of erosion) and because the targeted carbonate aquifers were often covered by steeply dipping
confining layers.
19.6 Estimation of groundwater resources
Integrated groundwater management has to be based on groundwater resource assessment. An
inventory of groundwater for domestic water supply, irrigation and industrial uses should be
prepared. This involves the determination of exploitable groundwater resources ("safe yield"), i.e.
groundwater resources that can be technically developed under economically feasible conditions
which do not damage the environment and do not result in long-term groundwater depletion
("groundwater mining"). Groundwater resources are defined as the amount of water that enters
aquifers under natural conditions, such as recharge from rainfall or from rivers, leakage from the
overlying and underlying aquifers, and from the neighbouring catchment areas. Groundwater
resources are sometimes assessed as gravitational resources represented by the total volume of
rock occupied by groundwater that can be drained by gravity ("specific yield"). During
exploitation groundwater can be released from storage due to the elastic properties of rocks and
groundwater; this is important mainly in extended confined aquifers. Groundwater recharge can be
increased by construction of dams and irrigation canals, by pumping in close-to-river zones and by
intentional artificial recharge (induced and/or artificial resources). Water losses can also be limited
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during groundwater development due to the lowering of the water table and consequent decrease
in evapotranspiration. The results-of calculations of the modulus of groundwater flow are given in
Fig. 19-10 and in Tables 19-2 and 19-3. There are some differences in groundwater flow modulus
estimated for the western desert sub-province. In the hydrogeological reports of Blocks 4, 5 and 7
(Water Development Project, 1978 and 1981), the estimated modulus of groundwater flow was
equal to 0.025 L/s km-, calculated on the basis of elastic ground water resources. In this book, the
modulus (Table 19-2) is calculated based on gravitational groundwater resources.
19.6.1 Exploitable Resources and Groundwater Use
Alsam et al. (1990) calculated exploitable groundwater resources. The total dynamic reserves of
water in three categories (domestic, irrigation and livestock and unusable) are summarized in
Table 19-3.
Groundwater exploitation in Iraq is still very limited, because the only water intake systems that
produce groundwater continuously are in Erbil and Kirkuk cities where the actual working time of
boreholes is about 18 hours per day. The maximum working time for exploitation boreholes used
for irrigation is about 1600 hours per year. In Iraq, there are about 8500 drilled boreholes, and
about 40,000 hand-dug wells. The mean groundwater discharge of these wells is about 10 L/sec
and the total groundwater discharge (the product of the total number of boreholes and the actual
boreholes discharge) is 87300 L/s (about 2.7 billion cubic metres per year).
The total amount of available dynamic groundwater resources suitable for domestic and irrigation
purposes is estimated to be 12.6 billion cubic metres per year. Thus only about 20% of the
available resources have so far been exploited.
The technology of well drilling and pump installation has not changed in Iraq in the last 30 years.
All drilled boreholes have small diameters and nearly all pumps have small discharge, which are
not optimal for irrigation purposes (one of the important uses of groundwater). One way to make
up the deficiency in fresh water supply is to make use of the dynamic groundwater resources of
higher salinity (110 g/L) which can be used without desalinization for industrial, irrigation and
some domestic purposes. However water laws in most countries forbid the use of fresh
groundwater below 1 g/L except for domestic purposes; use of saline groundwater for industrial
and irrigation purposes is allowed to supplement the fresh water resources. Tables 2 and 3 indicate
that the total amount of groundwater suitable for domestic use with salinity <1 g/L is about 6.3
billion cubic metres per year. The total amount of groundwater suitable for irrigation and watering
livestock, with salinity of 1 -3g IL, is 3.8 billion cubic metres per year. The amount of
groundwater restricted for watering livestock and accepted for irrigation with a salinity of 3-5 g/L
is 2.5 billion cubic metres per year. The amount of groundwater of very limited use for watering
livestock and irrigation with a salinity of 5- 1 0 g/L is 2.25 billion cubic metres per year. The
amount of groundwater with a salinity of> 10 g/L is equal to 1.54 billion cubic metres per year;
this groundwater can only be used for industrial purposes. The map of figure 19-17 summarizes
the water resource by showing the salinity, amount of water and transmissivity and indicates that
fresh water, of salinity < 1 g/L dominates the mountainous region and small parts of the Western
Desert near Rutba and the Nukhaib Graben.
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19.7 Envirronmental issues
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groundwater replenishment ("groundwater mining") may cause a decrease in yield of water wells.
Groundwater quality deteriorates due to invasion of deeper brines. Increase in salinity due to over
pumping has been reported especially in the S part of the Plain near Basra. It is therefore very
important to implement water exploitation policies to relieve the Mesopotamian plain from this
water congestion. The second environmental issue is waste disposal. The Mesopotamian Plain is
the most densely populated region of Iraq. Over 60% of the population of Iraq (currently 25
million people) lives in 10 large cities and numerous towns. Consequently, waste products of
urbanisation and industrialisation have contaminated groundwater to a degree that has not yet been
fully appreciated. Of particular concern is the contamination connected with the oil industry
related to leakage of petroleum into the subsoil. Heavy use of fertilisers has increased nitrate
levels in shallow aquifers. The nitrates are ultimately transported into the rivers.
In the Foothill Zone, regional hydraulic connections in the very transmissive aquifers of the
system can result, under heavy groundwater abstraction, in regional lowering of groundwater
levels (piezometric surface) and a decrease in surface runoff. This can limit seepage from influent
river courses. Heavy groundwater pumping can also lead to salinity increase and to intrusion of
neighbouring or underlying water of inferior quality. This may endanger groundwater quality
especially along the SW boundary of the aquifer system where ground waters have relatively high
salinity. In these areas soil and water salinisation can occur if irrigated plots are not adequately
drained (compare with Section 19.5.3.5).
A decrease in surface runoff and deterioration of surface water quality can be caused by intensive
river water diversions and by disposal of poor quality irrigation water into rivers.
Due to higher living standards, especially in the cities (Mosul, Kirkuk and Erbil) and towns in the
NE part of the aquifer system, good groundwater management is necessary. However, waste
products of urbanisation and industrialisation have had serious environmental impacts with severe
contamination of groundwater. Of special concern is the contamination resulting from oil
extraction and transport with oil leakage into soil and groundwater, and from untreated sewer
water often drained in septic tanks in many population centres. Due to the great importance of
water management in the Foothill Aquifer System, groundwater and surface waters should be
carefully monitored both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Gradual settlement of the Southern and Western Deserts will require careful town planning and
strict groundwater utilisation policies. At the same time the problems of salinity of Mesopotamia
must be carefully addressed and well planned drainage systems should be implemented. These
policies are long term and expensive. They are, however, necessary due to the diminishing
capacity of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers because of over-damming in Turkey and Syria and
partly in N Iraq and possibly due to future fast advancing climatic changes.
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Chapter 20
Metallic and industrial rocks and minerals
by
Khaldoun S. Al-Bassam and Jaroslav Hak
20.1 Introduction
Systematic exploration for mineral raw materials in Iraq started in the early 1950's. The Site
Investigation Co. (UK) implementing an exploration program of local geological mapping and
geophysical exploration on various scales in N and NE Iraq. The program also included evaluation
of small areas for the cement industry, and some exploratory visits to W Iraq. The main aim of the
early exploration was to locate and preliminary evaluate the mineral wealth of Iraq. The
information obtained during this survey helped locate some metallic mineral deposits in N and NE
Iraq. The exploration work was resumed by Russian teams from 1960-1964, who evaluated
mineral deposits suitable for industrial use including phosphorite, native sulphur, quartz sand,
dolomite, limestone and ironstone.
GEOSURV commenced comprehensive regional geological mapping and mineral investigation
projects that provided new valuable information on the distribution of new resources of mineral
raw materials throughout Iraq. These surveys were followed by detailed exploration and
prospecting projects that resulted in delineation of several important deposits including
phosphorite, sulphur, kaolinitic clays, sedimentary ironstones and building raw materials
(limestone, gypsum, gravel, sand, and clay). Meanwhile new mineral raw materials were
discovered and appraised in detail, including karst bauxite, flint-clay, celestine, feldspathic sand,
heavy mineral bearing sand and montmorillonite-palygorskite clays.
20.2 Minerogenic zonation
The data presented in this book are based mainly on published papers, postgraduate theses and
some unpublished internal reports of GEOSURY. The mineral and industrial rock potential was
summarised in a map published by GEOSURV at 1:1,000,000 scale (Al-Bassam et al., 1987). Iraq
was divided into minerogenic provinces, zones and districts according to the type and origin of the
dominant mineral commodity available at the surface or near-surface (Al-Bassam, 1986). The
surface and near surface geology and tectonic subdivisions were used to define genetic
subdivisions (Fig. 20-1). They comprise:
1) Non-metallic deposits, 2) Marine sedimentary deposits, 3) Marine evaporites, 4)
Continental evaporites, 5) Fluvial deposits, 6) Aeolian deposits, 7) Laterites, 8)
Bioepigenetic deposits, 9) Metallic mineralization, 10) Low- temperature hydrothermal vein
and strata-bound deposits, 11) Placer and secondary deposits, 12) Magmatic deposits, 13)
Hydrothermal vein and strata-bound (regionally metamorphosed) deposits, and 14)
Volcanosedimentary deposits.
Metallic mineralization is restricted to the Neo- Tethyan Suture Zones and is related to various
phases of the plate tectonic history of the region. Low-temperature hydrothermal deposits occur in
the Northern Thrust (Ora) Zone, including Pb-Zn, Ba, pyrite mineralization (e.g. the Serguza
deposit). Placer and secondary deposits occur in the Balambo- Tanjero Zone and include some
chromite placers and secondary Cu minerals in sedimentary clastics derived from the QulqulaKhwakurk Zone. Magmatic Cr Ni, Cu and Fe mineralization is associated with basic and
ultrabasic igneous intrusives (e.g. Mawat Cr-Ni, Cu and Penjween Fe). Hydrothermal and strata415

bound mineralization of Pb-Zn and Fe (e.g. Marapasta) and volcano-sedimentary deposits of MnFe are associated with the Qulqula Group.
The Arabian Shelf units contaln non-metallic minerals and industrial rocks. Marine sedimentary
deposits (chemical and biogenic) include phosphorite, limestones and dolomites. Marine
evaporites are found in the Jezira Subzone and the Foothill Zone and include gypsum and rock-salt
deposits. Continental evaporite deposits include halite salterns in the Jezira Subzone and the
Mesopotamian Zone. Fluvial deposits of sand and gravel occur in the Mesopotamia Zone and
Foothill Zone. Unique fluvial deposits of feldspar-rich sands with epigenetic celestite
mineralization are found (separately) in fan deposits of the Dibdibba Formation, deposited on the
W margin of the Mesopotamian Zone (Najaf-Karbala District). Aeolian sand deposits are found in
the Mesopotamia Zone as dunes and sand sheets.
Bio-epigenetic strata-bound native Sulphur deposits occur in the area between Fatha in Central
Iraq and Mosul in the N where mineralization is restricted to the Middle Miocene Fatha
Formation.
Laterite deposits occur in the Western Desert Zone in W Iraq and comprise karst bauxite and
ironstone, associated with kaolinitic clays, quartz-sand and heavy-mineral bearing sandstones. A
few grains of gold were reported from ferruginous rocks of the Ga'ara depression (MacFadyen,
1935; Antonets et al., 1962 and Vasiliev et al., 1964). Laterite horizons were identified in
boreholes in the stable platform indicating possible bauxites.
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Metallic mineral deposits have been studied since the 1950's. A survey of heavy minerals in
stream sediments was scheduled for the 1980's and early 1990's to help detect metallic mineral
deposits but was not fully implemented due to the Iraq-Iran and Gulf wars.
The overall economic potential for metallic minerals is generally poor, because of the
inaccessibility of the rugged mountain areas which lack infrastructure, the low grade of the
deposits and lack of processing facilities. Low-grade sedimentary Iron ores on the Stable Platform
are unsuitable for use in the metal industry but might be useful for production of resistant cement.
20.3.1 The principal minerogenic features of the Zagros-Taurus sutures
The geology of the Zagros-Taurus suture is favourable for the occurrence of metallic mineral
deposits of hydrothermal origin connected directly or indirectly with igneous activity. The
deposits were formed within the Northern Thrust Zone and the Zagros Suture units (see Chapters 4
and 6). The Northern Thrust Zone represents a ridge that developed at the plate margin whereas
the Zagros Suture formed within the Neo- Tethyan oceanic domain. The Northern Thrust Zone
contalns base metal deposits with barite, pyrite mineralization, rare copper and some siderite
veins. The Zagros Suture is characterised by copper and iron ores; lead and zinc mineralization is
rare, although one base metal deposit (Marapasta) is the most promising in Iraq. Some indications
of nickel, chromite, manganese ores and asbestos were also identified in the area.
20.3.2 Mineralization of the Northern Thrust Zone
The Northern (Ora) Thrust Zone is located near the border with Turkey. It is about 140 km long
and 20 km wide and built mainly by Mesozoic carbonates. Palaeozoic rocks (Ordovician to
Permian) outcrop in the cores of two major anticlines (Ora and Kaista). Buday (1970) and Buday
and Vanecek (1972) considered that the Northern Thrust Zone has been thrust obliquely to the
south over the platform units. The major structural features are ramp anticlines offset by reverse
faults.
Base metal occurrences in the Northern Thrust Zone occur in two districts (Vanecek 1972), the
western district NE of Zakho and the eastern district to the N of Amadiya (Fig. 20-2). They
represent hydrothermal vein mineralization. The western district includes seven occurrences of
lead and zinc mineralization accompanied by barite. The most important of these is the Berzanik
deposit which is restricted to a fault zone of NE-SW strike in the Upper Permian Chia Zairi
Formation limestones and dolomites. The total length of the mineralised zone is about 1200 m
associated with three outcrops of gossans with barite. The mineralization consists of barite,
limonite, galena, sphalerite, smithsonite, calcite, siderite and ankerite. Similar outcrops of barite
veins and grossans with Pb-Zn mineralization were also found near Alanish, Patruma-Massis,
Banik, Shiranish Islam, Lefan and Bosol.
In the eastern district of the Northern Thrust Zone McCarthy (1955) described a Cu-Pb occurrence
about 6 km W of Ora village which may have been the site of an ancient mine. It comprises a vein
striking NW-SE, about 1 m thick from which malachite, azurite, chalcocite and possibly even
galena were obtained. Other occurrences include Gire Zivi (Silver Hill) and the Skefta Totaye.
These deposits are located near the contact of the Chia Zairi limestones and the Mirga Mir shales
at an altitude of about 2100 m ASL. They consist of a tectonic breccia of limestone fragments
cemented by barite and quartz. Barite veins and pockets, stained with malachite and azurite, are up
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20.3.2.1 Serguza lead-zinc deposit and its origin
The Serguza area was mapped geologically at 1:20,000 and 1:2,000 scales (Mironov and
Sitchenkov 1962), the larger scale was later updated by Aqif et al. (1971). Geophysical SP
measurements (Abbas 1971) and a soil geochemical survey were conducted by Mironov and
Sitchenkov (1962) and later by Al-Bassam (1980). Ore mineralogy was studied by Al-Bassam
(1972) and Al-Bassam et al. (1982). AlQaraghuli and Lange (1978) investigated the minor and
trace element content of the primary and oxidized ore minerals.
The deposit is situated about 17 km NW of Amadiya Town in an area dominated by Middle and
Upper Triassic limestones and dolomites, and mudstones and siltstones of Miocene and Eocene
age. The highly faulted and brecciated Triassic rocks form the high mountains and cliffs whereas
Tertiary rocks, being usually softer, represent the lower parts and valleys. Three major tectonic
structures were recognized in Serguza. These are: 1) An E- W striking thrust fault accompanied by
a thick zone of brecciated massive Middle Triassic dolomites. 2) A NE-SW highly crushed SEdipping fault zone. 3) A crush zone with a WNW-ESE trend.
The main part of the sulphide ore body is located at the tectonic contact between the Triassic and
Tertiary rock units. It is a massive pyrite body which contalns nests and small veins of sphalerite
and galena. The oxidized part of the ore body extends several hundred meters east and west of the
sulphide body as 5-10 m thick gossans, conformable with the Middle Triassic dolomite beds.
Microscopic studies of ore minerals reveal two generations of sulphide minerals. The first
generation of sulphides shows sedimentary structures: banding, lamination and micro-folding. The
second generation appears in small veins and as impregnations in breccia zones, frequently
associated with secondary dolomite and quartz. The ore minerals are highly deformed, brecciated
and recrystallized. The sulphides form intergrowths with the dolomite; calcite occurs more
frequently in the oxidized zone.
Pyrite represents the major sulphide mineral occurring as fine to medium crystalline aggregates,
highly fractured and deformed massive concentrations, and also as euhedral crystals in country
rocks. Colloform textures are rare. In the brecciated zones the fragmented pyrite is often cemented
by galena or sphalerite and is relatively enriched with arsenic. Its Ni content is much higher than
that of Co (Co/Ni ratio of 0.1) indicating a sedimentary origin (Cambel and Jarkovsky 1967).
The first generation of galena occurs as aggregates, filling fractures and cracks between the pyrite
crystals. A second generation of galena occurs in country rock dolomites as scattered aggregates
together with sphalerite. Galena may have suffered flow-like deformation. It is poor in silver and
contalns high amounts of antimony characteristic of a sedimentary origin (Vaugham, 1976;
Mercer, 1976).
Sphalerite occurs mainly as massive dark grey concentrations in the main pyrite ore body. Second
generation sphalerite is usually lighter in colour forming veinlets and filling cracks in the dolomite
host rock. The sphalerite has suffered deformation and fracturing. It contalns tiny inclusions of
second-generation pyrite. It has very low iron and manganese contents. The remobilized sphalerite
is almost depleted in iron. Cd and Ge contents are relatively high. These geochemical features are
typical of low temperature strata bound sphalerite (Vaughan 1976, Hall and Heyl, 1968).
Gangue minerals comprise dolomite and quartz. Dolomite displays different textures, and is
usually associated with second-generation sulphides in small veins. Quartz is associated mostly
with galena and sphalerite, appearing in small veins within country rocks and as scattered crystals
in the main ore body. Secondary minerals are represented by major limonite and goethite
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accompanied by minor cerussite usually replacing the galena partly or completely, and very minor
smithsonite.
The average ore grade of the Seguza Pb-Zn deposit is: 9.7% Zn, 5.7% Pb and 10.9% Fe (mostly as
pyrite). The silver content (62 ppm) is related to the Pb content of the galena. Copper content in
the ore is very low (384 ppm); arsenic (As) concentrations are relatively high with an average of
4467 ppm. Cadmium (443 ppm) correlates well with zinc, and antimony is shared between galena
and sphalerite, averaging 153 ppm in the ore body.
The chemistry of the ore minerals is shown in Table 20-1. Geochemical differences between the
two generations of sulphides indicate different conditions of formation. The second generation of
these sulphides may have formed at higher temperatures than the primary sulphides, following
intense Late Tertiary tectonic deformation.
The Middle Triassic carbonates comprise light grey dolomite and dark grey calcareous limestone.
The ore occurs in highly brecciated and recrystallized dolomites. The Tertiary dolomites contaln
higher amounts of clastic components (quartz, clay minerals and iron oxides). The Middle Triassic
dolomites contaln the highest amounts of Pb, Zn, Ag, Cu and F which are not related to the clastic
fraction.
20.3.2.1.1 Sulphur isotopes
Hand picked samples of galena; sphalerite and pyrite were analyzed for their sulphur isotopic
composition. The results are summarized in Table 20-2 (the page 292).
Differences in isotopic composition of the samples suggest the original material was
inhomogeneous. However, the trend δ34Spy > δ34S sph > δ34S ga indicates that these minerals are
close to isotopic balance. The narrow spread of the 834S values around zero suggests that only
minor biologic activity occurred during formation of the sulphides (Jensen 1967). Marine sulphate
bearing waters could have been the parental fluid from which sulphides precipitated. However, a
volcanic-exhalative origin is also possible.
20.3.2.1.2 Genesis of the deposit
The model age t 6-7 and t 8-7 was calculated, using a method employed by the Czech Geological
Survey. The results suggest that galena from the Serguza deposit is 140-160 Ma old ~ate JurassicEarly Cretaceous). The results have a relatively large error range of ±40Ma.
The Serguza lead-zinc-pyrite deposit has indications of both a syn-genetic (including early
diagenetic) sedimentary origin, and an epigenetic hydrothermal origin. The occurrence of primary
ore minerals is stratigraphically controlled by the Middle Triassic dolomites but the ore did not
necessarily form during the Triassic. The ore initially formed after deposition of the host
carbonates (probably with anhydrite) and before folding. Iron, base metals, and most sulphur were
probably derived from very low temperature metal-bearing chemically active solutions.
Remobilization of these ores, during Late Tertiary deformation, led to the formation of secondgeneration galena, sphalerite and pyrite. These minerals were epigenetically re-precipitated in
crush zones, fault planes and small cracks and fractures in the Triassic and Tertiary rocks. The
mineral deposits may occur preferentially in recrystallization solution breccias in the Triassic
carbonates which formed by dissolution of anhydrite.
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20.3.3 Min
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SW of Penjw
ween Town. Two
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NE-SW trending zones containing magnetite were recognized. Magnetite occurs in small lenses in
siliceous limestones and schists in the lower unit of the Penjween Group accompanied by minor
pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite and arsenopyrite. Teretenko and Khadikov (1961) classed the
mineralization as contact metasomatic and considered that it originated along the contact of diorite
intrusion in the carbonates of the Penjween Group.
The iron mineralization at Mishav, in the easternmost part of the Shalair Valley, consists of nine
small magnetite-hematite bodies in limestones, andesite tuffs and porphyries of the Shalair and
Katar Rash Group. The iron minerals occur in skarns containing garnet and actinolite. The
mineralization appears to be related to small granodiorite intrusions that penetrate
volcanosedimentary units. Similar mineralization in the Katar Rash Group was reported elsewhere
in the Shalair Valley.
Skarn-type magnetite mineralization was also described by Bolton (1956) from the Marapasta area
in the Qandil range of the Zagros Suture Zone, NE of Ranya. Buday and Vanecek (1971)
described some siderite veins at this locality.
Iron mineral deposits of magmatic origin occur as magmatic segregations associated with
chromite, or are related to serpentinization of ultramafic bodies. Magnetite-chromite bodies are
restricted to two main districts: Penjween and Rowanduz. Numerous small vein-like and irregular
magnetite bodies accompanied by chromite occur in ultramafic rocks (mostly serpentinized
peridotite) in the Penjween intrusive massif. The most extensive mineralisation in the Penjween
Massif occurs at three localities: Karigapla, Buban and Kani Manga. Similar iron mineral deposits
are associated with chromites in the Mawat massif. The chromite-magnetite mineralization in the
Rowanduz area is confined to small serpentinite bodies in two localities near Darband Rayat
(Rowanduz Valley); they occur in three zones with 8 small bodies. Vasilijev and Pentelkov (in
Vanecek 1972) related this mineralization to hydrothermal alteration of primary ferruginous
conglomerates. Loletti (in Vanecek 1972) considered this deposit to be of contact metasomatic
origin. The iron mineralization is accompanied by about 4% Cr203, and Ni, Cu and Co
concentrations of 0.5-2%. Iron mineralization in serpentinite containing 2-3% Cr203 and about
0.5% Ni was reported adjacent to these ore deposits near the Babakrawa village. High Cr and Ni
contents may indicate magmatic segregation of the Derband Rayat magnetite. Mafic and
ultramafic rocks have been altered to serpentinite at Shetna Sheikhan NE of Rowanduz. The
serpentinite intrudes limestones; six small chromite lenses accompanied by magnetite were
reported by Polnikov and Nikolayev (1962). At Darband Rayat the ultramafic rocks are overthrust
by Tertiary volcanosedimentary rocks of the Naopurdan Group.
Chromite occurrences were described by Vanecek (1972) in the Mawat Massif. They occur in
serpentinized peridotite near Kurra Dawi village. Placer chromite was reported from Kani Sard
NE of Sulalmaniya which were probably derived from the Mawat Massif.
Manganese ores are mostly restricted to the Qulqula Group and are exposed between Sulalmaniya
and Penjween. Some manganese occurrences were also reported NE of Ranya (Vanecek 1972).
The association of these manganese deposits with the radiolarian chert suggest a deep oceanic
origin, possibly related to manganese nodule formation. Manganese minerals such as psilomelane,
pyrolusite and manganite occur as coatings, crusts and nests. The only manganese deposit in Iraq,
which is clearly related to volcanicity, is at Gola, NW of Penjween where psilomelan and
pyrolusite occur in five zones at the contact of a basaltic intrusion with cherty slates of the Qulqula
Group. These deposits are probably of exhalation origin (SmirnovNelidov 1962).
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Small veins of Nickel mineralization were described by Vasiliev and Pentelkov (1962) at nine
sites near the Bard-iZard village in the Darband Rayat area. They contaln niccolite,
rarnmelsbergite, arsenopyrite, pyrite, carbonates and secondary annabergite and morenosite. Some
nickel and cobalt contents were also reported in serpentinized peridotite in the Penjween Massif
and are accompanied by arsenic in the Hero Valley in the Bulfat region.
Copper ores in the Zagros Suture occur in two forms: disseminated mineralization in ultramafic
and mafic magmatic rocks and as hydrothermal mineralization in quartz veins. Copper
occurrences are widespread but most are not of economic interest; they are related to serpentinised
ultramafic rocks and gabbros of the Penjween, Mawat and Bulfat massifs and to metavolcanites.
Copper mineralization is represented by coatings of malachite and azurite, or disseminated grains
of chalcopyrite accompanied by pyrite. The copper ores at Bir Achminda-Benosa in the Bulfat
Massif are associated with phyllites of the Walash Group intercalated with crystalline limestone
and greenstone (meta-andesite). The mineralization consists of malachite, chalcocite, chrysocolla,
limonite (replacing pyrite) and quartz. More than ten copper occurrences containing malachite and
Cu-bearing pyrite were reported near lira village east of Qalat Dizeh town where they are related
to phyllites and epidote-bearing schists of the Bulfat Group cut by granite dikes (Vanecek 1972).
Copper ores of probable hydrothermal origin were investigated by Roulkovsky (1962) near
Spidareh village in the Pushtahashan Valley of the Qandil Range. They comprise local veins and
impregnations in tuffaceous phyllites, norites and quartz-albitophyres. They contaln quartz,
chalcopyrite, pyrite, sphalerite and malachite. Some copper and nickel mineralization was reported
in serpentinite bodies outcropping for a distance of about 8 km near Galala (Darband Rayat), E of
Rowanduz.
Copper deposits in the Waraz area of the Mawat Massif were studied by GEOSURV in the early
1970's. Electromagnetic surveys were conducted. In 1990, detailed mapping in the area was
carried out. A 300 m deep exploration borehole was drilled. Copper is associated with metabasalts
(> 600 m thick) of the Mawat Group, as lenses of malachite between volcanic flows or as
disseminated chalcopyrite within the volcanics. The borehole data showed that chalcopyrite is
disseminated throughout the metabasalts but is sometimes concentrated in basalt flows (Saad Z.
Jassim, personal communication).
Vanecek (1972) reported several lead and zinc occurrences in the Zagros Suture; the most
important is the Marapasta deposit. Weak base metal mineralization, in a steeply dipping NE-SW
striking quartz-marcasite zone extending for about 5 km near Sirnah, was described by Bolton
(1956).
A few grains of placer gold were described by Smirnov and Nelidov (1962) in the Shalair Valley
(N of Deza village) which were thought to be derived from small intrusive bodies of granite,
granodiorite and quartz porphyry exposed at several sites in the valley. However, the location of
the placers suggests they were derived from the volcanics of the Katar Rash Group exposed on the
northern flank of the Shalair anticline. Gold is known to be associated with arc volcanics (dacites)
in the Andes (Vanecek, 1994, p. 279).
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20.3.3.1 The
Th Marapassta base meta
tal deposit an
nd its origin
n
The Marappasta localitty is one of the most im
mportant base metal depposits in Iraq
q. The Maraapasta
area was studied byy Bolton (11956), Polnnikov and Nikolayev
N
(
(1961),
Akif and Vannecek
H et al. (19983). Explorration
(1972),Vannecek (19722), Akif et all.(1973), Satttran et al.(11973) and Hak
geochemisstry and geo
ophysics stuudies were conducted by
b (Al-Basssam 1977) and (Nahabb and
Rahman 1974) respecttively. Al Bassam and Akif
A (1977) studied the ore petrologgy of the depposit.
m
and m
minor
Hak et al. (1983) proovides inforrmation on ore petroloogy, the cheemistry of major
s
and discusses
d
thee origin of thhe deposit.
minerals, aand isotope studies
The Marappasta area is situated aboout 1.5 km from
fr
the Irannian border, about 6 km behind the tthrust
front at ann altitude off 2000-24000 m ASL. The
T rocks were
w
subdividded by Budday and Vannecek
(1971) into two seriess: the Qandiil Series andd the Marappasta Series (correlated with the Shhalair
h been thrrust over thhe Qandi1 S
Series. The layering inn the
Group); thhe Marapasta Series has
Marapastaa Series rockks dips at abbout 30°-40° to the NN
NE. The host rocks are phyllites, loocally
tuffaceous, and masssive deformeed lenticulaar recrystalliized limestoones that arre fracturedd and
brecciated. These rockks are part of
o a thrust sheet
s
which has been transported foor a consideerable
The underlyying Qandil Series com
mprises alternnating beds of grey annd white sheeared
distance. T
limestoness.
There are two main syystems of faaults recogniized in Maraapasta. Reveerse faults sttrike NE-SW
W and
N
Soome thrust faults
f
have been reactiivated durin
ng movemennt on
normal fauults strike NW-SE.
younger NW-SE
N
tren
nding thrust faults, creaating a com
mplex fault ppattern. Oree occurs in three
localities: Seh Kutchikka which is the highest peak in the area (2410 m ASL.), Darman abouut 800
Seh Kutchikka
m NW of S
. (2200 m ASL)
A
at the edge of a ssteep gully, and Narta about
a
1 km E of Seh Kutchika
K
(21000 m
ASL). Thee ore bodiess are foldedd, fractured, faulted andd locally reccrystallized, and covereed by
gossans paarticularly att Seh Kutchika. The couuntry rocks are similarlyy deformed. Trenches ddug to
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evaluate the deposits failed to establish any structural relationship between them. Bolton (1956)
suggested that the main ore body was situated at Seh Kutchika and that the lower occurrences are
due to landslides.
Mafic and ultramafic intrusive rocks outcrop near Qandil, a few kilometres NW, Wand SW of
Marapasta. According to Akif et al. (1973), sills occur locally in the "Marapasta Series"; blocks of
sills have been found in the scree. The sills are 2-30 m thick and at least 100-200 m wide. They
comprise diabase, olivine basalt and diorite porphyry.
The mineralisation consists of two different assemblages. One assemblage consists of galena,
sphalerite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, marcasite and rare arsenopyrite. Another "skarntype" assemblage
consists of magnetite, willemite, gahnite, and rare garnet and nickeline. Secondary minerals
smithsonite, limonite and cerussite frequently occur.' The mineral assemblages have different
textures. The first assemblage is characterised by orientated linear textures in massive and banded
sulphides and occurs at Darman and at Narta. The skarn assemblage occurs at Seh Kutchika. The
skarn assemblage appears to be either younger than the strata-bound deposit or contemporaneous,
but of different chemical composition. The strata-bound assemblage is characterized by sphalerite
with a consistent iron content of about 9% Fe. Sphalerite of the skarn assemblage has low iron
content «0.5%) (Table 20-2), and is sometimes compositionally zoned with cores richer in Fe than
the rims. Both sphalerite occurrences have Mn, Cd and Cu contents.
Magnetite is characterized by a relatively high content of Ti and N; the concentrations of Cr, Co,
Mn and Zn are below the detection limits of the electron probe. The intimate intergrowths of most
minerals made the examination of minor and trace elements in individual minerals difficult using
emission spectrometry. Ag, As, Ba, Ca, Co, Cr, Cd, Cu, Ga, Ge, In, K, Mn, Na, Ni, Sn, Ti, V, Y,
Yb and Zr consistently occur in the major minerals: magnetite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, galena and
sphalerite in minor or trace amounts. Contents of AL, Mg and Si are high in mixtures of rock and
gangue minerals. B, Be, Mo, Sb, Sc, Sr and Te are present in very low concentrations. Bi was
found in one galena sample.
The lead model age of the deposit was determined to be 180-200 Ma ± 30 Ma (Table 20-4).
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20.3.3.2 Comments
C
on
n the ore gen
nesis
Early studdies suggesteed the mineeralization had
h a hydrothermal mettasomatic orrigin in which a
"skarn-typpe" mineral assemblage
a
r
rich
in zinc and iron preeceded the leead sulphidee formation ((Akif
et al., 19773). Later obbservations based
b
mostlly on microsscopy and cchemistry su
uggest a diffferent
origin for the Marapaasta deposit. The finer-ggrained masssive or bannded sulphid
de material hhas a
D
locallity occur in phyllitic slaates and marrbles;
metamorphhic texture. The ore boddies at the Darman
associated mafic vollcanic rockss suggest that the orees initially formed in a volcanoggenic
ment. The orees and counntry rocks weere probablyy later affectted by low-ggrade
sedimentarry environm
metamorphhism. The consistent
c
spphalerite com
mposition annd textures (e.g., porphhyroblastic ppyrite
and evidennt foliation) support this model.
The older strata-boundd Pb-Zn depposit may haave been fracctured allow
wing flow off solutions riich in
hich resultedd in formatiion of silicaates and oxides of zinc and iron, w
where
silica and oxygen, wh
faults interrsected ore-bbearing stratta. During thhis water-roock interactioon zinc and iron would have
been mobbilised from
m the originnal strata-bound depossit to form
m secondaryy minerals, later
metamorphhosed to willlemite, zinccite, magnetiite, gahnite, garnet and chlorite.
c
Rem
moval of sulphur
led to the formation of
o pyrite-marrcasite that frequently
f
reeplaced pyrrrhotite in baanded ores (bbird's
p
sts in
eye texture). Youngerr pyrite veinnlets cutting the bandedd ores and evven pyrite porphyroblas
p
Hoowever pyritee may have been an oriiginal
adjacent roocks may haave formed during this process.
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constituent of the sedimentary rocks and recrystallized during metamorphism. Original sphalerite
and galena may have been remobilized by hydrothermal solutions prior to the formation of the
magnetite ore. Wall rock alteration (indicated by oxide mineral assemblages) suggests this process
may have occurred.
Further work on the origin of the deposit is required. The existence of strata-bound
metamorphosed ores however has been confirmed. Laterally extensive banded Pb-Zn ores may
thus occur in the area. In Turkey several deposits in the ophiolitic zone of the Tauride are believed
to be of volcanogenic-sedimentary origin (Akif et al.l973 and Bernard 1971). Large lead-zinc
deposits in Iran (the largest is at Anguran) are thought to have been formed by metasomatism in
carbonate rocks and may also be of volcanogenic-sedimentary origin.
20.4 Non-metallic mineral and industrial rocks
20.4.1 Non-metallic minerogenic stratigraphy
Outcropping non-metallic mineral and industrial rocks range in age from Permian to Recent. The
stratigraphic distribution of non-metallic mineral deposits is shown in Table 20-5. On the Stable
Shelf the Palaeozoic strata contaln quartz-sand and kaolinitic clay of the Ga'ara Formation
(Permocarboniferous). The Mesozoic rocks of the Stable Shelf (surrounding Rutba Uplift)
comprise dolomites (Upper Triassic), lateritic ironstone (Lower Jurassic), heavy mineral bearing
sandstones (Middle Jurassic), karst bauxite and quartz-sand (Lower Cretaceous) and phosphorites
with montmorillonite- palygorskite- porcelanite associations (Upper Cretaceous and Palaeogene).
Mesozoic carbonates also occur in the Unstable Shelf area in cores of anticlines in the High
Folded and Foothills zones.
Barite occurrences are recorded in the Triassic and Jurassic units of the Northern Thrust Zone.
Marbles formed during regional metamorphism of carbonate units of the Qandil Series.
Hydrothermal activity in the Northern Thrust Zone was associated with barite mineralization in
the Cretaceous carbonates of Shiranish and Aqra and Bekhme formations.
The Tertiary sediments on the Stable Shelf and parts of the Unstable Shelf contaln phosphorite,
claystone (montmorillonite-palygorskite) and porcelanite. Palaeogene limestones and dolomites
occur on the Unstable Shelf. Igneous activity along the active margin of the Arabian Plate locally
led to the formation of marble in the Walash Group.
The Neogene sequences contaln extensive Lower Miocene carbonates in the Unstable Shelf
(Euphrates Formation). The Middle Miocene units contaln evaporite deposits; gypsum and rock
salt deposits are common in the Jezira and Foothills zones. Bio-epigenetic stratiform native
sulphur deposits formed during the Pleistocene. Pliocene fresh water limestones contaln smectitepalygorskite claystones (Zahra Formation). The Quaternary sediments are dominated by fluviolacustrine and aeolian clastic deposits, inland sabkha and salt deposits.
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20.4.2 Depposits
20.4.2.1 Kaolinitic
K
cla
aystone
Kaolinitic claystone deposits occuur in Pre-Creetaceous uniits in the Weestern Deserrt. The upperr part
w
and m
multiof the Gaa'ara Formattion (Permoocarboniferoous) in the Ga'ara areaa contalns white
coloured kkaolinitic claaystones. Thhey also occcur in the loower part of the Hussaainiyat Form
mation
(Lower Juurassic) along Wadi Husssainiyat andd in the Am
mij Formatioon (Middle Jurassic)
J
at W
Wadi
Amij (Mahhdi and Al-D
Delaimi, 19999). The Juraassic kaolinittic deposits are
a highly feerruginous aand of
low grade (Table 20-66). Flint-clayys occur as karst-fill
k
depposits of Earrly Cretaceouus age assocciated
v
restricteed localities in the Westeern Desert (A
Al-Rubali, 1997).
with bauxiite and bauxitic clay in very
All kaoliniitic clay's off Iraq were transported
t
a kaoline frrom source aareas in the S,
as
S SW and W
Wand
were deposited in a flu
uvial system.
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20.4.2.2 Montmorillon
M
nite and Paly
lygorskite
Extensive montmorilllonite-rich marine
m
sedim
mentary clayystones occuur in the Upper
U
Cretacceous
d to a lesser extent in thee Palaeocenee Akashat Formation
F
in
n associationn with
Digma Forrmation and
phosphoritte (Al-Bassaam and Al-S
Sa'adi, 1985). These clayystones weree originally black
b
shales, rich
in carbonnaceous mattter (Al-Basssam and Al-Haba,
A
1990). Palyggorskite is associated with
montmorilllonite in theese deposits and is the doominant clayy mineral in shallow, neaar- shore areeas of
the basin ((AL-Bassam
m, 2000). Thee montmorillonite-palyggorskite claysstones in theese units are 1-10
m thick. They are calcareous and slightly
s
phossphatic (Table 20-7).
Lower Bakhttiari) Formaation in N Irraq at
Palygorskiite veins weere discovereed in the Mukdadiya (L
Jabal Maqqlub and Ba'aashiqa. Theyy are verticallly or steeplyy dipping andd 1 to 50 cm
m thick. The vveins
f
by direct preciipitation froom solution,, either by pedogenic or hydrotheermal
probably formed
processes (AL-Sayeghh et al., 1976). Montm
morillonite and
a palygorsskite are the dominant clay
C
and Tertiary formations. Kaolinite iss more dominnants
minerals inn Iraq from the Upper Cretaceous
in older rocks; this maay be due to climatic
c
facttors (AL-Bassam, 1996).

20.4.2.3 Bentonite
B
Small depposits and occcurrences of
o bentonitee "sensostriccto" occur inn the Mukd
dadiya Form
mation
(Pliocene) in Jabal Hemrin
H
Souuth, 120 km
m NE of Baaghdad and along the Baghdad-K
Kirkuk
highway. These deposits formed by alteratioon of a volccanic ash hoorizon depossited in a flluvial
basin. Theey are associiated with tuuffs and fluvvial clastics. Glass shardds indicate th
hese depositts are
of volcanicc origin (Zaiinal, 1977).
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Montmorilllonite clayss also occur in
i playas andd topographhic depressions in Mesoppotamia, in desert
d
depressionns, and in sy
ynclinal areaas in the Foothills and High-Folded
H
d zones. Theey are assocciated
with fluviaal deposits, with
w other cllay mineralss: chlorite, palygorskite, illite and kaaolinite, andd with
carbonatess and quartz (Alsinawi eet al., 1977, Al-Hilali 19980 and Shannshal, 2004»». These depposits
are an impportant raw material forr the cementt and brick industry. Tyypical chem
mical analysees are
shown in T
Table 20-8.

20.4.2.4 Phosphorite
Ph
The phospphorite deposits of Iraq are part of the
t Tethyann phosphogennic provincee extending from
Senegal annd Mauritania in the W to Iraq, Irann and Turkeyy in the E. T
They are maarine sedimeentary
deposits, which
w
rangee in age froom Late Crretaceous to Eocene. Thhey are graanular in texxture,
associated with limestoones, black shales
s
(mosttly smectite)), porcelanitee and chert.
Thin beds of phosphorite occur inn the Digma Formation (Maastrichtiian). Thick beds
b
occur in
i the
Palaeocene) and
a in the Ratga
R
Formaation (Eocene). The phossphorite bedds are
Akashat Formation (P
D
and Akashat Form
mation phospphorites havee an intraclassticbioclasticc and
0.5-12 m tthick. The Digma
a pelloidall-ooidal textu
ure respectivvely.
Coprolites and phosph
horites with intraclastic
i
t
textures
occuur in the Eoccene deposits. The cemeenting
material iss usually caalcite; some siliceous ceemented phoosphorites ooccur. Franccolite is the only
phosphate mineral in the
t Iraqi depposits (AL-B
Bassam, 19776 and 1992). The chem
mical compossition
of some off the known phosphorite deposits is shown in Taable 20-9.
The Iraqii phosphoriites, (like all Tethyaan phosphoorites) weree deposited
d under sppecial
palaeogeoggraphic connditions by upwelling
u
off deep oceaanic phosphaate rich waters onto shaallow
shelves (Shheldon, 1981). Francolitte was depossited at and below the seediment-watter interface via a
biogenic pphase (AL-Bassam, 19766). A recent study has shhown clear evidence
e
of microbial
m
acttivity
in the form
mation of thee Iraqi phospphorites (AL-Bassam et aal., 2000a).
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20.4.2.5 Porcelanites
Po
These aree siliceous rocks,
r
compposed of oppal-CT (crisstobalite-triddymite crysttal stratificaation)
derived frrom biogeniic amorphouus opal siliica (mainly from diatooms). They are part of the
phosphoritte-bearing seequences of the Maastricchtian and P
Palaeocene inn the Westerrn Desert (D
Digma
and Akashhat formations respectivvely). Severaal porcelanitte horizons were
w
identiffied as 0.5-11.0 m
thick layerrs associatedd with shalee, phosphoritte and chertt (AL-Bassaam and Al Sa'adi,
S
1985;; ALBassam et al., 2000b). Their chem
mical compossition is show
wn in Table 220-10.
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20.4.2.6 Native Sulphur
Native Sulphur deposits and occurrences in Iraq are stratigraphically controlled in the Middle
Miocene rocks of the Fatha Formation. The Fatha Formation consists of two members; the
lowermost member contalns Sulphur deposits in the crests of some anticlines. The Sulphurbearing horizons comprise secondary calcite, sulphur and some aragonite. Their original lithology
comprised gypsum and anhydrite (Al-Sawaf, 1977). Sulphur originated via bioepigenetic
alteration of primary gypsum induced by reduction and oxidation processes under favourable
structural and hydrogeological conditions in close association with hydrocarbons (Jassim et al.,
1997). Gypsum beds were reduced by e bacteria (Desulfovibrio desulphuricans) in hydrocarbonrich brines flowing from the underlying confined Euphrates Formation to form H2S during periods
of low infiltration of meteoric water. The H2S gas was then oxidised by reaction with water which
flowed into the formation during periods of higher meteoric water infiltration leading to the
deposition of economic Sulphur deposits (Jassim et al., 1997).
The Sulphur-bearing horizons are up to 108 m thick, with a sulphur content of 10-30% (average
23%); the Sulphur is present as coarsely-crystalline native Sulphur, filling pores, nests and caverns
or as bands alternating with layers of secondary calcite and hydrocarbons.
Most of the native Sulphur deposits and occurrences of Iraq occur in a zone extending from Mosul
to Fatha (Fig. 20-1). The Sulphur formation in these deposits may have occurred during the
Pleistocene (Jassim et al., 1997). The Iraqi deposits are the largest known occurrence of stratiform
bioepigenetic native Sulphur in the world (Barker et al., 1979).
20.4.2.7 Gypsum
Almost all the economic gypsum deposits of Iraq occur in the Middle Miocene Fatha Formation
(Lower Fars). They are thick bedded and formed by evaporation in closed or semi-closed marine
basins in association with carbonates and claystones. The main deposits are found in the Foothill
Zone where more than ten gypsum horizons are recorded in the Fatha Formation. A typical
chemical analysis (Mansour and Toma, 1977) is: S03 43--46%, CaO 32-33%, Fe203+ Al203
<0.1%, H20 19-21 % and Insoluble Residues 1-2 %
20.4.2.8 Halite
Thick rock-salt deposits are recorded in subsurface sections within the Middle Miocene Fatha
Formation and the Lower Miocene Dhiban Formation. They were deposited in the central parts of
large evaporitic basins in association with gypsum. Thick rock-salt deposits are encountered in
three main areas in Iraq: South of Sinjar, S of Kirkuk and between Amara and Kut. The total
thickness of the salt beds in these basins ranges from 80 to 165 m; they mostly occur in the lower
and middle parts of the Fatha Formation (Dimitrov et al., 1983 and Mustafa et al., 1984). The
Lower Miocene Dhiban Formation also contalns thick salt layers near Sinjar.
Several salterns of Quaternary age contaln >95% halite which is being seasonally deposited from
groundwater brines. The source of the brines is believed to be deep-seated aquifers in contact with
rock salt deposits. Many of these salterns with halite occur in the Jezira area but the largest salt
playa is located near Samawa in S Iraq (AL-Baldari, 1988 and Al-Badri et al., 1990).
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20.4.2.9 Thenardite and Glauberite
These salt deposits are found in the Shari Lake saltern located 30 km E of Samarra Town.
Thenardite (Na2S04) constitutes up to 13% of the 10 cm thick halite salt crusts. Glauberite
[Na2Ca (S04hJ occurs in concentrations of up to 50% in the underlying 6.5 m thick clayey
sediment (Jassim, 1979). The lateral sequence of salts from the edge to the centre of the saltern is:
gypsum-gypsum and glauberiteglauberite-glauberite and thenardite-halite.
Glauberite may have formed due to an increase in the Na" concentration of the brine after
precipitation of gypsum, by alteration of gypsum in contact with the brine into glauberite.
Alternatively glauberite may have precipitated directly from a brine rich in Nat, Ca+2 and S04-2
(Jassim et al., 1999). Some species of salt-tolerant bacteria may have caused the oxidation of H2S
produced from the disintegration of plant remains to form S04-2 thus enhancing the formation of
sulphate minerals (Jassim et al., 1998).
20.4.2.10 Barite
Almost all barite occurrences in Iraq are located in the Northern Thrust Zone within the Upper
Permian Chia Zairi and the Upper Cretaceous Shiranish formations. They are usually associated
with Zn-Pb-pyrite occurrences as veins up to I m thick. Most of these occurrences are believed to
be of low-temperature hydrothermal origin and stratigraphically controlled. Samples from
Berzanik and Lefan occurrences were reported to contaln 77% and 83% BaS04 respectively
(Mironov and Sitchenkov, 1962 and Stevens, 1953).
20.4.2.11 Celestite
Small occurrences of celestite were recorded in the fluvial Injana and Dibdibba formations in the
Najaf-Karbala area (AL-Bassam, 1995 and AL-Baldari, 1997). The celestite deposits are lenticular
cemented horizons (0.5-1.0 m thick) in mudstones and sandstones. The celestite is present as
euhedral crystals with inclusions of calcite and aragonite. Up to 43% celestite was recorded in
some samples, associated mainly with quartz, calcite, aragonite and palygorskite (ALBassam,
1995). The celestine is believed to be epigenetic, precipitated from Sr-rich ground waters seeping
through springs along the Euphrates Boundary Fault Zone. It formed by direct crystallization and
also by replacement of aragonite and calcite (Dawood, 2000).
20.4.2.12 Ironstone
The Hussainiyat sedimentary ironstone deposit of the Liassic Hussainiyat Formation is the main
iron deposit in Iraq. It is located in the Western Desert, in the SE parts of Wadi Hussainiyat. The
ironstone is about 3 m thick, pisolitic, oolitic, intraclastic and concretionary in texture, and is
associated with kaolinitic mudstones and orthoquartzite. The deposit consists of goethite,
hematite, kaolinite and quartz. The average chemical and mineral composition of the Hussainiyat
ironstone deposit is shown in Table 20-11.
The ironstone and the associated clastics unconformably overlie a weathered and karstified surface
at the top of the Liassic Ubaid Formation. Iron and the associated clastics were transported by
rivers from deeply weathered source rocks in the Rutba Uplift in the SW. Iron were mostly
attached to the clay fraction and organic matter. After deposition, iron concretions were mostly
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formed byy bacterial build-up
b
in swamps annd marshes. They weree subsequenttly embeddeed in
organic-ricch kaoliniticc mud. Pisollites and oolites grew inn situ in thee kaolinitic soil at the uupper
limit of a fluctuatingg water tabble, formingg a groundw
water laterite blanket (ferricrete)
(
uunder
oxidizing ppedogenic conditions
c
annd seasonallly wet climaate. The ironn intraclasts were formeed by
the reworkking of the ferric
f
rete byy ephemeral streams andd rivers and were redepoosited as chaannel
lag depositts with sand and other cllastics (Jassiim, 1982; AL
L-Bassam annd Tamar-Agha, 1998).
The upperr parts of thhe sandstonee unit of thhe Ga'ara Foormation in the NW riim of the Ga'ara
G
depressionn is highly ferruginous
f
and can be classified aas ironstone.. It consists of almost eequal
proportionns of hemattite-goethite and quartzz. The iron minerals arre epigenetiic and form
m the
cementingg material in the sandstoone. The oree bodies are discontinuous, and occuur as lenses 200300 m longg and 1-2 m thick (Petraanek and Jasssim, 1980 annd Tobia, 19983).

K
Bauxiite
20.4.2.13 Karst
were discoveered infillinng deep karssts up to 70
0 m deep inn the
Bauxite annd· bauxiticc kaolinite w
carbonatess of the Liassic Ubaid Foormation in the
t Westernn Desert. Thee karst-fill deeposits conssist of
several finning upward cycles of quuartz sandstoone and kaolinitic claystoone with (orr without) baauxite
and bauxittic flint-clay lenses in thee middle (AL
L-Rubali, 19997).
The minerralogy of thee bauxite depposits consissts of boehm
mite and to a lesser extent gibbsite. Nonbauxitic minerals
m
inclu
ude kaolinitee, quartz andd hematite (A
AL-Bassam, 1998). The bauxite minnerals
are collofoormic in texxture includiing pisoids, ooids and pelloids.
p
Alll grades of bauxitizationn are
found in thhese depositss.
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However, high qualityy bauxites aree absent. The chemical ccomposition is reported in
i Table 20--12.
f deposits is controverrsial. The auuthors believve they form
med in the A
Aptian
The age of the karst fill
b
n occurred aat the Aptiann-Albian boundary at thhe same tim
me as the baauxite
and that bauxitization
profile at Z
Zabira in Sauudi Arabia (A
Al-Bassam, 1998).

Q
sand
d
20.4.2.14 Quartz
R
Massive ddeposits of quartz-sandds are encountered inn the Nahr Umr (Albbian) and Rutba
(Cenomannian) formatiions in the Western
W
Deseert. These deeposits are >
>20 m thick and extend in an
E- W direection for more
m
than 1000 km alongg the Baghddad-Amman highway. Inn addition, some
Lower Perrmian sand layers below
w the Ga'araa depressionn floor consiist almost enntirely of quuartz.
These depposits were derived froom granitic source rockks in the A
Arabian Shield or have been
recycled frrom Palaeozzoic sedimenntary rocks inn the Wand Sw.
S
The sand consists
c
of 95-99%
9
quaartz and geneerally <1 % Fe203' Occcasional thinn clay lensess and
sandstone lenses cemeented with secondary
s
caalcite occur. The quartzz grains are generally
g
0.1-0.5
ounded to suubangular. The
T Ga'ara Formation quuartz-sands are
a generallyy fine
mm in sizee and sub-ro
grained; soome coarse grained sannds occur in the upper pparts of the formation (S
Shaposhikovv and
Babushkinn, 1961, Shak
ker, 1983 annd Tamar-Aggha et al., 19992).
H
mineeral bearing sandstone
20.4.2.15 Heavy
Heavy minnerals occurr in consideerable conceentrations inn the sandsttones of thee Lower Perrmian
Ga'ara Forrmation (Taable 20-13) and
a the Liaassic Amij Formation
F
(T
Table 20-14) in the Weestern
Desert. Zirrcon and ruttile are the m
main heavy minerals in the Ga'ara Formation.
F
Z
Zircon,
rutilee and
monazite are
a the main minerals in the Amij Foormation.
opaques (m
mean 65.8%
%), 9-41% ziircon (mean 20.8%) andd 1-11% rutiile (mean 5..1%). The Ga'ara
G
zircons aree Hf-rich with high conncentrations of Y and raare earths, w
whereas the rutile is Nbb-rich
with high concentratioons of Cr andd V (Table 20-12).
2
The Ga'ara sandsstone deposiits were probbably
i meanderinng river channnels (TamaarAgha et al., 1984).
deposited in
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F
sands
20.4.2.16 Feldspathic
The sandss and sandsstones of thhe Dibdibbaa Formationn (Pliocene)) in the Naajaf area coontaln
appreciablle concentrattions of felddspar (mainlly potash feeldspar). Thee sand graln
ns comprise 15%
feldspar, 770% quartz and 15% rock fragmentts of igneouus and sedim
mentary origiin (Sadik, 1977).
The feldsppar is concentrated in thhe coarse fraction as anngular to rouunded granss, generally more
than 0.5 mm (and up
u to 10 mm)
m
in sizee. The sandds were derived from the mechaanical
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disintegrattion of granites in the Arrabian Shieldd and were transported
t
bby rivers intoo Iraq wheree they
formed fann deposits (G
Ghalib, 19888). Their chem
mical compoosition is shoown in Table 20-15.

20.4.2.17 Limestone
L
Huge depoosits of high
h quality lim
mestone depoosits are fouund in Iraq. The main liimestone-beearing
units are thhe Triassic and
a Cretaceoous units in the
t Thrust Zoone, the Mioocene units
(Serikagnii, Euphrates and Fatha formations) in the Footthills and Foolded Zone and the Eocene,
Miocene (D
Dammam, Ratga
R
and Faatha formatioons) in the western
w
and southern desserts. Most of
o the
economic limestone deposits
d
are in
i the Damm
mam, Ratga,, Euphrates and Fatha formations
fo
(T
Table
P
19980).
20-16) (Mansour and Petranek,
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20.4.2.18 Dolomite
D
i the Folded Zone, and in the Westtern and Souuthern
The main ddolomite depposits in Iraqq are found in
deserts. Inn the Foldedd Zone the Upper
U
Eocenne Pila Spi Formation
F
iis the main dolomite-beearing
unit. In thhe Western Desert, the following formations contaln thicck beds of dolomite: U
Upper
Triassic Mulussa
M
and Zor
Z Hauran, the Liassic Ubaid and H
Hussainiyat, the Upper Cretaceous
C
M
M'sad
and Harthaa, the Palaeoogene Umm Er Radhum
ma and Damm
mam, and the Lower Miocene Euphrrates.
High qualiity dolomites, suitable foor industriall purposes, are
a available in many off these formaations
(Table 20--17).

M
20.4.2.19 Marble
Marble is found in the
t Penjweeen-Walash Zone
Z
(Qanddil Series) at
a Gimo, Kani
K
Kuwishh and
W
Group (Palaeoggene) at Gallala, Kewartta, Darband and Rayat.. The
Rawkan, aand in the Walash
marbles foormed by reggional and loocal metamoorphic proceesses. Some unmetamorpphosed carboonate
rock units are suitable for use as decorative
d
stoones (orthom
marble) espeecially the Piila Spi Form
mation
n, Derband Bazyan
B
and Derbendikha
D
an areas (Maansour et al.,, 1979).
(Eocene) aat Salahuldin
I
iggneous rockks
20.4.2.20 Industrial
Granites iin the Kataar Rash Volcanic Seriees and gabbbro in the Mawat andd Bulfat ignneous
complexess may have some econoomic value as
a decorativve stone. Bassalt flows within
w
the Shhalair
and Katar Rash Seriess, may be useful for rocck-wool prooduction. Neepheline syen
nite dykes iin the
c
of Bulfat
B
may be
b useful in the
t ceramic industry.
i
intrusive complex
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